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disease as well as the growth of new tumors following exposure of human Endothelial cell cultures to 4hydroxy-3-nitrobenzene arsenic acid (roxarsone)
and As(III). Roxarsone was a more potent inducer of
angiogenesis than As (III) [3]. As a result; total arsenic content does not give usually enough information
if the clinical or environmental importance of this element is to be considered. Therefore, speciation
analysis is commonly considered. The distinction
between the different species (chemical forms and
oxidation states) of this element gives additional information in relation to toxicity and biodistribution.
The metabolism of arsenic species in living organisms, including humans, is a complex matter, because the biodistribution of inorganic arsenic species
depends on the matrix (e.g. food, water, bewerages)
in which they are ingested. It is generally accepted
that the toxicity of arsenic is greater for inorganic
species (arsenite being more toxic than arsenate)
than for organic species (methylated species, arsenobetaine, roxarsone or arsenoribosides) [5].
Roxarsone is an organic arsenical compound
containing arsenic. It approved by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) in 1944 for use in poultry feed for disease prevention, growth promotion,
enhanced feed utilization, and improved meat pigmentation [6].
For several decades, roxarsone (4-hydroxy-3nitrobenzenearsonicacid) has been approved for use
in the feed of broilers (    ) and
swine (     ) to control coccidiosis,
speed weight gain, and improve meat color [7]. So,
the supplies of phenyl arsenic acids (e.g. Nitarsone,
Roxarsone) to chicken meat were mentioned to be
man-made feed additives. In 2011, the US-FDA released a study that found a higher incidence of carcinogenic inorganic arsenic in livers of roxarsonetreated chickens compared to controls [8]. As of July
2011, the use of roxarsone was banned in the United
States because it was discovered that potentially dangerous amounts of As accumulated in meat tissue,
particularly in young broilers (up to 0.45 mg As kg−1)
[7]. However, roxarsone is still available for use in
several other undeveloped countries. In one study,
among cooked samples, inorganic arsenic concentrations were higher by greater than a factor of 2 in the

$%#%
The aim in this study is speciation and determination of arsenic in chicken meat matrix. For this
purpose, chicken meat samples consumed commonly by Turkish people belonging to five different
companies in Turkey were obtained from markets
once per 15 days during 14 months. The samples
were digested in microwave oven by using both nitric and hydrochloric acid. It was found that microwave digestion method can be used successfully in
the speciation analysis of arsenic. The determination
and speciation of As in solutions were carried out by
hydride generation-atomic absorption spectrophotometry (HG-AAS). From the observed results, concentrations of As (V) were ranged between 3.0-14.0
ng g-1 (mean 7.3 ng g-1) for breast tissues and 3.0-9.0
ng g-1 (mean 5.1 ng g-1) for leg tissues. The concentrations of As (III) in all studied chicken tissues were
found lower than the limit of detection (2 ng g-1).


)(!#$
Arsenic speciation, chicken, HG-AAS, meat, microwave
digestion.



 %#!&%! 
Heavy metals such as cadmium, lead, arsenic,
mercury, and chromium, even in low concentrations
in tissues of edible animals, have toxic effects [1].
For example, inorganic arsenic is a human carcinogen even at low-level. Long term exposures to inorganic arsenic have been shown to cause cancers of
the lung, bladder, kidney, and skin [2, 3]. Due to
these concerns, the USEPA lowered the maximum
concentration level (MCL) of drinking water for total arsenic to 10 μgL-1 [4]. Further, chronic low-level
arsenic exposure has been implicated in adverse
health consequences including cardiovascular disease, type2 diabetes, neurocognitive deficits, adverse
birth outcomes, and endocrine disruption. Briefly,
arsenate (As(V)) and arsenite (As(III)) are believed
to be most potent in inducing toxic effects. Basu et
al. [3] found angiogenesis associated with vascular
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conventional samples (1.8 μg kg-1) than in the antibiotic-free or organic samples, and roxarsone was
also detected in 50% of the conventional samples
[9].
In speciation studies, the extraction procedure
is a crucial step in analytical scheme, because no interconversion of species should occur and quantitative extraction efficiency is necessary. Generally,
mild extractants such as water and methanol–water
mixtures are used for this purpose. The other used
extraction procedures include enzymatic digestion or
sonication in an ultrasonic bath [10, 11, 12]. Although sulfuric acid can be employed to break down
organoarsenic compounds which are not reduced it
is not suggested to study in HG-AAS because hydride is not forming up on reaction with sodium borohydride. For the determination of total arsenic, digestion with nitric acid may be used successfully in
many cases. In some studies, nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide digestions have been used successfully
to replace the conventional nitric and perchloric acid
and sulfuric acid procedures.
In this study, chicken meat samples belonging
to 5 different companies in Elazig city-Turkey were
obtained from markets once per 15 days during 14
months. The samples were digested in microwave
oven by using both nitric and hydrochloric acid. The
determination and speciation of As in solutions were
carried out by hydride generation-atomic absorption
spectrophotometry (HG-AAS).

$*584. ,744.,;276 *6- 89.8*9*;276 From
July 2008 through August 2009, we purchased
chicken breasts and legs from markets once per 15
days during 14 months in Elazig, Turkey. The samples belonging to different companies (firms) were
cleaned, transported to the laboratory immediately,
and stored in a refrigerator prior to analysis. So, approximately, 150 chicken breast and leg samples
were analyzed. The samples were digested by using
nitric acid to leave total arsenic. The samples were
extracted by using hydrochloric acid to leave only
arsenic (III) without oxidation to (V)). To determine
the best digestion method, the same samples of
breast and leg for firm 1 were digested by using both
classical wet method and microwave digestion. 
In the classical wet method, the samples were
treated in 6 M HCl during one night and evaporated
in bath water up near to drying, for As(III) extraction. After addition 5 M of HCl to this remaining, the
mixture was filtrated and measured. To extract total
arsenic from meat sample, concentrated nitric acid
was added to the sample and evaporated near to drying. After addition 5 mL of HCl (for HG-AAS determinations), the solution was filtrated, if necessary,
and the clear solution measured.
In the microwave digestion, the samples were
digested in microwave oven by using both nitric acid
(to leave total arsenic) and hydrochloric acid (to extract arsenic (III) without oxidation to (V)). To
As(III) determination, 6 M HCl was added to the
samples and, the mixtures were irradiated for 30 min
as described in manual handbook of microwave
oven. After cooling and filtration, if necessary, the
solutions were analyzed. To As(V) determination,
concentrated nitric acid were added to the samples
and digested for 30 min in microwave oven. After
evaporating to leave 2-3 mL in water bath, 5 M HCl
were added and filtrated. The solid mixture of ascorbic acid and KI (2/1) was added to the obtained clear
solution and stirred for 5 min. As a result of this procedure, all of As(V) were reduced to As(III), and
probable interference effects from cations such as
Ni(II), Cu(II), Fe(III), Cr(III), Mo(II), Bi(III),
Se(IV), Se(VI), Sb(III) and Sb(V) were prevented.
Then, the determinations were carried out by hydride
generation-atomic absorption spectrophotometry
(HG-AAS). As(V) concentration was determined
from the difference between these results and the results obtained by using 5 M HCl for extraction.
The lowest concentration in the calibration plot
for each arsenic species was considered as the limit
of quantitation (LOQ). Under the conditions, the
limit of quantitation (LOQ) was found to be 0.5 ng
mL-1 and the limit of detection (LOD) was found to
be 0.2 ng mL-1. Blanks were also digested to determine the background contribution of the reagents
and treated the same way as the samples.
Related with statistically consideration, OneWay Analyses of Variance (ANOVA) were conducted to test the equality of mean values for each

%#$ %!$

88*9*;<:The analyses were carried by hydride generation-atomic absorption spectrophotometry (Agilent 240 Duo F-AAS). The operating parameters used in the HG-AAS measurements were chosen as described in the manual handbook. A microwave digestion system (CEM MARSXpress) was
used to prepare the samples for the analysis. Doubly
distilled water, obtained with a water purification
system (Millipore Direct-Q, Millipore Corporation,
Bedford, MA, USA) was used for all samples preparations. 
#.*0.6;:*6-:74<;276:Stock standard solutions of arsenic species (1,000 mg L−1, as As) were
prepared from arsenic trioxide and arsenic penta oxide in 5 M HCL and distilled water, respectively.
HCl, NaBH4, HNO3, As2O3 and As2O5 were of analytical-reagent grade (Merck). Standard reference
material (NCS ZC73016 chicken-trace elements)
was used to check the accuracy. All glass containers
were kept clean in order to prevent elemental contamination when they were not in use. Concentrated
nitric (65 %, Merck) and hydrochloric (36 %, Merck)
acids were used in the digestion procedure. Briefly,
unless stated otherwise, all chemicals used throughout the study were of high-purity reagent grade.
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(LOQ) is 0.5 ng mL-1. Taking into consideration 1.0
g meat sample and 5 mL of final solution, LOQ for
sample was determined to be 2.5 μg kg-1.

sample of interest. One of the pairwise comparison
tests, Tukey HSD, was carried out to find which of
the sample means is different from each other depending on types of meat, firms and collected time.
SPSS (version 15) statistical program was used for
all statistical computations. Statistical significance
was considered when P was equal to=or higher than
0.05.

&# 
$.*:76*4=*92*;276::',76,.6;9*;276:7/
,12,3.6+9.*:;;2::<.:/975/295 
&# 
$.*:76*4=*92*;276::',76,.6;9*;276:7/
,12,3.6+9.*:;;2::<.:/975/295 


&# 
$.*:76*4=*92*;276::',76,.6;9*;276:7/
,12,3.6+9.*:;;2::<.:/975/295 





% 
758*92:767/:',76,.6;9*;276:600 -.
8.6-26076-20.:;276897,.-<9.:%1.9.:<4;:
*9.5.*6=*4<.:?:;*6-*9--.=2*;2766 
20.:;276
897,.
-<9.
Classical
MW

:'/7<6-/79
/295 *>
26+9.*:;
11±1.2
12±1.0

:'/7<6-/79
/295 *>
264.0:
8.4±0.9
9.2±0.9

758*92:767/-20.:;2765.;17-:From the
Table 1, it was seen that higher concentrations of arsenic in microwave digestion method were found
compared to classical method although this difference is slight. So, microwave digestion was preferred for all other samples.



76,.6;9*;276: 7/ *9:.62, :8.,2.: 26 ,12,3.6
5.*;The mean concentrations of arsenic (V) in all
studied samples and their standard deviations (SD)
are shown in Table 2. The mean concentrations of
arsenic (III) in both chicken leg and breast meat samples were found to be below LOQ (2.5 μg kg-1). It
was clearly seen that arsenic (V) concentrations in
breast samples of Firm 1 are higher than in legs of
the same firm (p<0.05). Some differences were
found in arsenic (V) concentrations among the different firms. Mean Arsenic (V) levels for Firm 1
were significantly higher in both chicken breast and
leg samples. Further, the observed As(V) levels in
chicken breasts are higher slightly than in the legs for
all studied samples. Due to publishing report in recent, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
has established tolerance levels for arsenic in byproducts of animals treated with veterinary drugs
and the permissible level arranged as 0.5 mg kg-1 in
eggs and uncooked edible tissues of chickens and
turkeys [13]. The FDA has not established safety
standards for inorganic As in foods, including rice,
juice, chicken, or other foods potentially contaminated by arsenic. In 1963, the FDA tolerance for total 

#$&%$ $&$$! $

Figure 1 indicate that seasonal (July 2008-August 2009) variations As (V) concentrations of
chicken breast tissues from firm 1. Figure 2 represent
that seasonal (July 2008-August 2009) variationsAs
(V) concentrations of chicken breast tissues from
firm 3 and Figure 3 show that seasonal (July 2008August 2009) variations As (V) concentrations of
chicken breast tissues from firm 4. As a result, As
(V) concentrations of chicken breast tissues from
firm 1, firm 3 and firm 4 higher than firm 2 and 5.
We can say that obtained from Figure 1, 2 and 3 indicate specially the concentration values in 2009
year a little higher than in 2008 year concentration
values which is As (V) concentrations of chicken
breast tissues from all three firms (firm 1, 3 and 4).
Prior to analysis, validation studies were done.
Regarding the recovery used for quality control, the
arsenic (III) and (V) concentrations were in good
agreement, confirming the accuracy of the analytical
method applied (Table 1). Moreover, the precision
for arsenic (III) and (V) were <15% and <11%, respectively for all analytes. The limit of quantitation
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% 
9:.62,,76,.6;9*;276:600 26,12,3.65.*;%1.9.:<4;:*9.5.*6=*4<.:?:;*6-*9--.=2*;2766 
744.,;.-%25.

July 08
September 08
November 08
January 09
March 09
April 09
May 09
June 09
July 09
August 09
.*6'*4<.:
July 08
September 08
November 08
January 09
March 09
April 09
May 09
June 09
July 09
August 09
.*6'*4<.:


$8.,2.:7/;2::<.:

Breast

Leg

:'
295 
6±0.7
8±0.9
7±0.8
8±0.9
13±1.5
9±1.0
12±1.4
10±1.1
14±1.5
13±1.4
? 
5±0.6
5±0.6
6±0.7
6±0.5
5±0.6
6±0.7
7±0.8
9±1.1
8±0.9
8±1.0
 ?  


295 
4±0.7
3±0.5
4±0.6
6±0.7
6±.0.8
7±0.9
10±1.2
9±1.0
8±0.9
7±0.8
 ?  
4±0.7
4±0.6
3±0.5
4±0.7
3±0.4
5±.0.5
6±.0.7
7±.0.8
6±.0.6
5±.0.6
?  


295 
4±0.6
3±0.5
4±0.7
6±0.7
6±0.8
9±0.9
8±1.0
9±1.1
10±1.3
8±1.2
?  
4±0.7
4±0.7
3±0.4
4±0.6
3±0.5
5±0.7
7±0.8
6±0.8
4±0.5
8±1.0
? 


295 
4±0.7
3±0.4
4±0.5
6±0.8
6±0.7
7±0.9
10±1.3
7±0.8
9±0.9
9±1.1
 ?  
4±0.7
4±0.6
3±0.5
4±0.7
3±0.5
5±0.7
6±0.7
4±0.5
7±0.9
6±0.7
?  


295 
4±0.7
3±0.5
4±0.6
6±0.8
6±0.7
8±1.0
9±1.2
9±1.1
10±1.3
9±1.2
?  
4±0.6
4±0.7
3±0.4
4±0.6
3±0.5
5±0.7
7±0.8
6±0.8
7±0.9
6±0.6
?  


[19]. Julshamn et al. [20] stated that total As concentrations were determined in fish species and prawns
from the Barents Sea, Norwegian Sea and North Sea
sampled in 1994–2001. In this study, total mean arsenic concentrations were found to be 5.6 mg kg-1 for
Atlantic cod ( ), 3.5 (2.1–6.1) mg kg-1
for Mackerel (   ), 3.6 (2.6–4.5) mg
kg-1 for Sprat ( ), 1.7 (0.9–2.7) mg
kg-1 for Horse mackerel (  ), 1.7
(0.8–2.6) mg kg-1 for Red fish (   )
[20]. Miyashita et al. [21] reported that As (V) and
As(III) levels in water and biological samples from
the Hayakawa River (Kanagawa, Japan) and high
concentrations of total arsenic were obtained to be
2600 μg kg−1 in crustacean tissues and were found to
be 150–2100 μg kg−1 fish muscle tissues on dry
weight [21]. Pizarro et al. [10] reported that total arsenic levels were determined to be 0.182 mg kg−1 for
rice, 0.168 mg kg−1 for chicken, 68.3 mg kg−1 for fish
[10]. Shah et al. [22] reported that the concentrations
of total arsenic in different tissues of broiler chicken
were found in the range of 2.19–5.28, 2.15–5.22,
2.97–7.17 and 2.68–6.36 µg g-1 for leg, breast, liver
and heart tissues, respectively [22]. Sanchez-Rodas
et al. [5] conducted that concentrations of total arsenic in chicken tissue were reported to be 270 µg kg-1
[5]. Uluozlu et al. [23] determined that arsenic concentrations were found in ranges of 0.06–0.10 µg g-1
in chicken samples and chicken products in Turkey
[23]. Ysart et al. [24] were reported that mean arsenic levels in UK diet were to be 0.003 mg kg-1 for
meat products, 4.4 mg kg-1 for fish, 0.006 mg kg-1 for
nuts and 0.004 mg kg-1 for poultry samples on fresh
weight [24]. In another study, Ghomi [25] reported
that As concentrations in common carp muscle was

arsenic residues in muscle tissues of poultry products
of 0.5 mg kg-1 was established [14]. In 2011, the
FDA Center for Veterinary Medicine (CVM) indicated that the “CVM has determined that a safe level
of inorganic arsenic in chicken meat is < 1 µg kg-1”,
following a roxarsone feeding study [15]. As seen
from Table 2, the obtained values in this study are
more lover than the permissible levels recommended
by FDA-1963. However, these values are higher
than the safe level of inorganic arsenic in chicken
meat established by FDA-2011 < 1 ng g-1.
Andrade et al. [16] reported that the concentrations of total As element were in ranges of 0.396–
12.584 (mean 2.724) mg kg-1 for fresh weight (fw) of
fish, 0.008–0.783 (mean 0.143) mg kg-1 for cereals,
nd–0.444 (mean 0.102) mg kg-1 for meat and meat
by-products taken from south-east Spain using by
hydride generation atomic absorption spectrometry
[16]. In 2011, Nachman et al. [17] stated that arsenic
concentrations in poultry feather meal were found to
be between 44 and 4100 μg kg-1 [17]. Bordajandi et
al. [18] reported that the contents of As were found
to be in ranges of ND (not detected)−17.8 ng g-1 on
fresh weight for chicken. They observed that total
mean As level were to be 234 ng g-1 on fresh weight
canned tuna and were to be 22008 ng g-1 on fresh
weight tope-sea product taken from different markets across the city of Huelva, located in southwestern Spain and under strong industrial activity [18]. Li
et al. [19] reported that the concentrations of As were
found to be 303, 289, and 384 ng g-1, in chicken tissue, shrimp and code fish, respectively. They obtained that the concentrations of As in chicken tissue,
shrimp and fish were higher three times than carrot
(108 ng g-1) and mushroom (107 ng g-1) samples
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found to be 0.014 µgg-1 [25].

[8] Kawalek, J.C, Carson, M., Conklin, S., Lancaster, V., Howard, K., Ward, J., Farrell, D., Myers,
M., Swain, H., Jeanettes, P., Frobish, S., Matthews, S. and McDonald, M. (2011) Provide
data on various arsenic species present in broilers treated with roxarsone: comparison with untreated birds. Final report on study 275.30.2011;
U.S. Food and Drug Administration: Laurel,
MD, USA.
[9] Nachman, K.E., Baron, P.A., Raber, G., Francesconi, K.A., Navas-Acien, A., Love, D.C.
(2013) Roxarsone, inororganic arsenic, and
other arsenic species in chicken: a U.S.-based
market basket sample. Environ. Health. Perspect. 121, 818– 824.
[10]Pizarro, I., Gomez, M., Camara, C., Palacios,
M.A. (2003) Arsenic speciation in environmental and biological samples extraction and stability studies. Anal. Chim. Acta. 495, 85-98.
[11]Polatajko, A., Szpunar, J. (2004) Speciation of
Arsenic in chicken meat by anion-exchange liquid chromatography with inductively coupled
plazma-mass spectrometry. J AOAC Int. 87,
233-237.
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M.H. (2006) Polarographic study of the complexation between the chemical constituents of
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Estimation of daily dietary intake. Food Addit
Contam. 20, 923-932.
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It was found that microwave digestion method
can be used successfully in the speciation analysis of
arsenic. From the observed results, concentrations of
As(V) were ranged between 3.0-14 ng g-1 (mean 7.3
ng g-1) for breast tissue and 3.0-9.0 ng g-1(mean 5.1
ng g-1) for leg tissue. On the other hand, concentrations of As(III) in the studied chicken tissues were
found to be lower than the limit of detection. The obtained values are higher than the safe level of inorganic arsenic in chicken meat established by FDA2011 < 1 ng g-1.
 !( %$
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To address these issues, the remediation technologies for Cr(VI)-contaminated soil have been
widely studied in recent years. Cr in soil undergoes
complex equilibria among the different Cr species
and hydrolysis products [8], and thus leads to the Cr
speciation in soil with different properties [9]. The
complex Cr speciation in soil should have restricted
the potential remediation approaches available for Cr
(VI)-contaminated soil [10]. Technologies employed
to remedy these soils include adsorption [11, 46, 47],
electrochemical treatment [12], reduction and precipitation with chemicals [13], and some membrane
treatment [45]. However, they are expensive and
could also cause the loss of soil fertility [14]. These
disadvantages lead to bioremediation, bio-reduction
of Cr(VI) to less toxic, less soluble Cr(III), an alternative remediation technology, which is receiving
increasing attention due to its environmentally safe
and cost-effective properties [15, 16]. Several microorganisms have been tested for Cr(VI) bioremediation, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa A2Chr [17]
and Ochrobactrum anthrophic [15].
Sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB), an anaerobic
microorganism that typically use sulfate as terminal
electron acceptor, are ubiquitous in anoxic habitats
[18]. Although named after their ability to use sulfate
as a terminal electron acceptor, these organisms can
also use many other electron acceptors, for example,
Cr(VI) [19, 20, 21] and be beneficial for removing
heavy metals from soil. However, most researches
on bio-reduction of Cr(VI) were carried out in aqueous solution not in a real contaminated soil [22, 23,
24, 25].
Therefore, in this study we conducted a remediation of Cr(VI)-contaminated soil by SRB enrichments. The contaminated soils were collected at 030 cm depth of soil in the vicinity of a mine in southern China. The removal efficiency of Cr(VI) from
contaminated soil and remedy conditions were discussed. This work is attempting to provide a promising microbe-mediated approach for Cr(VI)-contaminated soil.

ABSTRACT
Bioremediation is an environment-friendly and
economical technology to remove Cr(VI) from contaminated soils. In this study a set of soil column experiments were designed to determine the bioremediation of Cr(VI)-contaminated soils by sulfate-reducing bacteria enrichments under famine and feast
conditions. The dynamics of SRB enrichments in the
remediation process both under famine and feast
conditions were investigated. The pH value of
Cr(VI)-contaminated soils was 8.37, and the total
concentrations of Cr(VI) was 437.56 mg/kg. Cr(VI)
in contaminated soil were completely removed under
both conditions, while a higher removal rate was observed under feast condition. Real-time quantitative
PCR revealed that copies of SRB 16S rRNA gene at
feast condition were clearly higher than that at famine condition. The results suggest that SRB enrichments are feasible to remediate Cr(VI)-contaminated
soil, which provides basis for ongoing refining.

KEYWORDS:
bioremediation, Cr(VI), soil, sulfate-reducing bacteria
(SRB)

INTRODUCTION
Discharge of industrial waste and sewage
sludge without effective control could induce a large
accumulation of heavy metals in soil, resulting in serious public concern and anxiety on food safety [1,
2]. Chromium (Cr), a representative heavy metal, has
a wide application in variety of industries, including
ore refining, steel and alloys production, metal plating, tannery, pigmentation and other manufactures
[3]. Hexavalent chromium (Cr(VI)) and trivalent
chromium (Cr(III)) are two of the most stable states
of Cr in soil, wherein Cr(VI) displays higher toxicity,
carcinogenicity, solubility and mobility [4, 5]. Moreover, Cr(VI) pollution can reduce microbial diversity
in soil and alter soil functions, threatening the sustainable development of agriculture [6, 7, 44].
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0.06 g/L CaCl2·2H2O, 1.0 g/L NH4Cl, 0.5 g/L
KH2PO4, 2.0 g/L MgSO4·7H2O, 0.5 g/L
FeSO4·7H2O, 0.3 g/L disodium salt and 1 mL of
trace element solution. The volume of the medium
was made up to 1 L with distilled water and the pH
was adjusted to 7.0+0.2. During enrichment, the ratio of COD to sulfate was gradually increased from
1 to 3 over a period of two months. The enriched cultures were used in bioremediation experiments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Soil samples. Samples of soils contaminated
by Cr(VI) were collected at 0-30 cm depth of soil in
the vicinity of a steel alloy factory in southern China.
Soils were air-dried at room temperature, ground and
sieved with a 100 mesh size (150 ȝm) for soil characterization and bioremediation experiment.
Soil characterization. For determining the
content of water-soluble Cr(VI), 10 g of soil were
suspended into 100 mL of ultrapure water and then
shaken at 175 rpm for 2 h. The mixture was filtered
and the concentration of Cr(VI) in the filtrate was
measured according to Han et al. [26]. The absorbance of the purple complex formed from reacting
Cr(VI) with S-diphenylcarbazide (DPC) was measured at Ȝ QPE\D89VSHFWURSKRWRPHWHU 5D\
leigh Analytical Instrument Corp., China). For determining total contents of Zn, Pb, Mn, Cd, and Cu in
soils, 0.5 g soil was digested with an acid mixture
(HCl, HNO3, HClO4, and HF) on the electric heating
plate. The concentrations of Zn, Pb, Mn, Cd, and Cu
in the digested solution were measured by an inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometer
(ICP-OES) (Optima 5300 DV, PerkinElmer Instrument) [14]. For determining As content, 0.5 g soil
was digested with HNO3: HCl (1:3 v/v) in boiling
water for 2 h. The concentration of total As in the
digested solution was determined with an atomic fluorescence spectrometer (AFS-810, Beijing Titan Instrument). The heavy metal contents of the tested
soils were shown in Table 1. Also, Measurements for
the concentrations of total organic carbon (TOC) and
total nitrogen (TN) were taken by the TOC analyzing
instrument (TOC-VCPH, Japan) equipped with platinum catalyst quartz tube. The flow rate of oxygen
gas was 130 ml/min and the furnace temperature was
680 oC.

Bioremediation experiments. The enriched
cultures were grown in sterile Luria Bertani (LB)
medium at 30 oC on a rotary shaker (175), harvested
after 48 h, washed three times and re-suspended with
sterile water to an OD600 of 2.0 (bacterial suspension). 200 g of non-sterilized Cr(VI) contaminated
soil was placed in soil column (made of plastic) with
5-cm in diameter and 42 cm in height. A plastic mesh
(D = 0.2 mm) was placed at the bottom of the column
to retain the soil. Then, 200 mL of washing solution
circularly washed the contaminated soil at the flow
rate of 2.0 mL min-1. The washing solution used in
the column contained: SRB enrichment and not-sterile LB liquid medium at the ratio of 1:4 (v/v) (termed
as feast condition) (a), SRB enrichment and tap water at the ratio of 1:4 (v/v) (termed as famine condition) (b), and just not-sterile LB liquid medium with
the same volume as (a) and (b) (termed as control
set) (c). Soil and leachate samples were withdrawn
at 24 h intervals within 6 days, the initial soil sample
(not washed with washing solution) were named as
0, and the soil samples withdrawn at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and
6 day were named as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively.
The soil samples were air dried before determination
of the water-soluble Cr(VI). Leachates were centrifuged at 12000 rpm for 2 min, and the supernatant
were used to determine the concentration of Cr(VI).
DNA extraction and Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR). Total genomic DNA
was extracted following the procedures described by
Zhou et al. [27]. Crude genomic DNA was purified
on an agarose gel and stored at -20 oC until use. To
detect the abundance of sulfate-reducing bacteria in
the soil during the bioremediation process, the functional gene dissimilatory sulfite reductase (dsrB) was
amplified with primer pair DSRp2060F-*& ¶
CAACATCGTYCAYACCCA GGG ¶  DQG
'655 ¶*7*7$*&$*77$&&*&$¶ DFFRUG
ing to Geets et al. [28]. Conventional PCR with different DNA samples were performed by the ABI
VeritiTM Thermal Cycler (Life Tec. Co., USA) and
the annealing temperature was 48 oC. The PCR products were checked by 1.0% agarose gel electrophoresis and ethidium bromide staining. The purification of PCR products and the calculation of DNA
copy numbers were previously described [29]. The
PCR products were serially diluted from 107 to 101
copies ȝL-1, which were used as templates DNA to
construct standard curves. The threshold cycle (Ct),

TABLE 1
The heavy metal content of the tested soil
Heavy metals
Cr(VI)
Zn
Pb
Mn
Cd
Cu
As

Concentration (mg/kg)a
437.56
622.49
317.51
184.09
93.37
101.55
10.56

a

Experiments were performed in triplicate and average values were listed herein.
Enrichment and cultivation of sulfate reducing bacteria (SRB). SRB was enriched from
wastewater collected from municipal wastewater
treatment plant, located at Harbin, China. The composition of the growth medium for enrichment of
SRB was prepared as previous described [21].
Briefly, it consisted of 1.2 g/L sodium lactate, 3 g/L
sodium citrate, 0.1 g/L yeast extract, 4.5 g/L Na2SO4,
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depth of soil in the vicinity of a steel alloy factory,
and the surface horizon was subjected from the longtime uncontrolled disposal of chromite ore processing residue. During the conventional chrome ore
hydrometallurgy process, soda ash and limestone or
dolomite were always supplemented, which generated a large amount of highly toxic chromite ore processing residue of high pH and high concentration of
Cr [30]. Chromite ore processing residue typically
has an alkaline pH value (>12) and contains high
concentrations of total Cr, which may be up to 70000
mg kg-1 [31]. The uncontrolled disposal of chromite
ore processing residue could lead to the release of the
water-soluble, high toxic Cr(VI) and other metals
into the soil. The valence state and speciation of
Cr(VI) in soil could be influenced by variety of factors, e.g., pH, organic matter in soil, redox potential,
and microbial community [8, 32, 33, 34].

i.e. the cycle at which the fluorescence in the sample
increases above a pre-defined threshold, was determined. Standard curves were generated by plotting
the threshold cycle for each standard, against log10 of
the sequence copy number. The qPCR was performed with iCycler iQ real-time PCR detection system (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., USA) according to
previous study [29]. All tests were performed in triplicate and average results were reported in the tables
and figures. More detailed information can be seen
in Wang et al. [14].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Soil properties. The pH value of Cr(VI)-contaminated soils was 8.37, and the TOC and TN concentrations were 0.9+0.1 and 0.4+0.05 g kg-1. The
total concentrations of Cr(VI) was 437.56 mg kg-1.
The soil was also contaminated by Zn, Pb, Mn, Cd,
Cu, and As, with the concentrations of 622.49,
317.51, 184.09, 93.37, 101.55 and 10.56 mg kg-1, respectively (Table 1). Cr(VI)-contaminated soil samples tested in the study were collected at 0-30 cm
0

1

Bioremediation experiments. Figure 1
showed the variation of the Cr(VI) concentration in
soil and leachate in the bioremediation process. In
the bioremediation experiment under feast condition
(Figure 1a), Cr(VI) concentration in the soil decreased from 437.56 to 172.84 mg kg-1 within the
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FIGURE 1
Cr(VI) concentration in the bioremediation process, (a) bioremediation experiment under feast condition,
(b) bioremediation experiment under famine condition, (c) control experiment
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qPCR analysis. The results of the qPCR were
shown in Figure 2. SRB was not detected in the untreated soil sample (0 day), whereas copies of SRB
16S rRNA gene appeared in the treated soils and
slowly increased within 5 d (Figure 2).
Moreover, copies of SRB 16S rRNA gene at
feast condition was clearly higher than that at famine
condition, which was in agreement with a higher
Cr(VI) removal rate. However, Cr(VI) both in the
soil and leachate were reduced completely within 5
d bioremediation (Fig. 1a). The shift between Cr(VI)
reduction and the increase of SRB population might
be due to high initial toxicity of Cr(VI) in the initial
growth stages of SRB in soil. However, the fast modifications of the complex chemical equilibria of
chromium in contaminated soils could also play a
role in the chromium speciation during the bio-remediation progress [9]. Relying on the presented results, we concluded that inoculation of SRB capable
of reduce Cr(VI) may be an option for the bioremediation of Cr(VI)-contaminated soil, which could replace or complement conventional chemical methods based on the use of Fe-rich compounds [43]. In
future more researches are essential to evaluate the
potential of SRB for the remediation of other soil
types and in relation to their microbial communities.

first 2 days, and Cr(VI) in the leachate increased
from 0 to 132.36 mg L-1. Thereafter, Cr(VI) concentration in the soil and leachate decreased continuously to the final value of 3.06 mg kg-1 and 1.05 mg
L-1 respectively. Moreover, the total amount of
Cr(VI) in the experiment system decreased from
87.51 to 0.82 mg after 6 days remediation.
The variation of Cr(VI) concentration in soil
and leachate during the bioremediation experiment
under famine condition followed the similar trends
to that under feast condition however showed a slow
Cr(VI) remediation rate (Figure 1b). Within the first
2 days, only 121.20 mg kg-1 of Cr(VI) in the contaminated soil were removed, and Cr(VI) concentration
in the leachate peaked 95.47 mg L-1 at 3 d. Until the
end of the experiment, Cr(VI) concentration in the
soil and leachate reached to the final value of 6.13
mg kg-1 and 5.75 mg L-1 respectively. The total
amount of Cr(VI) in the experiment system decreased from 87.51 to 2.38 mg after remediation process. In the control experiment (Figure 1c), Cr(VI) in
the soil sample was clearly leached into the leachate
within the first 2 day and subsequently Cr(VI) in the
soil and leachate maintained stable with the concentration at 362.30 mg kg-1 and 67.05 mg L-1 respectively. The total amount of Cr(VI) in the control experiment system was slightly decreased from 87.51
to 85.87 mg, which might be related to the organic
matter in the LB medium and soil or the indigenous
Cr(VI)-reducing bacteria in the soil. The Cr(VI) in
the soil was almost completely removed using the
SRB enrichments and the removal rate of Cr(VI) in
the soil was obviously enhanced under feast condition/with LB medium supplement.
Microbe-mediated remediation approach for
Cr(VI)-contaminated soil has been widely studied in
recent years [14, 35, 36, 37]. Microorganisms play a
key role in the bioremediation process and their activities stronger rely on nutrient/organic matter in the
soil. During contaminated soil remediation process,
the utilization of inorganic and/or organic supplements is often favored due to their typically unfavorable conditions, e.g., high level of metals, acidic pH,
low content in organic matter and nutrients, and poor
structure [38]. This especially relevant in mine soils
derived from pyritic ores or other metal sulfides,
where oxidation or hydrolysis processes may produce a gradual acidification of the medium that increases heavy metal solubility and availability with
time [39]. Several cost-effective agroindustrial and
farm residues (e.g., animal manures and slurries, urban residues) have been used alone or in combination with liming materials for bioremediation of
heavy metal-contaminated soils [40, 41, 42]. These
materials may not only modify the solubility and
phytotoxicity of heavy metals, but also can provide
essential nutrients and organic matter, improving
soil microbial activity [38], which would promote
the microbe-mediated approach into wide application in heavy metal-contaminated soil remediation.

16S rRNA gene copies per gram soil
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FIGURE 2
Variation of SRB in the bioremediation process

CONCLUSIONS
In this study we successfully utilized SRB enrichments for the bioremediation of Cr(VI)-contaminated soil under both feast and famine conditions.
The qPCR analysis revealed that the population of
SRB increased quickly after Cr(VI) was completely
reduced and copies of SRB 16S rRNA gene at feast
condition was clearly higher than that at famine condition, which was in agreement with a higher Cr(VI)
removal rate at feast condition. These results demonstrated that SRB has advantages and potential application in bioremediation of Cr(VI)-contaminated
soil.
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In many cyanobacterial studies, the monitoring
was conducted by cell counts, biomass measurements, phytoplankton pigment extractions, or cyanotoxin analyses [9-10]. These methods are costly
and/or time consuming [6]. Chl-a was previously
suggested as an indicator representing the biomass.
The alert levels of cyanotoxin proposed by European
Water Framework Directive and WHO are also derived from Chl-a and cell density [6]. Actually, Chla is not a specific cyanobacterial pigment, which
makes it poorly informative for evaluating cyanobacterial abundance and cyanotoxin concentrations
[11]. Alternatively, phycocyanin (PC), an accessory
pigment characteristic of cyanobacteria, was suggested to represent cyanobacterial biomass [6, 11].
MCs are cyclic heptapeptides with more than 100
structural variants and notably hepatotoxic. The
methods of HPLC, HPLC-MS, and ELISA were
used to analyse MCs [5, 7, 9-10, 12-14]. However,
the detected MC concentrations can’t represent overall toxicity, due to the potential existence of unknown species-specific and condition-specific toxins [3, 6, 8, 13, 15-16]. Therefore, a simple and convenient method is necessary to quantify the risks of
cyanobacterial toxins in addition to biomass monitoring.
In this study, three strains of   frequently used in scientific researches were tested to
investigate 1) the cell growth, optical density, the
contents of Chl-a, PC, MC, and MC-LR, and total
toxicity of each strain of   ;2) existence
of significant differences among the different
strains; and 3) a bioluminescent bioassay to describe
the toxicity in the water caused by cyanobacteria

Three strains of !  were
tested to investigate the differences in their cell
growth, contents of chlorophyll-a (Chl-a), phycocyanin (PC), microcystins (MCs), microcystin-LR
(MC-LR) and the toxicity produced. The cell density
of FACHB-942 increased fastest among three
strains. The similar slopes of the linear relationships
between cell density and Chl-a content for FACHB918 and FACHB-905 were approximately 6-fold
greater than that of FACHB-942. The slopes of the
relationships between the PC content and cell density were lowest and highest for FACHB-942 and
FACHB-905, respectively. For the MC-LR and MC
contents, FACHB-918 and FACHB-905 had a
higher cell quota than FACHB-942 did. However,
the total toxicities determined in a bioluminescent
bioassay using    were FACHB-905>
FACHB-942> FACHB-918. Strain-specific differences in above characters do exist for these three
strains of   . For monitoring and evaluating risks of cyanobacterial blooms, the analyses
based on the biomass, pigments, and toxins are not
sufficient to accurately describe the actual situations.
A bioluminescent bioassay using  parallel
with standard CuSO4 solutions as toxicity markers
was proposed to demonstrate the risks and harms.

'%!"
!  , growth, phycocyanin, microcystin, bioluminescent bioassay
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Cyanobacterial blooms have been occurring
with increasing frequency and extending geographical distributions, which degrade water quality and
pose serious threats to aquatic organisms and human
health [1-2]. The genus ! is one of the
most common bloom formers. The ecology, growth,
pigment content, and toxin production were intensively studied for a species of ! 
 [3-8].

#!"#"
?)56*)+:-81)3+;3:;8-9All strains of 
!  were purchased from the Freshwater Algae Culture Collection at the Institute of Hydrobiology, (FACHB-Collection), Chinese Academy of Science, catalogue number WDCM 873 in
the World Data Centre for Microorganisms
(WDCM). The   strains are catalogue
numbers FACHB-905, FACHB-942, and FACHB-
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enzyme conjugate for a limited number of antibody
binding sites. The kit does not differentiate between
MC-LR (used as kit calibrators) and other MC variants, but detects their presence at various levels.
Therefore, the results of the measurement are the total MCs. Each sample was tested at least in triplicate.
The HPLC analyses for MC-LR were carried
out as described by Lawton et al. [20] and Ikawa et
al. [21]. At least three samples of the algal culture
were 0.45 μm filtered and subjected to solid phase
extraction (SPE) with a C18 column. The column was
eluted with methanol containing 0.1% v/v trifluoroacetic acid and the elution was concentrated with a
rotary evaporator before being subjected to HPLC
analysis using a Hitachi L2000 system. The HPLC
system was equipped with a diode array detector
(DAD, L-2455, Hitachi, Japan) installed in tandem
at the outlet of the column (LaChrom, ODS C18, 5
µm, 4.6 mm × 250 mm, Hitachi, Japan) and mounted
with an ODS pre-column. The solvents used were
57% methanol and 43% PBS (0.05 M potassium dihydrogen phosphate adjusted with 20% v/v phosphoric acid to pH 3.0) at a fixed flow rate of 1 ml
min−1 at 25°C. A 10 µl volume of the sample or the
MC-LR standard compound dissolved in methanol
was injected into the column using an autosampler
(L-2200, Hitachi, Japan). UV absorption was detected at λ = 238 nm.

5)3?919.68:6>1+1:?)/)159::0-*163;415-9
+-5+-6.The 0.45-μm filtered samples run in at least triplicate were subjected to a bioluminescent bioassay using    as described by Zhou et al. [22]. The freeze-dried 
 cells were purchased from Hamamatsu Photon
Techniques Inc. (Beijing), catalogue number CS234.
The bioluminescent assay was run on white 96-well
plates, and the bioluminescence was read by a microplate reader at 490 nm (FLx800, BioTek, USA)
at the time the  cells were exposed to the
sample water (T=0) and 15 min afterwards (T=15).
To standardize the toxicity quantifications, the toxicities of a wide range of standard CuSO4 solutions
were simultaneously measured and a standard curve
was established between the inhibition rates against
bioluminescence and the CuSO4 concentrations. The
toxicities of the samples were converted to CuSO4
concentrations according to the above standard
curve. Therefore, the toxicity shown as a concentration of CuSO4 indicates that the toxicity of a sample
in terms of inhibitory activity against the bioluminescence of   was equal to that of the
CuSO4 solution at that concentration in the bioassay.


!"$#"

The growth in terms of the OD for the tested 
 strains were shown in Fig 1. The OD values of three   strains all increased with

918 in the FACHB-Collection. The strains were
maintained for 3 months and then incubated for the
experiments in BG-11 medium (NaNO3 1.5 g L-1,
K2HPO4 40 mg L-1, MgSO4·7H2O 75 mg L-1,
CaCl2·H2O 36 mg L-1, citric acid 6 mg L-1, ammonium ferric citrate 6 mg L-1, EDTA (dinatrium-salt)
1 mg L-1, Na2CO3 20 mg L-1, H3BO3 2.86 mg L-1,
MnCl2·4H2O 1.81 mg L-1, ZnSO4·7H2O 0.22 mg L1
, NaMoO4·5H2O 0.39 mg L-1, CuSO4·5H2O 80 µg
L-1, and CoCl·6H2O 40 µg L-1). All of the culture media were sterilised at 121 °C for 20 min. The cultures
with at least triplicated samples were incubated at 25
°C with a dark:light ratio = 14 h: 10 h illumination at
a light intensity of 25 μmol m−2 s−1.

-:-+:1656.+-33)5,67:1+)3,-591:1-9Each
culture was inoculated after shaking by sterile pipettor in clean bench. Cell densities in the cultures were
detected with a haemocytometer (25×16) under microscopy. Because the initial inoculated cell densities for each culture inevitably varied slightly, the
fold changes were calculated by dividing the cell
densities at each incubation time by the initial cell
density. The growth rate was calculated according to
Wu et al. [17]: μ = (ln Ct – ln C0)/(Tt − T0) . The
optical densities of the culture were detected by adding 200 μL of each culture into the wells on transparent 96-well plates, which were read by a 96-well
plate reader at 600 nm and shown as OD600nm. For
both measurements, at least three samples were independently measured.

-:-+:1656.+0368670?33)03))5,70?
+6+?)515 +65:-5:9The chlorophyll-a (Chl-a)
and phycocyanin (PC) contents were extracted and
analysed spectrophotometrically as described by
Pierangelini et al. [1,15]. Samples were first centrifuged (8000 rpm at 4°C for 10 min). For Chl-a analysis the cells were extracted in the dark with 95%
ethanol at 4°C for 48 h, centrifuged for 10 min at
8000 rpm, and the supernatants were collected for
measurement of the absorbance at wave lengths of
664 nm and 647 nm. For PC analysis, the cells were
mixed with 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution (PBS,
pH 7.0), and submitted twice to ultrasonication for
10 min and frozen at -20°C for 12 h; the melted samples were then centrifuged (8000 rpm at 4°C for 10
min) and the supernatants were collected and the absorbance measured at wave lengths of 562, 620 and
652 nm. Quantifications of Chl-a and PC were made
according to the equations of Bennett and Bogorad
[18] and Jeffrey and Humphrey [19]. For both measurements, at least triplicate samples were independently measured.

-:-+:165 6. 1+86+?9:15! ! )5,
1+86+?9:1599Microcystins (MCs) were detected by ELISA as described by the detection kit
manufacturer (Beacon Analytical Systems Inc, ME,
USA). The MCs in the sample compete with the MC-
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increasing incubation time up to 16 days, as shown
in Fig 1-A. All growths of the three  
strains were in accord with an exponential increase
model with R2>0.92. The difference among the OD
values of the three   strains is unclear.
The growth in terms of cell density for the tested 
 strains was shown in Fig 1-B. The cell
densities of three   strains also increased with increased incubation time up to 16
days, in accordance with an exponential increase
model with R2>0.95. In contrast to the OD values,
the FACHB-942 cell densities increased much more
rapidly than those of FACHB-905 and FACHB-918,
whose cell densities increased at similar rates.
To eliminate the possible interference by the
slight differences in initial cell densities of the three
strains tested and to further clarify the growth differ-

ences, the cell fold changes were calculated by comparing the cell density at each incubation time with
the initial density. The results were shown in Fig 2A.
In contrast to those unclear tendencies in the OD values and cell densities, a clear difference among three
tested strains was observed. FACHB-942 achieved
the highest cell increases, while the FACHB-918 and
FACHB-905 cell counts were lower. As shown in
Fig 2B, FACHB-942 achieved and maintained the
highest growth rate after 4 days’ incubation, while
FACHB-918 maintained the lowest growth rate
throughout the entire incubation period.
The Chl-a and PC contents of the three  
 strains were also measured. The relationships between the cell density and contents of Chl-a
or PC were calculated and shown in Fig 3.

$! 
86=:015:-8496.67:1+)3,-591:1-9)5,+-33,-591:1-96.:08--:-9:-,9:8)1596.
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tween the cell density and MC-LR or total MC contents were calculated and shown in Fig 4. FACHB918 showed the fastest increase in MC-LR content
among the three strains, with an equation of
y=0.1902x-1.4749 with increasing cell density (Fig
4-A). The FACHB-942 MC-LR content increased
most slowly with increasing cell density, resulting in
y=0.0263x-1.6789. For the MC content shown in Fig
4-B, FACHB-942 also increased most slowly with
increasing cell density, with an equation of
y=0.1001x+17.719; FACHB-905 and FACHB-918
behaved similarly, with equations of y=0.6678x7.3242 and y=0.6103x+6.4153. The lowest R2 for
the equation between total MC content and cell density for three strains was greater than 0.91.
The toxicities of a series CuSO4 solutions with
concentrations ranging from 1 to 512 mg L-1 were
tested by bioluminescent assays using  ,

Compared to FACHB-905 and FACHB-918,
the Chl-a content of FACHB-942 showed the lowest
increase in cell density in accordance with the equation y=1.1903x+12.781 as shown in Fig 3-A. The
Chl-a content increase for FACHB-918 and
FACHB-905 exhibited a similar pattern, with increasing cell densities following equations
y=6.4436x-156.73 and y=6.0927x-120.43, respectively. The PC contents of FACHB-905 increased
the fastest, while FACHB-942 increased most
slowly with increasing cell density (Fig 3-B). The
equations for FACHB-905, FACHB-918, and
FACHB-942 were y=0.1508x-2.6736, y=0.0779x1.2298, and y=0.0408x-0.912, respectively, all with
R2>0.95.
The MC-LR and total MC contents were analysed by HPLC and ELISA. The relationships be-
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and the relationship between the toxicities (indicated
by the inhibition rates against bioluminescence) and
the CuSO4 concentrations was regressed as y=
17.205 ln(x)-1.268 with R2=0.9674, as shown in Fig
5-A. The culture water of three strains was simultaneously tested by bioluminescent assay and the inhibition rates of the samples were converted to CuSO4
concentrations by the regression equation in Fig 5A. The relationships between cell density and the total toxicity of the samples were then calculated and
were shown in Fig 5-B. The total toxicity of
FACHB-905 increased much faster with increasing

cell density with a linear equation of y=3.7227x138.59 (R2=0.9079) than those of the other two
strains. The total toxicity of FACHB-918 remained
at a relatively lower level than for the other two
strains following a linear equation of y=0.3944x4.4549 (R2=0.9739) with increasing cell density. In
the case of FACHB-942, the linear equation between
the total toxicity and the cell density resulted in a
poor correlation, with R2=0.6998. Meanwhile, the
regression equation using the logarithms of the cell
densities resulted in a good correlation of y=144.34
ln(x)-518.41, with R2=0.915.

$! 
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For the three tested strains, their growth in
terms of OD was quite similar (Fig. 1A). But the
FACHB-942 strain eventually reached both the
highest cell density (Fig. 1B) and the highest cell
counts (Fig. 2); FACHB-905 and FACHB-918
achieved similar cell densities (Fig. 1B) over 16 days
of incubation, but different cell counts (Fig. 2).
Therefore, the three strains of   differed in their cell growth. Cell growth is a fundamental and important feature of microorganisms. Many
studies have described the growth of  

strains under similar conditions, BG-11 culture medium and approximately 25 °C, but exhibiting various patterns. As reported by Liu et al. [23], the cell
density of a strain of   PCC7806 from
the Pasteur Culture Collection (Paris France) increased from approximately 4×105 cells/mL to a stationary phase of 3.87×106 cells/mL after 5-7 days of
incubation. Rzymski et al. [24] reported that a  
 strain, which was isolated from Husinec
Reservoir (Czech Republic) and collected in the Culture Collection of the Algal Laboratory, Institute of
Botany (Trebon, Czech Republic), grew from 4×105
cells/mL to approximately 6.2×105 cells/mL after 15
days of incubation. In a study of Ríos et al. [8], two
strains of   (PCC7806 and PCC7820,
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contribute to the different growth patterns [1, 3, 25].
However, the nature of the differences among the 
 strains also plays important roles in the
various growth patterns [8-9]. In the present study,
all culture conditions were exactly the same for all
three strains, and the results indicate that strain-specific differences for   do exist in terms
of growth pattern for these three strains. Cell numbers or growth rate only would clearly indicate this
difference.

from Pasteur Culture Collection) exhibited different
patterns; one grew constantly from a very low cell
density to 60×106 cells/mL during 21 days of incubation and the other reached a peak cell density of
40×106 cells/mL at day 9 and then decreased to a
very low level of 1×106 cells/mL. For  
grown in BG-11 medium, the reported stationary cell
density varied from 6.2×105 to 6.0×107 cells/mL and
the exponential growth periods varied from 5-7 to 20
days [8, 24-26]. In the foregoing studies, slight differences in the incubation temperatures, illumination, medium composition, and dark:light ratios may
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The pigment contents of harmful algae have
been used to represent algal biomass and to act as the
warning indicators for the toxicity or risk to a water
body [6]. It was reported that Chl-a and PC contents
of   strain FACHB-911 from FACHBCollection in Chinese Academy of Science reached
18 μg/L and 1079 μg/L after 12 days of incubation
[25]. The Chl-a content of another  
strain from the Institute of Hydrobiology of Chinese
Academy of Sciences in the study of Li et al. [26]
increased from 331 to 523 μg/L after 6 days of incubation. In our study, because three strains showed
different cell growth patterns, the comparison of the
pigment contents as a function of incubation times
could not clarify the difference in the pigment cell
quota. Alternatively, pigment contents were used as
a function of cell density and increased with increasing cell densities at different rates for each strain.
The Chl-a contents of strain FACHB-942 exhibited
much lower rates (slopes) than those of FACHB-905
and FACHB-918, indicating that FACHB-942 had
the lowest Chl-a cell quota among the three tested
three strains. In the case of the PC contents, FACHB942 also had the lowest cell quota, while FACHB905 had the higher cell quota than the other two
strains. FACHB-942 grew quickly but the low pigment contents might be the main reason for the similar OD value among the three strains. In recent studies, PC was proposed as a predictor for cyanobacterial biomass [6]. Although strong linear relationships
were recorded between PC and the cell counts,
biovolume or Chl-a for single-species cultures, a significant species-specific variation in the equation of
the PC content vs. the cell counts was observed in
previous studies, as well as the present study [6].
Therefore, if taking the PC content as the indicator
for the risks and harms caused by cyanobacterial
blooming, the different cell quotas of the PC content
for various species should be taken into account [6].
The risks caused by cyanotoxins are the main
reason for the intensive attention given to cyanobacterial blooms. Attempts to chemically measure MCs
to evaluate the risks and harms of ! spp.
blooms have been undertaken for several decades
and have identified many cyclic heptapeptides MC
variants [5, 12]. Among them, MC-LR is the most
studied one and whose concentration in water environments has been of serious concern [13-14, 21,
27]. Our data indicated that three  
strains had different cell quotas for MC-LR content,
that is, MC-LR was high in FACHB-918 and low in
FACHB-942 (Fig. 4A). In contrast to the chemical
analysis of MC-LR, ELISA measures all MCs that
are able to bind to the designated antibody [8, 10]. In
this study, HPLC and ELISA measurements demonstrated that FACHB-942 possessed the lowest MC
and MC-LR contents. The MC contents of FACHB905 and FACHB-918 were similar, indicating that
FACHB-905 was rich in MCs other than MC-LR
compared to FACHB-918 because FACHB-918 had

the highest MC-LR content (Fig. 4B). ELISA detects
different MCs in varying degrees, with the most
cross-reactive one being MC-LR, which was suggested by the instructional booklet for the Beacon
Microcystin Plate Kit. Therefore, the richness of
MCs other than MC-LR in FACHB-905 should be
higher than the calculation based on the present data.
Due to the importance of MCs, recent proposals using mass spectrometry and phosphatase bioassay are
directed toward enhancing the accuracy in describing the MC contents [8, 14]. However, del Campo
and Ouahid [7] studied the microcystins from three
collected strains of   two from Texas
University collection, UTEX-2666 (co-identity with
UWOCC-006 and UV-006) and UTEX-2670 (coidentity with UWOCC-MR-A) and one from the
Universidad Autónoma de Madrid collection (UAM1303); they found various microcystin profiles for
the tested three strains, and identified several new
MCs from algal extracts. Furthermore, Mowe et al.
[3] found that certain environmental factors such as
temperature changed the microcystin production of
  PA20130405MA isolated from Pandan Reservoir of Singapore. Due to new MCs’ being
continually identified, the production of MCs being
affected by environmental factors, and the significant cell quota differences existing among 
! spp. strains, it is quite challenging to determine
comprehensively the risks and harms based on the
MCs content [3, 7, 23].
The strain-specific difference was observed
among tested three   s strains in the cell
growth, optical density, Chl-a content, the PC, MC,
and MC-LR contents, and the total toxicity. The significant variations may exist among growth of biomasses, toxin concentrations produced, toxicities
brought from different cyanobacteria and even
strains belong to    [8, 9-10, 16, 28].
Therefore, the sources and the features of the tested
  strains need be distinguished in scientific reports.
A number of researchers went to toxicity evaluation bioassays to find simple and suitable indicators to describe the risks and harms caused by cyanobacterial blooms [5, 29]. Herrera et al. [27] suggested using cladocerans, especially   species, to assess cyanobacterial toxicity. Although cyanobacterial toxicity in different species has been
strongly associated with microcystin production and
a number of studies have demonstrated the toxic effects of microcystins on these organisms, other compounds can even be more toxic than cyanotoxins [5].
Furthermore, although microcystins are probably
toxic to the tested organisms, not every toxic effect
can be attributed to them because blooms contain a
large number of compounds. It was also suggested
that bioactive substances such as lipopolysaccharides (LPS), muegelone and lupenil acetate could be
responsible for the high toxicity [27, 29]. These stud-
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ies proposed that chemical analyses have some limitations in showing the risks and harms due to 
! spp. compared with bioassays. We used the bioluminescent bioassay using  in this study
to evaluate the toxicity of cyanobacterial water.
FACHB-918 had high contents of MC-LR and MCs
in the HPLC and ELISA determinations, but exhibited low toxicity against the bioluminescence of 
compared to the other two strains (Fig. 5B)
FACHB-942 had low contents of MC-LR and MCs,
but was in the middle in terms of the toxicity cell
quota among three strains (Fig. 5B) Our results
agreed that some substances other than MCs from
the tested strains could be responsible for the high
toxicity [27, 29]. is a symbiotic bacterium
living in the light organs of fish of the family Monocentridae, as well as in the cephalopods  
and ! , and its bioluminescence intensity is
very sensitive to environmental changes and is
strictly related to cellular activities [22]. These features ensure that its rapid bioluminescence changes
(within 5-15 min) reflect the impact of the surrounding environment and have been widely used for toxicity evaluation [22]. Therefore, the toxicants produced by three tested strains might be quite complicated and should include toxins other than the MCs
detected by ELISA [5]. In addition, we suggested a
series of standard CuSO4 solutions as both positive
controls and as markers of the sample toxicity, which
will enhance the standardisation and reproducibility
of bioassays. Compared with bioassays using larvae
or individual organisms, this bioluminescent bioassay is time and cost effective, easy to perform and
standardise, and very sensitive.
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Turkey, this genus by classified in three main divisions with 78 taxa and 66 species [3].
They are characterized as ³3HUHQQLDOELHQQLDO
or rarely annual herbs; plants rarely dioecious; stems
spiny-winged or unarmed, branched or not. Leaves
spinose at margins, upper surface with or without setae and spinules, entire to pinnatisect. Capitula homogamous, discoid, solitary or crowded. Phyllaries
pluriseriate, imbricate, adpressed or ± patent in upper part, with or without a subterminal vitta, sometimes appendaged, usually with a terminal spine,
margins entire to spinulose or lacerate. Receptacle
long-hairy. Flowers hermaphrodite or rarely unisexual, tubular, usually un-equally 5-fid, white to purple, sometimes yellowish; base of corolla tube
slightly widened. Pollen grains globose. Achenes ±
oblong, compressed, smooth, glabrous, with ± hemispherical umbo; hilum oval, sub-basal. Pappus
pluri-seriate, plumose, connate at base into a ring,
deciduous or ± persistent, inner- most hairs longest,
often scabrous or thickened at apex; very rarely comSOHWHO\VFDEURXV´[4].
Cirsium members display a wide range of
known mating events and are considered as an appropriate model organism for pollination biology
[5]. Many Cirsium species are also valued for their
medicinal importance because of flavonoids, antioxidants and phenolic compounds [6]. In folk medicine, they are also reported to have antidiabetic, antiseptic, diuretic, antihemorrhagic, antihypertensive
and antihepatitis activities, and used in treatments of
liver and uterine cancers, and leukemia [7-9].
Cirsium species are among the best plants for honey
production [9]. This genus also includes some invasive species; thereby, comprehensive mechanical,
chemical and biological methods have been developed to prevent against their invasive activities [10].
Thus, many species of this genus are under special
conservation statues due to their rare distributions
and danger of extinction and some members of this
genus having invasive nature are also of special concern [5].

ABSTRACT
Cirsium species have economic importance because of their botanical and medicinal properties.
Thus, this study has aimed to investigate some heavy
metal (Fe, Mn and Zn) and mineral nutrient (B, Ca,
K, Mg and Na) status of narrow endemic Cirisum
byzantinum. Plant and soil element concentrations
were analyzed by using ICP-OES and the evaluation
of plant-soil interactions for heavy metals and mineral nutrients were carried out by statistical methods.
The measured element concentrations (in mg/kg)
were in ranges of 5.936-19.044 for B, 1862.1614811.168 for Ca, 12.610-38.474 or Fe, 3421.3836881.885 for K, 190.984-593.427 for Mg, 3.83017.301 for Mn, 21.236-62.025 for Na, and 6.18328.060 for Zn in plant parts. Statistical analysis for
element interactions between root/leaf and co-located soil samples revealed that there a was positive
correlation between B, Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Na and
Zn found in soil and Na and Zn found in roots, and
Fe, Mn and Na found in leaves, respectively. Herein,
results of this study could provide preliminary
knowledge for future studies to better understand element uptake and heavy metal accumulation status
of endemic species. Also, this study could also provide some insights for responsible authorities to develop conservation strategies.

KEYWORDS:
Cirsium, plant-soil interactions, mineral nutrition, autecology, conservation

INTRODUCTION
Cirsium is the largest genus (>250 taxa) in
Asteraceae family comprising the annual, biennial
and perennial species. Although, mainly populated
in mountains of Southern Europe and Caucasia,
members of this genus can be seen all around Europe, Asia, Africa and America continents [1-3]. In
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TABLE 1
Geographical locations of plant and soil sampling sites
Sampling Site
Location 1
Location 2
Location 3
Location 4
Location 5

Location
%DúÕE\N
5RDGVLGHùLOH
3DúDN|\(QWUDQFH
3DúDN|\:DVWHZDWHU7UHDWPHQW)DFLOLW\
Neighborhood Emirli Village

Altitude (m)
75
134
134
137
101

Coordinates
N ÛމމމE Ûމމމ
N Û0މމމE Ûމމމ
N ÛމމމE Ûމމމ
N ÛމމމE Ûމމމ
N ÛމމމE Ûމމމ

Sample Collection & Analysis. Plant (root,
stem, leaf and flower) and soil (~500g from 10cm
depth) samples were collected from five different locations in Istanbul/Turkey (Table 1). Plant samples
were oven-dried at 80°C for 48h, grounded by micro
hammer cutter and fed through a 1.5 mm sieve.
Then, 0.3g of plant samples were transferred into
Teflon vessels and added of 8ml 65% HNO3. Soil
samples were also oven-dried at 80°C for 24h and
fed through a 2 mm sieve. Then, 0.3g of soil samples
were transferred into Teflon vessels and added of 5
ml 65% HNO3, 3 ml 37% HCl and 2ml 48% HF. All
samples (plant and soil) were then mineralized in microwave oven (Berghof MWS-2) at 145°C for 5 min,
165°C for 5 min and 175°C for 20 min. Following
mineralization and cooling, the samples were filtered
using Whattman filters and made up to 50 ml with
ultra-pure water and stored in falcon tubes. Multi-element standard solution was prepared from stock solution-1000 ppm (Merck). The concentrations of
mineral elements and heavy metals such as boron
(B), calcium (Ca), iron (Fe), potassium (K), magnesium (Mg), manganese (Mn), sodium (Na) and zinc
(Zn) were measured by using Inductively Coupled
Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES;
Perkin Elmer Optima 7000 DV).

Most Cirsium species have been studied for
their ecological, botanical and medicinal properties;
however, there is no extensive information about
heavy metal uptake and mineral nutrient statuses of
this genus. Thus, the aim of this study is to investigate heavy metal and mineral nutrient statuses of this
narrow endemic C. byzantinum and also is to have
information on its plant-soil interactions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Botanical Description of Plant Material. Circium byzantinum Steud. biennial, about 100-120 cm.
Stem stout at base, branched, unwinged, sparsely
arachnoid. Median cauline leaves oblong, pinnatisect, lateral lobes bifid, c. 5-8 paired, narrowly triangular to lanceolate, as in C. ligulare, lateral and terminal lobes with slender c. 4-7 mm apical spine, spinose-strigose above, with setae 0.6-1.5 mm, otherwise glabrous; sparsely arachnoid below. Lateral
branches 2-7, 3-18-capitulate; uppermost leaves 3-7,
involucrate, usually longer than involucre, sometimes equalling or shorter than it. Involucres erect,
broadly campanulate-obconical to campanulate-obovoid, 15-20 mm. Phyllaries sparsely arachnoid, 69-seriate, minutely denticulate at margin (spinules
up to 0.2 mm), adpressed in bud, then erecto-patent;
median 9-11 mm including 1-1.5x0.20-0.25 mm apical spine without spinules on inner surface; innermost refiexed, gradually narrowed to apical spine.
Corollas white, 17-19 mm. Achenes 4.5-5 mm [11].
Pappus 12.5-14 mm. Fl. 7-10. Dry places by
roadsides, in fields, dry hills, open places, near sea
level.
Type: [Turkey A2(E) Istanbul] circa Constantinopolim, Aucher 3392 (G-DC.). Endemic [11].

Statistical Analyses. Multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA) with Tukey's post-hoc HSD
and Pearson correlation were calculated using IBM
SPSS Statistics 20 software. The statistical significance was shown as **P<0.01 and *P<0.05 level (2tailed).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The concentrations of B, Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Mn,
Na and Zn were determined by using ICP-OES for
understanding of heavy metal accumulation capability and mineral nutrient status of narrow endemic C.
byzantinum. In plant parts, without standard error
consideration, element concentrations (in mg/kg)
were 5.936-19.044 for B, 1862.161- 4811.168 for
Ca, 12.610-38.474 for Fe, 3421.383-6881.885 for K,
190.984-593.427 for Mg, 3.830-17.301 for Mn,
21.236- 62.025 for Na, and 6.183-28.060 for Zn (Table 2). The average concentration of all elements
ranked as flower<stem<leaf<root.

FIGURE 1
General habitat of C. byzantinum plant (A) and
branches with flowers (B).
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TABLE 2
Heavy metal and mineral element distributions in plant and soil samples.
Cirsium byzantinum
Flower
Leaf
Stem
Root
Soil
14.524±0.134**a
7.637±0.095*ab
17.681±0.220*a
61.856±0.907*b
1.Loc
6.209±0.156*ab
2.Loc
5.981±0.048**b
14.662±0.158*a
8.158±0.080*a
19.044±0.205*a
130.558±3.681*a
B
3.Loc
5.936±0.047**b
13.442±0.105**b
5.950±0.057**b
13.658±0.108**b
72.609±2.866*b
(mg/kg)
4.Loc
6.503±0.039**a
12.514±0.091**b
6.147±0.071*b
14.032±0.134**b
80.831±1.222*b
14.159±0.089**a
6.379±0.073*b
14.052±0.157*b
156.682±5.980*a
5.Loc
7.127±0.064**a
Average B
6.351±0.708
13.860±0.115
6.854±0.075
15.693±0.165
100.507±2.931
1.Loc
2035.736±26.161*a 3200.665±85.611*a
2116.890±28.833*a
4567.892±41.412**a
864.218±2.207**b
4811.168±51.750*a
934.048±3.325**a
2.Loc
1890.472±15.199**b 3219.086±34.589*a 2218.690±21.666**a
Ca
811.769±3.608**b
3.Loc
1889.395±15.047**b 3095.300±24.214**b 1862.161±17.848**b 4041.994±31.832**b
(mg/kg)
4.Loc
2009.195±12.044**a 2874.570±20.799**b 1949.076±22.408*b 4350.039±41.662**ab
834.928±3.542**b
4560.169±50.869*a
971.930±3.530**a
5.Loc
2316.378±20.710**a 3362.140±21.110**a 2203.049±25.111*a
Average Ca
2028.235±17.832
3150.352±37.264
2069.973±23.173
4466.252±43.505
883.379±3.242
32.275±1.061*b
16.259±0.270*a
34.523±0.329**a
1825.700±25.571*a
1.Loc
14.519±0.349*b
2.Loc
16.113±0.130**a
38.009±0.408*a
18.134±0.177**a
37.461±0.403*a
1913.728±24.191*a
Fe
3.Loc
13.767±0.110**b
30.980±0.242**b
12.610±0.121*b
27.370±0.216**b
1730.956±46.654*b
(mg/kg)
4.Loc
14.830±0.089**b
28.786±0.208*b
13.912±0.160*b
34.108±0.327**a
1771.874±41.684*b
38.474±0.242**a
15.884±0.181*ab
35.394±0.395*a
2035.596±35.583*a
5.Loc
17.052±0.152**a
Average Fe
15.256±0.166
33.704±0.432
15.359±8.182
33.771±0.334
1855.570±34.737
1.Loc
3672.223±40.318*a 6076.267±38.944**a 3994.433±44.613*ab 6623.114±35.141**a 1245.311±15.585*b
6881.885±74.023*a
1421.261±23.151*a
2.Loc
3422.608±27.517**b 6095.640±65.497*a 4169.967±40.721**a
K
3.Loc
3421.383±27.248**b 5761.344±45.070**b 3488.113±33.432**b 5782.840±45.542**b 1085.570±33.199*b
(mg/kg)
4.Loc
3573.108±21.419**b 5322.333±38.509**b 3746.801±43.077*b
6451.708±61.790**a 1159.555±35.734*b
5.Loc
3677.367±32.879**a 6055.599±38.021**a 4008.102±45.685*a
6708.123±74.829*a
1408.199±20.274*a
Average K
3553.337±29.876
5862.236±45.208
3881.483±41.506
6489.533±58.265
1263.979±25.589
499.241±17.753*a
300.927±12.170*a
501.141±11.808*a
5835.326±74.968*b
1.Loc
242.368±11.568**a
2.Loc
266.389±2.142**a
561.459±6.033*a
362.110±3.536*a
593.427±6.383*a
6384.438±80.464*a
Mg
3.Loc
190.984±1.521**b
407.663±3.189**b
227.743±2.183**b
398.949±3.142**b
5805.287±215.544*b
(mg/kg)
4.Loc
231.498±1.388**ab
400.026±2.894**b
266.899±3.069*b
471.793±4.519**b
5705.729±53.983**b
546.442±3.431**a
338.472±3.858*a
544.688±6.076*a
6655.174±40.243*a
5.Loc
276.628±8.337*a
Average Mg
241.573±4.991
483.763±6.660
299.829±4.963
504.153±6.386
6109.591±93.040
11.088±0.285*b
5.638±0.260*ab
15.231±0.538*b
148.913±5.666*b
1.Loc
4.453±0.182*a
**a
*a
*a
*a
2.Loc
4.305±0.035
14.537±0.156
6.365±0.062
17.301±0.186
181.766±6.877*a
Mn
3.Loc
3.830±0.031**b
10.786±0.084**b
4.359±0.042**b
14.196±0.112**b
117.731±5.970*b
(mg/kg)
4.Loc
4.374±0.026**a
10.399±0.075**b
4.990±0.057*b
15.710±0.150*b
124.904±7.623*b
5.Loc
4.534±0.041**a
13.971±0.088**a
5.932±0.068*a
16.216±0.181*a
206.859±7.780*a
Average Mn
4.298±0.063
12.156±0,138
5.456±0,098
15.730±0.233
156.034±6.783
1.Loc
26.704±1.040*b
42.520±1.392*b
28.447±1.425*b
51.490±1.515*ab
135.744±2.121*b
2.Loc
29.912±0.240**a
48.464±0.521*a
35.368±0.345*a
62.025±0.667*a
152.598±2.845*a
Na
3.Loc
21.236±0.169**b
40.865±0.320**b
25.029±0.240*b
44.846±0.353**b
124.204±2.198*b
(mg/kg)
4.Loc
23.453±0.141**b
38.196±0.276**b
26.997±0.310*b
49.234±0.472**b
130.449±2.756*b
5.Loc
32.164±0.288**a
48.058±0.302**a
33.094±0.377*a
59.615±0.665*a
164.981±3.805*a
Average Na
26.693±0,376
43.620±0.562
29.786±0.539
53.441±0.734
141.595±2.745
1.Loc
8.013±0.382*a
16.022±1.007*a
9.798±0.350*b
21.853±0.845*b
18.679±0.490*b
2.Loc
8.797±0.071**a
18.764±0.202*a
13.649±0.133*a
28.060±0.302*a
26.456±0.735*a
Zn
3.Loc
6.183±0.049**b
11.496±0.090**b
8.355±0.080*b
16.705±0.132**b
15.506±0.860*b
(mg/kg)
4.Loc
7.200±0.043**b
12.338±0.089**b
9.971±0.115*b
19.218±0.184*b
17.263±0.694*b
5.Loc
8.843±0.079**a
17.775±0.112**a
12.260±0.140*a
26.571±0.296*a
30.525±0.876*a
Average Zn
7.807±0.125
15.278±0.300
10.806±0.164
22.481±0,352
21.685±0.731
The statistical significance was shown as **P<0.01 and *P<0.05 level (2-tailed). Plus-PLQXVVLJQ³´LQGLFDWHVWKHVWDQGDUGHUURU

were found to be within acceptable ranges, their concentrations were slightly lower in the roots
(4466.252 mg/kg) and the leaves (3150.352 mg/kg)
of the plants. Soil Ca contents of the soils vary depending on soil type, climate and rainfall regimes.
For example, Ca contents in sandy soils of rainy regions are very low; in the CaCO3-free soils of rainy
and temperate regions, Ca contents are in ranges of
0.7-1.5%; Ca contents in extremely dispersed and
fragmented soils of rainy tropical regions are in
ranges of 0.1-0.3%; and Ca contents in the calcareous soils vary between 1-25% with their high CaCO3
contents [17]. In this work, soil Ca concentration
(883.379 mg/kg) was relatively low. This infers that

In relevant studies, acceptable limits/ranges of
heavy metals and mineral nutrients in plants have
been reported (in mg/kg) as 3.0-100 for B, 200030000 Ca, 50-250 for Fe, 1000-50000 for K, 1001000 for Mg (1500-3500 in field crops), 30-300 for
Mn, 100-10000 for Na and 20-150 for Zn [12-17].
Besides, acceptable ranges in soil (in mg/kg) were as
20-200 for B, 50000-150000 for Ca, 5000-50000 for
Fe, 12000 for K, 3000-8000 for Mg, 270-525 for Mn,
1000-10000 for Na and 10-300 for Zn [14, 17, 18].
From these elements, Ca involves in modulation of developmental processes and response to various stress factors [19-21]. Herein, in light of relevant literatures, although the concentrations of Ca
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in root) although lower when compared with field
crops. Also, it is within the normal limits (6109.591
mg/kg) in soil.
Mn is an essential mineral nutrient for plant
growth and development. It involves in photosystem
II (PSII) for the catalytic water splitting reaction,
participates in lipid, lignin and carbohydrate biosynthesis, and functions as cofactor for various enzymes
[38,39]. In this study, Mn in plant and soil samples
were found to be lower than the acceptable limits
(4.298 mg/kg in flower, 12.156 mg/kg in leaf, 5.456
mg/kg in stem, 15.730 mg/kg in root, and 156.034
mg/kg in soil).
Zn, which is essential for both plant and animals, also a heavy metal with medium toxic effects
[40, 41]. It functions as catalytic element for enzymes, including Cu-Zn superoxide dismutase, alkaline phosphatase, carbonic anhydrase and alcohol
dehydrogenase. It has also a role in stabilization of
many protein motifs such as Zn cluster, Zn finger
and RING finger domains [42,43]. In this work, the
levels of Zn were found to be lower than the acceptable limits in plant parts (7.807 mg/kg in flower,
15.278 mg/kg in leaf, 10.806 mg/kg in stem and
22.481 mg/kg in root), and its concentration was
slightly higher (21.685 mg/kg) than lower acceptable
limit in soil samples.
Moreover, correlation coefficients of obtained
element concentrations in soil, root and leaf samples
were examined for having insights about plant-soil
interaction and element accumulation trends. The
correlation matrix (Table 3) demonstrated high positive correlations between B, Mg, Mn, Na and Zn in
roots and B, Mg, Mn, Na and Zn in leaves (>0.95,
>0.74); between Ca, Fe, K, Na and Zn in roots and
Mg and Zn in leaves (>0.93, >0.73); between Ca,
Mg, Na and Zn in roots and Mn in leaves (>0.93,
>0.71); between Mg, Mn and Zn in roots and Na in
leaves (>0.93, >0.71); and between Na and Zn in
roots and Fe in leaves (>0.85, >0.83). This implies
that Na and Zn in roots could positively affect the
overall uptake of other elements in leaves. There has
also been a positive correlation between the plant
roots and leaves for the B, Mg, Mn, Na and Zn.
Correlation matrix (Table 4) also showed high
positive correlations between B, Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Mn,
Na and Zn in soils and Na and Zn in roots as well as
Fe, Mn and Na in leaves (>0.92, >0.70); between K
in soils and Ca, Fe, K, Mg and Mn in roots (>0.88,
>0.70); between Ca in soils and Ca, Fe, K and Mg in
roots (>0.84, >0.72); between Mn, Na and Zn in soils
and Mg in roots (>0.78, >0.73); between Ca, Fe, K,
Mg, Mn, Na and Zn in soils and Mg in leaves (>0.89,
>0.72); and between Ca, Fe, K, Mn, Na and Zn in
soils and Zn in leaves (>0.89, >0.72). Findings indicate that B, Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Na and Zn elements
in soil could positively affect concentration of Na
and Zn in roots, as well as Fe, Mn and Na concentrations in leaves of C. byzantinum.

plants may reach a metal homeostasis by accumulating sufficient amount of Ca into the various plant organs.
K is another mineral nutrient involving in plant
growth and stress tolerance [22,23]. In this study, K
level was low but within acceptable limits in all plant
organs (3553.337 mg/kg in flower, 5862.236 mg/kg
in leaf, 3881.483 mg/kg in stem and 6489.533 mg/kg
in root). Also, K content of the soil (1263.979
mg/kg) was found to be relatively low. Like Ca, K
can be also speculated to accumulate the sufficient
potassium in different plant parts.
Soil salinity is one of the prime stress factors
reducing agricultural productivity and low levels of
Na concentrations are reported to have beneficial effects in plants [24]. Na was lower than average acceptable limits in all plant organs (26.693 mg/kg in
flower, 43.620 mg/kg in leaf, 29.786 mg/kg in stem
and 53.441 mg/kg in root). Also, it was lower in soil
samples (141.595 mg/kg). This implies that C. byzantinum prefers the soils with low Na content.
In plants, B is essential for cell division, maturation and differentiation and its functions are related
with growth and development, carbohydrate metabolism and maintenance of cell wall structure [25]. In
recent studies, it has been also reported for a possible
crosstalk between B and Ca elements [26-27]. In this
study, B was within acceptable limits in plant and
soil samples (6.351 mg/kg in flower, 13.860 mg/kg
in leaf, 6.854 mg/kg in stem and 15.693 mg/kg in
root and 100.507 in soil mg/kg).
Fe involves in many biological processes including respiration, photosynthesis, chlorophyll and
DNA biosynthesis, hormone production and nitrogen fixation. It also functions as structural component in Fe-sulfur clusters, Fe-binding sites and heme
[28-29]. Fe also interferes with ion absorption, Fetoxicity causes multi-element deficiencies such as
Ca, Zn, Mg, K and P [30]. In this work, the levels of
Fe in plant and soil samples were quite lower than
the acceptable limits such as 15.256 mg/kg in flower,
33.704 mg/kg in leaf, 15.359 mg/kg in stem, 33.771
mg/kg in root, and 1855.570 mg/kg in soil. Low Fe
concentrations could be correlated with low soil Fe
concentrations. It appears that C. byzantinum could
be well adapted to its natural habitat in order to produce healthy populations.
Mg is an essential macronutrient for plant
growth and reproduction [31]. It serves as a cofactor
and/or an allosteric modulator more than 300 enzyme, including ATPases, phosphatases, kinases,
carboxylases and RNA polymerases [32-34]. In addition, it weakly adsorbs to soil colloids, especially
in acidic soils with low cation exchange capacity;
thereby, it is predisposed for leaching [35]. In alkaline soils, the high levels of K, Ca, Na and MgCO3
decrease the availability of Mg for crop species [3637]. In this study, Mg was within acceptable range in
plant parts (241.573 mg/kg in flower, 483.763 mg/kg
in leaf, 299.829 mg/kg in stem and 504.153 mg/kg
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TABLE 3
Correlation matrix of mineral nutrients and heavy metals between root and leaf samples
Correlation Matrix (R)
Pearson
B Root
Ca Root
Fe Root
K Root
Mg Root
Mn Root
Na Root
Correlation
**
**
*
**
**
*
B Leaf
.743
.694
.463
.550
.630
.461
.636**
Ca Leaf
.283
.435*
.319
.416*
.557**
.273
.642**
**
**
**
**
**
Fe Leaf
.380
.692
.572
.626
.762
.542
.831**
K Leaf
.611**
.601**
.378
.479*
.575**
.382
.625**
.815**
.729**
.774**
.884**
.608**
.893**
Mg Leaf
.609**
Mn Leaf
.454*
.720**
.646**
.661**
.836**
.749**
.928**
Na Leaf
.476*
.658**
.556**
.595**
.806**
.714**
.895**
Zn Leaf
.634**
.824**
.789**
.814**
.931**
.679**
.927**
**
*
Correlation is significant at level of 0.01 (2-tailed), Correlation is significant at level of 0.05 (2-tailed).

Zn Root
.687**
.661**
.847**
.670**
.922**
.927**
.903**
.948**

TABLE 4
Correlation matrix of mineral nutrients and heavy metals between soil and root/leaf samples
Correlation Matrix (R)
Pearson
Correlation
B Leaf
B Root
Ca Leaf
Ca Root
Fe Leaf
Fe Root
K Leaf
K Root
Mg Leaf
Mg Root
Mn Leaf
Mn Root
Na Leaf
Na Root
Zn Leaf
Zn Root
**

B Soil
.350
.055
.566**
.517**
.838**
.540**
.406*
.540**
.698**
.697**
.878**
.634**
.787**
.818**
.679**
.799**

Ca Soil
**

.597
.311
.677**
.728**
.906**
.719**
.618**
.737**
.876**
.839**
.904**
.679**
.857**
.903**
.855**
.917**

Fe Soil
*

.493
.177
.681**
.626**
.793**
.609**
.546**
.666**
.756**
.683**
.722**
.504*
.695**
.742**
.723**
.741**

K Soil
**

.633
.494*
.631**
.820**
.859**
.789**
.619**
.809**
.888**
.884**
.859**
.704**
.805**
.901**
.879**
.912**

Mg Soil

Mn Soil

**

.524
.166
.673**
.542**
.843**
.481*
.567**
.524**
.740**
.648**
.791**
.533**
.785**
.735**
.691**
.734**

Na Soil

**

.578
.275
.620**
.657**
.857**
.632**
.596**
.652**
.813**
.734**
.826**
.556**
.769**
.794**
.773**
.821**

**

.522
.224
.668**
.649**
.853**
.655**
.550**
.674**
.819**
.777**
.826**
.627**
.811**
.841**
.804**
.849**

Zn Soil
.503*
.220
.609**
.646**
.876**
.646**
.532**
.655**
.807**
.769**
.878**
.623**
.802**
.850**
.779**
.860**

Correlation is significant at level of 0.01 (2-tailed), * Correlation is significant at level of 0.05 (2-tailed).

In studies from C. arvense, some element concentrations were reported as 21.8 mg/kg for B, 55.4
mg/kg for Fe, 24.0 mg/kg for Mn and 42.9 mg/kg for
Zn [44]. These concentrations were higher in herein
studied C. byzantinum plant. Compared to Muhammad et al. (2013) [45], Ca, Fe, Mn and Na levels in
C. byzantinum were lower, while K, Mg and Zn were
closer than C. vulgare. In a different study C. canum
-grown in serpentine soil- was analyzed for its trace
elements, and Ca, Mg, Mn and Zn levels were found
higher than C. byzantinum [46]. In comparison with
our results, higher Fe, Mn and Zn concentrations
were found to be in C. congestum collected from a
mining area [47]. In a similar study, higher Fe, Mn
and Zn concentrations were reported in C. congestum in comparison with C. byzantinum [48].
Findings of this study along with previous reports implicate that narrow endemic C. byzantinum
represents different accumulation statuses for heavy
metals and mineral nutrient elements and prefers different soil properties in comparison with its close relatives (C. arvense, C. congestum, C. canum and C.
vulgare). Moreover, C. byzantinum also differs from
other plants for its habitat, element uptake and soil

preferences. Therefore, this work will provide future
insights for the studies regarding of endemics, narrow endemics and new identified species.
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cessive growth of cyanobacteria. The dominant species of algal blooms is the cyanobacteria Microcystis
aeruginosa. Blooms of Microcystis aeruginosa generate unpleasant odors and release toxins into water
bodies that are harmful to aquatic life and human
health [1, 2]. Therefore, there is an urgent need to
find an effective method of algae removal.
Flocculation treatment is a commonly used
method to remove algae from water [3±7]. Considerable attention has been focused on the use of clays as
a means to remove algal cells from water through
flocculation and sedimentation, because the environmental impacts of clay flocculation are generally
positive. However, clays are not immediately available at some locations that have algal bloom problems. The cost of transportation may also render this
method uneconomical. Clays are exotic materials, so
there is also an ecological concern about the negative
impacts of using large amounts of clays on aquatic
ecosystems. Some studies [8, 9] have shown that the
main effect of clay is to accelerate the processes of
flocculation and sedimentation of algae flocs, rather
than its flocculation ability. Therefore, local river
sand has been suggested as a substitute as it has a
similar function to clay, but is a native ecological
material. As an alternative strategy, the use of local
river sand could largely reduce costs and the ecological risks to the aquatic environment. However, the
physical characteristics of river sand and clay are
quite different, and river sand cannot flocculate to
remove algal cells by itself. Hence river sand needs
to be modified to enhance its flocculation ability.
Cationic polyacrylamide (CPAM) is an organic
polymer with good biocompatibility and biodegradability. It can be dissolved in water, but not in the organic solvents, by the arbitrary proportion. Furthermore, CPAM has the characteristics of a high polymer electrolyte, which can be applied in the treatment of waste water rich in organics with negative
charge. CPAM is a linear polymer compound that
has many active groups available to form hydrogen
bonds by affinity with and adsorption to various substances and hence has adsorption-bridging and adsorption-charge-neutralization abilities in water
[10,11]. CPAM has been widely used in sewage
treatment, because of its lower cost, lower concentration and better flocculation efficiency [12±15].

ABSTRACT
A new method was developed for removal of
the algae Microcystis aeruginosa using river sand
modified with cationic polyacrylamide (CPAM).
The effects of CPAM, river sand and Microcystis aeruginosa concentrations, pH, and river sand particle
size on the removal efficiency of algae were investigated. The highest algae removal efficiency was
99.92% in two hours using 0.5 g Lí1 of river sand
modified with 30 mg Lí1 CPAM. The pH of the raw
algae water affected the percentage of algae removal.
Algae removal was efficient in the pH range 7.0±
10.0 (>99%). Compared with CPAM alone, the presence of river sand was critical for speeding up the
flocculation and sedimentation processes of algal
flocs. When the river sand concentration was 0.5 g
Lí1, the river sand particle size had little effect on the
removal efficiency of algae. The algae concentration
strongly influenced the flocculation efficiency. An
algae concentration of 7.0 × 106 cells mLí1 gave the
highest removal efficiency of 99.32%. A flocculation mechanism using CPAM-modified river sand
was proposed. CPAM as a modifier makes it possible to use river sand for Microcystis aeruginosa removal from raw algae water. Economical and environmental concerns are minimized through the use
of native sand and biodegradable CPAM.

KEYWORDS:
Cationic polyacrylamide, Modification, River sand, Microcystis aeruginosa, Flocculation, Removal efficiency

INTRODUCTION
Owing to the continuous pollution associated
with economic and industrial development, the composition of wastewater has become increasingly
complex and hence the treatment of sewage has become increasingly difficult. Raw sewage drains into
rivers, which increases the nutrient concentration in
the water. Accumulation of nutrients in water leads
to eutrophication, which brings about algal overgrowth. Algal blooms are mainly caused by the ex-
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Flocculation tests. In this study, the number of
algal cells was used as an index to investigate the removal of algae in the raw water by flocculation. All
flocculation experiments were conducted in 250 mL
Erlenmeyer flasks at room temperature. pH was adjusted with HCl (0.1 mol Lí1) or NaOH (0.1 mol
Lí1).
To measure the effect of CPAM dosage, raw algae water (pH 8) was treated with different concentrations of CPAM (without river sand).
To determine the effect of sand dosage, 200 mL
of different concentrations of CPAM-modified river
sand suspensions (CPAM concentration of 30 mg
Lí1, pH 8) and a control (river sand concentration 0
mg/L) were pipetted into the raw algae water.
To determine the effect of pH, a series of raw
algae water with different pH values was configured
and CPAM-modified river sand suspensions (CPAM
concentration of 30 mg Lí1, river sand concentration
of 0.5 g Lí1, initial number of algal cells of 1.1 × 107)
were added.
To investigate the effect of river sand particle
size, different particle sizes of river sand were configured (CPAM concentration of 30 mg Lí1, river
sand concentration of 0.5 g Lí1, pH 8, initial number
of algal cells of 9.5 × 107).
To study the effects of different algal concentrations, a series of different concentrations of raw
algae water were prepared. Different volumes (20,
60, 100, 140 and 200 mL) of algae fluid were added
to conical flasks, BG11 medium was added to make
the volume up to 200 mL and CPAM-modified river
sand was added (CPAM concentration of 30 mg Lí1,
river sand concentration of 0.5 g Lí1, pH 8, initial
number of algal cells of 1.0 × 107 cells mLí1). The
algal concentration of each experimental group was
1.0 × 106, 3.0 × 106, 5.0 × 106, 7.0 × 106 and 1.0 ×
107.
All mixtures were rapidly for shaken for 30 s
and then sedimented for 2 h. Samples were collected
at 2 cm below the surface of the tested water sample
at 5 min, 1 h and 2 h sedimentation to measure the
number of algal cells using an electron microscope
(XD30-RFL Inverted fluorescence microscope,
China). The tests were conducted three times. The
obtained green algae flocs were observed under a microscope.

Algae secrete acidic polysaccharides, which are
formed from the organic colloid layer outside the cell
during growth and make the cell surface electronegative [16]. As cationic macromolecules flocculate,
cationic polyacrylamide undergoes not only charge
neutralization but also adsorption bridging. The effects destabilize algal cells rapidly and form big,
thick algae flocs, which dislodges the algae. Therefore, CPAM was chosen as the modifier in this study.
Microcystis aeruginosa, a preponderant algae
in algal blooms, was the research object in this study.
The effectiveness of flocculation and the removal of
Microcystis aeruginosa using CPAM-modified river
sand in different states were investigated. The
CPAM, river sand and algal cell concentrations, pH,
and particle size of river sand were studied in detail
to optimize the conditions for flocculation and removal efficiency. The proposed mechanism for this
approach is (1) adsorption-charge neutralization and
adsorption bridging from CPAM to flocculant algal
cells followed by (2) acceleration of the settling velocity of algal flocs and reduction of flocs floating to
the water surface by the sand. On the basis of these
results, an approach for treating raw algae water using CPAM-modified river sand was developed to reduce the extent of algal blooms. The results showed
that it is feasible to use modified common river sand
to irreversibly remove cyanophyta from natural water bodies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. CPAM (molecular weight: 1.2 ×
107g molí1) was obtained from GuangFu Chemical
Research Institute Co. (Tianjing, China). River sand
ZDVREWDLQHGIURPWKH<DQJW]H5LYHULQ1DQ¶DQ'LV
trict, Chongqing, China. The grinded and sieved
sand was washed with 30% H2O2 until no gas was
emitted and then washed several times with deionized water. The wet sand was put in the oven to dry
at 60°C for about 12 h.
Algae species. Microcystis aeruginosa was obtained from the Freshwater Algae Culture Collection
at the Institute of Hydrobiology in Wuhan, China. It
was cultured with BG11 medium at a temperature of
(24±2)°C, 4000 lx illumination and a light:dark ratio
of 12 h:12 h. The algae were pre-cultured 7 d before
the experiment; therefore, all algae in the raw water
were in the logarithmic phase.

Analytical methods. The number of algal cells
in the supernatant was counted using a blood count
plate under a microscope and compared with the initial number of algal cells. The removal efficiency of
algae was calculated according to Eq. (1):

Modification of river sand. CPAM was dissolved in deionized water to obtain a solution with a
concentration of 4 mg mLí1 CPAM. River sand was
added to the solution and then oscillated on a shaking
table for 10 min. It was prepared freshly before each
set of experiments.

Ψ ൌ
୍୬୧୲୧ୟ୪୬୳୫ୠୣ୰୭ୟ୪ୟୣୡୣ୪୪ୱିୗ୳୮ୣ୰୬ୟ୲ୟ୬୲୬୳୫ୠୣ୰୭ୟ୪ୟୣୡୣ୪୪ୱ
୍୬୧୲୧ୟ୪୬୳୫ୠୣ୰୭ୟ୪ୟୣୡୣ୪୪ୱ
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and joining them together by bridging. With increasing CPAM concentration, more negative charges are
neutralized and the algal cells become more unstable. Therefore, the flocculation becomes more obvious and the distance between algal cells is shortened.
As more negatively charged algal cells are neutralized, the electric double layer is compressed, which
is more advantageous to the occurrence of bridging
[17]. Thus, the optimal removal efficiency is obtained. At extremely high CPAM concentrations, the
negatively charged algal cells are absorbed by the
excess of CPAM, which is positively charged, resulting in a large number of small and stable flocs that
are difficult to precipitate [18,19]. According to the
algal removal process, charge neutralization and
bridging are the main flocculation mechanisms of
CPAM. The optimal concentration of CPAM for the
removal of algal is 30 mg Lí1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of CPAM concentration on flocculation efficiency. It is essential to investigate the effect
of flocculant concentration on the flocculation effect
because different flocculants have different optimal
concentrations. As Fig. 1 shows, CPAM concentrations ranging from 10 to 60 mg L±1 were used to determine the effect of CPAM concentration on the
flocculation efficiency.
Figure 1 indicates that CPAM has a very good
flocculation effect. The effect of CPAM concentration on the removal efficiency of algae is shown in
Figure 2. Algae removal efficiency increased with
increasing CPAM dosage at first and then decreased.
The peak efficiency appeared at 30 mg Lí1. The removal efficiency gradually increased with sedimentation time, but the removal efficiency showed no
significant change after 1 h of settlement. A CPAM
dosage of 30 mg Lí1 resulted in a maximum algae
efficiency of 99.81% after 1 h of sedimentation.

(a)

(b)
(c)
FIGURE 3
Influence of river sand on flocculation
performance.
(a) Raw algae water. (b) Without river
sand. (c) With 0.1 g of river sand added.

(a)

(b)
(c)
FIGURE 1
Flocculation and sedimentation of algal
suspension by CPAM.
(a) Raw algae water. (b) During the flocculation
process. (c) After sedimentation.

Effect of river sand concentration on flocculation efficiency. The effect of river sand concentration on the removal efficiency of algae is shown in
Figures 3 and 4, ranging from 0 to 1.0 mg Lí1. As
can be seen in Figure 3, algae flocs in the group without river sand floated on the water and were dispersed, while algae flocs in the group with river sand
were deposited to the bottom in dense flocs. This
demonstrates that river sand is able to accelerate the
formation and deposition of algae flocs, as well as
compact algae flocs and decrease the number of flocs
floating on the surface. Figure 4 shows the effect of
river sand on the removal efficiency of algae after 1
h and 2 h of sedimentation. In the early stages of the
experiment, the algae removal efficiency decreased
with increasing river sand dosage (before 1 h of sedimentation). With the extension of precipitation time
(after 2 h of sedimentation), the removal efficiency
slightly increased. Finally, the removal efficiency remained constant. A concentration 0.5 g Lí1 of river
sand led to the maximum algal removal efficiency of
99.92%. In conclusion, river sand had little effect on
the removal rate of algae, but could accelerate the
settling velocity of algal flocs and reduce the number
of flocs floating on the water surface.
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FIGURE 2
Effect of CPAM concentration on the removal
efficiency of algae.
The phenomena described above can be explained as follows. CPAM, which is a cationic flocculant, has a high positive charge density. With the
addition of CPAM, the negative charge on the algae
surface is neutralized. As a result, the algal cells become unstable and flocculate. At low concentrations,
CPAM acts as a highly efficient organic flocculant
by adsorbing two or more algal cells at the same time
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(pH >10), the river sand and algae surface were negatively charged. Flocculation could not neutralize
the negative charge [22]. Therefore, the dominant
mechanism of CPAM at pH >10 might be bridging,
thus, the flocculation efficiency would decrease.
Therefore, a pH range of 7±10 is optimal for algae
removal.
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FIGURE 4
Effect of river sand concentration on the
removal efficiency of algae.
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FIGURE 6
Effect of river sand particle size on the removal
efficiency of algae.
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FIGURE 5
Effect of pH value on flocculation efficiency of
algae.
Effect of pH value on flocculation efficiency.
The surface charge properties of algae can be
changed by pH (in the range 7±12); therefore, the pH
of algae fluid has a significant effect on the flocculation efficiency of CPAM-modified river sand. As
shown in Figure 5, the maximum removal efficiency
of algae was 99.65% when the pH value was 7. The
removal efficiency decreased slightly above pH 10,
but was still at a high level, i.e. 96%. Therefore,
CPAM-modified river sand has a wide application
scope in terms of pH values.
The flocculation mechanism is essential to the
flocculation efficiency [20]. The flocculation performance could be different at different pH values, because pH can change the charge properties of
CPAM. When the pH of the algal suspension was
between 7 and 10, the algae surface charge was negative charge, so the charges of CPAM and algae were
neutralized and colloidal particles were condensed to
form adsorption bridges that favored flocculation
[21]. At this point, the flocculation mechanism of
CPAM may be mainly charge neutralization and adsorption bridging. Under strong alkaline conditions
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FIGURE 7
Effect of algal concentration on the removal
efficiency of algae.
Effect of river sand particle size on flocculation efficiency. The effect of river sand particle size
on flocculation is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen
that the particle size of river sand had little effect on
the flocculation efficiency. The removal efficiency
of all sizes reached more than 96%. Influenced by
Brownian motion, the smaller particle size of river
sand was difficult to settle. Consequently, flocculation efficiency was relatively inferior. Brownian motion of the larger particle size of river sand was faint.
Quick subsidence under gravity triggered the good
flocculation settling effects. Therefore, the original
sand used in the pretreatment was chosen as optimal.
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FIGURE 8
Schematic diagram of the proposed CPAM-modified river sand flocculation mechanism.
mizes potential environmental impacts by using native ecological materials, such as local river sand,
and environmentally friendly materials, such as
CPAM. The following conclusions were obtained.
(1) The optimal removal efficiency of algal
cells by CPAM-modified river sand is 99.92% with
a CPAM concentration of 30 mg Lí1 and a river sand
concentration of 0.5 g Lí1. Microcystis aeruginosa
removal by CPAM-modified river sand results in
charge neutralization and adsorption bridging.
(2) The river sand is critical for speeding up
sedimentation and reducing the number of flocs
floating on the water surface.
(3) The CPAM-modified river sand has a wide
application in terms of pH range. The optimal pH
range is 7±10. The optimal concentration of algae is
7.0 × 106 cells mLí1.

Effect of algal concentration on flocculation
efficiency. Figure 7 shows that the removal efficiency increased quickly with increasing algal concentration and then decreased slightly. An algae concentration of 7.0 × 106 cells mLí1 resulted in a maximum algae removal efficiency of 99.32%.
At low algae concentrations, there was an excess of CPAM, according to the CPAM concentration experiment. The flocculation efficiency decreased when CPAM was in excess. With increasing
algae concentration, there was less excess CPAM,
which contributed to the increase of flocculation efficiency. The CPAM concentration was insufficient
at high algae concentrations, which spurred the slight
decrease in flocculation efficiency.
Flocculation mechanism of CPAM-modified
river sand. According to the experiments, the flocculation efficiency of CPAM-modified river sand is
significant. A schematic of the flocculation mechanism of CPAM-modified river sand is presented in
Figure 8. After modification with CPAM, the sand
surface is covered by CPAM and thus has a positive
charge. The negative charge of the algal cell surface
is neutralized. When the river sand particles collide
with algal cells, it causes the algal cells to become
unstable and flocculation. This situation also facilitates bridging between two algal cells or an algal cell
and a river sand particle. The collisions of river sand
with algal cells are favorable for the formation of algal flocs. Owing to the effect of gravity on sand, the
settling velocity of algal flocs is accelerated and the
number of flocs floating to the water surface is therefore reduced. In conclusion, this method minimizes
potential environmental impacts by using local river
sand and a biodegradable polymer, CPAM.
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Aflatoxins are toxic compounds produced by
many species of  molds, especially by
  and    . The
term aflatoxin comes from  
[1, 8]. Aflatoxins B1, B2, G1, and G2 pose a great risk
by contaminating a wide range of agricultural products and foodstuffs [8, 17, 21]. These fungi grow
whenever the moisture, temperature and relative humidity conditions are favourable for them [13].
Aflatoxin contaminated food and feed grains
can potentially cause fatal animal and human diseases. As aflatoxin B1 has demonstrated carcinogenicity to humans, it has been classified as a class 1
toxin by the International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC) [2, 3, 8, 13, 14, 17]. Aflatoxin exposure through food in Asia and Africa is linked to
liver cancer [23].
Many countries have taken strict regulations
and measures to control the level of aflatoxin contamination. The generally accepted level of aflatoxin in food is 20 μg kg-1 in Turkey and United
States of America. On the other hand, the maximum
level of total aflatoxin is determined as 10 μg kg-1
and the maximum level of aflatoxin B1 is determined as 5 μg kg-1 in European countries [1, 14, 15].
Aflatoxigenic fungi can grow during the growing, ripening and drying periods on fig fruits, but
they thrive especially through the different ripening
phases. Toxigenic fungi can be both in the inner
cavity and on the surface of the dried figs. Ripening
phase of fruits on the tree is the critical period for
aflatoxin formation of dried figs [6, 11]. Instantaneous rains, high humidity, and mild temperature may
also further the fungal activity. In addition to that,
storage is also another phase for mycotoxin production [11].
[1] and [7] stated that although immunological
and chemical methods can provide exact quantification of toxins, they require skill and equipment, as
well as they are time consuming and expensive.
The development of screening methods for the
rapid identification of aflatoxin contaminated crops
is very important for the agro-food industry [19]. In
recent years, there has been an increase in demand

Aflatoxins are toxic metabolites produced by
some fungus (   and 
   ) that can grow on a wide variety of foodstuffs. The most important factors that play a role in
the growth of fungi in foodstuffs and in the formation of aflatoxin are relative to the humidity of the
air and the storage temperature. It is also pointed out
that aflatoxin, which is passed to humans through
food, causes mostly liver cancer, increases the effect
of hepatitis (B) and (C) viruses, and breaks the immune system. Traditionally, dried figs have been examined for the evidence of bright greenish-yellow
fluorescence (BGYF), which can indicate the possible presence of  , when illuminated
with ultra-violet (UV) light. The BGYF test is typically the first step that leads to a chemical analysis
for possible aflatoxin contamination. Naturally, the
chemical methods that detect aflatoxins are quite accurate but expensive and destructive. Nowadays, hyperspectral and multispectral imaging are becoming
increasingly important for rapid and nondestructive
testing for the presence of such contaminants. In this
study, a compact machine vision system is being
proposed for the detection of aflatoxin contaminated
dried figs. An image-processing method is defined
for a pixel-based prediction of an aflatoxin contaminated surface area on selected dried figs that is
scanned by a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) color
camera and under UV lighting in this system. Additionally, naturally contaminated fig test samples are
sent to an authorized laboratory in order to determine
the amount of aflatoxin B1 and the total aflatoxins
for comparing the actual aflatoxin amounts of dried
figs and the pixel values of contaminated samples.
The results of this study have shown that there is not
a linear correlation between total surface area of aflatoxin contamination on dried figs in pixels and the
actual aflatoxin amounts analyzed under laboratory
conditions.
)' "#
Aflatoxin, Digital image processing, Dried fig, UV, Laboratory test results
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for specific, accurate, simple, and quick methods for
the determination of aflatoxins [21]. [9] stated that
fungal growth can cause some chemical changes in
forms or colors of nuts and grains. The chemical
changes caused by fungal growth in dried figs are
similar to those in grains or nuts.
If a food exhibits a BGYF, this indicates that
there are aflatoxigenic moulds, and this fluorescence under long-wave ultraviolet (LW-UV) light
(365 nm) is probably an indicator for kojic acid, a
metabolite of   and     or possibly aflatoxin itself [15, 19]. Initially, [20] reported
that there is a relationship between BGYF,aflatoxin
and  in cottonseed.
For evaluating food and agricultural products,
spectral imaging techniques have been developed in
recent years [25]. A new image processing based
method using a neural network was mentioned for
separating aflatoxin contaminated pistachio nuts under the UV light source [18]. [27] controlled the UV
absorption with the help of UV photography in
which non-aflatoxin-producing molds identified as
white colonies, whereas aflatoxin-producing molds
were classified as black or gray colonies. Imaging
algorithms were developed to identify cashew and
pistachio nut samples with fluorescent stains that
can be seen with the help of BGYF. Nut samples
were classified into two groups as fluorescent stains
and non-fluorescent stains according to image analysis results. Non-fluorescent and fluorescent nut
samples were analyzed for the contamination of aflatoxin. There was a high correlation between the
camera classification and the laboratory analysis results [19]. For the UV-fluorescence imaging application, 365 nm UV band was identified for determination of aflatoxin contamination [26].
This research aimed at determining the correlation between contaminated area predictions

through image analysis and laboratory test results for
the concentration of the aflatoxin on dried figs.
$"#$ #

*<.:2*4;   :2.- /20 ;*584.; Aflatoxin
contaminated dried fig samples of the Sarilop cultivar were obtained from a commercial processing facility from the 2014 harvest (İzmir). These contaminated figs had been identified as inappropriate for
consuming because bright greenish-yellow fluorescence had been detected when screened under UV
light. Thirty individual contaminated figs were randomly selected among a 10 kg sample of dried figs.

  =4<2;8.,<:*4 25*0. *,9=2;2<276 ;A;<.5
An aflatoxin contamination imaging system was designed and built (Figure 1) in a darkened laboratory
at the Agricultural Machinery and Technologies Engineering Department of Çukurova University. This
contamination does not appear without the UV light
source. A small scale imaging system with an empty
chamber was used for placing the optical unit. Aflatoxin contaminated dried fig samples were manually
placed in this chamber.
The imaging system equipment and performance measures are given in Table 1.
Four 36W UV black-light lamps were used for
lightening. An aluminum dome reflector was used
to provide the uniform reflectance in the detection
area. The background was constructed by using a
black rubber material. As a result of the pre-trials, it
was found that black color is more effective than
other colors when determining aflatoxin contaminated areas with the camera. Fluorescence could be
measured perfectly on a black background [22].

%"
#,1.5*<2,-:*?2607/<1.25*0260;A;<.5*!+%&4201<;7=:,.;,-75.:./4.,<7:-2:.?2:.
  *,747:,*5.:*.*/4*<7@26,76<*526*<.--:2.-/20;*584./+4*,3+*,30:7=6-
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Camera

Sensor

AVT Guppy F033 C Firewire
color camera

SONY IT CCD
ICX424AL/AQ
1/3” CCD

Lens for the focal
length

FUJINON 9 mm

Maximum
resolution

Working
distance

656 (H) x 494
(V) at the full
frames

160 mm

Field of view
area
91.1 mm x
68.6 mm

Spatial
resolution
7.2 pixels mm-1


$ 
4*;;2/2,*<2767/<1.8:.-2,<276>*4=.;7+<*26.-/:75<1.25*0260;A;<.5

4*;;

Ultra-high (UH)

High (H)

Medium (M)

Low (L)

#*584.;?2<18:.-2,<.-*/
4*<7@26;=:/*,.*:.*82@.4;

60000-85000

40000-60000

20000-40000

0-20000



.<17-;This study proposes a technique that
automatically detects dried figs with aflatoxin contamination. In this method, fluorescence emission
spectra of dried figs are reflected under ultraviolet
light (365 nm) in a darkened laboratory. Using ultraviolet lights and an imaging system, the system
was able to determine the existence of aflatoxin contamination and calculated contaminated surface
area on dried figs by using a LabVIEW interface.
These same samples were then sent to an accredited
independent food control laboratory (TÜRKAK
(Turkish Accreditation Agency) Accreditation Number: AB-0328-T) to be analyzed for aflatoxin B1 and
total aflatoxins. The obtained and processed images
of contaminated dried figs and analysis test results
were compared to each other and according to these
results, aflatoxin contamination was also confirmed
by the accredited laboratory.
The experimental study was carried out for all
aflatoxin contaminated dried figs at the same time.
Special gloves were worn to handle contaminated
dried figs for protecting from the harmful effects of
aflatoxin and UV glasses were worn to avoid the
harmful effects of UV lightening. Then, images
were acquired by the imaging system described
above. Images of contaminated figs were captured
from both sides by the camera and analyzed by LabVIEW.

The samples were maintained at a refrigerated
temperature (4 ºC) and left for 1 hour in the room in
order to allow them to reach the room temperature
until beginning the image processing analyses.

  4=7:.;,.6< 25*0260 <.,1629=.; Many
materials exhibit intrinsic fluorescence which can
be triggered by UV or laser radiation. The resulting
fluorescence emission has a unique spectral signature for each material [12]. Photoluminescence is divided into two categories: fluorescence and phosphorescence. Short-wavelength light, traditionally
in the UV, is required for excitation to activate a luminescence response [24]. Figs are usually affected
by AF-producing moulds, which produce kojic acid
together with aflatoxin. Kojic acid is a fluorescent
compound that exhibits BGYF under the UV light
[16]. 
Using this fluorescence property, the fig samples were monitored under the 365 nm UV lightening. The fluorescence coming from the contaminated dried fig samples was captured and examined
with the image processing software. So, aflatoxin
contaminated dried figs radiated a longer wavelength by absorbing the incoming light. Aflatoxin
contamination was changed from being invisible to
visible. Contaminated dried figs radiated BGYF
when illuminated with a UV light.

  !:.8*:260 -:2.- /20 ;*584.; Dried figs
(    ) were provided from an export company, which is located in İzmir, in 2014. The prediction values of the samples were classified into
four classes as shown in Table 2.
To promote the accuracy of training samples,
each of the dried fig samples was imaged bilaterally
3 separate times in the experiments. On the imaging
system, 30 contaminated dried fig samples were
tested. That gave us a total of 180 (= 30 dried figs x
2 sides x 3 iterations) dried fig images to be explored.

 5*0.8:7,.;;2605.<17-Image thresholding method was utilized in this study. The purpose of the thresholding process is to separate the
objects in the image from the image background. 
[10] stated that it is possible to evaluate the image in two dominant groups, namely the object pixels and the background pixels. In this case, the easiest way to understand the difference between an object and a background is to compare the pixel values
in the image with a selected threshold, , value. Object point is determined if   for any 
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point in the image; otherwise, this point is determined as background point.
The segmented image, , is given in Equation 1.
   
 
(1)
   
Where;  is the processed image;  is
the pixel value of the image and  is the selected
threshold value. For color images, threshold values
must be specified for red, green and blue color components separately.
The light reflected from the dried fig samples,
which absorbed some of the incident light and reflected sufficient light for the camera, was captured
by the help of a vision acquisition software integrated with the LabVIEW. Acquired images were
analyzed for each contaminated dried fig and they
were converted to binary by using thresholding
method.

this process was to verify the aflatoxin contamination of selected dried figs. Test results of aflatoxin
B1 and total aflatoxins were obtained from this food
control laboratory.
"#%$##%## 

*4,=4*<2767/,76<*526*<.-*:.*;Applying
image processing method, it was possible to recognize the fluorescent areas on contaminated dried
figs. Aflatoxin contamination level is determined
according to the number of aflatoxin contaminated
particles and the contaminated area which is calculated as pixels. Determination of aflatoxin contaminated surface area by using thresholding method is
shown in Figure 2. Otherwise, the sample in the system is determined as uncontaminated.
.<.:526*<2767/.//2,2.6,A:.;=4<;After the
establishment of the imaging system, its operating
efficiency was tested with a sufficient number of recurrences. For this purpose, aflatoxin contaminated
areas of figs were grouped in accordance with their
areal sizes under the UV light source before capturing images. In this grouping, 4 subgroups were
formed between those with extremely small-sized
contaminated areas and others with fairly large-sized
contaminated areas amongst dried figs with aflatoxin. In this way, determination efficiency of the
imaging system was tested according to the size of
aflatoxin contaminated surface areas. 

 #<*<2;<2,*4*6*4A;2;5.<17-In this study,
Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient was used to determine the correlation between variables. The result
showed that there wasn’t a normal distribution and a
linear correlation between the variables. Correlation
coefficient values take a value between -1 and +1,
and the correlations between them become stronger
as they get nearer to 1.
  "./.:.6,. <.;< The dried fruit samples
were prepared and assayed by the aforementioned
laboratory located in Mersin, Turkey. The aim of

%"
.<.:526*<2767/*/4*<7@26,76<*526*<.-;=:/*,.*:.*+A=;260<1:.;174-2605.<17-
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shown in Figure 3, aflatoxin contaminated dried figs
are put in order from low to high levels of contamination according to the image processing results.
The graphical representations of correlations
are given in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively. According to the results, a correlation with the images
derived from the contaminated dried figs could be
established with aflatoxin amounts per group.

Thirty contaminated fig samples were selected
from 10 kg sample of aflatoxin contaminated dried
figs and they were sent to an authorized food control
laboratory to be analyzed for aflatoxin B1 and total
aflatoxins. Image data were captured regarding determination efficiency of the imaging system by investigating the correlation between aflatoxin contamination on dried figs and area information obtained from the image-processing algorithm. As
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Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Statistic
df
Significance
Pixels
0.088
30
0.200*
Aflatoxins B1
0.282
30
0
Aflatoxins total
0.292
30
0
* This is a lower bound of the true significance.
a Lilliefors Significance Correction

Statistic
0.940
0.768
0.709

Shapiro-Wilk
df
Significance
30
0.093
30
0
30
0

$ 
#8.*:5*6C;,7::.4*<276,7.//2,2.6<;+.<?..6*/4*<7@26 <7<*4*/4*<7@26*6-82@.4-*<*

Aflatoxins B1
Aflatoxins total Pixels
Correlation Coefficient
1.000
Aflatoxins B1
Sig. (2-tailed)
.
N
30
Correlation Coefficient
0.913(**)
1.000
Spearman's rho
Aflatoxins total
Sig. (2-tailed)
0.000
.
N
30
30
Correlation Coefficient
0.460(*)
0.576(**)
1.000
Pixels
Sig. (2-tailed)
0.011
0.001
.
N
30
30
30
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
".;=4<;7/;<*<2;<2,*4*6*4A;2;First of all, tests
of normality were made for pixel, aflatoxin B1 and
total aflatoxin values. Conformity of data distribution pattern to the normal distribution was tested
with Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests.
The hypotheses related to the data are as follows: 
H0: The data are normally distributed with 95%
confidence and H1: The data are not normally distributed with 95% confidence. The H0 hypothesis is
accepted when the p-value (sig. value) > 0.05 and it
is concluded to the result that data has a normal distribution. The H0 hypothesis is rejected when the pvalue (sig. value) < 0.05 and it is concluded to the
result that data does not have a normal distribution.
Pixel data has a normal distribution, whereas aflatoxin B1 and total aflatoxin values do not have a normal distribution as shown in Table 3.
As shown in Table 4, there is a strong positive
correlation at the level of rS = 0.913 between aflatoxin B1 data and total aflatoxin data. On the other
hand, there is a weak correlation at the level of rS =
0.460 between pixel data and aflatoxin B1 data, and
there is also a weak correlation at the level of rS =
0.576 between pixel data and total aflatoxin data.
These correlation results showed that aflatoxin contamination cannot be only on the outer surface of
dried fig, but also can be seen inside the fruit.
Aflatoxin contamination may not only occur on
the external surface of dried figs, but also inner cavity can be contaminated by fungi. There are many
similarities with the literature [5, 4, 9, 11].

 %# #
Aflatoxin amount measured from the surfaces
of tested dried figs were given as pixels. Then the
samples were sent to an accredited laboratory and
analyzed for aflatoxin contamination. According to
these results, aflatoxin that was detected by imaging
system was also confirmed by the accredited laboratory. Although the contaminated surface area data in
pixels was explanatory about the aflatoxin amount to
some extent, the results showed that there was not a
linear correlation between the aflatoxin contaminated areas on dried figs and aflatoxin amounts analyzed under laboratory conditions. We believe that
the reason behind this result is the laboratory analysis inspected both the inner cavity and outer skin of
the dried fig samples, while this system evaluated
only for aflatoxin contaminated area on the fig surface. In other words, aflatoxin could not be identified
(unidentifiable) for inner cavity of the dried fig.
According to the results; surface fungus concentration is a deficit indicator for detecting aflatoxin contamination. Although these results are significantly less accurate when compared to chemical
analysis, the methodology recommended here provides an easy, rapid and non-destructive operation.
For future work, detection performance can be enhanced by using new optical systems, different
spectral analysis methods, and other technologies to
define internal aflatoxin contamination in dried figs.
New prototypes can also be improved by using
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novel optical systems in order to be further used under real conditions. As such, a linear correlation can
then be reached between aflatoxin contaminated
area images (inner and outer) and aflatoxin amounts
analyzed under laboratory conditions.
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ULTRASOUND-ASSISTED MODIFICATION OF FLAX
WASTES TO REMOVE METHYL VIOLET FROM AQUEOUS
SOLUTION
Xuanxuan Dan, Xiaomin Li*
Key Laboratory at Universities of Education Department of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, College of Chemical & Environmental
Science, Yili Normal University, Xinjiang 835000, China.

color yield, lower dyeing temperatures, reduced
dyeing time and consumption of dyeing auxiliaries.
In the previous studies, researchers have focused
their interests on the dyeing of various dyes at different textile substrates with ultrasound, including
reactive dyes [2, 3], acid dyes [4], disperse dyes [5],
natural dyes [6] and basic dyes [7]. However, the
effect of ultrasound on the modifying of flax wastes
for removing to MV had not been received attention.
Since a variety of synthetic dyes were used extensively to color their products in the manufacture,
large amount of effluents were discharged from the
manufactures, which would result in a major environmental pollution problem because many dyes
were toxic to some organisms [8]. In up-to-date
data, more than 100,000 commercial dyes were
known with an annual production of over 7 × 105
tones/ year [9]. The total dye consumption in the
textile industry worldwide was more than 10,000
tones/year and approximately 100 tones/year of
dyes was discharged into water streams [10].
At present, a number of techniques [11,12]
had been employed to remove the dyes from the
industrial wastewater, which included coagulation,
filtration, ion exchange, biological treatment, advanced oxidation processes, electrolysis, activated
sludge, adsorption, and solvent extraction. Among
these techniques, adsorption was regarded as a
simple, impact and economical method for in the
wastewater [9].
Emissions of sewage about 39 billion t/ annual, and which included the 51 % of industrial waste
water, and they accounted 35% of industrial waste
in dye wastewater [13]. These shown an industrial
dye wastewater which was the main sources of
wastewater. Due to the poor characteristics of dye
wastewater were toxic, high density and color
depth, the dye wastewater had been became a major
problem for environment treatment.
Adsorption was one of the most effective
method of advanced wastewater treatment which
industries employed to reduce hazardous inorganic/organic pollutants present in the effluent [14].
Different physical or chemical treatments were
applied to the raw biomass adsorbents for improving their adsorption capacity which were also re-

ABSTRACT
Preparing an adsorbent to remove methyl violet (MV) from aqueous solution, flax wastes were
used as raw material to synthesize new adsorbent
via which modified with sodium hydroxide by
ultrasound assisted technology. The optimum conditions were studied on the impact of factors such
as sodium hydroxide concentration, modified time,
modified temperature, modified power, adsorbent
dosage, initial dye concentration, adsorption time
and temperature. This shown that the adsorption
properties of modified flax wastes (MFW) was
better than the unmodified flax wastes (FW). The
best adsorption capacity and removal rates were
24.80 mg/g and 99.22 %, respectively, which were
improved 0.6 mg/g and 2.42%, respectively. Maximum adsorption capacity and removal rate under
optimum condition of variables (modified time 60
min and temperature 50 Ԩ, adsorption time 10 min,
adsorbent dosage 0.04 g) by the orthogonal test
were 23.83 mg/g and 98.03 %, respectively. Meanwhile, the equilibrium dates were found to fit the
Langmuir model better than the Freundlich model
(R2=0.998). Kinetic date reveled that the adsorption
process followed the pseudo-second-order equation.
The thermodynamic parameters show that the adsorption process belong to spontaneous and endothermic adsorption.

KEYWORDS:
Ultrasound, Methyl violet, Adsorption, Flax wastes,
Orthogonal test

INTRODUCTION
Because of the visitations effect in liquid medium that ultrasound could improve a widely variety of chemical and physical processes. Acoustic
visitations which caused drastic increasing in the
pressure and temperature [1] due to the growth and
explosive collapse of microscopic bubbles. The use
of ultrasound energy was well documented in many
literature in textile coloring, in which it was reported the use of ultrasound could result in increased
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organic bases, and inorganic acids to form salts
(chloride). These dyes ionization was the positively
charged ions of dye, which may be combined with
an acid into a salt.
Main instruments: BAO-150A precision blast
oven, SHZ- Ϫ circulating water pump, FA2104
electronic balance, XYJ-801 electric centrifuge,
YB-500A grinder, SHA-A2 multinational thermostatic oscillator, KQ -250DB CNC ultrasonic cleaner, DF-101S-type thermal heating magnetic stirrer,
TU-1901 double beam UV/visible spectrophotometer. Major reagents: NaOH, MV, HCl and C2H5OH.

ported by the investigators [15]. Biomass adsorbents received high attention. Many research
groups have prepared more efficient and cheaper
activate carbon for the removals of organic compounds from the wastewater, such as activate carbon [16], wheat straw [17], pine cones [18], palm
kernel [19].
The major component (70%) of flax yarn
waste was cellulose, which had been introduced as
a basic skeleton of super-absorbent composite in
previous studies [20]. So in a continuation of the
research in the field of organic ± inorganic superabsorbent composite [21], our attention was directed towards providing a novel method for the
management of flax yarn waste.
Xinjiang Province was a big country to product the textile flax, and the planting area of the fiber
flax had more than 1 × 105 km2. Flax was stripped
the surfer and become the best fiber scrap. The
millions of tons of annual were used as fuel or livestock with large part, but the utilization was low,
which was resulting in a great waste of natural
resources were waste, and also were harmful for the
environment that risk an increase of security for
human [22].
In this work, a good adsorbent was prepared
by ultrasonic methods, and then its operating properties such as the concentration of sodium, time,
temperature and power were analyzed. The main
purpose of this work was to studied the adsorption
capacity of the adsorbent from flax wastes. A systematic investigation of the effect of adsorbent
dose, initial dye concentration, time and temperature on dye uptake in the single component system
was explored in this work. Further, the process
variables for dye adsorption by modified flax
wastes (MFW) were optimized using the orthogonal
test.

Determination of a standard curve for MV.
Distilled water as a reference, MV absorbent was
measured at 580nm, and evaluated by the standard
curve equation:
(1)
y 0.0876x  0.0112 ; R2 = 0.9999
Where x was the concentration of dye solution,
y was the absorbance.
Prepared adsorbent. Flax wastes were
picked from agricultural wastes which used 80
mesh during this work. First, flax wastes were repeated washing with distilled water to remove dust.
Then the sodium hydroxide solution could be used
for modifying flax waste. When the conditions of
adsorption were stable (initial MV concentration of
80 mg/l; volume of 25 ml; adsorption dosage of
0.1g; adsorption temperature of 30 Ԩ; adsorption
time of 30 min, adsorption speed of 150 rpm), and
the adsorption process of flax wastes with modified
by sodium hydroxide solution shown in Table 1.
According to the Table 1, we could choose the
optimum MFW, and finished the follow-up experiments.
Characterization of adsorbent. In this work,
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy(FTIR)was
used to analysis the functional groups. This research were based on the MFW and FW, and after
MV adsorption. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy TU-1901, measured before and after modification and modified flax adsorbed MV infrared
spectrum. Scanning electron microscope(SEM)
analysis was carried out using a KYKY 2800B
scanning electron microscope (China).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Introduction the dye of MV and experimental materials. MV, used as a cat-ionic dye,
was purchased and a pure substance. MV could be
used as dyes, acid-base indicator disinfectants, and
commonly known as gentian violet or crystal violet
which were a series of similar organic compounds.
MV was a basic dye which atmosphere mostly were
TABLE 1
Experimental Design for Batch Modified Study
Set No.
1
2
3
4

Control parameters
ultrasonic time, 30min; ultrasonic temperature, 25Ԩ;
ultrasonic power, 250W
initial sodium concentration, 0.5 mol/l; ultrasonic time,
30min; ultrasonic power, 250W
initial sodium concentration, 0.5 mol/l;
ultrasonic temperature, 70Ԩ; ultrasonic power, 250W
initial sodium concentration, 0.5 mol/l;
ultrasonic temperature, 70Ԩ; ultrasonic time, 30min
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Variable parameters
Initial sodium concentration (mol/l):
0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8
ultrasonic temperature (Ԩ):
40,50,60,70,80
ultrasonic time(min):
20,30,40,60,70,80,90,120
ultrasonic power(W):
100,125,175,200,225,250
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TABLE 2
The design scheme of the Orthogonal test
Variable level
1
2
3

Modified time (min)
A
10
30
60

Modified temperature (°C)
B
25
50
70

Adsorption time (min)
C
40
60
100

Adsorbent dose (g)
D
0.04
0.08
0.1


































 







FIGURE 1
FTIR spectra of the unmodified(a)and modified flax(b) and modified flax after(c)dye adsorption

distilled water, 0.1mol HCl and the perception of 50
C2H5OH) was agitated (150 rpm) at 313K for
100min. The concentration was quantified using a
UV/ visible spectrophotometer. Desorption efficiency of the adsorbent could be calculated by the
eq. 4.
Cb
(4)
D%
u100%

Batch adsorption experiments. Batch adsorption experiments were performed by different
dosage (0.02-0.1 g) of MFW in MV solutions of
different initial concentrations (40-600 mg/l). The
solution were continuously speed (150 rpm) at
constant temperature (298-318 K) until equilibrium
was reached. At the end of the adsorption process, a
certain amount of superannuate to speed 3000 rpm
centrifugal 5 min. The concentration of MV in the
superannuate was estimated by a UV/visible spectrophotometer at 580 nm, the adsorption capacity
(qe, mg/g) and the removal rate (E, %) of MV adsorbed by MFW from aqueous solution at equilibrium were calculated by the eq. 1. and eq. 1., respectively.
C0  Ce
uV
W
C0  Ce
E%
u100%
C0

qe

Ca

Where D% was the desorption efficiency; Ca
was the concentration of the MV solution (mg/l); Cb
was the concentration of departing out the adsorbent for the dye.
Experimental design for orthogonal test. In
the single factor experiment, the most significant
influence factors for the adsorption of MV solution
were selected. The SPAA software were used to
design the orthogonal test. Four-factors were applied to evaluate optimum process on three levels
and the orthogonal test experimental factors as
shown in Table 2.

(2)
(3)

Where C0 and Ce were the initial and equilibrium dye concentrations (mg/l), respectively; V was
the volume of the solution (L); and W was the adsorbent dosage (g).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Batch desorption experiments. For the desorption study, the MFW was loaded with 80mg/l
of dye solution, washed gently with water to remove any unabsorbed dye. The spent adsorbent
(0.08 g), suspended in eluting solvents (neutral

FTIR spectra analysis of the sorbet. Figure
1 illustrates the FTIR spectra of FW and MFW and
after dye adsorption by MFW. The shape of FTIR
absorption peak was almost unchanged, but the
intensity of an absorption peak changed significant-
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and lignocelluloses were significantly apparent.
With the increasing concentration, the braking on
the surfer of FW was more greater. When the MFW
contact with the cat-ionic dye of MV, the ion of
hydrogen was replaced by the ion of sodium. With
the reducing the amount of degradation rate, the
adsorption capacity and removal rate were reduced.
So the follow-up experiments done to with MFW
which were modified by the sodium hydroxide
concentration of 0.5 mol / l.

ly. A characteristic broad band in the range of
3150-3500cm-1 due to hydrogen-bonded ±OH
stretching was observed for both the FW and MFW.
In the range of 1250-1750 cm-1was the vibration
peak for - (CH2)n- long chain, and 500-1000cm-1
was the stretching vibration peak for -OH and ±
CHO. Modifying by sodium hydroxide, C-O-C
appeared in stretching vibration peak at 843 cm-1. In
the range of 2250-2500 cm-1 was absorption peak of
-CH2-, and in this section had appeared two peaks,
which could due to vibration of the coupling. In the
range of 1082.06cm-1 was the stretching vibration
for unmodified flax. At 2345.51 and 2360.87cm-1,
the inner side and the outer surface of vibration
peak flex-ion for -CH2-were appeared. Flex-ion
characteristic peaks of C-H- and deformation peaks
of OH appear in 3425.67cm-1. When the FW were
modified by basic, the strength of peak were increased at 1082.06cm-1, 2345.51cm-1, 2930.34cm-1
and 2360.87cm-1, which shown that flax modified
by sodium hydroxide, the hydrogen bonds in the
cellulose, lining and hemicelluloses were breaker,
and reduced the crystalline of cellulose and enhanced the intensity of the peak. The MFW adsorbed MV, and the shape of FTIR spectrum peak
were almost unchanged and the intensity of the
absorption peak had not changed significantly. The
different absorption peaks could be seen in some
sections. In the range of 3000-3750 cm-1 was
stretching vibration peak of -OH, but after adsorption MV, the intensity of absorption peak was low,
which was due to ±OH in MFW and -NH + MV
solution contact with each, and make the hydrogen
bond breaker. In the range of 500-1000cm-1 was the
stretching vibration peak of -O-H and ±CHO. After
adsorbing MV, the peak moves to the high frequency region at 915.23 cm-1, which due to the ±O-H
bonding contact with the MV solution.

A

B

SEM analysis of the sorbet. The scanning
electron microscope image in Fig,1. A: The stem
cuticle of unmodified flax; B: The stem cuticle of
flax modified by NaOH; C: The stem cuticle of
modified flax after adsorb MV; Bar=10um)
Effect of the modified factors. Effect of initial sodium hydroxide concentration. The Figure
3 could be obtained which was the effect of the
different concentration of sodium hydroxide on
MFW. It could be found from Figure 3, the adsorption capacity and removal rate increased as the
sodium hydroxide concentration rising from 0.3 to
0.5mol. However, when the concentration raised
from 0.5 to 0.8 mol/l, the adsorption capacity and
removal rate shown reduced. Maximum adsorption
capacity and removal rate were at the concentration
of 0.5mol/l. This may be due to the fact that the cell
walls and nucleus were removed by the solution of
sodium hydroxide on the surfer of FW, and thus,
the function group of the cellulose, hemicelluloses

C
FIGURE 2
Hematological changes of flax before and after
modified and absorb MV (A: The stem cuticle of
unmodified flax; B: The stem cuticle of flax
modified by NaOH; C: The stem cuticle of
modified flax after adsorb MV; Bar=10um)
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FIGURE 3
The effect of the concentration of sodium hydroxide on MFW
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FIGURE 4
The effect of the variable temperature on MFW

to with MFW which were modified under the temperature of 70 Ԩ.

Effect of modified temperature. The Figure
4 could be obtained which was the effect of the
variable temperature on MFW. It could be seen
from Figure 4, with the temperature increasing from
40 Ԩ to 60 Ԩ, the adsorption capacity and removal
rate had a little change, but the temperature increasing from 60 Ԩ to 70 Ԩ, the adsorption capacity and
removal rate raised quickly. Then with increasing
temperature, the adsorption capacity and removal
rate were decreased. As the temperature increasing,
the pitch of molecular particles in the FW was increased in solution, and the probability of collisions
each with every molecules were increased. Under
the cavitations of ultrasound, the interaction collision were increased. Thus, some molecule particles
with the small competitive were been not sufficiently changed by the solution of sodium hydroxide.
Therefore, the adsorption capacity and removal rate
were decreased. So the follow-up experiments done

Effect of modified time. The Figure 5 could
be obtained which was the effect of the variable
time on MFW. It could be seen from Figure 5, with
the time increasing from 20 to 30min, the adsorption capacity and removal rate shown an upward
tendency. As the time continues to increasing, the
adsorption capacity and removal rate shown a
downward tendency. As time increasing, the ultrasonic cavitations were more longer, and the process
was handed in much longer time, thus more particles could not be sufficiently modified. Therefore,
the adsorption capacity and removal rate were not
increased and were instead of downward tendency.
So the follow-up experiments were done to with
MFW which were modified by the time 30 min.
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FIGURE 5
The effect of the variable time on MFW






















 





 

 

 

 

 



 

 




 

 

 











 

FIGURE 6
The effect of the variable power on MFW
moval rate were higher than FW. However, with the
adsorbent dosage increasing, MFW and FW had
achieved the same effect. The adsorption capacity
were increase, as the adsorbent dosage increasing.
With increasing the adsorbent dosage, the active
sites of dye solution were increase. When the adsorbent dosage increased from 0.02g to 0.08g, the
removal rate improved 12.81%. The adsorbent
dosage of FW increased from 0.06g to 0.5g, removal rate improved 17.57%. But with increasing adsorbent dosage, the active sites on the surfer of
adsorbent were occupied by dye solution and the
adsorption reached saturation. This was due to the
competitive between the adsorbent and the nonadsorbed of adsorbent. The active sites of adsorbent
which could be occupied by dye solution were
reduced, and the adsorption capacity were decreased. Selecting the adsorbent dosage 0.08g.

Effect of modified power. The Figure 6 could
be obtained which was the effect of the variable
time on MFW. It could be seen from Figure 6, with
the ultrasonic power increasing, the adsorption
capacity and removal rate shown a slow upward
tendency, and in the range of 225 W to 250 W, the
adsorption reaching equilibrium. With the increasing of ultrasonic power, ultrasonic cavitations increased, thus, the collision in the molecules increased. To be more precise experiment, selecting
full-power 250 W.
Effect of the facts of adsorption. Effect of
the adsorbent dosage. The Figure 7 of the influence diagram adsorbent dosage on the adsorption of
MV by MFW on FW. It could be found from the
Figure 7. The adsorbent dosage was increasing, the
adsorption capacity was decreased, and the removal
rate was raised. The adsorption capacity and re-
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FIGURE 7
Effect of adsorbent dosage on dye adsorption by MFW and FW





 



 

 


































 

FIGURE 8
Effect of initial dye concentration on dye adsorption by MFW and FW

related with the mass transfer driving force [23].
When the solution of MV concentration increased,
and the difference concentration inside and outside
of the adsorbent increased which would help to
promote the diffusion of the adsorbent from the
liquid to the surface and internal on the MFW, thus
the removal rate was speeding up. However, the
initial concentration was greater than 300 mg/l, the
load of the adsorbent gradually increased which
replaced the advantages for driving force of adsobate adsorption. Future, with the initial concentration continues to increase, the removal rate had
downward tendency. When the initial concentration
was much greater, the adsorption capacity was
greater on reaching its absorption equilibrium. This
was due to the concentration gradient increasing
largely, the mass transfer driving force had be more
greater, and the amount of MV were adsorbed more
greater [24]. Selecting 80 mg/l concentration of MV
dye.

Effect of initial dye concentration. The Figure 8 of the influence diagram initial dye concentration on the adsorption of MV by MFW on FW. It
could be seen from Figure 8, as the concentration of
MV dye increasing, the initial removal rate had be
in a slow decline, and then the adsorption capacity
had an upward tendency. When the concentrations
of MV was small, the surfer of adsorbent was not
saturated of adsorption conditions, and with the
concentration continued increasing, the surface of
adsorbent gradually reached saturation which they
could no longer adsorbed more dye molecules.
When the concentration increased from 50 mg/l to
120 mg/l, the removal rate had declined slowly
(14.13%). With the dye concentration increasing,
the removal rate decreased significantly (18.23%).
Under the experimental conditions in certain circumstances, the removal rate increased, and when
the concentration of the dye continued to increase,
the removal rate decreased gradually until it reaches
adsorption equilibrium. This phenomenon was
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TABLE 3
The parameter values of fitting Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm equation
Langmuir wasotherm equation
Freundlich wasotherm equation
KL(l/mg)
R2
1/n
KF(l/mg)
R2
qm˄mg/g˅
129.199
0.275
0.998
0.383
2321.935
0.812

Temp.(K)
298

40
0.083

TABLE 4
Separation factors for adsorption of MV onto MFW
Initial concentration(mg/l)
80
100
120
200
300
400
0.043
0.035
0.029
0.018
0.012
0.009

Adsorption isotherm. The adsorption isotherms, Langmuir and Freundlich were constructed
the experimental equilibrium date at initial dye
concentration of 40-600 mg/l. In the solid-liquid
contact surface, the process of adsorption was usually described by the adsorption isotherm model.
From adsorption isotherms were easy to understand
the relationship between adsorbent and adsorb systems [24]. Langmuir adsorption isotherm and
Freundlich isotherm were the two most commonly
adsorption isotherm equation [25].

log q e

1
C
 e
q
q
KL m
m

1
log K F  log C e
n

600
0.006

(7)

where qe was the amount of MV adsorbed at
equilibrium time (mg/g), Ce was the equilibrium
concentration of dye in solution (mg/L), K F was the
capacity of the adsorbent and n was the intensity of
adsorption constant for Freundlich. The plot of
logqe versus logCe was employed to determine the
KF and n from intercept and slope respectively.
The theoretical monolayer adsorption capacity
was calculated to be 129.199mg/g. The Langmuir
isotherm equation had a correlation of 0.998 and
the Freundlich isotherm equation had a correlation
of 0.812(Table 3), so the adsorption process was
been fitting very well to Langmuir isotherm equation. Thus the Langmuir isotherm equation could
described precisely.
When RL values were within the range 0 <
RL<1[28], a favorable condition for adsorption was
occurred. RL values obtained for different initial
dye concentration were well within the defined
range (0.083-0.006) (Table 4). This suggested that
the adsorption process was a favorable process
under the conditions used for the experiments.

Langmuir isotherm. The Langmuir adsorption isotherm model assumed that adsorption taken
place at specific homogeneous sites within the
adsorbent, and it had been used successfully for
many adsorption processes of mono-layer adsorption. The Langmuir equation was expressed as
follow [26]:

Ce
qe

500
0.007

(5)

where qm was the maximum mono-layer capacity of adsorbent(mg/g), and KL was the Langmuir constant that represents the energy of adsorption process(l/mg). qm and KL were computed from
the slopes and intercepts of the straight line obtained from the plot.
The essential feature of the Langmuir adsorption isotherm could be expressed in terms of a dimensionless constant, separation factor (RL). The
equation defines RL was as follow [27]:
1
(6)
RL
1 K L C0
Where RL values indicate the type of adsorption to be irreversible (RL=0), favorable (0 < RL
<1), linear (RL=1) or unfavorable (RL>1), KL was
the Langmuir constant and C0 was the initial dye
concentration (mg/l).

Effect of contact time. The Figure 9 of the influence diagram contact time on the adsorption of
MV by MFW and FW. It could be seen from Figure
9, with increasing of adsorption time, the adsorption capacity and removal rate were rising. In the
range of 5 to 40 min, the adsorption capacity and
removal rate were showed significantly increased.
However in 40-200 min interval, the absorption
capacity and removal rate had being upward tendency, and in 100-200min interval had reached
adsorption equilibrium. As time increasing, monolayer adsorption reached saturation and no more
adsorbed dye under certain conditions. Selecting
the adsorption time 100min do follow-up experiments.

Freundlich isotherm The Freundlich adsorption isotherm model considers a heterogeneous
adsorption surface that had unequal available sites
with different energies of adsorption. The Freundlich adsorption isotherm model was as follows
[28]:

Adsorption Kinetics. The linearity integral
form of the pseudo-first-order model generally
expressed as follow [29]:

log( q e  q t )
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log q e 

K1
t
2.303

(8)
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where qt and qe were the adsorption capacities
at time t and at equilibrium, respectively (mg/g), k1
was the rate constant of pseudo-first-order adsorption(miní1) and t was the contact time (min). To
plot log (qeíqt) versus t gives a linear relationship
from which k1 and predicted qe could be determined
from the slope and intercept of the plot respectively.
The adsorption kinetic may be described by
the pseudo-second-order model. The differential
equation was generally known and described as
follow [30]:
t
qt

1
2
K 2 qe



1
t
qe

calculate the initial adsorption rate, given as follow
[31]:

2
K 2 qe

h

(10)
2

Values of k and equilibrium adsorption capacity qe were calculated from the intercept and
slope of the plot of t/qt versus t according to Eq.
(9).
Generally, the value of the linear regression
correlation coefficient R2 given an indication as to
which model could be chosen to give the best-fit. In
this study, the first-order model had very limited
applicability in adsorption kinetics of MV on MFW
(qe=0.393mg/g, R2=0.820), and that the maximum
mono-layer adsorption capacity was 24.783 mg/g
and according to the values of the regression correlation coefficient R2=1 which were well fitting the
pseudo-second-order kinetic equation.

(9)

Where k2 was the rate constant of pseudosecond-order adsorption(miní1). The plot of t/qt
versus t shows a linear relationship.
The second-order rate constants were used to

































































 

 







FIGURE 9
Effect of contact time on dye adsorption by MFW and FW
TABLE 5
The kinetic equation parameters
pseudo ±first-order model
k1(min-1)
qe(mg/g)
R2
0.055
0.393
0.820

(g/(mg*min)
0.392

pseudo ±second-order model
(mg/(g*min))
qe(mg/g)
240.765
24.783
qe(MFW)
qe(FW)
E % (MFW)
 % (FW)
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FIGURE 10
Effect of contact temperature on dye adsorption by MFW and FW
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Effect of contact temperature. The Figure 10
of the influence diagram contact temperature on the
adsorption of MV by MFW and FW. It could be
seen from Figure10, as the temperature increasing,
the adsorption capacity were relatively flat and the
removal rate changed more obviously. When the
temperature increasing from 25 Ԩ to 35 Ԩ, the
adsorption capacity had been small variation and
the removal process increased significantly. As the
temperature increasing to 40 Ԩ, the adsorption
capacity and removal rate remained almost stably.
In the range of 45-50 Ԩ, adsorption capacity and
removal rate were declining. Selecting 40 Ԩ with
adsorption conditions.

Plotting lnKc versus 1/T for adsorbents shows
straight lines. From their slope and intercept, ǻH0
and ǻS0 were determined.
It could be found that the negative values of
ǻG0 (Table 6) indicate a favorite and spontaneous
process [54]. The positive values of ǻH0 show that
MV adsorption was endothermic on both adsorbents. As ǻH0 values were below 40 kJ/mol, the
nature of the adsorption process was physical [44],
either caution exchange or hydrogen bonding [34].
The positive value of ǻS 0 indicated an increase in
randomness at the solid-solution interface during
the adsorption of MV onto MFW.
The Orthogonal experiment. The results
and analysis of the orthogonal experiment. According to the orthogonal array of L9(4 3) presented
in Table 2, the following experiments were performed (Table 7) and the result of range analysis
was shown in Table 8a, 8b.
It could be seen from Table 8a, the influencing
order of four factors was D, B, C and A, the adsorbent dosage was became the most significant factor,
following the modification temperature, adsorption
time and modification time. In the results, we derived the optimum combination of A3B2C3D1,
which the combinations were the modification time
of 60 min, modification temperature of 50 Ԩ, adsorption time of 100 min, and adsorbent dosage of
0.04 g. It could be seen from Table 8b, the influencing order was B, C, D and A, the modification temperature was most obvious factors, following by the
adsorption time, modification time, and the adsorbent dosage. In the results, we derived the optimal
combination of A3B2C3D1, which the combinations
were the modification time of 60min, modification
temperature of 50 Ԩ, adsorption time of 100 min,
and adsorbent dosage of 0.04 g.

Thermodynamic calculations. Thermodynamic parameters were calculated from the variation of the equilibrium constant, Kc, was as follow
[32]:
qe
(11)
KC
Ce
Where Kc (L/g) values were obtained using
the method of Khan and Singh (1987) by plotting ln
(qe/Ce) versus qe and extrapolating to zero qe. The
intercept of the straight line with the vertical axis
gives the values of Kc.
The Gibbs free energy change˄ǻG0 ˅of the
adsorption process was related to Kc as follow [33]:
(12)
' G 0  RT ln K c
The changes in enthalpy (ǻH0) and entropy
(ǻS0) for MV adsorption were calculated from the
slope and intercept of the plot of lnKc against 1/T
according to the YDQ¶W+Rff equation was as follow
[33]:

ln K c

' S0 ' H 0

R
RT

(13)

TABLE 6
The parameters for Vant's Hoff equation
Tem. (K)
298
303
308
313

Kc (l/g)
27.57
31.80
36.68
39.60

ᇞG0㸦KJ/mol㸧
-8.217
-8.355
-9.224
-9.573

ᇞH0(KJ/mol㸧
0.205

ᇞS0(KJ/mol㸧
35.709

TABLE 7
The design scheme of the orthogonal experiment
set

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Modified
time
A
10
10
10
30
30
30
60
60
60

Modified
temperature
B
25
50
70
25
50
70
25
50
70

Contact
time
C
40
60
100
60
100
40
100
40
60
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Adsorbent
dosage
D
0.04
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.04
0.08
0.08
0.1
0.04

Adsorption
capacity(mg/g)

Removal
rate (%)

48.99
24.66
19.69
19.62
49.57
24.55
24.58
19.79
49.38

97.98
98.72
98.49
98.12
99.15
98.22
98.35
98.76
99.76
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TABLE 8a
Analysis of orthogonal experiment for adsorption capacity

K1a
K2
K3
Rb
Influencing order
Optimal
Combination
a

A
31.116
31.252
31.256
0.14

B
31.069
31.342
31.213
0.273

A3

B2

C
31.113
31.222
31.289
0.176

D
49.318
24.600
19.705
29.613

C3

D1

D>B>C>A
A3B2C3D1

K1= (adsorption capacity of single-factor)/4.
R=maxK1-minK1.
TABLE 8b
Analysis of orthogonal experiment for removal rate

b

A
K1
98.370
K2
98.499
K3
98.696
R
0.197
Influencing order
Optimal
A3
Combination
a
K1= (removal rate of single-factor)/4.
³E
R= maxK1-minK1.

B
98.154
98.915
98.496
0.761

C
98.389
98.506
98.670
0.281

D
98.637
98.401
98.527
0.236

C3

D1

B>C>D>A
B2
A3B2C3D1

and modification temperature of 70 Ԩ.
(2) The optimal modification conditions for
MFW which had the better adsorption affections
than FW, adsorption capacity and removal rate
under optimal adsorption conditions were higher
than FW 0.6mg / g and 2.42%, respectively.
(3) This study was found that the model of adsorption isotherm was well fit with the Langmuir
isotherm equation and R2 = 0.998, and the layer of
adsorption was the monolayer adsorption; the kinetic equation followed the pseudo-second-order and
R2 = 0.9999, and belong to chemical adsorption;
thermodynamic parameter study shows the adsorption was spontaneous endothermic reaction.
(4) The combination of the orthogonal test
were modification time of 60min, modification
temperature of 50 Ԩ, adsorption time of 100min,
and adsorbent dosage of 0.04g. Under this condition, the adsorption capacity and removal rate compared with FW were increased 4.46mg/g,
and7.48%, respectively.
(5) The mechanism of adsorption process by
MFW were mainly ion-exchange and hydrogen
bonding into the dye.

The verification experiment. Optimum combination of the orthogonal test, its adsorption capacity and removal rate were same with the batch adsorption experiments. The experiment obtained the
adsorption capacity of 23.83 mg/g and the removal
rate of 98.03 % on MFW, and the adsorption capacity of 19.37 mg/g and the removal rate of 90.21 %
on MF, respectively. Optimum combination of
conditions for the adsorption capacity and removal
rates on MFW were higher than on FW 4.46mg/g,
and 7.48%, respectively.
Desorption study. Taking 0.1g MFW were
adsorbed the dye of MV which were added 0.1mol /
L HCl solution and 50% ethanol each 25mL, and
shaking at a temperature of 40 Ԩ, speed 150rpm
and time of 100min. Then the removal rate of MV
could be measured were 95.27 % and 88.89%,
respectively. It could be found that the absorption
effect of 0.1mol / L HCl higher than 50% ethanol
solution.

CONCLUSIONS
The results of experimental shown that the FW
from agricultural waste could be used as adsorbent
for the adsorption of cationic dyes, and also had a
good adsorption effect.
(1) The optimum conditions of modified FW
were: the concentration of modification reagent of
the sodium hydroxide solution of 0.5 mol/l, ultrasonic power of 250 W, modification time of 30 min
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Molted feathers obtained with noninvasive genetic sampling are valuable tools for genetic analyses on birds. However, the low quality and quantity
of DNA obtained from molted feathers poses serious
limitations. In this study, we compared the quality
(amplification success) of DNA obtained from
molted feathers, plucked feathers and blood samples,
as well as the feasibility of these methods. Molted
feathers of Ruddy Shelduck (   )
were collected (n=74) around Lake Burdur during
2014-2015. As non-destructive sampling we used
feathers plucked (n=12) from chests of domestic
chicken ( ). Blood samples were also
taken (n=2) from domestic chickens. Evaluation of
DNA was performed by amplification of CHD specific 2550f-2718r markers.
While molted feathers did not yield any DNA,
we could successfully amplify all the samples from
plucked feathers (♀=10, ♂=2) and blood (♂=2).
Blood samples produced stronger bands in gel. In
terms of utility and the quality of the obtained DNA
we concluded that blood samples yields the best results, followed by plucked feathers and molted feathers.



avian populations are declining faster than species
extinction rate [3].
An estimated 16 bird species would have gone
extinct between 1994 and 2004 were it not for conservation programmes that tackled their threats, reduced rates of population decline and/or increased
population sizes. In addition, during this 10-year period, 49 Critically Endangered species (28%) benefited from conservation actions such that they declined less severely (24 species) or improved in status (25 species) [4].
Biodiversity is suffering more than ever due to
human impact. Natural habitats of organisms shrink
and their populations decline day by day. It is
thought that only a few of the extinctions in last centuries were caused by natural processes [5, 6].
Protecting species, communities and ecosystems from excessive extinction is the subject of conservation biology. Aim of this interdisciplinary field
is to study and conserve biodiversity [7, 8, 9].
A well accepted objective of conserving nature
is conserving biodiversity and this includes genetic
diversity [10]. Most important processes at the population level in conserving species’ are ultimately
genetic and evolutionary as these processes provide
the necessary potential to maintain life [5, 8, 10, 11,
12, 13].
Methods like DNA sequencing, MHC,
minisatellite, microsatellite, RAPD etc. enables us to
identify parents or other relatives, founders of populations, unidentified individuals, population structures, effective population sizes and population specific markers. We can analyze metapopulation structure, hybridization, and delineation of species, subspecies and races, all of which provides important
information in setting conservation priorities [14].
With new, improved technologies, DNA polymorphisms became the most popular marker in studying genetic diversity [15]. Any biological material
that includes DNA (e.g., blood, tissue samples,
plucked hairs, molted feathers, feces, saliva etc.) can
be used to measure genetic diversity [12]. This allowed for a method which recently became very popular and called NGS (Non-Invasive Genetic Sampling). This method provides us with DNA samples
from hairs, feathers and feces etc. without harming
the species. These samples than can be used to identify species that are hard to reach, count them and
identify its individuals, identify their sex, feeding

(&!"
DNA, NGS, feather, molecular sexing,   
 , Turkey
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Turkey forms a very important ecosystem for
animals, especially birds, both because it acts as a
bridge between Europe and Asia, and because it is
situated on a gate to Africa [1]. Furthermore, Turkey
is very rich in terms of natural habitats. Therefore its
varied geography and climatic conditions provide a
suitable habitat for numerous bird species [2].
Birds are the best known major group of organisms, and the conservation status of all bird species
have been assessed twice. Even though only a small
amount of bird species have gone extinct over the
last centuries, the global number of individual birds
is reducing significantly faster, which indicates
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habits, genetic diversity, population structure and reproductive behavior [16].
Most preferred methods of sampling DNA
from birds are plucking feathers [17, 18] collecting
molted feathers [19, 20, 21] and blood samples [22,
23].
Aim of this study is to compare different genetic sampling methods from birds based on the amplification success of a sex-linked gene CHD. In addition, we discuss the feasibility of the methods in
terms of necessary training and suitability to the
study that is to be conducted.

Extraction from blood with DNeasy Blood &
Tissue Kit was done using manufacturer’s recommended protocol and a user-developed protocol was
used for feather samples.
Two methods were used in amplification of
DNA extracts. 2550F – 2718R primer pair was used
in both methods to amplify CHD gene. In the first
method, PCR mix was prepared with 5 µL PCR
buffer (10x), 1 µL DNTP (10 mM), 5 µL forward
primer (2550F), 5 µL reverse primer (2718R), 5 µL
MgCl2 (25 mM), 1 µL template DNA, 0.25 µL 
DNA polymerase (Thermo) and 23.75 µL ddH2O
with a final volume of 50 µL. And the PCR protocol
consisted of initial denaturation at 95°C for 1 minute,
30 cycles of denaturation at 95° for 30 seconds, annealing at 60°C for 30 seconds and extension at 72°C
for 1 minute, followed by a final extension step at
72° for 5 minutes.
We used Hot Start PCR as the second method.
In this method DNA polymerase is inactive at
lower temperatures thus greatly reducing non-specific amplification. 50 µL of PCR mix was prepared
with 4 µL Phire reaction buffer (5x), 1 µL DNTP (10
mM) , 5 µL forward primer (2550F), 5 µL reverse
primer (2718R), 1 µL template DNA, 1 µL Phire Hot
Start II DNA polymerase (Thermo) and 33 µL
ddH2O. PCR protocol was as follows, initial denaturation at 98°C for 30 seconds, 30 cycles of denaturation at 98°C for 5 seconds, annealing at 58°C for
5 seconds and extension at 72°C for 10 seconds, followed by a final extension step at 72°C for 1 minute.
5 µL of PCR products were mixed with 1 µL
loading dye and loaded into 3% agarose gel with
GeneRuler 100bp (Thermo) ladder. After electrophoreses, gels were investigated in a UV imager and
digital photos were taken.

#!"#"

Three different samples that we used in this
study are molted feathers collected around Lake Burdur, plucked feathers and blood samples. Molted
feathers of ruddy shelduck (   )
were collected (n=74) along the first 5-15 meters of
the lake coast without any intervention to the species. Non-destructive sampling was made with
plucking chest feathers (n=12) from chickens (
 ) grown in Suleyman Demirel University
Agricultural Research and Application Center and
blood samples were collected from chickens that
were euthanized as a part of another study. Feathers
collected during fieldwork were placed in envelopes
without touching the calamus and kept in a dry, cool
and dark place until experiments. Blood samples
were immediately processed in the laboratory.
DNA extraction was made with Phenol:Chloroform:Isoamyl Alcohol [24] since it is relatively
cheaper. However, initial experiments did not yield
any DNA from molted feathers. Therefore, experiments were repeated with DNeasy Blood and Tissue
Kit (QIAGEN) and it was used for subsequent experiments.
First 1-2 cm of feathers samples belonging to
ruddy shelduck and 0.5-1 cm of feather samples of
chicken were cut with a sterile lancet and were
placed in a container. When observed, blood clot that
was identified by Horváth et al. [25] was also added
to the container. Different lancets and containers
were used for each sample.
For Phenol:Chloroform:Isoamyl Alcohol extraction, lysis buffer was prepared with 500 µL of 1x
TNE (H2O, 50 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 6.3
mM EDTA), 8% SDS and 10 units of proteinase K.
Samples were incubated in the buffer for a week at
37°C and 5 units of proteinase K were added every
day [26].
Different versions of this method with using
various solution concentrations, adding DTT (dithiothreitol) to the buffer and using different lysis times
and temperatures were also tried.

!"$#"

We could not extract DNA from shed feathers
of ruddy shelduck collected around Lake Burdur
with neither Phenol:Chloroform:IAA, nor Qiagen
DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit. Even though no bands
appeared on the gel after the electrophoresis of genomic DNA, we still tried to amplify the samples,
but again couldn’t observe any bands.
We successfully extracted DNA from both
plucked feathers (♀=10, ♂=2) and blood (♂=2).
Blood samples produced stronger bands on the gel
suggesting a higher amount of DNA is present as
shown in Figures 1 and 2.
Since the bands were very faint after standard
PCR application with 2550F/2718R primer we used
Hot Start PCR to perform molecular sexing.
Using Hot Start PCR with 2550F/2718R primer
sets, we could successfully identify the sexes of the
samples shown in Figures 3 and 4.
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that is plucking feathers in this case. Nevertheless,
plucked feathers provided enough DNA to be used
in molecular studies.

DNA concentration of blood samples and their
pcr products were higher than of plucked feathers as
illustrated in Figure 5.
In terms of required laboratory work and quality of the obtained DNA, we think that blood sampling is advantageous over non-destructive sampling

$! 
-5641+.86473;+2-,.-):0-89189:+63;455-/):1<-+65:863
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However, even though it has many advantages,
we concluded that non-invasive genetic sampling is
not always applicable and also relatively laborious to
work with.

product at all or false amplifications [27]. Main
cause of this disadvantage is usually environmental
conditions. Factors such as sunlight, temperature,
humidity and microorganism activity depending on
these factors are the main reasons of DNA degradation [28]. Average temperature and sunbathing rate
of Burdur city during our field studies (May-November) were 22°C and 9 hours respectively [29]. This
suggests that collected feathers were exposed to a lot
of sunlight. Since we collected the feathers from the
coast very close to the water, highly alkaline and saline characteristic of the lake may have also had negative effects on molted feathers [30]. Environmental
conditions around the lake may be the main reason
as to why we failed to amplify collected feathers.
Presti et al. [31] also failed to obtain PCR products
from non-invasively collected feather samples; later

"$""
Because it is possible to collect feathers from
large areas and they make it possible to study the
species which are hard to study with other methods,
non-invasive genetic sampling is an important tool
in molecular studies of birds [20, 25]. However, noninvasive genetic sampling has some serious limitations. These are the low quality and the quantity of
the obtained DNA. This can lead to getting no PCR
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using a different primer set that aims a shorter part
of the CHD gene he could successfully identify the
sexes of 56% of the samples. Since the introns of the
CHD gene are relatively large (450-600 bp) and it’s
located in nuclear DNA, CHD gene is very sensitive
to DNA degradation [25].
Mukesh et al. [32], stated the amount of DNA
they could obtain from blood, plucked feathers, and
shed feathers as 22:2:1, respectively. In our work, we
successfully determined the sexes of individuals using plucked feathers (n=12, ♀=10, ♂=2) and blood
samples (n=2, ♂=2), but we failed to amplify any of
the molted feathers (n=74). The fact that blood samples produced stronger bands on the gel, suggests
that it contains higher amounts of DNA. These findings are in parallel with other studies.
We used gradient PCR to determine the optimum temperatures for 2550F/2718R primer set,
however even when the bands were the strongest
they were significantly faint. Later on we obtained
the brightest bands using Hot Start PCR. This
method deactivates the  polymerase enzyme at
lower temperatures to prevent non-specific primer
annealing [33]. The reason for the fainter bands we
observed using standard PCR protocol might be our
working conditions in room temperature.
Molecular methods are used in a lot of different
studies like taxonomy, measuring biodiversity, identifying population structure and characteristics, molecular ecology, conservation biology etc. [34]. It is

crucial to choose a suitable DNA source while adhering to the aim of the study. This situation is most
evident in conservation studies. Causing stress or
even damaging the population to obtain DNA material for studying the population genetics of an endangered species is against the very object of the study
in the first place. In situations like these, non-invasive sampling should be considered. It is very convenient for the researches to be able to collect genetic material from fieldworks without even needing
to observe the species. On the other hand, non-destructive sampling like plucking feathers can provide
enough genetic information for molecular studies;
therefore they can be used instead of blood sampling.
Blood sampling is still the best way to sample DNA
from birds in terms of the quality and the quantity of
the obtained DNA and it is shown that blood sampling does not affect the mortality of the studied species [35]. However, blood sampling is often more laborious than plucking a few feathers and it is also
more stressful to the individuals [36]. Furthermore,
when sampling blood, fieldworkers should be
trained well. While collecting or plucking feathers,
though no prior training is required, fieldworkers
should be very careful. Furthermore, laboratory
work should also be conducted as sterile and cautious as possible [21]. It is important to conduct a pilot study for non-invasive genetic studies, especially
for molted feathers [16, 21, 37].
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Under the light of all these information, molecular sampling method to be chosen depends on the
species, environmental conditions, experience of the
researchers and ultimately the preference of the researchers. A pilot study can answer all these questions and play a key role in choosing the method.
However, it shouldn’t be forgotten that despite their
disadvantages, non-invasive and non-destructive genetic sampling methods are too valuable to ignore.
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AN ASSESTMENT OF CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS
RELATED TO FUEL CONSUMPTION FOR SUNFLOWER
CULTIVATION
H Huseyin Ozturk*
Engineering of Agricultural Machinery and Technologies, Faculty of Agriculture, University of Cukurova, 01330 Adana, Turkey

fuel energy consumed were calculated to be 64 kg
and 3558 MJ per hectare.
In Turkey, sunflower was cultivated in total of
685 317.4 hectares area in Turkey. The total production was 1 680 700 tons in 2015 [4@. Production values of sunflower cultivation for oil production in dry
and irrigated conditions are given in Table 1. Sunflower as the second crop was cultivated in 961 ha
area in 2015.
Sunflower cultivation in Turkey heavily depends on fossil fuels which in turn lead to many environmental problems. The approximately 35% of
the total agricultural production inputs are mechanization inputs. The 20% of total mechanization inputs
belongs to purchase of agricultural tools/machines
and 15% of these inputs are related to fuel consumptions of tools/machines. First of all the selection of
agricultural tools/machines have appropriate capability and capacity is very important for mechanization planning. Another factor in this regard is the
tractor selection according to farm size. These two
factors are the most important criteria for fuel consumption accounts for about half of the total operating costs of agricultural machinery. Selecting the
proper tractor for agricultural farms is important, the
selection of appropriate tools/machines for the tractors is also important. The highest priority processing steps are tillage and sowing stages to increase crop yield and to reduce the negative impacts
on the environment. Fuel and time consumptions are
too high in these process steps. About 70% and 50%
of the total fuel and time consumptions takes place
in these processes in dry and irrigated agriculture, respectively. In addition, about 30% and 25% of the
total production costs relate to tillage and sowing operations in irrigated agriculture in dry and irrigated
agriculture, respectively. Tillage and sowing stages
are operation steps that lead to environmental pollution.
The biggest problem in use of tractor completed its economic life is fuel costs. According to
field works, old tractors causes more fuel consumption by 30% compared to new one. When using a
tractor has completed its useful life, about 700 liters
more fuel are consumed in a year. Therefore, 1816
kg more CO2 emissions are released. In addition,
toxic emissions such as 80 kgNOx/year, 56

ABSTRACT
The main objective of this study to quantify and
evaluate CO2 emissions related to fuel consumption
for the second crop sunflower cultivation in agricultural regions of Turkey. The farms, cultivated sunflower as the second crop, were surveyed in all agricultural regions of Turkey. The total diesel consumption of the tractor and combine harvester was 59.95
L per hectare. The total diesel consumption for seedbed preparation was 29.45 L per hectare. It was
found that the total fuel (diesel+lubricant oil), energy
consumptions and CO2 emissions for the second
crop sunflower cultivation were 60.62 L/ha, 2249.74
MJ/ha and 166.48 kgCO2/ha, respectively. The specific values of fuel consumption, seed production,
energy consumption related to total fuel and CO2
emission were to be 32.42 L/t, 30.85 kg/L, 1203.07
MJ/t and 89.03 kgCO2/t, respectively.
KEYWORDS:
Sunflower cultivation, CO2 emissions, fuel consumption.

INTRODUCTION
Sunflower is one of the leading oilseed crops
cultivated for the production of oil mainly used for
human consumption. It has also been considered as
an important crop for biodiesel production, particularly in southern European countries [1@. Different
studies on the environmental impact of biodiesel
produced from sunflower were published. The effective savings of CO2 emissions of first generation biofuels are limited by the high energy input required
for crop cultivation and biomass conversion to fuel
[2@. De Marco et al., [3@ performed an environmental
analysis of biodiesel production on pilot scale from
sunflower oil. The higher emissions of biodiesel proGXFWLRQDUHGXHWRWKHKLJK³ODQGFRQVXPSWLRQ´IRU
the agricultural phase, to the carbon dioxide emissions from diesel engines, which burn the fuels in the
agricultural phase. Kallivroussis et al., [1@ aimed to
study the energy input and output per hectare for the
production of sunflower and to evaluate the crop as
a source of biodiesel in Greece. The total fuel and
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WKHLPSDFWVRQWKHFURSV¶HQHUJ\EDODQFHRI  IXOO
and deficit irrigation, (2) climatic demand scenarios,
and (3) upgrading irrigation systems performance.
Iriarte et al. [38@ used Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
to compare environmental impacts and energy and
water demand of rapeseed (Brassica napus L.) and
sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) in Chile. The results indicate that, compared to sunflower, rapeseed
production has a better environmental performance
in 9 out of the 11 impact categories evaluated, and
lower water consumption. The energy demand of
rapeseed is 4.9 GJ/t seed, 30% less than that of sunflower.[2@ greenhouse gas emissions and energy balance of sunflower biodiesel. Nassoa et al., [39@, compared the energy use of a 12-year rainfed cropping
system, located in Tuscany, Italy. The system is cultivated under two different management intensities:
a conventional system (CS) and a low input system
(LIS) for a six-year crop rotation that included sugar
EHHWGXUXPZKHDWVRUJKXPVXQÀRZHUDQGGXUXP
wheat. The direct energy input was 7.6 GJ/ha and 5.3
GJ/ha for CS and LIS, respectively. While the direct
energy input for soil tillage was 4.5 GJ/ha for CS, it
was 3.2 GJ/ha for LIS.
The main objective of this study to quantify and
evaluate CO2 emissions related to fuel consumption
for the second crop sunflower cultivation in agricultural regions of Turkey. The farms, cultivated sunflower as the second crop, were surveyed in all agricultural regions of Turkey in 2015. Taking actual
farm size as the variable, the total 332 farms was randomly selected by using stratified random sampling.
The data were obtained related to energy inputs used
for different field operations and yield. The energy
related to fuel and lubricant oil consumed by agricultural tractor used with agricultural implements/machinery during cultivating operations was evaluated
as a direct energy input. The CO2 emissions associated with direct fuel and lubricant oil consumptions
are estimated according to the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) approach. The specific values for fuel consumption, seed production,
energy consumption and CO2 emission were defined
to analyze the relationship between fuel consumption and CO2 emission for the second crop sunflower
production.

kgCO/year and 82 kgHC/year are released. In case
of renewal of farm tractors who have completed their
economic life, exhaust and noise emissions are reduced [5@.
Comprehensive studies have been performed
by several authors regarding to assessment of the environmental impacts and CO2 emissions for different
processes and industries in different countries of all
over the world [631@. Regarding environmental
sustainability, in recent years it has become of major
interest to evaluate cropping systems in terms of energy consumption. The reduction of energy consumption in agriculture became particularly relevant
partly because fossil energy is a limited resource to
be conserved for future generations [32@ and it contributes to greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere [33@.
Fossil energy used and CO2 emissions released
in cultivation of any crop could be used as one of the
relevant factors to indicate the crop long-term sustainability. The energy input and output of three energy crops (rapeseed, soybean and sunflower) in low
input system (LIS) and high input system (HIS) in
Europe has been reviewed by Venturi and Venturi
[34@. They determined that energy inputs related to
fuel consumption for rapeseed, soybean and sunflower were to be 5-19 GJ/ha, 10-16.1 GJ/ha and 919 GJ/ha in LIS and HIS, respectively. Sheikh
Davoodi and Houshyar [35@ evaluated energy consumption of canola and sunflower production. Energy inputs related to diesel consumption per hectare
for different practices of canola and sunflower cultivation were determined as follows: seed bed preparation 2739.81 MJ and 3122.71 MJ, sowing 2283.92
MJ and 1973.43 MJ, fertilizer application and spraying 361.39 MJ and 248.16 MJ and harvesting 818.86
MJ and 1050.15 MJ, respectively. Cavalaris et al.,
[36@ compared conservation tillage with conventional to investigate the potential for energy reduction. Tillage energy was estimated by field measurements of the consumed power for sunflower cultivation. Fuel consumptions were measured to be 49.21
L/ha, 7.16 L/ha and 8.77 ML/ha for mouldboard
plough, disc harrow and field cultivator, respectively.
Rodrigues et al [37@ developed a model and
various scenarios were considered in order to assess

TABLE 1
Production values of sunflower cultivation for oil production in Turkey [4@@
First crop
Dry
Area
(ha)
420 390.6

Production
(ton)
958 000

Second crop

Irrigated
Area
Production
(ha)
(ton)
137 835.9
514 320

711

Area
(ha)
961

Dry
Production
(ton)
1 520

Irrigated
Area
Production
(ha)
(ton)
9 713.8
26 160
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per hectare related to diesel fuel consumed by agricultural tractor and combine harvester have been calculated as follows:

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, the farms, cultivated sunflower as
the second crop, were surveyed in all agricultural regions of Turkey. The data were obtained related to
energy inputs used for different field operations and
yield. The sample size has been calculated following
equation. The permissible error was defined to be 5
% for 95 % reliability [40@.



¦   



(2)
where;
EFC=the fuel energy input per hectare (MJ/ha),
Mf=diesel fuel consumed by tractor or combine harvester (L/ha) and
LHVf=the lower heating value of diesel fuel (MJ/L).
The lower heating values depending on fuel
types were taken from IPCC, 1996, Volume 2, Section 1 [41@. The lower heating values used in calculations for the diesel fuel and lubricant oil are given
in Table 3.

     ¦   

(1)
where; n is the required sample size, N is the
number of holdings in target population, Nh is the
number of population in h the stratified, Sh is the variance of h the stratified, and D is the precision where
(x-X).

TABLE 3
Emission factors and heating values for diesel
fuel and lubricant [41@@

Cultivation practices for sunflower production. Cultural practices applied in the conventional
system for the second crop sunflower are given in
Table 2. Sunflower cultivation analyzed in this study
corresponds to representative practices in Turkey.
Sunflower is normally grown in crop rotation and
under intensive farming. Two power categories of
tractors have been used in field operations. Tractor
has two wheels drive and 55 kW power has been
used for the light tasks such as secondary tillage,
sowing, spraying and fertilizing applications. On the
other hand, tractor has four wheels drive and 75 kW
power has been used for the heavier tasks such as
tillage with a plough.

Fertilizing, 70-80 kgN/ha
Herbicide application
Harvesting

Lower heating
value
(GJ/L)
0.0371
0.0382

Fuel type
Diesel
Lubricants

Emission factors
(kg CO2/GJ)
74.01
73.28

Lubricant oil energy input. The direct energy
inputs related to lubricant oil consumptions were determined taking into account hourly lubricant oil
consumption values of agricultural tractor used for
cultivation operations and combine harvester used
for harvesting operations in the second crop sunflower production. Therefore, the total energy input
related to lubricant oil consumption per unit production area (ha) was determined as follows:

TABLE 2
Cultivation practices and mechanization
implements for sunflower production
Cultivation practices
Tillage at a depth of 2630 cm
Fertilizing, 25-30
kgP2O5/ha
Tillage at a depth of 3-4
cm
Sowing at 4-5 cm depth,
10 kg/ha
Hoeing for weed control

M f u LHVf

EFC

ETLC

ELC ,T  ELC ,C

(3)
where;
ETLC=the total lubricant oil energy input (MJ/ha),
ELC,T= energy input for lubricant oil consumed by
agricultural tractor (MJ/ha) and
ELC,C= energy input for lubricant oil consumed by
combine harvester (MJ/ha).
The energy inputs related to lubricant oil consumed by agricultural tractor and combine harvester
were estimated multiplying the oil consumption with
the lower heating value of the lubricant oil.

Implements
Plough, 3 furrows of 35 cm
width
Centrifugal fertilizing machine,
2 discs
Disc harrow, 20 discs, 3 m
width
Pneumatic sowing machine,
four rows
Hoeing machine, five rows
Hoeing machine with fertilizing,
five rows
Sprayer, 10-14 m width, 8001000 L capacity
Combine harvester

ELC

M l u LHVl

M l ,T

0.00059u PTOmax  0.02169

(4)
where;
ELC=the lubricant oil energy input (MJ/ha),
Ml=the lubricant oil consumed by tractor or combine
harvester (L/h) and
LHVl=the lower heating value of oil (MJ/L).
The hourly lubricant oil consumption of agricultural tractors, depending on the maximum power
take off (PTO) for the tractor, has been calculated as
follows [42@:

Determination of fuel energy inputs. The energy related to fuel and lubricant oil consumed by
agricultural tractor used with agricultural implements/machinery during cultivating operations was
evaluated as a direct energy input. In this sense, the
calculation methods for the direct energy inputs per
hectare are given.
Diesel energy input. The fuel energy inputs

where;
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where SSP is the specific seed production
(kg/L), SP is seed production per hectares (kg/ha)
and FC is fuel consumption per hectares (L/ha).

Ml,T=the lubricant oil consumed by tractor (L/h) and
PTOmax=the max. power take off for tractor (kW).
The maximum PTO for tractor used in cultivation operations was estimated based on the nominal
power of tractor (NP) [42@.

PTO max

The specific energy consumption. The specific energy consumption (SEC) is the ratio of energy
consumption to seed yield and indicates energy consumption (GJ) per ton of sunflower seed.
SEC= EC / FC
(12)
where SSP is the specific energy consumption
(GJ/t), EC is energy consumption per hectares
(GJ/ha) and FC is GY is seed yield (ton/ha).

0.88 u NP

(6)
where; NP is the power of tractor (kW).
The hourly lubricant oil consumption of combine harvester, depending on the engine power, has
been calculated as follows [42@:

M l ,C

0.004 u Pe

(7)
where;
Ml,C=the lubricant oil consumed by combine harvester per hour (L/h) and
Pe=engine power of combine harvester (kW).

The specific carbon dioxide emission. The
specific carbon dioxide emission (SCO2) was defined
to analyze the relationship between CO2 emissions
and corn production. The SCO2 is the ratio of total
CO2 emissions to corn grain yield and indicates CO2
emissions (kgCO2) per ton of sunflower seed.
SCO2 = CO2 / GY
(13)
where SCO2 is the specific carbon dioxide emission (kgCO2/ton), CO2 is carbon dioxide emissions
(kgCO2/ha) and GY is seed yield (ton/ha).

Calculation methodology used for CO2 emissions. The CO2 default emission factors depending
on fuel type based on lower heating values are from
IPCC, 1996, Volume 2, Section 1 [41@ (Table 3). The
methods for calculating CO2 emissions recommended by the GHG Protocol - Mobile Guide
(03/21/05) v1.3 (Calculating CO2 Emissions from
Mobile Sources Guidance to calculation worksheets)
were used in this study. The following equations the
suggested approach to calculating CO2 emissions
based on fuel use.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Diesel fuel consumption and CO2 emissions
for sunflower cultivation. The change of diesel fuel
consumptions, CO2 emissions and related energy
consumptions for sunflower cultivation is given in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. The diesel and related
energy consumptions with the agricultural implements and machines for sunflower cultivation are
given in Table 4. The total diesel consumption of the
tractor with the implements/machines and combine
harvester was 59.95 L per hectare. Considering diesel consumption with the implements and machines
for the second crop sunflower cultivation, the following results can be drawn:
¾ The total diesel consumption for seedbed
preparation was 29.45 L per hectare. This value corresponds to 49.12% of the total fuel consumption for
sunflower cultivation.
¾ The 61.62% of the total fuel for seedbed
preparation was consumed during tillage with
plough. The fuel consumption with plough was 18 L
per hectare. Since the plough was pulled at the greatest depth, it was the most fuel consuming implement.
¾ The chisel had lower energy demand than
the other tillage implements. The fuel consumption
with disk harrow and chisel were 8.2 L/ha and 3.25
L/ha, respectively.
¾ Fuel consumption with combine harvester
was 17 L per hectare during harvesting. This consumption corresponds to 28.36% of the total fuel
consumption for sunflower cultivation.
¾ The 77.48% of the total fuel (46.45 L/ha)
was consumed for seedbed preparation with tillage
implements and harvesting with combine harvester.

CO2 emissions = Fuel used x Heating value x Emission factor
Diesel-based CO2 emissions = Diesel used x Heating
value x Emission factor
Diesel-based CO2 emissions = L/ha x 0.0371 GJ/L x
74.01 kgCO2/GJ
(8)
Diesel-based CO2 emissions = kgCO2/ha
Lubricant oil-based CO2 emissions = Oil used x
Heating value x Emission factor
Lubricant oil-based CO2 emissions = L/ha x 0.0382
GJ/L x 73.28 kgCO2/GJ
(9)
Lubricant oil-based CO2 emissions = kgCO2/ha
The specific fuel consumption. The specific
fuel consumption (SFC) and specific seed production
(SSP) were defined to analyze the relationship between fuel consumption and sunflower production.
The value of the specific fuel consumption (SFC) indicates the amount of fuel consumed (L) to produce
the unit quantity (t) of seed product.
SFC = FC / GY
(10)
where SFC is the specific fuel consumption
(L/t), FC is fuel consumption (L/ha) and GY is seed
yield (ton/ha).
The specific seed production. The specific
seed production (SSP) is the ratio of fuel consumption
to corn yield and indicates fuel consumption (L) per
kg of sunflower seed.
(11)
SSP= SP / FC
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and fertilizing application (222.6 MJ/ha), respectively. On the other hand, Sheikh Davoodi and
Houshyar [35@ evaluated energy inputs related to
diesel consumption per hectare for different practices of sunflower cultivation. They determined as
follows: seed bed preparation 3122.71 MJ, sowing
1973.43 MJ, fertilizer application and spraying
248.16 MJ and harvesting 1050.15 MJ, respectively.

The total CO2 emissions for sunflower cultivation were calculated as 164.61 kgCO2 per hectare
(Fig.1). As it might be expected, CO2 emissions increased linearly as the amount of fuel consumption
increased. The highest CO2 emission released during
tillage operations followed by harvesting with the
combine harvester. The total 80.86 kgCO2 per hectare was released during the tillage operations.
In response to amounts of diesel fuel used for
per unit area (59.95 L/ha), the totally 2224.15 MJ
fuel energy was consumed per unit area (ha) (Fig. 2).
This result lower than that of [1@. They found that the
total fuel and fuel energy consumed were calculated
to be 64 kg and 3558 MJ per hectare. However, [43@
the fuel energy consumption in sunflower production processes is realized depending on the amount
of diesel fuel consumed in these production processes. The maximum fuel energy consumption was
realized during tillage with plough (667.8 MJ/ha).
The tillage operation with plough are followed by
harvesting with combine harvester (630.7 MJ/ha)
disc harrow application (304.22 MJ/ha) and hoeing

Lubricant oil consumption and CO2 emissions for sunflower cultivation. The change of the
lubricant oil consumptions and related CO2 emissions for sunflower cultivation is given in Fig. 3 and
Table 5. The total lubricant oil consumption of the
tractor with the implements/machines and combine
harvester was 0.67 L per hectare. [43@ In response to
these amounts of lubricant oil used for per unit area
(ha), the totally 25.59 MJ oil energy was consumed
per unit area (ha) (Table 5). The total CO2 emissions
related to lubricant oil consumptions were found to
be 1.88 kgCO2 per hectare (Fig.3).

TABLE 4
Diesel consumptions and CO2 emissions for implements and machines
Tools and machines

Diesel Consumption
L/ha
%
18.00
30.03
3.25
5.42
8.20
13.68
5.05
8.42
6.00
10.01
2.45
4.09
17.00
28.36
59.95
100

Plough
Chisel
Disk harrow
Sowing machine
Hoeing+fertilizing
Sprayer
Combine harvester
Total

Fuel energy
(MJ/ha)
667.8
120.575
304.22
187.355
222.6
90.895
630.7
2224.15

CO2 emission
(kgCO2/ha)
49.42
8.92
22.52
13.87
16.47
6.73
46.68
164.61

Consumption or emission (L/ha or kgCO 2/ha)

100
Diesel consumption (L/ha)
CO2 emission (kgCO2/ha)

90
80
70
60
50

49.42

46.68

40
30
20

22.52
18.00
8.92

10

8.20

3.25

17.00

16.47

13.87

6.00

5.05

6.73
2.45

0
Plough

Chisel

Disk harrow

Sowing

Hoeing+fertilizing

Sprayer

Combine harvester

Tools and machines

FIGURE 1
The change of diesel consumptions and CO2 emissions for tools and machines
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1000

Diesel energy consuption (MJ/ha)

900
800
700

667.8
630.7

600
500
400
304.22

300

222.6

187.355

200
120.575

90.895

100
0
Plough

Chisel

Disk harrow

Sowing

Hoeing+fertilizing

Sprayer

Combine harvester

Tools and machines

FIGURE 2
The change of diesel energy consumptions for tools and machines
Consumption or emission (L/ha or kgCO 2/ha)

1.2

Lubricant oil consumption (L/ha)

CO2 emission (kgCO2/ha)

1.01
1

0.8

0.6

0.36

0.4
0.20

0.2
0.07

0.02

0.06

0.05

0.20

0.17

0.14

0.07

0.06

0.11
0.04

0
Plough

Chisel

Disk harrow

Sowing

Hoeing+fertilizing

Sprayer

Combine
harvester

Tools and machines

FIGURE 3
The change of oil consumptions and CO 2 emissions for tools and machines
TABLE 5
The lubricant oil consumptions and CO2 emissions for implements and machines
Tools and machines
Plough
Chisel
Disk harrow
Sowing machine
Hoeing+fertilizing
Sprayer
Combine harvester
Total

Lubricant oil consumption
L/ha
%
0.07
10.45
0.02
2.99
0.05
7.46
0.06
8.96
0.07
10.45
0.04
5.97
0.36
53.73
0.67
100

715

Fuel energy
(MJ/ha)
2.67
0.76
1.91
2.29
2.67
1.53
13.75
25.59

CO2 emission
(kgCO2/ha)
0.20
0.06
0.14
0.17
0.20
0.11
1.01
1.88
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The specific seed production. The average
seed yield was found to be 1870 kg per hectare for
the second crop sunflower cultivation. Some research results in Turkey indicated that the average
seed yield can be in the range of 15001600 kg/ha,
22502500 kg/ha, 27503000 kg/ha and 35004000
kg/da for dry conditions, one time irrigated, two
times irrigated and three times irrigated, respectively. Kallivroussis et al., [1@ determined that seed
yield 1800 kg per hectare for normally fertilized conditions in Greece. The average seed yield in Europe
and Italy was to be 1500 kg and 18002000 kg per
hectare.
The specific seed production (kg/L), as the inverse of the specific fuel consumption value, was defined as the ratio of the total amount of harvested
seed product (kg) to the total amount of fuel (L) used
in the cultivation process. The specific value of the
seed production indicates the total amount of harvested product (kg) from the unit production area
(ha) corresponds to the unit amount of fuel (L) consumed for the unit production area (ha). The specific
seed production was 30.85 kg/L for the second crop
sunflower cultivation (Fig. 4). The higher value of
the specific seed production means the energy efficiency of production is higher. Considering the specific value of seed production, 1 L fuel (diesel+lubricant oil) was consumed to produce 30.85 kg sunflower seed.

The 0.36 kg lubricant oil was consumed for
harvesting operation with combine harvester. Thus,
the highest CO2 (1.01 kg per hectare) released for
this operation due to highest oil consumption.
Specific parameters for sunflower cultivation. It was found that the total fuel (diesel+lubricant
oil), energy consumptions and CO2 emissions for the
second crop sunflower cultivation were 60.62 L/ha,
2249.74 MJ/ha and 166.48 kgCO 2/ha, respectively.
The specific parameters for the second crop sunflower cultivation are given in Table 6.
The specific fuel consumption. The specific
values of fuel consumption, seed production and
CO2 emissions were calculated for sunflower cultivation and given in Fig. 4. The specific fuel consumption (L/t) defined as the ratio of the total
amount fuel (L) consumed in the production process
to the total amount of harvested product (t). The specific fuel consumption can be calculated based on dividing fuel consumption (L) by seed yield
(tone=1000 kg). The value of the specific fuel consumption indicates the amount of fuel consumed (L)
to produce the unit quantity (t) of seed product. The
specific value of fuel consumption was 32.42 L per
ton sunflower seed. The lower value of the specific
fuel consumption means the energy efficiency of
production is higher. Taking into account the values
of specific fuel consumption, 32.42 L fuel (diesel+lubricant oil) was consumed to produce 1 tone
sunflower seed.

TABLE 6
The specific parameters for sunflower cultivation
Diesel + oil consumption
(L/ha)
60.62

Yield
(kg/ha)
1870

Energy (Diesel+oil)
consumption (MJ/ha)

CO2 emissions
(kgCO2/ha)

SFC
(L/t)

SSP
(kg/L)

SEC
(MJ/t)

SCO2
(kgCO2/t)

2249.74

166.48

32.41711

30.8479

1203.069

89.02914

100
89.03

90
80

Values

70
60
50
40

32.42

30.85

Specific fuel consumption (L/t )

Specific seed production (kg/L)

30
20
10
0
Specific CO2 emission
(kgCO2/ton)

Specific parameters

FIGURE 4
The specific parameters for sunflower cultivation
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its significant share in total consumed energy in field
crop production. The results of this study can be used
by policy makers and other relevant agencies for recommendations to farmers in order to use energy
more efficiently.

The specific energy consumption. The specific energy consumption (SEC) defined as the ratio
of energy consumption (GJ/ha) to the total amount
of obtained seed per hectares (t/ha). The specific
value of the energy consumption indicates the
amount of energy consumed (L) to produce the unit
quantity (t) of seed product. It was found that the
specific value of energy consumption related to total
fuel (diesel+lubricant oil) was to be 1203.07 MJ per
ton seed (Fig. 4). The lower value of the specific fuel
consumption means the energy efficiency of production is higher. Taking into account the specific value
of energy consumption, 1203.07 MJ fuel energy
(diesel+lubricant oil) was consumed to produce 1
tone sunflower seed.
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similar ways. In addition to this, at in a kitchen or
where like that area, some chemical cleaning substances or drinks that contain acid can be contacted
oncome in contact with the stone surfaces. Experiments were carried out to investigate the acid effect
according to a Turkish Standard [1].
Viles et al. [2], Camuffo [3], Caneva et al. [4],
O’Brien et al. [5], Okuda et al. [6], Sikiotis and
Kirkitsos [7], Wilkins et al. [8], Winkler [9], Thomson and White [10], Winkler [11], Thornbush and
Viles [12], Marinoni et al. [13], Thomas et al. [14]
investigated the effects of acid on stone surface
detorioration, strength and like other parameters.
In this study, the change of surface quality
with acid contact was measured mainly in terms of
surface roughness and surface glossiness. Shore
hardness values were measured for a tile and their
average of them calculated. Point load index [15],
bulk density and p-wave velocity were measured
too. In addition to this, chemical analyses were
carried out and thin sections of the stones were
prepared and examined on under microscope.
Experiments for HCl acid effects on stones
were carried out on the nineteen different Turkish
natural stones. An acid solution which contains 1%
diluted HCl was prepared. Firstly, original weights,
gloss and roughness values, Shore hardness, bulk
density and p-wave velocity values were recorded.
Specimens were immersed in acid solution. The
process continued for twenty days. Then weights,
gloss, roughness, point load index, bulk density and
p-wave velocity were measured again. Since changes in point load index, bulk density, Shore hardness
and p-wave velocity values after acid application
are not significant. So, they are not shown in this
paper.
At immersing HCl acid solution, the main
chemical reactions are as follows:
CaCO3(s) + 2 HCl(aq) --> CaCl2(aq) + CO2(g) +
H2O(l)
CaMg(CO3)2(s) + 4 HCl(aq) --> CaCl2(aq) +
MgCl2(aq) + 2CO2(g) + 2 H2O(l)

In this study, the effect of HCl acid solution on
some carbonate stones from Turkey is investigated.
It is known that stone plates used for outdoor and
indoor covering applications can be been exposed
to acid effects. For example, some chemical cleaning substances or drinks that contain acid can come
in contacted with stone surfaces inside a building or
acid rains outside can alter surface characteristics of
stone plates. The calcite within the marble or limestone reacts with acid and is dissolved. In this way,
it can be seen significant changes in the surface
quality of stones. The surfaces of stone material
losses its glossiness and its beauty.
Nineteen kinds of Turkish natural stone were
used for this study. Specimens were immersed in a
solution which contains 1% diluted HCl acid. Process continued for twenty days. Weight, glossiness
and roughness changes were recorded. Also, chemical and thin section analyses, point load index
tests, seismic velocity measurements and Shore
hardness tests were carried out. From this study, it
was found that acidic substances changes surface
characteristics of carbonate stones significantly.
Detailed results and discussion on HCl acid effects
on stones are presented in the paper.
$# 
Acid effect, carbonate stones, roughness, glossiness,
stone decay


!"!
The Surface quality of marbles is important,
especially to for use in floors or natural facing stone
in the building sector. In addition, the quality of
surface features is an important point in terms of
increasing export sales. Natural stone usage is increasing day to day as cladding the outside walls
and the floors of buildings. Marble usage is increasing day to day. So, knowing the acid effect on marbles is very important for determining the place of
use. Surface quality, in other words surface roughness and gloss quality, is very important for usage
of marble or other natural face stones.
When a natural stone is used outside, acid effect is possible on natural stone with rain or like

! ! 
Thin sections of the nineteen stones were prepared and shown in Fig. 1. Besides, chemical analyses of the stones were carried out. A summary of
evaluations of the thin sections is as follows:
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- Mugla Green: It is a marble. It is made up
of calcite (as abundant), dolomite, muscovite and
chlorite. Mugla Green has lepido-granoblastic texture.
- Elazig Cherry: It is altered serpentinite
with calcite wein. Boulder-sized serpentinites clast
are cemented by calcite. Calcite levels are whitecoloured and have sparcalcite sized-crystals. Surprisingly, serpentinite levels are red coloured because the iron included by serpentinite altered hematite.
- Beige I: It is a limestone. It is composed of
micritic and sparitic-sized calcites.
- Emperador Light: It is a dolostone and
consists of dolomite mineral. The rock was fractured due to deformation but fractions of it reunited
due to recrystallization. Textural feature of it likes a
view of spider web. Rare iron causes yellow-brown
colour.
- Burdur Beige: It is a limestone. The limestone consists of sparitic and micritic-sized calcite
and contains small sized pellet.
- Lilac: It is a marble. The marble has
granoblastic texture. Calcite minerals are approximately circular in form. Sizes of particles are up to
1 mm.
- Onyx: The stone consists of aragonites. It
has big sized prismatic crystals.
- Marmara Dolomite: It is a marble. It is
composed of medium sized dolomite crystals.
- Blue Grey: It is a fossiliferous limestone.
Fossil fragments (bioclasts) are abundant and a part
of them is nummulite fossil. Blue Grey contains 13% quartz fragments.
- Red Limestone: It is limestone. It forms
from micritic-sized calcite. There is also oxidized
iron (by volume1-3%). So, red colour is caused by
oxidized iron.
- Breccia Limestone: It is limestone. The

limestone consists of fragments of limestone (breccias) and calcite cement. Calcite cement has sparitic-sized crystals. Breccias have micritic-sized calcite.
- Silver: It is a marble. It consists of mainly
calcite and rarely graphite. It has granoblastic texture. Particle sizes are heterogeneous.
- Mugla White: It is a marble. It forms from
calcite and has granoblastic texture. The size of the
calcite minerals are 1 - 2 mm.
- Beige II: It is a limestone. The limestone
consists of sparitic and micritic-sized calcite. Size
of crystals is heterogeneous.
- Antrasite: It is a fossiliferous limestone.
Bioclasts which forms micritic-sized calcite are
cemented micritic-sized calcite.
- Sedef: It is a marble and likes Lilac sample. The rock includes pure calcite.
- Toros Black: It is a limestone and contains
micritic-sized calcite. Bituminous contents are
abundant and there are ferrous minerals, which
cause its dark colour.
- Dolomitic marble: It is a marble and composed of same-medium sized dolomite minerals.
- Mooncream: It is dolomitic limestone. The
stone is made up of firstly micritic calcite and secondly sparitic-sized dolomite.
The nineteen different types of stones were
studied and shown in Table 1. Diluted acid solution
that contains % 1 HCl was used for the tests. Marble tiles that are 150 mm x 150 mm in width and 20
mm in thickness were used. Thirty grids were
drawn on surfaces of tiles for measuring place.
Effect of acid solution was assessed by measuring weights, roughness and glossiness of samples
before and after acid treatment. Values of glossiness and roughness were measured in thirty grids
for each natural stone. The arithmetic mean of the
values is was calculated. In this paper, the rough-
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Stone name (Code)
Mugla Green
Elazig Cherry
Beige I
Emprador Light
Burdur Beige
Lilac
Onyx
Marmara Dolomite
Blue Grey
Red Limestone
Breccia Limestone
Silver
Mugla White
Beige II
Antrasite
Sedef
Toros Black
Dolomitic Marble
Mooncream

Stone type

Bulk density
(kg/m3)

Effective
porosity (%)

Point load
index (MPa)

Marble
Altered serpentinite calcite
Limestone
Dolomite
Limestone
Marble
Onyx
Dolomite
Fossiliferous Limestone
Limestone
Limestone
Marble
Marble
Limestone
Limestone
Marble
Limestone
Limestone
Limestone

2746
2687
2685
2720
2680
2717
2699
2815
2665
2698
2634
2722
2715
2672
2704
2820
2683
2694
2711

0.258
0.890
0.309
3.149
0.423
0.181
0.219
0.526
1.221
0.470
1.630
0.395
0.229
0.131
0.117
0.564
0.605
0.291
0.256

3.921
5.266
4.276
7.773
5.831
3.849
4.947
4.506
6.289
5.033
4.394
3.966
2.897
6.006
5.914
2.628
5.443
4.452
6.566
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Seismic
velocity
(m/s)
4907
7518
5835
6104
6698
5108
6494
3787
5049
3268
5873
5165
5474
5721
7146
5785
5748
5584
4118

Schmidt
hardness
value
43
52
53
43
54
38
50
29
48
51
50
43
40
58
56
35
57
54
37
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ness of the samples was measured with a Mitutoya
surftest SJ-201 P portable surface roughness tester.
Roughness such as Ra, Rz and Rq values were
measured in terms of surface roughness. Ra described as the arithmetic mean of the absolute departures of the roughness profile from the mean line
was used in this study, since this value is a universally accepted surface roughness value and the best
choice for evaluating the effect of factors on the
surface quality [16].
Glossiness is the ratio of the density of the incoming light to the density of the reflected light.
Roughness and irregularities inhibit the proper
reflection of the light and decrease the brightness.
According to the material properties, it is also possible that light can be partially refracted through the
stone, thus causing loss of reflection capacity [17].
In this study, Tasco model digital gloss meter,
which has a measurement range of 0-100 gloss
units with a resolution of 1 gloss unit, was used for
gloss measurements. Gloss meter measures light

reflected from a surface illuminated and measured
at equal but opposite angles. An increase in surface
roughness generally results in reduced gloss.
Tasco model digital gloss meter enables measurement with 60◦ for standard measurement or 20◦
angles for measuring high-gloss levels. The measuring area at 60◦ and at 20◦ is 6mm×3mm and
4mm×3mm, respectively. A 60° angle of incidence
was chosen in this study.
Dry weights (Wd1 and Wd2) of samples for
both before and after acid process were determined
by leaving them in 105 oC oven during 24 hours
(Table 2). In addition, all of nineteen stones chemical analyses were done.
Firstly, values of bulk densities, effective porosities were determined for all kinds of stones
(Table 1). The surface roughness and the surface
gloss were measured in 30 grid points on the surfaces of tiles. Mean values were calculated and
given in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
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Stone name (Code)
Mugla Green
Elazig Cherry
Beige I
Emprador Light
Burdur Beige
Lilac
Onyx
Marmara Dolomite
Blue Grey
Red Limestone
Breccia Limestone
Silver
Mugla White
Beige II
Antrasite
Sedef
Toros Black
Dolomitic Marble
Mooncream

Dry Weight after acid
treatment(Wd2) (g)
1184.64
1195.30
1155.83
1166.39
1183.74
1100.28
1234.95
1303.68
1174.25
990.28
1151.2
1242.66
1052.12
1170.83
1205.99
1249.7
1139.30
1235.06
1166.61

Original Dry Weight(Wd1)(g)
1185.98
1195.52
1175.03
1173.47
1200.08
1172.45
1252.02
1311.95
1198.61
1009.8
1181.82
1268.05
1130.96
1184.28
1206.91
1278.5
1139.76
1235.78
1167.54

Change in weight (%)
0.113
0.018
1.634
0.603
1.362
6.155
1.363
0.630
2.032
1.933
2.591
2.002
6.971
1.136
0.076
2.253
0.040
0.058
0.080
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Sample
Mugla Green
Elazig Cherry
Beige I
Emprador Light
Burdur Beige
Lilac
Onyx
Marmara Dolomite
Blue Grey
Red Limestone
Breccia Limestone
Silver
Mugla White
Beige II
Antrasite
Sedef
Toros Black
Dolomitic Marble
Mooncream

Original roughness (Ra) values of
samples (µm)
1.534
0.214
0.177
0.593
0.411
0.410
0.141
0.502
0.309
1.248
0.207
0.218
0.066
0.136
0.231
0.436
0.090
0.942
0.401

723

Roughness (Ra) values of samples after
acid treatment (µm)
2.627
2.332
1.958
8.559
1.350
1.247
1.347
14.985
5.262
1.626
2.882
4.465
1.132
2.502
0.672
0.962
1.173
1.884
1.144

Change in
roughness (%)
71
990
1006
1343
228
204
855
2885
1603
30
1292
1948
1615
1740
191
121
1203
100
185

"!

 #   
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#)-+,7 ',%2+)6 The weights of all stone
samples decreased after acid treatment as shown in
Table 2. But the degree of weight loss is different
for each stone type. Maximum weight loss was
measured for Mugla White and Lilac as 6.155 %
and 6.971%, respectively. Whereas, minimum
weight loss was occurred for Elazig Cherry as 0.018
%. The average weight loss for the samples of nineteen stone types is about 1.2 %. In addition to this,
increase in SiO2 content causes decrease in weight
loss due to resistance of silicates to acid erosion
effect.



    

imum change in roughness was measured for Marmara Dolomite as 2885 %. Average change of
roughness for all stones was 388 %. Fig. 2 shows
that the surface roughness profile of the red limestone tile for in the original state and after acid
treatment.

0366 ',%2+)6 Glossiness of all types of
stones decreased significantly after immersing in
the acid solution as shown in Table 4. Decrease in
gloss values means that acid contact alters surface
quality and appearance of the stone tiles. Gloss
changes of stone tile surfaces after acid treatment is
at varying levels depending on types and mineralogy of the stone. Maximum decrease in glossiness
measured for Onyx was 98.74%. Average value of
gloss change was 94.53 % for all stone types.

,)1-'%0%2%0<6)6Major oxide examination
was carried out (Table 5).

38+,2)66 ',%2+)6 All of measured roughness values increased significantly with acid treatment (Table 3). Changes in roughness values mean
that acid contact is very important for stones due to
decrease in quality of the surface. The effect of acid
treatment on each stone was different levels. Max-

! 
0366-2)66',%2+)63*7-0)6&)*35)%2(%*7)5%'-(75)%71)27

Original glossiness values of
samples
11.00
72.23
56.80
36.80
7.60
11.13
81.77
39.70
59.20
2.40
66.33
21.63
102.67
78.43
76.10
39.23
85.93
7.33
15.90

Sample
Mugla Green
Elazig Cherry
Beige I
Emprador Light
Burdur Beige
Lilac
Onyx
Marmara Dolomite
Blue Grey
Red Limestone
Breccia Limestone
Silver
Mugla White
Beige II
Antrasite
Sedef
Toros Black
Dolomitic Marble
Mooncream

a)

Original

Glossiness values of samples
after acid treatment
4.10
14.47
2.03
1.90
2.13
3.03
1.03
1.00
1.73
1.73
2.03
1.23
2.53
2.00
1.13
6.00
1.17
5.97
2.03

Change in glossiness
(%)
-63
-80
-96
-95
-72
-73
-99
-97
-97
-28
-97
-94
-98
-97
-99
-85
-99
-19
-87

b) After acid treatment
" 
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Sample

SiO2
(%)

Al2O3
(%)

Fe2O
3 (%)

MgO
(%)

CaO
(%)

Mugla Green
Elazig Cherry
Beige I
Emprador Light
Burdur Beige
Lilac
Onyx
Marmara Dolomite
Blue Grey
Red Limestone
Breccia Limestone
Silver
Mugla White
Beige II
Antrasite
Sedef
Toros Black
Dolomitic marble
Mooncream

<0,01
15,08
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
0,18
0,10
0,02
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
0,03
<0,01
<0,01

0,09
0,28
0,04
0,03
0,03
0,06
0,10
0,07
0,40
0,23
0,12
0,04
0,03
0,03
0,05
0,04
0,12
0,02
0,03

0,14
5,49
0,05
0,03
0,03
0,03
1,02
0,03
0,22
0,27
0,05
0,06
0,04
0,02
0,05
0,03
0,12
0,02
0,02

5,88
15,43
0,35
17,31
0,19
0,33
0,15
17,57
0,88
0,51
0,16
0,83
0,23
0,11
0,33
0,07
1,67
17,22
0,94

49,73
33,07
55,61
35,69
56,00
55,26
53,54
36,58
55,37
55,40
55,15
55,44
55,96
56,07
55,89
55,54
54,98
36,96
55,71

"  

Na2
O
(%)
0,03
0,10
0,08
0,09
0,04
0,02
0,03
0,03
0,02
0,03
0,03
0,08
0,05
0,05
0,04
0,07
0,01
0,02
0,02

K2 O
(%)

TiO2
(%)

P2 O5
(%)

MnO
(%)

LOI
(%)

Total
(%)

0,03
0,08
0,05
0,03
0,02
0,02
0,02
0,02
0,03
0,01
0,02
0,02
0,02
0,01
0,01
0,02
0,01
0,01
0,02

<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01

0,03
0,03
0,04
0,03
0,04
0,06
0,04
0,04
0,04
0,03
0,04
0,03
0,03
0,03
0,04
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01

<0,01
0,07
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
0,13
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01
<0,01

43,77
29,70
43,21
46,11
42,67
43,29
43,88
45,23
42,74
43,25
43,46
42,70
42,69
43,04
42,70
43,24
42,60
45,54
42,68

99,72
99,33
99,43
99,32
99,03
99,07
98,90
99,57
99,89
99,84
99,04
99,19
99,06
99,36
99,10
99,00
99,54
99,79
99,41

All of the measured roughness values increased significantly with acid treatment. Changes
in roughness values mean that acid contact is very
important for stones due to decrease in quality of
the surface. The effect of the acid treatment on each
stone was had a different level.
Glossiness of all types of stones decreased
significantly after immersing in the acid solution.
Decrease in gloss values means that acid contact
alters surface quality and appearance of the stone
tiles. Gloss changes of stone tile surfaces after acid
treatment is at varying levels depending on types
and mineralogy of the stone. Between variables of
CaO rate, MgO rate, ignition loss rate and weight
loss, roughness, glossiness there are positive and
negative correlations. However, it is not significant
in statistically (p<0.05).


#! 

The weights of all stone samples decreased after acid treatment. But the degree of weight loss is
different for each stone type. We can say that acidic
material has an important erosion effect in erosion
on stone material. A maximum weight loss was
occurred for with Mugla White. Because the CaO
rate is high in Mugla White and the calcite crystals
are the biggest sized. Minimum weight loss was
occurred in Elazig Cherry. Because, it has highest
level of SiO2 content (silicates prevent stone erosion due to the acid effect), weight loss is minimum. In spite of the high level CaO rate, the weight
loss rate is low at Antrasite. Because it has both
bioclast and cement forming micritic-sized calcite.
Also, the weight loss rate was low in Toros
Black with acid treatment in spite of the high level
CaO rate. It contains micritic-sized calcite. Bituminous (carbon) contents are abundant and there are
ferrous minerals. It is possible that graphite prevents the acid effect. One of the low level weight
losses is occurred at in Mugla Green. Because, it is
made up of calcite (as abundant), dolomite, muscovite and chlorite. Mugla Green has lepidogranoblastic texture. Among the all dolomitic
stones having the same content of MgO, which are
Emparador Light, Marmara Dolomite and Dolomitic marble, the weight loss level of weight loss for
Dolomitic marble is lesser than the others. Because,
Dolomitic marble has small sized particles and
interlock of it is well.
However, according to mineralogical and petrographic properties, chemical content and crystal
size, rates of weight loss are different. Two similar
stones which like each other can have different
weight loss because of particle sizes.

Author thanks to Alaaddin Sakçali for his encouragement and help.
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ALLELOPATHIC EFFECT OF ARTEMISIA VULGARIS ON
WINTER WHEAT AND WINTER OILSEED RAPE
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etc.) in Europe and is difficult to control it [2, 3].
Weeds can often interfere with germination
and growth of crops, because of their physiologically active exudates [4-7]. Allelopathy includes both
interactions among plants, stimulating, as well as
inhibitory, because of the release of biologically
active compounds called allelochemicals [8, 9].
Allelochemicals can be immediately effective after
being released but can also persist in soils, resulting
in a legacy effect [10]. A. vulgaris has allelopathic
impacts on other plant growth and development
[11-13]. It was determined by Barney et al. [14] that
mugwort biomass toxicity depends on interacting
phytotoxic terpenes. He identified the composition
of terpenes, constituting essential oils: the monoterSHQHV Į-SLQHQH ȕ-pinene, limonene, eucalyptol
(1.8-FLQHROH FDPSKRUȕ-myrcene, santolina triene,
and camphene. Zhigzhitzhapova et al. [15] investigated the volatile organic compounds (VOCs) composition in A. vulgaris. Monoterpenes (80.33%)
were the main components of VOCs. The major
components of essential oil were monoterpenes
(44.49%) and sesquiterpenes (29.98%). An experiment by Li et al. [16] of the allelopathic influence
of mugwort aqueous extracts showed strong inhibition on Triticum aestivum, Brassica campestris and
Raphanus sativus seed germination energy and
seedling growth. B. campestris and R. sativus were
more sensitive to the mugwort allelopathic effect
than T. aestivum. The germination of B. campestris,
R. sativus, and T. aestivum decreased by 100.0, 87.3
and 61.1 % respectively at 0.0125 g/mL concentration of mugwort aqueous extract. Research on the
allelopathic influence of mugwort aqueous extracts
from the biomass (leaves, stems, and buds) on seed
germination and growth of T. aestivum, Lolium
multiflorum, and Sinapis alba showed that the
mugwort biomass aqueous extracts had no effects
on the germination and growth of T. aestivum, but
inhibited L. multiflorum seed germination and
growth. Mugwort root and stem aqueous extracts
had lower inhibitory effects on S. alba seed germination, seedling height, and root length than the leaf
extract [12].
Other researchers identified allelopathic influ-

ABSTRACT
In recent years spread of common mugwort
(Artemisia vulgaris L.) among agricultural crops
has increased significantly. The object of this research was to determine the allelopathic effect of
the mugwort on winter wheat and winter oilseed
rape germination and early growth. For the experiments aqueous extracts of aboveground part and the
root biomass of mugwort at different concentrations
were used. It was found that the highest total
amount of phenolic compounds was in the mugwort
leaves. Investigations showed that aqueous extracts
of mugwort had no significant (P 0.05) influence
on winter wheat seed germination while winter
oilseed rape germination was significantly (P 
0.05) inhibited by aqueous extract of mugwort roots
at the 1:10 concentration. Winter wheat shoot and
root growth was inhibited by all concentrations of
aqueous extracts of the mugwort roots compared
with the control. Winter oilseed rape shoot growth
was significantly (P  VWLPXODWHGEXWWKHURRW
growth significantly (P    LQKLELWHG E\ WKH
highest concentration (1:10) of mugwort aboveground parts aqueous extracts.

KEYWORDS:
allelopathy, common mugwort, phenolic compounds,
germination, early growth

INTRODUCTION
Common mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris L.) is a
perennial herbaceous plant of the Asteraceae family. It adapts to a wide range of climatic conditions:
it can be found in high mountain regions and warm
climates. Its population can be found in soils with a
range of granulometric composition (sand, loam,
and clay) and different pH. A. vulgaris is frequently
found along waterway, railroad, and road rights-ofway [1]. The perennial species A. vulgaris became
more common in agricultural crops (cereals, grain
legumes, root crops, vegetables and ornamentals,
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ing the t-test and the Fisher criterion. Significant
differences were established by calculating the least
significant difference LSD0.05 with a probability
level of (P  >@

ence of various weeds on cultivated crops as well
[7]. It is shown, that germination of Hordeum vulgare may be inhibited by number of weeds: Plantago major, Convolvulus arvencis, Equisetum arvense, Cirsium arvense [17], Rumex crispus [18].
Aqueous extracts of C. arvense have an inhibitory
allelopathic effect on T. aestivum germination.
Rumex crispus inhibits germination of Zea mays,
Helianthus annuus and T. aestivum [19].
More detailed studies of the allelopathic properties of mugwort should be carried out, as this
weed has started to spread in agricultural crops. The
objective of this research was to determine the
allelopathic influence of mugwort aboveground
parts and root biomass on winter wheat and winter
oilseed rape germination and early growth.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The total amount of phenolic compounds in
different morphological parts of the mugwort.
The maximum amount of phenolic compounds was
determined in mugwort leaves (1.93 mg g-1) (Fig.
1). The mugwort inflorescences, stems, and roots,
accumulated significantly (P    OHVV IURP
19.7% to 54.4%) phenolic compounds compared
with the leaves. Phenolic compounds accumulated
by 59.1% more in mugwort roots than in stems, but
significantly (P  0.05) by 9.7% less in inflorescences.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The allelopathic effect of the aboveground
parts (leaves, stems, and inflorescences) and root
biomass of the common mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris L.), at various aqueous extract concentrations,
on the germination and early growth of the winter
form of common wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) cv.
µ$GD¶DQGWKHZLQWHUIRUPRIRLOVHHGUDSH Brassica napus L. spp. oleifera biennis 0HW]J FYµ6XQ
GD\¶ ZDV studied at the Experimental Station of
Aleksandras Stulginskis University. Experiment
treatments were: 1) distilled water (control); 2)
1:6,250 (mugwort biomass and distilled water ratio); 3) 1:1,250; 4) 1:250; 5) 1:50; 6) 1:10. These
concentrations were chosen according to the methodology used by Grodzinski [4].
Mugwort samples (aboveground parts and
roots) were taken from a certified organic farm at
the flowering stage and were chopped into 3 mm
chaffs. The biomass was kept for 24 hours in distilled water (biomass and water ratio 1:10) at 18°C.
Other concentrations of the prepared aqueous extract were obtained by dilution: 1:6,250, 1:1,250,
1:250 and 1:50. Winter wheat and winter oilseed
rape seeds (30 units) were germinated for four days
on filter paper in Petri dishes moistened with aqueous extracts at different concentrations in a
RUMED 1301 climatic chamber (Rubarth Apparate
GmbH, Germany) at 25°C and 65% humidity.
Germinated wheat and oilseed rape percentages
were estimated, and shoot height and root lengths
measured. Experiments were carried out in four
replications.
The total amounts of phenolic compounds in
the different morphological parts of the mugwort
(inflorescences, leaves, stems, and roots) were determined in the flowering stage using the Folinic
spectrophotometric method [20]. The total amounts
of phenolic compounds were expressed in gallic
acid equivalents, mg g-1.
Research data were statistically evaluated us-

FIGURE 1
The total amounts of phenolic compounds in
different morphological parts of the mugwort
Note. Between the value means, those marked
with different letters (a, b, c, d), were significantly different (P 
Phenolic compounds, as secondary plant metabolites, are important in plant allelopathic activity
[22,7]. Mugwort contains biologically active compounds such as sterols, terpenes, flavonoids, saponins, and tannins [14,15]. It has been shown that
allelochemicals accumulate most in plant leaves,
compared with the other morphological parts [23].
Mugwort allelopathic effect on winter
wheat. Aqueous extracts of the aboveground morphological parts and roots of mugwort, at each
concentration, compared with the control, had no
significant effect on winter wheat germination (Fig.
2). Other authors have stated that the mugwort
leaves and roots inhibit the germination of wheat
[16,24]. These differences may occur due to variations in VOC composition in mugwort which depends on its growing conditions as it was explained
by principal component analysis based on the types
of components of essential oils of A. vulgaris collected from different countries [15].
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FIGURE 2
Allelopathic effects of aqueous extracts of mugwort aboveground parts and root on winter
wheat germination
Note. Aqueous extracts: 1) distilled water, 2) 1:
6,250 (mugwort and distilled water ratio); 3)
1:1,250, 4) 1:250, 5) 1:50 and 6) 1:10; there were
no significant differences (P > 0.05)
Mugwort aqueous extracts, at different concentrations, had a greater allelopathic impact on
wheat shoot and root growth than grain germination
(Figs 2 and 3). Wheat shoot growth, compared with
distilled water, was significantly (P  LQKLELW
ed (13.6%) by the highest concentration (1:10) of
mugwort root aqueous extract. With the other aqueous extracts of different concentrations wheat
VKRRWV¶ JURZWK GLG QRW GLIIHU VLJQLILFDQWO\ P 
0.05) from the shoots of wheat grown in distilled
water. Aqueous extracts of mugwort aboveground
parts, at 1:1,250, 1:250 and 1:50 concentrations
increased wheat root length significantly (P  
from 13.9% to 24.3% compared to the controls. The
lowest (1:6,250) and the highest (1:10) concentrations of aboveground part mugwort aqueous extracts did not affect root length significantly (P 
0.05) compared to controls.
A stronger inhibitory impact on the wheat
shoot height and root length was found when using
mugwort root aqueous extracts. Compared to controls, wheat shoot height significantly decreased (P
   IURP  WR  DQG WKH URRW OHQJWK
from 33.4% to 47.8% in all the concentrations of
aqueous root extracts. According to Abdel-Fattah et
al. [25] stronger mugwort concentrations of aqueous extracts inhibited not only winter wheat germination, but also their shoot and root growth.

FIGURE 3
Mugwort aboveground parts and root aqueous
H[WUDFWV¶DOOHORSDWKLFHIIHFWVRQLQLWLDOZLQWHU
wheat growth
Note. Concentrations of mugwort aboveground
parts and root aqueous extracts: 1) distilled water, 2) 1:6,250, 3) 1:1,250, 4) 1:250, 5) 1:50 and 6)
1:10; the value means marked with different
letters (a, b, c) were significantly different
(P 
Mugwort allelopathic effects on winter
oilseed rape. Lower concentrations of aqueous
extracts from the aboveground parts of mugwort
had a tendency to stimulate winter oilseed rape
germination, compared to controls, but effect was
not significant (Fig. 4). Winter oilseed rape germination was inhibited with increasing mugwort root
aqueous extracts concentration, but a significant (P
   LQKLELWLRQ   FRPSDUHG WR GLVWLOOHG
water, was found only at the highest concentration
(1:10) of the aqueous extract.
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FIGURE 4
Mugwort aboveground parts and root aqueous
H[WUDFWV¶DOOHORSDWKLFHIIHFWVRQZLQWHURLOVHHG
rape germination
Note. Concentrations of aqueous extracts: 1)
distilled water, 2) 1:6,250 (mugwort and distilled
water ratio), 3) 1:1,250, 4) 1:250, 5) 1:50 and 6)
WKHYDOXH 3 PHDQVPDUNHGZLWK
different letters (a, b) were significantly different
(P 
0XJZRUWDERYHJURXQGSDUWV¶DTXHRXVH[WUDFWV
at 1:50 and 1:10 concentrations, compared with
controls, stimulated winter oilseed rape shoot
growth significantly (P    WKH VKRRW KHLJKWV
increased from 28.4% to 43.9%; while the 1:1,250
aqueous extracts inhibited the growth significantly
(P    WKH VKRRW KHLJKWV GHFUHDVHG E\ 
(Fig. 5). Winter oilseed rape root growth, compared
to controls, was significantly (P    LQKLELWHG
(by 28.8%) only at the highest concentration (1:10)
RIWKHPXJZRUWDERYHJURXQGSDUWV¶DTXHRXVH[WUDFW
Mugwort root extract concentrations affected
winter oilseed rape shoot development differently:
the 1:250 and 1:50 concentrations of aqueous extracts inhibited growth significantly (P    E\
13.7% to 16.3%, respectively, while the 1:10 concentration aqueous extract stimulated it significantly (P    E\  FRPSDUHG WR FRQWUROV
Concentrations of aqueous extracts of mugwort root
at 1:6,250 and 1:1,250 significantly increased (P 
0.05) winter oilseed rape root length from 32.3% to
34.8%, compared with controls, while at higher
concentrations of aqueous extracts the differences
were not significant (P > 0.05). Winter oilseed rape,
compared to winter wheat, was less susceptible to
the allelopathic effects of mugwort. Many authors
have stated that oilseed rape itself has allelopathic
properties, as a result of the presence of various
alleloche-mical compounds [26-29].

FIGURE 5
Mugwort aboveground parts and root aqueous
H[WUDFWV¶DOOHORSDWKLFHIIHFWVRQLQLWLDOZLQWHU
oilseed rape growth
Note. Mugwort aboveground parts and root
aqueous extracts: 1) distilled water, 2) 1:6,250, 3)
1:1,250, 4) 1:250, 5) 1:50 and 6) 1:10; the value
means marked with different letters (a, b, c)
were significantly different (P 

CONCLUSIONS
1. The maximum amount of phenolic compounds was in the mugwort leaves. Phenolic compounds in the mugwort inflorescences, stems, and
roots, compared with leaves, accumulated significantly (P  IURPWROHVV
2. Winter wheat seed germination in the
mugwort aboveground parts and root aqueous extracts were not significantly (P    GLIIHUHQW
Winter oilseed rape germination was significantly
(P    LQKLELWHG E\   E\ WKH DTXHRXV
extract of mugwort roots at the 1:10 concentration.
3. Winter wheat shoot growth, compared
with controls, was inhibited (from 13.6% to 21.9%)
by all concentrations of aqueous extracts of the
mugwort root, and also by the highest concentration
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[7] Zohaib, A., Abbas, T., Tabassum, T. (2016)
Weeds cause losses in field crops through allelopathy. Notulae Scientia Biologicae. 8(1), 47±
56.
[8] Inderjit, Duke, S.O. (2003) Ecophysiological
aspects of allelopathy. Planta. 217, 529±539.
[9] Rice, E.L. (2013) Allelopathy. Academic Press,
New York.
[10] Del Fabbro, C., Prati, D. (2015) The relative
importance of immediate allelopathy and allelopathic legacy in invasive plant species. Basic
and Applied Ecology. 16(1), 28±35.
[11] Inderjit, Foy Ch.L. (1999) Nature of the interference mechanism of mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris). Weed Technology. 13(1), 176±182.
[12] Pannacci, E., Pettorossi, D., Regni, L., Tei, F.
(2011) Allelopathic effects of Artemisia vulgaris L. (mugwort) on seed germination and
growth of Sinapis alba L., Triticum aestivum L.
and Lolium multiflorum Lam. 1 p. [accessed
18. 11.2015]
[13] Pannacci, E., Pettorossi, D., Regni, L., Tei, F.
(2015) Allelopathic potential of mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris L.) to control the Italian
ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum Lam.) in winter
wheat. Allelopathy Journal. 36(2), 257±272.
[14] Barney, J.N., Hay, A.G. Weston, L.A. (2005)
Isolation and characterization of allelopathic
volatiles from mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris L.).
Journal of Chemical Ecology. 31(2), 247±263.
[15] Zhigzhitzhapova, S.V., Radnaeva, L.D., Gao,
Q., Chen, S., Zhang, F. (2016) Chemical composition of volatile organic compounds of Artemisia vulgaris L.(Asteraceae) from the Qinghai±Tibet Plateau. Industrial Crops and Products. 83, 462±469.
[16] Li, M., Gao, X., Gao, Z., Wang, Q. (2010)
Primary study on allelopathy of Artemisia vulgaris. Acta Prataculturae Sinica. 19(6), 114±
119.
[17] Lazauskas, P. (1990) Agrotechnology against
weeds. Vilnius, Lithuania. (In Lithuanian).
[18] 3LOLSDYLþLXV, V., Romaneckas, . âDUDXVNLV,
( 9DLFLXNHYLþLXV, E., Kerpauskas, P. (2011)
Phytotoxicity effects of Rumex crispus L.
grounded biomass on spring barley grain germination, African Journal of Agricultural Research. 7(12), 1819±1826.
[19] Khan, R., Khan, M.A., Waqas, M., Haroon, M.,
Hussain, Z., Khan, N., Bashir, S. (2012) Bioherbicidal activity of some winter weeds
against some crops. Pakistan Journal of Weed
Science Research. 18(4), 561±569.
[20] Ragaee, S., El-Sayed, M.A.A., Noaman, M.
(2006) Antioxidant activity and nutrient composition of selected cereals for food use. Food
Chemistry. 98, 32±38.
[21] Quinn, G.P., Keough, M.J. (2006) Experimental design and data analysis for biologists.
Cambridge, UK.

of the aqueous extract of the aboveground part.
Root growth of winter wheat was reduced (from
33.4% to 47.8%) by all the concentrations of the
mugwort root aqueous extracts.
4. Winter oilseed rape shoot growth was inhibited (from 13.7% to 16.3%) by the mugwort
aboveground parts at 1:1,250 concentration, and by
the roots ± at 1:250 and 1:50 concentrations of
aqueous extracts, compared with controls. Winter
oilseed rape root growth was inhibited (28.8%) by
WKHPXJZRUWDERYHJURXQGSDUWV¶DTXHRXVH[WUDFWDW
the highest concentration. Winter oilseed rape
shoots growth was significantly (P  VWLPXODW
ed by the highest concentrations of mugwort
aboveground parts and root aqueous extracts, and
root growth by the lower concentrations of the
aqueous extracts.
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'HSDUWPHQWRI)LHOG&URSV)DFXOW\RI$JULFXOWXUH8QLYHUVLW\RI'LFOH'L\DUEDNLU7XUNH\

'HSDUWPHQWRI)LHOG&URSV)DFXOW\RI$JULFXOWXUH8QLYHUVLW\RI6LLUW6LLUW7XUNH\

,WLVDQLQHYLWDEOHPDFURUHVXOWWKDWSUREDEOHFOLPDWH
FKDQJHVLPSDFWWKHFURSVWUXFWXUHLQWKHUHJLRQ7KLV
VLWXDWLRQZLOOFDXVHUHGXFWLRQVLQRIWKHSURGXF
WLRQ RI FURS VSHFLHVYDULHWLHV >@ +RZHYHU LW ZDV
QRWHG LQ PDQ\ UHVHDUFKHV WKDW LPSURYHPHQWV WR EH
LQWURGXFHG WKDQNV WR EUHHGLQJ RI QHZ KHDWWROHUDQW
YDULHWLHVDQGSDUWLFXODUO\DJURQRPLFSUDFWLFHVZRXOG
EHDEOHWRUHGXFHWKHULVNVFDXVHGE\FOLPDWHFKDQJH
LQVKRUWWHUP>@
$GDSWDWLRQFDSDELOLWLHVRIFURSVDUHFORVHO\UH
ODWHG WR WUDQVSLUDWLRQ DQG SKRWRV\QWKHVLV WDNLQJ
SODFHLQOHDYHV7KHQXPEHURIVWRPDWDLQXQLWOHDI
DUHDKDVDQHIIHFWRQJDVLQWHUFKDQJH>@*HQRW\SHV
DQGHFRORJLFDO IDFWRUVKDYH DOVRLQIOXHQFHRYHUWKH
VWRPDVL]HDQGGHQVLW\RIFURSV>@
7KHSULPDU\HQYLURQPHQWDOIDFWRUDIIHFWLQJWKH
JHUPLQDWLRQJURZWKGHYHORSPHQWDQGIUXLWPDWXUD
WLRQRIWKHFRWWRQSODQWLVKHDW>@7KHRSWLPXP
GHYHORSPHQWWHPSHUDWXUHIRUFRWWRQYDULHVDFFRUGLQJ
WRVSHFLHVDQGYDULHW\7HPSHUDWXUHUHTXLUHPHQWVIRU
FRWWRQYDU\DFFRUGLQJWRSKHQRORJLFDOVWDJHVRFFXU
UHQFH WLPH RI WHPSHUDWXUH SK\VLRPRUSKRORJLFDO
DQGJHQHWLFWUDLWVRIWKHFURS>@3KRWRV\QWKH
VLVDQGUHVSLUDWLRQFRQWLQXLQJWKURXJKRXWWKHGHYHO
RSPHQWRIWKHFRWWRQSODQWDUHUHODWHGDQGOLQNHGLQ
PDQ\DVSHFWV,QWKHFRWWRQSODQWWKHWHPSHUDWXUHV
RI±Û&WKURXJKWHPSHUDWXUHLQFUHDVHUHGXFH
WKHUHVSLUDWLRQDQGSKRWRV\QWKHVLVE\±>@
'HWHUPLQDWLRQRIKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHWROHUDQFHVRIFRW
WRQYDULHWLHVZLOOEHXVHIXOIRUERWKSUHVHQWDQGIX
WXUH FOLPDWHV >@ ,Q KLJK WHPSHUDWXUH FRQGLWLRQV
YDULDWLRQV RFFXU LQ PDQ\ SK\VLRPRUSKRORJLFDO
WUDLWVRIFRWWRQOHDIVXFKDVVWRPDFRQGXFWLYLW\SKR
WRV\QWKHVLV OHDI VL]H OHDI FKORURSK\OO FRQWHQW DQG
OHDIWHPSHUDWXUH%\YDULDWLRQVLQWKHVHWUDLWVVHQVL
WLYLW\ DQG WROHUDQFH OHYHOV RI WKH JHQRW\SH DJDLQVW
KLJKWHPSHUDWXUHFRQGLWLRQVFDQEHGHWHUPLQHG
7KLVVWXG\ZDVFRQGXFWHGLQRUGHUWRGHWHUPLQH
KRZDQGDWZKDWOHYHOSK\VLRPRUSKRORJLFDOWUDLWVRI
WKHOHDYHVRIFRWWRQSODQWDUHDIIHFWHGE\WKHDELRWLF
VWUHVVHV FDXVHG E\ WKH KHDW WKDW KDV ULVHQ GXH WR
JOREDOFOLPDWHFKDQJHDQGLVIRUHVHHQWRULVHIXUWKHU
LQ WKH IXWXUH DQG WKH UHVLVWDQFHWROHUDQFH OHYHOV RI
FRWWRQJHQRW\SHVDJDLQVWKHDWVWUHVVDQGFRQWULEXWH
WR WKDW JHQHWLFDOO\ UHVLVWDQW FRWWRQ JHQRW\SHV FRXOG

ABSTRACT
2QH KXQGUHG VL[W\ FRWWRQ JHQRW\SHV REWDLQHG
IURPJHQHWLFVWRFNVwere evaluated for high temperature tolerance based on VRPHSK\VLRPRUSKRORJLFDO
OHDIWUDLWVunder field conditions and controlled condition. Genotypes showed differences for all investigated traits. In the study,VWRPDOGHQVLW\UDQJHGIURP
 VWRPDWD PP  VWRPDWDO FRQGXFW
DQFHranged from PPROPVVWR
PDO ZLGWK ranged from  P VWRPDWDO
UDWHRIZLGWKOHQJWKranged from FDQRS\
WHPSHUDWXUH ranged from  R& OHDI DUHD
ranged from  FP OHDI 63$' YDOXH
ranged from  DQG OHDI SKRWRV\QWKHVLV
\LHOGranged from PROPVThe results showed that KLJKWHPSHUDWXUHVWUHVVGLGQRWLQ
IOXHQFH VWRPD QXPEHUV ZKHUHDV LW GHFUHDVHG VWR
PDWDO FRQGXFWDQFH VWRPDWDO ZLGWK VWRPDWDO
ZLGWKOHQJWK OHDI DUHD OHDI 63$' DQG OHDI SKRWR
V\QWKHVLV\LHOGDQGWKDWLWLQFUHDVHGFDQRS\WHPSHU
DWXUHYDOXHV7KH)DQWRPZDVGHWHUPLQHGWREHWRO
HUDQWZLWKUHVSHFWWRVWRPDWDOFRQGXFWDQFHWUDLWDQG
WKH 7URSLNDO JHQRW\SH ZLWK UHVSHFW WR VWRPD
ZLGWKDQGZLGWKOHQJWKWUDLWV
.(<:25'6
&RWWRQVWUHVVKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHWROHUDQFHSK\VLRPRU
SKRORJLFDOWUDLWV

INTRODUCTION
&URSVIDFHPDQ\VWUHVVIDFWRUVGXULQJWKHLUOLIH
WLPHV6WUHVVIDFWRUVWKDWPD\UDUHO\HIIHFWRQFURSV
E\ WKHPVHOYHV XVXDOO\ KDYH VLPXOWDQHRXV LPSDFWV
$ELRWLFVWUHVVHVVXFKDVKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHGURXJKW
VDOLQLW\ DQG FKHPLFDO WR[LFLW\ WKUHDWHQ WKH FURS
JURZWK DQG WKXV WKH ZRUOG DJULFXOWXUDO SURGXFWLRQ
$FFRUGLQJ WR QXPHURXV FOLPDWH PRGHOV LW LV HVWL
PDWHGWKDWWKHLQFUHDVHLQ&2DQGRWKHUJUHHQKRXVH
JDVHVZRXOGLQFUHDVHWKHDLUWHPSHUDWXUHDQGWKDWWKLV
LQFUHDVH ZRXOG EH RQ DYHUDJH ± Û& LQ 
DQGDJUHDWQXPEHURIFOLPDWHPRGHOVHVWLPDWHWKDW
WKHPHDQWHPSHUDWXUHULVHZRXOGEH±Û&>@
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FKDQJHV LQ KRXUO\ SHULRGV EHWZHHQ ±
ZHUHDFKLHYHGE\HQWHULQJZHHNO\DXWRPDWLRQ
'DLO\KLJKWHPSHUDWXUHYDULDWLRQJUDSKVRIWKH
)& DQG && WULDOV GXULQJ FRWWRQ JURZLQJ VHDVRQ RI
DUHVKRZQLQ)LJ
%HIRUHWKHVRLOWLOODJHSULRUWRVRZLQJNJGD

1DQGNJGD3 LQFRPSOH[IRUP ZHUH
DSSOLHGDQGWKHUHPDLQLQJSRUWLRQRINJGD1LQ
WKH IRUP RI $PPRQLXP 1LWUDWH ZLWK WKH ILUVW
LUULJDWLRQ ZDWHU DV WRS GUHVVLQJ ,UULJDWLRQ ZDV DS
SOLHGWLPHVLQWRWDOXVLQJWKHGULSLUULJDWLRQV\V
WHP ,Q ERWK \HDUV KDQG KRH IRU ZHHG FRQWURO DQG
VRLODHUDWLQJZDVDSSOLHGWLPHVD\HDUWROHWWKHFRW
WRQSODQWWRGHYHORS

EHXVHGLQEUHHGLQJSURJUDPVWREHFDUULHGRXWLQWKH
IXWXUH

MATERIALS AND METHODS
0DWHULDOVRIWKLVVWXG\ZHUHFRPSRVHGRI
FRWWRQJHQRW\SHVREWDLQHGIURPJHQHWLFVWRFNV7KH
VWXG\ ZDV FRQGXFWHG VHSDUDWHO\ LQ FRQWUROOHG DQG
ILHOG FRQGLWLRQV XQGHU QRUPDO WHPSHUDWXUH 1  DQG
KLJKWHPSHUDWXUHVWUHVV 6 FRQGLWLRQV7KHILHOGFRQ
GLWLRQ )& VWXG\ZDVFDUULHGRXWLQWKHWULDOILHOGVRI
WKH6RXWKHDVWHUQ$QDWROLDQ3URMHFW,QWHUQDWLRQDO$J
ULFXOWXUDO 5HVHDUFK DQG 7UDLQLQJ &HQWHU ZKHUHDV
FRQWUROOHGFRQGLWLRQ && VWXGLHVXQGHUJUHHQKRXVH
FRQGLWLRQVLQZKLFKWHPSHUDWXUHDQGPRLVWXUHFRXOG
EHFRQWUROOHGLQDQG
7ULDOVZHUHODLGRXWLQDXJPHQWHGGHVLJQZLWK
UHSOLFDWLRQVVWDQGDUGJHQRW\SHV 6WRQHYLOOH
6WRQHYLOOH 7HNV )DQWRP '3 )LEHUPD[
 LQWKHOHQJWKVRIP ILHOG DQGP FRQ
WUROOHG  LQ SORWV FRQVLVWLQJ RI  URZV HDFK  FP
LQWHUURZVSDFLQJFPLQWUDURZVSDFLQJ )&WULDO
VRZLQJVZHUHFRQGXFWHGRQ$SULODQG-XQHDQG
FRQWUROOHGFRQGLWLRQWULDOVRQ$SULO&&WULDOVZHUH
FDUULHGRXWIRUQRUPDOWHPSHUDWXUH 1 WULDOLQ
ORQJWHUPDYHUDJHVRIKRXUO\WHPSHUDWXUHVDUHSDU
DOOHO DQGIRUKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHVWUHVV 6 WULDOLQ
&KLJKHUWKDQWKHORQJWHUPDYHUDJHRIWKHKLJK
HVW KRXUO\ WHPSHUDWXUH  7R HQVXUH && WKH JUHHQ
KRXVHWREHXVHGZDVWUDQVIRUPHGLQWRFORVHGV\VWHP
WHPSHUDWXUH DQG PRLVWXUH FRQWUROOHG RQH DIWHU DLU
FRQGLWLRQLQJ DQG DXWRPDWLRQ ZRUNV ,QIUDUHG WHFK
QRORJ\ZDVXVHGIRUKHDWLQJV\VWHPYHQWLODWLRQIDQV
IRUDLUYHQWLODWLRQV\VWHP PRLVWSDQHOVIRUFRROLQJ
DQG PRLVWXUL]LQJ FXUWDLQ V\VWHP IRU VKDGLQJ DQG
GULS LUULJDWLRQ V\VWHP IRU LUULJDWLRQ ,Q WKH HVWDE
OLVKHG V\VWHP PRLVWXUH DQG WHPSHUDWXUH YDOXH

0HDVXUHPHQWRI3K\VLRORJLFDO7UDLWV:LWKLQ
WKHVFRSHRIWKHVWXG\WKHIROORZLQJWUDLWVZHUHVWXG
LHG VWRPDWDO FRQGXFWDQFH PROPV  QXPEHU RI
VWRPD TXDQWLW\ PP  ZLGWK RI VWRPD
ZLGWKOHQJWK RI VWRPD OHDI SKRWRV\QWKHVLV \LHOG
VLQJOHOHDIDUHD FP OHDI63$'YDOXHFDQRS\WHP
SHUDWXUH & $OOSK\VLRPRUSKRORJLFDOWUDLWVZHUH
PHWHUHGGD\DIWHUSODQWLQJ0HDVXUHPHQWV ZHUH
REWDLQHGGXULQJPLGGD\RQWKHILIWKIXOO\H[SDQGHG
OHDI EHORZ ZLWK WKUHH UHDGLQJ SHU OHDI RI WKH SODQW
>@ 3KRWRV\QWKHWLF \LHOG ȝPRO&2PV  ZDV
PHDVXUHG E\ WKH ($56330 3ODQW 3KRWRV\QWKHVLV
6\VWHP6WRPDWDOFRQGXFWDQFH PROPV DQGOHDI
WHPSHUDWXUH ZHUH PHDVXUHG E\ D OHDI SRURPHWHU
0RGHO6& FDQRS\WHPSHUDWXUHZDVPHDVXUHGE\
DQLQIUDUHGWKHUPRPHWHU '7+ DQGOHDIFKOR
URSK\OOFRQWHQWVZHUHREWDLQHGE\D0LQROWD63$'
 FKORURSK\OO PHWHU >@ 1XPEHU RI VWRPD DQG
ZLGWKRIVWRPDDQGOHQJWKRIVWRPD IRUVWRPDUDWH
RI:LGWK/HQJWK  ZHUH REWDLQHGXVLQJWKH 1LNRQ
6 PLFURVFRSH 6LQJOH OHDI DUHD ZDV FDOFXODWHG E\
1HW&$'VRIWZDUH

),*85(D
+LJKWHPSHUDWXUHYDULDWLRQJUDSKVRIWKH&&WULDOV
GXULQJFRWWRQJURZLQJVHDVRQRIDQG



),*85(E
+LJKWHPSHUDWXUHYDULDWLRQJUDSKVRIWKH)&WULDOV
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),*85(
'LVWULEXWLRQJUDSKEDVHGRQWKH1RUPDO&RQGLWLRQV0HDQ9DOXHDQG+6,9DOXHRIWKHJHQRW\SHVDV
PDWHULDO
,5HJLRQ;0HDQDQG+6,,,5HJLRQ;0HDQDQG+6,
,,,5HJLRQ;0HDQDQG+6,!,95HJLRQ; 0HDQDQG+6,
95HJLRQ; 0HDQDQG+6,9,5HJLRQ; 0HDQDQG+6,!
9,,5HJLRQ;!0HDQDQG+6,,,5HJLRQ;!0HDQDQG+6,
,,,5HJLRQ;!0HDQDQG+6,!
+HDW6WUHVV,QGH[ +6, IRUDOOWKHWUDLWVVWXGLHG
ZDVFDOFXODWHGXVLQJWKHIROORZLQJHTXDWLRQ

WKHRQHRQFDQRS\WHPSHUDWXUHYDOXHLQ)LJXUH
WKH RQH RQVLQJOHOHDIDUHDLQ)LJXUH WKH RQHRQ
OHDI63$'YDOXHLQ)LJXUHDQGWKHRQHRQOHDISKR
WRV\QWKHVLV\LHOGLQ)LJXUH

G N íGS
GN
HSI =
M NíMS
MN

6WRPDWDO 'HQVLW\ VWRPDWDPP  :KHUHDV
WKHYDOXHVIRUWKHVWRPDWDOGHQVLW\YDU\LQWKHUDQJH
RIVWRPDWD PP XQGHU&&1DQGLQ
WKH UDQJH RI  VWRPDWD PP  XQGHU
&&6VWRPDWD PP XQGHU)&1DQG
VWRPDWD PP XQGHU)&60HDQVWR
PDWDQXPEHUVZHUHGHWHUPLQHGWREH
VWRPDWD PP 
VWRPDWD PP 
 
 VWRPDWD PP   VWR
PDWD PP  XQGHU &&1 &&6 )&1 )&6 UHVSHF
WLYHO\RIWKHJHQRW\SHVZHUHGHWHUPLQHGDVVHQ
VLWLYH LQUHJLRQ,,,LQUHJLRQ9,LQUHJLRQ
,; DVPLGGOHWROHUDQW LQUHJLRQ,,LQUH
JLRQ9LQUHJLRQ9,,,  )LJ 2XUILQGLQJVVXS
SRUW WKRVH UHSRUWHG E\ .OLHZHU HW DO   >@
5DQDDQG&KDGKD  >@ùDKLQDQG6R\OX  
>@dD÷ODUDQG7HNLQ  >@WKDWVWRPDWDQXPEHU
LQXQLWOHDIDUHD VWRPDWDGHQVLW\ KDGYDULHGZLWKUH
VSHFWWRSODQWVSHFLHVDQGYDULHWLHV

+6,+HDW6WUHVV,QGH[**HQRW\SH00HDQ1
1RUPDO&RQGLWLRQ66WUHVV&RQGLWLRQ >@
*HQRW\SHV ZHUH UDWHG DV IROORZV +6,
KLJKWROHUDQW+6,PLGGOHWROHUDQW+6,!
VHQVLWLYH>@
,WZDVFRQVWUXFWHGZLWKUHVSHFWWRWKH1RUPDO
&RQGLWLRQV 0HDQ 9DOXH DQG +6, 9DOXH RI WKH WUDLW
EHLQJVWXGLHGRIWKHJHQRW\SHVDVPDWHULDOLQ)LJ
6WDWLVWLFDODQDO\VHVZHUHSHUIRUPHGXVLQJ-03
VWDWLVWLFDOVRIWZDUH

RESULTS
7KHJUDSKRQWKHVWRPDGHQVLW\IRUJHQRW\SHV
LVJLYHQLQ )LJXUH WKH RQH RQOHDIVWRPDWDO FRQ
GXFWDQFHLQ)LJXUHWKHRQHRQVWRPDZLGWKLQ)LJ
XUHWKHRQHRQVWRPDOHQJWKZLGWKUDWLRLQ)LJXUH
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TABLE 1
Analysis of Variance for investigated traits in Field Condition (FC) and
Controlled Condition (CC) 2010-2011
Source of Variation
Traits
Years
Std. Genotypes Blok
Error
DF
5
6
30
S
1741.85
123.15 2335.33
2010
N
1630.16
321.33 2012.13
FC
S
1640.55
91.58 2226.22
Stomatal Conductance
2011
N
1699.06
220.96 2194.25
2010 S
1303.49
707.75 3095.25
CC
2011 N
1297.38
1108.97 876.07
S
127.29
7.56
172.19
2010
N
229.85
72.77 261.48
FC
S
175.11
7.94
238.69
2011
Single Leaf Area
N
258.26
106.86 264.87
2010 S
213.14
167.84 469.78
CC
2011 N
337.92
348.96 175.03
S
16.68
0.78
22.72
2010
N
19.21
0.18
26.92
FC
S
17.34
0.75
23.67
2011
Leaf SPAD Value
N
19.55
3.85
23.74
2010 S
9.17
13.46
14.42
CC
2011 N
9.87
10.66
4.13
S
4.85
1.83
5.55
2010
N
5.51
1.07
6.98
FC
S
4.95
1.27
6.46
2011
Canopy Temperature
N
6.29
1.59
7.78
2010 S
12.20
2.40
33.68
CC
2011 N
17.35
0.68
24.44
S
2.80
0.40
3.56
2010
N
7.25
0.23
9.99
FC
S
2.73
0.49
3.39
2011
Leaf Photosynthesis Yield
N
7.27
0.40
9.85
2010 S
0.40
0.21
0.99
CC
2011 N
7.71
2.12
8.88
S
136.03
285.42
67.66
2010
N
150.61
315.83
75.09
FC
S
135.62
286.30
65.89
2011
Stomatal Density
N
149.82
354.93
34.20
2010 S
139.64
23.46 312.89
CC
2011 N
140.03
23.80 313.53
S
79.71
63.78
52.25
2010
N
104.19
98.86
54.29
FC
S
88.63
53.59
74.63
2011
Stomatal Width
N
118.01
96.49
75.85
2010 S
71.61
45.21 164.87
CC
2011 N
103.98
77.53
75.71
S
0.00012
0.00070 0.00007
2010
N
0.00009
0.00086 0.00007
FC
S
0.00038
0.00069 0.00143
2011
Stomatal Rate of Width/Length
N
0.00046
0.00078 0.00180
2010 S
0.00009
0.00011 0.00042
CC
2011 N
0.00002
0.00001 0.00012
66WUHVV11RUPDO)&)LHOG&RQGLWLRQ&&&RQWUROOHG&RQGLWLRQ



Total CV (%)
41
4200.32 19.57
3963.62 16.20
3958.35 18.60
4114.27 16.67
5106.49 24.18
3282.41 10.21
307.05
12.45
564.10
12.38
421.74
13.35
629.99
12.04
850.76
19.43
861.92
10.29
40.18
9.94
46.31
10.02
41.77
10.03
47.13
9.36
37.06
9.85
24.66
3.76
12.23
7.87
13.56
7.89
12.68
8.93
15.66
8.65
48.28
16.73
42.46
10.47
6.76
11.91
17.47
16.09
6.61
11.55
17.53
15.77
1.59
6.56
18.71
10.47
489.11
7.37
541.53
7.56
487.81
7.27
538.94
5.10
475.99
16.35
477.36
16.12
195.74
6.04
257.34
5.67
216.85
7.27
290.35
6.75
281.68
10.89
257.21
6.63
0.00089
1.72
0.00101
1.59
0.00251
7.91
0.00304
8.17
0.00061
4.19
0.00016
2.04
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),*85(
7KHJUDSKRQWKHVWRPDGHQVLW\IRUJHQRW\SHV
2,25
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200
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Stoma Cunductivity (mmol.m-2.s-1)

),*85(
7KHJUDSKRQWKHVWRPDFRQGXFWDQFHIRUJHQRW\SHV
6WRPDWDO&RQGXFWDQFH PPROPV +RZ
HYHUOHDIVWRPDWDOFRQGXFWDQFHYDOXHVYDULHGLQWKH
UDQJHRIPPROPVXQGHU&&1DQG
PPROPV XQGHU&&6WKH\YDULHG
LQ WKH UDQJH RI  PPROPV  XQGHU
)&1DQGPPROPVXQGHU)&67KH
PHDQOHDIVWRPDWDOFRQGXFWDQFHYDOXHV ZHUHGHWHU
PLQHG WR EH  PPROPV
PPROPVPPROP
 
V   PPROPV XQGHU &&1 &&6
)&1 )&6 UHVSHFWLYHO\ 2I WKH JHQRW\SHV  ZHUH
GHWHUPLQHGWREHVHQVLWLYH LQUHJLRQ,,,LQUH
JLRQ9,LQUHJLRQ,; PHGLXPWROHUDQW LQ
UHJLRQ,,LQUHJLRQ9LQUHJLRQ9,,, DQG
WROHUDQW LQUHJLRQ,9  )DQWRP  )LJ 

6WRPDWDO:LGWK P  :KLOHVWRPDWDO ZLGWK
YDOXHVYDULHGLQWKHUDQJHRIPXQ
GHU &&1 DQG  P XQGHU &&6 
PXQGHU)&1FRQGLWLRQVDQG
PXQGHU)&67KHPHDQVWRPDWDOZLGWKYDOXHVZHUH
GHWHUPLQHG WR EH  P 
P  P  P XQGHU
&&1&&6)&1)&6UHVSHFWLYHO\2IWKHJHQRW\SHV
ZHUHGHWHUPLQHGWREHVHQVLWLYH LQUHJLRQ,,,
LQUHJLRQ9,LQUHJLRQ,; PHGLXPWROHUDQW
LQUHJLRQ,,LQUHJLRQ9LQUHJLRQ9,,, 
DQGWROHUDQW 7URSLNDOLQUHJLRQ,9  )LJ 
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),*85(
7KHJUDSKRQWKHVWRPDZLGWKIRUJHQRW\SHV

),*85(
7KHJUDSKRQWKHVWRPDOUDWHRIZLGWKOHQJWKIRUJHQRW\SHV
&DQRS\7HPSHUDWXUH R&  +RZHYHUFDQRS\
WHPSHUDWXUHYDOXHVYDULHGLQWKHUDQJHRI
R
&XQGHU&&1DQGR&XQGHU&&6
 R&XQGHU)&1DQGR& XQGHU)&6
7KH PHDQ FDQRS\ WHPSHUDWXUH YDOXHV ZHUH GHWHU
PLQHG WR EH  R&  R&
 R&  R& XQGHU &&1 &&6
)&1)&6UHVSHFWLYHO\RIWKHJHQRW\SHVZHUHGH
WHUPLQHGWREHVHQVLWLYH LQUHJLRQ,,,LQUHJLRQ
9,LQUHJLRQ,; PHGLXPWROHUDQW LQUH
JLRQ,,LQUHJLRQ9LQUHJLRQ9,,,  )LJ 2XU
ILQGLQJV DJUHH ZLWK WKRVH RI %URZQ   >@
%URZQDQG=HLKHU  >@DQG=HLKHUHWDO>

6WRPDWDO 5DWH RI :LGWK/HQJWK :KHUHDV
VWRPDWDO UDWH RI ZLGWKOHQJWK YDOXHV YDULHG LQ WKH
UDQJHRIXQGHU&&1DQGXQGHU
&&6XQGHU)&1DQGXQGHU)&6
7KHPHDQVWRPDWDOUDWHRIZLGWKOHQJWKYDOXHVZHUH
GHWHUPLQHG WR EH  
XQGHU&&1&&6)&1)&6
UHVSHFWLYHO\2IWKHJHQRW\SHVZHUHGHWHUPLQHG
WREHVHQVLWLYH LQUHJLRQ,,,LQUHJLRQ9,
LQUHJLRQ,; PHGLXPWROHUDQW LQUHJLRQ ,,
 LQ UHJLRQ 9  LQ UHJLRQ 9,,,  DQG  WROHUDQW
7URSLNDOLQUHJLRQ,  )LJ 
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DO   >@ *HULN HW DO   >@ DQG3HWWL
JUHZ   >@ ZKR UHSRUWHG WKDW OHDI DUHDV KDG
GHFUHDVHGXQGHUVWUHVVFRQGLWLRQV

@ ZKR SRLQWHG RXW WKDW WKH FDQRS\ WHPSHUDWXUH
ZHUHORZHUFRPSDUHGWRDLUWHPSHUDWXUH
6LQJOH /HDI$UHD FP  :KHUHDV VLQJOH OHDI
DUHDYDOXHVYDULHGLQWKHUDQJHRIFP
XQGHU&&1DQGFPXQGHU&&6
FPXQGHU)&1DQGFP XQGHU
)&6 7KH PHDQ VLQJOH OHDI DUHD YDOXHV ZHUH GHWHU
PLQHG WR EH  FP  FP
 FP  FP XQGHU &&1
&&6 )&1 )&6 UHVSHFWLYHO\ 2I WKH JHQRW\SHV 
ZHUHGHWHUPLQHGWREHVHQVLWLYH LQUHJLRQ,,,
LQUHJLRQ9,LQUHJLRQ,; PHGLXPWROHUDQW
 LQ UHJLRQ ,,  LQ UHJLRQ 9  LQ UHJLRQ 9,,, 
)LJ 2XUILQGLQJVVXSSRUWWKHILQGLQJVRI.KDQHW

/HDI 63$' 9DOXH 63$' 9DOXH  :KHUHDV
OHDI63$'YDOXHVYDULHGLQWKHUDQJHRI
XQGHU &&1 DQG  XQGHU &&6 
XQGHU )&1 DQG  XQGHU )&6 7KH PHDQ
OHDI63$'YDOXHVZHUHGHWHUPLQHGWREH
   XQGHU &&1
&&6 )&1 )&6 UHVSHFWLYHO\ 2I WKH JHQRW\SHV 
ZHUHGHWHUPLQHGWREHVHQVLWLYH LQUHJLRQ,,,
LQUHJLRQ9,LQUHJLRQ,; PHGLXPWROHUDQW
 LQ UHJLRQ ,,  LQ UHJLRQ 9  LQ UHJLRQ 9,,, 
)LJ 2XUILQGLQJVVXSSRUWWKHILQGLQJVRI%XUNH
DQG0DKRQ\  >@ZKRVWDWHGWKDWKLJKWHP
SHUDWXUHKDGGHFUHDVHGWKHOHDIFKORURSK\OODPRXQW

),*85(
7KHJUDSKRQWKHFDQRS\WHPSHUDWXUHIRUJHQRW\SHV

),*85(
7KHJUDSKRQWKHOHDIDUHDIRUJHQRW\SHV
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),*85(
7KHJUDSKRQWKHOHDI63$'YDOXHIRUJHQRW\SHV

),*85(
7KHJUDSKRQWKHOHDISKRWRV\QWKHVLV\LHOGIRUJHQRW\SHV
/HDI 3KRWRV\QWKHVLV <LHOG PROPV 
:KHUHDV OHDI SKRWRV\QWKHVLV \LHOG YDOXHV YDULHG LQ
WKHUDQJHRIPROPVXQGHU&&1DQG
 PROPV XQGHU &&6 
PROPVXQGHU)&1DQGPROPV
XQGHU)&67KHPHDQOHDISKRWRV\QWKHVLV\LHOGYDO
XHVZHUHGHWHUPLQHGWREHPROPV
 PROPV  PROPV
PROPVXQGHU&&1&&6)&1)&6
UHVSHFWLYHO\2IWKHJHQRW\SHVZHUHGHWHUPLQHG
WREHVHQVLWLYH LQUHJLRQ,,,LQUHJLRQ9,LQ
UHJLRQ,; PHGLXPWROHUDQW LQUHJLRQ,,
LQUHJLRQ9LQUHJLRQ9,,,  )LJ 

DISCUSSION
,W LV VHHQ WKDW KLJK WHPSHUDWXUH VWUHVV GLG QRW
LQIOXHQFHVWRPDQXPEHUVZKHUHDVLWGHFUHDVHGVWR
PDWDO FRQGXFWDQFH VWRPDWDO ZLGWK VWRPDWDO
ZLGWKOHQJWK OHDI DUHD OHDI 63$' DQG OHDI SKRWR
V\QWKHVLV\LHOGDQGWKDWLWLQFUHDVHGFDQRS\WHPSHU
DWXUHYDOXHV
$V D UHVXOW RI WKH DQDO\VLV FRQGXFWHG DPRQJ
WKHJHQRW\SHVFRQVWLWXWLQJWKHPDWHULDOZKHUHDVWRO
HUDQWJHQRW\SHVZHUHQRWGHWHUPLQHGZLWKUHVSHFWWR
VWRPD QXPEHU LW LV VHHQ WKDW  PHGLXP WROHUDQW
JHQRW\SHVZHUHLGHQWLILHG
6WRPDWDO FRQGXFWDQFH VWRPDWDO ZLGWK VWR
PDWDOZLGWKOHQJWKDQGSODQWFDQRS\WHPSHUDWXUHDUH
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JURZLQJDQGSKRWRV\QWKHVLVDWKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHYDO
XHV KDG WR EH VWXGLHG DQG WKRVH RI &RUQLVK HW DO
 >@ZKRQRWHGWKDWSKRWRV\QWKHVLVFDSDFLW\
LVLPSRUWDQWIRUKLJK\LHOG$VDUHVXOWRIWKHDQDO\VLV
GRQH DPRQJ WKH JHQRW\SHV IRUPLQJ WKH PDWHULDO
ZKHUHDVQRWROHUDQW JHQRW\SH ZDVGHWHUPLQHG ZLWK
UHVSHFWWROHDIDUHDOHDI63$'YDOXHDQGSKRWRV\Q
WKHVLV\LHOGWUDLWVJHQRW\SHVZHUHGHWHUPLQHGWR
EHPHGLXPWROHUDQWZLWKUHVSHFWWROHDIDUHDDQGOHDI
63$'WUDLWVDQGJHQRW\SHV ZHUH GHWHUPLQHGWR
EHPHGLXPWROHUDQWZLWKUHVSHFWWROHDISKRWRV\QWKH
VLV\LHOGWUDLW
,WLVWKRXJKWWKDWFRQVLGHULQJDOVRWKHJHQRW\SHV
SODFHGLQWKHPHGLXPWROHUDQWJURXSLQUHJLRQ9,,,
ZLWKUHVSHFWWRWKHWUDLWVVWXGLHG H[FOXGLQJFDQRS\
WHPSHUDWXUH WKRVHLQUHJLRQ,,ZLWKUHVSHFWWRFDQ
RS\WHPSHUDWXUHWUDLWZRXOGEHEHQHILFLDO

WKH WUDLWVUHOHYDQWWRWKH RSHQLQJFRQGLWLRQVRIVWR
PDWD &RWWRQ SODQW FDQ DSSO\ GLIIHUHQW DWWL
WXGHVPHFKDQLVPV WRZDUGV UHGXFLQJ WKH HIIHFW RI
KLJK WHPSHUDWXUH RFFXUULQJ ,W DLPV DW KDYLQJ WKH
FDQRS\WHPSHUDWXUHUHDFKWKHRSWLPDOYDOXHVVRDVWR
PLWLJDWHWKHGDPDJHFDXVHGE\WKHKLJKWHPSHUDWXUH
RFFXUUHG7KLVFRQGLWLRQLVFORVHO\UHODWHG ZLWKWKH
PDJQLWXGHV RI VWUHVV VRLO PRLVWXUH FRQGLWLRQV DQG
WKH DLUFLUFXODWLRQ IDFWRUVLQWKH FDQRS\,QLQVXIIL
FLHQWVRLOPRLVWXUHFRQGLWLRQVFRWWRQSODQWVKRZVD
WHQGHQF\WRFORVHLWVVWRPDWDLQRUGHUWRUHGXFHWKH
ZDWHU ORVVHV XQGHU WKH VWUHVV FRQGLWLRQV FDXVHG E\
KLJKWHPSHUDWXUH,QWKHVWXG\GHFUHDVLQJYDOXHVRI
VWRPDWDOFRQGXFWDQFHZLGWKDQGZLGWKOHQJWKLQGL
FDWHVWKHLQVXIILFLHQWVRLOPRLVWXUHOHYHO+RZHYHULW
KDVWREHFRQVLGHUHGWKDWWKHPHDQFDQRS\WHPSHUD
WXUHXQGHUFRQWUROOHGFRQGLWLRQVLQFUHDVHGRQO\
R
&GXHWRWKHHIIHFWRIWKHVWUHVV,QWKHFRWWRQSODQW
HQDEOLQJWKLVPHFKDQLVPWRGHOLYHUWKHGHVLUHGEHQ
HILWLVODUJHO\DVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHVRLOPRLVWXUH7KH
VXIILFLHQF\OHYHORIWKHPRLVWXUHFRQWHQWLQWKHVRLO
PD\DIIHFWWKHVWRPDRSHQLQJRIWKHSODQWDQGWKHHV
FDSH PHFKDQLVP RI WKH FRWWRQ SODQW ,Q WKLV FRQGL
WLRQ SURYLGHG WKDW RWKHU SDUDPHWHUV DUH KLJK WKH
JHQRW\SHV ZLWK KLJK VWRPDWDO FRQGXFWDQFH ZLGWK
DQGZLGWKOHQJWKYDOXHVXQGHUVWUHVVFRQGLWLRQVDUH
FRQVLGHUHG WR EH VWXGLHG 2XU ILQGLQJV VXSSRUW WKH
ILQGLQJVRI+DOO  >@ZKRUHSRUWHGWKDWKHDW
WROHUDQFH ZDV DFKLHYHG E\ VHOHFWLRQ RI SODQWV ZLWK
PRUHVWRPDWDOFRQGXFWDQFHDQGWKRVHRI&RUQLVKHW
DO   >@ +XWPDFKHU DQG .ULHJ   >@
5DGLQHWDO  >@/XHWDO  >@1LMVHW
DO  >@5DKPDQ  >@ZKRQRWHGWKDW
VWRPDWDO FRQGXFWDQFH DQG RSHQLQJ ZHUH KLJKO\ UH
ODWHGZLWKWKHVRLOPRLVWXUH
$VDUHVXOWRIWKHDQDO\VLVGRQHWKH)DQWRPYD
ULHW\ EHLQJ DQ HDUO\ JHQRW\SH ZLWK UHVSHFW WR VWR
PDWDOFRQGXFWDQFHWUDLWDQGWKH7URSLNDOJHQR
W\SH ZLWK UHVSHFW WR VWRPD ZLGWK DQG ZLGWKOHQJWK
WUDLWV ZHUH GHWHUPLQHG WR EH WROHUDQW  YDULHWLHV
ZLWKUHVSHFWWRVWRPDWDOFRQGXFWDQFHWUDLWYDULH
WLHVZLWKUHVSHFWWRVWRPDZLGWKDQGZLWKUHVSHFW
WRZLGWKOHQJWKWUDLWZHUHGHWHUPLQHGWREHPHGLXP
WROHUDQW
/HDIDUHDOHDI63$'YDOXHDQGOHDISKRWRV\Q
WKHVLV\LHOGDUHWKHWUDLWVUHOHYDQWWRWKHSK\VLRORJLFDO
GHYHORSPHQWRIWKH FRWWRQSODQW$VD UHVXOWRIGH
FUHDVHVLQOHDIDUHDOHDIFKORURSK\OOOHYHODQGSKR
WRV\QWKHVLV\LHOGGXHWRKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHVWUHVVGH
FUHDVHV RFFXU LQ WKH IRUPDWLRQ RI SKRWRV\QWKHVLV
SURGXFWV ,Q WKLV FRQGLWLRQ SURYLGHG WKDW RWKHU SD
UDPHWHUVDUHKLJKWKHJHQRW\SHVZLWKKLJKOHDIDUHD
63$'YDOXHDQGSKRWRV\QWKHVLV\LHOGYDOXHVXQGHU
VWUHVV FRQGLWLRQV DUH FRQVLGHUHG WR EH VWXGLHG 2XU
ILQGLQJVVXSSRUWWKHILQGLQJVRI5HGG\HWDO  
>@DQG&RWWHHHWDO  >@ZKRUHSRUWHGWKDW
SKRWRV\QWKHVLV \LHOG GURSSHG XQGHU KLJK WHPSHUD
WXUHVWUHVVFRQGLWLRQVWKRVHRI5HGG\HWDO  
>@ ZKR VWDWHG WKDW WKH JHQRW\SHV VKRZLQJ IDVW

CONCLUSION
,WZDVGHWHUPLQHGWKDWKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHVWUHVV
GLG QRW DIIHFW WKH VWRPD QXPEHUV ZKHUHDV LW GH
FUHDVHG VWRPDWDO FRQGXFWDQFH VWRPDWDO ZLGWK VWR
PDWDO ZLGWKOHQJWK OHDI DUHD OHDI 63$' DQG OHDI
SKRWRV\QWKHVLV \LHOG DQG WKDW LW LQFUHDVHG FDQRS\
WHPSHUDWXUHYDOXHV&RWWRQSODQWFDQDSSO\GLIIHUHQW
DWWLWXGHVPHFKDQLVPVWRZDUGVUHGXFLQJWKHHIIHFWRI
KLJK WHPSHUDWXUH RFFXUULQJ$FKLHYLQJ WKH GHVLUHG
EHQHILW E\ WKLV PHFKDQLVP LQ WKH FRWWRQ SODQW LV
ODUJHO\UHODWHGZLWKWKHPRLVWXUHFRQWHQWLQWKHVRLO
$VDUHVXOWRIGHFUHDVHVLQOHDIDUHDOHDIFKORURSK\OO
OHYHODQGSKRWRV\QWKHVLV\LHOGGXHWRKLJKWHPSHUD
WXUHVWUHVVGHFUHDVHVRFFXULQWKHIRUPDWLRQRISKR
WRV\QWKHVLVSURGXFWV7KH)DQWRPZDVGHWHUPLQHGWR
EHWROHUDQWZLWKUHVSHFWWRVWRPDWDOFRQGXFWDQFHWUDLW
DQGWKH7URSLNDOJHQRW\SHZLWKUHVSHFWWRVWRPD
ZLGWKDQGZLGWKOHQJWKWUDLWV
,W LV FRQVLGHUHG WKDW LW ZRXOG EH EHQHILFLDO WR
SD\DWWHQWLRQWRWKHIROORZLQJJHQRW\SHVDVPHGLXP
WROHUDQW JHQRW\SHV 1HNWDUVÕ] DQG 67* ZLWK UH
VSHFWWRVWRPDQXPEHUWUDLW$$FDOD3UHPD
%DKDU %DUXW '.* '3/ '3/
 '3/ '3/ *RVV\SROV] 1D]LOOL
*61
+*3,*4+
+7
/*4:,/%&*6 0F 1DLU 1D]LOOL
1D]LOOL 1LHYHV 3, 6LRNUD
631;+4%3,6 67* 6WRQHYLOOH ùD
KLQ 7DPFRW63+ 7DúNHQW =HWD ZLWK
UHVSHFW WR VWRPDWDO FRQGXFWDQFH WUDLW )
dRúNXQ '3/ (NúL *DUDQW .XUDN
1D]LOOL 3D\PDVWHU 6WRQHYLOOH.& ùD
KLQ DQG 7DPFRW63+ ZLWK UHVSHFW WR VWR
PDWDO ZLGWK WUDLW ))$OHSSR '3/
.XUDN /DFKDWD 1D]LOOL 3' 7DPFRW
6SKLQ[DQG6WRQHYLOOHZLWKUHVSHFWWRVWRPDWDO
ZLGWKOHQJWK WUDLW $ $FDOD 
$OHSSR %$ '.* '3/ '3/
 '3/ 1D]LOOL 6LRNUD 671$
ùDKLQ=HWD ZLWKUHVSHFWWR OHDIDUHDWUDLW
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[10] %DNHU'1  7KHHIIHFWVRIFHUWDLQHQYL
URQPHQWDOIDFWRUVRQQHWDVVLPLODWLRQLQFRWWRQ
&URS6FL
[11] 6XUHQGUD%2÷X]0&ह]FDQ6)$QD\RO
($KPHG+$.KDZDU.0DQGह]FDQ6
  (IIHFW RI 7HPSHUDWXUH *HUPLQDWLRQ
6HHG9LJRU,QGH[DQG6HHGOLQJ*URZWK2I)LYH
7XUNLVK&RWWRQ *RVV\SLXPKLUVXWXP/ &XOWL
YDUV)UHVHQ(QYLURQ%XOO D 
[12] %DUXWFXODU &<LOGLULP 0 .RF 0 'L]OHN
+ $NLQFL & (O 6DEDJK $ 6DQHRND +
8HGD$,VODP067RSWDV,$OED\UDN2
7DQULNXOX$  4XDOLW\7UDLWV3HUIRUPDQFH
RI%UHDG:KHDW*HQRW\SHV8QGHU'URXJKWDQG
+HDW 6WUHVV &RQGLWLRQV )UHVHQ (QYLURQ %XOO
 D 
[13] 2RVWHUKXLV'0  'D\RUQLJKWKLJKWHP
SHUDWXUHV $ PDMRU FDXVH RI \LHOG YDULDELOLW\
&RWWRQ*URZHU±
[14] 3HUU\ 6: .ULHJ '$ DQG +XWPDFKHU 5%
  3KRWRV\QWKHWLF UDWH FRQWURO LQ FRWWRQ
3ODQW3K\VLRO±
[15] .DNDQL 9* 5HGG\ .5 .RWL 6 :DOODFH
73 3UDVDG 399 5HGG\ 95 =KDR '
 'LIIHUHQFHVLQLQYLWUR3ROOHQ*HUPLQD
WLRQ DQG 3ROOHQ7XEH *URZWK RI &RWWRQ &XOWL
YDUV LQ 5HVSRQVH WR +LJK 7HPSHUDWXUH $QQ
%RW
[16] -RKQVRQ-5DQG6DXQGHUV-5  (YDOX
DWLRQ RI &KORURSK\OO 0HWHU IRU 1LWURJHQ 0DQ
DJHPHQWLQ&RWWRQKWWSPVXFDUHVFRPQPUHF
UHSRUWV
[17] $QRQ\PRXV   KWWSZZZSODQWVWUHVV
FRPPHWKRGVLQGH[DVS
[18] )LVFKHU5$DQG0DXUHU5  'URXJKWUH
VLVWDQFHLQVSULQJZKHDWFXOWLYDUV,*UDLQ\LHOG
UHVSRQVH$XVW-$JULF5HV
[19] .KDQQD&KRSUD5DQG9LVZDQDWKDQ&  
(YDOXDWLRQ RI KHDW VWUHVV WROHUDQFH LQ LUULJDWHG
HQYLURQPHQWRI7DHVWLYXPDQGUHODWHGVSHFLHV
,6WDELOLW\LQ\LHOGDQG\LHOGFRPSRQHQWV(X
SK\WLFD
[20] %URZQ 3:   &RWWRQ +HDW 6WUHVV
$= 7KLV LQIRUPDWLRQ KDV EHHQ UH
YLHZHG E\ XQLYHUVLW\ IDFXOW\ FDOVDUL
]RQDHGXSXEVFURSVD]SGI 7KH 8QLYHU
VLW\RI$UL]RQD&ROOHJHRI$JULFXOWXUHDQG/LIH
6FLHQFHV7XFVRQ$UL]RQD
[21] %URZQ3:DQG =HLKHU&$  $ PRGHO
WR HVWLPDWH FDQRS\ WHPSHUDWXUH LQ WKH GHVHUW
VRXWKZHVW ,Q 3URFHHGLQJV RI  %HOWZLGH
&RWWRQ&RQIHUHQFHV-DQ6DQ'LHJR
&$1DWO&RWWRQ&RXQFLO0HPSKLV719RO

[22] =HLKHU &$ %URZQ 3: 6LOYHUWRRWK -&
0DWXPED1DQG0LWWRQ1  7KHHIIHFW
RIQLJKWWHPSHUDWXUHRQFRWWRQUHSURGXFWLYHGH
YHORSPHQW,Q&RWWRQ$&ROOHJHRI$JULFXOWXUH
5HSRUW6HULHV38QLYHUVLW\RI$UL]RQD7XF
VRQ$=

)))%$%OLJKWPDVWHU'3/
'3/ *61 /DFKDWD g]EHN 1$3$
 3D\PDVWHU 55  3D\PDVWHU 5
6ø9216SKLQ[9671$=HWDZLWKUHVSHFWWR
OHDI63$'YDOXHWUDLW1$3$1D]LOOL0
3'DQGùDKLQZLWKUHVSHFWWRSKRWRV\Q
WKHVLV \LHOG WUDLW )  $ $FDOD 
$OHSSR  %OLJKWPDVWHU '3/  .XUDN 3D\
PDVWHU6SKLQ[9671$6WRQHYLOOHDQG
9XOFDQRZLWKUHVSHFWWRFDQRS\WHPSHUDWXUHWUDLW
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MINERAL CONTENTS AND FATTY ACID COMPOSITIONS
OF WILD AND CULTIVATED ROSE HIP (ROSA CANINA L.)
Suleyman Kizil*, Ozlem Toncer, Tahsin Sogut
Department of Field Crops, Faculty of Agriculture, Dicle University, 21280 Diyarbakir, Turkey

pending on sources [3]. Rose hip fruits are used
throughout the world. Rose hip species are mainly
used as a source of natural vitamin C and used as an
herb tea ingredient.
It is reported that the major fatty acids of rose
hip seed oils growing wild were palmitic (between
1.71% and 3.17%), stearic (1.69% and 2.47%),
oleic (14.71% and 18.42%), linoleic (48,64% and
54.41%), linolenic (16.42%, and 18.41%), and
arachidic (1.87%, and 2.61%). Moreover, it is reported that the seeds were rich in oil and minerals
[4]. Fatty acids extracted from peel and seeds also
show significant antibacterial [5], antioxidant, antiinflammatory and anti-cyanobacterial activity [6].
Due to high vitamin C content, plant is well
known for efficacy in human body defence against
infections, particularly the common cold. Whole
fruits or rose hip powders are boiled in water and
used as diuretics and therapy against common cold
remedies. The recommended daily intake for vitamin C is 90 mg for male adults and 75 mg for female adults [7].
The main objective of this study was to compare and determine some morphological characteristics, nutritional content and fatty acid compositions of the rose hip under wild and cultivated conditions.

ABSTRACT
Wild Rose hip (Rosa canina L.) clone samples
were collected from Dicle, district of Diyarbakir,
and conserved by planting since 2002 in the Department of Field Crops, Agriculture Faculty, Dicle
University, Diyarbakir, Turkey. Morphological
characteristics of fruits together with mineral contents, oil yield, protein contents, ash and fatty acid
contents of wild and cultivated forms of the plant
were determined. Thousand seed weight were determined as 27.5 g for wild and 22.5 g for cultured
rose hips. Ca concentrations were found higher in
fruits compared to seeds both in wild and cultivated
forms. Whereas, Fe was lower in seeds than fruits.
Zn and Na concentrations were 26.7 mg kg-1 and
129.1 mg kg-1 in wild seeds and 39.4 mg kg-1 and
129.4 mg kg-1 in cultivated seeds. The fruits had
Zn, Na concentrations as 16.5 mg kg-1 and 140.9
mg kg-1 for wild and 33.8 mg kg-1 and 148.7 mg kg1
for cultivated forms, respectively. Major fatty
acids of rose hip fruit and seed oil of wild and cultivated forms were oleic, linoleic, palmitic, stearic
and linolenic, respectively. The fruits had main
fatty acid component as linoleic acid, while in the
seeds it was determined as oleic acid.

KEYWORDS:
Rose hip, fruit characteristics, fatty acid composition,
mineral content, oleic and linoleic acids

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was carried out at the Department
of Field Crops, Faculty of Agriculture, Dicle University, Diyarbakir, Turkey.

INTRODUCTION
The genus Rosa contains approximately 100
species that are widely distributed in Europe, Asia,
the Middle East, and North America [1]. Matured
and dried fruits of Rosa canina L. (Rosaceae) are
consumed as herbal tea and used for making jam in
the South east Anatolia Region, Turkey.
Plant height of this species ranged between
1.5 to 3 m and the plant is shown as a sub shrub
plant. Flowers of plant are white and pink colour,
and plant is widespread on borders of roads and
gardens. Fruits of plant are plucked during autumn.
Fruits consist sugar, organic acids, tannin and vitamin (A, B, C), especially vitamin C with range of
500 to 1700 mg/100 g [2] and 0.24 to 1.25% de-

Plant Materials. Cuttings of rose hip plant for
cultivation were collected from the district of Dicle,
Diyarbakir province. Care was taken to collect plant
material far from industrial activities, human waste
accumulations, road traffic and chemicals used in
agriculture (fertilizers and pesticides). Initially, the
cuttings were rooted in sandy media (October 2002)
for rooting, which were transplanted to the Medicinal and Aromatic Plants Collection Garden of Department of Field Crops, to grow until they showed
well developed leaves over the cuttings (April
2003). The plants were watered when planted followed by watering during summer as and when
required. No fertilizers were applied and required
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Standards and Technology (NIST 05) and Wiley 7
mass spectral library data. The quantitative determination was carried out based on peak area integration.

care was made when needed. When the plants
flowered in the field, they were identified in the
taxonomy section of the Department of Biology,
Dicle University, Diyarbakir, Turkey.
Rose hip fruits were harvested manually from
Rosa canina shrubs cultivated during November
2008. The fruits in wild (district of Dicle, Diyarbakir) were also picked up at the same time for proper
comparison with cultivated plants at ripe stage. The
seeds were obtained from both types of fruits.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of morphological characteristics,
mineral and fatty acid contents of wild and cultivated rose hip are given in Table 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Thousand seed weight of wild and cultivated
plants was recorded as 27.5 g and 22.5 g, hundred
fruit weight as 123.5 g and 105.8 g, fruit length
22.1 mm and 21.5 mm, fruit width as 10.9 mm and
11.4 mm and moisture content as 14 and 12%,
respectively. Wild plants had higher thousand seed
weight, a hundred fruit weight, fruit length & width
and moisture content compared to cultivated plants
(Table 1). Fruit sizes of the present study are in
accordance with Rosu et al. [10] who reported different populations of Rosa canina fruit length ranging 16.8 and 24 mm, and fruit width of 11.4 and
14.8 mm.
Mineral contents and chemical values of the
rose hip fruits are given in Table 2 and 3. Quantitative results indicated important differences between
mineral contents of wild and cultivated fruits of
rose hip. Protein, oil contents, Al, Fe, K, Mg and Ni
content of wild plants were higher compared to the
cultivated plants. Contrarily, ash and Na content of
wild plant were lower compared to the cultivated
plants. Crude protein and oil contents of the seeds
were considerably lower than those of fruits (Table
2 and 3). The protein content results of both fruits
and the seeds are higher compared to Rosu et al.
[10] who reported protein content of ten different
Rosa species between 0.25% and 0.47%. Ash content was also found more than that reported by
Leahu et al. [11] as 2.14 100 g-1.
Ca, K and Mg content of seeds were also lower compared to their ratio in fruits. Ca (3704.3 mg
kg-1) Na (148.7 mg kg-1) and Zn (33.8 mg kg-1) of
fruit concentration under cultivated conditions were
higher compared to their concentration in the wild
population. The mineral contents (K, Mg, and Na)
of the wild and cultivated fruits contained higher
concentrations compared to their concentrations in
the seeds. Rose hip contained the optimum minerals
in the fruits, and it is apparent that these are good
sources of minerals both under wild and cultivated
conditions.
The plant materials used in this study was collected very carefully to avoid pollution lead problems, the analytical studies carried out did not show
any polluted chemical due to industrial, agricultural
and other human anthropological activities that was
reflected in the analysed samples that were far
below the limits as described in legislation on Turkish and European food standards [7, 12].

Oil Extraction. Ground samples were extracted in a Soxhlet extraction apparatus with petroleum ether (Merck) as solvent. Then the solvent
was removed completely by rotary evaporation.
Protein Content. Protein contents of the samples were determined with LECO FP-528 (Leco
Instruments, St Joseph, MI, USA) protein analyser.
Mineral Content. Mineral content of the
plants were determined by Perkin Elmer Optima
2100 DV ICP OEMS.
Ash Content. Ash contents of the samples
were determined at 600°C for 6 hour.
Lipid Extraction. Three gram seeds were
used for each analysis. The samples were homogenised in chloroform-methanol (2:1, v/v) [8]. Autoxidation of unsaturated components was minimized
by adding 50 μl of 2% butylated hydroxytoluene in
chloroform. The total lipid extracts were dried
under a stream of N2 and measured gravimetrically.
For subsequent analyses, the dry extracts were
scraped into reaction vials, and the associated fatty
acids were trans-methylated by refluxing the fractions in acidified methanol for 90 min at 85 qC. The
fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs) were extracted
from the reaction vials three times with hexane [9].
Each sample was analysed in three replications.
Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
(GC/MS) Analysis. Fatty acids of rose hip fruit and
seed were analysed using a Finnigan±Trace GC-MS
equipped with an auto sampler. One micro litre of
the sample volume was injected using the split
method with a 50 split ratio. Chromatographic
separations were accomplished with a Thermo TRMS 5 capillary column (5% phenyl±95% dimethylpolysiloxane, 0.25 mm i.d. × 60 m, film thickness 0.25 mm). Analysis was carried out using
helium as the carrier gas with flow rate of 1.0
mL/min. The column temperature was programmed
from 1 min in 50 ºC to 50 ºC to 300 ºC at 3 ºC/min
for 5min. The injection port temperature was 250
ºC. The ionisation voltage applied was 70 eV with
mass range m/z of 41±400 amu. The separated
components were identified tentatively by matching
with the GC-MS results of the National Institute of
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TABLE 1
Some morphological characteristics of wild and cultivating forms of rose hip.
Characteristics
1000 seed weight (g)
100 fruit weight (g)
Fruit length (mm)
Fruit width (mm)
Moisture content (%)
Dry matter (%)

Wild
27.5
123.5
22.1
10.9
14.0
84.0

Culture
22.5
105.8
21.5
11.4
12.0
84.0

TABLE 2
Nutrition contents of wild and cultivated forms of rose hip.
Constituents

Wild
-1

Al
Ca
Cd
Cr
Cu
Fe
K
Mg
Na
Ni
Pb
Zn

Fruit (mg kg )
101.4
3351.0
-0.6
-0.9
2.8
117.5
6258.3
1435.0
140.9
0.91
0.81
16.5

-1

Seed (mg kg )
66.6
2141.0
-0.6
-1.0
4.0
83.1
2906.3
781.4
129.1
1.2
0.5
26.7

Culture
Fruit (mg kg )
Seed (mg kg-1)
70.3
55.2
3704.3
2430.3
-0.6
-0.5
-0.7
-0.9
5.4
4.2
89.7
87.2
4673.7
2455.0
1301.5
877.7
148.7
129.4
0.4
0.8
0.3
0.6
33.8
39.4
-1

TABLE 3
Ash, protein, oil and essential oil contents of wild and cultivated forms of rose hip.
Wild
Ash content (%)
Protein content (%)
Oil content (%)
Essential oil content (%)

Fruit
4.0
3.4
5.4
0.05

Culture
Seed
2.5
4.3
7.4
0.05

Fruit
7.5
2.2
4.8
0.05

Seed
2.5
4.4
10.4
0.05

Cu and Fe contents of wild plants were clearly
higher, and Cr and Pb content also were considerably lower compared to the findings of Ozcan et al.
[14]. Ca, Cd and Mg contents of these researchers
are in agreement with results of this study. Moreover, Demir and Ozcan [15] reported that R. canina
contents Na in range of 3.97 to 4.67 mg kg-1, K
890.5 to 1023.9 mg kg-1, P 1850 to 2200 mg kg-1,
Fe 59.4 to 72.9 mg kg-1, Zn 3.69 to 4.51 mg kg-1,
Mn 22.4 to 44.8 mg kg-1, Mg 162.7 to 183.9 mg kg1
and Ca 133.3 to 146.7 mg kg-1. The seeds and
fruits of wild and cultivated rose hip are rich in
microelements, when compared to the previous
studies [4, 7, 10]. These differences could be attributed to variations in environmental, growth
conditions, time of harvesting and storage conditions.

Ercisli et al. [1] determined that the oil yield
of seed was between 4.79% (Rosa villosa), 5.37%
(Rosa canina), 5.13% (R. pulverulanta), 4.84% (R.
dumalis boissieri), 4.60% (R. pisiformis), 5.22% (R.
dumalis), and 5.01% (R. dumalis antalyensis). Seed
oil content of present study ranged 7.4 and 10.4%
that was higher compared to the results of above
mentioned studies, and was in agreement with the
results of Yunusova et al. [13]; who determined it
as 7.2%. In contrast, oil yield reported in this study
was higher compared to the Fan et al. [7] who reported rose hip oil yield of 1.74%.
Ozcan et al. [14] reported that rose hip contains Al (13.7 mg kg-1), Ca (3479.3 mg kg-1), Cd
(0.000 mg kg-1), Cr (1.33 mg kg-1), Cu (0.71 mg kg1
), Fe (8.85 mg kg-1), K (5316.8 mg kg-1), Mg
(1018.2 mg kg-1), Na (280.1 mg kg-1), Ni (0.67 mg
kg-1), Pb (0.17 mg kg-1) and Zn (3.96 mg kg-1). Al,
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TABLE 4
Fatty acid compositions (%) of wild and cultivated forms of rose hip.
Fatty acids
Suberic acid
Citric acid
Lauric acid
Azelaic acid
Tetradecanoic acid
7-Hexadecenoic acid
Palmitic acid
Hexadecanoic acid ethyl ester
14-Methyl-hexadecanoic acid
Linoleic acid
Oleic acid
Linolenic acid
Stearic acid
Linolelaidic acid
Acetic acid. octadecyl ester
11.13-Eicosadienoic acid
11-Eicosenoic acid
Cis-9.10-epoxystearic acid
Arachidic acid
Erucic acid
Behenic acid
Dotriacontane
Tetracosanoic acid
Total

RT
39.51
40.29
42.54
43.66
50.27
56.62
57.32
59.42
60.51
62.75
62.95
63.07
63.62
65.58
66.00
68.66
68.78
69.00
69.43
74.23
74.78
76.36
79.78

Wild
Fruit


0.12

0.25

7.21
0.13

37.07
17.58
9.78
2.66
0.11


0.25

0.60

0.15
0.18
0.10
76.19

Culture
Seed


0.16
0.50
0.23



Fruit


0.20

0.11

7.44

0.14
34.43
40.66

6.03
0.41
1.27
1.20
0.48

0.39


0.76

86.66


23.09
10.49
10.98
2.93
0.24




0.69

0.32
1.10
0.48
58.07

Seed
0.16
1.31
0.1
1.19
0.25
0.19
24.79
0.31
0.17
17.07
38.83

7.05


0.45
0.46
0.27
0.57

0.18

0.31
93.66

RT: retention time

Wild and cultivated rose hip fruit oil possess
major fatty acids like oleic, linoleic, palmitic, stearic and linolenic acid contents of 74.60% and
54.93%, respectively (Table 4). In previous study, it
is reported that rose hip fatty acid components
represent 99.93% (Rosa canina) of total oil [1]. The
fatty acid of wild and cultivated rose hip fruit oil
has palmitic, linoleic, oleic, linolenic and stearic
acid as major components. The highest fatty acid in
fruit, linoleic acid, was noted as 37.07% from wild
samples, while it was recorded as 23.09% from
cultivated samples.
Similarly, oleic, palmitic, linoleic, linolenic
and stearic acids were found as major oil components in rose hip seed. The highest oil component
was found to be oleic acid in wild (40.66%) and
cultivated plant seeds (38.83%). Conversely,
Yunusova et al. [13] and Ercisli et al. [1] reported
that linoleic acid was the main fatty acid component
of R. canina.
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quality models. For many decades, river water quality models have been developed worldwide.
When the pollutant enters streams intentionally
or unintentionally, it disperses in every direction due
to diffusion and spatial velocity distribution. First
the pollutant mixes completely in the vertical direction and then in the transverse direction. Most rivers
have a high width/depth ratio and pollutants become
mixed vertically within a short distance from the
source. Vertical mixing is only important in the socalled near field and is often neglected when considering subsequent transverse and longitudinal mixing.
When dealing with the practical engineering problems, it is not computationally efficient to use threedimensional (3D) models. Instead, researchers applied two-dimensional (2D) water quality models to
simulate the transverse mixing in channels. After the
transverse mixing has taken place, the primary variation of concentration is in one direction; dispersion
from that section onwards is referred to as longitudinal dispersion and is independent of the geometrical
configuration and type of source. In natural channels,
1D mathematical models are commonly adopted to
model the longitudinal dispersion process. Whichever model is chosen, the selection of proper parameters is the most important and also the most difficult
task. The dispersion coefficient represents the rate of
pollution and it is the most desired parameter in any
water pollution modeling study. In many practical
and natural situations, one or two dimensional dispersion coefficients are often required for modeling.
Besides dispersion coefficients, some other parameters, i.e. degradation coefficient, also must be obtained. It is a relatively simple task to use a measured
dispersion coefficient, if it is known. However, for
streams where mixing and dispersion characteristics
are unknown, the water quality coefficients can only
be estimated using theoretical equations, empirical
equations or inversion method.
A theoretical method to predict the longitudinal
dispersion coefficient was first proposed by Taylor
[2] and expanded by Elder [3], who derived an equation to compute the longitudinal coefficient for a uniform flow in an infinitely wide open channel, assuming a logarithmic velocity profile. Fischer et al. [4]
found that the transverse profile of the longitudinal

To avoid the shortcomings of traditional optimization algorithms, a new multi-parameters estimation model based on Differential Evolution(DE) algorithm coupled with water quality model was proposed in this paper. The computational results of
three numerical cases indicate the proposed parameter estimation model has high accuracy and good
anti-noise properties. It can give precise results under both steady flow and unsteady flow. It can be
used to identify parameters for both 1D and 2D water
quality model, including analytical solution model
and numerical model. Comparison results show that
the method based on DE has roughly same accuracy
as that on GA, but has higher convergence speed and
better anti-noise property. This work contributes to
the parameter estimation for river systems.
*( #$
Differential evolution (DE), Parameter estimation, River,
Water quality model
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River system sustains a complex interaction
and exchange of mass and energy within its biotic
and abiotic components. It offers resilience to
change and also recovers itself from the minor
changes imposed on it from the polluting surroundings. Growing population, urbanization and industrialization have magnified the amount of total
wastewater generated which threatens the health of
river ecosystems when discharged into it. Rivers are
increasingly getting polluted due to large scale withdrawal of fresh water and increased discharge of
wastewater. Many nations have already initiated resource intensive river quality restoration projects [1].
Knowledge of dispersion of pollutants in streams is
necessary for the determination of both the acceptable limits of effluent input and the concentration
along the river course in these projects. Planning of
these projects requires application of river water
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velocity is 100 or more times as important in producing longitudinal dispersion as the vertical profile in
the natural streams. Fischer [5] and Fischer et al. [4]
gave the following quantitative estimate of longitudinal dispersion coefficient in a real stream by neglecting the vertical velocity profile entirely and applying Taylor’s analysis to the transverse velocity
profile.




optimizing process largely avoids the calculation errors caused by field measurements. Traditional optimization algorithms sometimes cannot get satisfactory coefficients with observation data with noise for
their limitations, such as high demand for objective
function, local convergence, and the convergence
speed decreasing by geometric progression with the
increase of the number of parameters. This limits
their application in multi-parameter identification
for complicated models. To address this, artificial intelligence techniques, such as artificial neural network (ANN), adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system, genetic algorithm (GA) and Bayesian networks(BA) have shown promising performance in
predicting longitudinal dispersion [19-22].
Recently, as another evolutionary technique,
differential evolution (DE), has been proposed for
unconstrained continuous optimization problems in
1995 [23]. Although the original objective in the development of DE was for solving the Chebychev polynomial problem, it has been found to be an efficient
and effective solution technique for complex functional optimization problems [24]. In 1996, DE algorithm has been proved to be the optimization algorithm with the highest convergence speed during the
First International Contest on Evolutionary Computation. Due to its simple concept, easy implementation and quick convergence, the algorithm has attracted much attention and wide applications [25].
However, until now, there have been few published
work on DE for parameters estimation of water quality models.
In this present study, a DE approach is applied
to estimate the parameters of river water quality
models. Numerical cases and comparisons demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of DE.



1
1
 ′( )
E  = − ∫  ′( ) ∫
∫
0


(
)
ε
0 
0

(1)

where A is flow area; y is distance in transverse
direction; W is width of channel;  ′ is deviation of
local depth-averaged velocity from the cross-sectional averaged velocity U; and

ε  is local transverse

mixing coefficient. Equation (1) is rather difficult to
use because detailed transverse profiles of both velocity and cross-sectional geometry are required.
Some researchers developed different equations using different velocity profiles for the Equation (1) [610]. Thus, the theoretical method is not encouraging
in terms of data requirement. A number of investigators have developed empirical equations for predicting the dispersion coefficient based on experimental
and field data [11-14]. The longitudinal dispersion
coefficient can be estimated by using flow and channel parameters. But since most studies have been
conducted based on specific assumptions and channel conditions, the behavior of existing equations
varies widely even for the same flow conditions and
streams. Comparatively, the parameter inversion
method, which is based on concentration profile, is
thought to be more accurate and reliable. The
method would be called tracer test method if the concentration data is obtained by using tracer test. Many
tracer test methods have been published. For example, the longitudinal dispersion coefficient can be obtained by using curves of the temporal variation of
concentration (C–t curves) at two or more stations
downstream of the tracer injection point. The moment method [4, 15], routing procedure [5], fitting
method [16], and the optimization method [17] are
available for the determination of longitudinal dispersion coefficient using C–t curves and other properties of the stream. Besides tracer test method,
sometimes, the concentration data is from field water
quality measurement without expensive tracer test.
For example, trial-and-error is the most common
method used in parameters identification. With this
approach, an initial group of estimated values for the
parameters is assumed and inserted into the numerical model, and then the simulated results are compared with field data. If the deviation is significant,
the parameters are repeatedly adjusted until the deviation is acceptable. It is not feasible if the studied
river has a complicated topography. To address this,
researchers have proposed a number of auto-calibration models [18] by using optimization method. Its
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The problem of parameter estimation could be converted to an extremum problem by defining a object
function  . The agreement between the measured
results and simulated values is one of the most important indicators as to how well a model is calibrated [26]. The object function  , which is Expressed with the norm, is defined as follows:

 ( ,  ) = ∫



0

2
1
 −  * 
2

(2)

where  is calculated value vector,  is observed value vector, is unknown parameter vector.
In parameter identification, model parameters are
adjusted to achieve minimize for all variables simultaneously. The extremum problem can be described mathematically as follows:
(3)
Minimize  =  (  ) =  ( 1 , 2 , ...,  )
Subject to  ≤  ≤ 
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where,  = ( 1 , 2 , ...,  ) is the parameter vector,
 is the number of parameters to be identified,

Thus,



=



+  × (

 

−



),

Where



0

2
1
 −  *  ) −1
2

bility of crossover operator that controls the diversity
of the population.
(7) Selection. An individual of the given population is selected according to its fitness to form the
next generation by selection operator. After the
crossover operation, the member of the population of
the next generation is generated by the following
one-to-one based greedy selection criterion:
⎧  , i f  (   ) ≥  (   ( ))
(8)
  ( + 1) = ⎨

(
),





⎩
where   ( + 1) is the individual of the new population. After this go back to step 4.
The flow chart of the parameter identification
model can be seen in Fig.1.

where

#$&%$$&$ 

+</ Test data are taken from the literature
[20, 27]. The case was a numerical test not an actual
test. The river cross-section area  was 20 m2, and
the average velocity  was 0.5 m·s-1. The tracer (10
kg) was released in the upper reaches of the river.
Assuming that the longitudinal dispersion coefficient  was 50 m2·s-1 and degradation coefficient
was 0.3 d-1 in the case Tracer concentration (to three
decimal places) at different times in the downstream
500 m was calculated by 1D water quality model,
and are shown in Table 1. Treating the data in Table
1 as observational data and , ,  and  as unknown parameters to be identified, this case can be
used to verify the reliability of parameter estimation
method.

(5)

Where,  is calculated by using water quality
*

 >  , where

is the number of generation. If so, output the current
value of  as the final parameter estimation results.
Otherwise continue.
(5) Mutation. The purpose of mutation is to
broaden the search scope. After a current individual
 j was selected, the new individual   is gener-

,</;?+=387+=+@3=283</No matter how
high accuracy measuring instruments are used, observation noise can not be avoided in measurement.
Since the noise is usually random, some random
noise was added to the values in Table 1. The observational data with noise can be expressed as:

ated as follows.

  =  1 ( ) +  (   2 ( ) −   3 ( ))

is the th independent random

{1, 2,..., } .  ∈ [0,1] is a constant called proba-

model,  is obtained by measurement. Calculate
the fitness of the current . Check



(7)

number uniformly distributed in the range of [0,1].
 (  ) is a randomly chosen index from the set

 is a random number between 0 and 1.
(3) Selection of water quality model: According to the river flow condition and pollutant emission
mode, suited water quality model is necessary to be
established correctly.
(4) Calculation of fitness: since the DE can
only make the individual evolution in the direction
where the fitness increases, so the fitness function
can be designed as follows:

 (  ) = 1/(  (  )) = ( ∫

individual

⎧     ≤  ∨  =  ())
  = ⎨
 ,  
⎩

and its minimization problem can be solved by multidimensional non-linear optimization methods. DE
algorithm coupled with water quality model was
used here for its high efficiency and robustness.
DE is a population-based evolutionary computation technique, which uses simple differential operator to create new candidate solutions and one-toone competition scheme to greedily select new candidate. The general steps of the estimation method
are as follows:
(1) Parameters set for the DE: the parameters
include the number of parameters (n), population
size (NP), scaling factor (F), the probability of crossover operator ( ), the maximal number of generations ( ). NP is at least 4 so that the mutation can
be applied.
(2) Initialization: the initial population is generated from specified ranges of parameters by random methods, which is usually preferred to keep a
suitable balanced distribution in the initial popula0

target

ing equation:


of the parameter  . The is a non-linear function,



each

  = (  1 ,   2 ,...,   ) is generated by the follow-

and  represent the lower bound and upper bound

tion.

for

  ( ) = (  1 ,   2 ,...,   ) , a crossover vector

 = 1, 2,...,  (6)

Where 1 ,  2 ,  3 are randomly chosen and
1 ≠  2 ≠  3 ≠  .  ∈ [0, 2] is a constant called
scaling factor which controls amplification of the
differential variation   2 ( ) −   3 ( ) .

δ = * (1 + β *δ ) . Where  * is true concentration, β is random number between -1 and 1, δ is

(6) Crossover. The crossover operator is applied to increase the diversity of the population.

noise (disturbance) level.
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Parameters set

Initialization

Water quality model

Observed value

Calculation of fitness


If T>Tm

Output


Mutation

crossover

selection

G=G+1
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2
0.001
16
0.642

6
0.254
20
0.552

10
0.583
24
0.444

12
0.649
36
0.197

14
0.663
40
0.147
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Parameter
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δ = 1%
δ = 5%
δ = 10%
δ = 30%
δ = 1%
δ = 5%
δ = 10%
δ = 30%
δ = 1%
δ = 5%
δ = 10%
δ = 30%
δ = 1%
δ = 5%
δ = 10%
δ = 30%


 



   

   
   


 


    
   
   

19.9282

0.0699

0.35%

19.9533

0.0728

0.36%

19.9299

0.1708

0.85%

19.9808

0.2114

1.06%

19.8866

0.3818

1.91%

19.9750

0.4431

2.22%

20.0991

1.3008

6.50%

20.0672

1.2877

6.44%

0.4993

0.0012

0.24%

0.4995

0.0011

0.22%

0.4997

0.0049

0.98%

0.4997

0.0046

0.92%

0.4992

0.0092

1.84%

0.4984

0.0094

1.88%

0.4983

0.0284

5.68%

0.5021

0.0282

5.64%

50.0087

0.2519

0.50%

49.9913

0.2573

0.51%

50.0905

1.2288

2.46%

49.9721

1.2468

2.49%

50.1091

2.4866

4.97%

50.0237

2.3365

4.67%

49.6296

8.0001

16.00%

49.6516

7.7054

15.41%

0.6167

0.3056

101.87%

0.5184

0.2394

79.80%

0.5860

0.3869

128.97%

0.4838

0.2346

78.20%

0.5791

0.4196

139.87%

0.5013

0.2318

77.27%

0.5691

0.4323

144.10%

0.5067

0.2377

79.23%
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!+;+6/=/;<=36+=387Under the condition of
instantaneous source and steady flow, analytic solutions of 1D water quality model are used here. Using
the parameter estimation method on DE, the result
compared with the results on GA [20] can be obtained in Table 2, where is0.8,  is 0.8,  is 500.
The result shows that both methods have high accuracy and good anti-noise property at a similar level.
The parameters evolution process can be shown in
Fig 2. From Fig 2, it can be concluded that DA has
better convergence speed than GA.

unsteady [20]. The length of studied river is 3 km.
The variations of the stream discharge with time can
be expressed as ()=10+0.001* m3·s-1. The river
can be separated into six stream sections. Upstream
concentration 0=1.0 mg·L-1, and the initial concentration in the studied river is assumed to be 0 mg·L1
. Denoting the longitudinal dispersion coefficients
of each section as 50 m2·s-1, 70 m2·s-1, 90 m2·s-1, 110
m2·s-1, 130 m2·s-1 and 140 m2·s-1 respectively, the
concentrations of the final section of six segments (to
three decimal places) can be obtained by a FDM water quality model, shown in Table 3. The longitudinal dispersion coefficients of the six sections are supposed to be unknown parameters, which should be

+</  The numerical test is given to test the
parameter identification approach when the flow is
753
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!+;+6/=/;./7=303-+=38787 δ = 10%  ,
</;?+=387+=+@3=283</ Some random noise is
added in Table 3, where the data are assumed to be
measured concentrations with noise. Using the
Matlab program for 500 iterations, the statistical results by DE and GA are shown in Table 5. From Table 5 it can be concluded that satisfactory results can
be obtained by DE or GA when δ ≤ 10% which indicate that both of them have good global convergence and robustness.However, the relative standard deviation of the parameters by DE are less than
those by GA, which indicate that DE has better antinoise abilities for parameter estimation.

identified by parameter identification model if the
proposed model is correct. The test has been used to
verify the method based on GA by Liu et al. [20], so
Comparison results between GA and DE for parameter estimation are discussed here.
!+;+6/=/;< ./7=303-+=387 87 ,</;?+=387
+=+@3=28>=83</The data in Table 3 are calculated concentrations without noise added. The parameter estimation results by parameter identification model on DE and GA are shown in Table 4. The
values by using the two methods are very close to the
denoting values, and the errors are 0.01%~0.97%
and 0.03%~1.38% respectively. There are no significant different precision between the two methods.


% 
87-/7=;+=387?+5>/<></.379+;+6/=/;3./7=303-+=38761B 
t/min
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55

1
0
0.213
0.399
0.555
0.684
0.787
0.867
0.925
0.965
0.991
1.000

The number of stream section
3
4
0
0
0.003
0
0.020
0.003
0.058
0.014
0.121
0.039
0.205
0.081
0.306
0.142
0.417
0.222
0.530
0.317
0.638
0.422
0.737
0.530

2
0
0.028
0.100
0.203
0.323
0.448
0.570
0.681
0.777
0.856
0.917

5
0
0
0
0.003
0.011
0.028
0.059
0.105
0.168
0.245
0.334

6
0

0.001
0.005
0.014
0.035
0.070
0.126
0.204
0.305

%
7?/;<387;/<>5=809+;+6/=/;<,A+7.>7./;78783</
The number of stream segment
true value
Identified value
GA
relative deviation
Identified value
DE
relative deviation

1
50
50.0042
0.01%
50.0163
0.03%

2
70
70.0193
0.03%
70.0350
0.05%

3
90
89.9807
0.02%
90.0162
0.02%

4
110
109.8955
0.10%
109.9824
0.02%

5
130
130.4208
0.32%
130.5442
0.42%

6
140
141.3565
0.97%
141.9283
1.38%


%
7?/;<387;/<>5=809+;+6/=/;<,A1/7/=3-+518;3=26>7./;
Stream segment
true value
mean value
standard deviation
GA
relative standard
deviation
mean value
standard deviation
DE
relative standard
deviation

783</5/?/5

1
50
48.7907
3.7558

2
70
69.4851
9.2667

3
90
97.8049
20.9430

4
110
111.9494
26.1876

5
130
125.2322
25.4049

6
140
110.2591
53.3514

7.51%

13.24%

23.27%

23.81%

19.54%

38.11%

50.2546
3.7156

64.5020
5.4940

84.6603
11.6601

117.8943
23.4915

127.2391
18.4143

131.7230
29.4398

7.43%

7.85%

12.96%

21.36%

14.16%

21.03%
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%
#/<>5=809+;+6/=/;<>7./;.300/;/7=<+695371=36/<-+5/

Iteration
steps
47
100

(m2·s-1)
Value
Relative deviation
0.995745
0.43%
1.000115
0.01%

(m2·s-1)
Value
Relative deviation
0.100104
0.10%
0.099997
0.00%

Value
0.295544
0.300266

K1 (d-1)
Relative deviation
1.49%
0.09%



+</  This numerical test [26] is given to test
the parameter identification approach for 2D water
quality model. The length of the studied river was 2
km. The river width  was 100 m. The upstream discharge was 60 m3·s-1. The variations of downstream
water level with time can be expressed as follows:

method based on DE has roughly same accuracy as
that on GA, but has higher convergence speed and
better anti-noise property.

(9)
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⎛ 2 ⋅π  ⎞
 = 0 +  ⋅ sin ⎜
⎟
⎝  ⎠

 (%$

where wave amplitude  is 0.10 is 1.0 m, cycle
is 12 h. A point source released pollutants continuously with the speed of 15 g·s-1. Upstream concentration and the initial concentration in the studied
river is assumed to be 0 mg·L-1. 200 meshes were
distributed in the studied area which can be seen in
the literature [26]. Denoting  as 1.0 m2·s-1,  as
0.1 m2·s-1, and as 0.3 d-1, the pollutant concentration of five points (to three decimal places) every 1
hour in the downstream 1000 m can be calculated by
water quality ADI model [26]. Treating the data as
observational data and , ,  and as unknown
parameters to be identified, this case can be used to
verify the reliability of parameter estimation method.

!+;+6/=/;<<=36+=38708; (+=/;">+5
3=A8./5Using target function  ≤ 0.000001 as
termination condition, the parameter estimation results by parameter identification model are shown in
Table 6T=47. Using maximum iteration step is
100 as termination condition, the parameter estimation results are shown in Table 6. The calculated values are very close to the denoting values. By this
method, successful calculation of parameters of 2D
water quality model can be achieved.
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To avoid the shortcomings of traditional optimization algorithms, a new multi-parameters estimation model based on DE algorithm coupled with water quality model was proposed in this paper. The
computational results of three numerical cases indicate the proposed parameter estimation model has
high accuracy and good anti-noise properties. It can
give precise results under both steady flow and unsteady flow. It can be used to identify parameters for
both 1D and 2D water quality model, including simple analytical solution model and complicated numerical model. Comparison results show that the
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initiate root formation. Plants are able produce
auxins in their roots and young leaves but scions
should be treated with auxins to prevent deaths [2].
Auxins, particularly indole-3-butyric acid (IBA),
are one of the most common and effective means to
enhance rooting of cultures [3].
IBA is a plant growth regulator used to promote and accelerate root formation of plant clippings and to reduce transplant shock of non-food
ornamental nursery stock [4]. Various researchers
reported positive impacts of IBA on root development and rooting of various plants [5-6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12].
Positive impacts of IBA treatments on root
development and rooting also increase plant nutrient uptake from the soil. Nitrogen exists in structure
of IAA (indole-3-acetic acid) through existence in
structure of tryptophan amino acid forming indole3-acetic acid [13]. IAA synthesis is retarded under
nitrogen deficient conditions. With the existence of
potassium in the ambient, increases are observed in
indole acidic acid, cytokine and gibberellic acid
activities [14]. Some growth hormone (IAA, GA3,
ABA and Cytokine) treatments decreased P concentration in tomato plant tissues [15]. Such increase or
decreases in mineral uptakes result in variations in
vegetative developments of the plants. In grapevines, high rooting rates and well-growth in the
initial year will positively affect the later growth
and development of the plants.
While IBA treatments had positive impacts on
root development of sage scions, they decreased N,
P, K and Mn concentrations and increased Ca, Mg,
Fe and Zn concentrations during root formation
[16]. Different IBA doses and putrescine treatments
increased N, P and K concentrations of chickpea
[17]. There is a need to investigate the effects of
plant growth regulators on nutrient uptake from the
soil through. Therefore in the present study, minerals uptake of plants and responses of grapevine
rootstocks to different IBA concentrations in three
different soils were investigated.

ABSTRACT
The present study was conducted to determine
the effects of different indole butyric acid concentrations (IBA, 0, 1000 and 2000 ppm) on root development and mineral uptake of cuttings of three
different grapevine cultivars (Redglobe, Sultani and
Superyol) and 41-b rootstock over soils with three
different pH levels (5, 7 and 8). A pot experiment
was conducted in a completely randomized block
design with 3 replications. Cuttings were planted in
pots and 150 mg kg-1 N, 50 mg kg-1 P and 100 mg
kg-1 K were supplied to each pot to support the
growth of saplings. Fresh and dry root and leaf
weights were measured and leaf nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium contents were analyzed. Compared to control (0 ppm IBA) treatment, significant
increases were observed in root and leaf weights
with increasing IBA concentrations. Increased N, P
and K uptakes were also observed at 1000 and 2000
ppm IBA treatments. The results clearly demonstrated that IBA treatments improved biomass and
mineral uptake of grapevine cuttings.

KEYWORDS:
Grapevine, indole-3-butyric acid, root development,
mineral uptake

INTRODUCTION
Grapevine (Vitis vinifera L.) is one of the most
important edible and beverage fruits cultivated
worldwide. Vineyard sites are ever increasing in the
world and old vineyards are re-planted with the new
ones. In renewals, either the rootstocks or cultivars
resistant especially against to phyloxera disease
should be planted or a well root development
should be provided proper plant nutrition and other
cultural practices. Auxin treatments, especially
IAA, NAA and IBA, are applied commonly to
improve rooting and root quality of saplings and
scions. Auxin is one the most important hormones
used on stem cuttings for accelerating the formation
of adventitious roots [1]. Primary task of auxin is to
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

108 pots with 3 different soils (pH 5.04, 7.07 and
8.07), 4 different grape cultivars and rootstock, 3
different IBA concentrations (0, 1000 and 2000
ppm) in net greenhouse and according to a completely randomized block design with 3 replications.
Cuttings were dipped in IBA solution on 15 seconds. A cutting was planted in each pot and 150 mg
kg-1 N, 50 mg kg-1 P and 100 mg kg-1 K were supplied to each pot. Ammonium nitrate, monoammonium phosphate and potassium nitrate fertilizers were applied as basal fertilizers.

This study was carried out in Manisa-$ODúHKLU
in the year 2013. The physical and chemical characteristics of experimental soils are provided in Table
1. Grapevine cultivars of R. Globe, Sultani,
Superyol and 41-b rootstock were used as the plant
material of the experiments. Grapevine cuttings
were planted into pots on 15th of April. Leaf samples
were taken and experiments were terminated on 15th
of September. The experiments were carried out in

TABLE 1
Physical and chemical characteristics of experimental soils
Characteristics
Total N
Available K2O (kg da-1) [25]
Mg (mg kg-1)
Available P2O5 (kg da-1) [26]
Zn (mg kg-1) [27]
Fe (mg kg-1) [27]
Mn (mg kg-1) [27]
Cu (mg kg-1) [27]
Lime (%)
Total salt
Organic matter (%) [28]
Texture

pH 8.07
0.04
24.98
189.3
5.19
0.11
2.7
1.36
0.34
18.7
0.03
1.45
Loam

pH 5.04
0.15
18.02
81.6
8.94
0.28
3.22
1.51
017
2.3
0.02
1.89
Sandy-loam

pH 7.07
0.11
21.08
182.9
5.84
0.25
3.48
0.61
0.34
5.7
0.11
1.55
Loam

TABLE 2
Effects of IBA treatments on root and leaf weights in soil 1 (pH 8.07)
Characteristics

Root fresh weight (gr)

Root dry
weight (gr)

Leaf fresh weight (gr)

Leaf dry
weight (gr)

Total Dry
Biomas (gr)

IBA treatments, ppm
0
1000
2000
11.96
13.76
16.50
12.80
14.56
19.10
12.20
15.45
16.75
12.13
16.13
25.43
12.27 c
14.99 b
19.43 a
3.33
3.53
3.76
3.06
3.16
3.90
3.13
3.63
3.50
2.80
3.53
5.43
3.08 c
3.46 b
4.15 a
13.10
13.73
15.56
11.90
13.66
15.93
11.73
15.06
17.36
13.73
18.40
21.96
12.61 c
15.21 b
17.70 a
4.26
3.70
4.63
2.63
2.46
4.13
2.46
3.10
5.13
3.16
4.80
5.76
3.13 c
3.51 b
4.91 a
7.59
7.23
8.39
5.69
5.62
8.03
5.59
6.73
8.63
5.96
8.33
11.19
6.20 c
6.97 b
9.06 a

Grapevine Cultivar
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average

Average
14.07 cd
15.48 ab
14.80 c
17.90 a
3.54 ab
3.37 ab
3.42 b
3.92 a
14.13 b
13.83 c
14.72 b
18.03 a
4.20 b
3.07 c
3.56 bc
4.57 a
7.73 b
6.44 c
6.98 c
8.49 a

Root fresh weight; Cultivars*, IBA treatments**, Ç x IBA*; Root dry weight; Cultivars*, IBA treatments**, C x
IBA*; Leaf fresh weight; Cultivars**, IBA treatments**, C x IBA**; Leaf dry weight; Cultivars**, IBA treatments**, C x IBA**; NS: Non-Significant; * P<0.05 and **P<0.01. Possibility is significant. Total Dry Biomas;
Cultivars**, IBA treatments**, Ç x IBA*, Total Dry Biomas: Root dry weigth + leaf dry weight (gr)
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Grapevine cuttings planted in April 15 to pots
and cutting harvested in 15 September 2013. Root
and leaf weights of grapevine saplings were measured. Leaf samples were then washed with distilled
water and dried at 65 °C and grinded. Nitrogen
analysis was carried out in accordance with
Kjeldahl distillation method [18]. Grinded samples
were dry-ashed [19], P and K contents were measured by using an ICP-OES (Perkin-Elmer) device.
Data were statistically analyzed by using MSTATC software.

12.42 to 18.93 g. In soil 3, effects of treatments on
investigated parameters were found to be significant at different significance levels (Table 4). In
general, results revealed increasing parameter values with increasing IBA doses in 3 different soils. It
was observed that cultivars exhibited significantly
different performances under IBA treatments in
different soils.
Effects of IBA treatments on leaf N, P and
K content. Significant variations were observed in
N, P and K contents of different grapevine cultivars
with 0, 1000 and 2000 ppm IBA treatments (Tables
5, 6 and 7). With regard to measured values, effects
of treatments were significantly different in different soils. Such a case was mainly because of soil
characteristics. Nutrient contents of plants were
determined in a dry matter-base and therefore the
dry matter contents and plant nutrient uptakes were
different in each soil. Nitrogen content in soil 1
varied between 1.78-2.25%. With regard to average
values, nitrogen content was 1.82% in control
treatment, 1.75% in 1000 ppm IBA treatment and
2.04% in 2000 ppm IBA treatment. In soil 2, cultivars exhibited significantly different N contents. On
the other hand, N contents of cultivars were not
significantly different from each other in soil 3 and
increasing N contents were observed with increasing IBA treatments (p < 0.01).

RESULTS
Effects of IBA treatments on root and leaf
weights. IBA treatments significantly increased
root fresh weights, root dry weights, leaf fresh
weights and leaf dry weights of grapevine saplings
(p < 0.01) (Tables 2, 3 and 4). Cultivars exhibited
significantly different performances from each
other (p < 0.01, p < 0.05) (Tables 2, 3 and 4).
In soil 1, the cultivar Superyol yielded the
highest values of all parameters. While root fresh
weight of Superyol was 12.13 g in control treatment, the value increased to 25.43 g with 2000 ppm
IBA treatment. In soil 2, the cultivar Superyol also
had the highest values of entire parameters except
for leaf fresh weight. Increasing IBA treatments
increased average root fresh weights of soil 2 from

TABLE 3
Effects of IBA treatments on root and leaf weights in soil 2 (pH 5.04)
Characteristics

Root fresh weight (gr)

Root dry
weight (gr)

Leaf fresh weight (gr)

Leaf dry
weight (gr)

Total Dry
Biomas (gr)

Grapevine Cultivar

0
12.34
12.86
12.28
12.21
12.42 c
2.73
3.60
3.70
5.40
3.85 c
15.76
18.56
19.43
19.43
18.30 c
4.46
3.96
3.53
3.73
3.92 a
7.19
7.56
7.23
9.13
7.77

R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average

IBA treatments, ppm
1000
2000
14.46
16.58
15.56
19.26
15.64
16.89
16.35
23.01
15.50 b
18.93 a
3.80
4.96
4.13
5.23
5.43
6.36
5.83
6.46
4.80 b
5.75 a
16.73
21.36
25.60
22.60
20.13
22.66
24.56
26.96
21.75 b
23.40 a
3.53
4.73
6.20
5.20
3.50
4.80
4.33
5.06
4.39 b
4.95 a
7.33
9.69
10.33
10.43
9.33
11.16
10.16
11.52
9.28
10.70

Average
14.46 c
15.89 b
14.93 c
17.19 a
3.83 cd
4.32 c
5.16 ab
5.90 a
17.95 d
22.25 b
20.74 c
23.65 a
4.24 b
5.12 a
3.94 c
4.37 b
8.07
9.44
9.24
10.27

Root fresh weight; Cultivars*, IBA treatments**, C x IBA*; Root dry weight; Cultivars*, IBA treatments**, C x
IBA**; Leaf fresh weight; Cultivars**, IBA treatments**, C x IBA**; Leaf dry weight; Cultivars**, IBA treatments**, C x IBA**; NS: Non-Significant; * P<0.05 and **P<0.01. Possibility is significant. Total Dry Biomas;
Cultivars**, IBA treatments**, Ç x IBA**. Total Dry Biomas: Root dry weigth + leaf dry weight (gr)
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TABLE 4
EFFECTS of IBA treatments on root and leaf weights in soil 3 (pH 7.07)
Characteristics

Root fresh weight (gr)

Root dry
weight (gr)

Leaf fresh weight (gr)

Leaf dry
weight (gr)

Total Dry
Biomas (gr)

Grapevine Cultivar

0
11.48
12.45
12.67
13.14
12.43 b
2.70
3.76
4.26
5.63
4.09b
16.43
25.53
27.03
20.86
22.46 c
3.40
4.50
5.03
4.53
4.36 c
6.1
8.26
9.29
10.16
8.45 b

R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average

IBA treatments, ppm
1000
2000
14.76
15.01
15.03
15.67
14.78
15.03
16.66
16.34
15.30 a
15.51 a
5.76
6.83
5.40
5.73
5.20
5.50
6.56
5.56
5.73 a
5.90 a
20.10
24.20
23.83
26.36
26.76
29.70
31.43
25.96
25.53 b
26.55 a
4.43
4.73
5.13
5.10
4.83
4.93
5.06
5.10
4.86 a
4.96 a
10.19
11.56
10.53
10.83
10.03
10.43
12.16
10.66
10.72 a
10.87 a

Average
13.75 c
14.38 b
14.16 b
15.38 a
5.10 b
4.96 c
4.98 c
5.92 a
20.24 c
25.24 b
27.83 a
26.08 b
4.18 c
4.91 a
4.93 a
4.90 a
9.28
9.87
9.91
10.99

Root fresh weight; Cultivars, NS; IBA treatments*, C x IBA: NS; Root dry weight; Cultivars: NS, IBA treatments*, C x IBA: NS; Leaf fresh weight; Cultivars*, IBA treatments**, C x IBA: NS; Leaf dry weight; Cultivars*, IBA treatments*, C x IBA*; NS: Non-Significant; * P<0.05 and **P<0.01. Possibility is significant.
Total Dry Biomas; Cultivars: NS, IBA treatments*, Ç x IBA:*
Total Dry Biomas: Root dry weigth + leaf dry weight (gr)

TABLE 5
Effects of IBA treatments on leaf N, P and K concentrations and total content in soil 1 (pH 8.07)
IBA treatments, ppm
Characteristics

Leaf N con.
(%)

Leaf P con.
(%)

Leaf K con.
(%)

Grapevine
Cultivar
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average

Mineral Concentration (%)
0
ppm
1.78
1.94
2.10
1.45
1.82 b
0.17
0.22
0.16
0.17
0.18 b
1.50
2.02
1.50
1.43
1.61

1000
ppm
2.02
1.88
1.98
1.92
1.75 b
0.19
0.22
0.22
0.20
0.21 a
1.43
1.64
1.73
1.44
1.56

2000
ppm
2.25
1.97
1.82
2.12
2.04 a
0.23
0.23
0.22
0.19
0.22 a
1.45
1.67
1.66
1.70
1.62

0
ppm
135.1
110.3
117.3
86.4
112 c
12.9
10.8
12.8
13.1
12.4c
113.9
114.9
83.9
85.2
99c

Total Content
(mg pot-1)
1000
ppm
146.5
105.6
133.2
159.9
136 b
15.9
12.9
10.7
18.3
14.5b
103.4
92.2
116.4
120.0
108b

2000
ppm
188.7
158.1
157.0
237.2
185 a
18.4
13.6
17.2
21.2
17.6a
121.7
134.1
143.3
190.2
147a

M.C.

T.C.

Av.

Av.

2.02
1.96
1.97
1.83

157
125
136
161

0.19
0.22
0.20
0.19

15.7
12.4
13.6
17.5

1.46c
1.77a
1.6a
1.52c

113
113
114
132

Leaf N content; Cultivars: NS; IBA treatments**, C x IBA*; Leaf P content; Cultivars: NS; IBA treatments**, C
x IBA: NS; Leaf K content; Cultivars**, IBA treatments: NS; C x IBA*; Total N content; Cultivars: NS; IBA
treatments**, C x IBA*; Total P content; Cultivars: NS; IBA treatments**, C x IBA: NS; Total K content; Cultivars: NS, IBA treatments: *; C x IBA: NS. NS: Non- Significant; * P<0.05 and **P<0.01. Possibility is significant. Total Content: total dry matter x mineral concentration/100:mg pot -1
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TABLE 6
Effects of IBA treatments on leaf N, P and K concentrations and total content in soil 2 (pH 5.04)

Characteristics

Leaf N con.
(%)

Leaf P con.
(%)

Leaf K con.
(%)

Grapevine
Cultivar
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average

IBA treatments, ppm
Total Content
Mineral Concentration (%)
(mg pot-1)
0
1000
2000
0
1000
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
2.07
2.35
1.91
148.8
172.3
2.12
1.98
1.79
160.3
204.5
1.96
1.84
1.88
141.7
171.7
1.63
1.81
1.99
148.8
183.9
1.94 a
1.99 a
1.89 b
149.9c
183.1b
0.16
0.21
0.19
11.5
15.4
0.20
0.16
0.19
15.1
16.5
0.22
0.25
0.23
15.9
23.3
0.24
0.23
0.23
21.9
23.4
0.20
0.21
0.21
16.1c
19.65b
1.41
1.55
1.67
101.4
113.6
1.57
1.70
1.82
118.7
175.6
1.40
1.66
1.66
101.2
154.9
1.71
1.84
1.78
156.1
186.9
1.52 c
1.69 b
1.73 a
119.3c
157.7b

2000
ppm
185.1
186.7
209.8
229.2
202.7a
18.4
19.8
25.7
26.5
22.6a
161.8
189.8
185.3
205.1
185.5a

M.C.

T.C.

Av.

Av.

2.11a
1.96 b
1.89 bc
1.81 c

168.7
183.8
174.4
187.3

0.19 b
0.18 b
0.23 a
0.23 a

15.1c
17.1c
21.6b
23.9a

1.54 c
1.69 b
1.57 c
1.77 a

125.6
161.4
147.1
182.7

Leaf N content; Cultivars*; IBA treatments**, C x IBA*; Leaf P content; Cultivars**; IBA treatments: NS; C x
IBA: NS; Leaf K content; Cultivars**, IBA treatments**; C x IBA**; NS: Non- Significant; * P<0.05 and
**P<0.01. Possibility is significant. Total N content; Cultivars: NS; IBA treatments**, C x IBA*; Total P content; Cultivars: * IBA treatments*, C x IBA: NS; Total K content; Cultivars: NS, IBA treatments: *; C x IBA:
NS.
NS: Non- Significant; * P<0.05 and **P<0.01. Possibility is significant.
Total Content: total dry matter x mineral concentration/100:mg pot -1
TABLE 7
Effects of IBA treatments on leaf N, P and K concentrations and total content in soil 3 (pH 7.07)

Characteristics

Leaf N con.
(%)

Leaf P con.
(%)

Leaf K con.
(%)

Grapevine
Cultivar
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average
R. Globe
41 b
Sultani
Superyol
Average

IBA treatments, ppm
Total Content
Mineral Concentration (%)
(mg pot-1)
0
1000
2000
0
1000
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
1.70
1.93
1.92
103.7
196.7
1.59
1.89
1.93
131.3
199.0
1.60
1.79
1.63
148.6
179.5
1.59
1.86
1.90
161.5
226.2
1.62 b
1.87 a
1.84 a
136.3c
200.4a
0.22
0.23
0.22
13.4
23.4
0.23
0.23
0.22
19.0
24.2
0.19
0.23
0.22
17.7
23.1
0.20
0.23
0.22
20.3
28.0
0.21
0.23
0.22
17.6
24.7
1.68
1.66
1.79
102,5
169,2
1.62
1.74
1.79
133,8
183,2
1.63
1.67
1.81
151,4
167,5
1.38
1.63
1.77
140,2
198,2
1.58 c
1.67 b
1.79 a
132,0c
179,5b

2000
ppm
222.0
209.0
170.0
202.5
200.9a
25.4
23.8
22.9
23.5
23.9
206,9
193,9
188,8
188,7
194,6a

M.C.

T.C.

Av.

Av.

1.85
1.80
1.67
1.78

174.1
179.8
166.0
196.7

0.23
0.22
0.21
0.22

20.7
22.3
21.2
23.9

1.71
1.71
1.70
1.59

159,5
170,3
169,2
175,7

Leaf N content; Cultivars: NS; IBA treatments**, C x IBA: NS; Leaf P content; Cultivars: NS; IBA treatments:
NS; C x IBA: NS; Leaf K content; Cultivars: NS; IBA treatments**: C x IBA: NS; NS: Non- Significant; *
P<0.05 and **P<0.01. Possibility is significant. Total N content; Cultivars: NS; IBA treatments**, C x IBA*;
Total P content; Cultivars: NS; IBA treatments: NS, C x IBA: NS; Total K content; Cultivars: NS, IBA treatments: *; C x IBA: NS.
NS: Non- Significant; * P<0.05 and **P<0.01. Possibility is significant.
Total Content: total dry matter x mineral concentration/100:mg pot -1
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With regard to P contents of plant leaves, significant increases were observed in soil 1 with IBA
treatments. In soil 2, effects of cultivars on phosphorus contents were significant. On the other hand
in soil 3, effects of treatments on phosphorus contents were not found to be significant. Except for
soil 1, IBA treatments yielded significant increases
in plant K contents in the other soils. Leaf K contents varied between 1.43-2.02% in soil 1, between
1.40 - 1.84% in soil 2 and between 1.38-1.82% in
soil 3. It was thought that general variations in soil
physical and chemical characteristics might affect
the K contents of plants.

on this issue also support the findings of the present
study [6-8, 9, 10, 11].
Compared to control treatment, 1000 ppm
and 2000 ppm IBA-treated grapevine saplings had
higher N, P and K uptake rates from the soil. Similar effects of IBA treatments were also observed in
previous studies investigating the relationships
between IBA treatments and nutrients [16, 17].
Cultivars of the present study had varying performances with regard to investigated parameters in
different soils. The reason to select the soils with
different pH levels was to see the impacts of IBA
treatments on plant development when pH was a
limiting factor. Plants usually have different responses against different pH levels [22] and such
responses indicate the genetic diversity among the
plants. Total biomass of Superyol cultivar was
higher than the other cultivars. Nutrient uptakes of
cultivars were also different from each other.
Total biomass values observed in soil 1 with
higher pH and lime levels were significantly lower
than that of the other soils. In alkaline soils with
higher pH levels, availability of P, Fe, B, Zn and
Mn like elements decreases and deficiency is observed in those elements [23]. Lime (CaCO3) increases soil pH level and the basic reason of week
growth and development of L. angustzfolius and L.
pilosus in alkaline soils was increasing pH levels
rather than high Ca levels and ionic strength [24].
The present study revealed improved root development and nutrient uptake from the soils with
IBA treatments. Performance of the cultivars with
regard to investigated characteristics was different
from each other and varying values were observed
in different soils. Superyol grapevine cultivars
attained higher root and leaf weights in three soils
(pH .07, 5.04, 7.07), in comparison to other varieties. This results from the difference of biochemical
characteristics of the variety. Differences are mainly REVHUYHG LQ WKH SODQW¶V FDSDFLW\ IRU XVLQJ QXWUitional elements and generating biomass, even
among the genotypes of the varieties. In our study,
it is seen in plant leaf results that the plants to
which 2000 ppm IBA treatment is applied has uptake more N. Soil characteristics should also be
taken into consideration and limiting factors should
be eliminated for desired success in rooting. High
amount of lime, a characteristic of soil, decreases
SODQWV¶ WDNLQJ DGYDQWDJH RI SKRVSKRUXV ,Q RXU
study, the lime content in soil is 18% and pH 8.07
value. The root improvement through IBA treatment in that soil caused the plant to grow more P
from the soil. It was concluded here in that IBA
treatments should be carried out and plant nutrients
should be supplied during the initial rooting of
grapevine cultivars.

Effects of IBA treatments on total N, P and
K content of plant biomass. Significant variations
were observed in total N, P and K contents of plant
biomass of different grapevine cultivars with 0,
1000 and 2000 ppm IBA treatments (Tables 5, 6
and 7). 3ODQW¶V WRWDO 1 FRQWHQW LV FRUUHODWHG ZLWK
created total dry matter and results are parallel with
SODQW¶V 1 FRQFHQWUDWLRQV LQ WKUHe soil (Table 5, 6
and 7). The total phosphorus and potassium contents of the plant show parallel results as in nitrogen. The N, P and K content removed by the plant
from the soil has shown an increase with IBA
treatments (Table 5, 6 and 7). Superyol vine varieties have lifted more nutrient elements applied to
the soil when compared to other root stocks in all
three soil. The rootstock lifting more nutrient elements from the soil in the first year is an important
parameter for its development in subsequent years.

DISCUSSION
There are several factors affecting the plant
growth and development. The basic soil nutrients
(N, P, and K) should be available at sufficient levels especially during the initial root development
periods. In case of limiting impacts of soil characteristics, cultural measurements should be taken to
inhibit such limiting impacts and to provide a well
plant development. Livestock manure, various soil
regulators, humic substances and especially rootdeveloping hormones may provide positive outcomes. For instance, auxin treatments may improve
rooting of various plants [20]. Among the auxins,
IBA is the most commonly used one [21]. he present study revealed that IBA treatments had significant impacts on rooting and total biomass (root +
leaf) of different grapevine cultivars and increased
the measured values. Compared to control treatment, the increase in total biomass with 2000 ppm
IBA treatments was 51.2% in soil 1, 56% in soil 2
and 34% in soil 3. The main reason for such increase was stimulation of meristematic cells of root
region and augmentation of adventive root development by IBA. Results of the previous researches
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awareness on preservation of surface and groundwater supplies brought about a need for the design of
well-isolated contaminant structures [1]. The liners
placed beneath these structures should be so designed that they should provide sufficient impermeability and should meet the national or international
standards set for liners of such structures. Besides
synthetic liners, various materials were studied with
respect to their mineral composition and physical
properties for buffers, backfills [2], with respect to
their swelling characteristics [3] and with respect to
geotechnical characteristics to be used in earth-fill
dams [4].
Compacted sand-bentonite mixtures are commonly used to create an impervious layer or barrier
for waste repositories [5], constructed wetland basins and livestock waste storage lagoons [6]. The
compacted bentonite-sand mixture is generally used
as a buffer material for their quite low permeability,
self-sealing characteristics due to its swelling capacity and adsorption of various heavy metals [7]. Several other types of cement based materials are also
used in engineered barrier systems to prevent seepage and resultant pollutions.
Bentonite is a type of clay with quite high cation exchange capacity, swelling potential and considerably low hydraulic conductivity. Compacted
bentonite–sand, bentonite–crushed rock or bentonite–ballast mixtures possess higher structural integrity, thermal conductivity and stiffness and such
mixtures are usually more economic than pure bentonite. When combined in proper proportions, those
mixtures can form an excellent barrier or liner that is
dimensionally stable and has a low hydraulic conductivity [8].
Akgun [9] carried out a study to investigate the
geotechnical characteristics (compaction, hydraulic
conductivity, swelling and strength parameters) and
performance of sand-bentonite mixtures to be used
in sealing of underground waste repository and recommended 30% bentonite mixture with the lowest
hydraulic conductivity. Al-Rawas et al. [10] investigated potential use of sand-attapulgite clay mixtures
as a landfill liner and also recommended 30% clay
mixture to satisfy the requirements for landfill liners.
Mollamahmutoglu and Yılmaz [11] investigated potential use of fly ash and bentonite mixtures as liner
or cover at waste disposal areas and recommended
20% bentonite-fly ash mixtures as a suitable liner or

Nitrate, phosphorus and heavy metals are
among the most common pollutants and create potential dangers for groundwater contamination. In
this research, a liner design was proposed for waste
repository sites, constructed wetland basins and manure management lagoons to prevent groundwater
contamination by seepages from the bottom of these
facilities. For this purpose, sand-bentonite and pumice-bentonite mixtures with pre-defined grain size
range (1.00-0.50 mm) and bentonite content (30%)
was used. The mixtures were compacted at optimum
moisture content and maximum dry weight and then
permeability tests were carried out over compacted
mixtures. Various concentrations of nitrate, phosphorus (25, 50, 100, 150 and 200 ppm) and heavy
metal (Cd, Ni, Pb, Cr and Cu) solutions (10, 20, 30,
40 and 50 ppm) were used to saturate the permeability test samples. Extracts of permeability tests were
used to investigate the adsorption characteristics of
proposed mixtures for liner design. With regard to
heavy metal adsorption, bentonite had the best performance because it is a clay mineral. Sand and pumice exhibited similar performances in lead and cadmium adsorption, but pumice had much better performance than sand in chrome, copper and nickel adsorption. Although sand-bentonite and pumice-bentonite mixtures exhibited similar performance in nitrate adsorption, again pumice-bentonite mixtures
had much better performance than sand-bentonite
mixtures in phosphorus adsorption. Current results
revealed that pumice with macro-micro pore structure and resultant adsorptive surface characteristics
could be used as an alternative of sand in liner design.
%#
Adsorption, Bentonite, Compacted liner, Heavy metal,
Pumice, Phosphorus.

 ! 
Soil and water resources are greatly influenced
and polluted by seepage from the bottoms or through
the liners of waste repositories. Therefore, increasing
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cover material at waste disposal sites. Several other
researchers assessed the geotechnical characteristics
of sand-bentonite mixtures for various purposes [12,
13, 14].
Beside waste repositories, sand-bentonite mixtures are also used as a liner for constructed wetland
basins and livestock waste storage lagoons. Natural
wastewater treatment systems, also called as constructed wetlands, have been used as an alternative
low-cost method for controlling water pollution from
various sources. They often require a liner of low
permeability beneath the wetland basin to prevent
the contamination of groundwater or to prevent
groundwater intrusion into the wetland [15]. Commonly synthetic materials such as polyvinylchloride
(PVC) and high-density polyethylene and in some
cases clay-bentonite mixtures are used in liner design for these structures. Synthetic liners are potentially expensive and are prone to damages, so clay or
sand-bentonite liners are preferred [16].

Bentonite used in this study was supplied from
a commercial bentonite facility located in Cankiri
Province of Turkey. It is powdered Na-bentonite
with at least 78% montmorillonite. Some physical
and chemical properties of powdered bentonite are
provided in Table 1. Sand for experiments was supplied from construction department of Erciyes University. It was washed and pre-sieved river sand used
for construction. Since it was washed through and
sieved, there was not any soil particles left among
sand grains. Pumice was supplied from material storages of a commercial pumice manufacture and trade
company in Develi, Kayseri. Some physical and
chemical properties of pumice are provided in Table
1.


.<7/)'1'3*).+2/)'15645+68/+74,(+3843/8+
'3*592/)+
+3843/8+
645+68<
SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
MgO
Na2O
CaO
K2 O
pH
Moisture content

"'19+
62.1%
15.21%
6.58%
2.28%
1.59%
1.19%
1.1%
9.5
9.50%

Density
Liquid Limit (%)

0.9 g/cm3
630%

Compressibility
(%)
Fresh Strength
Dry Strength
Shear Strength
CEC

40%

92/)+
645+68<
SiO2 (%)
Al2O3 (%)
CaO (%)
Fe2O3 (%)
K2O (%)
MgO (%)
Na2O (%)
pH
Moisture
Content
(%)
Lime (%)
Water
Hold. Cap.
Total N
2

24.5 (N/cm )
42 (N/cm2)
6.25 (N/cm2)
80-90
(meq/100g)

Soluble P
Soluble K
Soluble Ca
Soluble Mg

"'19+
53.50%
10.75%
3.78%
3.22%
3.15%
1.95%
1.60%
6.5
10.9%

6.6%
90.2
0.028 ppm
0.004 ppm
4.79 ppm
14.019 ppm
1.077 ppm

Pumice is a porous, spongy and glassy material
formed by volcanic processes and resistant to physical and chemical impacts. It includes several macro
and micro-scale pores formed by sudden release of
gases inside it during the formation process. Since
the pores are discontinuous, it has relatively low permeability and high heat and noise insulation capacity. Turkey has enormous pumice reserves especially
around the extinguished volcanoes. Pumice sources
around the extinguished volcanic mountain Erciyes
in Kayseri, Turkey are commercially utilized by local enterprises. Pumice in the region is widely used
to make lightweight concrete or insulated low-density breeze blocks [7]. The present research was conducted primarily to investigate adsorption characteristics of pumice-bentonite mixtures and compare
them with sand-bentonite mixtures to assess potential use of pumice in mixtures for liners.
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+':<2+8'1)43)+386'8/4374,5+62+'(/1/8<1+').'8+7552
Heavy
Metal
Influent
(ppm)
10

20

30

40

50

Cd
Sand
0.311
0.425
0.337
0.337
0.318
0.349
1.021
0.830
0.821
0.792
1.012
0.915
1.952
1.795
1.945

Cr
Pumice
0.214
0.198
0.178
0.199
0.214
0.186
0.557
0.621
0.650
0.865
0.912
0.826
2.185
2.257
2.252

Sand
0.048
0.081
0.065
0.090
0.102
0.098
0.174
0.149
0.156
0.245
0.207
0.211
0.387
0.321
0.333

Cu
Pumice
0.011
0.018
0.008
0.032
0.050
0.045
0.041
0.067
0.052
0.069
0.110
0.089
0.117
0.148
0.123

Sand
0.032
0.052
0.048
0.092
0.121
0.103
0.194
0.255
0.228
0.197
0.222
0.258
0.291
0.319
0.325

Pb
Pumice
0.065
0.049
0.083
0.100
0.146
0.128
0.389
0.507
0.492
0.384
0.632
0.512
0.764
0.912
0.687

Sand
0.117
0.165
0.181
0.321
0.200
0.275
0.621
0.702
0.667
0.915
0.701
0.718
1.489
1.821
1.717

Ni
Pumice
0.031
0.041
0.030
0.120
0.075
0.097
0.164
0.213
0.251
0.450
0.637
0.436
1.032
0.841
0.994

Sand
0.289
0.345
0.303
0.421
0.405
0.352
0.612
0.507
0.537
0.718
0.699
0.679
1.962
2.194
2.201

Pumice
0.324
0.280
0.179
1.925
2.376
2.599
3.841
4.328
4.110
4.925
5.314
4.712
9.004
7.248
8.225

cm/s for sand-bentonite and 1.88x10-8 cm/s for pumice-bentonite mixtures) were all selected based on a
previous research [6].

Scanning electron microscopy images of pumice samples were taken to present porous nature of
the pumice used in experiments (Figure 1). The inter-particular and inner-particular pores, continuous
or discontinuous, improved the specific surface and
then the adsorption capacity of the material.
Since the materials are to be used in impervious
liner design, sand and pumice samples were mixed
with bentonite at certain mixture ratio. The bentonite
ratio was selected as 30% just based on previous researches [7, 9]. Mixtures were compacted in standard proctor molds in accordance with ASTM D698
[17] as to have maximum dry unit weight with optimum moisture content. Optimum moisture content
was obtained as 13.80% for sand-bentonite mixtures
and 19.00% for pumice-bentonite mixtures. Maximum dry unit weight was identified as 1.770 t/m3 for
sand-bentonite and 1.491 t/m3 for pumice-bentonite
mixtures.
Compacted samples were subjected to permeability tests in accordance with ASTM D5084 [18].
Permeability tests were carried out to get leachate
from compacted specimens. Test specimens were
saturated with different heavy metal (Cd, Ni, Pb, Cr,
Cu), phosphorus and nitrate solutions at different
concentrations as to represent the pollutants. Test
concentrations for heavy metals were selected as 0,
10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 ppm and test concentrations for
phosphorus and nitrate were selected as 0, 25, 50
100, 150 and 200 ppm. Pollutant solutions leached
through permeability columns and resultant leachates were subjected to heavy metal, phosphorus and
nitrogen analyses to determine the adsorption capacities of sand-bentonite and pumice-bentonite mixtures.
The material size (0.50 – 1.00 mm for sand and
pumice), bentonite mixture ratio, compaction parameters (maximum dry unit weight and optimum moisture content) and permeability coefficient (3.21x10-8

! !
Sand-bentonite and pumice-bentonite mixtures
were compacted at optimum moisture content and
maximum dry unit weight and samples were saturated with 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 ppm Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb
and Ni solutions and permeability leachates were obtained through the samples. Heavy metal concentrations were measured from these leachates (Table 2).
Leachate cadmium (Cd) concentrations of sand-bentonite mixtures varied between 0.311 – 1.952 ppm
and cadmium concentrations of pumice-bentonite
mixtures varied between 0.178 – 2.257 ppm. Although Cd adsorption capacity of mixtures was quite
close to each other, pumice-bentonite mixtures
slightly had higher adsorption capacity (Figure 2a).
Leachate chrome (Cr) concentrations of sandbentonite mixtures varied between 0.048 – 0.387
ppm and concentrations of pumice-bentonite mixtures varied between 0.008 – 0.148 ppm. Increasing
leachate concentrations were observed with increasing influent concentrations. Pumice-bentonite mixtures had almost three times higher Cr adsorption
than sand-bentonite mixtures (Figure 2b). With regard to copper (Cu), leachate concentrations of sandbentonite mixtures varied between 0.032 – 0.325
ppm and concentrations of pumice-bentonite mixtures varied between 0.049 – 0.917 ppm. Contrary to
Cd and Cr, sand-bentonite mixtures exhibited better
performance in adsorption of Cu (Figure 2c).
While the leachate nickel (Ni) concentrations
of sand-bentonite mixtures varied between 0.289 –
2.201 ppm, Ni concentrations of pumice-bentonite
mixtures varied between 0.179 – 9.004 ppm. Nickel
concentrations of pumice-bentonite mixtures were
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almost three times higher than the Ni concentrations
of sand-bentonite mixtures (Figure 2d). This means
that sand-bentonite mixtures exhibited quite better
performance than pumice-bentonite mixtures in Ni
adsorption (Figure 2d). The leachate lead (Pb) concentrations were between 0.117 – 1.821 ppm in sandbentonite mixtures and between 0.030 – 1.032 ppm
in pumice-bentonite mixtures. Pumice-bentonite
mixtures had better Pb adsorption than sand-bentonite mixtures (Figure 2e).
Compacted sand-bentonite and pumice-bentonite mixtures were saturated with 25, 50, 100, 150 and
200 ppm phosphorus (P) and nitrate (NO3) solutions
to test P and N adsorption capacities of the mixtures
(Table 3). While leachate P concentrations of sandbentonite mixtures varied between 3.102 – 11.719
ppm, P concentrations of pumice-bentonite mixtures
varied between 0.761 – 4.772 ppm. Pumice-bentonite mixtures exhibited quite better performance than
sand-bentonite mixtures in P adsorption (Figure 3a).
NO3 concentrations of pumice-bentonite mixtures
varied between 4.973 – 18.629 ppm and the concentrations of san-bentonite mixtures varied between
4.758 – 16.281 ppm. Both mixture types exhibited
quite similar performance in NO3 adsorption with
slightly better performance of pumice-bentonite
mixtures (Figure 3b).

(a)

(b)

 
.475.4697'3*3/864-+3)43)+386'8/4374,
5+62+'(/1/8<1+').'8+7552
Concentration

(c)

25

50

100

150

200

P
Sand
3.102
4.287
3.485
4.990
5.018
5.621
7.772
8.007
8.391
9.126
10.114
9.627
10.927
11.719
11.382

NO3
Pumice
0.761
0.907
0.937
1.046
1.452
1.328
1.837
2.079
1.973
3.021
2.492
2.470
3.880
4.455
4.772

Sand
4.973
6.007
6.637
8.715
10.384
9.448
12.754
11.937
13.548
16.348
15.027
15.957
17.485
18.117
18.629

Pumice
4.758
5.147
5.921
6.492
5.925
6.352
10.762
11.146
11.895
13.782
14.892
14.559
14.941
16.281
15.367

McBride [19] indicated that soil Cd, Cu, Ni and
Zn adsorptions varied from soil to soil and greatly
influenced by soil pH, organic matter content, cation
exchange capacity and especially type of clay mineral. In present research, bentonite played the dominant role in heavy metal adsorption. Scheidegger et
al. [20] in a study investigating the effects of phrohyllite, kaolinite, gypsum and montmorillonite on Ni
adsorption indicated the significance of heavy metal
adsorption of soil minerals for the environment and
reported faster Ni adsorption for montmorillonite.
Bentonite is adsorbent aluminum phyllosilicate clay
consisting mostly of montmorillonite, thus played
also a significant role in Ni adsorption in present
study. Therefore, current findings comply with those
earlier ones. Adriano [21] carried out a study about
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heavy metal adsorption of different soil minerals and
indicated that heavy metal adsorption of soils mostly
related to their clay, organic matter, Fe and Mn oxide
contents, Pb and Cr were mostly adsorbed by organic
matter and Cu and Cd were mainly adsorbed by clay
minerals (especially by calcite-dolomite). Morera et
al. [22] investigated heavy metal (Cd, Cu, Ni, Pb and
Zn) mobility in soils and indicated that Pb and Cu
were more related to soil surface activities than Cd,
Ni and Zn. Vega et al. [23] carried out a study to investigate the metal ion abruption behaviors of soil
and soil components (clay minerals, metal hydroxides and soil organic matter) and indicated that carbonate contents played a dominant role in Pb adsorption. Present findings comply with the findings of
[24, 25, 26] about treatment performance of different
materials.

vent possible leakage and resultant groundwater pollution:
1. Bentonite played a dominant role in heavy
metal adsorption since it is a clay mineral. Sand and
pumice exhibited similar performance for Pb and Cd,
but pumice had quite better performance in adsorption of Cr, Cu and Ni.
2. While sand-bentonite and pumice-bentonite mixtures had similar performance in nitrate adsorption, pumice-bentonite mixtures had again quite
better performance in phosphorus adsorption. Higher
surface area of pumice grains yielded quite higher
phosphorus adsorption than sand grains.
3. Pumice with several macro-micro pores
and much higher surface area can be used as an alternative to sand in mixtures to be used in liner design.
The single size range (0.50-1.00) and a single
bentonite mixture ratio (30%) were used in current
mixtures based on findings of a previous study. In
further studies, different material sizes, different
bentonite mixture ratios, greater heavy metal, nitrate
and phosphorus doses and other clay minerals can be
used for better presentation of adsorption characteristics of those materials.
# 
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The primary objective of the present study was
to elucidate adsorption behaviors of pumice-bentonite mixtures through comparisons with sand-bentonite mixtures and to present a potential use of naturally abundant pumice material. The following conclusions can be drawn from the present study carried
out with sand and pumice samples with certain size
range and mixed with bentonite clay at certain ratio
to be used in liner design for waste repositories, constructed wetland wastewater treatment basins and
waste storage lagoons of livestock facilities to pre-
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In view of the investigation of the plants responses to environmental stress and the uncovering
of associated mechanisms for these responses, the
gametophyte has more particular benefits than the
sporophyte and other higher plants. Farrant and
Moore has studied the desiccation tolerance of the
fern gametophyte [1]. Recently, there were few studies about the allelopathy effects which native fern
species could bring by exotic invasive plants, as well
as the gametophyte. It is released that the allelopathic effects can adversely affect the surrounding vegetation [2, 3]. For instance, $#!$
!$ can have inhibitory impacts on the fern gametophytes of #!"# !#&#!"#!!",
and #$ !#' consisting of inhibition of
spore germination, development, and rhizoid growth
[4, 5, 6]. To date, the effects of invasive plants on
ferns have received less attention compared to the attention paid to their effects on other types of vegetation, such as mangrove forests [7, 8] and crops [9,
10]. As the growth and development of fern gametophytes could be affected by the invasion species in
the environment, it is critical to decide the allelopathic impacts of invasive plants on fern gametophytes. Thus this study can be helpful for researchers
to know the fern gametophytes respond to the environment and to exotic species of invasive vegetarian,
which will offer a potential guidepost to guard Chinese rare fern resources, and focus on allelopathy
study to decide the impacts on other harmful invasive vegetarians.
" is one of the main invasive plant species found in China and is part of the plant family
that includes !$ It can reduce agricultural production and alter plant community structures [11]. Most studies of " have focused on
its deleterious effects on spermatophytes. It excretes
allelochemicals and delivers them into the rhizosphere through root exudates and leaching from the
leaves and other aerial plant parts via different pathways that includes volatile emissions, root exudation, and leaf litter. These allelochemicals hinder the
germination and seedling growth of potential competitors [12].

&'%'

"", a common invasive species, has
allelopathic effects on the local vegetation growth in
China. In this study, we examine the allelopathy of
 " to the fern’s (#!" $#) gametophyte, and explain its phytotoxicity mechanisms
caused by invasive plants. This report has investigated effects on the roots leachates of invasive 
" on photosynthesis and the cell membrane in 
$# gametophytes. Compared to the control,
fluorescence parameters are reduced by gametophytes exposed to root leachates of ", except
non-photochemical quenching. There are increasing
inhibitory effects on these parameters when leachate
concentrations of " increased, showing that
the greatest inhibition is taken place at day 10. 
" leachates take negative dose-dependent (that is,
exposure-dependent) effects on Chlorophyll , Chlorophyll , carotenoid and total chlorophyll in the gametophytes. The damage is increased by gametophytes exposed to " to cell membranes as expressed in aspects of electrolyte leakage (membrane
permeability) and certain degree of damage to the
cell membrane. The damage is caused due to the
stress from root leachates to two chief mechanisms
of photosynthesis, which reduces carriers of light
and electron transmit in Photosystem I and the production of photochemical quantum output in Photosystem II. The gametophyte’s osmotic potential is
also destroyed by the chemicals from the root leachates. With treatment concentration increasing, electrolyte leakage and the degree of injury present a
trend to become worsen, which suggests that the cell
structure suffered from a negative effect by the allelopathy effects of " root leachates. Conclusion is drawn that the chief allelopathic of "
might influence the  $# gametophyte in
terms of durable and irreversible inhibition
*)"%&
#!"$#, gametophyte, "", chlorophyll
fluorescence, electrolyte leakage.
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with fluorescent light (photon flux density 1000 μ
mol m-2·s-1) at 25°C with a 12 h light photoperiod.
Twenty days after the spores were sowed, healthy
and uniform gametophytes (10 × 5 mm) were selected
and rinsed carefully and thoroughly with distilled water.

Allelopathic activity is more readily observed
when vegetarian grew in the sensitive period. Zhang
et al. suggests that it is easy for ferns to detect the
activity in the period of spore germination and gametophyte growth [13]. However, there are no studies concerning to the potential allelopathic effects of
"on ferns. Based on our field observations,
it is shown that some ferns cannot succeed in setting
up pure patches of  ". The distribution of
#!" $# overlaps with that of  " in
China. This study aims to evaluate the potential allelopathic impacts of " on the gametophytes of
$#.
Weir et al. suggest that physiological and biochemical results are helpful to show the mechanisms
of phytotoxicity caused by allelochemicals in recipient/susceptible vegetarians [14]. In allelopathy
study, phytotoxic activity was evaluated through the
secondary physiological procedures like germination, seedling growth, and/or biomass of test species
for most bioassays [15, 16, 17]. Bigot et al. thinks
that people hardly understand the response of the
physiological and primary processes (like photosynthesis and osmotic potential) in native species impacted by invasive species [18]. For the procedures
are the first time that it is necessary to have the adverse allelopathic impacts of invasive vegetarians,
investigation to respond to these impacts.
In this study the release of photosynthesis and
cell membranes in the  $# gametophyte
would be necessary to decide the potential involvement of allelopathic mechanisms caused by "
root leachates.

'<0,>809>,;;74.,>4:9=Root leachates of 
"were diluted with distilled water to create five
different concentrations (0, 12.5, 25, 50, and 100%);
distilled water was used as the control. Afterwards,
all gametophytes were treated with 5 mL of leachates in a Petri dish (60-mm diameter). One hundred
gametophytes were grown in each Petri dish with fluorescent light (37.5 μ mol m-2·s-1) at 25°C with a 12h light photoperiod.
7?:<0=.09.0 ,9/ ;42809> 80,=?<0809>=
The fluorescence and pigments of the fern gametophytes were analyzed every two days when the experiment starts. The gametophytes were collected
immediately before the fluorescence measurement.
Samples were dark-adapted for 2 min. Junior PAM
(Heinz Walz GmbH, D91090, Effeltrich, Germany)
was applied to perform fluorescence measurements.
The fluorometer was connected to a PAM Data Acquisition System PDA 100 (Walz) controlled by the
software WINCONTROL v3 (Heinz Walz GmbH).
Actinic light intensity (PAR) was 66 μ mol m-2·s-1.
Data were recorded and calculated for quantum yield
of photosystem II ((#&), lower quantum efficiency
of open PSII reaction centers ( %/ ), photochemical fluorescence quenching ( ), electron transport
rate (ETR) and non-photochemical quenching
(NPQ) by following the formulas of HoeghGuldberg et al. [20]. The efficiency of dark-adapted
PSII was calculated by %/  = (Fm - F0)/Fm, where
Fm and F0 are the maximum and the minimum fluorescence of dark-adapted samples, respectively.
Plant samples (0.025 g of fresh weight) from
each plant species were used for the pigment measurements. Chlorophyll was extracted in darkness
with a 5-mL mixture of ethanol and acetone (1:1,
v/v). This colorimetric procedure was performed until the samples were visibly colorless. The optical
densities of the extracts were determined at 470, 647,
and 663 nm with a SP-2100P spectrophotometer
(Spectroscopic Instruments Inc., Shanghai, China).
Subsequently, the optical densities were converted to
Chlorophyll  (Chl ), Chlorophyll  (Chl ), carotenoid (Car), and total chlorophyll, following the formulas of Moran (1982). Five fluorescence indexes
were recorded of photosystem II (PS II) and the chlorophyll pigments (Chl , Chl  and Car) of gametophytes with exposure of the plant samples to 
" root leachates.

'%&! '"&

%::> 70,.3,>0=  " were cultured and
collected from Nanjing Forestry University, the
seeds of " were gathered in Xishuangbanna,
Yunnan, China. Root leachates were prepared by
every 1 g gently washed fresh samples loading into
10 mL distilled water, and then soaked for 72 h at
130 rpm. Then the leachates were filtered through
filter paper pulp under vacuum conditions and stored
at –20 °C. The leachates were sterilized by Duropore® PVDF membrane (0.45 μm, Carrigtwohill,
Co. Cork. Ireland).
,80>:;3B>0.?7>?<0Spores of $#
were collected on September 2014 from 15-20 fertile
mature fronds at Nanjing Forestry University.
Spores were collected and screened using a 0.088mm diameter mesh (Zhejiang Shangyu Yarn and
Sieve Factory, Shangyu, China). Then the spores
were spread evenly in plastic trays (size 25 cm × 20
cm × 5 cm) with a sieved mixture of dark soil and
sand with an average density of 100-150 spores per
cm2 [19]. The trays were covered with transparent
plastic film to avoid contamination and desiccation,

70.><:7B>0 70,6,20 Electrolyte leakage
(membrane permeability) was estimated as described by SánchezViveros et al. with modifications
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respectively. All data were measured for electrolyte
leakage in gametophytes during treatment with
leachates and collected every other day (days 2, 4, 6,
8 and 10).

[21]. The initial electrical conductivity (1) of the
medium with $# was measured at time zero,
with variable electrical conductivities (n) determined at 12, 24 and 36 h, respectively. Finally, the
samples were autoclaved at 100°C for 20 min to release all electrolytes; the final electrical conductivity
(F) was measured after cooling of the samples to
25°C. The degree of electrical leakage (ET) was calculated from the following equation: ET = (n 
1)/F × 100. The degree of injury was estimated
by the following equation: degree of injury = (Lt 
LCK)/(1  LCK) × 100;where Lt and LCK are the values of (n  1) in the treatments and the control,

&>,>4=>4.,7,9,7B=4=The effects of root leachates of  " on photosynthesis and cell membranes in $# gametophytes were analyzed
by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). All statistical analyses were carried out with SPSS v.20.0
for Windows; graphical work was performed using
Origin 8.0 (Origin Lab, USA). All results are expressed as means with corresponding standard deviations.

(% 

8;,.>:1>480,9/<::>70,.3,>0=:1:9C#&"  '%,9/!#$:1
! 2,80>:;3B>0=&>,>4=>4.,77B=429414.,9>/4110<09.0=,8:92><0,>809>=,<049/4.,>0/-B
70>>0<=,-:@0:<-07:A7490='A:=4847,<70>>0<=49/4.,>09:=429414.,9>/4110<09.0-0>A009><0,>809>=
,9//4==4847,<70>>0<=49/4.,>0,=429414.,9>/4110<09.0-0>A009><0,>809>=   
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1D). $# showed its lowest ETR level (2.13
µ mol·m-2·s-1) with treatment with 0.1000 g/mL of
the " root leachate at day 10. NPQ of $
# was promoted with root leachate of "
increasing (Fig. 1E). Under the 0.1000 g/mL 
" leachate treatment, NPQ values took a 0.64-fold
reduction at day 2 and a 1.39-fold increase at day 10
than that of the control. Particularly, NPQ was significant influenced by root leachates of $# increasing at day 10.

#42809>.:9>09>Chl , Chl , Car, and total
chlorophyll contents reduced when root leachates
concentrations got increasing (Fig. 2 A-D). This
change was also reflected by the change in color of
the gametophyte. Car content showed the lower level
than that of the control under 0.1000 g/mL root
leachates treatment in experiment time. At day 2, the
total chlorophyll reduced by 22.33% and 30.98%
when the root exudate concentration increased from
0.0250 g/mL to 0.0500 g/mL (Fig. 2D). At days 2 and
10, 36.10% and 48.76% decrease in the total chlorophyll than that of the control were recorded when the
0.100 g/mL root exudate was added.

%&('&!&(&&"!

7?:<0=.09.0 :1 2,80>:;3B>0= (PSII of 
$# reduced with root leachate concentrations
of  " and treated time increasing (Fig. 1A).
Compared to the control, after " was applied,
a big difference in the(PSII of $# was recorded at day 2 at the 0.0125 g/mL concentration. Under the exposure of 0.1000 g/mL  " root
leachates at day 10, the (PSII of the gametophyte got
the minimum at 0.10 (Fig. 1A). %  in  $
# gametophyte was inhibited under  "
root leachates and presented a similar trend with
(PSII (Fig. 1B). When the root leachate concentrations increasing, %  decreased gradually, the inhibitory impacts of " leachates, and the value
got the bottom at day 10. While, the similar effects
happened on the  in the gametophyte, when the
treatments concentrations increasing, the negative
dose-dependent impacts were applied on the decrease of  (Fig. 1C). The variation in ETR had
similarities to that for , which reduced when root
leachate concentrations of " increased (Fig.

(% 
'30@,7?0=:137:<:;3B7737:<:;3B77.,<:>09:4/,9/>30>:>,7.37:<:;3B7749>30
.:9><:7,9/><0,>0/A4>3<::>70,.3,>0=&>,>4=>4.,77B=429414.,9>/4110<09.0=,8:92><0,>809>=
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70.><:7B>070,6,20Figure 3A shows the impact of root leachate on electrolyte leakage of $
#. Electrolyte leakage raised obviously up when
various root leachate treating from day 8 to day 10
than that of the control group ( < 0.05). It was
found that the electrolyte leakage got the peak at
87.73% when root leachate treat got the 0.1000 g/mL
than that of the control group at day 10. The change
of degree of injury followed a similar pattern as that
for electrolyte leakage in Fig. 3B, as the trend presented a correlation with root leachate concentrations. At day 2, 1.36% degree of damage to the control was tested under root leachates treatments. The
gametophyte seemed to suffer the highest degree of
damage with treatment getting 0.1000 g/mL root
leachate at day 10. The degree of damage increased by
137.10% with the 0.1000 g/mL root leachate treatment
when compared to the 0.0125 g/mL root leachate
treatment.
%/ , (PSII,  and ETR took negative trends
when  " root leachates increasing. (PSII and
%/  were regarded as the indexes to indicate photochemical quantum output and relative outcome in
PS II reaction centers. According to the results
above, the chemicals of root leachates suppressed the
gametophyte PS II center gaining and storing photochemical quanta, as the quantum output caused the
decrease of photosynthesis efficiency. This tendency
of the index endured, for the values of (PSII and
%/  became both lower under root leachates treatments. At the same time, the weakened electron
transport could lead one to infer that the process of
conversion from light to electrons was blocked due
to the root leachates being absorbed into the gametophyte. And the reduced photochemical quantum
production and yield might be one reason for it. The
final NPQ amount is more heavily influenced by the
non-photochemical quenching that reflects heat dissipation of excitation energy in the antenna system.
Furthermore, the results of NPQ reflect the fact that
the remainder of the energy in PS II may be converted into heat and finally dissipate into the system.
The results of the photo-protection index, , also

descend with increasing root leachate concentration,
signifying that the negative effects caused by the
chemicals is irreversible. In addition, chlorophyll
pigments (Chl , Chl , and Car) also decrease with
increase in root exudate concentrations; this is particularly true for Chl  and Chl , which are important parts in photosystem I (PS I). This implies
that the components of the root exudates have the
function of hindering the synthesis of chlorophyll.
Meanwhile, the study reveals that the electron
transport from PS II to PS I is interrupted and the
effective quantum yields in PS II reaction centers are
also limited, resulting in the disruption of photosynthesis. The chlorophyll fluorescence of $#
was adversely affected by " leachates, similar to the description of the chlorophyll fluorescence
analysis of photosynthetic efficiency, quantum yield,
and photon energy dissipation in PS II antennae of
#$ "#% leaves exposed to cinnamic acid in
Hussain and Reigosa [22]. And Zhang et al. also has
described the photosystem would be destroyed by
the root exudates [23].
Chlorophyll plays an important role in the absorption, transfer and transformation of light energy.
Car is the indispensable component of chromoprotein in photosynthesis, which is important for the
protection of photosynthesis from injury of singlet
oxygen. Our results showed that chlorophyll and Car
decreased upon exposure of $# to "
root leachates. The reduced sensitivity of %/  to
 " leachates was due to the conserved F0 in
relation to lower chlorophyll content, indicating a
low-level functioning of PS II with a low absorption
rate of light in the gametophytes. The results for the
chlorophyll contents align with those from preliminary studies on !%$!" by Qian et al. [24]
and !&"#"!$" NIES-843 (Cyanobacteria) by Shao et al. [25].
The extent of membrane damage, also of interest in this study, could be assessed indirectly by conductometric measurements of solute leakage from
cells. In this study, the electrolyte leakage and the
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in this study. Furthermore, the effects of the stem,
leaf and flower of " on the $# gametophyte should be addressed due to the possible
variety and concentrations of allelochemicals in different plant parts. Although we are still in the early
stages of comprehending the gametophyte responses
of$#to ", this study opens the door
to understanding of the physiological response of the
fern to invasive plant species.

degree of injury increase significantly with increasing root leachate concentrations, implying that the
chemicals damage the membrane and the osmotic
potential of the cell, especially the balance of the cellular ions. The significant increase in cellular injury
demonstrates that the root leachates have enduring
negative effects on the cell membrane; the structure
of the cell would be destroyed by these effects over
time and with the increase of the concentration of the
chemicals [26, 27, 28]. This mechanism would cause
broader destructive effects, as the condition of the
soil (with its varying pH ranges and nutrient content)
would be permanently changed by the invasive
plants [29]. The fading of native species caused by
these chemicals would be the outcome of the allelopathy in the soil.
Our experiments show that cell membranes are
the component severely affected by the root leachates of " in$#gametophytes. Membrane permeability alteration mediates an increase in
electrolyte leakage. This result is in line with a previous report, which revealed that this allelopathic effect can lead to increased cell membrane permeability, leakage of cellular contents, increased lipid peroxidation, and ultimately slow growth or death of
plant tissue [30]. Comparisons can be drawn with the
damage caused by heavy metals, for which the response is faster and repair is difficult in terms of removal from the cells [31], while the stress caused by
chemicals seems more durable, and the damage is
also harmful in plant cells.
The donor invasive plant species can have fatal,
weak or non-allelopathic effects on several target
species that belong to different taxonomic families.
As a result, small but important differences associated with the allelochemical mode of action are expected in their physiology [32]. The observed loss of
fern species in " patches in the field, together
with the findings in our laboratory tests, imply that
the effects of " on native species are deleterious and allelopathy may be partly responsible for
the adverse effects. According to the Novel Weapons
Hypothesis, which attempts to explain the remarkable success of many exotic invasive species, invasive
plant species may possess novel chemicals that are
more phytotoxic to plants in the invaded range than
to adapted species in the invader’s native range [33].
With regard to  ", many secondary metabolites (phenolics, polyacetylenes, and triterpens) involved in allelopathic action were found. Of these,
phenylheptatriyne (PHT) and its derivatives were
highest in concentration in "oil [12]. A total
of 23 phenolic compounds (including salicylic acid,
vanillin, -hydroxybenzoic acid, -coumaric acid,
and ferulic acid) were identified and isolated in 
" shoots and roots. Contents of caffeic acid
were highest (117.4, 298.7, and 350.3 μg g-1 in
leaves, stems and roots), followed by pyrocatechin
[12]. The organics from " could also result in
damage to non-adapted plants, such as $#

"!(&"!
In conclude," root leachates enduringly
and irreversibly affect the photosynthesis of $
# via allelopathic interference and damage the
cell membrane. The decrease of the carriers of light
and electron transport in PS I and of the production
of photochemical quantum yield in PS II are the
main mechanisms through which " leachates
damage the photosynthetic process in  $#.
The changed osmotic potential of the cells in $
# indicates that the root leachates negatively affect plant growth, mainly through the cell structure.
In a word, the main allelochemicals in the root
leachates of " could have negative effects on
the growth of the $#gametophyte.
!") !'&
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ters with fixed media are used to induce biofilm
growth for removing organic matter or nitrification
of domestic or industrial wastewater [16, 17].
Wastewater passing through a media filled with
porous material, forms biofilm on the media surface
through biological degradation of pollutants in the
wastewater. Pollutants are transferred from
wastewater to biofilm where continuous biological
degradation takes place [15, 18, 19, 20]. Biological
trickling filter systems are simple reactors filled
with solid materials, such as wood chips, lava rock,
plastic, manure and compost, on which the biofilms
with suitable microbial populations are formed [16,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. In a biological tricking filter,
the media filling the filter provides a buffer environment and a background (or a field) for the satisfactory growth of microorganisms [27]. The main
pollutants in textile wastewater include high levels
of total suspended solid, COD, BOD5, dyes, alkalinity, and other dissolved substances [28, 29]. If the
untreated textile wastewater is added to the surface
water, the following will occur:
- Dissolved oxygen in water will rapidly decline.
- Sludge will be formed on riverbeds.
- Fungal growth in wastewater will substantially increase.
- Water pH will gradually decrease.
Since biodegradation of organic matter in
wastewater requires oxygen, it increases the sludge
mass and causes hydraulic flow problems in various
parts of the region [30]. The production process in
textile factories involves four stages of spinning,
weaving, dyeing and finalizing the cloth. Bleaching,
dyeing, printing and finalizing the cloth are the
most important water-consuming processes in a
textile factory. The wastewater produced in these
sections contains high levels of COD, BOD5 and
dyes along with the daily manufactured products.
Since the time of microbial stabilization in biological trickling filter is high especially in cold
seasons, it has not received much attention in most
of the studies. Therefore, this study attempted to
investigate the performance of biological trickling
filter with lava rocks substrate in reducing the parameters that influence wastewater in cold weather

Start-up of a biological trickling filter used
with natural rock media and suitable hydraulic retention time (HRT) for the treatment of the
wastewater from Motahhari textile factory was investigated. The pilot trickling filter column was
filled with lava rocks with average diameter of 5 cm
and porosity of 65%. For start-up operation, the
textile wastewater and the activated sludge from
treatment facilities of the textile factory were used
for 25 days to reach a steady state. The textile
wastewater, with average chemical oxygen demand
(COD) of 2850 mg/L, was then pumped into the
column. HRTs of the trickling filter were 5, 4, 3, 2
and 1 day, which were then reduced to 12, 8, 6, and
4 h. The influent and effluent wastewater parameters were measured at ambient temperatures of 5-10
ᵒ
C. Reducing HRT from 5 days to a few hours led to
the COD elimination with average efficiency of
90%. At HRT=6h, COD of the treated wastewater
reached 85 mg/L.


*("$%
Biodegradation, biological treatment, COD, lava rock,
textile wastewater, trickling filter
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High costs of industrial wastewater treatment,
especially textile wastewater treatment, have directed many concerns towards finding the new and
less costly methods for wastewater treatment [110]. Biological processes allow for reducing the
high COD in industrial wastewater because of the
suitable growth of microorganisms on lava rock
[11,12]. High COD, temperature and pH of the influent wastewater; accurate system start-up; type of
media and its specific surface area; and suitable
growth of microorganisms are among the factors
which influence the wastewater treatment by biological trickling filters [13]. These filters usually
include organic media, microorganisms, and nutrients that can decompose water pollutants [14,15].
Moreover, non-submerged biological trickling fil-
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(5-10 ᵒC). The suitable and optimal start-up and
HRT for the filter to reduce COD and suspended
solids are also investigated.
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on the processes used in the factory.
Lava rocks, which can be obtained easily and
at low cost, were collected from the mountains
around Tehran and used to prepare a suitable media
for the growth of biofilm. Activated sludge from the
aeration tank and effluent wastewater from the
wastewater treatment facilities of Motahari textile
factory, located on the Buin Zahra road to Ghazvin,
were used for start-up of the pilot biological trickling filter. Finally, it was observed that microorganisms could grow and adapt themselves to the pilot
more quickly.
Samples were taken from sampling valves of
the influent and effluent flows at the heights of 60
and 110 cm from the substrate to measure the parameters such as chemical oxygen demand (COD),
dissolved oxygen (DO), total suspended solid (TSS)
and pH. To measure COD, a Hack DT-500 spectrophotometer, capable of measuring high, average,
and low ranges, was used at the wavelength of 420
nm. The TSS values of the samples were measured
based on the standard methods and using filter paper at oven temperature of 105 ᵒC. DO and pH were
determined by a DO meter and a Metrohm 691 pH
meter, respectively. All the tests were conducted
based on the standard methods developed in 2005
[30].

&$%! &"%
The used pilot biological trickling filter was an
unpainted steel column with a height of 2.1 m and
average diameter of 21 cm (the diameter at the top
and bottom was 32 cm). 160 cm of the height of the
column was filled with lava rocks (with diameters
of 3-7 cm, porosity of 65%, and specific surface
area of 75 m3/m2). Two liquid sampling valves were
installed at the column heights of 60 and 110 cm
from the bottom (Fig. 1). The liquid distributor was
a perforated metallic plate for pouring the
wastewater uniformly and slowly onto the lava
rocks media.

$%'&%!%'%%"!

Sludge from the wastewater treatment facilities of Motahari textile factory, where the activated
sludge method is employed, was used to start-up the
pilot biological trickling filter. 20-30% of the 52 L
feeding tank (up to15 L) was filled with the sludge
with an MLSS of 6150 mg/L. The activated sludge
from the treatment facilities was used for the formation of biological mass on the media made up of
lava rocks. It should be noted that formation of biological mass on the bed reduced the pollutants in
wastewater through microorganisms feeding. The
biological growth on the media was started with the
continuous flow of the activated sludge pumped
from the tank to the top of pilot column. To examine the formation of biological mass, at first, three
samples were taken from the lowermost sampling
valve daily. The values of COD, TSS, pH and temperature were measured in each daily sample. Values of COD and TSS samples exhibited a descending trend on consecutive days. The reactor start-up
was conducted under continuous operation using a
returning liquid flow at the loading rate of 1.494
kg/m3/day COD. The COD concentration in the
activated sludge of Motahari textile factory is averagely 14920 mg/L. Table 1 shows COD reduction
in the activated sludge in the first stage of system
start-up. This stage lasted for 10 days during which
COD elimination with the efficiency of 85% was
achieved.
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The total volume of the column (including
rock substrate) was 55 L and that of the tank for
returning liquid was 52 L. 10-20% of the volume of
the tank for returning liquid was filled with activated sludge during the start-up process. The pilot was
launched in a cold weather and stabilized at the
temperature range of 5 to10 ᵒC. The influent
wastewater flow to the treatment facilities at
Motahari textile factory is 400 m3/day. The
wastewater produced in the factory contains BOD5
of 1400-1500 mg/L, and COD of 2800-3000 mg/L.
The produced wastewater also contains fats, total
suspended solids and dyes, which vary depending
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6
7
8
9
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14930
14925
14922
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14925
14930
14930
14920
14920

006?/8>"71 
11250
8690
4790
3820
3000
2755
2555
2375
2160
2000

"/63738+>398/003-3/8-C
25
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80
81.5
83
84
85.5
87
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porous lava rocks followed a constant trend and a
Since the stable conditions for the system
biofilm with suitable thickness and sufficient numstart-up were not established, the second stage conber of microorganisms required for treatment was
tinued until the 18th day and textile wastewater was
formed. At this time, the wastewater from the texadded to the low amount of sludge with the COD of
tile factory was added to the liquid tank to fill it,
2000 mg/L which was left in the tank for returning
and the HRT and the capacity of the system for the
liquid. The organic load during this period was
treatment of the textile wastewater were studied.
0.559-0.592 kg/m3/day COD. In this stage, by addAs shown in Fig. 2, the best time duration, in
ing the textile wastewater produced during the
terms of day and hour, for wastewater treatment at
manufacture of colored products at the textile factothe textile factory was determined and the obtained
ry, a descending trend in COD was observed from
results were compared with each other. First, HRT
the first day. The results of the experiments are preof 5-day was selected to be tested, and next, HRTs
sented in Table 2.
The final stage started with the organic load of
of 4-, 3-, 2-, and 1-day were tested. Since the pilot
0.957 kg/m3/day COD. In this stage, with HRT of 7
biological trickling filter had passed a 25-day startdays, stabilization trend of COD values occurred
up period for microorganisms to start their growth
immediately. COD value of the liquid returning to
and the pilot had become stable, feeding carbon and
the tank was equal to 695 mg/L and the COD elimnitrogen sources in the wastewater was started with
ination percentage remained constant at 85.5%.
the growth of microorganisms, which reduced COD
Therefore, the process of biofilm growth on the
and suspended solids in the wastewater.
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of 4-hour was tried, at which the efficiencies seAt HRT of 5-day, COD of textile wastewater
verely declined and the COD and total suspended
declined from 2950 to 95 mg/L, which meant COD
solids in the effluent wastewater increased. Thereelimination of 97% from the textile wastewater. At
fore, HRT of 4-hour (or shorter HRTs) was conthis HRT, TSS of the wastewater decreased from
cluded to be economically undesirable for COD
355 to 20 mg/L. When HRT reduced, the COD
elimination. Table 4 shows a summary of
elimination percentage remained at 96% and it conwastewater characteristics at different HRTs.
tinued until HRT was lowered to 6 h. Table 3 shows
Table 4 indicates that HRTs can be used for
the characteristics of the influent and effluent
designing the biological trickling filters with natural
wastewater at various retention times. As can be
stone media in order to achieve the best elimination
seen, the efficiency of COD elimination remained
parameters for the wastewater from Motahari textile
over 96% even at retention time of 1 day. The temfactory. In this way, the economic costs which afperatures and pH values at these retention times
fect the selection of process types at wastewater
were 5 to 10 ᵒC and 7 to 7.5, respectively. Changes
treatment facilities can be lowered.
of pH values in wastewater should always be studied to be able to take the necessary measures when
Since stabilization of parameters in the liquid
leaving the column occurred during 5 days, the total
dissolved oxygen deficiency and acidic wastewater
are observed. In this study, pH value was kept withperiod for the column start-up and reaching the stain the neutral range and the DO under aerobic conble conditions in the biological tricking filter was
ditions was measured without using air pumps.
25 days, and COD of the effluent liquid in the last
Considering the high efficiency of COD elimday was 695 mg/L. Therefore, elimination efficienination at the given hydraulic retention times, it was
cy of 85.5% and effluent liquid COD concentration
decided to further reduce the HRT and study the
of 695 mg/L indicated that the reactor is working
obtained results. First, by lowering HRT to 12 h,
well and it is ready for the treatment of dairy
COD elimination efficiency remained over 96%
wastewater. Figure 3 shows the changes in COD
and continued to be at this level even when hydrauelimination efficiency during the start-up period.
lic retention time was decreased to 6 h. Next, HRT
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Figure 4 shows the effects of HRT changes on
the influent and effluent COD concentrations. By
maintaining the COD almost constant, the effluent
COD increases slightly. As shown in Fig. 4, reduction of efficiency was negligible, and COD elimination remained over 96%. Therefore, it was possible



to reduce HRT, because reduction of the retention
time and increase of the wastewater flow rate entering the pilot column decreased the contact area between the liquid and the microorganisms formed on
media, with the reduction of COD elimination percentage being negligible.
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Figure 5 shows the output COD changes with
respect to HRT in hours. COD of the effluent
wastewater slightly increased with the reduction of
HRT. This increase was negligible because the efficiency of COD elimination remained over 96% at
HRT of 6 h (Fig. 5). COD elimination of 96% at
HRT of 6 h was considered suitable for designing
the biological trickling filters because COD elimination efficiency would dramatically decrease at
HRTs of less than 6 h.
In Fig. 6, COD values are plotted versus all of
the studied HRTs. As shown in Fig. 6, COD elimination starts at HRT of 5 days and ends at HRT of 4
h. Even at HRT of 6 h, COD elimination efficiency
remains over 96%. However, at HRT of less than 6
h, COD elimination efficiency in the wastewater
from the textile factory declines considerably.
Therefore, the optimal hydraulic retention time for
eliminating COD from the textile wastewater is
considered to be 6 h.
The tests were conducted at 5-10 ᵒC, and the
ambient cold weather was controlled to ensure that
the biological trickling filter can reach a desirable
efficiency in treating the textile wastewater at the
given temperatures. It was therefore concluded that
the obtained results could be applied in the cold
regions of the country on actual scales.
The major problem associated with textile
wastewater treatment is alkalinity or acidity of the
wastewater, which, to some extent, disrupt the biological treatment system. Because of acidity or alkalinity of textile wastewater, a neutral pH must be
achieved to create suitable conditions for biological
growth on the media [14]. In the presented pilot, the
type of media itself adjusted the pH, and pHreducing effects of the products were neutralized
accordingly. The pH changes were minor and did
not adversely affect the wastewater treatment. According to Fig. 7, the pH always remained within
the neutral range and this prevented the growth of
harmful microorganisms such as Sphaerotilus [31].

Therefore, in the biological trickling filters particularly used for the treatment of industrial
wastewater, maintaining the pH within the neutral
range is important to achieve a suitable system performance [31]. In the tests conducted in this study,
the effluent wastewater had a lower turbidity than
the influent wastewater due to the decrease of suspended solids in the output wastewater. This led to
the production of less sludge in the sedimentation
pool after wastewater exit from the trickling filter.
Because of the column height, the porosity of the
media and the suitable growth of the microorganisms, a considerable reduction was observed in the
amount of suspended particles, and the output liquid leaving the bottom of the pilot column was a
wastewater with a very low turbidity. The remaining turbidity could be reduced further at the next
stage in the sedimentation phase. In the common
systems used for the treatment of textile
wastewater, long aeration periods are required, but
in this method, there was no need for sludge return
(required in the active sludge method) because the
media was fixed and the microorganisms could
grow on it. Considering the results obtained in this
study, the wastewater containing higher levels of
organic matter was treated in a much shorter time.
This can be very useful because of reducing electricity consumption and lowering the economic
costs.
"!'%"! 
A pilot biological trickling filter was launched
in three stages and reached a stable condition in 25
days. This study was conducted on a natural substrate consisting of volcanic rocks with an average
diameter of 5 cm, porosity of 65% and specific surface area of 75 m3m2. The pilot was used for the
treatment of the textile wastewater from Motahhari
textile factory in a cold weather (5-10 ᵒC). Active
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sludge and textile wastewater from the wastewater
facilities of the textile factory were used for startup of the column and treatment of the textile
wastewater after taking three samples. In this study,
the suitable HRT and pH were 6 h and 7 to 7.5,
respectively. COD elimination efficiency of over
96% was achieved at HRT of 6 h. The sludge produced at the end of the wastewater treatment process and the volume of liquid entered the sedimentation pool declined considerably due to the reduction of suspended solids. The results showed that
the wastewater containing high levels of organic
matter could be treated in a short time in cold
weather.
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stress on human health and ecosystems, resource depletion, water use, land use and the others, throughout a product's life cycle [6, 7]. All activities, or processeVLQDSURGXFW¶VOLIHUHVXOWLQHQYLURQPHQWDOLP
pacts due to consumption of resources, emissions of
substances into the natural environment, and other
environmental exchanges [6]. In textiles, the production and use phases also have some environmental
effects. High pesticide and water usage in cotton cultivation, high energy consumption in spinning,
weaving, knitting and dyeing processes, high chemical content of textile wastewaters are well known
problems. LCA has been implemented to textile processes and products for a long time [8-10] for various
reasons; among others, to ILQG ³KRW VSRWV´ [11] to
compare products or processes, [9, 12, 13] to develop new products, [14] establishing eco-label criteria.
Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) is a condensation polymer. In the polymerization stage, the pure
reactants, terapthalic acid (TPA) and ethylene glycol
(EG) are fed to form a paste. PET is used for different applications in the forms of films and fibers [15,
16]. When the polymer reaches the target intrinsic
viscosity, the molten polymer may be pumped directly to a spinning unit to obtain drawn polyester
yarns (continuous process) or to the spinnerets to
have belts (discontinuous process). Then the belts
are cooled, cut and dried. The obtained chips are
conveyed to the extruders, and then the melted material is pumped to the spinning unit. The continuous
process is more economic since drying/melting of
granulates and mechanical complexity of process are
eliminated. However, in terms of taking variations in
demand, process flexibility and storage holding into
account, discontinuous process is preferable [17].
Environmental impacts of textile fibers, including PET, were dealt with in some studies; recycled
and original fibers, organic and conventional fibers
were compared using LCA [18, 21]. However, studies investigating two main polyester fiber processes
are yet to be carried out.
World fiber consumption reached 95.6 million
tons in 2015, 55% of which were polyester fibres
[22, 23]. Huge production volume of PET materials,
non-renewability of them, high energy consumption
used in manufacturing processes cause significant

ABSTRACT
This study assessed the status of direct and extrusion spinning in Bursa, Turkey. Sensitivity analysis of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) methods and
dominant processes were conducted to validate the
results. The results of this study increase the life cycle inventory database for Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) fibre production, provide basic and
necessary information for evaluating environmental
impacts of international chemical products, and facilitate the decision making of policymakers regarding the establishment, reconstruction, expansion, or
technological transformation of industries. However, the combined assessment of economic, social
and management factors warrants further research to
provide a more systematic and sustainable assessment.

KEYWORDS:
Environmental impact, Life cycle assessment, PET fibre
production, Spinning

INTRODUCTION
Humans have long been concerned with the environmental issues. Although there are some tangible signs of these efforts like eco-labels and ecostandards, climate change is still a big challenge for
manufacturers, users and state economies. Thus,
more strategic and systematic approaches must be
developed and/or implemented to address this acute
problem more effectively. LCA is one of the available techniques which can be used to contribute the
solution of this issue.
LCA is a methodology to assess environmental
impacts of products, services and works through
their life cycle from extraction and production of raw
materials, production, distribution, use (including reuse and maintenance) to recycling and final disposal
[1-5]. LCA addresses to the direct and potential environmental impacts such as climate change, stratospheric ozone depletion, tropospheric ozone (smog)
creation, eutrophication, acidification, toxicological
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The Goal and scope definition phase. The
main goal of this study was to analyze the environmental profiles of the continuous and discontinuous
PET fibre production processes.

contribution to the carbon footprint of textile industry.
In this study continuous and discontinuous PET
fibre processes were analyzed using LCA method to
disclose their environmental impacts.

Functional unit. According to ISO 14044, [24]
functional unit is defined as quantified performance
of a product system for use as a reference unit. The
functional unit of this LCA was 1 ton partially oriented yarn (POY). One ton POY was produced both
in discontinuous and continuous processes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The present study was conducted according to
ISO 14044 standard [7] which specifies requirements and provides guidelines for LCA. There are
four phases in an LCA study:
a) The goal and scope definition phase,
b) The inventory analysis phase,
c) The impact assessment phase, and
d) The interpretation phase (ISO 14044 [7]).

System boundary. The environmental impacts
were DVVHVVHGDFFRUGLQJWR³JDWH-to-JDWH´model, including only the impacts resulting from the production of processes and not the use or disposal of the
product. The simplified process flow diagrams are
given in Figure 1. The excess ethylene glycol (EG)
recycled and then reused in the polymerization stage.
It was assumed that, EG was added only the beginning of the production process. EG recycling process
was also included in the study.

FIGURE 1
Discontinuous and continuous process flow diagrams
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TABLE 1
Inputs and outputs of the systems
INPUT
Catalyst
Preparation
Electricity
Monoethylene glycol
(MEG)
Antimony (III) acetate

Titanium
Dioxide Suspension
Electricity

Paste Preparation

Reactors

Granules

Electricity

Paste

Demineralized water

TiO2

PTA

TiO2 suspension

Electricity

MEG

DEG
Recycled (waste)
MEG
Catalyst

Electricity

Natural Gas

Natural gas

Polymer

Demineralized water
Recycled EG

OUTPUT
Filter

Waste Titan Out of Filter

Contaminated
package (PP)

Big Bag (PP)

Emissions

MEG

Polymer

Big Bag (PP)

Wastewater

Wastewater

Container(PE)

Steam
Oligomer
Polymer (waste)
Packaging wastes (PE,
PP, cardboard, wood)
Recycled EG

TABLE 2
Environmental profiles of discontinuous and continuous processes
Impact categories
Acidification (A)
Eutrophication (E)
Global warming (GWP)
Human toxicity (HT)
Fresh water aquatic ecotox. (FE)
Marine aquatic ecotoxicity (ME)
Terrestrial ecotoxicity (TE)
Photochemical oxidation (POF)

Units
kg SO2 eq
kg PO4 eq
kg CO2 eq
kg 1.4-DB eq
kg 1.4-DB eq
kg 1.4-DB eq
kg 1.4-DB eq
kg C2H4 eq

Discontinuous
10.2
38
3018
3579
89
280101
6.6
0.48

Continuous
9.7
37
2334
3507
85
248726
6.5
0.43

aquatic ecotoxicity (FE), marine aquatic ecotoxicity
(ME) and terrestrial ecotoxicity (TE)) were also analyzed. The LCA software SimaPro 7.3.3 was used
to perform the impact assessment stage.

The inventory analysis phase. All data were
collected through active surveillance within the business processes. The company got all of its electricity
from a natural gas power plant. The analysis involves catalyst preparation, TiO2 preparation, paste,
polymerization, granules production, drying (granules), extrusion and POY production steps for discontinues and continuous processes. Inputs and outputs of the systems are summarized in Table 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The result of the comparison of discontinuous
and continuous processes is given in Table 2.
Relative contributions for per subsystem to
each impact category in discontinuous and continuous processes are shown respectively in Figures 2
and 3.
AD is one of the impact categories in LCA
which is advised to be taken into account [25] as it
considers the depletion of natural resources (including energy resources) such as minerals or fossil
fuels, among others. According to the results, which
are shown in Table 1, drying of granules, extrusion
and reactors have a contribution over 75 %. In discontinuous process the drying stage and in continuous process the polymerization stages have the significant contributions (Figures 2 and 3).

Impact assessment phase. Only the classification and characterization stages amongst the steps
defined by the impact assessment phase in the LCA
method were considered [24]. A retrospective LCA
for PET yarn production was carried out according
to the CML 2 baseline 2000 V2.05 method. This
method results in the definition of an environmental
profile for the assessed product/process/service by
quantifying the environmental impact on different
categories. The impact categories analyzed in this
study are: abiotic resources depletion (AD), global
warming (GW), ozone layer depletion (OLD), photochemical oxidants formation (POF), acidification
(A) and eutrophication (E). In addition, toxicological
impact categories (human toxicity (HT), fresh water
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FIGURE 2
Relative contributions per subsystems (in %) to each impact category (Discontinuous)

FIGURE 3
Relative contributions per subsystems (in %) to each impact category (Continuous)

Eutrophication (E) is generally associated with
the environmental impacts of excessively high levels
of nutrients that lead to shifts in species composition
and increased biological productivity, for example
for algal blooms [26]. Actual eutrophication varies
greatly geographically, but to simplify the model the
geographical variation has been disregarded which
means the potential reflect maximum eutrophying
effect of a substance, simulating that all airborne nutrients end up in aquatic systems. In the present
study, the eutrophication potential of two processes
is almost equal. The process is differentiated after
the polymerization process; same chemicals are used
in the processes and the wastewaters contain almost
same chemicals.

In the context of GWP, is important to note that
only the CO2 originated during non-renewable fuel
combustion was considered because the CO2 released from renewable sources is assumed to be balanced with CO2 absorption in the photosynthesis
stage [2]. The results indicated a release of 3 and 2.3
tons of equivalent CO2 per ton of discontinuous and
continuous PET polymer production respectively. It
is clear that chips drying and extrusion stages are the
major contributors of CO2 emissions because of high
natural gas based energy consumption. In the continuous process, the main CO2 emission comes from
polymerization stage (75 %) because of huge energy
consumption.
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[4] Hong, J., Chen, W., Wang, Y., Changqing, X.,
Xu, X. (2014) Life cycle assessment of caustic
soda production: a case study in China. J.
Cleaner Prod. 66, 113-120.
[5] Saer, A., Lansing, S., Davitt, N.H. and Graves,
R.E. (2013) Life cycle assessment of a food
waste composting system: environmental impact hotspots. J. Cleaner Prod. 52, 234-244.
[6] Rebitzer, G., Ekvall, T. and Frischknechtc, R.
(2004) Life cycle assessment Part 1: Framework, goal and scope definition, inventory analysis, and applications. Environ Int. 30, 701-720.
[7] ISO 14044 (2006) International Organization
for Standardization, Environmental Management, Life cycle Assessment-Requirements and
Guidelines,
first
ed.
On
line
at:
http://www.iso.org/iso/home.htm. ISO 14044.
[8] Dahllöf, L. (2003) Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA) applied in the textile sector: the usefulness, limitations and methodological problemsa literature review. ESA-Report 2003:9, ISSN:
1404-8167, Revised Nov. 10th 2004.
[9] Laursen, S.E., Hansen, J., Knudsen, H.H., Wenzel, H., Larsen, H.F. and Kristensen, F.M.
(2007) EDIPTEX-Environmental assessment of
textiles. Working Report No. 24. The Danish
Environmental Protection Agency.
[10] Nieminen, E., Linke, M., Tobler, M. and Beke,
B.V. (2007) EU COST Action 628: Life cycle
assessment (LCA) of textile products, eco-efficiency and definition of best available technology (BAT) of textile processing. J. Cleaner
Prod. 15, 1259-1270.
[11] Barber, A. and Pellow, G. (2006) Life cycle assessment New Zealand Merino Industry Merino
wool total energy use and carbondioxide emissions. The AgriBusiness Group, Pukekohe,
Auckland.
[12] Kalliala, E.M. and Nousiainen, P. (1999) Life
F\FOH DVVHVVPHQWHQYÕURQPHQWDOSURIÕOHRIFRW
ton and polyester-cotton fabrics. AUTEX Res J.
1(1), 8-20.
[13] Woolridge, A.C., Ward, G.D., Phillips, P.S.,
Collins, M. and Gandy, S. (2006) Life cycle assessment for reuse/recycling of donated waste
textiles compared to use of virgin material: an
UK energy saving perspective. Resour Conserv
Recy. 46, 94-103.
[14] Intini, F. and Kühtz, S. (2011) Recycling in
buildings: an LCA case study of a thermal insulation panel made of polyester fiber, recycled
from post-consumer PET bottles. Int. J. Life.
Cycle. Ass. 16(4), 306-315.
[15] Ward, I.M. and Hadley, D.W. (1995) An introduction to the mechanical properties of solid
polymers. Chichester, England: John Wiley and
Sons.

Fresh water aquatic ecotoxicity, marine aquatic
ecotoxicity and terrestrial ecotoxicity are all expressed in kg 1.4-DB eq, marine aquatic ecotoxicity
in discontinuous process is higher than the continuous process. Electricity production was the main
contributor to the marine aquatic ecotoxicity. Production of one kg POY in discontinuous process consumed 2.8 kwh electricity, whereas, production of 1
kg POY in continuous process consumed only1.28
kwh of electricity.
In this study cumulative energy demand (CED)
of polymer production was 47.9 MJ. CED reduced,
for both process, almost 49% because of EG recycling.

CONCLUSIONS
This LCA study was carried out compare the
most significant environmental impacts of the continuous and discontinues PET fibre production processes. It was proved here that consumption of enormous electrical energy and chemical substances during polymerization and melting stages of PET fibre
production were the main reasons of significant environmental impacts. The potential environmental
impacts of continuous process were lower than that
of discontinuous process especially in AD, GWP and
ME categories. The high electricity consumption of
discontinuous process was the main source of potential for environmental impacts. This subsystem is an
important contributor of air emissions as well as fossil fuels consumption.
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The medicinal plants have been traditionally
used to treat illnesses for many years all over the
world. Determining radioactivity levels in the medicinal plants is of great importance for the protection of human health. However, there are limited
number of research related to radioactivity levels of
medicinal plants in Turkey. The aim of this study is
to determine the radioactivity levels in some anticarcinogenic medicinal plants that are often used to treat
illnesses in Turkey. The analysis of 226Ra, 232Th, 40K
and 137Cs activity concentration of medicinal plants
was performed using a high resolution gamma-ray
spectrometer with HpGe detector. The average activity concentrations for the medicinal plants were calculated as 10.87 ± 1.61, 18.02 ± 2.06, 1025.75 ±
15.53 and 1.14 ± 0.36 Bq kg-1 for 226Ra, 232Th, 40K
and 137Cs, respectively. Total committed effective
dose value due to ingestion was determined as 55.04
µSv y-1 for these medicinal plants and has no risk to
public health.



stuffs and has long term effects [1]. Ingestion exposure occurs when radionuclides in the environment
enter food chains. The primary recipients of radioactive contamination to the food chain are plants. The
plants might be subjected to direct and indirect contamination. Direct contamination is deposition of the
radionuclide in the atmosphere on above-ground part
of the plants. Indirect contamination is sorption of
radionuclides from the soil by the root system of
plants, as well. Consequently, the radionuclides accumulated in the plants transfer to human through
the food chain. Hence, the radiation dose due to the
ingestion depends on consumption amount and radionuclide concentration of the foodstuffs [1].
The medicinal plants have been used for treatment of diseases all over the world for centuries.
They are widely used in the kitchens for adding taste
to the meals, as well. The medicinal plants naturally
grow in the nature and a great majority of them are
not cultivated. Some medicinal plants that have anticarcinogenic activity heal diseases without toxic
effect. Along with that, anticarcinogenic medicinal
plants have also immunomodulatory effects. Therefore, anticarcinogenic medicinal plants are consumed by taking these effects into consideration [2,
3]. In addition, there are limited number of studies in
the literature considering determination of the natural and artificial radionuclides in medicinal plants.
Beside that, the advantage of medicinal plants for the
treatment of various illnesses contributes to the importance of such studies [4-10].
In this study, we report the determination of
226
Ra, 232Th, 40K and 137Cs radionuclide concentrations in some medicinal plants for the treatment of
various illnesses in Turkey. The radiation dose exposed through ingestion was calculated. The significance of the study is that it is the first study related
to determine the radioactivity levels in some anticarcinogenic medicinal plants in Turkey and will provide data for future studies. Also the data obtained
from this study may make contribution to determination of contamination level in case of any nuclear accident or nuclear fallout like Chernobyl.

$#
Medicinal plants, Gamma spectrometry, Radiation dose,
Natural and Artificial Radioactivity


 ! 

Human beings are continuously exposed to ionizing radiation arising from terrestrial radionuclides
(238U series, 232Th series and 40K) and cosmic rays.
The radiation dose taken both internally and externally from these natural radiation sources is approximately 2.4 mSv. Internal exposure due to ingestion
and inhalation arise from terrestrial radionuclides in
the environment. These radionuclides are accumulated in various organs in time and create a dose effect. Besides, fission products spread to the environment due to nuclear activities also create a dose effect on people. The most important fission product is
137
Cs because it is rapidly transferred to the food
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Medicinal plant
Sage
Anise
Rosemary
Yarrow
Black seed
Laurel leaf
Echinacea
Black pepper
Cumin
Coriander
Licorice root
Mint
Chili pepper
Basil
Fennel
Garlic
Sumac
Sesame
Ginger

Scientific name
$!
!#
! #!!
#
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# #!!
!!
  #
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Supplied From
Hatay*
Denizli*
Mersin*, Gaziantep*
Malatya*, Hatay*, Mersin*
Syria, India
Hatay*
Mersin*
Vietnam
Konya*
Denizli*, Syria
Syria, Hatay*, Harran*, Maraş*, Adıyaman*
Nizip*
Maraş*, Islahiye*
Elbistan*, Siirt*
Denizli*
Germany, Holland, Maraş*
Kilis*, Mardin*, Midyat*, Nizip*
Throughout Turkey, India
Brazil, India

supplied from Turkey
 digestive system, ! respiratory system,  urinary system,
  

%/2.) 4).)'5-10 %0( 23)2%3%5-10. Selected
anticarcinogenic medicinal plants are used as traditional medicine in the Anatolian culture. Details of
medicinal plants and common use in the treatment of
digestive, respiratory, urinary and nervous system
illnesses are given in Table 1. Nineteen medicinal
plant samples were purchased from herbalist markets in Kilis (Turkey) province as ready to be consumed and their scientific names were identified.
Activity measurements of medicinal plant samples
were carried out in Bitlis Eren University Nuclear
Physics Research Laboratory. The samples were
dried at 80 0C in oven for dehumidification. Then
they were put into 1 liter marinelli beakers and then
weighed. Prepared samples were hermetically sealed
to prevent escape of the radon gas. The sealed samples were stored for 1 month to attain radioactive
equilibrium between 226Ra and its short-lived decay
products before radioactivity measurement procedure.

Common use
N, Res, D
D, Res
D, U
D, U
D, U
D, Res
Res, U
D
D, U, Res
D, U, N
Res, U
N, D
D, U
N, U, D
D
U, D
D
D
N, D

Part used
Leaves, flowers
Fruits
Leaves, flowers
Leaves, flowers
Seeds
Leaves, Fruits
Flowers
Fruits
Fruits
Fruits
Roots
Leaves
Fruits
Leaves
Fruits
Corm
Fruits
Seeds
Roots

nervous system

ORTEC MAESTRO 32 software program. The medicinal plant samples were placed on top of the detector and counted for 86000 s. Background measurements were taken under the same conditions. The
radionuclide activities of each sample were determined using the total net counts under the corresponding peaks in the energy spectrum. The gamma
ray energies of the 609.3 keV from 214Bi were used
to determine the activity of 226Ra. The gamma ray
energies of the 911.2 keV from 228Ac were used to
determine the activity of 232Th. 40K and 137Cs activity
concentrations were measured directly from the
1460.8 keV and 661.7 keV photopeak energies, respectively.
%(-1%'5-7-59%0(14)%.'6.%5-104 The activity concentration in medicinal plant samples was
calculated using Eq. (1)

(1)
   
 

where  is the mean activity concentration of radionuclide,  is the net count rate of radionuclide
(counts s-1), ! is the mass of the sample (kg), ' is
the efficiency of the detector at the energy of the
measured gamma-ray and ( is the absolute transition probability of gamma decay [6, 11-13].
The internal dose due to ingestion is calculated
with the following equation (Equation 2) and depends on radionuclide concentration in the foodstuffs and consumption rate [1, 14, 15].


(2)
     


where  symbolizes foodstuff group,  and  are
annual consumption rate (kg) and activity concentration of radionuclide (Bq kg-1), respectively, and 
is dose conversion coefficient for r radionuclide (Sv
Bq-1). For adult members of the community, dose
conversion coefficients for 226Ra, 232Th, 40K and

%//% 2)'531/)53-' )%463)/)054 The
radiation levels of the medicinal plant samples were
analyzed by a high resolution gamma-ray spectrometer at nuclear physics laboratory in Bitlis Eren University. The gamma spectrometry system consisted
of a coaxial p-type HPGe detector (ORTEC
GMX50P4-83-A) having 51% relative efficiency
and a multi-channel analyzer. The HPGe detector’s
energy resolution is 2.1 keV at 1332 keV. To reduce
environmental gamma background radiation, the detector was shielded by a cylindrical lead shield. Efficiency calibration of the system was made by using
RGU-1, RGTh-1 and RGK-1 reference materials.
The gamma ray spectrum was analyzed by using
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137
9

Cs radionuclide are 4.5 x 10-8, 2.3 x 10-7, 6.2 x 10and 1.3 x 10-8 Sv Bq-1, respectively [14, 16, 17].

whilst !"$ medicinal plant had the lowest
activity concentration. 232Th concentrations of medicinal plants varied from 1.46 ± 0.34 to 65.25 ± 5.2
Bq kg-1 with an average value of 18.02 ± 2.06 Bq kg1
. The lowest and highest activity concentration for
232
Th were measured in  and  medicinal plants, respectively. The activity concentrations for 40K ranged from 312.55 ± 4.38 to 2211.80
± 28.50 Bq kg-1 with an average value of 1025.75 ±
15.53 Bq kg-1. The highest and lowest activity of 40K
were found in ! and!, respectively. 137Cs
activity of medicinal plant samples varied from 0.27
± 0.15 to 6.30 ± 0.74 Bq kg-1 and average value was
1.14 ± 0.36 Bq kg-1. The highest activity for 137Cs
was measured in ! while the lowest activity was
measured in !. 137Cs activity concentrations of
ten medicinal plant samples were below detection
limit. The mean value of minimum detectable activity (MDA) calculated for 137Cs was estimated to be
0.05 Bq.

! !
In this study, natural (226Ra, 232Th and 40K) and
artificial (137Cs) radionuclide concentrations of some
anticarcinogenic medicinal plants were determined.
The internal radiation dose occurring through consumption of these plants was calculated. The radioactivity concentrations of nineteen medicinal plant
samples were measured using high resolution
gamma spectrometer with HpGe detector.
226
Ra, 232Th, 40K and 137Cs activity concentrations of nineteen medicinal plant samples purchased
from herbalist markets in Kilis province are given in
Table 2. 226Ra activity concentrations ranged from
1.78 ± 0.29 to 33.46 ± 5.2 Bq kg-1 and average activity value was 10.87 ± 1.61 Bq kg-1. The highest activity concentration of 226Ra was measured for 
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Medicinal plant

Scientific name

Sage
Anise
Rosemary
Yarrow
Black seed
Laurel leaf
Echinacea
Black pepper
Cumin
Coriander
Licorice root
Mint
Chili pepper
Basil
Fennel
Garlic
Sumac
Sesame
Ginger
$ 
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Activity concentrations of medicinal plants (Bq kg -1)
232
40
137
Ra
Th
K
Cs
33.46 ± 5.2
65.25 ± 5.2
1300.95 ± 41.01
0.8731 ± 0.5
2.49 ± 0.43
6.53 ± 0.58
1035.07 ± 6.68
0.27 ± 0.15
11.67 ± 1.53
29.31 ± 2.57
941.49 ± 13.02
0.63 ± 0.27
8.32 ± 1.26
27.51 ± 3.13
1049.31 ± 21.73
BDL
1.78 ± 0.29
5.13 ± 0.43
456.10 ± 4.33
BDL
30.53 ± 3.60
60.28 ± 4.22
669.31 ± 31.05
BDL
9.82 ± 1.49
10.77 ± 1.21
1218.69 ± 16.90
0.99 ± 0.60
10.42 ± 0.62
7.56 ± 0.53
846.80 ± 6.36
0.27 ± 0.21
2.83 ± 0.62
4.17 ± 0.51
1072.24 ± 7.08
BDL
5.22 ± 0.98
13.68 ± 1.34
1078.03 ± 10.17
BDL
20.28 ± 2.30
25.69 ± 2.26
470.01 ± 17.64
BDL
12.86 ± 1.49
8.68 ± 0.97
1227.56 ± 14.39
BDL
3.42 ± 0.45
1.46 ± 0.34
2042.78 ± 9.90
0.33 ± 0.27
18.24 ± 3.06
36.38 ± 3.39
2211.80 ± 28.50
6.30 ± 0.74
4.32 ± 0.77
7.49 ± 0.65
1231.01 ± 8.82
0.33 ± 0.26
13.99 ± 4.53
15.76 ± 9.95
1002.53 ± 39.80
BDL
7.16 ± 0.82
9.18 ± 0.95
465.16 ± 6.73
0.27±0.25
4.99 ± 0.53
4.29 ± 0.48
312.55 ± 4.38
BDL
4.65 ± 0.59
3.29 ± 0.40
857.81 ± 6.60
BDL
10.87 ± 1.61
18.02 ± 2.06
1025.75 ± 15.53
1.14 ± 0.36
226

 below detection limit
 
14)'1)**-'-)054%0('%.'6.%5)()**)'5-7)(14)7%.6)4*13 %
Radioisotopes
226

Ra
Th
40
K
137
Cs
232

Activity intake (Bq)
54.35
90.1
5128.75
5.7

Effective dose coefficient
(µSv Bq-1)
0.045
0.23
6.2 x 10-3
1.3 x 10-2
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Committed effective dose (µSv y-1)
Range
Average
0.40 ± 0.07 – 7.53 ± 1.17
2.45 ± 0.36
1.68 ± 0.39 – 75.04 ± 5.98
20.72 ± 2.37
9.69 ± 0.14 – 68.57 ± 0.88
31.80 ± 0.48
0.02 ± 0.01 – 0.41 ± 0.05
0.07 ± 0.02
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Country
Italya
Nigeriaa
Ghanaa
Serbiaa
Turkeya
Turkeyb

Activity Concentration (Bq kg-1)
232
40
Ra
Th
K
Range
Mean
Range
Mean
Range
<0.3-16.6
------66-3582
10.8-42.5
25
27.8-41
35.1
75-324
20.4-46.9
31.8
42-70.6
56.2 566-1093
0.6-8.2
--1.7-15.1
--126-1244
BDL-15.1
5.9
1.6-3.5
2.8
50-1312
1.8-33.5
10.9 1.5-65.3
18
313-2212
226

a: medicinal plants, b: anticarcinogenic medicinal plants


Effective dose values due to ingestion of 226Ra,
232
Th, 40K and 137Cs through the medicinal plants
were estimated. Committed effective dose values
were obtained by multiplying consumption rate, effective dose coefficient and average activity concentration for each radionuclide. Annual foodstuff consumption (dairy products, meat products, cereal
products, vegetables, fruit and fish products) has
been accepted as 500 kg worldwide by UNSCEAR
[1]. We have not found any significant data in the
literature concerning the consumption amounts of
medicinal plants in Turkey. Therefore consumption
amount of medicinal plants in Turkey was taken as
1% of the world average and dose estimations were
calculated regarding this consideration. Calculated
dose estimations for the medicinal plants are presented in Table 3. The average committed effective
dose values were calculated as 2.45 ± 0.36, 20.72 ±
2.37, 31.80 ± 0.48 and 0.07 ± 0.02 µSv y-1 for 226Ra,
232
Th, 40K and 137Cs, respectively. Two main contributions to effective dose values were originated from
40
K and 232Th radioisotopes, respectively. Effective
dose values for 226Ra, 232Th, 40K and 137Cs in the medicinal plants varied from 0.40 ± 0.07 to 7.53 ± 1.17,
1.68 ± 0.39 to 75.04 ± 5.98, 9.69 ± 0.14 to 68.57 ±
0.88 and 0.02 ± 0.01 to 0.41 ± 0.05 µSv y-1, respectively. Total committed effective dose was calculated as 55.04 µSv in a year. This value is lower than
300 µSv that is accepted as world average of annually committed effective dose value in the UNSCEAR report and has no risk to public health [1].
Radioactivity concentrations and committed
effective dose values of the medicinal plants reported for some countries are shown in Table 4 [4,
18-21]. It can be seen in Table 4 that our results are
in accordance with other reported values. However,
total committed effective dose values reported for
anticarcinogenic medicinal plants are relatively
higher than reported values for Turkey and other
countries.
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137

Mean
--172
840
--500
1026

Cs
Range
<0.3-10.7
----0.3-8.8
<BDL
BDL-6.3

Committed Effective
Dose (µSv y-1)
Range
Mean
----4.3-6.9
5.4
26-42
35
1-10.6
--0.3-9
4.5
11.8-151.6
55
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In this study, 226Ra, 232Th, 40K and 137Cs activity
concentrations of some anticarcinogenic medicinal
plants were determined with gamma spectrometric
method. The activity measurements were carried out
using gamma spectrometry system with a HpGe detector. Average activity concentrations of medicinal
plants were calculated as 10.87 ± 1.61 Bq kg-1 for
226
Ra, 18.02 ± 2.06 Bq kg-1 for 232Th, 1025.75 ±
15.53 Bq kg-1 for 40K, and 1.14 ± 0.36 Bq kg-1 for
137
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232
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137
Cs activity was determined in ! (6.30 ± 0.74
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! (0.27 ± 0.15 Bq kg-1). 137Cs activity concentrations of ten medicinal plant samples were below detection limit.
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lower than 300 µSv that is accepted as world average
of annually committed effective dose value stated in
UNSCEAR 2000 report and has no risk to public
health.
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limited water resources. Continuously polluted waters, decreasing fresh water resources because of climate change and resultant global warming, increasing labor and energy costs all brought the water and
treatment technologies into the first place in the
agendas of the world countries. To solve water-related problems, initially water losses in agricultural,
domestic and industrial uses should be prevented, efficient water use should be provided in agricultural
practices and possible use of wastewater and treated
water should be investigated.
Untreated wastewaters are usually discharged
into seas, rivers and other receiving water bodies because of high treatment costs in Turkey. According
to the results of Municipal Wastewater Statistics
Survey, which was applied to all municipalities, 1
309 out of 1 396 municipalities were served by sewage systems in 2014 in Turkey. Out of 4.3 billion m3
of wastewater discharged via sewage system, 3.5 billion m3 was treated in wastewater treatment plants.
The rate of advanced treatment was 41.6%, while the
rate of biological treatment was 33.2%, the rate of
physical treatment was 25.0% and the rate of natural
treatment was 0.2% [1].
Natural treatment systems, also called as constructed wetlands or treatment wetlands, are quite
cheaper and easy-to-construct systems with low energy and labor costs, easy operation, maintenance
and monitoring [2]. These natural systems were also
specified as the primary issue in rural development
strategy document of State Planning Organization of
Turkey [3]. Today, constructed wetlands are widely
used to treat domestic wastewaters [4], agricultural
wastewaters [5], industrial wastewater and runoff
waters [6]. Constructed wetland technology is relatively new in Turkey and the first one was constructed in the year 2004 in a village of Ankara [7].
These natural treatment systems are mostly used for
sewage treatment of villages in Turkey. Influent and
effluent rates, water quality criteria, hydraulic water
level and biological conditions should continuously
be monitored and assessed. In Turkey, almost none
of them are monitored and none of them have an operation, maintenance, monitoring and assessment
programs. Therefore, majority of them either not operating or operating with quite low performance outcomes. The present study was conducted to assess

The present research was conducted to assess
the treatment performance of two natural treatment
systems constructed in Kayseri province of Turkey.
Influent and effluent wastewater samples were subjected to biological oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), total suspended solids
(TSS), pH, electrical conductivity (EC), total
kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) and total phosphorus (TP)
analyses. Effluent BOD5 concentrations varied between 40-110 mg/L, COD concentrations varied between 287-402 mg/L, pH values between 7.18-8.04,
EC values between 1571-2870 µS/cm. The pH values of all samples met the discharge criteria specified
in water pollution control regulations. COD and pH
values exhibited an irregular trend with the months.
Influent TSS values varied between 75-99 mg/L and
effluent TSS values varied between 64-84 mg/L and
effluent TSS concentrations were meeting the discharge criteria. Effluent COD concentrations of one
of the systems were also meeting the discharge criteria. Effluent total phosphorus values were above
the discharge limits. Considering the parameters not
able to meet the discharge criteria, it was concluded
that these systems should either be repaired or rehabilitated to eliminate the deficiencies experienced in
practice.


'& "#
Water treatment, domestic wastewater, constructed wetlands, effluent, BOD5, pollution.
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World population is continuously increasing
and reached to almost 7.5 billion. Parallel to rapid
increase in world population and food demands of
this increasing population, water demands are also
rapidly increasing to produce food to feed this huge
population. Despite increasing demands, fresh water
resources are continuously depleting worldwide.
Basic water-user sectors (agricultural, domestic and
industrial) are in ever-aggravating competition for
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the performance of two natural treatment systems
constructed in Kayseri province of Turkey.
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for 5 months (April, May, June, July and August) in
accordance with Water Pollution Control Guidelines
issued by Ministry of Environment of Turkey [8].
Then, water samples were subjected to pH, electrical
conductivity (EC), biological oxygen demand
(BOD5), chemical oxygen demand (COD), total suspended solids (TSS), total kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN)
and total phosphorus (TP) analyses. Water samples
were transported to laboratory immediately and subjected to pH and EC analyses with a pH (Hanna Instruments, pH 211 model) and EC (Hanna 98107
model) meter. BOD analyses were performed with
BOD measurement apparatus (WTW- Oxitop). COD
analyses were performed with a COD measurement
set (WTW CR2200 model thermo reactor). TSS suspended solids were determined with a vacuumed filtration apparatus. Kjeldahl method was used to determine total kjeldahl nitrogen content of water samples. ICP-MS device (model 7700 Agilent Inc., Tokyo, Japan) was used to determine total phosphorus
content of water samples.

Natural treatment systems constructed in Kayseri province of Turkey between the years 20062015 were visited onsite (51 of them were visited)
and two of them were selected for performance assessment. Most of them were either not operating or
already out of order. Therefore, only two of them
were able to be selected since they were already operating and available for water sampling from influent and effluent discharge sections. Location of the
selected systems (Seyhsaban and Subasi villages) is
presented in Figure 1, the constructed images of
them are presented in Figure 2 and design projects
are presented in Figure 3. Influent and effluent water
samples were taken at the beginning of each month
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capita, but this value is most of the time applied as
3-5 m2 [11, 12]. The treatment systems investigated
in present study were designed with 0.9 m2 basin
area per capita. Therefore, there was an excessive
BOD loading rate and the system was not able to
meet the discharge criteria set for wastewater effluents. The BOD removal efficiency of the current
treatment systems was calculated as about 49%.
Akratos & Tsihrintzis [13] investigated BOD removal efficiency of natural treatment systems under
different temperature, plantation and hydraulic retention conditions and reported the average value as
89%.
Influent chemical oxygen demand (COD) values varied between 351-460 mg/L and effluent COD
values varied between 266-402 mg/L (Table 1). The
monthly variations in COD values are presented in
Figure 4b. Both influent and effluent COD values
exhibited irregular changes with months. The effluent discharge criterion is set as 100 mg/L in relevant
standards [8]. Thus, both systems were not able to
meet the discharge criteria. COD is not a design parameter, but a pollution parameter. Contrary to BOD
values, COD may include some substances not biologically degraded, therefore, COD values of
wastewaters usually higher than BOD values of the
same samples [14]. The primary reason for failure in
COD removal performance was again improper design of the systems since the natural treatment systems of the present study were design without taking

Biological oxygen demand (BOD5), chemical
oxygen demand (COD), pH, electrical conductivity
(EC), total suspended solids (TSS), total kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) and total phosphorus content of influent and effluent water samples are provided in Table
1. Influent BOD values varied between 118-190
mg/L and effluent BOD values varied between 40110 mg/L. The monthly variations in BOD values
are presented in Figure 4a. Both influent and effluent
BOD values increased with increasing temperatures.
According to effluent discharge standards set by the
Ministry of Environment [8], effluent BOD value
should be maximum 50 mg/L. The natural treatment
systems considered in this study were quite far from
meeting the effluent discharge standards.
Biological oxygen demand is an indicator of
how fast the microorganisms in water consume oxygen in water and it is a common parameter used in
design of wastewater treatment systems. Higher values indicate higher pollution levels [9]. Demirors
[10] assessed the performance of a natural treatment
system in Cukurova region of Turkey and reported
the average effluent BOD value as 13 mg/L with
about 91% BOD removal efficiency. Since the system investigated in that study was totally designed
for BOD removal, the system was able to meet the
discharge criteria. Natural treatment systems are
commonly designed based on the population to be
served. Usually 5 m2 basin area is recommended per
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wastewater influent characteristics into consideration and only the previously prepared pilot projects
were used. Demirors [10] in a study carried out with
natural treatment systems, reported quite low effluent COD values (24 mg/L) and high COD removal
efficiencies (71%). Since the natural treatment systems of that study were designed especially for BOD
removal, researchers were able to achieve high removal efficiencies for COD. The average COD removal efficiency of the present study was calculated
as around 20%. However, Kotti . [15] carried out
a study with different basin geometries, temperatures
and hydraulic retention times (6, 8, 14 and 20 days)
and reported an average COD removal efficiency of
67.9%.
Influent pH values varied between 7.12-7.99
and effluent pH values varied between 7.18-8.04
(Table 1). Monthly variations in influent and effluent
pH values are presented in Figure 4c. As it was in
COD values, pH values also exhibited irregular variations in months. The discharge standard was set as

to be between 6-9 for domestic wastewater effluents
from natural treatment systems [8]. So, the effluent
pH values of both treatment systems were meeting
the discharge criteria. While influent EC values varied between 1587-2403 µS/cm, effluent EC values
varied between 1571-2870 µS/cm. The monthly variations in EC values of the natural treatment systems
are presented in Figure 4d. Again the trend was irregular in EC values. The discharge criteria were set
as to be between 750-2000 µS/cm in relevant standards [8]. Considering this standard value, it was observed that one of the systems (Subası) was meeting
the discharge criteria, whereas the other (Seyhsaban)
was not. In similar previous studies, effluent pH values were reported as between 6.5-7.9 [10] and 6.58.5 [16]. Current effluent pH values well comply
with these earlier findings. Especially the EC values
of Subası natural treatment system (1571-1911
µS/cm) were quite similar with the values reported
by [17].
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April

May

Subası Influent
Subası Effluent
Seyhsaban Influent
Seyhsaban Effluent

170
110
130
40

160
105
120
50

Subası Influent
Subası Effluent
Seyhsaban Influent
Seyhsaban Effluent

363
318
398
287

351
318
378
266

Subası Influent
Subası Effluent
Seyhsaban Influent
Seyhsaban Effluent

7.12
7.71
7.51
7.95

7.18
7.86
7.99
7.61

Subası Influent
Subası Effluent
Seyhsaban Influent
Seyhsaban Effluent

1829
1826
2403
2470

1752
1732
2340
2387

Subası Influent
Subası Effluent
Seyhsaban Influent
Seyhsaban Effluent

83
73
99
84

82
71
94
83
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Seyhsaban Influent
Seyhsaban Effluent

28
14
26
11

29
14
23
13
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9
7
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8

8
4
9
8
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Influent total suspended solid (TSS) values varied between 75-99 mg/L and effluent TSS values
varied between 64-84 mg/L. The variations in TSS
values with months are presented in Figure 5a. The
discharge limit value was set as 150 mg/L, so both
systems were meeting the discharge criteria. Since
septic tanks were used in front of the inlet sections,
TSS values were quite lower than expectations. Septic tanks provided a pre-settlement for suspended

solids before they get into to treatment system as influent. Demirors [10] in a study carried out in Cukurova region of Turkey, indicated that the system under consideration was not able to meet TSS removal
standards. The average TSS removal performance of
the present systems was calculated as 14% and both
systems were well meeting the discharge standards
set for effluent TSS values of natural treatment systems. Since there was a four-cell concrete septic
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moval performances [18]. The average nitrogen removal performance of the present systems was calculated as about 44%. Influent nitrogen concentrations were quite high in this study because
wastewaters of livestock facilities are also entered
into the treatment systems. While influent total phosphorus (TP) values varied between 6-11 mg/L, effluent TP values varied between 4-8 mg/L (Table 1).
The variations in TP values with months are presented in Figure 5c. Both systems were not able to
meet the discharge criteria set for total phosphorus
concentration of domestic wastewater effluents (2
mg/L). Detergents in domestic wastewaters may increase influent phosphorus concentrations. The
phosphorus removal performance of the present systems was calculated as 22.8%. Since phosphorus removal usually occurred through absorption and plant
use, it is quite usual to have low phosphorus removal
performance for natural treatment systems [19].

tanks in front of the inlet section of the natural treatment systems of the present study, majority of suspended solids settled down in septic cells and thus
quite low TSS values were observed. Therefore, low
TSS values were an expected case in these systems
with pre-treatment septic tanks [7].
Influent total kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) values
varied between 20-29 mg/L and effluent TKN values
varied between 11-17mg/L. Monthly variations in
TKN values are presented in Figure 5b. The discharge criteria set for effluent TKN is 15 mg/L [8].
Except for couple months of Subası treatment system, effluent waters were meeting the discharge criteria. Organic nitrogen is used in photosynthesis process of the plants [17]. Nitrogen removal performance of natural treatments systems are greatly influenced by hydraulic loading rates and hydraulic retention times, so each system may have different re-
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Considering the current impacts of climate
change and resultant global warming of fresh water
resources, re-use of treated wastewaters play a significant role in sustainable and efficient use of water
resources. As it was in all developing countries, agriculture is the greatest water-user sector in Turkey.
Therefore, measures like water sawing and
wastewater re-use should be initiated in agriculture.
Discharge of untreated wastewaters creates significant threats on both environment and human health.
Wastewaters should be treated before to discharge
them into receiving bodies or before to re-use them.
Natural treatment systems are preferred for domestic
wastewater treatment especially in rural sections, in
villages of Turkey. These systems were also indicated as the primary issue in Rural Development
Strategy Document of State Planning Organization
of Turkey. Usually pilot projects are used in construction of natural treatment systems. Influent
wastewater characteristics, local climate conditions
and relevant discharge standards have not been taken
into consideration. Therefore, majority of already
constructed ones either not operating or are not able
meet effluent discharge criteria. Current performance assessments also revealed that the natural
treatment systems of the present study were also far
away from meeting the effluent discharge criteria
specified in relevant standards. The natural treatment
systems should be rehabilitated urgently to get the
desired performance outcomes from them. The new
ones to be constructed should be designed by taking
specific design criteria and local conditions into consideration.
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ABSTRACT

very limited water resources and therefore right and
planned utilization of the rivers is very crucial. Different kinds of studies have been done on Iranian
rivers, such as water resources management, flood
control and sediment balance. The hydrodynamic
simulation of the unsteady flow pattern in a river is
studied in [2, 3]. The place of a lateral intake in the
extrados (outer curve of an arc) of the river is identified using the CCHE2D model in [7]. Also, [8]
uses the same model to simulate the flow and sediment pattern in rivers with the assumption that the
flow is unsteady. In [6, 18], the numerical simulation of flow in an arch with a 90 degree angle is
conducted using the CCHE2D model. The simulation of flow and sedimentation patterns around the
river cutwater in an arch with a 180 degree angle is
done in [1, 5]. Kamanbedast et al. [4,10] investigate
the river Karkheh on flood discharge by the
CCHE2D model.
In an unsteady flow, time parameters also interfere the changes in the flow toward the time are
contradicted to zero. In unsteady flows within waterways, at least one value of two main parameters
(i.e. depth and flow discharge) change together with
the time. This change could happen because of natural events, planned factors or incidents and these
events consist of frequent waves, tidal flows and
flood as a result of dam breakage. Every unsteady
flow is a wave that is changed according to the situation like depth, discharge or both of them. These
two factors change from place to place and time to
time. Unsteady flows fall into two categories: gradual variable and rapidly variable. Examples of
gradual variables are flood waves, tidal waves and
waves that are made by slow operations of the flow
control structures. Rapidly variable flows can be
made by sudden opening and closing of flow control structures.
In river morphology, rivers are three types according to their figures: straight, meander and
braided. This classification was made by Leopold
and Lemon in 1957 as is shown in Table 1. They
used two factors: winding factor and the scale factor between width and depth of the flow to create
these categories. When the winding factor is higher
than 1.4 or 1.5, the river is swirly (winding) and the
lower factors indicate the straightness of the river.

Rivers have long been regarded as one of the
most important water supplies to human beings,
since the major civilizations of human beings were
IRUPHGQHDUULYHUVWRWDNHDGYDQWDJHRIWKHZDWHU¶V
blessings. Along with the water, rivers carry sediment, which is created by erosion of the riverbed
and erosion caused by rainfall or surface runoff
flowing over the catchment area. Groins are simple
hydraulic components that are used for organizing
bends in rivers or directing them in some other way
and to control erosion and protect the shoreline. In
this project, CCHE2D software was used to prepare
a numerical model of flow patterns around an Epi
in a setting with one simple groin related to the
flow direction of frontal intake in a 90-degree bend.
Such a bend causes vortex flow around the groin to
add to the entry of the water intake, which would
make new challenges. In this study, simulation of
the discharge and groin structure input into these
intakes was investigated to analyze and evaluate the
hydraulic conditions of flow in an intake with different locations of 45, 60, 75 degree of bend and
that has a sinusoidal-like turn. In addition, the variation of various parameters, such as velocity,
Froude number, shear stress, river bed elevation,
and total discharge of the river were calculated and
discussed. The impact of these different locations
on hydraulic flow was studied. The results of these
tests indicated that an intake with Epi can improve
the flow patterns at the inlet.
KEYWORDS:
Location of Intake, River Bend, Epi(groin), CCHE2D

INTRODUCTION
River is a dynamic process and its behavioral
pattern is changing all the time. These changes
greatly affect the river morphology and the hydraulic condition of the river flow. Understanding of
river characteristics has many applications in planning, designing and constructing hydraulic structures in the river. Unlike many countries, Iran has
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FIGURE 1
Flow around Epi, vortex flow pattern and secondary flow
TABLE 1
Turning factor for different types of river meanders
Turning
factor
River
figure
River
type

1-1.05

1.061.25

1.25-2

Higher
than 2

Straight

Sinusoidal

Meander

Extreme
Meander

river bed and outer bank and consequently its destruction. The river width is not constant at the
bends but is gradually reduced and the bend has a
convergent Shape. Investigating the features and
flow behavior and related component is one of the
complex phenomena that make using of software
inevitable. Groin is simple hydraulic component
that used for organizing the rivers in bend or direct
way and erosion control and protecting of shores.
Figure 1. Also flow around groins frontal intake
shows in fig 2.
In this paper numerical study of position effect
and adding groins and their influence flow regime
of location of 90° degree bend. Studied scientifically to achieve this purpose, 2 different discharges are
modeled too. Numerical models (CCHE2D) are
work at actual size condition and for determination
velocity of turbulent flow and bed scouring here
been utilize. In the paper CCHE2Dsoftware which
is my complete and suitable for complicated flows
here my stable applied. Ghodsian, M. [9] studied
Experimental study on scour and flow field in a
scour hole around a T-shape spur dike in a 90°
bend. Kamanbedast, A. [11] investigated the Scour
around Bridge Pile in Flood with Hec-Ras Software. Masjedi et al [15] studied effect of, nose
shape effect of: T-shape-spur dike on: Scouring
depth of 180° bend with tree: spur dike shape %.
(Such as: straight, semi-cylinder and: triangular)
with experimental tests. Masjedi, et al [16] studied
investigation on the time development of local
scour at a spur dike is presented. Spur dikes have
been used extensively for erosion control in the
outer bank of river bends. Experimental investigation on scouring and determination of depth of
scouring are among the most important issues in
spur dike designation. The overall objective of the
research is to study the temporal development of
the scour for a spur dike. The study was conducted
using a 180° laboratory flume bend with a relative
radius of R/B = 4.67 operated under clear-water

FIGURE 2
Flow around groins frontal intake
In general, it is assumed that the forces governing the flow in a bend are centrifugal forces. In
rivers, the velocity of flow in upper areas near the
free surface is high, and this leads to non-uniform
velocity profile in vertical direction Due to the
centrifugal force and interaction with lateral pressure gradients caused by side slope of water surface a flow is formed known as the secondary
flow In such a flow, the water in upper part is expelled to the outside and in lower part moves toward the inner bend. Due to the interaction between
the secondary flows and non-uniform velocity profile in depth a flow pattern is formed called the
spiral flow. This flow pattern causes serious disturbance in the flow and has a great effect on the
river bend morphology. So that high velocity of
flow in the outer bend will result in erosion of the
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flow and sediment transport in the vicinity of hydraulic structure. The model supports both steady
and unsteady boundary conditions for flow with
multiple inlets and outlets. At any inlet the user can
specify specific discharge, total discharge, or discharge hydrograph boundary condition. At an outlet
the model accepts open boundary, water surface
level, stage-discharge relationship, or stage hydrograph as a boundary condition. In case of open
boundary the model uses kinematic wave approximation to assess the water surface level at the outlet. This condition should be applied judiciously
and is useful in cases when water surface level at
the outlet is not available. The model is capable of
handling supercritical flow. In addition, mixed flow
regime (combination of subcritical and supercritical
flow) in a channel reach can be simulated using the
CCHE2D model.
CCHE2D is an aggregated software package
created in 2005 by Wang, Jia and San in the National Centre of Calculation and Hydraulic Engineering (NCCHE) under the supervision of University of Mississippi, USA. This model is a two dimensional hydraulic model that is created for analyzing and simulation of flow hydraulic, sediment
transport and morphology processes in open flows.
The model uses average equations of Reynolds for
solving flow area in depth. Two zero models of
parabolic distributed equations and the prantels mix
length model and also the model of two equations
k-İ are used for modeling of distributed flow. The
network used in this model is curved and not orthogonal. This model is applicable for both steady
and unsteady flow. Based on [23], we used effective Element method (a kind of limited Element),
the control volume for solving the equations and
dry surfaces method for simulation of unsteady
flows and border motions. The CCHE2D has two
important categories: CCHE2D Mesh generator and
CCHE2D GUI (Graphical User Interface). The
Mesh generator allows the user to introduce the
geometric condition and structures of environment
to the model and then proceeds to create the strucWXUH¶V QHWZRUN 7KHQ XVLQJ WKH *8, PRGHO XVHU
can observe hydraulic parameters of flow, sediment, boundary condition, parameters needed for
simulation and also the output results [23].

conditions. The median size and geometric standard
deviation of bed material were equal to d50= 2 mm
DQG ıJ   UHVSHctively. Tests were conducted
using one spur dike with 110 mm length in position
of 60° under four flow conditions. In this study, the
time development of the local scour around the spur
dike plates was studied. The effects of various flow
intensities (u*/u*c) on the temporal development of
scour depth at the spur dike were also studied. The
time development of the scour hole around the
model spur dike installed was compared with similar studies on spur dikes. The results of the model
study indicated that the maximum depth of scour is
highly dependent on the experimental duration. It
was observed that as flow intensities (u*/u*c) increases, the scour increases. Measuring time and
depth of scouring based on experimental observation, an empirical relation was developed with a
high regression coefficient of 97. Matinfard, A.
[13] shows Effect of Changes in the Hydraulic
Conditions on the Velocity Distribution around LShaped Spur Dike at the River Bend Using Flow3D model. Saki, A. et al [18] tried to instigate and
designed rectangular weir for flow regulation at
river fork through a physical model (case studies of
Karkheh), and numerical way through clear water
condition. As a result, in normal mode without any
weirs installed, however, there will be associated
with the flow controlled by the weir.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
CCHE2D Model ±The model strictly enforces the mass conservation within the computational
domain through the user of control volume approach. This property is of fundamental importance
in achieving reliable and accurate results. Wetting
and drying of the domain as the nodes are submerged under high flows and exposed during low
flows. This feature is particularly important during
unsteady flows. The wet and dry nodes are distinguished based on the critical depth specified by the
user. During the simulation process any node having flow depth less than the critical depth is considered dry. The turbulent eddy viscosity is approximated using three different approaches. The first
one is based on the depth average parabolic eddy
viscosity model; the second approach employs
depth-averaged mixing length model; and the last
approach is based on depth-averaged scheme. The
last two approaches are particularly suitable for recirculation flows and flow around hydraulic structures. The user has the option to simulate a given
case with any of the above turbulent closure
scheme.
The user can provide no-slip, total-slip, partial-slip, or log-law boundary condition at the noflow boundaries. The log-law approach results in an
accurate prediction of shear stresses near the hydraulic structures that are important for computing

Equations for Modeling. Equations which
are used in CCHE2D software are the equations for
flow and sediment in open channels and rivers as
the followings. Equations for wave dynamic model
in an open channel are Saint-Venant equations.
Equation 1 is the Continuity equation and Equation
2 is the Momentum equation.

(1)
(2)
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In these equations, x and t represents time and
place axles. A is flow space, Q is flow discharge, h
is flow depth S0 is steep of the river bed, b is correction factor of momentum factor, g is gravity
speed, q is discharge to width unit and Sf represents
frictional steep. In the dynamic wave method, we
use the complete momentum equation. Complete
momentum equation together with the continuity
equation can be only solved by numeric methods.
The momentum equation for wave spreading model
is Equation 3. The equation for non uniform sediment transport is Equation 4.

the side discharge or output sediments in width
unit. This research is made base on the physical
model. Fig2. By this software, five stages should be
followed: mesh making, flow ridge condition adjustment, flow initial adjustment and/or sediment
adjustment, model execution and illustrating of the
program execution results.
Calibration. Table 2 shows the parameter of
physical modeling. Sketch of physical model is
shown in fig 3. Different discharges, geometric and
hydraulic specifications were entered to software.
Initial conditions and boundary conditions were
determined for the software. Particle percentage of
suspended sediment, bed sediment, suspended sediment discharge and bed load discharge were entered to software. Initial conditions and sediment
boundary conditions were determined for the software and the sediment load was analyzed. Depth of
Discharge rate for the 25 and 42 liters per second
respectively 11 and 18 cm. Also Calibration test in
software model is shown in tab 3, fig4.

(3)
(4)
Where Ctk is the mean (average) of sediment
density for the size of k units, Qtk is the rate of actual carried alluvia for the size of k units, Qt*k is the
capacity for carrying sediments, Ls the length of the
distance that sediment is carried inconstantly and qlk

TABLE 2
Characteristic of river bend (physical model)
Q(M3/s)

Angle (degree)

High of canal (m)

Wide (m)

Radial of canal (m)

Length of outlet (m)

Length of inlet (m)

different

90

0.4

0.5

2

0.5

3

FIGURE 3
Sketch of physical model
TABLE 3
Calibration test result
test
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Turbulence model
 Parabolic Eddy Viscosity Model
 Mixing Length Model
 K-Epsilon Model
 Parabolic Eddy Viscosity Model
 Mixing Length Model
 K-Epsilon Model
 Parabolic Eddy Viscosity Model
 Mixing Length Model
 K-Epsilon Model
 Parabolic Eddy Viscosity Model
 Mixing Length Model
 K-Epsilon Model
 Parabolic Eddy Viscosity Model
 Mixing Length Model
 K-Epsilon Model
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(n)Manning¶s coefficient
 0.02
 0.02
 0.02
 0.025
 0.025
 0.025
 0.03
 0.03
 0.03
 0.035
 0.035
 0.035
 0.04
 0.04
 0.04
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FIGURE 4
Calibration test in software model

FIGURE 5
Simulation of canal, bend and intake in CCHE2D model

FIGURE 6
Sample of initial data and intake's mesh lines
Geometry and Networking. This stage is the
first step in flow simulation and it is important because creating an appropriate network increases the
accuracy of final results. In desirable mesh making,
the areas locations are specified thoroughly in networks and the relation between them will be preserved. Created cells are almost uniform with equal

aggregation. Input and output ridges of flow must
be far enough from the center spots so that the flow
becomes normal (balanced). Mesh lines must be as
flat as possible and must not be vertical towards
each other. The mesh lines should also go the same
as the flow direction as illustrated. Figure5.
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TABLE 4
Result of cche2D model for diversion of waterintake (Qd)
Angle

location

45

45
60
75
45
60
75

Total discharge Q0(L/S)

25

42

diversion discharge Qd (L/S)

rate of Q%

3.3
3.5
3.35
5.2
5.8
5.4

13.2
14
13.4
12.4
13.8
12.8

diversion discharge Qd
with adding groin(L/S)
3.45
3.9
3.5
6
6.6
6.5

rate of
Q%
13.8
15.6
14
14.2
15.7
15.4

show in table4. Table 4 shows the results for 2 discharges and 3 locations (45, 60, 75 degree). It is
seen that diversion discharges (Qd)

Assigning Initial Flow Parameters and
Boundary Conditions. To assign initial parameters
we set constant value for the input and output value
in the related windows. After model calibration the
manning coefficient is set to 0.035. Fig6.
In order to invest the effect of adding epi
structure, first Simulation time and calculated time
scale is specified from currants number is set. After
completing other adjustments and inserting necessary information, the software starts getting many
runs for different discharges. . Sample of intakes
streamlines and influences of epi is shown in Figure
7 to 9.

FIGURE 8
Sample of intakes streamlines (left: without
structures, right: with Epi (60o location))

FIGURE 7
Sample of intakes streamlines (left: without
structures, right: with Epi (45o location))

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After introducing geometric and hydraulic
specifications of flow to the model and running the
model, one can observe the modeling results in different forms. In this research, the effects of parameters like velocity, shear tension, water surface profile on the location of intake and river bend also the
effect of adding a structures (epi) in front of intake
will be studied. The results of velocity distribution
and their values for different locations and discharges before the epi and after epi structure is

FIGURE 9
Sample of intakes streamlines (left: without
structures, right: with Epi (75o location))
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The percentage of diversion discharges rate (Qd)
without groin and after adding groin structures
(Epi) in simulation modeling are shown in Figure
10 and 11, respectively.

ty, Froude number and shear stress for 2 discharges.
It was also found that diversion rate for 2 discharges and 3 location before adding epi and after it. The
dominant phenomenon in 60 degree causes to conveyance water to intake entrance. Conclusions
which can be drawn from this research through
investigating and analyzing the above tables and
figures are as follows: In this research, after identification of significant and effective parameters affecting discharge rate of intakes with different location using CCHE2D methods and finally performing about 24 tests on intakes with range of discharges, it reached the following results, Results of
this research are summarized as follows:
1. Diversion rate: intakes with location of 60
degree have the highest rate of diversion rate.
2. Effect of Epi : also intakes with groin
(Epi) has more percentage of diversion rate intakes
than toward without it.
3. The intakes, with a location 60 degrees
with approximate high diversion rate of least percent of energy loss best designed and implemented.
In general, it can be observed that increase or decrease angle than 60° causes to separate of flow.

FIGURE 10
Results intake discharge rate with the Froude
number=0.35
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FIGURE 11
Results intake discharge rate with the Froude
number=0.43
According to the diagram the simulation results can be well seen in the intake with location of
60o can have the highest rate of intake. This is because the separation of flow was minimized in simulation, so the stream lines were easier to entrance
intake. Comparing the simulation results by physical model can be found, the simulations have been
performed with high accuracy. To compare the
simulation results with respect to the physical model, we find that the simulation is performed with
high accuracy and intake with 60 degree location is
the highest diversion rate. Also in both of figures
the effect of adding groin structures is completely
clear, in other words adding epi structure causes to
move streamlines to intake, so the rate of diversion
discharge is increased. Figure 10, 11.
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Therefore, removal of phenolic compounds from
wastewater becomes urgent in the field of practical
industrial wastewater treatment.
Traditionally, efficient treatment of phenolic
wastewater can be conducted by either conventional
physical-chemical [8, 9] or biological techniques
[10]. However, these treatments are very complex
and expensive. This situation is triggering the development of new treatment technologies for phenolic
wastewater, especially technologies claiming a small
production of additional waste sludge [11].
Supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) shows a
substantial promise for clean and efficient decontamination of many aqueous organic wastes [12–15].
SCWO can rapidly and efficiently destroy organic
substances into H2O and CO2 in significantly short
residence times.
The ability of an oxygenate additive to enhance
the oxidation rate of a targeted organic compound an
mixtures is well known in combustion [16], but only
recently have several studies showed similar effects
in SCWO reactions [17-19]. In SCWO, the oxidation
mechanism is assumed to be similar with that involved in combustion and the former process can
take advantage of the vast scientific database of the
latter.
In this work, the treatment of the phenolic
wastewater is performed using hydrogen peroxide as
an oxidant in a flow reactor at sub- and supercritical
conditions of water. We report experimental oxidation results of the phenolic wastewater via SCWO,
and to examine the feasibility of the technology as a
pre-treatment for biological remediation to reduce
toxic organic compounds. The effects of H2O2 dosage, reaction time, temperature, and concentration of
KHCO3 on removal efficiency of phenol were studied.

Phenolic wastewater is a typical kind of industrial effluents with high toxicity and poor biodegradability. Huge quantities of phenol-polluted waters
are formed from many chemical operations including coking, coal gasification, oil refineries, plastics,
pesticides, steel and phenolic resin production. This
paper deals with treating high phenol-concentrated
wastewater by supercritical water oxidation
(SCWO) method. The effects of H2O2 dosage, reaction time, temperature, and concentration of KHCO3
on removal efficiency of phenol were studied with
laboratory bench-scale experiments. The results indicated that the removal process was more effective
under the experimental conditions. The best removal
efficiency of phenol reached 99.8%. This investigation will provide fundamental method for developing
a pretreatment method of industrial phenolic
wastewater with flexibility, simplicity and high activity.


&$ !
Supercritical water oxidation, Phenolic wastewater,
KHCO3, Removal

" #"
Phenolic wastewater is a typical kind of industrial effluents with high toxicity and poor biodegradability. Huge quantities of phenol-polluted waters
are formed from many chemical operations including coking, coal gasification, oil refineries, plastics,
pesticides, steel and phenolic resin production [1, 2].
Phenolic compounds and their derivatives are considered preferred controlled pollutants in water since
they can pose a severe health hazard as mutagens and
carcinogens and cause serious damage to aquatic animals and microorganisms even at low concentrations [3–6]. Various species of phenolic pollutants at
high concentrations from hundreds to thousands
mg/L are identified in the industrial wastewaters especially from heavy chemical or petrochemical industries. Once released into the environment, they
may have adverse effects on ecological health and
represent a serious environmental problem [7].

" !"!
-'7'(9*7.89.(84+5-*341.(<'89*<'9*7 The
phenolic wastewater sample is taken from a gasification plant, China. The main characteristics are intensive violet-dark brown color, strong specific offensive smell, a large number of bubbles and high degree of organic pollution. Some relevant indices of
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water quality are shown in Table 1.

=5*7.2*39'174(*):7* The general set up
of the system including the SCWO reactor is shown
in Fig.1.
SCWO experiments were performed in a continuous-flow reactor system. The oxidant feed
stream was prepared by dissolving hydrogen peroxide with deionized water in a feed tank. Another feed
tank was loaded with the phenolic wastewater. The
two feed streams were pressurized in two different
lines using two high-pressure pumps and then they
were separately pre-heated, until the reactor temperature had reached the desired value (±0.1 ◦C). After
pre-heating, two lines were mixed at the reactor inlet
using a mixing tee. Upon exiting the reactor, the effluent was cooled rapidly by passing through a heat
exchanger. Afterwards the particles, which would be
formed presumably, were filtered out by a 0.5 min
line filter, before the effluent was depressurized by a
back-pressure regulator. The flow rates of the oxidant and wastewater were ranged from 1 to 7
mL/min at pump conditions. The system pressure
was maintained at desired pressures (±0.1MPa) by
the back-pressure regulator. The product stream was

then separated into liquid and vapor phases. The liquid products were collected in a graduated cylinder.
"
!42*<'9*76:'1.9>.3).(*84+5-*341.(
<'89*<'9*7+742(4'1,'8.+.('9.43
Water quality index
Total phenols (mg/L)
Chemical oxygen demand
(COD, mg/L)
Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD, mg/L)
BOD/COD
pH

Original wastewater
1000
6000
120
0.02
7.45

!#"!!#!!

++*(94+9*25*7'9:7*'3)7*'(9.439.2*43
5-*3417*24;'1The results are presented in Fig. 2.
As it is expected, rising temperature increased the
phenol removal. Phenol removal reached about 82
and 93% after 1 and 9 min at 445°C, respectively.
Therefore, temperature had a significant impact on
the oxidation of phenolic wastewater.

# 
!(-*2'9.().',7'24+9-**=5*7.2*39'18*9:5
.974,*39'30=.)'399'30 *'9*7 .,-57*88:7*5:25  *'(947 '81.6:.)8*5'7'947
745479.43'139*,7'1*7.;'9.;*
phenol removal (%)

100

90

385°C
405°C

80

425°C
445°C

70
60

180

300

540

Reaction time (s)

# 
++*(94+9*25*7'9:7*'3)7*'(9.439.2*435-*3417*24;'1
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5000mg/L, so the appreciate H2O2 dosage is
5000mg/L.

That is because when the temperature increased, the reaction rate accelerated. Eventually, it
led to increasing oxidation rates of organic matter
degradation of phenolic wastewater. Therefore, it is
shown that phenol removal increases when temperature increases.
Fig. 2 showed phenol removal for SCWO of
phenolic wastewater at different temperatures. The
results appeared that reaction time had a significant
effect on phenol removal of phenol wastewater.
Within each set of isothermal experiments, the phenol removal increased rapidly during the first 1 min
of reaction and slowed down afterwards.

++*(9 4+  )48',* 43 5-*341 7*24;'1
Fig. 3 shows that phenol removal is affected by H2O2
dosage. The phenol removal increased with increasing H2O2 dosage from Fig. 3, the COD removal increasing trend is gentle when H2O2 dosage is over

++*(94+ 435-*3417*24;'1Table 2
shows the phenol removal of phenolic wastewater in
supercritical water oxidation in relation to the effect
of temperature from 385°C to 445°C without
KHCO3, or with KHCO3. Experimental results show
that the phenol removal increased with the increasing reaction temperature.
Experimental results show that the supercritical
water oxidation of phenolic wastewater system by
adding a small amount of KHCO3 can raise the phenol removal. The high concentration of phenol
causes an increase in the phenol removal when temperature is 445°C, reaction time is 540 s, and H2O2
dosage is 5000 mg/L from 90.8% without KHCO3
present to 99.8% with 50 mg/L of KHCO3, the phenol removal increases 9%.

# 
++*(94+)48',*435-*3417*24;'1

"
++*(94+,1>(41435-*3417*24;'1
Temperature
(°C)

H2O2 dosage
(mg/L)

385

5000

405

5000

425

5000

445

5000

Reaction time (s)
60
180
300
540
60
180
300
540
60
180
300
540
60
180
300
540

Phenol removal without
KHCO3 (%)
70.66
71.43
75.23
78.89
75.24
80.16
82.56
82.89
80.57
81.35
84.64
89.63
81.77
83.78
87.46
90.8

817

Phenol removal with 50 mg/L of
KHCO3 (%)
70.97
73.54
79.55
81.63
76.41
84.65
85.96
86.52
83.88
88.66
91.63
96.64
88.65
90.97
93.97
99.8
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This paper deals with treating high phenol-concentrated wastewater by supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) method. The effects of H2O2 dosage,
reaction time, temperature, and concentration of
KHCO3 on removal efficiency of phenol were studied with laboratory bench-scale experiments. Experimental results indicated that in the SCWO process,
90.8% phenol removal was obtained after 540s at
temperature of 445°C, H2O2 dosage of 5000 mg/L.
Adding the KHCO3 accelerates the destruction of
phenolic wastewater. The best removal efficiency of
phenol reached 99.8%.
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This study discussed and assessed the 12 biological quality elements (heavy metals and persistent
organic pollutants, POPs) in marine commercial organism residues and its adjacent area of ecological
environment in the Bohai Bay (BB) undertaken in
2007 and 2009 spring and autumn. Benthos was
prominently dominated by the mollusc, and followed
by crustacean, polychaetes, and echinoderm. Dominant phytoplankton was $, $)%
"$', $*###, ###"(
$", ###" "$%, etc. The abundant
chain-formed $ is typically considered as
a biological indicator of water quality, particularly,
in relation to coastal environmental pollutions. 5 and
12 commercial species were detected in 2007 spring
and autumn survey respectively and assessed by single factor pollution index method. The investigation
of pollutant residual levels within these commercial
organisms in BB indicated that heavy metals such as
Cd, Cu, Zn, Pb, and Cr were extremely over-standard (type I standard). This investigation and assessment have vital importance for recognizing marine
environment status and commercial organism health
in the coastal region.

a multi-river environment, especially influenced by
the Haihe River and the Yongding River [5-7]. The
eutrophication of Bohai Bay is accelerated in decade
years, which is closely related to the human activities
and global climate change [8-9]. As one of a staple
industrial base of China, Tianjin has been built into
the national 11th five-year program, with all this going on, the environmental problem comes along [10].
Many trace metals act as a micronutrient for
marine organisms, but toxic and harmful to their
metabolic growth under excessive quantities [11].
Ag (silver), Cd (cadmium), Cr (chromium), Cu (copper), Hg (mercury), Pb (plumbum), Ni (nickel) and
Zn (zinc) are classified as heavy metals. Heavy metals in coastal ecosystems can be accumulated from
sediments, subsequently accumulated (biological
magnification) and converted by marine organisms
[12, 13]. Besides heavy metals, DDT (2,2-bis-(chlorophenyl)-1,1,1-trichloroethane), persistent organic
pollutants (POPs), e.g., PAHs (polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon) and PCBs (Polychlorinated Biphenyl),
can also be bioaccumulated through marine organisms at the different trophic level and pose a great
risk to aquatic ecosystem [14-17]. All the pollutants
act as indicators for evaluating environment status
and guiding of restoration engineering [18]. There
are several studies reporting the pollutants in surface
sediments, yet relatively few concerning those matters in the water body in the Bohai Bay [14, 19, 20].
As one of the most contaminated coastal city in
China, Tianjin captures more and more interests and
attentions. The comprehensive survey and assessment on the Bohai Bay is a critical component for
marine coastal comprehensive studies of China,
aimed at supplying authentic and reliable marine environment and resource information, specifically,
has profound realistic and historical significances on
accelerating marine ecological development.
Knowledge of the status of marine resources,
water quality, can shed light on the management of
the coastal ecological environment and sustainable
development of Tianjin marine economy. The present work helps us better understand the environmental status of marine resources in the Bohai Bay

+*"%&
Heavy metal, commercial organism, biological quality,
pollutant, assessment, Bohai Bay.


!'%"('"!
Semi-enclosed systems are invariably suffered
multiple stressors with increasing urbanization and
industrialization [1]. Coastal zones connecting terrene and sea have experienced serious pollution discharged by the river into the sea since last ten years
[2, 3]. They act as filters holding diverse elements
and compound, afterwards, threaten the indigenous
biocenose and water health [4]. As the only semi-enclosed system in China, the Bohai Bay is situated in
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&-9<85:3 91@4;0 -:0 <>1?1>B-@5;: All organisms sampled were washed by field seawater and
enclosed by polyethylene plastic, marked, and kept
refrigerated, till back to the laboratory, body length
and shell length were measured by vernier caliper
and weighed by electronic scales. Then, soft tissues
and body fluids were taken after processing dissection, and put into polyethylene plastic, marked, and
kept refrigerated. During the sampling, any operation resulting in contamination should be avoided as
much as possible.
Prior to analysis, frozen organism samples
thawed at room temperature, and was minced homogenates by high-speed tissue masher, each 500 g
was put into 500 ml wild-mouth bottle till to be analyzed. Pollutants residue analysis was in accordance
with the ‘technical protocols’ (GB17378.6) monitoring standards, biometric analysis method, as shown
in Table 1.

[21]. By investigating of the chemical status of Tianjin marine environment factors, especially the status
of marine pollution, provide basic data and foundation for marine economic development, the use of
sea areas, marine policies and regulations as well as
the development of marine environmental protection, sustainable use of marine resources and marine
macro-managements.
'%&! '"&

&A>B1E->1-Regional setting was performed
in the Bohai Bay. Specific survey area lied in the Bohai Bay inshore shallower than 10 m isobath, a total
of 45 sites during 4 cruises were investigated for marine biological quality and ecological environment,
as illustrated in Figure 1.
&A>B1E <->-91@1>? Commercial marine organisms and their pollutant residuals were collected
in 2007 spring and autumn in BB, meanwhile, their
adjacent area of ecological environment was also investigated in 2009 spring and autumn, including
heavy metal in water, chlorophyll , plankton abundance and biomass and primary productivity; survey
analysis has two parts, field investigation and laboratory analysis. Pollutant residuals include: petroleum, heavy metals (mercury, cadmium, lead, zinc,
arsenic, copper, chromium), BHC (666, benzene
hexachloride), DDT (dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane), PCBs, PAHs.

$A-85@E /;:@>;8 Quality management agencies were established to be responsible for the overall quality management and system formulation,
quality supervision, inspection procedures, and system implementation.
Personnel and equipment must meet the following requirements: examination certificate. 
All analysts must pass the examination qualified,
and possess a national grade examination certificate.
 Analytical instruments and equipment should be
approved by the relevant measure departments and
used within test period.  Laboratories which undertake sample analysis, possess Grade A quality
certification certificate.

(%
;/-@5;:;2?-9<85:3?5@1?5:@41;4-5-E0A>5:3 />A5?1?!;@19->5:1.5;8;35/-8=A-85@E-:-8E?5?
C-?/;:0A/@105: ?<>5:3-:0-A@A9:?4;C:-?@4;?125B1>1005-9;:0.8-/7?=A->1-:00;@?
>1<>1?1:@10B->5;A?.-/73>;A:0<->-91@1>?;2@418;/-81/;8;35/-81:B5>;:91:@
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&-9<8191-?A>191:@?;2@419->5:1.5;8;35/-8=A-85@E
!;


-/@;>?
Petroleum



As











Hg
Cu
Pb
Cd
Zn
Cr
BHC
PCBs
PAHs

1@4;0
UV spectrophotometer
Atomic fluorescence
Spectrometer
Atomic fluorescence spectrometer
Flameless atomic absorption spectrophotometry
Flameless atomic absorption spectrophotometry
Flameless atomic absorption spectrophotometry
Flameless atomic absorption spectrophotometry
Flameless atomic absorption spectrophotometry
Gas chromatography
Capillary column gas chromatography
Capillary column gas chromatography

1@1/@5;:8595@
3 μg/g

%121>1:/1
GB17378.5

0.06 μg/g

GB12763

-0.5 μg/g
1.0 μg/g
0.04 μg/g
6.0 μg/g
2.0 μg/g
23.852.1 pg/g
29.267.5 pg/g
0.517.06 ng/g

GB12763
GB17378.5
GB17378.5
GB17378.5
GB17378.5
GB17378.5
GB17378.5
GB17378.5
GB17378.5

' 
&-9<85:3>1/;>0;29->5:1.5;8;35/-8=A-85@E

&41884534 ;0E81:3@4
';@-8/-@/4
*1534@




3

' 
"$#!%"$"
9th May
30.5
113.5
6.15
'  #$"%%$
9th May
45.6
25
15
5.0-57.8
18-45
5
'   &#
9th May
11.0-16.0
30-35
3.6
' 
$ %#&"#
29th May
667
350
16
'  ""%# %#
23rd May
9.03
1.93
2
' 
$"!%"%"#
30th May
9.4-11.8
18-20
1.5
'  %$("$
30th May
9.3
2.81
' 
$"!%"%"#
5th Nov
4.5
2.27
' 
&"$)
5th Nov
156
32
3
'  )%##$
5th Nov
76.8
68.10
4
'   &#
5th Nov
123.1
59.5
4
'  ")# 
5th Nov
153.8
31.7
3
'  )%##$
5th Nov
22.5
34.6
5
'   "#%"$
6th Nov
44
30.8
1.5
' 
$) %#"%%%# 6th Nov
48
27
15
'  #$"%%$
6th Nov
144.4
3
' 
$ %#&"#
6th Nov
361.9
299.2
2
'  $"( %#
5th Nov
34.5
143.5
13
' 
"$#!%"$"
5th Nov
Note: shellfish and crab were measured as weight and shell height; fish and shrimp were measured as weight and
body length; $ %#&"# was measured as weight and ketone body lengths.


Sample determination according to the follow%&('&!&(&&"!&
ing provisions:  Instructions of "the Specification

for Marine Monitoring (GB 17378.6) were regarded
/;8;35/-8 1221/@? ;2 @41 9->5:1 .5;8;35/-8
as standard methods.  Prescribed format should
=A-85@E-:-8E?5?Biological residues are not only rebe followed for a data record and measurement related to pollutant level, pollutant property, environsults calculation when sample determined.  10%
mental factors such as temperature and salinity, etc.,
samples were selected randomly for two-sample
but also organism species, life stage and trophic
measurements, with assurance to meet the requirelevel. Generally, bivalves body pollutant concentraments;  Adding 10% biological standard materitions were positively correlated with ambient concentrations, while fish and crustaceans have an acals into the batch samples for contrast analysis, guartive enzyme system for xenobiotics degradation,
antee the accuracy of sample analysis.
some organic pollutants, such as PCBs with low con
centration. Pollutants stability in organism body was

expressed as half-life period, longer half-life period
&5@1 &<1/51?

-@1
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&<1/51? /;9<;?5@5;: ;2 9->5:1 .5;8;35/-8
=A-85@E?A>B1ETable 2 showed the commercial species composition identified in 2007. In 2007 spring,
7 species of commercial organisms were collected,
they were $" &""#, %$ ("$,
$ %#&"#,  &#, #$"%
%$, "$#!%"$", and ""%#
 %#; the same year in autumn, 11 species were
collected, namely &""#,  "#%
"$, &"$), &"#, &#,
%%$, "$", ")# , )
%# #$, $"(  %#, and 
$) %#"%%%#, specifically, #$ was
found at station T03 and T02.

%1?50A-881B18?5:9->5:1;>3-:5?9?Pb, Cd,
Hg, As, Cu, Zn, Cr, petroleum, BHC, DDT, PCBs,
and PAHs, were detected in all organisms sampled
at five sites of 2007 spring and autumn (Table 3-4).
And their residual levels dependent on their different
behaviours and ambient water quality.

made organic matter more difficult in the environment, they also retained in organism body for a very
long time.
Marine animals can absorb pollutants directly
from seawater, and also ingest contaminated food,
suspended particles and deposited silt. It can be
grouped into the following characteristics: 
smaller animals (or larvae) or lower trophic level organisms, direct pollutants absorption from the water
is a major way; and larger animals or higher trophic
level organisms always feed on pollutants;  the
same kind animal, has different ways to absorb varied pollutants;  under acute pollution, animals
mainly absorb from the water; reversely, chronic
pollution is more important for feeding ways; 
when food is plentiful, absorption occurred in feeding way, reversely, them absorb pollutants from deposition.
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0.8754
1.6540
0.6799
0.5614
0.6453
0.5443
1.797
1.797
0.5443
9.654

0.0775
0.1403
0.0108
0.0944
0.0503
0.0299
0.1403
0.0000
0.0576

7.562
3.196
12.73
4.570
1.683
1.748
4.242
12.73
1.683
5.105

5.400
11.17
4.583
3.699
11.17
0.0000
3.550

0.1789
5.936
0.5914
0.0130
0.0920
5.936
0.0000
0.9730

135.3
62.76
45.29
71.28
21.54
93.57
90.79
135.3
21.54
74.36
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7.776
19.53
4.756
155.1
1.956
41.28
2.971
8.729
95.81
22.36
4.944
25.11
155.1
1.956
32.53

0.4340
1.157
0.0311
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2.158
G#&
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41.28
2.032
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0.0017
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0.0037
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0.0014
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0.7744
0.3537
0.1736
0.2028
0.1620
0.2946
0.0117
0.4092
0.3638
0.1821
0.3625
0.1748
0.7744
0.0117
0.2888

0.0436
0.0388
0.0954
0.0003
0.0431
0.0010
0.0308
0.0494
0.0099
0.0061
0.0367
0.0954
0.0000
0.0296

5.795
1.5430
0.2459
0.0000
1.148
0.0000
3.838
4.950
3.477
2.487
0.7270
5.795
0.0000
2.018
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1.447
15.19
1.863
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0.7530
4.014
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2.206
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0.7530
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5.899
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0.0000
2.790

173.9
69.90
196.0
193.7
176.7
89.62
145.3
81.03
390.1
98.00
109.2
80.28
390.1
69.90
150.3



->5:1.5;8;35/-8=A-85@E?A>B1E>1?A8@?-:0
-:-8E?5?5:?<>5:3Different heavy metals and POPs
contents in 7 marine species were analyzed (data not
shown). Cu and Zn levels showed different trends
with the other heavy metals. And &# 
"$"could accumulate higher Cd level. Overall,
("$has relatively lower accumulating ability
to heavy metals, but the higher accumulating ability
to PAHs related to their different ingestive behavior.
This toxic organic compound is also popular in airborne particles and has an adverse effect on human
health [22]. PCBs was relatively lower in organism
body.

2-4. The first 8 species have higher heavy metal concentrations. PAHs still remains highest among
POPs.

/;8;35/-8 1:B5>;:91:@ /;:05@5;:? 5: @41
-9.51:@->1-;2 ?<>5:3-:0-A@A9:In 2009
spring, benthos and plankton were surveyed in
Hangu area. Their surface distributions were displayed in Figures 5-6. It can be seen that benthos
richness matched well with its + index value, and
having lowest richness in inshore area. Figure 7
showed the distribution of benthos, phytoplankton
and zooplankton in 2009 autumn. It turned out that
Lingang area showed more abundant benthos and
plankton that that of Nangang area. It revealed that
large water discharge represented a major pollutant
source. As a whole, benthos was prominently dominated the by mollusc and followed by crustacean,
polychaetes, and echinoderm (data not shown).

->5:1.5;8;35/-8=A-85@E?A>B1E>1?A8@?-:0
-:-8E?5? 5: -A@A9: Different heavy metals contents in 12 marine species were displayed in Figures
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Many observations on phytoplankton were accumulated in the Bohai Sea [23-25]. Dominant phytoplankton was $, $)% "$',
$*# ##, ###" ($",
###" "$%, etc. The abundant chainformed $ is typically considered as a biological indicator of water quality, particularly, in
relation to coastal environmental pollutions. Actually, plankton examination has been an effective candidate for determining the water quality since the

chemical method has various limits [26]. Besides,
different heavy metals were detected as shown in
Figures 8-9. The ambient heavy metal level had a direct effect on body residuals in the marine commercial organism. Most of them showed increasing concentration from offshore to the inshore area. Lingang
and Nangang area were greatly influenced by Haihe
River.

(% 
#.>30?>1?50A181B18?-:005221>1:/1?;2

(% 
A,:-:0<1@>;81A9>1?50A181B18?-:005221>1:/1?;2
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1:@4;?F;;<8-:7@;:-:0@415>.5;05B1>?5@E5:05/1?05?@>5.A@5;:?5: ?<>5:3/>A5?1
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'4105?@>5.A@5;:;2<4E@;<8-:7@;:-.A:0-:/1/48;>;<4E88-:0<>59->E<>;0A/@5B5@E##5: 
?<>5:3/>A5?1
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(%
'414;>5F;:@-805?@>5.A@5;:;241-BE91@-8<;88A@-:@?-:0<1@>;81A95: -A@A9:/>A5?1
??1??91:@?@-:0->0-:091@4;0?Take the
GB18421 ‘Marine biological quality’ as the quality
evaluation criteria of marine organisms.
Single factor pollution index method was used
for assessing marine biological quality, calculated as
follows:
Pi=Ci/Si…………………………………………(1)
Pi——pollutant index of pollutant i;
Ci——measured value of pollutant I;
Si——standard value of pollutant i.
Marine biological quality was determined by
pollution index value. When Pi> 1 biological quality
exceeds the standard; when Pi <1 biological quality
meets the standard.

;>5F;:@-805?@>5.A@5;:?-:0-??1??91:@>1
?A8@? ;2 9->5:1 .5;8;35/-8 =A-85@E Contaminant
residues of marine organisms were comparatively
analyzed in two surveys. Figures 2-9 showed the
value variations at different stations and the comparisons with one to three standard value (no domestic
uniform criteria for PAHs). Petroleum, Hg, As, 666,
and PCBs at 5 sites were all under  standard value.
The other heavy metals largely exceeded the criteria
and ordered by Cd, Cu, Pb, Cr and Zn. The overstandard rates of these five heavy metals were compared to confirm pollution level in BB. Pollution
level of spring cruise was ordered as T02 > T03 =
T05 > T01 > T04. Pollution level of autumn cruise
was ordered as T02 = T04 > T01 > T05 > T03, T03
meet the standard value.
To sum up, site T02 was mostly over-standard.
This is due to its location within the downstream of
Haihe River, while, site T01 located in Hangu shallow molluscs resource recovery within the proliferative zone, which lied in the southern margin of special marine protection area, such as Cd, Cu and Zn
were heavily over-standard. It is speculated that

large variations between site T04 and T03 of two
seasons may be related to biological species.
According to GB18421 "Marine biological
quality" standard, commercial biological quality in
the Bohai Bay was assessed.

;9<->5?;: ;2 9->5:1 .5;8;35/-8 =A-85@E
C5@445?@;>5/-80-@-Comparing the present survey
results and findings of Hebei Province in 2004 and
the Second National Marine Pollution Baseline Survey findings Tianjin Sea in 1997, petroleum, Hg, Cd
and as residues in the organism, body shared a decreasing trend, while, Pb, DDT and PCBs displayed
a slightly increasing trend [27].

->5:1.5;8;35/-8=A-85@E;241-8@4?-21@E-?
?1??91:@ Using the state health standards was referred to assess marine biological test in spring and
autumn, Cd was over-standard at all five stations in
spring, Cu and Zn were slightly over-standard at site
T01, Cd only meets the standard at site T03, Cu and
Zn were over-standard at site T02.
The investigation of pollutant residual levels
within several commercial organisms in BB
indicated that heavy metals such as Cd, Cu, Zn, Pb,
and Cr were extremely over-standard (type standard).
Compared to the result of Second National Marine
Pollution Baseline Survey, Cd showed a decreased
trend, however, it was still higher than the standard
of food health requirement, Pb, DDT and PCBs
showed an increasing tendency.
According to Tianjin marine function zoning,
site T01 located in oil-gas region and Hangu shallow
molluscs resource recovery, Cd, Cu and Zn residues
were over-standard, that were not suitable for marine
fisheries, aquaculture, marine conservation, and
marine function zoning to industrial water related to
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human consumption; site T04 and T03 were
relatively lower in residue level.


"!(&"!&
The marine biological quality survey is in full
accordance with the ‘Marine Survey and Assessment
Project’ and its relevant provisions on the coastal
waters survey, with strict implementation of quality
control procedures to ensure the quality of survey
data.
The survey results showed that heavy metals
such as Cd, Cu, Zn, Pb, and Cr extremely exceeds
the type I standard value, shared similar result with
the survey of Hebei province in 2004, and Pb detection within !%"%"#of Tianjin marine environmental quality report in September 2006; compared with the second National marine pollution
baseline survey in 1997, petroleum, Hg, Cd, and As
residues reduced, Pb, DDT and PCBs were slightly
increased. Survey results showed that Cd at most stations, Cu and Zn at minority stations were over the
food health standard. Benthos was prominently dominated by the mollusc, and followed by crustacean,
polychaetes, and echinoderm. Dominant phytoplankton were $, $)% "$',
$*# ##, ###" ($",
###""$%, etc.
The present study investigated the marine biological quality and ecological environment in the
Bohai Bay furnishing valuable data for assessing
Tianjin marine pollution biological residues and for
monitoring marine environment. This has vital importance for recognizing marine environment status
and assessing pollution spatial-temporal variations.
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of reconstruction of low efficiency forest, including
forest tending, intermittent cutting of forest thinning,
and close-to-nature forest management, etc. [4-6].
Many studies focus on the effects of different forest
management approaches on natural regeneration,
species diversity, and soil physical and chemical
properties [7-8]. However, little attention has been
paid to the effect of reconstruction of low efficiency
forests on soil biota.
Soil microorganisms play a major roles in litter
decomposition and nutrients transformation process
[9]. Microbial biomass serve as a source or a sink of
available plant nutrients and regulate plant litter decomposition in soil [10]. In addition, microbial biomass provides a more sensitive measurement of
changes in organic matter status [11]. Microbial biomass and community composition are commonly
regulated by plant diversity directly and indirectly.
Moreover, microbial biomass and community composition can be even affected by different cultivars
of the same species in agricultural systems in both
temperate and tropic regions [12-14]. A better understanding of the effects of reconstruction of low-function forest, i.e., changing forest species composition,
on soil microbial biomass and regulatory organic
matter is critical for dynamically predicting soil carbon and nitrogen pools and ecological services [1516].
The southern forest region is one of the most
important four major forest regions in China, in
which      is the typical coniferous
tree species. The area of    in China is
up to 1.13×107 ha, accounting for 20% of the total
afforested area in China [17-18]. However, due to
long-term pure forest operation,    plantation ecosystems have become fragile and vulnerable to pine moth, and led to decreasing of productivity and ecosystem stability, and increasing of forest
fires risk [19-21]. In order to improve    
pure forest service function, we inter-planted  
  and      under  
  . The specific objectives of this study were
to examine effects of reconstruction of low-function
forest on microbial biomass and other soil carbon
and nitrogen pools, and subsequently to estimate the
ecological service functions of low-benefit forest reconstruction.

Soil microbial biomass regulates plant litter decomposition and provides a sensitive measure of
change in organic matter status. Reconstruction of
low-function forest by inter-planting broadleaved
trees change the composition of plant community,
but how this change would affect microbial biomass
and soil carbon and nitrogen pools are unclear. We
reconstructed low-function forests by inter-planting
broadleaved treesunder     which is
the typical coniferous and low-function forest in
China. The treatments included    pure
forest ( ),     inter-planted with
    (
) and     
  ( ), respectively. The results showed
that soil microbial biomass carbon and organic matter in
were significantly lower than that in
.
However, soil soluble carbon contents in
was
higher than that in
 These results indicate that the
reconstructionmode of
accelerate decomposition of soil organic matter. There was no obvious
change of soil microbial biomass between

and
. Both soil organic matter and soluble carbon
in
 were higher than that in
, suggesting
that the reconstructionmode of
facilitate soil
organic carbon accumulation as carbon sink.
#!
low-function plantation, microbial biomass carbon, soil
organic matter, carbon source/sink



 
Forest ecosystems cover more than 4.1 × 109
hectares, and globally store 1146 Pg of carbon (C)
[1]. It is predicted that the existing forest biomass C
storage in China would increase from 5.86 Pg C in
1999-2003 to 10.23 Pg C in 2050, resulting in a increase of 4.37 Pg C. Newly planted forests by reforestation and afforestation would have the sequestration potential of 2.86 Pg C in biomass [2]. However,
the large area low-function forests restricted sustainable development of forestry and greatly reduced the
carbon sequestration function and ecological benefits [3]. There are several forest management modes
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56(: -5) The study was conducted at the
Qianyanzhou Experimental Station, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Jiangxi, China (115°04′13″E,
26°44′48″N, 20-50 m a.s.l.). The climate is typical
subtropical monsoon climate. The average annual
temperature and precipitation are 17.9 °C and 1489
mm, respectively. The main soil type of the region is
red soil. The representative vegetation is central subtropical evergreen broad-leaved forest. However, native vegetation has been completely destroyed, and
now dominated by artificial forest, developed from
grassland slopes as a result of restoration of degraded
ecosystem. The main vegetation types are  
         ,   
 and      plantation

92)3-/)05%.)4-+0 The experiment used a
randomized block design with 3 replications of 
   pure forests. We set up 3 treatments, including    pure forest ( ),  
 inter-planted with    (
), and 
  
inter-planted with   
( ). Nine plots of 30 × 30 m2 were established.
All of the broad-leaved tree species were planted in
2009 and are 6 years-old when we sampled soil.

%/2.-0+ %0( 0%.:4-4 Soil samples were
collected from all plots on August of 2015. In each
plot, 5 cores of soil were randomly taken using an
auger boring with a diameter of 10 cm. Soil of 0-20
cm depth were collected and divided into 2 layers of
0-10 cm and 10-20 cm. Five same layer of soil were
mixed to obtain a composite sample per plot. After
visible roots and stones removed, samples were
transported to the laboratory and subsequently stored
at 4 °C until analysis.

A 30 g field moist soil subsample was adjusted
to 50% of maximum water holding capacity and analyzed for microbial biomass carbon (MBC) and nitrogen (MBN) using the chloroform fumigation incubation method [22]. Soil organic matter (SOM)
was determined using the potassium dichromate oxidation method. We determined NH4+-N by the potassium chloride leaching - indophenol blue colorimetric method, and NO3–-N by the copperized cadmium reduction - diazotization coupling colorimetric method. Available phosphorus (P) was determined using the hydrochloric acid - ammonium fluoride leaching - molybdenum antimony colorimetric
method. Cation exchange capacity (CEC) was determined using the ammonium acetate exchange
method. Soil moisture was measured by the ovendrying method. Soil pH was determined in a soil water mixture of 1:2.5 ratio with a pH meter [23].

5%5-45-'%.0%.:4-4 The effects of reconstruction mode and soil depth on microbial and soil properties were analyzed using two-way ANOVAs. Oneway ANOVAs were used to examine the effects of
reconstruction mode on microbial and soil properties
in each soil layer. Simple linear regressions were
performed to assess the relationships of microbial biomass and organic matter with soil physicochemical
properties. These analyses were conducted using
SPSS 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA) with an alpha
of 0.05. Assumptions of normality of residuals were
met for all analyses.
).%5-104,-241*'%3&10211.48-5,41-.2312
)35-)4 Across all the plots, MBC ( = 0.486; =
0.041) and SOM ( = 0.614; = 0.007) linearly increased with TSN (Fig. 5). SOM showed a positive
correlation with CEC ( = 0.710; = 0.001), but a
negative correlation with soil pH ( = -0.720; =
0.001; Fig. 5).



 
1-./-'31&-%.&-1/%44'%3&10%0(0-531+)0'105)054-0%0(%0(
3)23)4)05  263)*13)45  -05)32.%05-0+8-5,  %0(  
-05)32.%05-0+8-5,  /-9)(*13)453)42)'5-7).:
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SOM in
 were markedly higher than that in
in the both two soil layers (Fig. 2). Both available K and CEC showed similar patterns with SOM
(Fig. 2). Available P in both
and were
higher than that in
 in 10-20 cm layer (Fig. 2).
Soluble carbon content in 0-10 cm soil layer was
much higher than that in 10-20 cm layer. Soluble carbon content in both
 and
 were higher
than that in
in the both two soil layers (Fig. 3).
Soil moisture content had similar patterns with soluble carbon except without differences of soil layers
(Fig. 3). Soil pH in
was higher than that in
in the both two soil layers (Fig. 3). Ammonium N,
nitrate N, and total soluble N (TSN) in 0-10 cm soil
layer were all higher than that in 10-20 cm soil layer
(Fig. 4). Ammonium N in
 was lower than in
in 0-10 cm layer. Nitrate N in
 was much
higher than in
in the both two soil layers (Fig. 4).

 

1-. -'31&-%. %3&10 %0( -531+)0 Both
mean MBC and MBN in 0-10 cm soil layer were
higher than that in 10-20 cm soil layer (Fig. 1). In 010 cm layer, MBC in
(192.57 mg kg-1) was
significantly lower than that in
(308.81mg kg-1).
However, MBC in
 did not show any differences with
(Fig. 1). In 10-20 cm layer, MBC in
 (141.11 mg kg-1)
(175.36 mg kg-1) and
was markedly lower than that in
(233.83 mg kg1
; Fig. 1). Reconstruction mode had no impacts on
MBN in 0-10 cm layer. MBN in
was significantly higher than that in
(Fig. 1).

1-. ,%3%'5)3-45-'4 SOM in 0-10 cm soil
layer was much higher than that in 10-20 cm layer.
SOM in
was lower than that in
, however,




 
1-.%7%-.%&.)'105)05441-.13+%0-'/%55)3%0('%5-10)9',%0+)'%2%'-5:-0%0(
%0(3)23)4)05  263)*13)45  -05)32.%05-0+8-5,  
%0(  -05)32.%05-0+8-5,  /-9)(*13)453)42)'5-7).:
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[43-44].   is a pioneer tree species of degraded ecosystems in the subtropical region by virtue of its preferable adaptation.     which
have developed root systems, can acquire more nitrogen (Fig. 4,5) for their productivity purpose and
reduce soil nutrients sequestration. Second, both 
   and   excrete organic acids,
resulting in relatively higher soil pH in
treatment (Fig. 3). Increasing soil pH could create better
environmental conditions for the development of
acid-intolerant microorganisms, resulting in higher
microbial growth, respiration and extracellular enzyme activities [45-46]. More carbon are released
into the atmosphere through microbial decomposition.
Forest soil store the vast majority of terrestrial
carbon, and increased soil carbon storage may counteract the increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide
[47]. Reconstructed low-function    forests by inter-planting    is an effective
way of increasing biodiversity, forestry production,
and organic carbon sequestration.

 
In the present study, soil organic matter, microbial biomass, and soil soluble carbon and nitrogen
contents of 0-10 cm layer were all higher than 10-20
cm layer (Fig. 1-4), suggesting that topsoil support
more roots biomass, soil animals and microorganisms, and consequent organic carbon and microbial
activity than subsoil.
Reconstruction of low-function forest by interplanting with broad-leaved tree species can increase
species diversity, root biomass production and
change litter resource heterogeneity, sequentially
change microbial biomass and organic carbon storage [24]. Most previous studies suggest that plant diversity facilitate accumulation of microbial biomass
carbon and new carbon pool in soil [25-28]. Lower
organic carbon of
soil and higher organic carbon of
 soil in our study suggest that the effects of elevating species diversity through interplanting with different broad-leaved tree species on
soil carbon pools are inconsistent (Fig. 2). The accumulation of organic carbon in
 soil is consistent with findings of most studies. On one hand,
 treatment facilitate a greater amount and
more diverse organic resources input via litter and
root exudates [29-31]. On the other hand, diverse organic resources from higher plant diversity might
provide various substrates (Fig. 3,5) to increase microbial respiration [32], accelerate decomposition of
existing soil carbon (positive priming effect), and reduce carbon storage [33]. A denser vegetation in
highly diverse plant communities can reduce soil
erosion and evaporation and enhance moisture (Fig.
3) of the topsoil, which in turn promotes higher soil
microbial activity and growth [34]. Increasing diversity of soil microbial communities in rhizosphere
could also increase microbial respiration [35]. As a
result, the storage of organic carbon in
 treatment is caused by the larger formation of new soil
organic carbon that exceed the continued decomposition of inherited soil organic carbon [36-37]. The
amount of soil microbial biomass plays a major role
in driving the balance between the release of soil carbon and its sequestration in soil organic matter in terrestrial ecosystems [27, 38].
The uncommon patterns that soil organic matter
and microbial biomass carbon in
were lower
than that in
in our study could be interpreted in
two ways. First, nitrogen is a fundamental nutrient
for plant growth and metabolism but limited in most
terrestrial ecosystems, causing strong competition
for available N between roots and soil microorganisms [39-40]. Some previous studies have showed
that rhizosphere microorganisms are stronger competitors for available nitrogen than plant roots in the
rhizosphere in the short-term time [41-42]. However,
there are also a few studies have suggest that some
plant species are better able to acquire organic or inorganic nitrogen in the face of microbial competition
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contaminant and persistent in topsoil and subsurface
deposits [6].
Propamocarb (propyl 3-(dimethylamino)
propylcarbamate), is a carbamate fungicide active
against Oomycete species that causes seedling, root,
and stem rots and foliar diseases in a number of edible crops [7]. Propamocarb is effective against  
    as an individual compound and
in combination with other fungicides [8]. Propamocarb exhibits low acute toxicity and the oral LD50 is
>2000 mg/kg bw in the rat [9]. The combination
product of fluopicolide with propamocarb hydrochloride was used effectively to control diseases of
vegetable crops [10]. This combination product also
gives good control of cauliflower downy mildew.
Cauliflower crop suffers from higher rates of
pest infestation compared to other crops and requires
frequent pesticide application [11]. Downy mildew
is a serious disease of cauliflower which can reduce
the yield drastically [12]. When market samples of
vegetables were monitored, the pesticide residues
were above MRL in cauliflower [13]. Multiple pesticide residues were detected in   vegetables
[14]. Cauliflower crop is highly sensitive to weather
conditions and fluctuations in the temperature leads
to variations in the net curd weight. Crops grown
during high temperature periods result in maximum
curd diameter, whereas, the crops planted under
lower temperature regimes give significantly lower
curd diameter [15]. Pesticide dissipation on crops is
likely to be affected by temperature, humidity, light
intensity and rainfall [16]. As growth dilution effect
is a major factor for pesticide residue dissipation
from crops; variations in the curd diameter and curd
weight will have an impact on pesticide dissipation
rates [17, 18]. Pesticide dissipation may vary under
different environmental conditions in different locations and in successive years in one location. The
present study was conducted to evaluate the residue
persistence of fluopicolide and propamocarb on cauliflower and their risk assessment under semi arid
climatic conditions of India over a period of two
years.

Effect of environmental parameters on the residue persistence of fluopicolide, its metabolite, 2,6dichlorobenzamide and propamocarb was evaluated
on cauliflower and soil over two years (2013 and
2014). Initial residues of fluopicolide on cauliflower
(1.495 and 1.275 mg/kg) at the standard dose of 100
g a.i./ha were less than the EU MRL (2 mg/kg). Propamocarb initial residue at the standard dose (1000 g
a.i./ha) reached below EU MRL (10 mg/kg) within 1
day in the first study and in the second study it was
less than the MRL. The residue dissipation followed
first order rate kinetics and the half-life (DT50) of
fluopicolide was 4.5-6.2 days and that of propamocarb, 4.4-6.2 days. Spray drift caused by wind speed
could be the reason for difference in the residue deposits in the two studies. The dissipation pattern of
propamocarb and fluopicolide remained the same in
spite of high rainfall during the second study.

#" 
2,6-Dichlorobenzamide, Fluopicolide, Half-life, Propamocarb, Risk assessment


 
Fluopicolide (2,6-dichloro--[3-chloro-5-(trifluoromethyl)-2-pyridylmethyl] benzamide) belongs
to the new chemical class of acylpicolide fungicides
which effectively controls a large number of oomycete diseases [1]. The acute toxicity of fluopicolide
is low with the oral LD50 being > 5000 mg/kg bw
(body weight) in rats [2]. Fluopicolide translocated
to stems and leaves when applied to the soil for control against       of tomato [3]. The
metabolite 2,6-dichlorobenzamide was more toxic
than fluopicolide in a single dose and a long-term
study [4]. For risk assessment purpose fluopicolide
and 2,6-dichlorobenzamide are considered separately [5]. The metabolite is a common groundwater
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Year

Period

2013

July
August
September
July
August
September

2014


29-5321)27%04%5%1)7)565)'35()((85-2+7,)678(;4)5-3(

Average
Average
Average
Average
Total cuminimum
maximum
minimum
maximum
mulative
relative
temperature
temperature relative hurainfall
humidity
(°C)
(°C)
midity (%)
(mm)
(%)
28.0
18.3
78.6
46.4
51.0
28.3
18.0
82.8
51.8
55.5
30.1
18.8
83.7
50.4
290.5
28.8
19.4
70.3
43.4
166.8
30.6
20.6
73.2
53.5
149.0
29.7
20.8
70.2
45.4
185.5

Average
maximum
wind speed
(km/hr)
6.0
4.2
4.5
9.0
7.0
5.4

were homogenized in a Waring blender and the representative samples of 15 g in 3 replicates were taken
for analysis of propamocarb and fluopicolide along
with its metabolite 2,6-dichlorobenzamide. Soil
samples were collected at 0-15 cm depth at harvest.
The soil samples from all the treated plots were
mixed to form a sample size of approximately 5 kg.
The soil samples were air dried in the laboratory at
room temperature (25±20C), powdered and passed
through 2 mm sieve. A represantative 20 g sample in
triplicate was taken for analysis. Cauliflower grown
without pesticide application was used for spiking.
Cauliflower sample extraction and purification
was carried out as per methodology described by
Manikrao et al. (2015) [19]. The samples (15 g) were
placed in 50mL polypropylene centrifuge tubes and
treated with 15 mL HPLC grade acetonitrile. Anhydrous magnesium sulphate (6 g) and anhydrous sodium acetate (1.5 g) were added to the tubes and
mixed for 2 min. The contents of the tube were centrifuged in a Restek centrifuge (Q-Sep 3000, Bellefonte, PA 16823, USA) at 4100 rpm for 10 min.
Three mL of acetonitrile extract was transferred to
centrifuge tubes (15mL) and subjected to solid phase
extraction clean-up. To the extracts, 150 mg primary
secondary amine (PSA) sorbent and 450 mg anhydrous magnesium sulphate was added and mixed for
2 min, centrifuged. Two mL extract was concentrated to dryness, and re-dissolved in 2 mL of hexane: acetone (9:1, v/v). Extraction of the soil samples
(20 g) was carried out with 30 mL acetonitrile: water
(2:1, v/v) as described above. The upper solvent
layer was transferred to a 50-mL measuring cylinder
with stopper and mixed with 10 mL saturated sodium
chloride solution. Four mL of the acetonitrile extract
was subjected to solid phase extraction clean-up as
described above. Two mL of acetonitrile extract was
concentrated and re-dissolved in hexane: acetone
(9:1, v/v) for analysis by GC and GC-MS.
Fluopicolide and 2,6-dichlorobenzamide analysis was carried out in a Bruker gas chromatograph,
GC-450 (Model 1177 S/SL), equipped with Ni63
electron capture detector (ECD) and auto-sampler.
DB-5MS (30m × 0.25 mm i.d. × 0.25µm; stationary



Certified reference materials of 2,6-dichlorobenzamide (purity 99.9%), fluopicolide (purity
99.9%) and propamocarb (purity 96.8%) were procured from Sigma Aldrich Chemicals Pvt. Ltd, India.
The commercial formulation, fluopicolide 6.25% +
propamocarb hydrochloride 62.5% (Infinito 68.75%
SC) was obtained from Bayer Crop Science Ltd,
Mumbai, India. Primary secondary amine (PSA),
particle size 40 μm, was procured from Agilent
Technologies (Bangalore, India). Acetonitrile
(HPLC grade), anhydrous sodium sulphate, magnesium sulphate, sodium acetate, analytical grade hexane and analytical grade acetone were procured from
Ranbaxy Fine Chemicals, Bangalore, India.
Field study of fluopicolide and propamocarb on
cauliflower was carried out as per good agricultural
practices (GAP) at the experimental field of ICARIIHR (Indian Institute of Horticultural Research, latitude13071 N; Longitude, 770 291E), Bangalore, India. The study was undertaken on cauliflower variety, Titris, during July-September, 2013 using randomised block design of 5M×5M plots with three
replications each. The environmental parameters
such as temperature, humidity, rainfall and wind
speed were recorded (Table 1). Fluopicolide 6.25%
+ propamocarb hydrochloride 62.5% -Infinito
68.75% SC application was given at the standard and
double doses of 100+1000 and 200+2000 g a.i./ha at
the curd initiation stage twice at 10-day intervals.
Fluopicolide, propamocarb and 2,6-dichlorobenzamide residue analysis in cauliflower curd was carried out after 0 (1h), 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30
day (harvest) of treatment. The experimental field
soil was analyzed at harvest. The study was repeated
at the same location in a similar manner during JulySeptember, 2014.
Cauliflower curd samples (4-5) were collected
at random from each treatment and pooled to form a
sample size of approximately 5 kg. Each cauliflower
curd was cut into 4 pieces. A quarter of each cauliflower curd cut into small pieces was mixed to form
a sub-sample of approximately 1 kg. The samples
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phase, 5% phenyl 95% methyl polysiloxane) capillary column was used for separation of the analytes.
Ultra high pure nitrogen, (99.999% purity) at 1
mL/min was used as the carrier gas. The column
temperature program started at 80ºC (with hold time
of 5 min) and ramped up at 15ºC/ min to 150ºC (hold
time 5 min), 4ºC/min to 250ºC and 10ºC/min to
280ºC with hold time of 17 min. Injector and detector temperatures were 280ºC and 300ºC, respectively. The sample injection volume was 1 µL and
split ratio was 20. Propamocarb analysis was carried
out in Agilent GC, Model 7890B, equipped with nitrogen phosphorous detector (NPD) with a DB-5 capillary column (30m × 0.25mm, 0.25µm film thickness; stationary phase, 5% phenyl / 95% dimethyl
polysiloxane) column. The carrier gas (ultra high
pure nitrogen) flow rate was 1 mL/min; hydrogen
and air, 3 and 60 mL/min, respectively. Confirmatory studies were carried out by analyzing cauliflower samples in a Shimadzu gas chromatograph
mass spectrometry (GC-MS with a QP2010 Plus detector). The GC-MS was operated in full scan mode
(40-450 m/z) at the ionization energy of 70 eV. The
gas chromatograph was operated in split less mode
with injector temperature of 2500C and ion source
temperature of 2000C. The capillary column, Restek
RXI-5ms (30m × 0.25 mm i.d. × 0.25 µm; stationary
phase 5% diphenyl/ 95% dimethyl polysiloxane)
was used for separation of the analytes and the oven
temperature program similar to GC analysis. Ultra
high pure helium (99.999%) was used as the carrier
gas with a flow rate of 1 mL/min.
Before analysis of the field samples, a recovery
study was carried out by spiking fluopicolide, propamocarb and 2,6-dichlorobenzamide in cauliflower
and soil at different levels. The spiking levels for
fluopicolide and 2,6-dichlorobenzamide were 0.01,
0.05, 0.1 and 0.5 mg/kg and propamocarb, 0.1, 0.5
and 1.0 mg/kg. The lowest concentration of the analyte in the sample that gave satisfactory recovery at
the signal: noise ratio of 10:1 was considered the
LOQ. The lowest concentration at which the analytes
that could be detected corresponding to a signal:
noise ratio of 3:1 was considered the LOD.

The LOD obtained for fluopicolide and 2,6-dichlorobenzamide using GC-ECD was 0.003 µg/mL,
while the LOQ was 0.01mg/kg. The LOD obtained
for propamocarb using GC-NPD was 0.03µg/mL,
while the LOQ was 0.1mg/kg. The average recoveries of fluopicolide from cauliflower and soil were between 78.04-97.80% and 2,6-dichlorobenzamide between 80.20-92.72% (Table 2). The average recoveries of propamocarb from cauliflower and soil were
between 87.62-99.84% (Table 2). The recoveries obtained for all compounds were within the satisfactory
range of 70.0-120.0% [20].
Fluopicolide residue level on cauliflower was
1.495 mg/kg from treatment at the standard dose of
100 g a.i./ha and 2.654 mg/kg from treatment at the
double dose of 200 g a.i./ha in the first study (2013)
(Table 3). Faster dissipation of fluopicolide in the initial stages and slow dissipation in the later stages
was observed for both treatments. Within the first 5
days, 45-50% fluopicolide residues had dissipated
from cauliflower and after 10 days the residue dissipation was 74.2 and 70.1%. Further, the residue dissipation of fluopicolide was a slow process. After 25
days the residue levels were 0.025 and 0.147 mg/kg
from treatments at the standard and double doses,
and after 30 days it was <LOQ and 0.071 mg/kg, respectively. Residues of the major metabolite, 2,6-dichlorobenzamide was <LOQ in all samples. In the
field soil (analyzed on the 30th day) residues of
fluopicolide and 2,6-dichlorobenzamide were
<LOQ. Residues of fluopicolide in the second study
(2014) were 1.275 and 2.1 mg/kg from treatments at
the standard and double doses of 100 and 200 g
a.i./ha, respectively (Table 3). Fluopicolide residues
were detected on cauliflower for 25-30 days and the
residue dissipation was similar to the first study.
Residues of 2,6-dichlorobenzamide was always
<LOQ. The initial residues at standard dose treatment were always less than the MRL of 2 mg/kg notified by European Union [21]. The field soil was
free from residues of fluopicolide and 2,6-dichlorobenzamide residues after 30 days. Dissipation of
fluopicolide from cauliflower over time is presented
in Fig. 1.


)'39)5;%2(1)%685)1)273*82')57%-27;3**0834-'30-() (-',0353&)2<%1-()%2(4534%13'%5&*531
'%80-*03:)5%2(63-0

Spiked
level
(mg/kg)
0.01
0.05
0.10
0.50
1.00

Fluopicolide
Cauliflower
Soil
78.04 ± 9.6
86.60 ± 8.8
81.82 ± 7.8
88.70 ± 7.0
89.53 ± 7.0
91.70 ± 6.2
95.90 ± 5.7
97.80 ± 5.5
-

Average recovery (%) ± SD*
2,6-dichlorobenzamide
Cauliflower
Soil
80.20 ± 7.2
80.55 ±10.6
81.58 ± 6.8
82.78 ± 5.1
88.73 ± 6.2
86.38 ± 4.7
90.55 ± 4.5
92.72 ± 4.5
-

*Average of 6 replicate analyses ± SD
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Propamocarb
Cauliflower
Soil
87.62 ± 8.2
90.53 ± 10.0
91.44 ± 6.5
95.68 ± 7.9
94.70 ± 4.0
99.84 ± 7.2
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Days after
Treatment

Residues± SD (mg/kg) *
1st year

Untreated
control

Fluopicolide
Propamocarb
Application at
Application at
Application at
Application at
100 g a.i./ha
200 g a.i./ha
1000 g a.i./ha
2000 g a.i./ha
0
ND
1.495 ±0.045
2.654 ±0.232
11.556±0.954
20.600±2.026
1.325 ±0.035
2.411 ±0.072
9.634±0.844
18.327±1.452
1
ND
(11.7)
(9.15)
(16.6)
(11.0)
1.054 ±0.060
1.949 ±0.034
7.226±0.605
15.163±0.753
3
ND
(29.5)
(26.9)
(37.5)
(26.4)
0.817 ±0.030
1.329 ±0.040
5.163±0.301
10.242±0.853
5
ND
(45.3)
(50.3)
(55.3)
(50.3)
0.581 ±0.025
0.982 ±0.077
3.425±0.424
7.748±0.876
7
ND
(61.1)
(63.0)
(70.4)
(62.4)
0.385 ±0.025
0.793 ±0.061
2.104±0.155
5.860±0.687
10
ND
(74.2)
(70.1)
(81.8)
(71.5)
0.203 ±0.013
0.526 ±0.067
1.412±0.132
3.884±0.294
15
ND
(86.4)
(80.2)
(87.8)
(81.1)
0.105±0.011
0.316±0.017
0.578±0.072
2.026±0.163
20
ND
(93.0)
(88.1)
(95.0)
(90.1)
0.025±0.004
0.147±0.010
0.185±0.014
1.200±0.095
25
ND
(98.1)
(93.9)
(98.4)
(94.2)
0.071±0.011
0.436±0.052
30
ND
<LOQ
<LOQ
(96.3)
(97.9)
Soil (30-d)
ND
<LOQ
<LOQ
<LOQ
<LOQ
Residues± SD (mg/kg) *
2nd year
Days after
Untreated
Fluopicolide
Propamocarb
Treatment
control
Application at
Application at
Application at
Application at
100 g a.i./ha
200 g a.i./ha
1000 g a.i./ha
2000 g a.i./ha
0
ND
1.275±0.049
2.100±0.116
9.846±1.023
17.788±1.560
1.155±0.048
1.875±0.063
8.853± 0.612
16.082±1.628
1
ND
(9.41)
(10.7)
(10.1)
(9.6)
0.853±0.018
1.430±0.055
6.572± 0.726
13.550±0.833
3
ND
(33.0)
(31.9)
(33.3)
(23.8)
0.665±0.082
1.150±0.153
4.842± 0.387
11.474±0.972
5
ND
(44.8)
(45.2)
(50.8)
(35.5)
0.425±0.024
0.893±0.039
3.047± 0.186
9.337±0.626
7
ND
(66.6)
(57.5)
(69.1)
(51.9)
0.285±0.050
0.667±0.063
1.875± 0.096
7.753±0.533
10
ND
(77.6)
(68.2)
(80.9)
(73.3)
0.136±0.005
0.382±0.060
0.961± 0.073
3.147±0.175
15
ND
(89.3)
(81.8)
(90.2)
(82.3)
0.093±0.012
0.235±0.007
0.743± 0.076
2.182±0.082
20
ND
(92.7)
(88.8)
(92.5)
(87.7)
0.056±0.007
0.118±0.006
0.324±0.025
1.226±0.160
25
ND
(95.1)
(93.7)
(96.7)
(95.1)
0.072±0.010
0.622±0.074
30
ND
<LOQ
<LOQ
(95.0)
(97.1)
Soil (30-d)
ND
<LOQ
<LOQ
<LOQ
<LOQ
*Average of 3 replicate analyses ± SD
Values in the parenthesis are the percent dissipation of residues
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Log of residues × 1000 (mg/kg)

3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1

Fluopicolide at 100 g a.i./ha- 1st year
Fluopicolide at 200 g a.i./ha- 1st year
Fluopicolide at 100 g a.i./ha- 2nd year
Fluopicolide at 200 g a.i./ha- 2nd year

0,5
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Days after treatment
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Log residues × 1000 (mg/kg)

4,5
4
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5

Propamocarb at 1000 g a.i./ha- 1st year
Propamocarb at 2000 g a.i./ha- 1st year

1

Propamocarb at 1000 g a.i./ha- 2nd year
Propamocarb at 2000 g a.i./ha- 2nd year

0,5
0
0

5

10
15
20
25
Days after treatment

30

35

 
)6-(8)(-66-4%7-323*4534%13'%5&32'%80-*03:)539)5;)%56

Propamocarb residue levels on cauliflower
were much higher than that of fluopicolide. In the
first study (2013) the residue was 11.556 mg/kg from
treatment at the standard dose of 1000 g a.i./ha and
20.6 mg/kg from treatment at the double dose of
2000 g a.i./ha (Table 3). Residue dissipation was



faster initially where more than 50% residues degraded within 5 days. After 10 days, 81.8 and 71.5%
propamocarb residues had dissipated from standard
and double dose treatments. The residue levels
reached <LOQ at the standard dose treatment after
30 days, whereas at the double dose the residues
were 0.436 mg/kg on the 30th day. Though the initial
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residue levels of propamocarb were much higher
than that of fluopicolide both compounds remained
on cauliflower for 25 and 30 days at the standard and
double dose treatments. In the second study (2014),
initial residue deposit of propamocarb at the standard
dose was 9.846 mg/kg, which was less than the MRL
value. At the double dose treatment, propamocarb
residue was 17.788 mg/kg. As in case of fluopicolide, the initial residue levels of propamocarb in the
second study was less than that of the first study.
There was no significant difference in the dissipation
pattern of propamocarb in the two studies. At the
double dose treatment propamocarb residue was
0.622 mg/kg which was less than the MRL value.
The field soil analyzed after 30 days was free from
propamocarb residues in the two studies. Dissipation
of propamocarb from cauliflower over time is presented in Fig. 2.
As both studies were carried out in a similar
manner the difference in the initial residue deposits
could be due to the spray drift. One of the most decisive factors influencing the total spray drift was the
wind speed [22, 23]. The spray drift is affected by
adjuvant, wind direction, wind speed, air stability,
relative humidity, temperature, etc. [24]. The adjuvant used was same in both studies and the relative
humidity and temperature was about the same during
the study period in 2013 and 2014 (Table 1). Therefore spray drift affected by higher wind speed during
2014 could be the possible reason for lower initial
residue deposits.
Fluopicolide and propamocarb dissipation pattern remained similar irrespective of the initial residue deposits in the two studies. This could be due to
the similarity in the environmental parameters (relative humidity and temperature) in the two studies
(Table 1). The higher rainfall (501.3 mm) during the
study period in 2014 did not facilitate faster dissipation of the fungicides. In both studies the residues
remained on cauliflower for 25 and 30 days from
treatments at 100+1000 and 200+2000 g a.i./ha.
Though residues of fluopicolide persisted on cauliflower up to 25 days, the initial residue deposits at
the standard dose were below the tolerance limit
(MRL). Propamocarb initial residue deposit in the
first study was slightly above MRL and in the second
study it was less than the MRL. In both studies the
metabolite 2,6-dichlorobenzamide was not detected.
Fluopicolide was not metabolised to any great extent
in plant and the parent compound was the major
component of the radioactive residues [2]. Fluopicolide and propamocarb are systemic fungicides and
likely to get absorbed by the cauliflower tissues. The
surface pesticide residues may degrade faster and the
amount adsorbed by the plant may degrade slowly
[25].
Residues of fluopicolide, propamocarb or 2,6dichlorobenzamide were not detected in the soil after
30 days of foliar application to cauliflower plants.

Pesticide degradation in soil is influenced by pesticide characteristics, organic matter content of soil,
soil pH and soil microbial community [26]. Photodegradation of pesticide may occur in soil [27].
Fluopicolide is steadily degraded in soil by a combination of chemical and microbial transformation
processes [28]. Propamocarb degradation was enhanced in the presence of     
IN937a and   SE34 [29]. In the current
study the fungicides were applied to cauliflower
plants and the thick foliage of the cauliflower plant
could have reduced spillage of pesticide solution on
soil during spray. The residues in the soil could have
dissipated due to various environmental factors including rainfall and are unlikely to remain after 30
days.
The half-life (DT50) for fluopicolide was 4.5
days from treatment at 100 g a.i./ha and 6 days from
treatment at 200 g a.i./ha in the first study. In the second study the half-lives were 5.4 days and 6.2 days.
Propamocarb residues degraded at the half-life of 4.4
and 5.1 days from treatments at 1000 and 2000 g
a.i./ha, respectively in the first study (2013). In the
second study (2014) the half-lives were 5.7 and 6.2
days. The half-life of the two compounds in the two
studies did not vary much and it was in the range of
4.4-6.2 days. The reported half-lives of fluopicolide
on tomato were 2.3-2.5 days and that of propamocarb, 1.4-2.0 days [30]. The half-life of fluopicolide
on grapes was 10.2-12.3 days [31]. The floral structure of cauliflower may retain pesticides longer and
increase their persistence. The difference in the halflives in the current study and that reported for grapes
could be the dilution effect resulting from crop
growth. Dilution due to growth (decrease in the residues) was reported to be the major reason for reduction of pesticides on various crops [32, 33].
The PHI is defined as the interval between the
last application of a pesticide to a crop and harvesting of that crop. PHI of fluopicolide and propamocarb was calculated from the residue data and MRL
as per statistical analysis by Hoskins [34]. This interval is allowed for degradation of pesticide residues in the harvested crop to an acceptable level,
which is defined as the MRL or legal limits. The residue levels of fluopicolide in the two studies were
below its MRL at the recommended dose (100 g a.i.
ha-1). Therefore, a PHI of 1 day was required for this
treatment. By doubling the treatment dosage (200 g
a.i. ha-1) the required PHIs for fluopicolide were 2.3
days and 1 day, respectively (first and second study).
The required PHI for propamocarb treatment at the
standard dose of 1000 g a.i./ha was 1 day for both
studies. For double dose treatment the required PHI
was 6 days. For treatment of the combination formulation, fluopicolide 6.25% + propamocarb hydrochloride 62.5% (Infinito 68.75% SC), at 100+1000 g
a.i./ha the PHI was 1 day to reduce the risk to human
health. When treatment was doubled the PHI re-
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[4] Douglas, B.M., Roland, S. (2009) Fluopicolide.
The Joint FAO/WHO Meeting on Pesticide Residues (JMPR). 269-356.
[5] EFSA (2010) Conclusion on the peer review of
the pesticide risk assessment of the active substance dichlobenil. European Food Safety Authority. EFSA J. 8, 1705.
[6] Leake, C., Mackenzie, E., Kley, C. (2006) Mobility assessment of fluopicolide and its metabolites. Pflanzenschutz-Nachrichten-Bayer. 59,
225-242.
[7] Caldas, E.D. (1984) Propamocarb (148), first
draft prepared by Eloisa Dutra Caldas, University of Brasilia, Brasilia, Brazil, 719.
[8] Reiter, B., Wenz, M., Buschhau, H.,
Buchenauer, H. (1995) Effect of propamocarb
hydrochloride on       
 and in potato and tomato.Gesunde Pflanzen. 47, 43-50.
[9] Wolterink, G., Tasheva, M. (2005) Propamocarb. Joint FAO/WHO Meeting on Pesticide
Residues (JMPR), 417.
[10]Cooke, L.R., Little, G. (2006) Evaluation of
fluopicolide containing formulation for the control of potato late blight in Northern Ireland.
Pflanzenschutz-Nachrichten Bayer. 59, 303316.
[11]Weinberger, K., Ramasamy, S. (2009) Farmers’
management of cabbage and cauliflower pests
in India and their approaches to crop protection.
Journal of Asia-Pacific Entomology. 12, 253259.
[12]Ziadi, S., Barbedette, S., Godard, J.F., Monot,
C., Corre, D.L., Silue, D. (2008) Production of
pathogenesis-related proteins in the cauliflower
(     var. )–downy mildew (   ) pathosystem
treated with acibenzolar-S-methyl. Journal of
Plant Pathology. 50, 579-586.
[13]Srivastava, A.K., Trivedi, P., Srivastava, M.K.,
Lohani, M., Srivastava, L.P. (2011) Monitoring
of pesticide residues in market basket samples
of vegetable from Lucknow city, India:
QuEChERS method. Environmental Monitoring and Assessment. 176, 465-472.
[14]Lozowicka, B., Jankowska, M., Kaczynski, P.
(2012) Pesticide residues in   vegetables
and exposure assessment of consumers. Food
Control. 25, 561-575.
[15]Thakur, B.S. (2014) Studies on effect of temperature on curd yield under year round production
system of cauliflower (     
 L.) under mid hills of Himachal Pradesh. Asian Journal of Horticulture. 9, 319-323.
[16]Bloomfield, J.P., Williams, R.J., Gooddy, D.C.,
Cape, J.N., Guha, P. (2006) Impacts of climate
change on the fate and behaviour of pesticides
in surface and groundwater- a UK perspective.
Science of the Total Environment. 369, 163–
177.

quired was 6 days. Except wind speed other environmental parameters were about the same in the two
studies, so was the dissipation pattern. It indicates
that fluopicolide and propamocarb dissipation is
likely to be influenced by different environmental
conditions, but under similar environmental conditions its behaviour may remain the same.
 
Validation of the analytical method for analysis
of fluopicolide, propamocarb and 2,6-dichlorobenzamide in cauliflower and soil gave satisfactory results for all parameters studied. The initial residue
deposits of fluopicolide and propamocarb on cauliflower varied to some extent in the two studies. The
initial residue levels of fluopicolide at the standard
dose treatment remained below its MRL. Propamocarb initial residues were slightly above MRL in the
first study and below MRL in the second study. Dissipation pattern of the two compounds was about the
same in the two studies. The wind speed during the
study period seemed to affect the initial residue deposits of the two compounds on cauliflower. Higher
rainfall did not accelerate degradation of fluopicolide or propamocarb. The half-life of degradation of
both compounds was within 4.4-6.2 days. For treatment of fluopicolide + propamocarb at the standard
dose 100+1000 g a.i./ ha 1 day PHI was required for
the residues to reduce below their respective MRLs.
When the treatment was doubled the required
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Wastewater irrigation causes possible contamination of soil and crops and is responsible for health
hazards to consumers. Current research was undertaken to observe the extent of contamination in
wheat irrigated with wastewater and its possible consequences on humans. A pot experiment was performed in this regard to assess the concentration of
metals in soil, water and grain samples. The level of
heavy metals (mg kg-1) in wheat grains ranged from
1.18 to 1.64 for Cd, 0.07 to 0.20 for Pb, 0.74 to 1.28
for Cu, 0.44 to 0.60 for Cr, and 0.02 to 0.22 for Co.
The values of all heavy metals were within the permissible limit of 0.3 mg kg-1 for Pb, 73.3 mg kg-1 for
Cu, 2.3 mg kg-1 for Cr, and 50 mg kg-1for Co, while
the Cd content in wheat surpassed the tolerable limit
of 0.2 mg kg-1 indicating its mobility. A significant
and positive correlation was obtained for Cd, Pb Cu,
and Co (0.90, 0.85, 0.79, 0.89; p<0.01) while Cr
showed non-significant correlation (0.52; p>0.05)
between soil and wheat grains. The values of health
risk index for all heavy metals were below 1 except
for Cd. Regular monitoring of wheat crop is suggested in light of these findings to minimize the
health risks in humans.



Since the period of industrial revolution, safety
of food has become one of the imminent challenges
throughout the globe. In developing countries, increasing demand of food has pressurized farmers to
use inexpensive methods which help in increasing
crop yield. Among such methods, wastewater irrigation is gaining much more importance all over the
world. Approximately, 10% population of world relies on wastewater irrigated crops [1].
Wastewater contains large amount of significant plant nutrients but it may also contain large
amount of contaminants such as synthetic chemicals,
pathogens and heavy metals e.g., lead, chromium,
cadmium, and nickel etc. which pollute environment
and cause various health hazards to human [2].
Soil is an important reservoir for heavy metals
and these heavy metals accumulate in eatable parts
of plants. Food chain contamination is one of the
considerable pathways by which human bodies get
exposed to toxic heavy metals [3]. However, some
plants develop various adaptations to control the absorption of metals at the boundary of soil and root.
Selection of limited metal absorbing varieties of cereal crops may help in safer production of crops on
wastewater contaminated soils [4].
Wheat (  L.), belongs to family Poaceae, is an essential crop throughout the
globe. Wheat is a staple food and vital component of
human diet. It plays significant role in growth of humans by providing inorganic micronutrients, proteins and carbohydrates. Wheat is an indispensable

,+$&'
  L., Wastewater, Contaminated soil,
Physicochemical parameters, Health risk index
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;.9F@6@<3@<:2=5F@60<052:60.9=.?.:2
A2?@<3D.A2?.;1@<69@.:=92@ Soil and water characteristics such as electrical conductivity (EC), pH,
calcium, magnesium, and organic matter were determined. pH and EC were determined by pH meter and
EC meter [7]. Titration method was used for calculation of Ca+2 and Mg+2 content. Soil OM was determined by Walkley and Black acid digestion method
[8].

'A.A6@A60.9.;.9F@6@ Analysis of variance was
performed for treatments in support of water, soil
and wheat grains with the help of software package
SPSS.16. Correlation between soil and wheat grains
for each heavy metal was calculated. 
Bio-concentration factor (BCF) was calculated
following [9]. Pollution load index (PLI) was calculated by following [10]. Daily intake of metal (DIM)
was calculated by following formula [11] to assess
metal intake by considering daily consumption of
wheat as 0.242 kg person-1 [12] and average body
weight of 55.9 kg [13]. Health risk index (HRI) values depend on daily intake of metals and oral reference dose (RfD). HRI was determined by using equation described by [9].

part of diet of more than 35% of the total population
of the world so there is a constant need to get the
higher yield of wheat to meet the demand of people
[5].
Heavy metal accumulation in different plant
parts increases after wastewater irrigation. So the
consumption of contaminated wheat crop may cause
serious health hazards to humans. Consumption of
contamination-free food crop is the vital feature of
food quality [3].
Therefore, current study focused on the impact
of wastewater irrigation on heavy metal buildup in
soil and wheat and its impact on wheat growth as
well as human health. Bio-concentration factor
(BCF), pollution load index (PLI), correlation, daily
intake of metal (DIM) and health risk index (HRI)
due to metals via consumption of  
were also calculated.
"(&!'#"($'

%9.;A0B9A6C.A6<; Current research work was
carried out at Botanical Garden, University of Sargodha, Sargodha, during the year 2015-2016. Seeds
of wheat variety (Faisalabad-2008) were sown in
November, 2015 in plastic pots (10 cm in height and
25 cm in diameter) and harvested at the start of April,
2016. About 5 kg of soil was added in each pot. Contaminated soil was collected from wastewater irrigated area. Different contaminated soil amendments
used for pot experiment were: 100% pure soil; 50%
contaminated soil and 50% pure soil; 75% contaminated soil and 25% pure soil; 100% contaminated
soil. Four pots with three replications of each treatment were labeled. Each pot was sown with eight
seeds. Wastewater irrigation with different combinations was used. The wastewater was taken from a
sewage pond in Sargodha, along with ground water
with different concentrations: T1: Irrigated with
100% ground water, T2: Irrigated with 50%
wastewater and 50% ground water, T3: Irrigated
with 75% wastewater and 25% ground water, T4: irrigated with 100% wastewater. Experimental design
used for this study was randomized block design
(RBD). Wastewater and ground water were analyzed
for multiple physico-chemical parameters such as
pH, electrical conductivity (EC), Magnesium
(Mg+2), calcium (Ca+2) and heavy metals: chromium
(Cr), lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd), copper (Cu) and cobalt (Co).

'.:=92 0<9920A6<; .;1 =?2=.?.A6<;  After
threshing, seeds were powdered ground. Soil was
taken from top 5 cm for sampling. Oven dried soil
samples were eventually analyzed for various physico-chemical parameters. Digestion of soil, water
and grain samples was done through “wet digestion
method” [6].


&')!('
ANOVA exhibited significant effect ()
of water treatments on heavy metal levels such as
Cd, Co, Pb and Cu while non-significant effect
() on Cr. Significant effect () of treatments was noticed on heavy metals (Cu, Pb, Cr, Cd,
Co) in soil used to grow wheat. Significant effect
() of treatments on levels of Cd, Pb, Cu, and
Co was observed in wheat grains while non-significant effect () in grains of wheat was obtained
for Cr (Table 1).
%5F@60<052:60.9 =.?.:2A2?@ <3 D.A2? 
Mean values of EC (dSm-1) among four treatments
ranged from 1.48 to 7.15. The values of Ca+2 and
Mg+2 (meq L-1) in four treatments were 5.43-24.76.
The values of Na+ ranged from 9.96 to 49 meq L-1.
The value of Na+ was lowest in treatment-I while
highest in treatment-IV. Concentration of Cl- (meq
L-1) in all treatments ranged from 4.8 to 44.5. The
values of SAR among four treatments were 1.8, 4.76,
10.3 and 13.86 respectively (Table 2).
"2.;0<;02;A?.A6<;@:4! <352.CF:2A
.9@6;D.A2? In water samples, mean levels of heavy
metals (mgL-1) ranged from 0.018 to 0.074 for Pb,
1.69 to 1.88 for Cd, 0.53 to 0.74 for Cu, 0.54 to 0.65
for Cr, and 0.31 to 0.46 for Co respectively. The order of concentration of heavy metals at treatment-I
was: Cd>Cr>Cu>Co>Pb; while at treatment-II, III
and IV it was in following sequence:
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Cd>Cu>Cr>Co>Pb (Table 3, Figure 1). The concentration of Cd was highest while Pb was lowest in all
treatments.

to 1.98 for Cd, 1.25 to 2.04 for Cu, 1.01 to 1.2 for Cr,
and 0.63 to 0.76 for Co respectively. The trend of
heavy metals among four treatments was:
Cd>Cu>Cr>Co>Pb (Table 5, Figure 2). Mean concentrations of Cd and Cu were found to higher while
Pb was lowest among four treatments.

%5F@60<052:60.9=.?.:2A2?@<3@<69. Loamy
texture of soil was noticed in all treatments. Mean
values of soil pH was 8.1, 7.8, 7.8, and 7.7 in four
treatments. E.C. of soil was in the range of 6.65 dSm1
to 13.27 dSm-1. The range (%) of OM in four treatments was 0.96-1.11. The mean values of available
P (mg kg-1) among four treatments were 6.66, 14.36,
18.33 and 25.4 respectively. The values of available
K (mg kg-1) among four treatments were 331,
356.33, 368.33 and 277.3 respectively (Table 4).

"2.;0<;02;A?.A6<;@:484 <352.CF:2A
.9@6;D52.A4?.6;@ In wheat grains, concentrations
of heavy metals (mg kg-1) ranged from 0.07 to 0.2
for Pb, 1.18 1.64 for Cd, 0.44 to 0.6 for Cr, and 0.02
to 0.22 for Co respectively. At treatment-I, II and III
the sequence of heavy metal concentration was:
Cd>Cu>Cr>Pb>Co; while at treatment-IV it was
found in following order: Cd>Cu>Cr>Co>Pb (Table
6, Figure 3). Concentration of Cd was found to be
highest while Co and Pb were low in all treatments.

"2.;0<;02;A?.A6<;@:484 <352.CF:2A
.9@6;@<69 In soil samples, concentrations (mg kg-1)
of heavy metals varied from 0.14 to 0.35 for Pb, 1.85

(! 
;.9F@6@<3C.?6.;02<352.CF:2A.9@6;D.A2?@<69.;1D52.A4?.6;@

"2.;'>B.?2
2.CF:2A.9@
%/
1
B
+.A2?
0.002
0.021
0.025
'<69
0.009
0.166
0.331
+52.A4?.6;@
0.009
0.166
0.185;@
,, = Significant at 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 level, ;@ = non-significant

(?2.A:2;A@


1': 
1.48±1.4
3.47±1.7
5.87±1.6
7.15±2.7

?
0.005;@
0.020
0.017;@

(! 
%5F@60<052:60.9=.?.:2A2?@<3D.A2?

%5F@60<052:60.9=.?.:2A2?@
.906B:".4;2@6B: '<16B:#.
59<?612
. "4 :2>! 
9:2>! 
:2>! 
5.43± 1.2
9.96±1.2
4.80±1.3
10.33±1.2
29.43±1.5
19.2±1.4
17.3±1.3
39.23±1.7
30.3±1.2
24.76±1.4
49±1.6
44.5±1.4

<
0.014
0.029
0.023

'<16B:1@<?=A6<;
&.A6<'&
1.8±0.9
4.76±1.2
10.3±1.2
13.86±1.3




*
'A.;1.?1
200a, 150a
900b
15b
5.1a
96:6A@
Source aMWE [44]; Source bFAO (46), T-I = Treatment-I, T-II = Treatment-II; T-III = Treatment-III, T-IV, Treatment-IV, EC= Electrical conductivity

(!
"2.;0<;02;A?.A6<;@:4! <352.CF:2A.9@"2.;H'6;D.A2?
%"!
:4! .
%/
0.130±0.08
0.271±0.12
0.355±0.11
0.503±0.13
5.00
1
1.693±0.1
1.790±0.12
1.840±0.14
1.886±0.18
0.01
B
0.530±0.07
0.596±0.09
0.660±0.1
0.743±0.12
0.20
?
0.549±0.08
0.580±0.09
0.594±0.13
0.650±0.15
0.10
<
0.318±0.06
0.373±0.08
0.441±0.1
0.467±0.13
0.05
Source a FAO/WHO [17], T-I = Treatment-I, T-II = Treatment-II; T-III = Treatment-III, T-IV, Treatment-IV, SE
= Standard Error, PML = Permissible Limit
2.CF:2A.9@
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%5F@60<052:60.9=.?.:2A2?@<3@<69

(?2.A:2;A@



*

=


1': 

8.1±0.05
7.8±0.03
7.8±0.03
7.7±0.06

6.65±0.02
11.6±10.01
13.04±0.01
13.27±0.28

%5F@60<052:60.9=.?.:2A2?@
$?4.;60
C.69./92
:.AA2?
%5<@=5<?B@

:484 
0.96±0.01
6.66±0.08
1.06±0.01
14.36±0.14
1.07±0.02
18.33±0.14
1.11±0.08
25.4±0.11

C.69./92
%<A.@@6B:
:484 
331±0.57
356.3±1.2
368.3±0.88
377.3±0.66

(2EAB?2
Loam
Loam
Loam
Loam

(!
"2.;0<;02;A?.A6<;@:484 <352.CF:2A.9@"2.;H'6;@<69

"2A.9@
(
(
(
(*
%"!:484 .
%/
0.146±0.06
0.240±0.11
0.298±0.12
0.356±0.15
100
1
1.855±0.08
1.916±0.09
1.938±0.14
1.983±0.16
3
B
1.251±0.09
1.531±0.12
1.698±0.2
2.046±0.17
100
?
1.011±0.08
1.060±0.12
1.120±0.13
1.201±0.16
50
<
0.631±0.08
0.678±0.09
0.706±0.12
0.761±0.15
100
Source a FAO/WHO [17], T-I = Treatment-I, T-II = Treatment-II; T-III = Treatment-III, T-IV, Treatment-IV, SE
= Standard Error, PML = Permissible Limit

(!
"2.;0<;02;A?.A6<;@:484 <352.CF:2A.9@"2.;H'6;4?.6;@<3    
"2A.9@
(
(
(
(*
%"!:484 .
%/
0.076±0.03
0.121±0.05
0.155±0.06
0.206±0.06
0.3
1
1.181±0.05
1.385±0.08
1.501±0.06
1.646±0.08
0.2
B
0.745±0.06
0.791±0.08
1.025±0.07
1.286±0.06
73.3
?
0.441±0.05
0.490±0.06
0.573±0.06
0.603±0.08
2.3
<
0.026±0.03
0.07±0.04
0.115±0.06
0.228±0.04
50
a
Source FAO/WHO [17], T-I = Treatment-I, T-II = Treatment-II; T-III = Treatment-III, T-IV, Treatment-IV, SE
= Standard Error, PML = Permissible Limit
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(!
6<0<;02;A?.A6<;3.0A<?3<?D52.A4?.6; @<69

(?2.A:2;A@



*

%/
0.5205
0.5041
0.5201
0.5786

1
0.6366
0.7228
0.7733
0.8300

2.CF:2A.9@
B
0.5955
0.5166
0.6036
0.6285

?
0.4362
0.4622
0.5116
0.5020

<
0.0412
0.1032
0.1628
0.2996

(!
<??29.A6<;/2AD22;@<69.;14?.6;:2A.90<;02;A?.A6<;@

2.CF:2A.9@
'<69?.6;@

%/
0.902

<??29.A6<;
1
0.856

B
0.799

?
0.526;@

*, **= Correlation is significant at 0.05 and 0.01 level, ;@ Correlation is non-significant
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%<99BA6<;9<.16;12E3<?52.CF:2A.9@6;@<69

(?2.A:2;A@



*

%/
0.0179
0.0294
0.0365
0.0436

1
1.2449
1.2859
1.3026
1.3308

2.CF:2A.9@
B
0.1491
0.1824
0.2023
0.2438

?
0.1114
0.1168
0.1234
0.1324

<
0.0693
0.0745
0.0775
0.0836

?
0.0019
0.0021
0.0024
0.0026

<
0.0001
0.0003
0.0004
0.0009

(! 
.69F6;A.82<3:2A.9@

(?2.A:2;A@



*

%/
0.0003
0.0005
0.0006
0.0008

1
0.0051
0.0059
0.0064
0.0071

2.CF:2A.9@
B
0.0032
0.0034
0.0044
0.0055


(! 
2.9A5?6@86;12E<3:2A.90<;A2;A@C6.6;A.82<3   




(?2.A:2;A@



*

Pb
0.094
0.1497
0.1917
0.2548

Heavy metals
Cu
0.0806
0.0856
0.1109
0.1391

Cd
5.113
5.996
6.498
7.126

6<0<;02;A?.A6<; 3.0A<?   BCF was
used to determine the transfer of metals from soil to
edible parts of plants. The decreasing order of BCF
among four treatments was: Cd>Cu>Pb>Cr>Co.
The values of BCF for Cd were highest while Co
showed lowest values of BCF (Table 7).

Cr
0.0012
0.0014
0.0016
0.0017

Co
0.0026
0.0070
0.0115
0.0229

2.9A5?6@86;12E& The values of HRI
for Cd was greater than 1, while that of Pb, Co, Cu,
and Cr were less than 1. The values of HRI among
all treatments was found in decreasing order of:
Cd>Pb> Cu>Co>Cr (Table 11).

')''$#

<??29.A6<; Correlation between soil and
wheat grain for each metal such as Pb, Cd, Ni, Fe,
Mn, Cu, Zn, and Co was positive and significant
while that for Cr was positive and non-significant between soil and wheat grains (Table 8).

%<99BA6<;9<.16;12E%!Pollution severity
was determined by PLI. The PLI at treatment-I, II,
III and IV was found in following sequence:
Cd>Cu>Cr>Co>Pb. The values of PLI for Cd were
highest while Pb had lowest value in all treatments
(Table 9).

Water salinity can be well indicated by electrical conductivity. Wastewater contains high salt content. Current results were in agreement to the findings of Singh et al. [14]. SAR is more consistent index, which is the affinity of irrigation water to form
exchangeable sodium in soil [46]. Balkhair and Ashraf [15] reported higher values of Ca+2 and Na+ while
lower values of EC and SAR as compared to current
investigation. EC in current investigation was
greater than the findings of Alghobar et al. [16].
The mean values of heavy metals such as Pb,
Cu, Co, Cr and Cd in water samples were above the
permissible level recommended by FAO/WHO [17].
Mojiri and Aziz [18] suggested lower level of Cd in
wastewater as compared to present investigation.
The values of Pb, Cd, Cr, and Cu in current investigation were above the values of Singh et al. [19].
Sherif et al. [20] reported lower values of Co, Cu,
Cd, Cr and Pb as compared to the present values.

.69F 6;A.82 <3 :2A.9@ "  The value of
DIM for Cd was highest while Pb and Co showed
low DIM values. At treatment-I, II, and III the values
of
DIM
were
in
following
sequence:
Cd>Cu>Cr>Pb>Co; while at treatment-IV it was
found in decreasing order of: Cd>Cu>Cr>Co>Pb
(Table 10).
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A strong positive correlation for Pb, Cd, Cu,
and Co showed that these metals could be coming
from same wastewater source. In present investigation, a positive and non-significant correlation for Cr
was due to the feeble association between wheat
grains and soil. Ekmekyapar et al. [35] also demonstrated a non-significant correlation between concentrations of heavy metals in soil and wheat grains.
To estimate the contamination status and inconsistency in soil, PLI was determined. The values
of PLI (>1) indicate that soil is contaminated; values
lower than 1 were considered as uncontaminated
[36]. The PLI for Cd was greater than 1 among all
treatments. The values of PLI greater than 1 indicated that this metal can potentially cause ecological
hazard. High PLI values could be due to different
factors such as agricultural runoff, human activities
and industrial activities [37].
The DIM for Pb, Cd, Cu, Co, and Cr were below the tolerable daily intake limit [38, 39, 40, 41,
42]. In present investigation the values of DIM by
consumption of wheat grains were found less than 1.
Jaishree and Khan [43] reported higher values of
DIM for Pb, Cu, Cd, and Cr as compared to present
investigation.
HRI is an important parameter for estimating
the risks related with consumption of metal contaminated food crop [1]. Value >1 suggested serious
health risks to public [43] which in present study was
obtained for Cd. In present study, HRI values for Cr
and Pb were lower while those of Cd were higher as
reported by Ministry of water and electricity, Saudi
Arabia [44]. Health hazard due to Cd in present investigation was above as contrast to the findings of
Singh et al. [45].


$#!)'$#

Soil texture has significant effect on physicochemical properties of soil. Wastewater irrigation
considerably increased the soil OM, EC, available P,
and available K and decreased the soil pH. Organic
matter breaks down and generates organic acids in
soil and affects its properties [21]. The values of OM
and pH in present investigation were above the values reported by Naz et al. [22]. Soil OM content is
an important indicator of soil fertility [23]. EC of soil
increased after wastewater irrigation. Current data
were similar to the results of Khai et al. [24] for soil
properties. In present investigation the value of OM
was lower while phosphorus and potassium were
higher in contrast to study of Yang et al. [25].
The mean level of all heavy metals found in soil
was within the PML suggested by Balkhair and Ashraf [15]. This might be due to the high values of soil
pH. In soil, distribution of heavy metals is affected
by various properties of soil for example pH, EC and
OM content [26]. Yu et al. [27] suggested higher values of Cr Cu, Pb and lower level of Cd in contrast to
the present findings. The soil Cd contents were
above while Cr Cu, and Pb were below the obtained
data of Wang et al. [28]. The exchangeable capacity
of Cd is higher as compared to other metals so that’s
why it easily becomes available and accumulates in
edible parts of plants [29]. The soil Cd concentration
was above as reported by Ashfaq et al. [30] and
lower as suggested by Liu et al. [31]. Bio-availability
of heavy metals in wastewater irrigated soil was
higher as compared to ground water irrigated soil
[32].
The mean values of all heavy metals found in
wheat grains were within the PML except for Cd as
recommended by FAO/WHO [17]. The level of Cd
and Cu was above while the concentration of Zn was
below in present study in wheat grains while Pb and
Cr level was similar to that analyzed by Yu et al.
[27].
Cadmium concentration in grains was above
the PML of 0.2 mgkg-1suggested by Balkhair and
Ashraf [15], meaning that wheat had been polluted
by cadmium. Cadmium poisoning in man can cause
bone disorder, lung cancer and anemia [12].
In humans, BCF is the basic component to determine the level of exposure through food chain.
Amongst various metals in wheat grains Cd exhibited highest BCF values while Co showed lowest
BCF values. High value of BCF depicted a high
movement of this metal toward plant and vice versa.
Balkhair and Ashraf [15] reported that Cd is more
mobile as compared to other heavy metals hence it
binds weakly to soil. The differences in BCF may be
due to the binding of heavy metals to plant roots, interaction between physico-chemical parameters,
available metals in soil, and type of plant species [7].
BCF values for Cu, Zn, Ni and Cr in present investigation was above as than the findings of Verma et al.
[34].

Wastewater irrigation causes buildup heavy
metals in soil, crop and contaminates food chain. The
values of heavy metals in wheat grains were within
the acceptable limits except for Cd. The greater level
of cadmium in wheat grains indicated stronger transfer capability of Cd from soil to edible part of plants.
The discrepancy in level of heavy metals in wheat
grains reflected the differences in accumulating capability of heavy metals by wheat plant. So it is concluded that quality of wastewater irrigated wheat
was poor and cannot be considered safe for human
health because of high concentration of Cd. Therefore, steps should be taken for efficient treatment of
wastewater to reduce health risks in human.
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The effects of NaCl changes in the free proline,
pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase (P-5-CR), proline
oxidase (PO) and proline dehydrogenase (PDH) enzyme activities, glycine betaine and chlorophyll contents in salt tolerant and sensitive cultivars of sunflower. Significant proline accumulation was observed in both cultivars but it was more in salt tolerant sunflower plants under salt stress. PO, P-5-CR
and PDH activities increased in tolerant cultivar and
inhibited under salt stress in sensitive cultivar. The
study indicated that while more glycine betaine,
malondialdehyde accumulation was much less in tolerant cultivar. The levels of pigments, were similar
amounts in both cultivars under salt stress. With
these results, we can say that enhancing enzyme activities and proline levels during salt stress contributes significantly to the survival of plants. The salt
tolerance of A-6535 is more pronounced in salt stress
than in A-2517 when glycine betain (GB) is accumulated at high levels. In addition, the salt tolerance of
A-6535 was shown in lower amounts of chlorophyll
degredation. The physiological significance of these
alterations can be assessed together with the functions of these enzymes in plant metabolism under
salt stress.

the destructive effect of water shortages by taking
water from the environment by osmoregulation
mechanism. A high level of proline maintains the
plant survive at low water potentials. It has been reported that proline serves as a source of energy that
regulates redox potential, as a hydroxy radical scavenger, as a substance that protects macro molecules
against denaturation, as a means to reduce acidity in
the cell, and as a storage compound and nitrogen
source for post-stress rapid growth [6]. Proline has
accumulated in response to stress such as salinity and
freezing but at the same time it has been found to be
in small quantities in response to heavy metal toxicity [7, 8], plant pathogenic interactions [9] and
other abiotic and biotic stimuli. There are significant
correlations between high proline level and stress
factor are symptomatic of injury, which is a consequence of extreme growth and reduced metabolism
rahter than an adaptive response to proline [10]. Indeed, the production of carbohydrates in restricted
quantities by photosynthesis limits growth and reproductive performance, while plants accumulate
large quantities of proline in the drought period [11].
Proline metabolism is actively regulated by stress
stimuli, using reverse genetics (such as p5cs1 mutants; [12] makes it possible to test how much proline
is needed to cope with stress. Such literature data
show widely that proline metabolism is regulated by
abiotic stress and it is a definite proof that the accumulation of stress-induced proline is an adaptive response. It is difficult to answer how the proline contributes to the stress tolerance of the plant, the metabolic regulation that causes proline accumulation in
high amounts, and whether it is beneficial for the biotechnological improvement of plants.
The proline is synthesized in two ways, the glutatamate and the ornithine pathway in plants. During
osmotic stress a high amount of proline accumulation occurs with the glutamate pathway. Δ'-pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthetase (P5CS) and Δ'-pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase (P5CR) enzymes
synthesize proline from glutamic acid [13, 14, 15].
Prolin degradation occurs in mitochondria with proline dehydrogenase or proline oxidase enzyme (PDH
or POX) [16-19]. PDH transcription is activated by
rehydration and proline, it is suppressed by dehydration, thereby inhibiting proline degradation during

%$ !
Glycine-betaine, NaCl stress, proline, sun flower

" #"

Salinity is an ecological and abiotic stress factor of considerable importance, influencing the agriculture of culture plants. Cultivated areas are affected by salt stress and salinity increases progresively. According to their evolutionary adaptation, plants generally divide into two major groups,
halophytes and glycophytes. Most of the important
agricultural species are in the second group and salinity is considered as an important environmental
stress factor in this group of plants [1-5]. Proline and
glycine-betaine osmolytes accumulation is occuring,
due to decrasing water potentials. Plants can prevent
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abiotic stress [20, 21, 22]. It has been suggested that
the accumulation of the prolin contributes to stress
tolerance in many ways. The proline acts as a protective molecule that increases the activity of different
enzymes and protects protein integrity [23].
Glycine betaine and proline are important organic molecules that accumulate in various plant
species under abiotic stress conditions such as salinity, drought, high temperature, heavy metal. It is
known that the accumulation of organic molecules,
such as glycine betaine, in cells, protects organisms
through osmoregulation against the abiotic stress.
The tolerant and sensitive species exhibit different
tolerance levels according to the accumulation levels
of these compounds during abiotic stress. It has been
reported that plants naturally accumulate glycine betaine in arid and saline environments [24-27]. In the
present study, we have investigated the effects of salt
stress on the activity of P5CR, PDH and PO enzymes; malondialdehyde, prolin and total cholorophyll content in salt tolerant and sensitive sunflower
cultivars, in order to better understand their differences on salt stress tolerance.


" !"!

0&27 1&7*5.&06 &2) 6&0.2.7< 75*&71*276 In
this study, the 2517-A ve 6535-A (    
L.) seeds are used as experimental material,
was obtained from Trakya Agricultural Research institute. These varieties were developed and registered by the Trakya Agricultural Research institute.
A-6535 and A-2517 varieties were selected as tolerant and sensitive varieties respectively. Sterilization
of seeds in 0.5 % sodium hypochlorite solution for 5
minutes was performed and then washed 4-5 times
with sterile dH2O. After the seeds are sterilized and
stored in distilled water overnight. One night in distilled water held sunflower seeds, 10 pieces were
planted in plastic pots containing perlite. Seeds were
germinated in perlite, 12 hr dark / 12 hr light, 25 ° C
temperature, with 60% humidity and grown for 25
days watered with Hoagland's solution. Growth of
25 days; pots of both sunflower varieties were exposed to 100 mM NaCl, 200 mM NaCl, 400 mM
NaCl in prepared in Hoagland solution. After application, samples from leaf tissue 2 times at 2 day intervals for each concentrations. Immediately before
the applications (day 0) and applications made after
2 and 4 days at the end of the mature leaves for use
in analyzing samples taken in liquid nitrogen frozen
and stored in a freezer at -40 ° C.

530.2* 66&< Sunflower leaves (0.5 gr)
exracted in 3% (w/v) sulphosalicylic and free proline
content measured using ninhydryn reagent. The mixture is heated in a water bath at 100 ° C for 1 hour
after addition of ninhydrin and glacial acetic acid.
Then the reaction was stopped by using an ice bath.

To this mixture 3 mL of toluene was added and toluene fraction was aspirated from the liquid phase
then absorbance was read at 520 nm in a spectrophotometer. Proline concentration is figured out using a
calibration curve and displayed as nmol/g fresh
weight [28]. 

<5530.2* (&5'3;<0&7* *)8(7&6*  
 (7.9.7< 66&< Pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase was extracted and measured in leaf tissues [29].
Briefly, the enzyme was extracted in a reaction mixture containing 100 mmol/L PBS (pH 7.4), 1.0 ml
128 mmol/l l-pyrroline-5-carboxylate and enzyme
activity was evaluated the decrease in absorbance at
340nm. 

530.2*;.)&6*(7.9.7<66&<In the measurement of proline oxidase enzyme activity dichlorophenolindophenol (DCPIP) reduction was monitored in mitochondrial preparation containing 50
mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.5), 5.0 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM
FAD, 1.0 mM phenazine methosulphate, 0.06 mM
DCPIP and 100 mM proline in a total volume of 1
mL reaction mixture [30].

530.2**-<)53,*2&6*(7.9.7<66&<Proline dehydrogenase was extracted containing 100
mM phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) 1.0 mM cystine and
0.1 mM EDTA and activity assayed by following
NAD reduction in 1.0 mL of reaction medium containing 100mM Na2CO3–NaHCO3 buffer (pH 10.3),
20 mM l-proline and 10 mM NAD+ [29].

0<(.2* '*7&.2* Glycine betaine extraction
was performed from 0.20 g of dry plant material in
10 mL of distilled water under stirring for 24 h. Extract was filtered and added 2 mL of 2 N H2SO4, the
solution was incubated 16 h at 4 ◦C. Then solution
was centrifuged at 9200 × g 15 min at 0 oC. The pellet was resuspended in 1,2 dichloroethane. The level
of glycine betaine was calculated after 2 h and absorbance vaules obtained at 365 nm against a standard curve of glycine betaine. The amount of glycine
betaine was displayed as µg g−1DW [31].

"37&0 -03534-<00 (327*27 The chlorophyll
amounts of the leaves were measured. The pigments
were extracted from 0.1 g fresh leaves by using 80%
acetone [32].

&032).&0)*-<)*(327*27Lipid peroxidation
level was assayed in leaf samples as the malondialdehyde (MDA) content. The MDA content, was determined by using the thiobarbituric acid reaction
and concentration was calculated from the absorbance at 532 nm. In determination of the MDA concentration an extinction coefficient of 155 mM−1
cm−1 was used [33].
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!7&7.67.(&0 &2&0<6.6 The data obtained from
the studies were calculated according to the significance of the two-way ANOVA p <0.05 (5%) in the
SPSS 15 package program. The results were compared using the Tukey’s test. All experiments were
done in triplicate.


!#"!

Amounts of free proline in the leaves of the two
varieties exposed to NaCl salt stress were measured
in control plants and on days 2 and 4. Results are
shown in Table 1. The amount of free proline was
significantly increased on days 2 and 4 compared to
the control plant due to application of NaCl salt
stress in both cultivated plants. There was an obvious
increase in the amount of free proline, increased salt
concentration and time.
However, there was a difference in the amount
of free proline between the two varieties. It was observed that there was more proline increase in the A6535 variety than in the A-2517 variety. More increased proline content was observed at 400 mM

NaCl in the A-6535 and A-2517 varieties and proline
increased about 4-6 times on the 4th day respectively.
Pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase activity was
determined in the leaves of control and NaCl stressed
in both cultivars and the results are presented in Table 2. P-5-C reductase activity was increased
significantly during all NaCl consantrations and on
2and 4 days. Obviously elevation in enzyme activity
was increased as the concentration of NaCl and duration of stress increased. Nevertheless, higher P-5C reductase activity was observed in the leaves of A6535 than in A-2517.
A decrease in proline oxidase activity was observed in both cultivars types in stress conditions
(Table 3). In all stress applications, the enzyme activity was significantly reduced. The rate of decline
depended on the severity and duration of the stress.
Relatively, a greater inhibition of enzyme activity
was observed in the A-6535 variety. The enzyme activity was inhibited at 92% of the control in the A6335 variety and the control was reduced to 62% at
the A-2517 on day 4 of the NaCl (400 mM) stress
conditions.

" 
5**4530.2*&138272130,$ .27-*0*&9*63+(327530&2)&0675*66*)(807.9&56 *68076&5*1*&26
+5317-5**5*40.(&7.326!7&7.67.(&00<).++*5*2(*6= &5*45*6*27*)'<).++*5*270*77*56

Control
100 mM NaCl
200 mM NaCl
400 mM NaCl

Cultivar A-6535
48h
96 h
12,65±0,65a
15,86±0,74a
17,29±0,98a
37,91±1,78c
62,92±2,02d
25,51±1,02b
33,98±1,23c
119,35±3,45f

Cultivar A-2517
48 h
96 h
13,94±0,55a
16,89±1,54a
13,61±0,78a
28,47±1,54b
22,51±0,92b
43,04±1,74e
b
26,79±1,55
65,16±1,86d

" 
(7.9.7<3+4<5530.2* (&5'3;<0&7*5*)8(7&6*&(7.9.7<21301.2 .20*&9*63+(327530&2)&0675*66*)
682+03:*5(807.9&56 *68076&5*1*&26+5317-5**5*40.(&7.326!7&7.67.(&00<).++*5*2(*6= &5*
45*6*27*)'<).++*5*270*77*56

Control
100 mM NaCl
200 mM NaCl
400 mM NaCl

Cultivar A-6535
48h
96 h
37,21±3,55a
45,61±3,08a
85,51±5,41c
113,24±7,25d
c
86,05±6,25
144,06±6,18d
d
195,75±7,38f
106,56±7,36

Cultivar A-2517
48 h
96 h
34,51±2,87a
57,76±4,59b
72,52±5,02c
93,33±6,74c
c
73,58±6,35
108,72±8,05e
c
91,82±7,34
134,12±8,65d

" 
530.2*3;.)&6*&(7.9.7<21301.2 .20*&9*63+(327530&2)&0675*66*)682+03:*540&276 *68076&5*
1*&26+5317-5**5*40.(&7.326!7&7.67.(&00<).++*5*2(*6= &5*45*6*27*)'<).++*5*270*77*56

Control
100 mM NaCl
200 mM NaCl
400 mM NaCl

Cultivar A-6535
48h
96 h
588,57±17,25a
628,48±12,18b
474,28±15,37c
280,52±16,35d
e
160,54±18,52f
388,45±13,42
e
331,42±16,68
108,26±17,21g
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Cultivar A-2517
48 h
96 h
570,28±15,32a
588,25±22,47a
525,71±14,45a
351,42±15,81e
c
451,42±16,28
302,85±12,24e
e
354,28±11,35
225,71±14,02d
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" 
530.2*)*-<)53,*2&6*&(7.9.7<21301.2 .20*&9*63+(327530&2)&0675*66*)682+03:*540&276
*68076&5*1*&26+5317-5**5*40.(&7.326!7&7.67.(&00<).++*5*2(*6= &5*45*6*27*)
'<).++*5*270*77*56

Control
100 mM NaCl
200 mM NaCl
400 mM NaCl

Cultivar A-6535
48h
96 h
39,25±2,35a
40,12±3,02a
23,71±1,56b
18,51±2,74b
b
8,14±1,62c
17,03±2,27
c
5,92±0,95d
10,37±1,38

Cultivar A-2517
48 h
96 h
37,03±2,89a
38,51±4,67a
31,11±3,17a
20,74±2,88b
b
23,71±2,47
15,55±2,12b
b
16,29±1,45
10,37±1,35c

" 
0<(.2*'*7&.2*0*9*06>,,? $) .20*&9*63+(327530&2)&0675*66*)682+03:*540&276 *68076&5*
1*&26+5317-5**5*40.(&7.326!7&7.67.(&00<).++*5*2(*6= &5*45*6*27*)'<).++*5*270*77*56

Control
100 mM NaCl
200 mM NaCl
400 mM NaCl

Cultivar A-6535
48h
96 h
2,65±065a
5,86±0,74b
7,29±1,98b
17,91±2,78c
c
42,14±3,27d
15.51±1,02
e
79,35±5,18f
23,98±2,23

Cultivar A-2517
48 h
96 h
3,94±0,55a
6,89±0,65b
3,61±0,18a
8,47±0,52b
b
7,51±1,52
3,02±0,47a
b
7,79±0,85
46,02±4,32d

"
"-**++*(73+.2(5*&6.2,&0(32(*275&7.32327-*(-03534-<00&&2)'1,, $(327*273+682+03:*5
40&276 *68076&5*1*&26+5317-5**5*40.(&7.326!7&7.67.(&00<).++*5*2(*6= &5*45*6*27*)
'<).++*5*270*77*56

Control
100 mM NaCl
200 mM NaCl
400 mM NaCl

Cultivar A-6535
48h
96 h
2,1±0,20a
0,32±0,03b
1,8±0,18a
0,27±0,02b
a
0,21±0,02b
1,6±0,16
d
0,18±0,01c
1,2±0,12

Cultivar A-2517
48 h
96 h
2,12±0,20a
0,35±0,03b
1,73±0,17a
0,22±0,02c
d
1,27±0,12
0,18±0,02c
e
0,74±0,07
0,11±0,01f

"
"-**++*(73+.2(5*&6.2,&0(32(*275&7.32327-*>1, $(327*273+682+03:*540&276
*68076&5*1*&26+5317-5**5*40.(&7.326!7&7.67.(&00<).++*5*2(*6= &5*45*6*27*)'<
).++*5*270*77*56

Control
100 mM NaCl
200 mM NaCl
400 mM NaCl

Cultivar A-6535
48h
96 h
6,1±0,98a
6,4±0,87a
6,7±1,11a
8,1±1,10c
a
8,5±0,92c
6,9±0,78
a
9,1±0,78b
7,2±0,85

Proline dehydrogenase activity was significantly inhibited in stressed plants (Table 4). The decrease in enzyme activity was proportional to the severity of stress and the continuity of stress. Also, the
decrease in A-6535 was higher when compared to A2517. Proline dehydrogenase activity decreased to
86% under 400 mM NaCl stress on day 4 in day A6535 leaves, while the decrease in enzyme activity
in A-2517 was 74% at the same NaCl stress level.

Cultivar A-2517
48 h
96 h
6,2±0,55a
9,5±0,48b
8,3±0,75c
12,3±1,14d
b
9,2±0,78
14,6±1,07d
b
10,4±0,68
17,2±1,62d

Glycine betain levels were estimated on days 2
and 4 of the leaves of both sunflower species under
control and salt stress conditions and the results are
shown in Table 5. Glycine betaine content increased
markedly in the salty stressed leaves of both varieties. Glycine betaine accumulation increased with
stress intensity and the duration of NaCl application.
However, the growth rate of A-6535 varieties was
higher than that of A2517 varieties. The amount of
glycine betaine in the stressed leaves of the A-6535
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strain was increased 6-fold in the A-2517 range
when compared to the corresponding controls during
the 4 day's 400 mM NaCl stress conditions. These
results show that the levels of glycine betaine were
higher in the A-6535 cultivar than in the A-2517 at
each stage of salt stress.
In this study, it was found that the application
of NaCl reduced the content of chlla and chlb in both
types. The contents of chla and chLb in A-6335 were
reduced by 43% and 44% and in A-2517 decreased
66% and 69% compared to the control groups, respectively, within 4 days in salt stressed treatment
(Table 6).
The MDA content of the two sunflower varieties was different (Table 7). The amount of MDA increases to A-6335 with the increase in the concentration of A-2517 NaCl (Figure 7). The difference between control and 400 mM NaCl was not significant
in A-6335. In A-2517, lipid peroxidation significantly increased when salt stress reached 400 mM
NaCl on day 4. However, A-6335 had the same
amount of MDA at all salt stress levels (Figure 7).
The content of MDA in A-2517 increased by 85%
on day 4 and 400 mM NaCl treatment.

synthesis in plants. In fact, high salt concentrations
inhibit proline dehydrogenase (PRODH) activity. In
response to other conditions, proline storage is produced by reduced pyrroline-5-carboxylate dehydrogenase (P5CDH) activity [42, 43].
Glycine betaine and proline, are commonly osmolyte accumulated in plants under stress. Proline
accumulation and correlation of stress tolerance has
been reported in several studies. During salt stress in
plants proline serves as an osmotic regulator of gene
expression [44]. Proline accumulation is known to
have an important role in stress tolerance [16]. Proline accumulation is known to be one of the key parametric indicators of stress conditions in plants an
increase in the accumulation of proline in our study
it was found that both cultivars occur [16, 41].
Photosynthesis and transpiration are common
salt stress symptoms. The amount of chlorophyll decreased in salt sensitive plants such as tomatoes, potatoes and peas, but the amount of salt-resistant mustard and chlorophyll in wheat increased [45]. In our
study, it can be concluded that as salinity level increased, chlorophyll a, b contents linearly decreased
in both cultivars. Results based on increasing NaCl
concentration, showed that among the two sunflower
varieties, A-6535 could be ranked as a salt tolerant
and A-2517 as a salt sensitive.
It also showed a general increase with the increase in the severity of NaCl stress with respect to
their respective controls. Lipid peroxidation in the
cell membranes is mentioned to be one of the most
coping with NaCl stress in the membranes of all the
cells exposed to varied degree of stress as reported
other researchers [46, 47].
According to the results of our study, the effects of salt stress caused various levels of antioxidative enzyme activities, salt stress induction of oxidative stress and hence increase in MDA content (lipid peroxidation), degradation of chlorophyll molecule in both varieties. 6535-A varietycould be evaulated, one of the two types of study, showed much
more pronounced antioxidant mechanisms after salt
stress induction and thus protected from harmful effects or damage caused by stress.

!#!!

Plants respond to a variety of physiological and
developmental changes to various water stresses
such as drought, high salinity and low temperature.
During stress water can cause changes in plant cells,
concentrations of solutes in cell volume and cell
membranes, gradient-dependent disruption of water
potential, loss of turgor, impairment of membrane
integrity, and denaturation of proteins. It has been
shown that high proline accumulation negatively affects plant growth in stress-free plants and at the
same time causes cell death [34,35]. However, when
these plants are exposed to stress, toxicity due to proline accumulation is reduced. Prolin itself is known
to reduce cell death at low concentrations, but P5C
metabolism triggers cell death [36,37]. The content
of proline has increased in roots and foliage with increasing water stress intensity. The proline has increased steadily in both root and foliage with mild
stress. The proline accumulation in response to the
stress is more than the leaves in the roots.
Soluble proline is likely to be considered as an
osmoprotector associated with osmotic regulation
and membrane stability under stress [38]. Although
its role under salt stress is not well known, there are
many reports such as supporting a function for proline in osmotic regulation of salt stress in rice and
wheat [39, 40]. On the other hand, proline accumulation is accompanied by salinity-dependent destruction of the rice plant [41]. Prolin accumulation is
seen as a sign of salinity damage, not as an indicator
of stress tolerance. Pyrroline-5-carboxylate (P5C)
reductase (P5CR) catalyzes the last step of proline

$"!
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wastewater are chemical oxidation [7], electrochemistry [8], photo-catalysis [9], adsorption [10, 11], biological [12], microorganism biological [13, 14] and
so on. The biochemistry method is receiving increased attention because of its advantages over
physical and chemical methods; it is low cost, requires less investment, and has high efficiency and
no secondary pollution. Studies show that photosynthetic bacteria (PSB) are commonly used microorganisms due to their distinctive ability to use a variety of organic compounds as carbon sources [15, 16].
Free PSB is susceptible to be washed away when in
flowing water, and can be out-competed by other
bacteria. Therefore, combining and immobilizing
PSB with a carrier and ensuring that the embedded
bacteria predominates over other species is very important.
This immobilized cell system can improve settling properties, poison resistance and tolerance, and
can easily realize solid-liquid separation. In the early
1960s, immobilized cell technology received increasing interest as a new biological engineering
technology because of its advantages, such as high
processing efficiency [17], smaller floor space requirements, and lower sludge production during
wastewater treatment. However, light diffusion and
difficulty in diffusion and mass transfer over the substrate and product are challenging. Currently, cell
immobilization occurs through use of a polymer to
form a gel, with the microbial agent fixed within it.
The choice of suitable embedding media and conditions are crucial for the success of the immobilization technology. The embedding agent should satisfy
the following demands: lower microbial activity loss
and good stability when immobilized, high mechanical strength, and good mass transfer performance.
Sodium alginate is widely considered to be a suitable
embedding medium. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) and
PVA are usually used as additives to improve immobilized cell performance [18, 19].
Immobilized PSB are widely used in hydrogen
production [20, 21], however, using PSB to degrade
toxic substances is more challenging. Recent research on embedding conditions is not sufficiently
detailed. In this study, gels of varying compositions
containing diatomite, sodium alginate, PEG, and

Immobilized photosynthetic bacteria (PSB) for
degrading p-nitroaniline wastewater were prepared
with different embedding materials. By comparing
several kinds of immobilization process, optimal
embedding materials containing diatomite, sodium
alginate, polyethylene glycol (PEG), and PVA were
obtained. The influence of various operating conditions on the biodegradation of p-nitroaniline was
systematically analyzed. Optimization of parameters
revealed that the optimal operating conditions of immobilized PSB for degradation of p-nitroaniline
wastewater are as follows: light, aerobic, particle
size 3–4 mm, embedding ratio 14%, and microsphere dosing quantity 150 g L−1. The degradation
rate of immobilized cells was higher than that of free
cells. When the concentration of p-nitroaniline is 100
mg L−1, the removal rate was 99.2% by the immobilized cells biodegradation after 3 days. Furthermore,
the immobilized bacteria maintained a high degradation rate following storage for 35 days and eight repetitions of the degradation experiment, which shows
that immobilized microspheres can be widely used
in p-nitroaniline degradation applications.


(' #$
photosynthetic bacteria, immobilized, biodegradation, pnitroaniline
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P-nitroaniline is an important raw material used
in azo dyes, corrosion inhibitors, pesticides, antioxidants, antiseptic agents, and in other industries [1]. It
is highly toxic, can be readily absorbed through the
skin, causes long-term damage to the environment,
and is potentially fatal to aquatic organisms. Its
threshold limit value (TLV) is 0.001 kg m−3, which
is even more toxic than aniline (TLV of 0.002 kg m−3)
[2]. There are multiple methods of dealing with toxic
and harmful chemicals [3, 4, 5, 6]. At present, the
general treatment methods of p-nitroaniline
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PVA were used as fixed material. Several factors
were studied, including changes in the tiny holes inside immobilized microspheres, different particle
dosing quantities, and different embedding ratios of
immobilized materials and PSB, which would all impact degradation. The impact of the adsorption film
phenomenon on microchannels and of some operating parameters, such as light intensity, pH, and substrate concentration on the degradation characteristics of a microchannel reactor were studied based on
the growth and mass transfer characteristics of microorganisms immobilized in embedded tiny holes.
Immobilized PSB were used to degrade p-nitroaniline wastewater, laying a foundation for the screening of effective microbial agents to treat p-nitroaniline wastewater and the improvement of research
into immobilization technology.

was extruded from a sterile syringe and dropped into
the crosslinked solution to form single microspheres
with 3–4 mm diameter, and crosslinked in the refrigerator for 24 h. The microspheres were then washed
thoroughly with physiological brine under sterile
conditions for 15 minutes.

?8.925.6;*45.;17-:In order to choose an
optimum additive from activated carbon, diatomaceous earth, and polyamide, the degradation rate of
p-nitroaniline by gel granules was demonstrated.
Three immobilized microspheres (A, B, and C) are
briefly described in Table 2. The medium used for
batch experiments is shown in Table 1. All batch experiments were carried out at 30 °C, 3000 lux, and
150 rpm in triplicate. The initial concentration of pnitroaniline was 50.0 mg L−1. The optimum additive
was used in subsequent experiments.

%#$% $

2,97790*62:5: *6- ,<4;2=*;276 The PSB
used for degrading p-nitroaniline were isolated from
Zhejiang Dinglong, China [22]. The bacteria were
grown and enriched in a synthetic medium, the contents of which are listed in Table 1. The incubators
were stirred at 150 rpm at 30 °C. The cells were cultivated at an illumination intensity of approximately
3000 lux.

% 
%19..2557+242A.-52,97:81.9.:>2;1
-2//.9.6;*--2;2=.:
Activated
carbon (%)
Diatomaceous
earth (%)
Polyamide (%)
Sodium alginate (%)
PVA (%)
Polyethylene
glycol (%)

% 
97>;15.-2*/79817;7:@6;1.;2,+*,;.92*
,<4;2=*;276*6-/79+*;,1.?8.925.6;:
Component
p-nitroaniline
K2HPO4•3H2O
NaH2PO4
NH4Cl
MgSO4•7H2O
CaCl2
Fe2SO4•7H2O
Nicotinic acid
Pantothenic acid
Riboflavin
Biotin
Sucrose

Microsphere A

Microsphere B

Microsphere C

1

0

0

0

1

0

0
2
2

0
2
2

1
2
2

0.5

0.5

0.5

The effects of sodium alginate, PVA, and PEG
on biodegrading p-nitroaniline were examined by orthogonal test L9 (3, 3), as was the influence of crosslinking conditions, including concentrations, temperature, and time. In the two experiments, biomass
content was 10%, the immobilized microspheres
were at a concentration of 100 g L−1, and reaction
conditions were maintained at 30 °C, 3000 lux, and
150 rpm. Biomass content is an important factor, so
under the optimum conditions we examined the influence of varying biomass content.
Different initial concentrations of p-nitroaniline were subjected to immobilized PSB microspheres and studied under optimum conditions. To
validate the superiority and adsorption of immobilized PSB, 200 mL fresh bacteria microspheres, dead
bacteria microspheres, and free bacteria was added
to each of the 250 mL flasks.
Degradation conditions such as dissolved oxygen (DO), light intensity, and the initial concentration of p-nitroaniline may affect the activity of PSB.
Thus, these three conditions are discussed in this
study. Experiments were carried out in 1000 mL
wastewater, to which was added 100 g immobilized
PSB microspheres. The aeration, light intensity and
initial concentration conditions in the reactor were
controlled. After 72 h of reaction, we analyzed p-nitroaniline removal rate.

Concentration (mg L−1)
50
500
400
550
200
50
200
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
6000

557+242A*;276 7/ +*,;.92* 52,97:81.9.:
After cultivation, PSB were collected by centrifugation (5000 rpm, 15 min) and then washed twice with
sterile phosphate buffer solution. Dead PSB were obtained by autoclaving centrifuged bacteria at 121 °C
for 20 min [23]. Three different microspheres were
prepared as carriers for the immobilized bacterial
cells (A, B, C; Table 2). Firstly, the immobilization
solution was prepared by adding the mixture of carriers to distilled water according to a given proportion. This was slowly heated to 80 °C in a thermostatic bath until dissolved, and the mixed slurry was
cooled to 25–30 °C. Subsequently, the centrifuged
PSB cells were mixed into the prepared solutions using a magnetic stirrer. Finally, the dissolved slurry
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cause the spheres to damage easily. Even though activated carbon has a certain adsorption effect, experimental results show that it is not suitable for embedding packing. As shown in Figure 1-B, the surface of
microsphere B immobilized with diatomite, sodium
alginate, PVA, and PEG is uneven. Diatomite is embedded on the particle surface and internally. Diatomite has empty skeleton structures, thus creating
many cavity channels where PSB can easily grow.
Moreover, p-nitroaniline can also adsorb to the diatomite cavities, increasing the transfer between PSB
and p-nitroaniline wastewater, thus enhancing the efficiency of PSB to degrade p-nitroaniline. Figure 1C shows that the surface of microsphere particle C is
relatively smooth. Although sodium alginate and
polyamide have good compatibility, the particle
lacks pores, making microbe reproduction difficult
and causing poor particle mass transfer performance
i.e., low p-nitroaniline degradation rate.
Diatomite microspheres improve embedding
and adsorption, resulting in the removal rate of p-nitroaniline by microsphere B being higher than that of
other embedding carriers. This kind of structure is
advantageous for internal bacterial growth. PVA-immobilized microspheres have good mass transfer
performance, which improves p-nitroaniline contact
with bacteria.
Figure 2 shows that p-nitroaniline degradation
rates by the three immobilized microspheres varies.
The highest degradation rate for immobilized activated carbon microspheres (A; 42.6%) was obtained
after 72 h, but the resulting microspheres lacked
strength; they were easy to dissolve and break up.
The microspheres showed some swelling after 3 d,
and had partially decomposed after 6 d. Performance
of the polyamide microsphere (C) is relatively similar, but the degradation efficiency is low, thus C is
not appropriate for the embedding of PSB for p-nitroaniline degradation. The diatomite microspheres
(B) show good integrity and the degradation rate
reached 59.1% after 72 h. Fig. 1-B shows good
crosslinking and the presence of many internal pores.
Distribution of bacteria in internal pores is suitable
for microorganism activity, thus enhancing degradation efficiency. Therefore, diatomite microspheres
were used for the following experiments.

Under optimum immobilization and degradation conditions, we examined reusability using batch
experiments. The storage stability of the immobilized bacteria was studied after storage of the mixture for 0, 7, 14, 21, 28, and 35 d. Microspheres were
stored at 4 °C in distilled water.
6*4@;2,*4 5.;17-: Samples collected from
reactors were centrifuged at 10 000 rpm for 15 min.
Supernatant was used to test p-nitroaniline concentration, which was analyzed by HPLC (Jasco
LC2000) using an ODS-C18 reversed phase chromatographic column (250mm × 4.6 mm, 5 μm). The
HPLC was run with mobile phase methanol/water
(55:45, v/v), flow rate 0.8 mL min−1, injection volume 20 ml, and monitoring absorption wavelength
254 nm. All experiments were performed in triplicate.
The degradation rate of p-nitroaniline was calculated
using Eq. (1):
 − 2
(1)
egradation rate = 1
× 100%
1
where C1 is the initial concentration of p-nitroaniline and C2 is the concentration of p-nitroaniline in the supernatant.
Illumination intensity was measured with a digital lux meter (AS831). The structure of the immobilized bacteria microspheres was analyzed by a scanning electron microscope (SEM; TM-1000, Hitachi,
Japan). The microspheres were washed twice with
deionized water, then fixed with 2.5% calcium chloride and left for 1 h at 4 °C. They were then dehydrated by successive passages through 50%, 70%,
80%, 90%, and 100% ethanol. Each dehydrating step
took 10 min. The dried samples were photographed
by SEM.
#$&%$$&$$ 

6/4<.6,.7/52,97:81.9.*--2;2=.:Figure1A shows that microspheres embedded with activated
carbon, sodium alginate, PVA, and PEG are not
closely packed, and transmission of light for the microspheres is bad. The binding force between activated carbon and sodium alginate is weak, which can

&# 
$7/;19..-2//.9.6;52,97:81.9.:
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P-nitroaniline (mg/L)



Microsphere A
Microsphere B
Microsphere C

Degradation rate (%)




















Time (h)
&# 
27-.09*-*;2767/862;97*62426.>2;1;19..52,97:81.9.:

% 
*,;79:*6-4.=.4:7/79;17076*4;.:;/79.5+.--260*0.6;
Level
1
2
3

Factor (%)
B: PVA
3.0
4.0
5.0

A: Sodium alginate
1.5
2.0
2.5



C: Polyethylene glycol
0.3
0.5
0.7


% 
#.:<4;:7/79;17076*4.?8.925.6;:/79.5+.--260*0.6;
Serial number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
K1
K2
K3
R

A: Sodium alginate
(%)
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
157.5
156.5
151.6
5.9

B: PVA (%)

C: Polyethylene glycol (%)

3.0
4.0
5.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
154.6
156.2
154.8
1.6

0.3
0.5
0.7
0.5
0.7
0.3
0.7
0.3
0.5
147.3
174.4
138.7
35.7

//.,; 7/ 2557+242A.- ,*992.9: 76 -.09*-*
;276 7/ 862;97*62426. >*:;.>*;.9 Immobilized
carrier composition and concentration are critical
factors affecting degradation of p-nitroaniline. The
carriers used were sodium alginate, PVA, and PEG.
To obtain the optimal composition, different proportions of the three carriers were analyzed by orthogonal test L9 (3, 3). The levels of the factors and the
degradation rate of p-nitroaniline are shown in Table
3, the results of orthogonal experiments is shown in
Table 4. The higher the R value obtained, the greater
the effect. The effect order is C > A > B, showing

Removal rate of
p-nitroaniline (%)
53.5
62.4
41.6
53.1
49.1
54.3
48.0
44.7
58.9

that PEG content is the most important factor. Furthermore, the optimal conditions for p-nitroaniline
degradation are A1, B2, C2, or sodium alginate 1.5%,
PVA 4.0%, and PEG 0.5%. Increased sodium alginate and PEG increases liquid viscosity, thus making
the microspheres denser. This affects the mass transfer of substrates and products, reducing the activity
of PSB, and thereby reducing the rate of degradation.
On the other hand, the lower the sodium alginate and
PEG content, the looser the microspheres, which
means that they can break down more easily.
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//.,; 7/ .5+.--260 9*;27: 76 -.09*-*;276
9*;.7/862;97*62426.The degradation rate of the
granules depends on the amount of PSB. Experimental results under illumination intensity of 3000
lux, temperature 30 °C, and 150 rpm are shown in
Fig. 3. The degradation rate achieved by the microspheres is sensitive to the embedding ratio. Degradation rate initially increases with increasing embedding ratio, but after reaching a certain threshold the
degradation rate decreases with increasing embedding ratio. This may be because excessive bacteria
would inhibit PSB metabolism, thereby affecting
degradation rate. Embedding large amounts of bacteria may cause the microspheres to break down
more easily. The highest removal rate was obtained
at an embedding ratio of 14%. After 72 h, the degradation rate reached 87.1%.
Figure 4 shows the integrity of the PSB microspheres after 72 h of p-nitroaniline degradation,
when the degradation rate reached 87.1%. The surface crosslinking of the diatomite embedding medium is good and there are still many pores present
inside the microspheres. Therefore, diatomite microspheres were used for the following experiments.

//.,;7/,97::4263260,76-2;276:76-.09*-*
;2767/862;97*62426.>*:;.>*;.9Crosslinking is a
key parameter affecting microsphere degradation
rate of p-nitroaniline. Crosslinking concentrations,
temperature, and time greatly influence p-nitroaniline degradation rate. In order to find the optimal
crosslinking conditions, different conditions were
analyzed by orthogonal test L9 (3, 3). Factor levels
and p-nitroaniline degradation rate are shown in Table 5, the results of orthogonal experiments is shown
in Table 6. Illumination intensity was set to 3000 lux,
and temperature to 30 °C. As shown in Table 4, the
effect order is B > A > C; crosslinking temperature is
the most important factor. The optimal conditions for
degrading p-nitroaniline are A1, B1, and C2.
% 
*,;79:*6-4.=.4:7/79;17076*4;.:;/79
,97::4263260,76-2;276:
Level

Factor
B: Temperature
(°C)
4
18
30

A: CaCl2
(%, w/w)
2
3
4

1
2
3

C: Time (h)
0.5
4
12


%
#.:<4;:7/79;17076*4.?8.925.6;:/79
,97::4263260,76-2;276:
Serial
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
K1
K2
K3
R

CaCl
2 (%,
w/w)
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
195.
3
190.
2
172.
8
22.5

T
(°C)

Time
(h)

Removal rate of
p-nitroaniline (%)

4
18
30
4
18
30
4
18
30

0.5
4
12
4
12
0.5
12
0.5
4
178.
5
190.
2
176.
5
13.7

70.2
67.8
59.3
67.9
58.5
63.8
60.7
57.6
54.5

198.8
183.9
175.6
23.2

&# 
!17;7:@6;1.;2,+*,;.92*52,97:81.9.:*/;.9
 1-.09*-*;276.?8.925.6;
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DO(mg/L)

Embedding ratio(%)

&# 
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;.92*2652,97:81.9.:76;1.
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//.,;7/-.09*-*;276,76-2;276:76-.09*-*
;2769*;.//.,;7/-2::74=.-7?@0.6DO in the bioreactor was controlled by regulating the volume of
aeration. Figure 5 shows that the removal rate of pnitroaniline gradually rises with increasing DO. This
is because PSB need sufficient oxygen to metabolize
p-nitroaniline into small molecule. Increasing DO
results in a high p-nitroaniline removal rate. I think
the reason is that there are many holes and immobilized channel, as shown in figure 4. The degradation
rate of the microspheres reached a maximum value
of 89.3% for a DO value of 1.8 mg·L−1. Increasing
micro bubbles can increase gas-liquid contact areas,
prompting p-nitroaniline to be evenly suspended in
wastewater. This is conducive to the absorption of
nutrients and dispersion of metabolites. On the other
hand, if DO exceeds a threshold, the degradation rate
is reduced. This may be because oxygen inhibition
occurs. As a consequence, DO concentration should
be controlled at around 1.8 mg L−1.

//.,;7/244<526*;27626;.6:2;@Figure 6 suggests that the degradation rate is sensitive to illumination intensity. Increasing illumination intensity
promotes degradation of bacteria up to a certain
value, after which the degradation rate decreases.
The optimum illumination intensity is 5000 lux;
photo-inhibition of the degradation reaction will occur at intensities higher than this threshold.


almost completely biodegrade p-nitroaniline. This
shows that p-nitroaniline has strong toxicity; at high
concentrations in aqueous solution it has an inhibitory effect on PSB and the degradation ability of PSB
is reduced.



Degradation
rate(%)




























Time (h)

&#
//.,;7/-2//.9.6;262;2*4,76,.6;9*;276:7/
862;97*62426.76862;97*62426.-.09*-*;276



#.<:*+242;@*6-:;79*0.:;*+242;@7/2557+2
42A.-!$52,97:81.9.:We repeated tests to ascertain the recovery and recycling of immobilized bacteria for degrading p-nitroaniline. The PSB microspheres tested were composed of the following components: diatomite 2%, sodium alginate 1.5%, PVA
4.0%, and PEG 0.5%. The PSB embedding ratio was
14% (M/M). The experiment was performed at an illumination intensity 5000 lux, temperature 30 °C and
150 rpm with 72 h degradation time. As shown in
Fig. 8, immobilized PSB microspheres were used in
eight consecutive experiments. The last experiment
shows a p-nitroaniline degradation rate of 88.7%. In
each batch test the initial p-nitroaniline concentration was 50.0 mg L−1.

Embedding PSB
Free PSB



Degradation rate(%)

10mg/L
20mg/L
40mg/L
60mg/L
80mg/L
100mg/L


























Degradation rate(%)

Light intensity(Lux)
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-.09*-*;2769*;.7/862;97*62426.
//.,;7/862;97*62426.262;2*4,76,.6;9*;276
The p-nitroaniline initial concentrations investigated
were 10.0, 20.0, 40.0, 60.0, 80.0, and 100.0 mg L−1.
As shown in Fig. 7, as the concentration of p-nitroaniline increases, degradation by PSB takes longer.
When the p-nitroaniline concentration is 10.0 or 20.0
mg L−1, immobilized PSB can fully biodegrade p-nitroaniline in 48 hours. When the concentration of pnitroaniline is 40.0 or 60.0 mg L−1, immobilized PSB
biodegrade p-nitroaniline within 56 or 64 hours, respectively. when the concentration of p-nitroaniline
is 100 mg L−1, the removal rate was 99.2% after 3
days, show that immobilized PSB need 72 hours to

























Cycle

&#
#.8.*;.-862;97*62426.-.09*-*;276+@9.<:260
2557+242A.-52,97:81.9.:
The experiments show that immobilized PSB
microspheres can be reused without reducing their
ability to degrade p-nitroaniline. High mechanical
strength and operating stability can allow the immobilized microspheres to be widely used in industry.
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Stability is an important factor for practical application of immobilized bacteria systems during
long-term storage. As shown in Fig. 9, the stability
of beads remained high following storage for 35 days
at 4 °C. Degradation rates of p-nitroaniline by immobilized bacteria reached 90.3% during the 35th day.
Immobilization does not affect bacterial activity; observed activity loss is small. Immobilized bacteria in
storage can be reactivated [23]. In conclusion, the
excellent degradation rate obtained from the immobilized bacteria microsphere indicates good prospects for application of immobilized PSB systems
more widely.
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This study clearly demonstrates that immobilized PSB is effective in enhancing the degradation
rate of p-nitroaniline. PSB grows in the diatomite
gaps on microspheres and p-nitroaniline adsorbs on
the surface of the diatomite from the surface to the
interior. This promotes biodegradation of p-nitroaniline. Furthermore, mechanical stability and rich porous microspheres can effectively increase contact
between oxygen and bacteria [24,25], forming an
aerobic environment, thus maintaining the vitality of
the bacteria, and allowing PSB to dominate. This
also increases degradation of p-nitroaniline [26]. The
main conclusions are:
(1) Optimum conditions for preparing immobilized microspheres are 1.0% diatomite, 1.5% sodium
alginate, 4.0% PVA, 0.5 % PEG, with 2% calcium
chloride as the crosslinking agent, fixed at 4 °C for 4
hours.
(2)Optimum conditions for treatment of p-nitroaniline wastewater are 5000 lux illumination, 1.8
mg L−1 dissolved oxygen, 3–4mm particle size, and
an embedding ratio of 14%. Furthermore, when the
concentration of p-nitroaniline is 100 mg L−1, the removal rate was 99.2% after 3 days. The degradation
rate of immobilized PSB is better than that of free
PSB.
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West Atlantic [8, 9], the North-East Atlantic [1, 10,
11] and the Black Sea [2]. Similar to  (, 
!%# also fed primarily on copepods (zooplankton)
and is considered as a key species of the German
Bight ecosystem to control the populations of copepod during maximum abundance regarded as a second trophic control system [12]. However, the presence of !%# in high densities result in the reduction of zooplankton and after the reduction of zooplankton they may start to consume eggs and larvae
of fishes [1, 13, 14] becoming a major competitor
with pelagic and larvae fish for zooplankton [15].
Since the diet composition of !%# mostly
depend on the structure of different prey availability
and the abundance of the !%# themselves [16],
therefore, their diet composition reflects the ambient
food environment [1]. Though it is obvious that 
!%#generally fed on copepods however the information on its diet composition in the Black Sea is
limited.
In this paper, the diet composition of !%#
was investigated during spring, summer, autumn and
winter from five stations along the Southeastern
Black Sea. The results of this study will provide a
baseline data for future work to assess the proper
management of aquatic resources and to estimate the
tropic levels in the Black Sea ecosystem.

The diet composition of %" " !%#
(Müller, 1776) was studied in five stations (İyidere,
Rize, Çayeli, Pazar and Fındıklı) located along the
Southeastern Black Sea coast of Turkey. The diet of
!%# was also investigated in relation to seasonal
variations. Overall, the diet of !%# was dominated by prey groups from phytoplankton followed
by zooplankton. Also, seasonal diet of  !%# is
exclusively dominated by phytoplankton only during
autumn and winter periods. Dendrogram, multidimensional scaling plots, ANOSIM and SIMPER
analysis indicated an extremely identical diet of 
!%# between spring and summer. Autumn and
winter have distinct prey assemblages and revealed
low diet similarities with the two other seasons. Such
trend was not found between different regions indicating a similar diet. The study suggested that !
%# is miscellaneous feeder and its diet composition
may evince the availability of different prey groups
in the ambient environment. The results obtained
from this study would assess not only to describe the
diversity of prey species to a certain extent but may
also determine interspecific competition for food in
the Southeastern Black Sea.


-,$'(
Black Sea, ctenophores, %" "!%#, predation

")'!(#")$(

(AB2F/?3/ The sampling sites include five offshore
stations located two miles from shore. All sampling
sites are located in the Southeastern Black Sea (Figure 1). The established five stations for  !%#
sampling during spring (May 2014), summer (July
2014), autumn (November 2014) and winter (February 2015) were İyidere (41° 02' 38" N- 40° 21' 46"
E), Rize (41° 03' 25" N- 40° 31' 15" E), Çayeli (41°
07' 12" N- 40° 43' 29" E), Pazar (41° 12' 38" N- 40°
53' 07" E) and Fındıklı (41° 18' 21" N- 41° 08' 49"
E). Each time the  !%# was sampled from stations. Recep Tayyip Erdoğan University, Faculty of
Fisheries research vessel 'R/V RIZESUAR' with an
overall length of 12 m (140 HP) was used during 
!%# sampling. The vertical temperature of seawater (#$%) was obtained by using SBE 19 CTD
probe.

#)'$*)$#
Three gelatinous species of the phylum Ctenophora are common in the Black Sea:  !##
(, "  &$and %" "!%# [1, 2,
3, 4]. The  ( was invaded to the Black Sea
during the early 1980s via ballast water of ships from
the north-western Atlantic coastal region which has
dramatically affected the population of zooplankton
resulting into an abrupt decline in the icthyo- and
mesozooplankton abundance of the Black Sea [5, 6].
The swarms/population of ( was controlled
once a voracious predator  &$ was introduced in
the region [7].
!%# has been described as a cosmopolitan
species occurring in marine waters of the North-
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"/=<4A63@AB2F/?3/@6<D7;5A6347C33@A/097@632@A/A7<;@4<?A631<9931A7<;<4!!  NF7
23?3 I #  I '7G3 I #  I  H/F397 I  #  I
%/G/? I #  I K;2K89K I  #  I 
(/:=97;5 /;2 9/0<?/A<?F 7;C3@A75/A7<;  
!%# specimens were collected using a plankton net
(Hydrobios, 200µm mesh size; vertically between
surface and 100 m). They were immediately preserved in 4% formaldehyde [13, 17]. During laboratory investigation, !%# samples were weighted
to the nearest 0.001 g using digital balance and measured to 1.0 mm using electronic digital calliper. The
gut contents were then studied under Nikon
SMZ1000 stereomicroscope, identified to the lowest
possible taxonomic level (mostly genus) and, were
counted.

&B/97A/A7C3 273A/?F /;/9F@7@  Food composition was expressed as the percentage of prey groups
occurrence frequency ( ) and percentage of prey
groups numerical frequency ( ) methods [18, 19].
The  and  were calculated as:


(1)


and stations. The logarithmic transformed data were
used in MDS. One-way analysis of similarity
(ANOSIM) was used to test the null hypothesis of no
difference in the diet composition of !%# among
stations and seasons [20]. The typifying prey and discriminating prey for each study area and season were
determined using the SIMPER. The SIMPER also
determines the average contribution of each prey to
the dissimilarity between different study area and
seasons. The multivariate function of the PRIMER
6.0 software package and PAST (version 2.14) were
used to carry out the statistical tests.
)! 
)63:3/;93;5A6J@A/;2/?23??<?:7;7:B:
/;2:/E7:B:93;5A6<4!!
@=317:3;1<9931A324?<:27443?3;A@3/@<;





where,  is number of fish with particular food
type, # is a total number of fish containing food in
their stomach








<2F93;5A61:

(3/@<;
Spring

(2)

Summer



where  is the total number of a food group,
! is the total number of all prey groups.

(A/A7@A71/9/;/9F@7@ Dendrogram and multidimensional scaling plots (MDS) analysis based on
 and  values were used to determine the percentage similarities or dissimilarities among seasons

Autumn
Winter
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A total of 193 specimens of !%# were ex'(*!)(
amined during the study (Table 1). Above 80% of 
!%# specimens had food in their gut collected from
Figure 2 shows the vertical temperature of seafive established stations during different seasons
water in relation to water depth during different sea[Figure 3(A) and 3(B)].
sons. The temperature is mostly constant during winter.
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)63=3?13;A/53<4!!@=317:3;@D7A64<<27;5BA1<9931A324?<:27443?3;A
@AB2F/?3/@/;22B?7;527443?3;A@3/@<; 

)!
)63273A1<:=<@7A7<;<4!!7;A63(<BA63/@A3?;9/18(3/?357<;<4)B?83F 
)631<;A?70BA7<;<43/16=?3F7A3:7@57C3;/@=3?13;A/53<4=?3F5?<B=;B:3?71/94?3>B3;1F /;2
=3?13;A/53<4=?3F5?<B=<11B??3;134?3>B3;1F 
%?3F5?<B=@

%-)$%!# )$#
7;<=6F13/3
"$%%#%#
"$%%"
"$%$"! #
$%#$#
" $ !"%sp.
'"%sp.
 !(## sp.
" " $"%sp.
/1799/?7<=6F13/3
$ " # sp.
&% sp.
"  # sp.
#%$)$#
) # sp.
## 
$)#
#
%'$)$.$
$ #&#
.$$%!# )$#
@<=<2/
Isopot larvae
<=3=<2/
"$ sp.
"$ sp. naupli
%# sp.
%# sp. copopodit
$  sp.
6/3A<5;/A6/
$$#$ #
==3;271B9/?7/;
 !%" sp.
#3:3?A3/
"$ sp.
7C/9C7/
($%##! veliger
"71?<:3A/G</;355 9/?C/3
Jellyfish egg
Jellyfish planula
Polychaete larvae
Shrimp larvae
Fish egg
"71?<=9/@A71
Particle plastic
Fiber
$A63?
Fecal pellet

$C3?/99
 
 




(=?7;5
 
 




(B::3?
 
 




BAB:;
 
 




,7;A3?
 
 

6.60
1.21
2.84
0.45
0.75
0.05
0.03
0.03

10.46
4.04
7.11
2.51
2.93
0.42
0.28
0.28

0.42
––
––
3.22
––
––
––
––

0.53
––
––
7.37
––
––
––
––

––
––
––
0.45
––
––
––
––

––
––
––
2.78
––
––
––
––

61.69
5.19
2.60
––
3.90
0.65
0.65
––

27.16
12.35
8.64
––
7.41
2.47
2.47
––

5.24
1.29
3.52
0.03
0.77
0.03
––
0.03

13.90
5.08
11.76
0.53
4.01
0.27
––
0.53

0.04
0.04
5.66
55.91
0.93

0.14
0.28
0.14
6.83
3.49

0.31
0.31
––
––
––

0.53
1.05
––
––
––

––
––
––
––
––

––
––
––
––
––

––
––
––
––
––

––
––
––
––
––

––
––
7.28
71.90
1.20

––
––
0.27
13.10
6.68

0.05

0.42

––

––

––

––

––

––

0.07

0.80

0.01

0.14

––

––

––

––

––

––

0.02

0.27

0.05

0.56

0.42

2.11

––

––

––

––

––

––

0.22
0.06
2.74
0.35
0.08

1.95
0.70
5.16
2.51
0.42

––
––
12.98
––
––

––
––
10.53
––
––

––
––
14.93
––
1.13

––
––
16.67
––
2.78

1.95
––
6.17
0.97
0.32

6.17
––
4.94
2.47
1.23

0.18
0.08
0.02
0.40

2.41
1.34
0.27
4.28

0.27

1.39

1.66

3.68

1.13

4.17

––

––

––

––

0.65

2.37

4.05

5.26

1.13

2.78

––

––

0.10

1.34

0.09

0.70

––

––

––

––

––

––

0.12

1.34

0.90

5.72

4.98
––
––
2.49
0.23
––
21.04

15.28
––
––
5.56
1.39
––
16.67

3.74
0.27
0.53

0.55

2.67

17.85
1.95

35.51
––

26.32
––

52.49
––

31.94
––

––
––
––
––
––
––
1.23
––
23.45
––

0.80
0.07
0.05

10.91
0.30

––
––
––
––
––
––
0.32
––
15.58
––

1.34

1.95
3.35
1.67
0.14
6.97

13.16
––
––
10.00
4.74
0.52
14.21

0.10

0.62
1.47
0.26
0.01
4.76

4.26
––
––
10.18
1.66
0.10
24.92

3.64
0.38

9.63
3.74

1.65

5.16

––

––

––

––

––

––

2.13

9.89
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$C3?/99273A1<:=<@7A7<; The overall contribution of each prey item to the total bulk of the diet
of !%# is summarized in Table 2. The diet of 
!%# is mainly composed of phytoplankton and zooplankton. On the basis of  and  the most predominate prey group was phytoplankton that constituted to the maximum portion of diet followed by zooplankton. Moreover, microplastic was also found in
the gut of !%#.

<<2 7A3:@ 7; ?39/A7<; A< @3/@<; /;2 /?3/ 
"   The winter season encompasses a
wide variety of phytoplankton that contributed to the
total diet bulk of !%# (11 prey items) whereas
only a single phytoplankton species was observed in
the gut content of !%# during summer (Table 2).

On the basis of stations, the numbers of different phytoplankton species were 8-12 and maximum
variety was found in the gut content of !%# collected from Rize (Table 3).

 Similar to phytoplankton, a wide
variety of zooplankton was found during winter (11
prey items) whereas during autumn only 5 prey items
belonging to zooplankton was observed in the gut of
!%# (Table 2).
The gut content of !%# collected from Rize
had a wide variety of zooplankton with 13 different
prey items (Table 3). The variety of different zooplankton decreased in the study areas of Pazar and
Fındıklı (10 prey items).


)!
)63273A1<:=<@7A7<;<4!!7;?39/A7<;A<27443?3;A@AB2F/?3/@ 
(AB2F/?3/
%?3F5?<B=@
%-)$%!# )$#
7;<=6F13/3
"$%%#%#
"$%%"
"$%$"! #
$%#$#
" $ !"% sp.
'"% sp.
 !(## sp.
" " $"% sp.
/1799/?7<=6F13/3
$ " # sp.
&%sp.
"  # sp.
#%$)$#
) #  sp.
## $)# #
%'$)$.$
$ #&#
.$$%!# )$#
@<=<2/
Isopot larvae
<=3=<2/
"$ sp.
"$ sp. naupli
%# sp.
%# sp. copopodit
$  sp.
6/3A<5;/A6/
$$#$ #
==3;271B9/?7/;
 !%" sp.
#3:3?A3/
"$ sp.
7C/9C7/
($%# sp. veliger
"71?<:3A/G</;355 9/?C/3
Jellyfish egg
Jellyfish planula
Polychaete larvae
Shrimp larvae
Fish egg
$)'
Particle plastic
Fiber

Fecal pellet

İyidere




12.92
10
0.32
2.94
4.56
7.65
0.13
1.18
0.51
2.94
0.06

Rize

Çayeli









5.64
2.00
2.11
0.07
0.64
0.14

10.96
2.05
6.16
1.37
3.42
2.05

13.16
8.08
6.02
0.19
0.66

12.27
7.36
6.75
1.23
1.23

0.09

0.61

0.04

0.68

0.04
15.57
53.73
0.82
0.11

0.68
0.68
6.16
4.11
1.37

0.04

0.68

0.59

Pazar



2.08
0.27
0.91
0.64
0.05

10.09
4.59
7.34
6.42
0.92

0.05

0.92

Fındıklı



2.78
0.23
1.45
0.98
1.39

7.98
2.45
6.13
3.07
4.91

0.17
0.12

0.61
0.61

62.34
0.58

4.91
3.68



47.18
1.33
0.06



0.06

0.63
0.13
2.28
0.25

8.24
3.53
0.59

0.59
4.12
1.18
3.53
1.76

46.15
0.66

5.52
1.84

79.93
0.59

9.17
3.67

0.09

0.61

0.11

1.83

0.18
0.04
0.93
0.21
0.04

3.42
0.68
4.11
2.74
0.68

0.19
0
1.60
1.32

1.23
0
2.45
5.52

0.05
2.40
0.16

0.92
6.42
1.83

0.05
0.37
0.11

0.07

0.68

0.47

1.23

0.32

2.75

0.46

2.45

4.12

0.04

0.68

0.47

1.84

1.66

5.50

2.35

0.04

0.68

5.88

0.25

2.05

0.56

2.45

0.43

6.42

1.62

10.43

1.76
1.18
2.35

1.04
0.14
0.11

2.74
0.68
1.37

0.66
2.16
0.19

2.45
21.47
0.61

0.16
0.32

0.92
2.75

4.71

6.39

10.27

2.44

4.29

3.15

7.34

0.29
5.45
0.12
0.06
5.21

1.84
9.82
1.23
0.61
7.36

19.41
2.35

8.78
0.29

22.60
2.74

8.27
0.38

7.98
1.84

5.82
0.16

13.76
1.83

10.78
0.06

20.86
0.61

7.06

0.54

3.42

6.20

9.20

0.75

4.59



0.82

0.38

1.27

0.44
0.44
0.44
3.10

19.63
0.44

2.60

 , percentage of prey group numerical frequency; , percentage of prey group occurrence frequency
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$;3 D/F#$("?3@B9A@<4A635BA1<;A3;A4<?!!7;?39/7A<;A<27443?3;A@3/@<;
=3?7<2@C/9B3@/;2@75;7471/;1393C39 ("%'?3@B9A@@6<D32A6/AA63/C3?/5327@@7:79/?7A73@
/;2A634<B?@=3173@1<;A?70BA7;5:<@AA<A6327@@7:79/?7AF/;2A637?1<;A?70BA7<;?/A7<@A<A63/C3?/53
27@@7:79/?7A73@03AD33;@3/@<;@ 
7@1?7:7;/A7;5
@=3173@ 

("%'
<;A? 
<;A? 
<;A? 
7@1?7:7;/A7;5
7@1?7:7;/A7;5
@=3173@
@=3173@




$;3 D/F#$("
(3/@<;
SpringAutumn
SpringWinter
SummerAutumn
SummerWinter
AutumnWinter

C/9B3

C/9B3

C3?/53
7@@7:79/?7AF


0.2459

0.0002

81.95

"$%%#%#

50.32

Particle plastic

31.63

0.4609

0.0001

94.04

$#

61.05

Particle plastic

18.18

0.3545

0.0001

85.9

"$%%#%#

48.08

Particle plastic

37.82

0.5303

0.0001

93.65

$#

60.04

Particle plastic

0.3471

0.0001

85.29

$#

56.92

"$%%#%#

"$%%#%#

13.27

19.21

"$%%#%#

12.86

18.35

Particle plastic

8.50

*'
"B9A7 27:3;@7<;/9@1/97;5"(=9<A<4@7:79/?7AF4<?A63273A<4!!/:<;527443?3;A
@AB2F/?3/@/;2@3/@<;@0/@32<;=3?13;A/53<4=?3F5?<B=@;B:3?71/94?3>B3;1F /;2=3?
13;A/53<4=?3F5?<B=@<11B??3;134?3>B3;1F )639<5/?7A6:71A?/;@4<?:322/A/<4 /;2D3?3
B@327;"( 
3;2?<5?/:"(#$("/;2("%'
/;/9F@7@  73A C/?7/A7<; 2B3 A< @3/@<;@  Dendrogram and MDS based on either  or  values
showed that spring and summer group together with
high similarities (>80%) indicating extremely similar diet (Figure 4 and 5 for season). While the autumn
and winter grouped separately from the spring and
summer with low similarities indicating differences
between the diets at these two periods. Based on ,
the diet composition of  !%# in winter showed
extremely different diet; shared only 8.0% similarity

with spring, summer and autumn. The result of SIMPER analysis indicated that the dissimilarity among
different seasons were primarily due to #% 
$)#$##"$%%#%#and particle
plastic (Table 4).

73AC/?7/A7<;2B3A<@AB2F/?3/ The dendrogram and MDS based on  values showed high
percentage of similarity among all study areas indicating a similar diet (Figure 4A and 5A for areas).
This was confirmed by ANOSIM, that show low R
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on  showed high percentage of similarity between Rize and İyidere (see Figure 4B for different
area). The SIMPER analysis indicated that the dissimilarity between different study areas was primarily due to  $#, plastic particle,  %#%#
and fish egg (Table 5).

values (0.12 – 0.18) showing low differentiation between different study areas (Table 5). However dendrogram based on  values revealed that four different stations (İyidere, Rize, Pazar and Fındıklı)
showed high percentage of similarity indicating a
similar diet, while the Çayeli station showed lower
percentage of similarity with the other stations indicating a different diet (Figure 5B). The MDS based

*'
3;2?<5?/:<4273A@7:79/?7A73@<4!!/:<;527443?3;A@AB2F/?3/@/;2@3/@<;@0/@32<;
=3?13;A/53<4=?3F5?<B=@;B:3?71/94?3>B3;1F /;2=3?13;A/53<4=?3F5?<B=@<11B??3;134?3
>B3;1F 
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$;3 D/F#$("?3@B9A@<4A635BA1<;A3;A4<?!!7;?39/A7<;A<27443?3;A@AB2F/?3/@ 
("%'?3@B9A@@6<D32A63/C3?/5327@@7:79/?7A73@/;2A631<;A?70BA7<;<427443?3;A4<<27A3:@A<A63
27@@7:79/?7A73@ 
$;3 D/F
#$("

0.0466

78.63

0.1481

0.0001

88.25

0.1265

0.0005

85.11

0.1829

0.0001

87.55

0.1500
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84.43

38.32
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41.15
34.06
42.71
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dominant prey groups in the diet of !%# is phytoplankton (overall diet). As the diet of !%# actually shows the availability of different prey groups
in the ambient environment and thus the zooplankton
fauna of the Black Sea seems to be limited that could
possibly cause the collapse of whole ecosystem in
near future just similar to the 1980s era during which
the icthyo- and mesozooplankton abundance/production of the Black Sea was badly affected due to
the shortage of zooplankton. The Black Sea contributes to a larger portion of the total Turkish fisheries
yield and according to a recent report published by
the Turkish Statistical Institute (TÜİK) the production of fishing industry of Turkey has been gradually
shrinking since 2011 with a decrease of around
21.5% with respect to the previous year [25]. The results reported from Mazlum et al. [4] and present
study showed that the population of zooplankton in
the Southeastern Black Sea is limited compare to
other regions and the inadequate of zooplankton especially copepods might be the possible reason in the
recent reduction of Turkey fisheries production.
The Southeastern Black sea is reported as one
of the hotspot of microplastic pollution [26]. In this
study, the presence of microplastics in the diet of 
!%# shows bioavailability of these particles for
marine biota.
It is believed that the results of this study will
provide a baseline data for future work to understand
the tropic levels that will assess the proper management of aquatic resources in the Black Sea.

(*(($#
The overall diet of !%# was dominated by
phytoplankton. In relation to different seasons, the
diet of  !%# during autumn and winter was
mainly dominated by phytoplankton followed by zooplankton, however the diet of  !%# during
spring and summer periods were mainly composed
of zooplankton. Thus the results reaffirmed the opportunistic feeding habits of  !%# and no prey
type preferences suggest that !%# is miscellaneous feeder eat anything encountered that falls within
the parameters of prey. This result is concur with a
number of similar investigations [1, 13, 21, 22, 23,
24]
The contribution of fish eggs was found to be
high during spring and summer periods whereas its
contribution to the total diet bulk of  !%# decreased abruptly and showed comparatively little importance during autumn and winter periods. The
%" " collected from Scottish sea during
1967 has also reported fish eggs only in spring period
[1].
Differences between the food items taken by 
!%# at five different stations do not differ greatly
from each other. The dominate food items of !
%#was found to be phytoplankton in all five study
areas.
Up to 20% of !%# sampled during spring
and summer periods had empty guts that gradually
decreased till autumn (only 4% empty gut) and winter (no empty gut). Yip [13] also reported a similar
gradually decreased in the percentage of empty gut
from May to November.
Both overall diet composition and the diet of 
!%# in relation to stations showed that the phytoplankton was the dominate prey group in the diet of
!%# in the Southeastern Black Sea. According
to earlier studies, different prey group was found to
be the dominate prey group in the diet of !%# at
different places. For example, the research work
published during 1948, 1962, 1970 and 1971 showed
that the dominate prey group in the total diet bulk of
!%# in the Black Sea included fish larvae, 
$$ spp., copepods and larvae of benthic organisms
while the dominate prey group in the diet of !%#
collected from Hawaiian waters, northern North Sea
and Galway Bay was salp,  !%"  %
and barnacle nauplii (for Hawaiian waters), Crustaceans, especially copepods and the cladoceran
& sp. (for northern North Sea and Galway Bay)
[cited in 13].

 #$,!"#)(
This study was founded by Recep Tayyip
Erdogan University Scientific Research Projects
Unit (Project Number: 2013.103.03.2).
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the clay fraction. The results indicated that the dominant soil-forming processes include the following:
1. desilication and the loss of base cations and Al
from the solum; and 2. transformation of iron and
aluminum from the sand and silt-size fractions into
secondary clay and crystalline Fe minerals. The climate, topography and the nature of the parent materials affected by the leaching regime and weathering
rates were identified as the major factors determining soil genesis on Mt. Hasandag. The studied soils
were not classified as Andisol because of their lack
of andic properties.



In comparison with Andisols from humid regions, very little information is available regarding
the volcanic soils of semi-arid climates. The objectives of this research were to discuss the extent to
which these soils meet the requirements of real
Andisols, as defined by Soil Taxonomy and to investigate the physical and chemical properties, as well
as to define the weathering processes and pedogenic
products, of the soils formed over the volcanic materials of Mt. Hasandag in a semi-arid environment.
For this purpose, 4 representative soil profiles
were evaluated; after morphological identifications
were completed, the soil samples were collected
from the horizons to investigate the physical, chemical, geochemical and mineralogical properties to
analyze the soil formation over time in a semiarid
region. The soils also underwent FT-IR and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) analysis in the
range of 4000 to 400 cm-1 with pellets and at magnifications ranging from 250 to 20.000 X.
The results indicated that the content of the
sand and coarse silt fractions were higher than 30%
in all soils. Phosphate retention is generally low, and
it is lower than 85% in all profiles. The pH values in
NaF are lower than 9.5, in general. The bulk density
is higher than 0.90 gr.cm-3 in all profiles. The Al + ½
Fe percentages (by ammonium oxalate) are lower
than 2% in all profiles. Selective extraction in all of
the horizons in profile 5 exhibited the following relationships: Feo>Fed>Fep and in other profiles, and
in most horizons, Alp>Ald>Alo. Selective extraction
indicated that in contrast to the soils usually forming
on volcanic material worldwide, these soils lack
noncrystalline minerals, such as allophone, imogolite and iron humus complexes. The only noncrystalline minerals that are present in great quantities are
Al-humus complexes and Ferrihydrite. The crystallized Fe minerals were higher than the other Fe minerals. Feldspar (anorthite and albite), amphibole (diopside, Actinolite, tremolite, hornblende) apatite,
hematite, olivine and biotite were more common primer minerals. X-ray diffraction indicates smectite,
kaolinite and illite were dominant minerals in the
clay fraction. Furthermore, a considerable quantity
of chlorite-smectite interstrafied was identified in

!.,%'(
Andisols, Soil weathering, Soil Formation, Soil Classification, Hasandag

$)'%*) %$
Volcanic soils were not recognized among international soil scientists until the middle of the 20th
century. Volcanic ash soils were identified for the
first time in an international system of soil classification by Soil Survey Staff [1]. The FAO Andosol
major soil group is even younger [2]. This group was
created in 1974 during preparation of the
FAO/UNESCO Soil Map of the World. The definition of this group was originally drawn from the Andept suborder in Soil Taxonomy [3], but has subsequently undergone substantial development. Although Andisols account for less than 1% of the soils
in the world, they are very productive [4] [5] [2].
Andisols are soils derived from volcanic materials and have a number of unique features that differentiate them from other soils [6] [4]. In general,
volcanic soils are dominated by the presence of allophane-imogolite, ferrihydrite, volcanic glasses and
Al-(Fe)-humus complexes [7] [8] [2]. More specifically, among the features that make Andisols unique
are high phosphate retention, variable charge, high
water retention, low bulk density, high friability and
highly-stable soil aggregates [9] [10] [2]. In appropriate environmental conditions, the “andosolization” [11] processes usually result in the formation
and accumulation in the finer soil fraction of non-
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crystalline constituents, such as allophane, imogolite, ferrihydrite, together with organic matter and
Al-, Fe-humus complexes [12] [2] [13] as weathering proceeds and soil develops, there is a progressive
enrichment of the reactive colloidal components
[14].
In addition to the common characteristics that
differentiate them from other orders [15] or soil reference groups [16], there are also notable differences
among Andisols, which can be attributed to their
genesis and management [4] [2]. From a climatic
viewpoint, the most common conditions for
Andisols formation are a humid environment, with a
relatively young, weatherable parent material, under
forest vegetation. However, Andisols can occur in a
variety of soil temperature regimes – including thermic and hyper thermic – provided that soil moisture
regimes are adequately wet enough to allow sufficient weathering and to produce the characteristic
key taxonomic requirements [17]. In Mediterranean
environments, such as Turkey, the climate may appear to be too hot and too dry for andosolization [18]
despite the widespread occurrence of both passive
and active volcanic areas.
Previous studies clearly indicate that in addition to parent material, climatic conditions are an important factor in weathering because climate determines the weathering product of volcanic materials
and, therefore, the type of noncrystalline minerals
that will be formed [19] [20]. The fact that noncrystalline mineral formation is the result of oversaturation of the soil solution with Si, Al, and Fe, which
control the soil solution concentration, makes the influence of climate on volcanic soil characteristics
easily understood.
In particular, the lengthy hot, dry season, which
typically lasts 3 to 4 months, may hamper the conservation of primary glasses, the genesis of allophane [8] [21], the formation of Al-Fe-organomineral complexes, and the subsequent development of andic properties [22]. Conversely, the
genesis of well-organized clays is favored [18]. On
this basis, research has begun that aims to elucidate
the factors and processes discriminating andosolization and the mineralogy of soils developed on volcanic materials under a xeric Mediterranean climate.
Previous investigations [23] have shown a wide pedovariability of soils developed on a same parent
material, suggesting that environmental factors prevail over the nature of parent materials in addressing
pedogenesis.
There are many volcanic areas found in Turkey; a considerable area of central Anatolia is covered by volcanic rocks that are notably andesitic in
character. In the semiarid region of central Anatolia,
the weathering products from the volcanic materials
are quite different from those in humid climates, and
soil formation is not yet clearly understood in this
environment. Quaternary and Tertiary eruptions
have created a belt of volcanic rocks extending west

to east through the center of Anatolia. Nevertheless,
the question of whether Andisols occur in Turkey remains open. Up until now, very few soil studies have
been carried out on the occurrence and properties of
soils developed on volcanic material in Turkey.
More information is needed about the soils derived
from the volcanic parent material in Turkey because
only a few studies have been conducted on this subject [24] [25] [26] [27].
This study has been conducted with the aim of
defining the role of climate and Al-Fe- compounds
in the differing expressions of the andic properties
and allophane content in the soils coexisting in a
semi-arid area on the same andesitic parent material,
under homogeneous xeric, mesic conditions. The
aims of this study were to (i) investigate the pedogenetic development of the soils in a semi-arid environment and (ii) show whether soils developed in the
Hasandag volcanic parent materials are Andisols


#)' "($#)%(

(7@3 3?1>7=@7<;  Hasandag, situated 155 km
southeast of Konya, is a volcanic mountain in central
Anatolia. It forms part of the Cenozoic central Anatolia volcanism. The area investigated lies between
38°01’N and 38°11’N and 34°02’E and 34°17’E in
the central portion of Anatolia. Mount Hasan is a
double-peaked stratovolcano, located in Central Anatolia, Turkey. The magmas erupted from this multicaldera complex range from basalt to rhyolite, but
are dominated by andesite and dacite. Two terminal
cones, Big Mt. Hasan and Small Mt. Hasan, culminate at 3253 m and 3069 m, respectively. In the past
13 Ma, a number of different volcanoes have been
built in the Mt. Hasan complex. However, the main
volcanic activity occurred during the Quaternary period. There are four evolutionary stages in the history
of the volcanic complex: stage 1, Kecikalesi volcano, 13 Ma; stage 2, Palaeovolcano, 7 Ma; stage 3,
Mesovolcano and stage 4, Neovolcano. The eruptive
products consist of lava flows, lava domes, and pyroclastic rocks. The latter include ignimbrites, phreatomagmatic intrusive breccias and pyroclastic flow,
sometimes reworked as lahars. The total volume is
estimated to be 354 km3 and the area extent is estimated to be 760 km2. The textural and mineralogical
data suggest that both magma mixing and fractional
crystallization were involved in the generation of the
andesites and dacites. The magmas that erupted from
the central volcanoes show a transition with time
from tholeite to calc-alkaline. Three generations of
basaltic strombolian cones and lava flows were emplaced contemporaneously with the central volcanoes. The corresponding lavas are alkaline with a
sodic tendency [28]. The annual rainfall is 321.30
millimeters, and the annual evaporation rate is
1317.90 millimeters. The mean annual temperature
is 9.68 ºC, and the mean soil temperature at a depth
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through fusion with lithium metaborate (LiBO2) and
dilution in a HNO3-HF solution according to the procedure outlined by Chao and Sanzolone [40] samples were taken into solution by alkaline fusion using
a mixture of 0.25 g soil or sediment powder and 0.75
g flux (lithium tetra and metaborate), with 0.2 N
HNO3 solutions diluted to 1:1000. An aliquot of the
sample solution was analyzed for the trace elements
and REE, on a combination simultaneous/sequential
(ICP-MS). The detection limits were 0.002 to 0.01
ppm for all major elements and 0.1 to 1 ppm for all
trace elements. The instrument was calibrated using
certified standard reference materials (OREAS24P
and G1) and then the contents were measured by inductively-coupled argon plasma (ICP).
The bulk and clay mineralogy assessments
were conducted using X-ray diffraction (XRD) on
powdered samples as randomly-oriented powder
mounts with a Shimadzu XRD-6000 with a Cu anticathode and K filter (40 kV, 35 mA). The bulk samples were powdered to 40 μm using a sintered Al oxides mortar grinder. An aliquot was separated and
mounted as unoriented powder using the back-side
method [41]. The powder was submitted to XRD between 2° and 40° 2θ, and the data were analyzed in
a semi-quantitative manner following [42]. The clay
fraction (<2 μm) was obtained from the soil after the
destruction of organic matter with dilution and Na
acetate-buffered H2O2 (pH 5), followed by dispersion with Calgon and sedimentation in water. The
oriented specimens of the clay-size fraction were realized using a glass-slide method and were analyzed
using X-ray diffraction with Cu Kα radiation from
2Gto 15G2θ, with steps of 0.02° 2θ at 2 s step-1. The
following treatments were performed: Mg saturation, ethylene glycol solvation (EG), and K saturation, followed by heating for 2 h at 550 °C. The minerals and relative abundance were identified by their
diagnostic XRD spacing and were evaluated by their
XRD relative peak intensities in the XRD diagram.
Fourier transform infrared analysis (FTIR) was
only performed on the <2 μ fractions with pellets
made from a 1 mg sample of each sample and 250
mg of KBr. The infrared spectra were recorded with
a spectrometer (Perkin Elmer universal ATR probe)
in the 4000 to 400 cm-1 wavelength range with 1 cm1
resolution [43]. The morphological features of the
allophane were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) after the samples were mounted
onto aluminum stubs after being coated with carbon
and then gold. This double coating was superior to a
coating of carbon or gold alone. Each specimen was
studied at magnifications ranging from 250 to
20,000. The volcanic glass contents from the coarse
silt plus sand fraction (0.02-2.00 mm) were also observed using a glass slide with a polarizing microscope [44] [45].




of 50 cm is 13.59 ºC [29]. According to the climate
data, the soil moisture and temperature regimes are
xeric and mesic [30].

(/:=97;5/;2/;/9E?7? For this study, 4 soil
profiles were sampled from four andesitic lava flows
or domes. From 2 to 3 kg of soil was collected per
soil horizon. The soil samples were air-dried at 20°C
for one week, stones were crushed using a wooden
pestle and mortar and the fine fraction (< 2 mm) was
separated from the gravel (>2 mm) with sieving; additionally, the plant debris, and pebbles were removed and stored in plastic bags for future use.
To characterize the soil profiles, a variety of the
physical, chemical and mineralogical properties
were determined. The soil pH was measured with a
combined electrode in a soil-water (w/v) suspension
and 0.01 N KCl with a soil/ solution ratio of 1:2.5.
Measurements were taken of (NaF) pH 1 M (1:50)
after 2 min of equilibration, as prescribed by the
USDA [31]. Measurements were taken of (NaF) pH
1 M (1:50) after 2 min of equilibration, as described
by Fieldes and Perrott [32]. The electrical conductivity (EC) was potentiometrically determined in a
1:2.5 soil-water suspension [31]. The bulk density
(BD) was determined by weighing soil cores [33].
The water retention at - 33 and – 1500KPa was
measured in the disturbed soil samples using a pressure plate extractor [34]. The soil texture was determined using a hydrometer method [35], after the removal of organic matter using H2O2 and after the soil
was stirred into a sodium hexametaphosphate solution. The P retention was determined in an acidic potassium dihydrogen phosphate solution (1 mg P ml1
) at a pH of 4.6, buffered by sodium acetate with the
method described in the Soil Survey Laboratory
Methods Manual [31]. The samples were shaken for
16 h, centrifuged and filtered. The P concentration in
the supernatant was measured photometrically. The
total soil organic carbon (Corg) was determined using
the Walkley-Black wet digestion method [36]. The
exchangeable bases were extracted with a neutral 1
M NH4-acetate, and the bases were determined using atomic absorption spectroscopy [37] [38]. The
cation exchange capacity (CEC) was determined using ammonium acetate (1 N, at pH 7), and the quantity was determined using a flame photometer [39].
The amount of carbonate in the soil was measured
with a Scheibler calcimeter [31]. The percent base
saturation was determined by dividing the sum of the
K, Mg, Ca, and Na in mEq 100 g-1 soil by the CEC.
The short-range order constituents were characterized by selective chemical dissolution. For this purpose, dark ammonium oxalate, dithionite-citrate bicarbonate (DCB), and sodium pyrophosphate-extractable Si, Al, and Fe were determined according
to the [31] and using an AAS for quantification. The
cations were designated by the subscripts o, d and p
for the respective methods. The total elemental analysis of the soil and rock samples was conducted
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surface horizons. All profiles had from slightly to
moderately developed granular A horizons. Profile 1
had a moderately to highly-developed angular
blocky structure in the B horizons. The soil structure
was massive in the C layers in all profiles. The colors
in the profiles in the Hasandag range from 2.5 Y to
10 YR and generally have high values when it is dry
and were characterized by higher values in the
deeper layers.
The rate of organic matter accumulation on the
surface was higher than in the lower layers, and significant differences were observed between the surface horizons and sub-surface horizons. These differences resulted from differences in the organic
matter, roots and the levels of biological activity. No
reaction with HCl was observed in the horizons in
any of the profiles. The fact that the horizon differences are not high and that the parent material exhibits low-weathering rates indicates that soil evolution
is in the preliminary stages.

A description of the study sites and the 4 respective representative soil profiles are summarized
in Table 1 and table 2. Profiles 2, 3 and 4 are situated
on steep slopes, while profile 1 is situated on a piedmont in a xeric moisture and mesic temperature regime. Horizon differentiation was poor. The solum
depth ranged from 55 to 189 cm. In profiles 2, 3 and
4, there are no diagnostic horizons other than an A
horizon, whereas a cambic B horizon, in addition to
an A horizon, was identified in profile 1. A continuous R was present below the C-horizon in profile 3,
and a continuous C layer lay was identified under the
A or B horizon in other profiles. Of the profiles, Profile 1 and Profile 2 were medium textured, and Profile 3 and Profile 4 were coarse textured. The structural development was poor or no development was
present in all of the analyzed profiles, except in the
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Latitude
Longitude
37o 51’35’’ 33o 51’47’’
37o 51’35’’ 33o 51’47’’
37o 51’35’’ 33o 51’47’’
37o 51’35’’ 33o 51’47’’

&/>3;@:/@3>7/9

93B/@7<;:

&6EFE<5>/=6E

(9<=3

Andesite-basalt
Andesite-basalt
Andesite-basalt
Andesite-basalt

1539
1894
1537
1563

Piedmont
steep slopes
steep slopes
steep slopes

2
30
15
20

"/;2
A?3
Forest
Grasland
Forest
Forest

'<<@?1

0-28
28-76
76-164
164-189
189-209
+209
0-34
34-55
+55
0-27
27-61
61-101
101-149
149-174
+174
0-11
11-65
65-101
101-144
+144

10YR4/4
10YR4/3
10YR4/3
10YR4/3
10YR5/4
10YR5/4
10YR5/3
10YR5/3
10YR6/2
10YR5/4
2.5Y7/2
2.5Y7/2
2.5Y7/1
10YR6/4
10YR7/3
10YR7/3
10YR7/2
10YR7/1

10YR4/3
10YR2/3
10YR2/3
10YR2/3
10YR3/4
10YR4/4
10YR4/4
7.5YR4/3
7.5YR3/3
10YR4/4
10YR4/3
10YR5/1
10YR4/2
10YR4/3
10YR4/3
10YR4/4
10YR4/3
10YR5/1

gr
gr
ab
ab
ab
mas
gr
gr
gr
gr
gr
mas
mas
gr
gr
gr
ma
ma

SC
SC
C
C
C
C
SiL
SiL
CSL
CSL
SL
SL
SL
CSL
SiL
S
SA
SA

3-k
2-o
2-i
1
1
1
3-k
3-o
1
3-k
2-o
2-i
1
1
1
3-o
2-o
1
1
1

7<9<571/9
/1@7B7@E2

7392
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A1
A2
Bw1
Bw2
BC
C
A1
A2
R
A1
A2
A3
C1
C2r
R
A1
A2
A3
C1
C2r
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gradual, smooth
gradual, smooth
gradual, smooth
gradual, smooth
clear, wavy
...
clear - smooth
abrubt- smooth
gradual - smooth
gradual - smooth
clear - smooth
gradual -irregular
-

h
h
m
w
w
n
m
m
n
h
h
m
w
w
n
h
h
w
w
w

clear - smooth
abrubt - smooth
abrubt - smooth
abrubt -irregular
...

/Structure: mas, massive; gr, granular; ab, angular blocky; p, prismatic 0Field texture: SC: sandy clay, C: clay.; SL: sandy
loam; CSL: clayey sandy loam, SA: Sandy weathering material S: Sand, SiL: Silty loam1Roots: 1, none; 2, few; 3, moderate;
4, common; i, fine (<2 mm); o, medium (2-5 mm); k, coarse (>5 mm). 2Biological activity: n, none; w, weak; m, moderate; h,
high.
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A1
A2
Bw1
Bw2
BC
C
A1
A2
R
A1
A2
A3
C1
C2r
R
A1
A2
A3
C1
C2r

3=@6
1:
0-28
28-76
76-164
164-189
189-209
+209
0-34
34-55
+55
0-27
27-61
61-101
101-149
149-174
+174
0-11
11-65
65-101
101-144
+144

= %
  
6.56
6.79
6.94
7.01
7.06
7.43
7.22
7.02
6.61
6.60
6.93
6.67
6.92
6.78
6.43
6.67
6.55
6.56

=!"


7.13
6.59
6.51
6.45
6.47
6.48
6.26
6.31
6.09
5.95
6.03
6.35
6.41
6.19
5.84
5.71
6.14
6.29

K=
!9 %
-0.58
-0.21
-0.43
-0.57
-0.58
-0.95
-0.96
-0.71
-0.52
-0.65
-0.90
-0.33
-0.51
-0.59
-0.60
-0.97
-0.41
-0.27

=$/
  
9.66
9.57
9.68
9.49
9.56
9.62
9.29
9.57
9.58
9.59
9.64
9.37
9.44
9.38
9.54
9.05
8.96
8.97


H( 1:
166
60
59
39
72
91
69
58
72
50
39
51
55
69
56
29
24
34

%>5/;71
:/@@3>
2.99
1.41
2.04
1.08
0.70
0.60
3.23
1.69
4.11
1.30
0.29
0.07
0.10
1.57
0.60
0.17
0.04
0.01

/%

1.0
1.1
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.3
0.7
1.1
0.5
0.5
1.4
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.8
1.8
1.1
1.1
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3=@61:

A1
A2
Bw1
Bw2
BC
C
A1
A2
R
A1
A2
A3
C1
C2r
R
A1
A2
A3
C1
C2r

0-28
28-76
76-164
164-189
189-209
+209
0-34
34-55
+55
0-27
27-61
61-101
101-149
149-174
+174
0-11
11-65
65-101
101-144
+144

&/>@7193?7F3
27?@>70A@7<;
(/;29/E(79@
41.9
26.1
32.0
38.9
34.1
27.0
39.9
35.1
25.0
46.9
29.1
24.0
49.9
25.1
25.0
51.9
21.6
26.5
53.9
20.1
26.0
54.9
19.1
26.0
61.9
16.1
22.0
71.9
12.1
16.0
82.9
8.1
9.0
89.9
5.1
5.0
88.9
5.1
6.0
58.9
17.1
24.0
66.9
17.1
16.0
76.9
7.6
15.5
82.9
5.1
12.0
83.9
1.1
15.0

!!
:3
5> 

/?3
?/@A>/@7<;

15.80
18.79
25.20
21.92
22.27
21.61
11.17
9.13
10.21
5.73
2.95
0.49
0.94
7.54
5.40
3.47
0.93
0.71

100
100
100
100
100
74
78
82
80
85
81
100
95
80
78
69
88
100

D16/;53/0931/@7<;?
1:<9 85 
/#5$/!
11.60
5.14
0.29
1.12
11.91
6.13
0.16
1.32
15.31
10.96
0.34
0.70
12.83
9.26
0.35
0.67
12.55
11.55
0.39
0.69
13.92
0.91
0.51
0.64
7.49
0.34
0.17
0.68
6.22
0.35
0.19
0.73
7.20
0.29
0.10
0.62
4.12
0.16
0.13
0.45
1.79
0.08
0.21
0.31
0.25
0.01
0.12
0.23
0.54
0.07
0.08
0.20
5.16
0.24
0.13
0.52
3.39
0.26
0.16
0.43
1.70
0.21
0.15
0.35
0.48
0.07
0.09
0.18
0.49
0.06
0.08
0.18

pH in KCl ranged from 5.71to 7.13 and was consistently less than pH (H2O). The ΔpH (pHKCl - pHH2O)
was negative in all of the horizons. This signals the
presence of a net negative charge in all of the horizons, pH in NaF values ranged from 8.96 to 9.68,
with values <9.5 in some soils, indicating the absence of Al activity. However, in some horizons the
pH values in NaF were over 9.5. Anions such as
florid and phosphate undergo specific anion adsorption in allophone and imogolite, and they emit high
amounts of OH- to the environment when these minerals react with NaF. However, the test is only applicable to soils without free carbonates. Free carbonates in the profile cause NaF pH values to measure high; therefore, the test involved is not used to
determine the mineralogy class in which the free carbonates are present. The presence of a net negative
load in the soils in the area of the study and the resulting pHNaF > 9.5 due to the small amount of carbonates in the surface horizons indicate that there is

Some chemical and physical properties of studied profiles are described in Table 3 and Table 4. The
profiles evaluated showed similar textural classes
(loam or sand), although their sand, silt and clay contents were different. The textures of the soils are
loamy in profiles 1 and 2, and sandy in profiles 3 and
4. The clay content of the soils ranged from 1.1% to
35.1%, the sand content ranged between 38.9% and
89.9%, and the silt content ranged between 5.0% and
32.0%. The relatively high clay content of profiles 1
and 2 emerged as a result of the alteration of the primary minerals into clay minerals. Profiles 3 and 4
had high sand content, and their clay contents generally decreased with depth. The pH (H2O) was alkaline in the subsurface horizons and the C layer of
profile 1 and profile 2, whereas it was acidic in the
surface horizons of profile 1 and all horizons of profiles 3 and 4. The soil pH (H2O) values ranged from
6.43 to 7.43 with no regular distribution, whereas the
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30.93% and was below 85% in all horizons. It was
higher than 25% only in the deeper horizons of profile 1. Phosphate retention was not within the range
of Andisols in any of the profiles. The amount of water retention at -1500 kPa was comparatively low
and ranged between 0.8% and 15.4%. This value was
lower than the expected value when compared with
Andisols worldwide. Similarly, low rates of water
retention were also observed at -33 kPa. The water
retention at this pressure was between 3.6 and 23.7.
The first requirement formulated in WRB [46] for
andic properties is an Al+½ Fe content (by ammonium oxalate) in the fine earth (0–2 mm) fraction
equal to 2.0% or more on an oven-dried (105 °C) basis [47], indicating the presence of amorphous or
short-range-order (SRO) materials, such as allophane, imogolite, and ferrihydrite. The Al+½Fe content of the studied soils ranged from 0.23 to 0.64%
and did not meet the requirements of Andisols in any
of the profiles. The distributions of volcanic glass in
the horizons, which have been obtained with the
study, were conducted using a polarized microscope
technique. The volcanic glass content values ranged
from 2% to 13 % in the profiles studied. The highest
value was observed in profile 1.
The results of the selective dissolution analysis
are given in Table 6. The Sio content was smaller
than 0.2% in all horizons and ranged from 0.029%
to 1.210%. The Sio values did not show a regular
trend with depth. The Alo and Feo values ranged from
0.0014% to 0.048% and from 0.318% to 1.321%, respectively. The Alo and Feo did not exhibit an obvious trend in the profile distributions or in the surface
and sub-surface horizons. The Fep and Alp values
were notably low in the studied profiles and ranged
from 0.0013 to 0.0430% and from 0.004 to 0.254%,
respectively.

no allophone or imogolite in the studied soils. The
electrical conductivity of the soils ranged from 24 µS
cm-1 to 166 µS cm-1. All of the profiles were salt-free.
All the soils followed the general trend of having the
highest organic matter content on the surface. The
organic matter content declined rapidly with depth
in all of the profiles, and it increased to proportionally high values, particularly in the surface horizon
of profiles 1, 2 and 3. The organic matter content was
low in the other horizons. The organic matter content
in the profiles ranged from 0.01% to 4.11%. The
lowest values were observed in the Cr horizons.
The CaCO3 content was close to the detection
limit in the profiles and ranged from 0.3% to 1.8%.
No trend was observed with depth. The CEC values
ranged from 0.49 to 25.20 cmolc kg–1. The CEC
value varied with the amount of clay and organic
matter in the horizons and decreased with depth,
whereas an increase was observed in the cambic horizons in profile 1. The exchangeable cations in the
soils were identified to be Ca>Mg>K>Na. The exchangeable Ca varied between 0.48 and 15.31 me
100 g-1, the Mg ranged between 0.01 and 11.55 me
100 g-1, the Na ranged between 0.08 and 0.51 me 100
g-1 and the K ranged between 0.18 and 1.32 me 100
g-1. The amount of exchangeable cations generally
decreased with the soil depth. The base saturation
values ranged between 69% and 100% with high values. This indicated that the active forms of Al and Fe
do not accumulate in the soil. The andic properties
of the studied soils are described in Table 5. All profiles showed a bulk density of >0.9 g cm–3 in the
studied soils. The bulk density (BD) values of the
soils ranged from 1.07 to 1.82 g·cm-3, with surface
soils generally having lower BD values than subsurface soils. The BD values were generally high because of the high sand content of the soils in profiles
3 and 4. Phosphate retention ranged from 0.32% to
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A1
A2
Bw1
Bw2
BC
C
A1
A2
R
A1
A2
A3
C1
C2r
R
A1
A2
A3
C1
C2r

22.71
27.65
30.55
26.13
29.16
30.93
15.75
19.04
11.20
11.58
8.17
0.45
0.32
12.34
14.11
4.88
1.33
0.83

+<91/;71
59/??

9< 3<


13
11
6
3
4
5
8
3

0.47
0.31
0.36
0.23
0.20
0.24
0.56
0.64
0.53
0.52
0.42
0.42
0.37
0.71
0.57
0.31
0.24
0.26

4
9
3
2
4
2
3
5
2
3
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8&/
8&/
14.5
10.1
14.7
12.4
19.2
15.4
17.5
15.1
19.2
13.2
23.7
13.3
16.9
5.9
16.1
5.6
15.1
5.1
10.4
5.0
6.5
3.5
3.6
1.4
4.4
1.7
8.4
5.7
8.6
4.9
4.6
3.7
5.4
1.0
6.4
0.8

A9823;?7@E
51:I


::
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1.55
1.52
1.73
1.61
1.63
1.62
1.07
1.34
1.38
1.45
1.72
1.82
1.72
1.56
1.65
1.66
1.78
1.76

54.8
57.5
54.5
56.9
62.4
62.5
70.2
70.1
75.9
84.7
89.5
94.2
93.1
76.8
80.1
89.0
92.7
93.2
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A2
Bw1
Bw2
BC
C
A1
A2
R
A1
A2
A3
C1
C2r
R
A1
A2
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+

32
0.925
1.148
1.105
0.982
0.754
0.982
0.628
0.765
0.486
0.318
0.267
0.123
0.153
0.509
0.506
0.278
0.102
0.091

3<
0.866
0.553
0.634
0.380
0.318
0.387
1.023
1.189
0.983
0.971
0.760
0.783
0.690
1.321
1.069
0.568
0.441
0.471

3=
0.0428
0.0111
0.0218
0.0038
0.0032
0.0028
0.0430
0.0426
0.0405
0.0354
0.0041
0.0026
0.0013
0.0299
0.0271
0.0179
0.0028
0.0046

92
0.057
0.059
0.062
0.054
0.052
0.068
0.051
0.049
0.042
0.035
0.033
0.035
0.030
0.040
0.042
0.039
0.022
0.022

9<
0.036
0.036
0.047
0.037
0.040
0.048
0.048
0.044
0.038
0.031
0.035
0.028
0.027
0.045
0.033
0.024
0.014
0.023

9=
0.254
0.229
0.239
0.248
0.058
0.047
0.020
0.038
0.037
0.024
0.065
0.004
0.021
0.028
0.053
0.038
0.004
0.020

(7<
0.925
1.172
1.210
0.929
0.814
1.136
0.492
0.505
0.236
0.173
0.59
0.035
0.037
0.385
0.257
0.044
0.029
0.035
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A1
A2
Bw1
Bw2
BC
C
A1
A2
R
A1
A2
A3
C1
C2r
R
A1
A2
A3
C1
C2r

(7%



57.35
56.76
56.37
56.71
56.41
55.98
57.88
57.88
63.53
58.33
60.24
61.68
62.73
63.37
63.42
58.18
59.59
63.23
63.53
62.81

9 %

3 %

#5%

/%

$/ %

! %

)7% 

& % 

#;%

"% 

)<@/9

17.21
18.15
17.93
18.26
18.31
18.50
17.63
18.16
16.29
16.77
17.24
16.90
16.50
16.18
16.23
17.90
18.08
16.39
16.39
16.44

5.85
6.44
6.41
6.42
6.57
6.66
5.09
5.47
4.27
5.02
5.13
5.09
5.01
4.65
4.05
5.67
5.42
4.34
4.29
4.61

2.09
2.19
2.26
2.42
2.56
2.64
2.20
2.37
2.33
2.33
2.41
2.57
2.61
2.49
2.18
2.40
2.27
2.05
2.31
2.42

4.24
3.88
3.83
3.93
3.90
4.10
4.62
4.66
5.20
4.65
4.72
4.85
5.11
4.95
5.08
4.96
4.95
4.70
5.05
5.07

2.62
2.38
2.16
2.40
2.32
2.37
3.11
3.14
3.59
3.24
3.47
3.57
3.69
3.57
3.78
3.29
3.44
3.40
3.73
3.72

1.66
1.71
1.55
1.70
1.71
1.63
1.64
1.54
2.08
1.77
1.79
1.89
2.06
2.00
2.19
1.54
1.58
1.94
2.09
2.11

0.87
0.91
0.87
0.85
0.84
0.85
0.69
0.74
0.56
0.68
0.67
0.65
0.68
0.61
0.54
0.79
0.74
0.56
0.57
0.60

0.13
0.14
0.14
0.12
0.14
0.15
0.14
0.11
0.16
0.15
0.12
0.13
0.16
0.14
0.16
0.10
0.08
0.11
0.14
0.15

0.14
0.14
0.14
0.12
0.12
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.08
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.10
0.09
0.07
0.08
0.08

7.6
7.1
8.1
6.8
6.9
6.8
6.7
5.6
1.7
6.8
3.9
2.4
1.2
1.8
2.1
4.9
3.6
3.0
1.7
1.8

99.80
99.81
99.79
99.81
99.81
99.80
99.82
99.83
99.84
99.82
99.83
99.83
99.83
99.84
99.85
99.82
99.84
99.85
99.84
99.83

Such low values were a result of the low organic matter content, in contrast to the values found
in volcanic areas in wet regions of the world. Dithionite-citrate-bicarbonate, unlike other solutions, has
a stronger effect on compounds that are in crystalline
form. In the studied profiles, Fed ranged from
0.091% to 1.148%, and Ald ranged from 0.022% to
0.068%. In general, both Fed and Ald decreased with
depth.
The distributions of the measured elemental
oxides (total element analysis) are given in Table 7.
The Si and Al values differed in the profiles, depending on the sand and clay content of the profiles. The
SiO2 content ranged from 55.98% to 63.53%. The
amount of Al in the soil is directly related to the distribution of clay, and the amount of Al2O3 increases
in mature soils. The Al2O3 content varied between
16.18% and 18.50% and tended to decrease with

depth in profiles 3 and 4. Due to the low rate of
weathering, the amount of Al2O3 in the studied soils
was close to that of the parent material in solution.
The amount of Fe2O3 ranged from 4.05% to 6.66%.
The highest value of Fe2O3 was observed on the surface horizons, except in profile 1. The percentage of
CaO exhibited higher levels in the parent material
compared with the upper horizons. The CaO values
were higher in the C layers than in the other horizons. The percentage of CaO exhibited a distribution
between 3.83 and 5.20, whereas the MgO values
ranged from 2.05 to 2.64%. The MgO values showed
no clear trend in terms of the distribution with depth.
The generally high values of MgO resulted from the
presence of substantial amounts of minerals with
ferro magnesium. High amphibole and biotite peaks
were also observed in the primary mineral analyses.
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The percentages of K2O and Na2O were between
1.54% and 2.11 % and 2.16 % and 3.73 %, respectively. This is closely related to the distribution of
the feldspars that are present in andesite and basalt.
Titanium is a mineral resistant to, and used for identification of, chemical change. The TiO2 content in
the soils ranged between 0.54 and 0.91 %, the MnO2
content ranged between 0.07 % and 0.14 %, and the
P2O5 content ranged between 0.08 % and 0.16 %. A
regular trend was not observed between the horizons
in the distribution of other major elements generally.
X-ray diffraction of the whole soil body and the
clay fraction to determine the mineralogical properties of the profiles was undertaken in the study area
and the results are shown in figures 1 and 2. Infrared
spectroscopy graphs are shown in Figure 3, and SEM
images are shown in Figure 4. Very clean and distinct peaks could not be obtained in the profiles. As
seen from the figures, diverse fillo silicates formed
in diverse levels of crystallization and in differing
amounts in the profiles. In the samples saturated with
Mg in the profiles, the peaks, which are seen in the
form of a plateau and are poorly crystallized at 1.45

nm, expanded to 1.7 nm in a Mg+Gl (glycerol) application. This indicated that these peaks belong to
smectite. The peaks that were observed between
0.710 and 0.720 nm in the samples saturated with
Mg, Mg+Gl and K disappeared when heated at
550 ̊C. These peaks belonged to kaolinite. The peaks
that were observed at 1.0 nm in all applications belonged to illite. No distinct differences in the clay
mineral distribution with depth were observed, and
pedons from all geomorphic surfaces had similar
mineral components.
Thus, the weak peaks stemmed from too low an
amount of clay content of the profiles, especially in
the C horizons. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of powdered samples used to identify primary
minerals indicated the presence of feldspar (anorthite and albite), amphibole and pyroxene (diopside,
actinolite, tremolite, and hornblende) apatite, hematite, olivine and biotite. The IR spectrums were taken
from the horizons to detect the presence of amorphous structures, such as allophone, and they are
presented in Figure 4. As seen from these spectrums,
peaks were identified in the mono, dimer and triple
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observed at 3355-3621 cm-1. The bent vibration
peaks belonging to H were found at 1631-1643 cm1
, and a Si-C single vibration band was present at
712-798 cm-1.

bond areas. The IR spectra of the soil showed 5 principal peaks: 712-798, 910-1027, 1409-1449, 16311643, 3355-3621 cm-1 of the profile. In the IR spectra
with a large band structurally, OH peaks of H were
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&><=3>@73? The profile descriptions indicated that
there are no diagnostic horizons in profiles 2, 3 and
4, except in the A horizon. The generally high content of sand in the soil, the loamy or sandy-loamy
texture in the profiles and the high sand content seen
in the textured profiles indicated a low weathering
rate, in the soils. The lack of a significant differentiation indicates that the parent material disintegrated
slowly; this finding, in turn, suggests that soil formation in the region is in its initial stage. The reason
that disintegration was so low is because of climatic
factors; low precipitation, high evaporation, and a
long dry season limited the weathering process.
All of the horizons of the studied profiles
showed a bulk density > 0.9 g·cm-3, which is characteristic of Andisols. The bulk density of the soil is
lower on the surface and increases in the subsurface
horizons. These results from the presence of organic
matter on the surface and the lack of smaller particle
densities such as allophane and imogolite, factors
considered responsible for the lower bulk density
[48]. Furthermore, the fact that the C horizons are in
the form of weathered or softened main rocks has
had an effect on the bulk density values. For this reason, the bulk density values have increased with
depth.
When the amount of water retention at -1500
kPa and at -33 kPa in the study area soils is compared
with other Andisols in the world; the values are
lower than expected. Andisols have the capacity to
retain large quantities of water as a result of meso
and micro pores that have the ability to retain water
at high suction [2], this water-retention capacity is
because of the typical spherical and hollow structure
of the allophane and allophane-like minerals. However, in the studied soils, water retention at - 1500
and - 33 kPa is very low compared with that expected for Andisols worldwide. The water retention
was lower than 20% for all profiles. 
In the soils in the study field, the content of organic material especially on the surface horizons
reached 4.11%, which can be regarded as high for a
dry region in Turkey. The organic carbon concentrations decreased with depth in all the profiles. The organic matter was limited because of the low rate of
clay content in most horizons and the scarcity of humus-metal complexes, which can be understood
from the Alp and Fep values because the humusmetal complexes and fine fractions protect the organic matter from microbial decomposition and
therefore improve its stability. While the organic
matter content is relatively high in the surface horizons compared with the arid regions of Turkey, compared with other Andisols in the world, the organic
matter content is very low. Low precipitation and a
long dry season limited the level of organic matter.

High organic matter content caused an anti-allophonic effect to be limited because it hinders the
bonding of Al and Fe by organic matter in the
Andisols. However, despite low organic matter content, there is no allophone formation in these soils.
When the soil reaction in the soil profiles was
examined, it was observed that most soils were
weakly acidic but some were weakly alkaline (profile 1 and 2). The higher pH(H2O) values might be related to lower Al activity and lower organic matter
content. The pH values (in most cases between 6.5
and 7.0) were relatively high considering the nature
of the parent material and the absence of carbonates.
Whereas the pH in KCl in all of the horizons was
lower than that of pure water. The ΔpH (pH KCl- pH
H2O) was negative (-) in all horizons, which indicated
a negative charge in all horizons. Determining (NaF)
pH is based on the release of OH- ions into the soil
solution by the exchange of OH- for F-, which increases the pH and forms fluoaluminate. This exchange occurs mainly in the presence of non-crystalline clays, which is high when these colloids dominate the clay fraction, thus determining the amount
of OH−released [32] [49]. The amount of OH- ions
released is related to how much active Al is present
[50]. In soils with allophane, fluorides release hydroxyl ions continuously in amounts much larger
than in other clays [51]. (NaF) pH ≥ 9.4 is a strong
indicator that short-range ordered materials dominate the exchange complex [31]. (NaF) pH is used to
differentiate between soils with crystalline and
short-range ordered mineralogy, although few studies have evaluated whether this test can assess the
spatial variability of volcanic soils with different
characteristics. Nevertheless, (NaF) pH has shown
significant correlations with various clay minerals
(kaolinite, gibbsite, hematite, goethite, allophane,
Feo and Alo) in different soil types [52] [53] [54]. In
this study, (1 M NaF) pH and the other concentrations that were evaluated were able to differentiate
among the four soils; however, Honorato and Pinochet [55] affirmed that when soils are close to the
threshold value to be considered as an Andisol (NaF
pH ≥ 9.4), this chemical parameter is not useful to
adequately discriminate among the soils. Additionally, the test is only applicable to soils without free
carbonates. In this study, the pH values in NaF are
notably close to the threshold value or below 9.5.
Additionally, this value turned out to be over 9.5, especially in the surface horizons where the free carbonate contents were higher than those in the subsurface layers. For this reason, free carbonates in the
profile cause NaF pH values to measure high; therefore, the test involved is not used to determine the
mineralogy class in which the free carbonates are
present. The presence of a net negative load in the
soils in the area of the study and the resulting pHNaF
> 9.5 due to carbonates indicate that there is no allophone or imogolite in the studied soils. Furthermore,
another reason that the NaF test is not always valid
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(smectite) with layers of high charge density. In the
is that Al is attached to the organic matter. These
XRD’s of the clay fractions of the samples, 1.45 nm
findings are in agreement with the very low amounts
reflections in the Mg-saturated samples were exof oxalate-extractable Si (Sio) in the soils, further
panded towards 1.70 nm in glycerol applications.
confirming their nonallophanic nature.
This result explains the high CEC values in profile
Among the profiles investigated, all profiles
1. In other profiles, very low CEC values were obcontain a small amount of lime. The profiles contain
served because of the very low clay content of the
a relatively high amount of calcium carbonate, espehorizons, and CEC decreased with the depth related
cially in the upper horizons. A low CaCO3 content
was detected in the profiles because the soils in the
to the clay content. The base saturation values were
study area have a volcanic origin.
higher than 50%, in all profiles. The high base satuPhosphate retention (P retention) is also used as
ration indicates that precipitation is inadequate for
a classification criterion in Andisols because of their
the leaching of bases. A high exchangeable Ca and
short-range ordered material [2] [56]. Allophane and
Mg content was detected in the profiles of the study
imogolite are considered to be the main minerals asarea. Several minerals with Ca and Mg, such as disociated with P retention [57]. Thus, there are sevopside, augite and plagioclase are present in the
eral significant relationships between P retention and
soils, which was evident from the primary mineral
short-range ordered materials in Andisols [58] [54].
analysis of the soils in the study area.
P retention shows a high variability in Andisols, deIn all four profiles, the clay contents are low
pending on the quantity and type of P forms (organic
and the texture classes are loam or sand, indicating a
or inorganic) and the Al and Fe content [59] [60]. In
low rate of weathering. Under climatic conditions of
this study, all samples showed very low P retention
low precipitation and long dry seasons, the weatherthat remained below the required limits for Andisols,
ing process is not easily facilitated. The elevated
confirming that these soils are not dominated by alconcentrations of clay, especially in the B horizons
lophane [61]. Nevertheless, relatively high P retenof profile 1, are the result of the transformation of
tion in some horizons of profile 1 was attributed to
primary minerals to clay minerals [63]. The flat tothe presence of Fe oxides [62].
pography observed in profile 1 has encouraged the
The CECs of these soils ranged from 0.49 to
clay formation.
25.20 me.100 g-1, and in certain areas (in profile 1),
An important criterion used to determine andic
high values were obtained despite the low organic
properties in the World Reference Base is Al+½Fe
matter content. The CEC increased with the depth in
content (by ammonium oxalate) equal to 2% or
profile 1, which was related to the clay content. The
more. Very low Al+½Fe values were observed in the
highest CEC value was found in the cambic B horistudied soils. Considering the values of volcanic
zons of profile 1 due to the high clay content among
glass, Al+½ Fe values were below the threshold
the horizons. The increase in the CEC to these high
value for Andisols.
values indicated the presence of alumina silicates
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A1
A2
Bw1
Bw2
BC
C
A1
A2
R
A1
A2
A3
C1
C2r
R
A1
A2
A3
C1
C2r

6.38
51.83
42.62
61.30
57.82
60.59
-62.90
-55.42
-102.26
-205.35
-184.64
-536.59
-350.98
-159.53
-111.26
-104.32
-332.35
-417.58

0.94
0.48
0.57
0.39
0.42
0.39
1.63
1.55
2.02
3.05
2.85
6.37
4.51
2.60
2.11
2.04
4.32
5.18

0.16
0.18
0.17
0.15
0.11
0.15
0.12
0.14
0.10
0.06
0.05
0.02
0.03
0.09
0.09
0.06
0.02
0.02

0.05
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.01

0.046
0.010
0.020
0.004
0.004
0.003
0.068
0.056
0.083
0.111
0.015
0.021
0.008
0.059
0.054
0.064
0.027
0.051

-0.24
-0.16
-0.16
-0.23
-0.02
0.00
0.06
0.01
0.00
0.04
-0.05
0.69
0.16
0.04
-0.08
-0.32
0.34
0.09

4.46
3.88
3.85
4.59
1.12
0.69
0.39
0.78
0.88
0.69
1.97
0.11
0.70
0.70
1.26
0.97
0.18
0.91

0.63
0.61
0.76
0.69
0.77
0.71
0.94
0.90
0.90
0.89
1.06
0.80
0.90
1.13
0.79
0.62
0.64
1.05

7.06
6.36
5.09
6.70
1.45
0.98
0.42
0.86
0.97
0.77
1.86
0.14
0.78
0.62
1.61
1.58
0.29
0.87
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(3931@7B3 7??<9A@7<; ;/9E?7?  Different extractable forms of Al, Fe and Si have been used to
characterize different types of soils and have, therefore, also been used to characterize Andisols [54]
[64]. Index values derived from the selective dissolution analyses results were given in Table 8. These
values obtained with the help of these data helped to
elucidate whether amorphous materials, such as allophone, imogolite and ferrihydrite were available.
The acid–ammonium oxalate-extractable Fe
(Feo) is supposed to be a reliable estimator of ferrihydrite, and the Fe substituting Al in allophane and
not to extract other Fe oxides, such as goethite and
hematite, to any significant extent [65] [66]. The Alo
and Sio values determined in the acid oxalate in the
study area were below those seen in Andisols that
are rich in allophone. Therefore, these low values indicated a low level, or total absence, of amorphous
compounds, such as allophone and imogolite. The
low amount of Feo in comparison with Fed is an indicator of the thermodynamic conversion of metastable ferrihydrite into stable Fe-oxides, such as gotite
and hematite [67]. In general, Feo was also low compared with Fed in the studied profiles. The very small
amount of Feo also indicates that Fe oxides are
mainly crystallized. Furthermore, the presence of
hematite in certain profiles across all soil mineralogy
confirms the presence of Fe oxides. Low pH (NaF)
values are in agreement with very low amounts of
oxalate-extractable Si (Sio). The pyrophosphate-extractable Al (Alp) and Fe (Fed) provided significant
information about the organometallic complex
forms of Fe and Al. Alp and Fep are very high in
Andisols; however, in the studied soils, these values
were very low compared with those of other
Andisols because of the very low organic matter
content of the studied soils; the low precipitation and
long and dry summer season in the study area prevent the organic matter from reaching high levels.
The Fep, and Alp values were also observed to be low.
However, the Alp values in the study area, especially
in the surface horizons, were observed to be higher
than those of Alo and Ald. This indicates that the Alcomplexes were found in the profiles at a higher rate
than the allophone or crystallized Al compounds or
reached substantial amounts, whereas the Fe humus
complexes were identified far less than the other Fe
fractions. The Fed rates in the studied profiles appeared to be generally higher than in the other extracts. The extremely small amounts of Alo and Sio
compared with Fed suggest that crystalline aluminosilicates with high charge density could be occurring
through neoformation, consuming both the Al and
Fe released from the weathered parent material. The
Ald values were higher than the general Alo. This indicated that Al was identified more often in crystallized compounds than in allophone. High Fed values
indicate that Fe is found in the form of crystallized
compounds. As mentioned above the index values
provide very important information about the status

of amorphous materials in the soils. The high Feo/Fed
rates observed in the profiles support this finding.
The Fep/Fed values in the soils were also fairly low.
Such low values are additional evidence of the presence of crystallized Fe compounds. The ratio of
Alp/Alo yields information about the relative composition of the colloidal fraction, with a ratio of < 0.5
separating the Al - humus complexes from the allophanic materials. The rate of Alp/Alo was used to
measure a characteristic of Andisols whereby an Alpto-Alo ratio lower than 0.1 confirms the absolute
presence of allophane. The Alp/Alo value was found
to be very high in the studied soils. The fact that
these values were > 0.5 in all profiles suggests that
much of the extractable Al was present in Al - humus
complexes rather than in allophane. Fep/Fed values
were quite small, as were Feo/Fed values, probably
because crystalline Fe - oxides were more abundant
than ferrihydrite. The concentrations of Feo were
consistently higher than the concentrations of Fep. A
low Fep-to-Feo ratio (<0.9 in all horizons) indicates
that Fe-humus complexes are limited. Consequently,
all selective dissolution analysis results and the index values of selective dissolution analysis indicate
that noncrystalline minerals, such as allophane and
imogolite, have not formed in these soils. Many researchers who found similar results reported that allophones are rarely found in soils under ustic, xeric,
or aridic moisture regimes due to the restricted
leaching of silica [68] [26].
#7;3>/9<571/9 &><=3>@73?  Because most of
the differences among Andisols are primarily determined by their clay fraction, it would be useful to
know in detail the type and amount of clay in these
soils. There are several chemical tests associated
with the minerals of the clay fraction in volcanic
soils, including the reactivity of sodium fluoride
(NaF), phosphate retention and the content of Al, Fe
and Si extracted with ammonium oxalate (Alo, Feo
and Sio) [15] [52] [53] [54] [68] [69] [70] In this
study, X-ray diffractograms, infrared spectroscopy
and SEM images were used to characterize and confirm the mineralogical properties of the soils. The results of the X-ray analysis are shown in Figures 1
and 2. The X-ray diffractograms showed only weak
and often not very clear signals in the region of 2-15
°2θ. There is no significant difference in the amount
of minerals that exist deep in the profile. The similarity of the minerals to one another in the solum,
and the lack of significant differentiation in their
amounts, indicated that these soils are young; however, the prevalence of the clay minerals with an intermediate layer in the solum demonstrated that the
profile has a more developed composition than that
of a primary stage profile. As illustrated in Figure 1,
the presence of kaolinite and illite in the profile indicates that the feldspars turned directly into kaolinite and illite, most likely due to mineral weathering.
Illite, which was encountered in all profile horizons,
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in the spectrum, thereby indicating an absence of allophane and imogolite. The data were consistent
with SEM images taken to confirm the presence of
allophones and imogolite in the samples. In the SEM
images, the images observed were not in the shape
of rings belonging to allophones and imogolite or belonging to the morphology of spherical and tubular
shapes in varying sizes. Consequently, the relatively
lower degree of leaching in this semiarid climate
with alternating dry and wet seasons is believed to
cause higher Si contents in the soil solution and to
limit allophane and imogolite formation. The small
differences in the clay mineral type and amount, the
similar content of primary minerals, the high sand
content in the profiles, and the existence of an A-C,
A-R or A-Bw-C horizon arrangement indicate small
pedogenetic differences.

probably formed through the conversion of minerals
that contain K in an environment where chemical reactions occur. The fact that the illite was almost uniform in the profile supports the view that it was
formed from feldspars that are commonly found in
basalts and andesites. Additionally, 2.1 type clay
minerals were found in the study area. This finding
is noted because the basic cations, which emerged
from the weathering of pyroxene and amphiboles,
raised the pH and because the Si and Ca could not be
sufficiently leached, which encouraged smectite formation accompanied by a high Si/Al ratio and Ca.
The presence of such minerals as augite and diopside, which are among the primary minerals, reinforces this theory. In light of all of these data, the
clay minerals in the studied soils likely formed as the
products of conversion and weathering of the minerals, feldspars, pyroxene and amphibole, which are
heavily detected in the basalt and andesitic materials
derived from the parent material. Hematite was
found in small amounts of sesquioxide in all profiles.
Hematite is a common minor constituent of volcanic
ash, especially from volcanoes that are very hot
when erupting, leading to the oxidation of iron compounds at high temperatures to produce hematite.
The presence of crystalline Fe oxides is in agreement
with the low Feo-to-Fed ratios, indicating that a considerable amount of Fe is released from the weathering of Fe-bearing minerals and transformed to crystalline Fe oxides. Wada [71], and Bingham et al. [72]
reported that hematite is related to magnetite and
maghemite, that magnetite can easily formed from
maghemite under forest vegetation and in the presence of organic matter and that gibbsite is available
in the well-disintegrated volcanic ash soil in Hawaii.
The infrared spectroscopy charts (Figure 3) and
SEM images (Figure 4) have been taken to confirm
the existence of amorphous materials, but neither allophane nor imogolite were found in the IR spectra
and SEM. Allophones have 4 major IR absorption
regions. The first region is at 3475 to 3500 cm-1 due
to the OH stretching vibrations of the Al-OH octahedral and SiOH tetrahedral groups and/or adsorbed
water called the functional group region. The second
region, appearing at 1400 to 1440 cm-1 is due to the
HOH deformation vibration of adsorbed water. The
third region (800 to 1400 cm-1), called the fingerprint, is attributed to Al-OH and/or Si-O linkages
[48] [70] [73]. Allophane shows a single absorption
band, while imogolite shows two absorption maxima
at approximately 940 to 1000 cm-1 [48]. Such vibrations could not be obtained in the soil samples from
the study area. The samples from Mt. Hasandag did
not show any absorption in regions 1, 2 and 3. The
maxima in the 1630 to 1650 and 600 to 800 cm-1 region are typical of metal-organo complexes and fillo
silicates, respectively. The results of the infrared
spectra of the clay samples of the studied soils do not
show the usual features for allophane and imogolite

9/??7471/@7<;  The requirements for a soil to
be classified as an Andisol are described in Soil Survey Staff [15]. The index values belonging to the
andic properties for the studied soils can be seen in
table 5. The Alo+1/2 Feo values in all of the profiles
are rather low and below 0.64 % in all of the horizons. The phosphorus fixation capacity in the soils is
lower than 85 %, and shows that active Al and Fe
complexes do not accumulate in the soil. The bulk
density is higher than 0.9 gr/cm-1 in all of the horizons. For all soils, it can be observed that the studied
soils do not meet all the requirements for andic properties [15]. As a result, the soils developed at Mt. Hasandag cannot be classified as Andisols. According
to Soil Taxonomy, profiles 2, 3 and 4 are classified
as Entisols because they have no diagnostic surface
or subsoil horizons, except for ochric epipedon;
therefore, they are classified as Orthent because they
have no other suborder properties of Entisols. According to the polarizing microscope study using
glass slides, soils contain volcanic glass and this
value satisfies the requirements of vitric or andic
subgroups. Because they are in a xeric moisture regime and meet the necessary requirements for the
vitrandic subgroup, they are classified as Vitrandic
Xerorthent. Conversely, in profile 1, in addition to
the surface mollic epipedon, the soil is classified in
the Inceptisol order because of the absence of a cambic horizon in the profile. Because it does not contain
plagen and antropic epipedon, it is classified in the
subgroup Xerept. Finally, because the soil does not
involve a duripan, calcic or petrocalcic horizon and
fragipan, and has a base saturation of over 60 %, it
is classified in the Haploxerept great group. This
profile is classified as Vitrandic Haploxerept at the
sub-group level.
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In this study, we evaluated soil formation by
analyzing 4 profiles developed on volcanic materials
in the semi-arid climatic conditions in Central Anatolia. The physical, chemical and mineralogical
properties of the profiles were identified, and it was
determined whether the soils formed in the study
area could be classified as Andisols. The low precipitation rates, the long and dry summer, low rate of
weathering, and the inadequate Si leaching in the
study area restricted noncrystalline minerals, such as
allophane and imogolite, in these soils. The local climate has a dry season, and the very small amount of
precipitation negatively affected soil moisture. None
of the studied profiles achieved the requirements for
Andisols in Soil Taxonomy [15] and no andic properties were identified in the profiles. The soils of
Mount Hasandag did not show andic properties and
were not classified as Andisol, but rather as
Vitrandic Xerorthent or Vitrandic Haploxerept.
From the obtained data, we established that the climate determines the concentration of such cations as
Al, Si, and Fe in the soil solutions by affecting both
the accumulation of organic matter and the amount
of weathering products from volcanic materials in
the formation of andic properties, as described in
Soil Taxonomy. The semi-arid climate and the long
and dry summer season of the volcanic areas, a low
rate of weathering, inadequate Si leaching as a result
of low precipitation and the small amount volcanic
glass content of the parent materials of the soil studied prevented andic soil properties. Consequently, in
the studied environment, it was found that the climate (precipitation) and the volcanic glass content of
the parent materials are more influential in Andisols
formation than the parent material.
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rapid growth period in scale and manufacturing
ability, while during the 12th FYP period (2011±
201  &KLQD¶V ZLQG SRZHU LQGXVWU\ LQFUHDVHG LQ
quality and a competitive industrial system was
established. However, the 13th FYP period (2016±
2020) will be the most important period for the
wind power industry system and tariff reform because various contradictions affect the development
of the wind power industry and tariffs. The objective of this study is to review the evolution of China's wind power tariff policy, to analyze the existing problems, and propose suitable countermeasures.

ABSTRACT
China is now at the forefront of the development of wind power throughout the world. By the
end of 2016, the cumulative installed capacity and
newly installed capacity for wind power in China
accounted for 34.7 % and 42.7 % of the global
total. However, by 2015, wind curtailment intensified with an average rate of 15 %, where the gap in
funding for renewable energy subsidies hit a new
record high at a total of about 30 billion RMB yuan,
which is still increasing compared with previous
years. Thus, the Chinese government has proposed
to strengthen overall planning by actively promoting a series of market-oriented reforms and innovation of institutions and policy to solve the wind
power consumption problem and subsidies gap
problem. In particular, the wind power tariff policy
reform is one of the most effective methods. This
study focuses on the evolution, implementation
status and problems of the wind power tariff policy
in China. A series of countermeasures and recommendations are proposed, which will be important
for achieving the wind power development target
during the 13th five-year plan period.

EVOLUTION OF
THE WIND POWER TARIFF POLICY
The main issue that will affect the development of wind power is the formulation of wind
power tariffs. This section reviews the evolution of
the feed-in tariff policy, the tariff surcharge subsidy
policy, and the grid connection expenses policy.
Feed-in tariff policy for wind power. (1)
The first stage was the cost pricing stage (1990±
1998). During this stage, the profit margins were
not considered when determining wind power tariffs and only the maintenance cost of wind farms
was considered. For example, the tariff for the
Dabancheng wind farm, which was built in the
early 1990s, was less than 0.3 CNY/KWh. In the
initial stage of exploration, China's wind power
tariff policy was mainly based on cost accounting,
whereas specific reference standards were not defined for the cost, loan interest, profit rate, etc. In
addition, there was no consideration of regional
resources and economic differences, so it was difficult to achieve a fair and reasonable wind power
tariff policy. The cost pricing policy did not fundamentally remove the obstacles that hinder the development of renewable energy. These deficiencies
led to a failure to implement China's wind power
strategic planning during this period and ultimately
the cost pricing policy was phased out [3].
(2) The second stage was the regional approved stage (1998±2003). From 1998 to 2003, the

KEYWORDS:
Wind power, Tariff policy, Evolution, Problems, Countermeasures

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, due to the impact of oil prices
and global climate change, the development and
utilization of renewable energy have attracted the
attention of nternational community. Thus, many
countries have proposed clear development goals,
as well as formulating regulations and policies to
support the development of renewable energy. The
Chinese government has realized that the exploitation and utilization of renewable energy is an important way of solving the problems of environmental pollution and energy shortages [1, 2]. During the 11th five-year plan (FYP) period (2006±
  &KLQD¶V ZLQG SRZHU LQGXVWU\ H[SHULHQFHG D
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Tariff surcharge subsidies. The evolution of
renewable energy tariff surcharge policy is as follows: in January 2006, the 7 th Document made
provisions: renewable energy tariff surcharge is
approved by the price authorities of the State Council, and levied according to the actual quantity of
electricity used by electricity users, and the whole
country will carry out the uniform standards; the
tariff subsidies actually paid by the provincial power grid companies, the grid connection expenses of
renewable energy power generation projects together with the difference of renewable energy
tariff surcharge shared among various provincial
power grid enterprises should be in unified deployment throughout the country [4]. In January
 ´WKH ,QWHULP 0HDVXUHV IRU 5HYHQXH $OORFD
WLRQRI5HQHZDEOH(QHUJ\7DULII6XUFKDUJH´FOHDUO\
defined the quota trading mode: the provincial
power grid enterprises include the levied renewable
energy tariff surcharge revenue in the income of the
enterprise, and the revenue should be firstly used
for paying renewable energy tariff subsidy for their
respective province (autonomous regions and municipalities directly under the central authority), the
difference of which will be balanced across the
FRXQWU\ E\ TXRWD WUDGLQJ >@ ³7KH ,QWHULP
Measures on Collection and Utilization ManagePHQW IRU 5HQHZDEOH (QHUJ\ 'HYHORSPHQW )XQGV´
implemented in January 2012 included the renewable energy tariff surcharge revenue in renewable
energy development fund management. The renewable energy tariff surcharge should be levied by the
Ministry of Finance on a monthly basis to power
grid enterprises, the full amount of which should be
turned over to the central treasury [6]. In March
³7KH,QWHULP0HDVXUHVIRU5HQHZDEOH(QHU
J\7DULII6XUFKDUJH6XEVLGLHV)XQGV0DQDJHPHQW´
clearly determined: the projects which apply for
renewable energy tariff surcharge subsidies must be
confirmed by the NEA for approval; the subsidized
funds should be allocated in advance quarterly, and
liquidated at the end of the year in principle [7].

tariffs for wind power were no longer determined
by the central government, but instead they were set
by the local price authorities and reported to the
central government for recording, so this stage was
called the regional approved stage. Based on cost
pricing, the regional approved tariffs considered the
regional differences in wind resources and economic conditions.
(3) The third stage was the coexistence of bidding and approved stage (2003±2006). The change
to this stage from the previous stage was marked by
the introduction of first concession bidding in 2003.
In this stage, two types of pricing methods emerged
for wind power. The tariffs for large-scale wind
power projects organized by central government
were determined by public bidding, whereas the
tariffs for wind power projects within the scope of
provincial and regional approval were still determined by local government.
(4) The fourth stage was the bidding plus approved stage (2006±2009). In this stage, the tariffs
for renewable energy comprised government pricing or the government guidance price. The point
that marked the change to this stage from the previRXVVWDJHZDVWKHLVVXDQFHRI³,QWHULP0HDVXUHVRQ
Renewable Energy Electricity Prices and Cost SharLQJ0DQDJHPHQW´WKDWZDVUHOHDVHGE\WKH1DWLRQDO
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) in
2006 [4].
(5) The fifth stage is the fixed benchmark
stage (from 2009 to the present). The 7th Document
issued in 2006 established pricing and cost sharing
mechanisms for renewable energy power generation in China, and it vigorously promoted the development of the renewable energy power generation industry. However, the policy has been unable
to meet actual needs during the rapid development
RI &KLQD¶V ZLQG SRZHU LQGXVWU\ 7KH IL[HG EHQFK
mark tariff policy is conducive to changing the
current non-unified situation of the wind power
pricing mechanism. Due to improvements in wind
power technology and cost reductions, the NDRC
has reduced the fixed feed-in tariff twice.

TABLE 1
The adjustment of levying standard of renewable energy tariff surcharge from 2006 to 2016
The Time of
Issuance
June 28th, 2006

th

June 29 , 2008

November 18th, 2009
November 29th, 2011
August 27th, 2013
January 5th, 2016

Levying standard
(CNY / KWh)

Policy document
NDRC Price [2006] 1228 [28],
NDRC Price [2006] 1229 [29]

0.001

NDRC Price [2008] 1677[30],
NDRC Price [2008]1678[31],
NDRC Price [2008]1682 [32]

0.002
(the levying standard of electricity used by
residents and fertilizer production
remains unchanged)

NDRC Price [2009]2919 [33],
NDRC Price [2009]2920 [34]
NDRC Price [2011]2619[35],
NDRC Price [2011]2620[36]
NDRC Price [2013]1651 [24]
Finance and Tax [2016]4 [25]



The Time of
Implementation
June 30th, 2006

July 1st, 2008

0.004

November 20th, 2009

0.008

December 1st, 2011

0.015
0.019

September 25th, 2013
January 1st, 2016
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lack of expectations and frequent changes in the
tariff policy [8]. According to the China Wind Energy Association, the reduction in the feed-in tariff
might make wind power investment unprofitable in
some zones, while some zones such as Shanxi and
Anhui may progress to a new wind power development scenario. The reduction in the feed-in tariff
will inevitably have negative effects on the internal
rate of return (IRR) and net rate of return (NRR) for
the main wind power generating groups. According
to annual report data provided by these groups, the
average annual operating time for wind power in
China is 1903 hours, the average tariff is 0.568
CNY/kWh including tax, and the average life cycle
of onshore wind farms is 20 years, so the following
estimates can be made for a scenario where capital
accounts for 20 %, bank loans account for 80 %, the
loan period is 15 years, and the loan interest rate is
7.2 %. Prior to the tariff adjustment, the IRR for
wind power investment by each power group was
10.77 % and the NRR was 7.43 %, which are
slightly higher than the interest rates on bank loans
[10]. On December 22, 2015, the NDRC issued
³7KH 1RWLFH RQ ,PSURYLQJ WKH %enchmark Feed-in
Tariff Policy of Onshore Wind Power and Solar
3KRWRYROWDLF3RZHU´DQGWKH\GHFLGHGWRLPSOHPHQW
a tariff policy where the benchmark feed-in tariff
for onshore wind power decreases gradually with
the scale of development. Thus, in 2016, the tariff
for the first three resource zone categories was
reduced by 0.02 CNY/KWh. In 2018, the tariff for
the first three resource zone categories will be reduced by 0.03 CNY/KWh compared with 2016, and
the tariff for category IV will be reduced by 0.02
CNY/KWh relative to 2016, as shown in Table 2.
And shown in Fig.1, from 2009 to 2018, the feed-in
tariff for the category I zone will be reduced from
0.51 CNY/KWh in 2009 to 0.44 CNY/KWh in
2018, the feed-in tariff for the category II zone will
be reduced from 0.54 CNY/KWh in 2009 to 0.47
CNY/KWh in 2018, the feed-in tariff for the category III zone will be reduced from 0.58 CNY/KWh
in 2009 to 0.51 CNY/KWh in 2018, and the feed-in
tariff for the category IV zone will be reduced from
0.61 CNY/KWh in 2009 to 0.58 CNY/KWh in
2018.
$FFRUGLQJ WR WKH ³6WDWLVWLFDO (YDOXDWLRQ 5H
SRUWRI&KLQHVH:LQG3RZHU&RQVWUXFWLRQLQ´
released by the NEA, the national average construction cost per KW of wind farms in 2014 was
8618.87 CNY, and the average construction costs
per KW for wind farms from Category I±IV zones
were 8100 CNY, 8300 CNY, 8600 CNY, and 9200
CNY respectively. Without considering the cost
reduction due to technological progress and other
factors, and under the given conditions, for a wind
farm with an installed capacity of 50 MW, loan
period of 15 years, and long-term interest rate of
4.9 %, the financial IRR and capital IRR for wind
farms belonging to the four zone categories under

In general, as shown in Table.1, the levying
standard of renewable energy tariff surcharge subsidies start from 0.001 CNY / KWh in 2006. With
the rapid development of renewable energy, the
renewable energy tariff surcharge funds were unable to make ends meet, the gap of which continues
to increase, up to present (from January 1st, 2016),
the levying standard of renewable energy tariff
surcharge has risen to 0.019 CNY / KWh.
Grid connection expenses. According to the
WK'RFXPHQWDQG³WKH,QWHULP0HDVXUHVIRU5HYH
nue Allocation of Renewable Energy Tariff SurFKDUJH´ UHOHDVHG E\ WKH 1'5& LQ  DQG 
respectively, the grid connection expenses of renewable energy refers to transmission investment
and operation and maintenance costs for renewable
energy power generation projects to be connected
to the power grid, which will be shared through
levying tariff surcharge on electricity users and in
nationwide unified deployment [8]. Depends on
transmission distances and the subsidies for grid
connection expenses will be collected at
0.01RMB/kWh for within 50km, 0.02RMB/kWh
for 50±100km, and 0.03RMB/ kWh for 100 km or
longer distances >@ ³7KH ,QWHULP 0HDVXUHV RQ
Collection and Utilization Management for Renewable Energy DHYHORSPHQW )XQGV´ LPSOHPHQWHG LQ
January, 2012 included renewable energy tariff
surcharge in renewable energy development funds
management and stipulated that the part of reasonable grid connection expenses and other reasonable
relevant expenses paid by power grid companies
can be funded through renewable energy tariff
surcharge revenue if they cannot been recovered
from the sales price of the electricity [9]. In March,
2012, the Ministry of Finance, the NDRC, and the
1($ MRLQWO\ LVVXHG ³WKH ,QWHULP 0HDVXUHs for Renewable Energy Tariff Surcharge Subsidies Funds
0DQDJHPHQW´ ZKLFK VWLSXODWHG WKH HQJLQHHULQJ
investment and operation and maintenance costs for
renewable energy power generation projects to be
connected to the power grid can be compensated
from renewable energy development fund according to the on-grid electricity, and the subsidy standard is as follows: 0.01RMB/kWh for within 50km,
0.02RMB/kWh for 50±100km, and 0.03RMB/ kWh
for 100 km or longer distances [7].

PROBLEMS WITH
THE WIND POWER TARIFF POLICY
Frequent reductions to the feed-in tariff
weakened the investment incentives for wind
power producers. As the most important policy for
supporting the wind power industry, the continuity
and stability of the tariff policy is related directly to
the investment decisions made by enterprises, so
the most difficult situation faced by investors is a
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different feed-in tariff scenario were calculated,
which is shown in Table.3. Table.3 indicates that
the financial IRR and capital IRR for wind farms in
the first three zone categories decrease significantly
after the reduction of feed-in tariffs, where the
capital IRR for the category II and category III

zones even become negative under the tariff in
2018. By contrast, due to the smaller decline in the
tariff, the negative effects on the financial IRR and
capital IRR are lower for wind farms in category IV
zone.

TABLE 2
The benchmark feed-in tariff for onshore wind power in 2016 and in 2018
Resource
Zone

Benchmark feed-in
tariff (CNY/KWh)
2016
2018

Category I

0.47

0.44

Category II

0.50

0.47

Category III

0.54

0.51

Category IV

0.60

0.58

Administrative areas included
Inner mongolia autonomous region except: Chifeng, Tongliao,
;LQJ¶DQPHQJ+XOXQEHLHU
xinjiang uygur autonomous region: Urumqi, Yili, Changji, Karamay, Shihezi
Hebei province: Zhangjiakou, Chengde; Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region: &KLIHQJ7RQJOLDR;LQJ¶DQPHQJ+XOXQEHLHUGansu
province: Zhangye, Jiayuguan, Jiuquan
Jilin province: Baicheng, Songyuan; Heilongjiang province: Jixi, Shuangyashan, Qitaihe, Suihua, Yichun, Daxinganling region, Gansu
province except: Zhangye, Jiayuguan, Jiuquan, Xinjiang autonomous region
except: Urumqi, Yili, Changji, Karamay, Shihezi, Ningxia Hui autonomous
region
Other parts of China not mentioned above

"%)("!

Source: Notice on Improving the Benchmark Feed-in Tariff Policy of Onshore Wind Power and Solar PhotovolWDLF3RZHU´ 1'5&3ULFH>@ KWWSZZZVGSFJRYFQJ]GWWBKWPO
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FIGURE 1
Adjusted feed-in tariffs for Chinese onshore wind power from 2009 to 2018

4.59%

4.74%

Category II

0.52

3.89%

2.95%

0.50

3.29%

1.47%

Category III

0.56

4.09%

3.47%

0.54

3.45%

1.87%

Category IV
0.61
6.07% 8.92%
0.60
5.79% 8.08%
Source: What is the impact of the decrease in feed-in tariff of wind
http://www.nandudu.com/article/17718[11]



0.44

3.41%

Capital
IRR

0.47

Financial
IRR

Capital
IRR

6.74%

Tariff
in 2018
(CNY
/KWh)

Financial
IRR

5.32%

Tariff
in 2016
(CNY
/KWh)

Capital
IRR

0.49

Current
Tariff
(CNY
/KWh)

Category I

Resource
Zone

Financial
IRR

TABLE 3
Financial IRR and capital IRR of the wind farm of 50 MW under different feed-in tariffs

1.78%
0.47
2.26%
0.89%
0.51
2.60%
0.11%
0.58
5.27% 6.59%
power and solar photovoltaic?
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It is difficult to reflect the environmental
value of renewable energy. Fixed pricing methods
based on cost mark-up are currently applied to fix
the price of renewable energy power generation.
These methods aim to maintain a reasonable rate of
return on investment for the renewable energy development projects, thereby reducing the risk of
investment and stimulating the scale of investment.
This has the advantage that the price level is only
related to the level of technology, the scale of the
application, and the expected profit margin from
renewable energy, which can be estimated easily.
However, at the same time, it also has many disadvantages, where most importantly, the electricity
price for renewable energy has no direct contacts
with price changes and the environmental costs of
traditional fossil energy under this method, so it is
difficult to reflect the total value of reduced greenhouse gas emissions, environmental value, and
social preferences due to renewable energy power
generation. Therefore, this pricing method cannot
accurately and completely solve the problem of
negative externalities caused by fossil energy consumption [13]. In addition, the current renewable
energy tariff policy in China mainly employs a
fixed pricing method, which has certain advantages
in terms of convenience for tariff management and
the stability of investment returns, but this type of
pricing method does not consider the market price
and it may have negative effects on the development of renewable energy.

The fixed feed-in tariff mechanism causes
various problems and risks related to wind power grid connection. (1) Lack of a risk sharing
mechanism. 2Q 'HFHPEHU   WKH ³0DQ
agement Measures for Full Protection of Acquisition of Renewable Energy Power Generation (Draft
IRU &RPPHQWV ´ LVVXHG E\ WKH 1($ LGHQWLILHG WKDW
the grid enterprises should sign contracts for priority power generation with enterprises that have
completed renewable energy on-grid power generation projects by the end of the previous year. Power
grid enterprises should give priority to the implementation of the renewable energy power generation plan and electricity trading contracts to secure
wind energy, solar energy, biomass energy, and
other renewable energy sources as the highest priority for power generation, but they are not allowed to
obtain the priority rights for power generation by
making payments to power generation projects with
the lower priority. However, the full protection of
acquisition did not formulate detailed measures to
compensate for the risk and additional costs borne
by the grid companies when solving various technical problems related to the operational control of
power grids caused by wind power grid connections, such as peak regulation, frequency modulation, and voltage regulation. Under the current
benchmark fixed feed-in tariff policy and the management measures implemented to provide full
protection to the acquisition of wind power, the
risks caused by fluctuations in wind power were
borne completely by the grid companies. Thus, due
to the lack of an effective risk sharing mechanism,
the enthusiasm of power grid enterprises cannot be
fundamentally mobilized.

The imperfect tariff transmission mechanism and the deep-seated contradictions of the
power market mechanism are the root causes of
wind power curtailment problems. Since 2010,
China has surpassed the USA for six consecutive
years and become the world's largest wind power
market. The installed wind power capacity in China
is ranked first in the world, but the generating capacity share of wind power among the national
power generating structure is still relatively low.
The wind power generating capacity in China increased by 16.6 % in 2015, but it only accounts for
3.3 % of the national generating capacity, whereas
over the same period, the thermal power generating
capacity still accounted for 74.94 % of the national
generating capacity, thereby demonstrating that
China lags far behind European countries in terms
of wind power consumption. Due to the advance of
the 13th FYP of China, the target for wind power
development is expected to be raised further. HowHYHU WKH ³DEDQGRQPHQW RI ZLQG SRZHU´ KDV EH
come the main bottleneck that hinders the healthy
development of China's wind power industry.
The large-scale abandonment of wind power
began to appear frequently in the northeast and
northwest regions of China, where the abandoned
wind power in Gansu, Inner Mongolia, Jilin, and
Heilongjiang reached 5.304 TWh, thereby account-

(2) Lack of policy incentives for providing
supplementary services. Under the current
benchmark fixed feed-in tariff policy, the risks and
costs of providing peak load regulation services
borne by the conventional hydropower and thermal
power units cannot receive compensation. Due to
the intermittency, randomness, and volatility of
wind power, it is necessary for other hydropower,
thermal power, and conventional energy sources
with considerable scale to participate in peak load
regulation for the power system to secure its safe
and stable operation. Therefore, connecting wind
power to the grid will inevitably increase the burden in terms of providing supplementary services
such as peak load regulation via other conventional
energy units as well as increasing energy consumption and the cost of power generation. However,
there has been no appraisal or economic compensation policies for all of the supplementary services
provided by hydropower and thermal power units,
which is unfair and it could decrease the enthusiasm
of conventional energy units to participate in peak
load regulation with wind power grid connections
[12].
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the industrial chain is yet to be cultivated. In the
field of whole machine equipment for wind power
production with high technology contents, Chinese
enterprises basically lack their own core technology
and their wind power equipment is mainly derived
from assembled production. The core components
for wind power equipment such as spindle bearings
and electrical control systems are still in their initial
stages. By contrast, the installed wind power capacity in China has been growing very rapidly in recent
years although the core technology is very weak
[16].
The most important reasons why the Chinese
wind power industry has failed to grasp core technology are as follows. First, the R & D inputs into
wind power industry have been insufficient for a
long time, where wind power technology is considered an emerging high-technology field with high
risks and wind power companies have not become
the main centers for technology R & D due to the
relatively low enthusiasm for investment. Second,
compared with developed countries in Europe and
the USA, there has been very limited support from
the Chinese government for wind power technology
R & D. In order to support key R & D in technology for wind power equipment and to accelerate the
development of the industry, China's Ministry of
)LQDQFH KDV LPSOHPHQWHG ³6XEVWLWXWH 6XEVLGLHV
ZLWK 5HZDUGV´ WR VXSSRUW the industrialization of
wind power equipment. In 2008, the Ministry of
)LQDQFHSURPXOJDWHGWKH³,QWHULP0HDVXUHVIRUWKH
Administration of Special Funds for the Industriali]DWLRQ RI :LQG 3RZHU (TXLSPHQW´ DQG WKLV LV WKH
first time that the Chinese government has provided
cash subsidies to wind turbine manufacturers. It is
stipulated that the first 50 sets of MW class wind
turbine units with a unit capacity more than 1.5
MW will be granted subsidies according to the
standard of 600 CNY/KW, where whole machine
manufacturing enterprises and key component
manufacturing enterprises account for 50 % respectively. This subsidy policy has played a significant
role in guiding and encouraging the localization of
wind power equipment technology, but only a small
number of enterprises meet the criteria for this
award and the application restrictions are demanding, so the support for technological progress in
wind power industry is still low [17].
From the perspective of the wind power tariff
policy, the current tariff subsidies policy is aimed at
providing wind power manufacturing enterprises
with some investment support, where the aim is to
financially support increased mass production, but
there is obviously insufficient support for technological improvement. The purpose of financial
support is to promote the overall effectiveness of
wind power consumption, but the high volume of
subsidies has only helped China to increase mass
production, with little technological improvement.

ing for 50 % of the total nationwide. The issue
became most serious in 2012, when the abandoned
wind power reached 20.8 TWh and the curtailment
rate reached 17.12 %, as the peak calendar year. In
addition, the issue became even more serious in the
³7KUHH 1RUWKV´ 5HJLRQ RI &KLQD ZKLFK KDV ULFK
wind resources, where the issue was most prominent in the east of Inner Mongolia and Jilin because
the wind power utilization hours comprised less
than 1500 hours and the curtailment rate was more
than 50 % in the winter. The wind power curtailment situations are shown in Fig.2.
7KH LVVXH RI ³DEDQGRQPHQW RI ZLQG SRZHU´
indicates that the current electric power development and operation model in China cannot adapt to
the development of wind power, as well as reflecting the deep-seated contradictions of the power
operation mechanism and market mechanism in
China, which are affected by the following two
main issues. First, the market mechanism for renewable energy power consumption has not yet
been fully implemented. The developmental scale
of hydropower, wind power, and solar energy power will continue to grow in the southwest and the
³7KUHH 1RUWKV´ UHJLRQV RI &KLQD LQ WKH IXWXUH EXW
the market space for consumption has gradually
become the biggest bottleneck that hinders renewable energy consumption. Thus, the current electric
SRZHU RSHUDWLRQ V\VWHP FKDUDFWHUL]HG E\ ³SRZHU
generation planninJ´ DQG D ³IL[HG SULFH´ FDQQRW
adapt to the development of renewable energy. In
addition, the current electric power operation in
China is managed by the provinces as entities, but
cross-provincial and regional power transmission
was not included in the long-term regional power
transmission plan developed in the national energy
strategy, which indicates that there is a lack of
enthusiasm for the consumption of renewable energy in the regions of China [14]. Second, the marketization of the power market is low and the system
for regulation and legal construction is weak. Electric power system reform has not yet been completed in China, so a large number of power plants do
not assume responsibility for power peak regulation, thereby leading to an imperfect mechanism for
Electric Peak shaving and other auxiliary services.
$OWKRXJK WKH ³5HQHZDEOH (QHUJ\ /DZ´ VWLSXODWHV
that priority should be given to the scheduling and
full acquisition of renewable energy power generation, the energy-saving generation dispatch of renewable energy is still restricted by the original
power operation mechanism and rigid pricing
mechanism, which makes it difficult to fully implement administrative regulations such as renewable energy priority scheduling [15].
Lack of sufficient support for technical
progress. The wind power industry in China has
just started and it lacks core technology, where R &
D is far behind that in other advanced countries and
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FIGURE 2
Wind power curtailment situation in China from 2010 to 2015

able energy electricity prices, this would greatly
reduce the competitiveness of renewable energy
consumption. Both of these methods will affect the
enthusiasm for renewable energy development and
consumption, which is not conducive to the healthy
and rapid development of renewable energy sources
[19].

Without policy incentives, little investment is flowing into technological innovations [18].
The tariff subsidy policy for grid connection projects is not reasonable. First, the subsidy
standard for wind power grid connection project is
rather low. According to ³7KH,QWHULP0HDVXUHVIRU
Renewable Energy Tariff Surcharge Subsidies
)XQGV 0DQDJHPHQW´ UHOHDVHG in March 2012, the
project investment, operation, and maintenance
costs incurred by grid connection for renewable
energy power generation projects can receive compensation from the renewable energy development
fund according to on-grid electricity, where the
detailed subsidy standards are as follows: 0.01
CNY/kWh for within 50 km, 0.02 CNY/kWh for
50±100 km, and 0.03CNY/ kWh for 100 km or
longer distances. Overall, the current subsidy standard of 0.01±0.03 CNY/kWh for the grid connection
of renewable energy power generation projects is
low, which makes it difficult to meet the debt service needs of grid connection projects and this will
have negative effects on the enthusiasm for investment among power grid enterprises.
Second, the tariff subsidy policy for grid connection projects is not reasonable. The current policy only considers the construction and operation
costs for grid connection projects related to the
local consumption of the renewable energy generating capacity, whereas it fails to address the longdistance transmission of electric energy, grid expansion at the sending and receiving ends, and
other factors involved with a large-scale renewable
energy power generation base. The large scale
renewable energy power generation base is distribXWHG PDLQO\ LQ WKH ³7KUHH 1RUWKV´ UHJLRQs as well
as other remote and underdeveloped regions, where
compensation is received by increasing the local
sales price of electricity if the construction and
operation costs of grid supporting projects exceed
that of grid connection projects for conventional
energy sources. However, this method significantly
increases the burden on local users and restricts the
development of the local economy. Furthermore, if
the compensation is provided by increasing renew-

The tariff surcharge subsidy of renewable
energy cannot be fully in place in time with the
gap growing constantly. First, the tariff surcharge
involves many departments, and the application and
circulation processes are time-consuming. The
Ministry of Finance, NDRC, and NEA are currently
the co-heads for the application and approval of
subsidy projects and subsidy funds for renewable
energy tariff surcharges, but the focus of approval
differs for each department according to their particular perspectives, which make the process timeconsuming.
Second, the allocation of funds is not performed in a timely manner and there is a heavy
financial burden on power generation enterprises.
The application for the approval of subsidy funds
involves a number of departments and the renewable energy tariff surcharge collected nationwide
each year does not completely match with the funds
needed by the subsidy projects, so the allocation of
subsidy funds has lagged behind since 2012. Before
receiving their financial allocation, the power grid
enterprises cannot advance the huge subsidies funds
and transferred them to renewable energy power
generation enterprises on a quarterly basis, which
restricts their cash flow and they constantly need to
raise funds through bank loans as well as other
ways to maintain their normal operation.
7KLUG WKH FXUUHQW FROOHFWLRQ VWDQGDUG IRU WKH
UHQHZDEOH HQHUJ\ WDULII VXUFKDUJH LV UDWKHU ORZ
ZKLFK ZLOO PDNH LW GLIILFXOW WR PHHW WKH QHHGV RI
UHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\GHYHORSPHQWLQWKH IXWXUH7KXV
&KLQD KDV DOUHDG\ PHW WKH LQVWDOOHG FDSDFLW\ WDUJHW
SURSRVHGLQWKHWK)<3IRU:LQG3RZHU+RZHY
HU WKH ³WK )LYH-<HDU 'HYHORSPHQW 3ODQ RI 5H
QHZDEOH(QHUJ\ 'UDIWVIRU&RPPHQWV ´LVVXHGE\
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WKH1($SURSRVHGWKDWWKHSURSRUWLRQRIQRQ-IRVVLO
HQHUJ\DPRQJWKHWRWDOHQHUJ\FRQVXPSWLRQVKRXOG
UHDFK   E\  DQG   E\  DQG WKDW
QHZLQYHVWPHQWGXULQJWKHWK)<3SHULRGVKRXOG
UHDFK DERXW  WULOOLRQ \XDQ ,Q SDUWLFXODU E\ WKH
HQGRIWKHGHYHORSPHQWDQGXWLOL]DWLRQJRDOV
DUH  *: IRU K\GURSRZHU  *: IRU VRODU
SRZHU VRODU SKRWRYROWDLF DFFRXQWV IRU  *: 
DQG*:IRUZLQGSRZHU>@7KHJURZWKUDWH
RIUHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\ZLOOEHIDUJUHDWHUWKDQWKDWRI
HOHFWULFLW\ZKLFKIRUPVWKHEDVLVIRUFROOHFWLQJWKH
WDULII VXUFKDUJH VR WKH VXEVLGLHV JDS EHFRPHV LQ
FUHDVLQJO\REYLRXV

tations of investors and minimizing the negative
impact of a fixed feed-in tariff reduction on renewable energy investment.
Countermeasures for tackling the issue of
wind power grid connection caused by a fixed
feed-in tariff. (1) Establishing a reasonable risk
sharing mechanism. Given the specific situation in
China, the following measures may be implemented. First, the dispatch department should deal with
the power fluctuation components that are outside
the specified range (e.g., 25 %). Second, the wind
farm should balance the power fluctuation components. Third, assuming a hybrid energy storage
system mechanism for stabilizing the output power
fluctuations of wind farms and their effects on the
feed-in tariff, China should also consider the introduction of a regulatory method for the wind power
feed-in tariff based on a revised benchmark tariff
and a power fluctuation coefficient. The implementation of this feed-in tariff mechanism based on a
power fluctuation coefficient could drive wind
farms to improve the stability of their output power
using energy storage technology, thereby obtaining
a higher power fluctuation coefficient and more
tariff subsidies.

COUNTERMEASURES TO TACKLE
THE WIND POWER TARIFF POLICY
Establishing a flexible adjustment mechanism for the feed-in tariff for renewable energy
to support the stable expectations of investors.
Frequent changes or the lack of stable expectations
regarding the renewable energy feed-in tariff will
weaken the incentives for wind power investors.
However, due to changes in the electric power
market and technological innovation, it will be
necessary to revise and adjust the fixed feed-in
tariff policy in China in order to pass on the benefits of technological innovation to consumers,
achieve grid connections for renewable energy at
parity price, and ultimately realize market-oriented
tariff reform. Thus, considering the incentive factors for investors, much attention should be paid to
the establishment of a flexible adjustment mechanism for the feed-in tariff policy when adjusting the
fixed feed-in tariff, thereby supporting the stable
expectations of investors.
The establishment of a declining price mechanism for the fixed feed-in tariff with stable expectations can encourage technical progress and falling
costs for renewable energy power projects, as well
as preventing enterprises with cost advantages from
gaining long-term windfall profits, thereby ultimately improving the dynamic efficiency of the
feed-in tariff mechanism in an effective manner. In
particular, the establishment of a flexible adjustment mechanism should clearly adjust the tariff
regularly based on time or the generating capacity,
or make corresponding adjustments to the tariff
with technological progress. Some EU countries
have established a periodic evaluation and reduction mechanism for the feed-in tariff. Therefore,
based on the experiences of Germany and other
European countries, China can establish a declining
price mechanism for the fixed feed-in tariff on a
time-dependent basis, i.e., by linking with the newly or cumulative installed capacity, the price decline
rate can be adjusted according to the actual situation for renewable energy development either quarterly or yearly, thereby supporting the stable expec-

(2) Establishing an auxiliary service compensation mechanism to promote the development of renewable energy. In order to ensure the
smooth acquisition of renewable energy, an auxiliary service compensation mechanism that promotes
renewable energy development must be established
to make the relevant bodies provide compensation
for auxiliary services. The solutions can be divided
into two steps as follows. In the short term, according to other conventional energy practices, an auxiliary service compensation mechanism must be set
up to provide hydropower and thermal power units
that participate in peak shaving with appropriate
compensation. In the long term, the auxiliary service market should be established gradually by
combining it with the construction and development
of the electric power market to motivate the power
plants to regulate their ability to actively participate
in the system balance, thereby increasing the enthusiasm of power plants, as well as promoting the
formation of an auxiliary service market with good
liquidity, reducing costs for providing peak load
regulation services, and ensuring the maximization
of social benefits.
A comprehensive pricing mechanism
should be established to reflect the costs, market
supply and demand, environmental value, as
well as government tax incentives and subsidies.
From the perspective of power generation, the costoriented pricing method can be applied to wind
power, i.e., the feed-in tariff = power generation
cost + tax + after tax profits. Obviously, the produc-
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able energy power generation such as wind power
and solar photovoltaic power. The transition from
the fixed feed-LQ WDULII PHFKDQLVP WR WKH ³'RXEOH
Track S\VWHP´ DQG WKH HYHQWXDO PRYH WRZDUG IXOO
marketization of renewable energy electricity prices
should be a trend during the development of China's renewable energy tariff reform [23]. In particuODU &KLQD¶V HOHFWULF SRZHU PDUNHW PHFKDQLVP
especially reform of the tariff formation mechaQLVPVKRXOGFRPELQHZLWK&KLQD¶VSRZHUGLVSDWFK
reform to obtain a pricing mechanism that is determined by the market supply and demand as well as
marginal costs, which would allow the generation
of all types of units via competition, and cancelling
the planned management system for the generating
capacity. The fixed benchmark tariff and the plan
for the generating capacity should be replaced by
the market price and energy-saving dispatch [23].
There should be strict controls on the approval and
construction of wind power projects in regions with
severe wind power curtailment issues, as well as
adjusting the wind power tariff policy, slowing
down the speed of wind power development, and
setting aside the consumption capacity for stock
projects. It is necessary to reduce the feed-in tariff
for incremental projects in regions with severe wind
power curtailment issues and to control the scale of
the installed capacity. We recommend giving full
play to the price adjustment mechanism, reducing
the feed-in tariff for newly developed wind power
projects in regions with a severe curtailment issue,
weakening the profitability of these projects, slowing down the impetus for wind power development
enterprises to continue to seize wind resources and
expand the installed capacity, as well as slowing
down the speed of wind power development in
these regions.

tion costs of wind power enterprises can be compensated for by using this method, but there is a
lack of incentive and restraint mechanisms to promote enterprises to reduce costs. A competitionoriented pricing method can also be applied to wind
power. Bidding pricing will help reduce the cost
and tariff for wind power, but it may lead to excessive competition, which is not conducive to the
sustainable development of the wind power industry. From the perspective of the demand side, a
demand-oriented pricing method can be adopted,
i.e., the wind power tariff can be formulated according to the electricity users' demand and affordability [21]. Given the regional nature of wind
power production, the indirectness of wind power
consumption, and the environmental benefits of
wind power, it is recommended that a comprehensive pricing mechanism should be established for
wind power based on an overall consideration of
various factors, such as the power generation side,
demand side, power grid, government, cost of wind
power, market supply and demand, the interests of
the power grid, and the tax incentives and subsidies
provided by the government [22].
Market-oriented reform of the wind power
tariff policy is required. The experiences of other
countries in the advanced development of wind
power demonstrate that market-oriented institutional reform is an inevitable requirement, and the core
of the reform is to establish an open, competitive,
and orderly modern power market system. Therefore, the vigorous development of wind power in
China should adhere to market-oriented electricity
reform; in particular, measures should be taken to
ensure that the market plays a decisive role in the
allocation of resources through the wind power
tariff policy reform. Based on the experiences of
Spain, Germany, and Denmark, China should reform the renewable energy feed-in tariff mechanism
in a timely manner, as well as promoting renewable
energy sources to participate in on-grid bidding
similar to other conventional energy sources, thereby transforming the pure governmental pricing
mode (i.e., the fixed feed-in tariff mechanism) into
D ³'RXEOH 7UDFN 6\VWHP´ ZKHUH WKH IL[HG IHHG-in
tariff mechanism can coexist with a premium feedin tariff mechanism to combine government support
policies with a market competition mechanism.
Based on the cost of the project plus a certain rate
of return, the government mandates power grid
enterprises to acquire the renewable energy generating capacity within the power grid coverage according to a certain tariff level during a specific period
of time, which should be implemented within 15 to
20 years. This tariff level does not change with
price fluctuations on the power market. Based on
the experiences of Germany and other EU countries, China has currently developed and implemented a fixed feed-in tariff mechanism for renew-

Support new technological applications. In
order to improve the overall manufacture of wind
power technology, China can extract funds from the
renewable energy tariff surcharge and special national finance funds to set up specific funds for
wind power equipment industrialization, thereby
providing subsidies to wind turbine units >2 MW to
promote the improvement and localization of wind
power technology. Based on the experiences of the
fixed feed-in tariff mechanism for renewable energy in EU countries, China can provide additional
tariff incentives to power generation projects that
first apply new technology. Tariff policy support
should be given to wind farms that apply gridfriendly technology and other new types of technology to encourage R&D and the application of
innovative wind power technology. It is recommended that the specific rules for the full implementation of subsidies related to energy storage
technology and offshore wind power technology
R&D, as well as other applications based on renewable energy development funds should be released,
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H[WUDFWLQJDFHUWDLQDPRXQWRIIXQGVIURPWKHILQDQ
FLDOLQFRPH)URPDSUDFWLFDOSHUVSHFWLYHWKHVHWZR
PHWKRGVDUHERWKIHDVLEOH&RQVLGHULQJWKHZHOIDUH
HIIHFWV DQG VRFLDO MXVWLFH LVVXHV UHODWHG WR GLIIHUHQW
VRXUFHVRIIXQGVIRUPXODWLQJDUHDVRQDEOHVWDQGDUG
IRU WKH WDULII VXUFKDUJH E\ H[WUDFWLQJ D FHUWDLQ
DPRXQW RI IXQGV IURP LQGLYLGXDO WD[ VRXUFHV WR
VXSSRUW WKH GHYHORSPHQW RI UHQHZDEOH HQHUJ\ LQ
GXVWU\ VXFK DV HQWHUSULVH LQFRPH WD[ DQG HQYLURQ
PHQWDOWD[FRXOGDOVREHDSROLF\DOWHUQDWLYH7KLUG
D G\QDPLF DGMXVWPHQW PHFKDQLVP IRU VXEVLGLHV
VKRXOGEHHVWDEOLVKHGDFFRUGLQJWRUHQHZDEOHHQHU
J\ GHYHORSPHQW JRDOV GHWHUPLQHG E\ WKH QDWLRQDO
HQHUJ\ GHYHORSPHQW VWUDWHJ\ DQG WKH WDULII VXEVLG\
VWDQGDUGVZKLFKPXVWEHDGMXVWHGDFFRUGLQJWRWKH
VSHHG UHTXLUHG IRU DFKLHYLQJ UHQHZDEOH HQHUJ\
GHYHORSPHQW JRDOV $FFRUGLQJ WR SULFH GHFOLQH
VWDJHV UHQHZDEOH HQHUJ\ GHYHORSPHQW VKRXOG EH
VXSSRUWHG E\ WKH WDULII VXEVLGLHV SROLF\ GXULQJ WKH
SULFHGHFOLQHDQGSULFHSURWHFWLRQVWDJHVDQGZKHQ
WKH DFFXPXODWHG UHQHZDEOH HQHUJ\ WHFKQRORJ\
DOORZVWKHVKLIWIURPTXDQWLW\WRTXDOLW\WDULIIVXE
VLGLHV VKRXOG EH DEROLVKHG DQG UHQHZDEOH HQHUJ\
ZLOO ILQDOO\ HQWHU D SKDVH RI IUHH FRPSHWLWLRQ ZLWK
RWKHUHQHUJ\VRXUFHV

which would improve the effect on promoting technological innovation by levying the renewable
energy tariff surcharge.
Increasing the expenses standards for renewable energy power generation grid connection and improving the pricing methods. 'LIIHU
HQW SROLFLHV FDQ EH DGRSWHG WR UHFRYHU WKH LQYHVW
PHQW DQG RSHUDWLRQ H[SHQVHV WR VXSSRUW JULG HQJL
QHHULQJSURMHFWVLQWKHZLQGSRZHUEDVHV7KXVIRU
UHODWLYHO\ VPDOO VFDOH ZLQG SRZHU EDVHV WKH
EHQFKPDUN PHWKRGV FDQ EH DGRSWHG DQG WKH H[
SHQVHV FDQ EH UHFRYHUHG DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH RQ-JULG
HOHFWULFLW\RIZLQGSRZHU)RUUHODWLYHO\ODUJHVFDOH
ZLQG SRZHU EDVHV WKH ORQJ-GLVWDQFH WUDQVPLVVLRQ
RI HOHFWULFLW\ JULG H[SDQVLRQ DW WKH VHQGLQJ DQG
UHFHLYLQJ HQGV DQG RWKHU IDFWRUV LQYROYHG ZLWK
UHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\SRZHUJHQHUDWLRQEDVHVVKRXOGEH
FRQVLGHUHG 7KH WDULII VXEVLG\ VWDQGDUGV IRU JULG
VXSSRUWLQJ SURMHFWV LQ WKH ODUJH VFDOH UHQHZDEOH
HQHUJ\SRZHUJHQHUDWLRQEDVHVVKRXOGEHDSSURYHG
VHSDUDWHO\,WLVQHFHVVDU\WRFODULI\WKDWFRPSHQVD
WLRQ IRU WKH GLIIHUHQFH LQ WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ DQG RS
HUDWLRQ H[SHQVHV IRU VXSSRUWLQJ JULG SURMHFWV LQ
UHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\SRZHUJHQHUDWLRQEDVHVFRPSDUHG
ZLWK WKRVH IRU FRQYHQWLRQDO HQHUJ\ SRZHU JHQHUD
WLRQ EDVHV VKRXOG EH VKDUHG DPRQJ WKH QDWLRQDO
SRZHUJULGVE\OHY\LQJWKHUHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\WDULII
VXUFKDUJH>@

CONCLUSIONS
In terms of renewable energy development, it
is clear that tariff reform and the electric power
market-oriented reform of renewable energy will
become the focus during the 13th FYP period,
where wind power generation is one of the most
mature technologies with the largest scale and it is
suitable for commercialization. The focus of the
13th FYP is no longer targeting installed capacity
and grid connection. Instead, it is concerned with
policy adjustment, i.e., policy stability and solving
WKH SUREOHP RI ³DEDQGRQHG ZLQG SRZHU DQG HOHF
WULFLW\UDWLRQLQJ´ )LQDQFLDOVXSSRUWZLOOEHSURYLG
ed by exploring a diversified cost sharing mechanism for funding renewable energy subsidies.
Abandoned wind power and electricity rationing are
the main factors that restrict the development of
wind power in China. The market-oriented reform
in electric power market, especially ensuring the
decisive role of the market in the allocation of resources via the market-oriented reform of wind
power tariff policies, the reform of electric power
dispatching model, and implementing full protection for the acquisition system for renewable energy
power generation will alleviate the problems related
WR ³DEDQGRQHG ZLQG SRZHU´ DQG UHPRYH WKH FRQ
straints on wind power development to a great
extent.
In this study, we outlined and analyzed the
status of China's wind power tariff policies, including the evolution of policy, problems, and countermeasures, which will be of great importance for the

Simplifying the application process, exploring a multiple cost sharing mechanism, and establishing an exit mechanism for the dynamic
adjustment of subsidies. 7R DGGUHVV WKH SUREOHP
RIWKHJURZLQJUHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\VXEVLGLHVJDSWKH
IROORZLQJ PHDVXUHV FDQ EH LPSOHPHQWHG )LUVW
VLPSOLI\LQJ WKH DSSOLFDWLRQ SURFHVV DQG VKRUWHQLQJ
WKHIXQGVDOORFDWLRQF\FOHLVQHFHVVDU\:HSURSRVH
WKDW WKH DSSOLFDWLRQ SURFHVV IRU VXEVLGL]HG SURMHFWV
DQG VXEVLG\ IXQGV VKRXOG EH IXUWKHU VLPSOLILHG E\
LQFUHDVLQJWKHDQQRXQFHPHQWIUHTXHQF\VKRUWHQLQJ
WKHDOORFDWLRQF\FOHIRUVXEVLGL]HGIXQGVDQGHQVXU
LQJ WKDW UHQHZDEOH HQHUJ\ WDULII VXUFKDUJH SROLFLHV
DFWXDOO\EHFRPHDQHIIHFWLYHPHWKRGIRUSURPRWLQJ
WKHGHYHORSPHQWRIUHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\SRZHUJHQHU
DWLRQ >@ 6HFRQG LW LV LPSRUWDQW WR H[SORUH D GL
YHUVLILHG FRVW VKDULQJ PHFKDQLVP WR EURDGHQ WKH
VRXUFHVDYDLODEOHIRUUHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\VXEVLGLHV,Q
WHUPVRIQHZHQHUJ\VXEVLGLHVWKHUHDUHWKUHHPDLQ
VRXUFHV ILQDQFLDO IXQGV FDUERQ WD[HV DQG WDULII
VXUFKDUJHV EXW DW SUHVHQW WKH QHZ HQHUJ\ WDULII
VXEVLGLHVIXQGVLQ(XURSHDQFRXQWULHVDQGWKH86$
FRPHPDLQO\IURPWDULIIVXUFKDUJHVSDLGE\HOHFWULF
LW\ FRQVXPHUV ,Q &KLQD GXH WR WKH UDSLGGHYHORS
PHQWRIWKHUHQHZDEOHHQHUJ\LQGXVWU\WKHUHZLOOEH
JUHDWSUHVVXUHRQWKHRULJLQDOWDULIIVXUFKDUJHIXQGV
DQGDJURZLQJ³VXEVLGLHVGHILFLW´PD\HYHQDSSHDU
$W SUHVHQW &KLQD KDV QRW OHYLHG FDUERQ WD[HV VR
WKHUH DUH RQO\ WZR ZD\V WR HDVH WKH SUHVVXUH RQ
VXEVLGLHVIXQGVLQFUHDVLQJWKHWDULIIVXUFKDUJHDQG
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development of wind power. The wind power tariff
policy is only one effective measure for ensuring
the sustainable and rapid development of wind
power, and it will be necessary to consider other
supporting policies and reform measures in order to
successfully achieve the target of the 13th FYP in
terms of wind power in China. Therefore, studies of
policy choices that might promote wind power
development can be conducted in the following
areas in the future. (1) Planning connections between wind power and other conventional power
sources, between wind power and power grids,
coordinating development planning and tariff subsidies funds, and coordinating the sustained largescale development and utilization of wind power
and the construction of supporting infrastructure. It
is necessary to study the scientific planning of the
overall layout of energy and electric power in China
to ensure the effective implementation and full
protection of the acquisition system for renewable
energy. (2) &UHDWLQJ DQ ³(QHUJ\ ,QWHUQHW´ WR LP
prove efficiency and reduce costs. As technology
matures and the capacity for technological improvement becomes limited, the use of Internetbased technology will be important for achieving
cost reductions for wind power in the future. In
addition, studies should determine how to adopt
emerging technologies and tools to improve the
reliability and utilization of wind turbines. (3) Development of distributed wind power. Future research should focus on supporting policies for distributed wind power in China, particularly the design of a tariff policy for distributed wind power. It
is necessary to consider the consumption capacity
of distribution networks, as well as the development
and coordination of a reasonable overall development target and the acquisition system for distributed wind power.
In the future, there is vast capacity for developing wind power to meet reduction targets for
greenhouse gas emissions and energy transformation. As technology improves and supporting
policies are implemented, wind power will enter a
stage of sustainable, rapid, and healthy development during the 13th FYP period. Therefore, given
the establishment of a clean, low-carbon, safe, and
efficient modern energy system, as proposed in the
13th FYP Outline, related power system innovation
and market-oriented reform, including the reform of
the wind power tariff mechanism, should be actively promoted to generate a favorable policy environment to facilitate the large-scale development
and utilization of wind energy, as well as industrial
development, which will help China to meet its
emissions reduction commitments, together with
optimizing and upgrading the energy structure.
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flood discharge. Typically, they should be able to
drain the maximum discharge from the dam during
the probable maximum flood in a short length of
time. Accordingly, it can be said that the hydraulic
design of spillways is very important. Spillways and
rapids are among important hydraulic structures with
a major role in maintaining the stability of dams.
Labyrinth spillways are important hydraulic structures for handling water level and flow rate in channels, rivers, and dam reservoirs, and also for flow
aeration in main sewer networks (Figure 1). The
main assumption for the development of labyrinth
spillways has been to increase their discharge capacity by increasing the crest length for a given width.

ABSTRACT
$µVSLOOZD\¶LVDVWUXFWXUHXVHGWRSURYLGHcontrolled release of flood water from upstream into
downstream area of a dam. As an important component of every dam, a spillway should be constructed
strongly, reliably, and efficiently to be used at any
moment. Labyrinth and stepped spillways are presented as appropriate modifications to those spillways hardly capable of managing maximum potential discharge. Owing to their nonlinear crests for a
given width, labyrinth and stepped spillways have a
larger discharge rate than linear-crest spillways at an
identical height. Compared to other energy dissipaters, the combination of stepped and labyrinth spillways is known as a very strong energy dissipater. In
the following part, the combination of these two
structures and their dimensional change for increasing water-energy dissipation are addressed. To conduct this laboratory study, an experimental flume
with a 90-degree bend in the Islamic Azad University of Ahwaz was used. In total, 90 experiments
were conducted on three different labyrinth-shape
stepped spillway models with two different lengths,
three different widths, and five different discharges.
Analysis of results showed a greater energy loss reduction in triangular than rectangular than trapezoidal labyrinth-shape stepped spillways. In addition,
energy loss is greater in labyrinth spillways with two
cycles than with one cycle. Energy loss increases by
increasing the Froude number from 0.05 to 0.1;
whereas energy loss decreases with increasing the
Froude number from 0.1 to 1.0, which is due to the
submergence of steps, a decrease in roughness of
steps, and an increase in the intensity of aeration.

FIGURE 1
Labyrinth spillway
Labyrinth spillways are characterized by a crest
with nonlinear axis in plan. Labyrinth spillways are
a combination of walls constructed with triangular,
trapezoidal, rectangular, or U-shape geometries in
plan-view. These geometric shapes may be repeated
alternatively across the flow width with a labyrinth
cycle. The upstream of labyrinth spillways has a subcritical flow. Due to the presence of a contraction
section in the channel, flow constriction occurs and
water surface level drops. On the other hand, water
surface level elevates across the upstream channel
because of the continuous discharge from side walls
of the spillway. Combination of these two hydraulic
conditions gradually increases water surface level in
the upstream channel almost up to the water surface

KEYWORDS:
Labyrinth Spillway, Stepped Spillway, Energy Dissipation, Physical Model

INTRODUCTION
Each dam is composed of several substructures,
including spillways as one of the most important
ones. Spillways in large dams are often used for
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equation to determine energy loss in stepped spillways with horizontal steps in a nappe flow regime.
Chamani and Rajaratnam [16, 15] investigated
nappe flow and developed an equation to estimate
energy loss on horizontal steps based on the number
of steps. Chinnarasri and Wongwises [22] developed
an equation to determine energy loss in stepped spillways with reverse inclined steps and/or end sill. The
important problem in this regard is increasing the effect of steps on energy dissipation.

level before flowing into upstream channel of the
spillway. Spillway body is typically considered in
form of a vertical wall. The spillway crest may have
sharp-edged, flat, semicircular, or quadrant shape.
Stepped spillways are composed of several
steps, which start from around the spillway crest and
continue to the downstream heel. Such spillways
have been receiving increasing attention due to the
significant effect of steps on energy loss. Energy loss
in the stepped spillways occurs by water flow striking the steps. Therefore, less energy loss is needed at
the end of the spillway and thus a smaller energy dissipater is needed. Larger kinetic energy in downstream should be handled proportionally by constructing larger stilling basin or by using further energy dissipation systems, which subsequently increases the costs associated with the implementation
and maintenance, and affects the stability of dams.
Given the amount of skin friction, velocity will be
lower than above number. Ultimately, the ratio of actual velocity to maximum velocity of the flow depends on the type of flow channel. This velocity reduction partially results in energy dissipation. Therefore, the need for such energy dissipating structures
as stilling basins at the downstream toe is eliminated
or their size can be decreased by dissipating the overflow energy uniformly and continuously through increasing roughness. One way to increase roughness
is to construct stepped spillway, which is a spillway
with steps on its chute (Figure 2). Such spillways
have been receiving increasing attention due to their
significant effect on energy loss by causing greater
energy dissipation as compared to broad-crested
(flat) spillways. Steps increase roughness and subsequently are effective in increasing energy dissipation. They also eliminate the need for energy dissipaters at the downstream or significantly reduce their
dimensional requirements.

Combination of Stepped Spillways with
Other Types of Spillways. The labyrinth spillways
and piano key weirs can be combined with step spillways at the same time. This combination allows for
relatively higher amount of discharge through spillways with narrow width and shallow depth, as compared to conventional spillways. In addition, they
can be simply installed on the crest of gravity dams.
Stepped spillways are typically used in roller-compacted concrete (RCC) gravity dams. Among the
most important advantages of this combination are
(i) good compatibility of spillway structure with
RCC dam construction method, (ii) reduction of water energy on steps, and (iii) reduction of construction costs and still basin dimensions at the downstream. Results show the effectiveness of laboratory
study into combination of these two types of spillways, indicating that this combination can be used as
a new model to determine optimal hydraulic dimensions in a large scale. Specific geometric characteristics of labyrinth spillways produce different jets
and flows at the downstream, and subsequently affect energy loss and aeration. According to hydraulic
and hydrodynamic principles and results from previous studies on stepped spillways, the use of a labyrinth or a piano key plan for handling upstream flow
can improve energy loss in the downstream channel
equipped with a stepped spillway. Cassidy [14] was
DPRQJWKHOHDGLQJUHVHDUFKHUV ZKRXVHG/DSODFH¶V
equation and its solution through finite difference
method to analyze ogee spillway overflow. He used
potential flow theory to analyze free water surface
and pressure of the crest. His findings are in good
consistency with laboratory results. Sorensen and
Chanson [21, 55] conducted several laboratory experiments on flow patterns and energy dissipation in
stepped spillways and developed a number of equations to determine the flow type and the amount of
energy loss on them. Olsen and Kjellesvig [46] modeled and solved flows over ogee spillways in 3D and
2D spaces using numerical methods and obtained the
coefficient of discharge for ogee spillways. Chen et
al. [36] employed Navier-Stokes equations with Kepsilon turbulence model. Tabara et al. [56] used finite volume method to analyze stepped spillway
overflow and employed K-epsilon turbulence model
to determine the turbulence of the flow. Chen et al.
[36] modelled and analysed stepped spillways using
the finite element method. Afshoon et al. [3]illustrate

FIGURE 2
Stepped spillway
Previous studies on hydraulic models of
stepped spillways showed that energy loss increases
up to 84% at their toes. Moreover, energy loss in
such spillways is approximately by 75% greater than
in non-ogee stepped spillways. Horner [25] was the
first one who scientifically studied stepped spillway.
The most significant studies on such spillways were
conducted by Chanson [17], who introduced an
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after analysing the results in step spillways, it was
found that in the stepped spillway combined with respectively a triangular, rectangular, and trapezoidal
barrier, a decrease in dissipation and energy loss is
observed. An increase in the length and width of the
barriers results in an increase in dissipation and energy loss. Abbasi S., and Kamanbedast, A.A.[1], investigated the effect of changes in dimension and the
hydraulics of stepped spillways for maximization of
energy dissipation. They were among the first researchers to use flow3D to obtain a solution based
on the method for the flow analysis of stepped spillways. The velocity and height of downstream flow
were obtained using numerical methods, and then
energy dissipation along K-epsilon turbulence of the
spillway was computed. Results from numerical
analysis were compared to laboratory results from
the stepped spillway model, and the efficiency of the
numerical model was discussed. Rostami, H. et al.
[50] investigate labyrinth spillways and showed that
increasing the weir hydraulic head ratio (Hd/P)
would decrease the discharge coefficient (Cd).
Rouzegar, J. et al. [51] find out that the increase in
length of spillway and number of zigzag will increase the flow rate.

heights of the stepped spillway can be divided into a
number of vertical drops. Therefore, depending on
the horizontal length of the step, flow may have complete or incomplete hydraulic jumps when striking
consecutive steps.
In general, the continuity and momentum equations in isochoric flow are expressed as follows:

wp wpu i

wxi
wt

(1)

0

wui wu j º
wpui w
wp' w ª


( Uui u j )  
« P  Pt
»
wx j wxi »¼
wxi wx j
wxi wx j ¬«

Where, t is time, ui is velocity,

xi

(2)
is coordi-

nate, U is density, P is dynamic viscosity, and
is turbulence viscosity.

Pt

Energy dissipation in spillways and vertical
drops. Energy dissipation means the difference between upstream energy of spillway with vertical
drop and downstream (toe) on the depth before hydraulic jump (initial depth):
§
V2 ·
'H H t  H 1 (1.5 yc  H dam )  ¨¨ yt  1 ¸¸
2g ¹
©
(3)

Governing Flow Equations. Flow Regimes.
The majority of researchers have mentioned two different flow regimes for energy dissipation, namely
nappe DQGVNLPPLQJÀRZUHJLPHVThe first type occurs for small discharges and large step heights. The
second type occurs for large discharges and small
step heights (Osri and Horner, [25] Rajatnam, Chanson, Chamani and Rajaratnam,) [15, 16] these regimes are presented in Figure 3. In this figure, horizontal length and vertical height of each step are presented with l and h, respectively.

In addition, relative energy dissipation
is defined as follows:
§
V2 ·
¨¨ yt  1 ¸¸
2g ¹
H
'H H t  H 1
1 1 1 ©
Ht
Ht
Ht
1.5 yc  H dam
In above equations,

Ht

§ 'H ·
¨
¸
¨ H ¸
t ¹
©

(4)

is overall upstream en-

H
ergy, 1 is energy in toe before hydraulic jump,
H dam
is overall spillway height, h is step height,
yc
y
is critical depth, 1 is depth before hydraulic
V

jump, and 1 is mean velocity before hydraulic
jump. Figure 4 shows the cross-section of the vertical drop and stepped spillway, as well as different
hydraulic parameters on them.
Dimensional analysis to determine energy
loss. To this end, the parameters affecting energy
dissipation should be determined. According to previous studies, energy dissipation in stepped spillways '+ depends on the following factors (Chanson, 1994) [18, 19, and 20]:
+0
: Overall upstream energy; q : discharge

FIGURE 3
Flow regimes over stepped spillways: a) nappe
regime, b) skimming regime (Chanson, 1994)

h : step height; l : step length; U w :
fe
V

According to the experiments on stepped spillways with broad slope change, conversion of nappe
regime to skimming regime occurs approximately at

per unit width;

yc / h

specific fluid density;

0.8 (Rajaratnam, 1990). [15]

: fluid surface tension;

:

roughness coefficient of the bed; N : number of
steps; P : fluid dynamic viscosity; g : acceleration
of gravity.

Considerations concerning nappe and skimming regimes. In nappe flow regime, the total drop
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FIGURE 4
Cross-section of vertical drop and stepped spillway

Therefore, the following relationship exists between these parameters:

F '+, + 0 , q, h, l , U w , V , f e , N , P , g
§ '+ + y h
·
V
P
f¨
, 0, c, ,
,f ,
,N¸
¨ h h h l U w g h 2 e U gh 3
¸
w
©
¹

0

(5)

0

(6)
Dimensionless parameters affecting energy
loss in stepped spillway can be rewritten as follows
by ignoring the effect of fluid viscosity P and surface tension V , undergoing slight manipulation of
aforementioned parameters:

'+
+0

FIGURE 5
Schematic of stepped-labyrinth spillway
combination

§y h
·
f ¨ c , , N , fe ¸
©h l
¹

TABLE 1
Experimental variables

(7)
To test the combination of stepped and labyrinth spillways, combinable and replaceable Plexiglass models were made. In this way, totally 90 experiments were conducted with 18 stepped labyrinth
spillways with three steps and five different discharges.
'+ § yc W L L' ·
(8)
,
¨ , ,
¸
+0

Step shape
3

/¶:
3

W/B
2

yc/H
5 discharge

Experiments were conducted with 18 steppedlabyrinth spillway with three steps and five different
discharges (90 experiments in total). Experimental
results are discussed below. Specifications of labyrinth spillways are presented in Table 2.

¨ H B W' W' ¸
©
¹

In this study, Froude number, change in labyrinth crest length, change in width of labyrinth cycles, and even change in labyrinth configuration and
its effect on energy loss were evaluated. Variables
included:
1. Five different discharges (five variables)
2. Spillway length change (two variables)
3. Step width change (three changes)
4. Configuration of labyrinth weir steps (three
variables).
In total 90 physical model were studied.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
To perform this study in a laboratory setting, an
experimental flume with the following characteristics was used in Islamic Azad University of Ahwaz.
The experimental flume has open rectangular inlet
and outlet channels with side walls made of Plexiglass. The length of inlet channel at the inlet section
of the flume and that of outlet channel at the outlet
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the side wall roughness has decreased and hydraulic
phenomena can be observed. The bed and side walls
of the straight outlet channel are made of metal
sheets (3mm in thickness) and Plexiglass (10mm in
thickness and 2.5m in length), respectively. The
flume has a fixed bed with no slope (Figure 6).

section of the flume are 4.5m and 2.5m long, respectively. The width and height of the flume are 0.5m
and 0.6m, respectively. The flume is located 0.7m
above the floor. The bed and side walls of the
straight inlet channel are made of metal sheets (3mm
in thickness) and Plexiglass (10mm in thickness and
4.5m in length), respectively. This way, the effect of

TABLE 2
Specification and dimensions of labyrinth spillways
Type of labyrinth
spillway

Schematic of labyrinth
spillway

Number of labyrinth
spillway
1
2

Lɳ/ W

Lɳ/ Wɳ

W

Lɳ

Wɳ

-

0.55
0.71

-

25.5
32.5

46
46

-

0.77

-

35.5

46

3

-

0.7
0.89

-

16
20.5

23
23

4
5

-

1.1

-

25.5

23

6

-

0.35
0.53

10
10

16
24.5

46
46

7
8

-

0.65

10

30

46

9

-

0.52
0.7

5
5

12
16

23
23

10
11

-

0.91

5

21

23

12

0.52
1

-

23
23

12
23

-

13
14

1.24

-

23

28.5

-

15

1
1.48

-

11.5
11.5

11.5
17

-

16
17

11.5

20

A

B

C

D

E

F
1.74

-

-

18



FIGURE 7
90-degree triangular notch spillways at the
inlet and outlet of flume

FIGURE 6
View of the flume

FIGURE 8
Centrifugal pump
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FIGURE 9
Labyrinth and stepped spillway models

There is a slide valve right after the flume tank
to adjust discharge at inlet, a 90-degree triangular
spillway to measure inlet discharge, a slide valve at
the inlet of lateral basin to control the inflow, and a
90-degree triangular spillway to measure discharge
at outlet. The valves are made of metal sheets. A
mesh was used after the initial spillway to prevent
the wave entry into the channel (Figure 7).
A centrifugal pump (power: 11KW, diameter
of suction and delivery pipe: 6 inches) was used to
circulate water in the experimental flume. The suction and delivery heights of the pump were approximately 2m and 6m, respectively; in addition, the
maximum discharge of the pump was 60L/s (Figure
8).
Figure 9 presents fabricated labyrinth and
stepped spillway models.

from relative energy loss for different Froude number and Lɳ/Wɳ ratios in combination of stepped spillway with different types of labyrinth spillways were
addressed.
According to the diagrams (Diagram 1 and 2),
relative energy loss increases by increasing Lɳ/Wɳ ratio from 0.55 to 0.77 in combination of stepped spillway with type A of labyrinth spillway. In addition,
relative energy loss increases by increasing Lɳ/Wɳ ratio from 0.7 to 1.1 in combination of stepped spillway with type B of labyrinth spillway. It is also obvious that relative energy loss increases by increasing the Froude number to 0.1; whereas, relative energy loss decreased with further increase in Froude
number, which can be attributed to the submergence
of steps, reduced roughness of steps, and increased
air entrainment. The comparison between type A of
labyrinth spillway and type B of labyrinth spillway
shows an increase in energy loss, which can be attributed to the presence of two cycles in the triangular section.
According to Diagram 3 and 4, relative energy
loss increases by increasing Lɳ/Wɳ ratio from 0.35 to
0.65 in combination of stepped spillway with type C
of labyrinth spillway. In addition, relative energy
loss increases by increasing Lɳ/Wɳ ratio from 0.52 to
0.91 in combination of stepped spillway with type D
of labyrinth spillway. It is also obvious that the relative energy loss increases by increasing the Froude
number to 0.1; whereas, the relative energy loss decreased with further increase in Froude number,
which can be attributed to the submergence of steps,
reduced roughness of steps, and increased air entrainment. The comparison between type C of labyrinth spillway and type D of labyrinth spillway
shows an increase in energy loss, which can be attributed to the presence of two cycles in trapezoidal
section.

RESULTS
Results from evaluation of Froude number,
change in labyrinth crest length, change in the width
of labyrinth cycles, and even change in labyrinth
shape and its effect on energy loss are presented in
three classes:
1. Effects of change in the length and width of
labyrinth cycles on energy dissipation and loss
2. Effects of change in the shape and number
of labyrinth cycles on energy dissipation and loss
3. Effect of Froude number on energy dissipation and loss


Effects of change in the length and width of
labyrinth cycles on energy dissipation and loss.
The data required for analysis of results were obtained from the experiments and presented in the following diagrams. In the following section, results
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DIAGRAM 1
Comparative diagram of relative energy loss in combination of stepped spillway
with type A of labyrinth spillway

DIAGRAM 2
Comparative diagram of relative energy loss in combination of stepped spillway with
type B of labyrinth spillway

DIAGRAM 3
Comparative diagram of relative energy loss in combination of stepped spillway with
type C of labyrinth spillway
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DIAGRAM 4
Comparative diagram of relative energy loss in combination of stepped spillway with
type D of labyrinth spillway

DIAGRAM 5
Comparative diagram of relative energy loss in combination of stepped spillway with
type E of labyrinth spillway

DIAGRAM 6
Comparative diagram of relative energy loss in combination of stepped spillway with
type F of labyrinth spillway
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[3] Afshoon, H., R., Kamanbedast, A.A., Masjedi,
A., Heidarnejad, M., Bordbar, A. (2018).Evaluation of the effect of the geometry of the barriers
on stairs on energy loss in step spillways using
physical model, Fresen. Environ. Bull. 27, 346356.
[4] Azhdarymoghaddam, M. (1997) The hydraulics
of ogee-stepped spillway profile, PhD Thesis,
Ottawa, Canada.
[5] Barani, Gh. E., Sadra, A. (2003a) Energy dissipation in inclined stepped spillways. The 6th International Conference in Civil Engineering, Isfahan University of Technology, Iran.
[6] Barani, Gh. E., Sadra, A. (2003b) Energy dissipation in edged stepped spillways. The 6th International Conference in Civil Engineering, Isfahan University of Technology, Iran.
[7] Betts, P.L. (1979) A variation principle in terms
of stream function for free surface flows and its
application to finite element method. Computers
and fluids. 7(2), 145-153.
[8] Beyrami, M.K. (2010) Water transmission
structures. Isfahan University of Technology,
Iran. Isfahan: Isfahan University of Technology
Publisher.
[9] Bina, M., Moradisabzkohi, A., Kashefipoor,
S.M. (2006) Laboratory study into the amount
of energy dissipation in stepped drops. The 7th
International Seminar on River Engineering,
Shahid Chamran University of Ahwaz, Iran.
[10] Bina, M., Mousavijahromi, H., Salmasi, F.
(2002) Laboratory study into energy loss over
stepped spillways. The 6th International Conference on Civil Engineering, Isfahan University of
Technology.
[11] Bina, M., Mousavijahromi, H., Salmasi, F.
(2004) Effect of geometry of stepped spillway
in energy dissipation. The 5th Conference in
Hydraulics, Shahid Bahonar University of Kerman, Iran.
[12] Boes, R.M., Hager, W.H. (2003a) Hydraulic design of stepped spillways. Journal of hydraulic
engineering, ASCE. 129(9).
[13] Boes, R.M., Hager, W.H. (2003b) Tow-phase
flow characteristics of stepped spillways. Journal of hydraulic engineering, ASCE. 129(9),
661-670.
[14] Cassidy, J.J. (1965) Irrational flow over spillways of finite height. J. mecheng div. 91(6),
155-173.
[15] Chamani, M-R., Rajaratnam, N. (1999) Characteristics of skimming flow over stepped spillway. Journal of Hydraulic Eng. 125(4), 361367.
[16] Chamani, M.R., Rajaratnam, N. (1994) Jet flow
on stepped spillway. Journal of hydraulic engineering, ASCE. 12(5), 441-448.



According to the diagrams (Diagram 5 And 6),
relative energy loss increases by increasing Lɳ/Wɳ ratio from 0.52 to 1.24 in combination of stepped spillway with type E of labyrinth spillway. In addition,
relative energy loss increases by increasing Lɳ/Wɳ ratio from 1 to 1.74 in combination of stepped spillway
with type F of labyrinth spillway. It is also obvious
that relative energy loss increases by increasing the
Froude number to 0.1; whereas, relative energy loss
decreased with further increase in the Froude number, which can be attributed to the submergence of
steps, reduced roughness of steps, and increased air
entrainment. The comparison between type E of labyrinth spillway and type F of labyrinth spillway
shows an increase in energy loss, which can be attributed to the presence of two cycles in rectangular
section.

CONCLUSIONS
The combination of stepped spillway with labyrinth spillway can increase energy dissipation.
Therefore, this study addressed the combination of
stepped spillway with one- and two-cycle triangular,
trapezoidal, and rectangular labyrinth.
1. Energy dissipation and loss reduction are
greater in triangular than rectangular than trapezoidal labyrinth-shape stepped spillways.
2. Energy dissipation and loss are greater in
labyrinth spillways with two cycles than with one
cycle.
3. Energy loss and dissipation increase by increasing the Froude number from 0.05 to 0.1.
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Limnebius has a worldwide distribution with
more than 150 described species and 21 of them
from Turkey, four of them are endemic for the Turkish fauna. Limnebius species are small water beetles
which their morphologies are very uniform with oval
and drop-like body shape. For this reason, taxonomists use male sex organs called aedeagi for classical taxonomical identification of Limnebius species.
Molecular techniques have been widely applied in
many disciplines of biological sciences including insect identification. These techniques improved over
traditional morphological identification and allowed
timely and unambiguous identification of insects.
The enzyme cytochrome c oxidase is a large transmembrane protein complex found in mitochondrion
of eukaryotes and bacteria, and cytochrome c oxidase I is the main subunit of the cytochrome c oxidase complex (COX 1).
The aim of this study is to determine the evolutionary relationships of some    
species (Coleoptera: Hydraenidae:  )
(        
"   "   
   subunit 1 (COX 1) nucleotide sequences.
Here, we present the first study on some
     species from Turkey (1 of
them is an endemic species) and their taxonomic
identification was performed based on both classical
morphological identification and DNA barcoding by
using a near-complete DNA sequences of COX1
gene.

Insects in the animal kingdom have a wide variety. Diagnosis of species in this rich variety can be
quite difficult in some groups. For this reason, many
taxonomic analyzes of insect groups usually use sex
organs, especially male sex organs. The genital organs play a key role in species identification, except
some special situation such as for neutral geographic
variations or local adaptations [1].
The genus Limnebius forms a well-defined,
distinctive group of small water beetles with a rather
similar external morphology. Limnebius adults have
uniform morphology with oval and drop-like body
shape [2]. Most of the Limnebius species can only
be reliably distiguished based on aedeagi [3]. Except
Antarctica and South America, the genus has a
worldwide distribution with more than 150 described species [1].
Turkey   fauna is represented by 21
species and   is an endemic species for the
Turkish fauna [4]. Body length is 1.15 - 1.4 mm long
and shape is parallel-sided.
   is very closely related to 
   and there are no significant distinguishing characters between    and
 Shagrination and punctation on head and
pronotum usually more distinctly pronounced in 
  Aedeagus of  is very similar
to    but less sinuous on lateral aspect than in   . Body length is 1.2 1.5 mm long in    [2].
Male ventrite VII of   as in "
 .   is very similar to !  . 
" is very similar to  !   with
which it generally it agrees body form and size [2].
Aedeagus of !   is very similar to 
 .
DNA barcoding is the use of a short-standardized DNA sequence (a 658 bp fragment of the mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase (COX I) gene in insects) for identification and assign a taxonomic position of unknown specimens. This is also useful for
facilitating the discovery of new species.

&$ !
Hydraenidae,  ,  , Cytochrome C Oxidase, Turkey
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744.,<276 *6- -.6<2/2,*<276 Materials of
this study were collected using sieves from various
ecosystems across Turkey. At each site, the specimens were transferred to collection tubes containing
96 % alcohol. 
Specimens were examined with the following
microscopes: Wild M5A stereoscopic microscope
with direct lighting and Wild M 10 stereoscopic microscope with diffuse lighting. In addition to these
stereoscopic microscopes, aedeagi were also examined with an Olympus BH-2 transmitted light microscope. Male genitalia were placed in concentrated
lactic acid in a cavity slide for at least several hours
before they were examined. Beside identification
made in Naturhistorisches Museum (Wien/Austria)
by first author by compared with museum materials.
The specimens were identified to species level and
distributed into their respective families to obtain a
clear phylogenetic signal immediately upon their
collection. The specimens, thus collected and morphologically identified, were used for COX 1 barcoding.

Recent molecular analysis related with insect
species have been done by using several marker gene
such as the rDNA internally transcribed spacer region 2 (ITS-2), cytochrome c oxidase subunit 1
(COX 1), NADH dehydrogenase subunit 1 (nadH1)
and cytochrome b (sitB) markers. These studies were
quite helpful for understanding the phylogenetic relationships between insect species [5]. However, the
cytochrome c oxidase subunit 1 (COX 1) has been
extensively used by molecular biologists around the
world to identify insect species [6]. COX 1 is a wellconserved gene that is present in all mitochondrial
genomes encoding the largest subunit of cytochrome
c oxidase, an element of complex IV in the respiratory chain [7].
The aim of this study is to determine the evolutionary relationships of some    
species (Coleoptera: Hydraenidae:  ) of
living in Turkey using cytochrome c oxidase subunit
1 (COX 1) nucleotide sequences.

#  
2;<:2+=<2765*8;/7:<1.,17;.6  ;8.,2.;<1*<?*;=;.-26<12;;<=-A**8
7/"=:32;18:7>26,.;+ .87:<.-+A-2//.:.6<;<=-2.;7/=;.- ;8.,2.;!1*-.-*:.*;*:.
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Figure 1 shows the distribution of Bilimneus
species in Turkey.   : were reported
from Bursa, Kırklareli and Samsun in Turkey [4].
The sequence analysis has been performed by the
sample which was collected from Bursa.
    has been reported from
Balıkesir, Bursa, Çanakkale, Istanbul and Muğla
from Turkey [4]. The sequence analysis has been
performed by the sample which was collected from
Balıkesir.
 "  has been reported from Aydın, Balıkesir, Bursa, Bitlis, Çanakkale, Denizli, Erzurum, Gümüşhane, İzmir, Muğla and Ordu in Turkey [4]. The sequence analysis has been performed
by the sample which was collected from Erzurum.
  is an endemic species for Turkey and has been reported from Antalya, Hatay and
Mersin [4]. The sequence analysis sample was collected from Hatay.
  " has been reported from
Artvin, Balıkesir, Bursa, Bitlis, Çanakkale, Erzurum,
Istanbul, Muğla, Muş and Ordu [4]. The sequence
analysis sample was collected from Erzurum.
     has been reported
from Bitlis, Erzincan, Erzurum, Gaziantep and Kilis
[4]. The sequence analysis sample was collected
from Erzurum.
 !   has been reported from
Ankara, Antalya, Balıkesir, Çanakkale, Diyarbakır,
Erzincan, Erzurum, Hatay, İzmir, Kocaeli, Mardin,

Mersin, Muğla and Tekirdağ [4]. The sequence analysis has been performed by the sample which was
collected from Erzurum.
All the sequence analysis samples were shown
on Table 1.

@*526.- 5*<.:2*4  .@<:*,<276 BiospeedyTM DNA-Tricky Purification Kit (Bioeksen
Ltd. Co., Turkey) was used for the DNA extraction.
Briefly, the samples were homogenized at 6000 rpm
for 2 minutes in a buffer (2% CTAB -hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide-, 100 mM Tris-HCl pH
8, 20 mM EDTA, 1.4 M NaCl) containing 0.1 mm
diameter glass beads. The samples were then incubated at 98°C for 10 minutes. The samples were centrifuged and the supernatant was combined with a
binding buffer (final concentration of 3.4 M Guanidinium thiocyanate, 8 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 25%
isopropanol). The extracted DNA was captured using silica columns and then washed twice with a
buffer containing 20 mM NaCl, 2 mM Tris-HCl, pH
7.5; 80% v/v Ethanol. The DNA was eluted in 100
mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and stored at -20°C.
:25.: -.;206 PCR primers were designed
based on comparison of the available   Cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COX 1) sequences retrieved from Genbank. CO1 gene sequences used for
the primer design were given in Table 2. The sequences were aligned using Clustal Omega
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(www.ebi.ac.uk) and the degenerate primers were
designed manually. The specifity of the designed primers
were
tested
using
Primer-Blast
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). The CO1 targeted primer
set was forward 5'-CATATTATYAGMCAAGAAAG-3'
and
reverse
5'AAATCTTTCTCAAATRATDAAWA-3'
sequences.

102, 132 to 141, and 373 to 381. These positions
could be used as a signature sequence for identification of this endemic species.
When we look at the morphology of aedagus, it
is seen that "  and  are similar to
each other. However, COX 1 gene dendogram (Fig.
3) of these species showed the opposite of what morphological taxonomy told us.

.*4 <25.     BiospeedyTM
EvaGreen Master Mix (Bioeksen Ltd. Co., Turkey)
and Roche Light Cycler Nano (Roche Diagnostics
GmbH, Germany) were utilized for all reactions. Reaction mixes contained 25 ng template DNA,
6mg/ml BSA, 5 mg/ml PEG 400, 0.25% Tween 20,
20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.4, 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM
MgCl2, 0.2 mM dNTP mix, 0.1U Proof Reading HotStart DNA Polymerase and 200 nM of each primer.
The following thermo cycling program was applied:
98°C, 3 min; 35 cycles of 10 s at 95°C, 5 s at 52 °C
and 20 s at 72°C. A melt curve analysis was performed from 65°C to 95°C to determine if only one
amplified product was generated during Q-PCR. QPCR runs were analyzed using Roche Light Cycler
Nano Software.

;.9=.6,260*6-81A470.6.<2,*6*4A;2;
The Q-PCR products larger than 100 bp were purified using BiospeedyTM PCR Product Purification
Kit (Bioeksen Ltd. Co., Turkey). The purified DNAs
were sequenced using the ABI prism Big Dye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction Kit on an
ABI Prism 377 DNA sequencer (Applied Biosystems, USA). The sequences were analyzed in Chromas (www.technelysium.com) and manually
checked for reading errors. Homology searches of
the sequences in DNA databases were performed
with BLAST (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). The COX1
sequences and their closest matches in GenBank
were aligned using Clustal Omega (www.ebi.ac.uk)
followed by manual adjustments. Only unambiguously aligned base positions were used in the analysis. Maximum-likelihood method was performed
with the MEGA software (www.megasoftware.net)
to construct an unrooted phylogenetic tree. 

!#!!#!

Biogeographical studies focused on different
organisms were reported recently from different
parts of Turkey [8-9]. In our study examined materials were collected from different parts of Turkey
such as Bursa, Balıkesir, Erzurum and Hatay.
  species are morphologically very
similar to each other. This is why the detailed patterns of aedeagi are used in the diagnosis of the species. In order to understand the evolutionary relations of an insect group that shows so much similarity, molecular analysis needs to be done. This work
is planned for this purpose. After the molecular analyzes of all the species sequences have been uploaded to the NCBI data bank, we believe that evolutionary interrelationships between species can be
evaluated more healthily.
Sequences from organelle genomes have been
adopted as bar codes for species identification.
Plants have different plastid encoding genes (CBOL
Plant Working Group, 2009, http://www.barcoding.si.edu/plant_working_group.html) and a 648 bp
region of mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase 1
(COX1 or CO1) [10-11].
Currently, identification of insects by using
morphological characteristics is time consuming and
requires expert knowledge. The identification of
adult specimens is usually possible for relatively inclusive taxonomic stages such as family or order,
and the identification of immature or larval specimens is even more challenging. As a result, publicly
owned databases (GenBank and BOLD) are filled
with poorly defined DNA barcode sequences [12].
For this reason, the use of such sequences in gene
banks may lead to erroneous interpretations.
COX1 has increasing attention as a sequence
for species identification in the insect groups [1314]. However, it was reported that one of the major
obstacles facing the use of COX1 for barcoding living organisms (in the case of Fungi) is the frequent
occurrence of either group I or II introns in mitochondrial genes [15]. Therefore, these introns,
whose positions in mitochondrial genes are not conserved, vary in size from 100 bp to 4.3 kb [16], thus
making amplification of coding sequences difficult
in many cases.

!#"!
The performance of COX 1 as a molecular
marker to appreciate the identification of endemic
Limnebius species was tested in this study. Two primers were designed according to 10 COX 1 gene sequences from NCBI, to specifically amplify these
taxa.
As can be seen in Figure 2, especially the species   has a lot of mismatches against
to other species such as the nucleotide position 96 to
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belonging to the   genus used in this study
have previously been used in a faunistic study in
Turkey [4]. It is aimed to reveal the molecular differences of these species morphologically separated
from each other very difficult.
Here, we present the first study on some
     species from Turkey (1 of
them is an endemic species) and their taxonomic
identification. Our study was performed based on
both classical morphological identification and DNA
barcoding by using a near-complete DNA sequences
of COX1 gene.

As with the ITS sequence [17], in which intraspecific and intraspecific variant levels are reported,
these inconsistencies are either due to sequence-specific sequence evolution rates or to recent or ancient
speciation events.
COX1 is a powerful tool for predicting largescale species richness in sequence data, ecology and
b-diversity research and has great potential for determining conservation priorities. However, Hendrich
et al. [18] reported that individual error rates could
be high.
Similar to these studies, assigning taxonomic
position to our samples by using results coming from
morphological differences of their aedeagi structures
and the results coming from COX 1 sequence of the
examined species is not overlapping in our study.
The quality of the taxonomic identification of
samples ultimately determines the usefulness of
DNA barcode sequences in the reference databases.
This motivated us to carefully inspect all the specimens in the dataset again for possible taxonomic
misidentifications. Our dataset included seven (one
of them endemic species for Turkey) species discovered through an iterative process of morphospecies
sorting. Molecular approach has shown that some of
the nucleotide positions in the COX 1 gene of the 
 could be used as a signature sites to identify
this endemic species of Turkey.
In recent years, molecular taxonomy as well as
classical taxonomy has been utilized to a great extent. Molecular taxonomy data is recorded in the
NCBI data bank and offers benefits such as accuracy
testing in a sense for classical taxonomy. The species

$"!
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"3A/9 =<99BA7<; 7; />B/A71 31<@F@A3:@ /;2
/>B/A71=9/;A@Metal pollution is of major concern
because metals can be bioaccumulated in aquatic organisms and have high toxicity. Metal concentrations can be increased along the food chain and could
potentially threaten environmental and human health
[1, 2, 3]. Metals from geological origin can naturally
enter the river system by weathering or erosion [4]
or be produced by the slow leaching from soil/rock
water at low concentrations with no serious toxic effects on human health [5]. They can also be produced
through anthropogenic activities due to industrial
processing, mining, agricultural, urban activities and
sewage disposal. Metals have proven to be very
damaging to aquatic habitats and species [6]. Small
concentrations of trace metals are utilized by living
organisms to stabilize protein structures, facilitate
electron transfer reactions and catalyze enzymatic
reactions, amongst other functions [7, 8]. Copper, Zn
and Fe are essential constituents of catalytic sites for
several enzymes, while other metals such as Pb, Hg
and Cd may displace or substitute for essential trace
metals and interfere with correct functioning of enzymes and associated cofactors [7].
Macrophytes can cover large areas and are the
dominant primary producers in aquatic environments. Submerged macrophytes growing in polluted
water bodies can absorb the toxic substances that enter the food chain and can pose a serious threat to
environmental and human health [9].  $!
!L. (family Ceratophyllaceae), a coontail,
is a submerged, free floating rootless macrophyte. It
is a perennial plant of cosmopolitan distribution and
grows rapidly in shallow, muddy, quiescent water
bodies with low light intensities. As !L.
is rootless, it is advantageous for use in laboratory
bioassays as this would eliminate the complication
of soil-root-continuum and shoot-root metal partitioning. It thus has the potential to be a suitable

'(&(
Metal pollution is of major concern because
metals can be bioaccumulated in aquatic organisms
and have high toxicity. Metal concentrations can be
increased along the food chain and could potentially
threaten environmental and human health. As the
coontail ( $!!L.) is rootless, it
is advantageous for use in laboratory bioassays as
this would eliminate the complication of soil-rootcontinuum and shoot-root metal partitioning. It thus
has the potential to be a suitable model for investigating metal stress in plants. The research objective
was to determine the degree of Al, Cu and Zn bioaccumulation in  ! L. after exposure to a
metal cocktail in a simulated “pollution event” under
laboratory conditions over a five week exposure period. Plants were divided into four experimental
treatment groups, each with different exposure concentrations of Al (AlSO4), Cu (CuSO4) and Zn
(ZnSO4) in mixture. A fifth uncontaminated group of
plants served as the control. Aluminium, Cu and Zn
concentrations were determined in water and plant
samples by means of nitric acid digestion and ICPMS analysis. This macrophyte proved highly effective in the accumulation of these metals at all four
exposure concentrations. The results showed that
concentrations of the metals in the water varied in all
treatments over time with no specific patterns
emerging amongst the treatment groups. The metal
bioaccumulation in ! was also variable
between consecutive weeks per treatment and between consecutive treatments per week. This may be
due to ! being able to regulate Al, Cu,
and Zn throughout the exposure period. The plant accumulated metals in the order: Zn>Al>Cu.
-+$&'
Aquatic, exposure concentrations, metal bioaccumulation,
plants, pollution event
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ated on the Cape Town campus of the Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT), Cape Town,
where it flourishes in a pond community with other
macrophytes and fish. These plants occupy most of
the available pond space and appear to be healthy.
150 plants were carefully removed from the pond
and washed in deionized water to remove any debris
that could be attached to the plants. Excess water was
shaken off and each plant was weighed on a two decimal place Mettler balance (PC2200). Plants (± 8.5g
each) were placed in 68L hydroponic containers (a
total of 5 containers with thirty plants per container).
Before metal exposure, plants were acclimatized for
one week under laboratory conditions. The metals
used (Al, Cu and Zn) were selected for this study as
they are some of the most abundant metals previously measured in Western Cape river systems [25,
26, 27, 28, 29]. Plants were exposed to different exposure concentrations of Al (AlSO4), Cu (CuSO4)
and Zn (ZnSO4) in mixture (Table 1). These preparations were added to 10% Hoagland solution [30] in
hydroponic containers. The plants were exposed for
a period of 5 weeks. A fifth uncontaminated group
of plants served as the control. Plants were kept in
the same 10% Hoagland solution for the entire experimental period to simulate a single pollution
event. Aeration in containers was achieved by using
small pumps. There was no overcrowding of plants
in the containers and the initial water volume was
68L. Additional stress factors were kept at a minimum.

model for investigating metal stress in plants [10].
Aluminium is released to the environment
mainly by natural processes such as erosion of rock
and via various industrial processing that utilise Al.
Aluminium is a potentially toxic metal and is probably not an important nutrient in organisms [11, 12].
It is well known for its toxic effect on plant growth
and metabolism but their toxicity thresholds are
highly variable [13].
Copper is associated with mines, industry,
landfills and waste disposal. Most water soluble Cu
is due to agricultural runoff, as Cu is an important
ingredient of many fungicides [14]. Copper is found
in surface water, groundwater, seawater and drinking water but it is primarily present in complexes or
as particulate matter [15]. It is an essential trace element and is needed by plants as a micronutrient [16].
It is a constituent of hormones, vitamins, enzymes
and nucleoprotein complexes. Copper is regulated
by living organisms but excessive concentrations in
organisms due to Cu pollution in the environment
can potentially cause toxic effects [17].
Zinc is released into the environment in considerable amounts by both natural processes and anthropogenic activities [18,19]. Zinc is an essential element for plant metabolism although high levels of Zn
inhibit many plant metabolic functions. This can result in limited growth and cause senescence [20].
Zinc pollution in freshwater bodies has been previously reported by various studies to exceed the environmental limit by up to 100 times [19, 21, 22].
It is unknown as to how quickly metals are bioaccumulated in this species, and to what degree, as
well as whether there is a pattern of metal exchange
between plant and water over time. The time factor
is a particularly poignant question, when considering
a “pollution event” in a river. Previous laboratory
studies with aquatic plants have mostly been conducted over short exposure periods (e.g. 15 days)
[23] or 7 days [24] but in the present study the exposure period is 5 weeks, and the water is only contaminated once, so as to simulate a “pollution event” and
to study the metal exchange between the plants and
the medium, a time period after the “event”. This has
not been attempted in a laboratory study before to the
authors’ knowledge.
The research objective was therefore to determine the degree of Al, Cu and Zn bioaccumulation
in !L. after exposure to a metal cocktail
in a simulated “pollution event” under laboratory
conditions over a five week exposure period.

'/:=97;5 =?<132B?3@ /;2 :3A/9 /;/9F@7@.
Pre-exposure and during exposure electrical conductivity, pH, salinity and temperature of the water in
each container were measured with a handheld
multi-parameter instrument (Eutech PCSTEST3501X441506 / Oakton 35425-10). Samples were collected every week from week 0 to week 5 from the
containers in the greenhouse. During each sampling
occasion, water samples were taken from each treatment group and the control, for metal analysis. Water samples were digested with 65% nitric acid using
the method described by [31].
Five plants per treatment group and 5 plants
from the control group were randomly harvested for
metal analysis each week. The plants were individually washed in deionised water and blotted with paper. The plant samples were dried in an oven at 60°C
for 48h. The dried plants were then weighed to obtain the dry weight. These samples were digested
with 65% nitric acid using the method set out by
[31].
Aluminium, Cu and Zn concentrations were determined using the ICP-MS (Inductively Coupled
Plasma-Mass Spectrophotometer). The plant metal
concentrations were expressed as mg/kg and the water metal concentrations as mg/L.

"(&!'#"($'

E=3?7:3;A/9 23@75; /;2 5?<D7;5 1<;27
A7<;@ For this greenhouse study  ! L.
plants were collected from a reasonably clean and
unpolluted fishpond at the greenhouse nursery, situ-
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'A/A7@A71/9/;/9F@7@MediCalc Version 15.2.2
was used for all statistical analysis. ANOVA on
Ranks was used to test for significant differences between metal concentrations. Post hoc analyses were
done using the Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) Test
to determine statistical differences between treatment groups and between weeks (P<0.05). 

water and plant samples between weeks per treatment and between treatments per week are shown in
Tables 2 and 3.
Aluminium concentrations varied in all the
treatments in the water over all five weeks of exposure. However, no significant differences in Al concentrations were found between the start and the end
of the experimental period in the different treatments. Only in the control, a significant decrease was
found between the start and the end of the experiment. Significant increases in Al concentrations
were detected in treatments T2 and T4 and a significant decrease in Al concentrations was detected in
treatment T1 during week 1 (Table 2). After week 1
the Al concentrations decreased and increased on a
weekly basis in the different treatments and the control. The Al concentrations in terms of the pooled
data differed in the different treatment groups. The
highest Al concentrations were found in the highest
dosage treatment (T4) and the lowest Al concentrations were found in treatment T2 in terms of the
pooled data (Table 2).


&')!('#')''$#

%6F@71<163:71/9 =/?/:3A3?@ <4 A63 D/A3?
Electrical conductivity, pH, salinity and temperature
of the water were measured in each treatment group
during each sampling occasion. The electrical conductivity ranged from 0 to 535.41 mS/cm, the pH
ranged from 6.33 to 8.45, the salinity ranged from
150.26 to 201.22 ppm and the temperature ranged
from 20.82 to 29.06 °C.

"3A/9@7;D/A3?/;2=9/;A@/:=93@9B:7;
7B:Comparisons of the mean Al concentrations in

(! 
E=<@B?31<;13;A?/A7<;@:5 9<4:3A/9@=?<C7232A<A6327443?3;A3E=3?7:3;A/9A?3/A:3;A5?<B=@
(?3/A:3;A@(
AlSO4
CuSO4
ZnSO4

(
25.5
0.85
8.5

(
51.0
1.7
17.0

(
102.0
3.4
34.0

(
204.0
6.8
68.0

(! 
"3/;H'91<;13;A?/A7<;@:5 !:3/@B?327;A63D/A3?4?<:A633E=3?7:3;A/9A?3/A:3;A@=3?D338
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<;A?<9
/
1.54/
±0.22
0
0.00/
±0.00
*c
0.03/
±0.04
1
2.07/
±0.40
2
0.00/
±0.00
3
0.02/
±0.05

( 
/
1.110
±0.48
0
0.010
±0.01
0
0.10/
±0.04
0
0.010
±0.01
0
0.04/
±0.08
1
2.620
±0.46

 /
H  

/
H  

(?3/A:3;A@
( 
/
0.001
±0.00
0
2.061
±0.23
1
0.00/
±0.00
1
0.010
±0.03
1
0.00/
±0.00
1
0.001
±0.00
0

 0
H  

( 
0.001
±0.00
/
0.762
±0.27
0
0.900
±0.09
1
1.841
±0.19
2
0.00/
±0.00
2
0.402
±0.12

(
0.772
±0.10
0
2.023
±0.28
1
0.170
±0.05
2
0.222
±0.03
2
0.00/
±0.00
3
1.373
±0.19

1
H  

2
H  

/

/

Different letters on the left side of mean values indicate statistical significant differences between consecutive weeks
per treatment and significant differences between week 0 and other weeks are indicated by *. Different letters on the
right side of mean values indicate statistical significant differences between consecutive treatments per week and significant statistical differences between the control and consecutive treatments are indicated by # (Student-Newman-Keuls
(SNK) post hoc test (p˂0.05)). 0 = week 0 (start of experiment/baseline); 1 = week 1 of exposure; 2 = week 2 of exposure;
3 = week 3 of exposure; 4 = week 4 of exposure; 5 = week 5 of exposure.
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3E=3?7:3;A/9=3?7<2

<;A?<9
/
3054.50/
±1336.74
/
2820.05/
±536.75
/
2145.77/
±334.35
0
3056.20/
±1521.92
0
5067.31/
±1021.68
1
1348.85/
±261.65
 /
H
 

(?3/A:3;A@
( 
/
2511.75/
±678.35
0
5311.530
±1345.83
1
2536.65/
±376.74
2
4279.510
±743.88
3
2189.130
±218.60
4
4434.840
±854.32
  0
H 

( 
/
3983.20/
±812.47
/
4155.080
±939.55
0
2506.37/
±613.09
1
6026.110
±1807.53
2
2291.910
±589.05
3
3903.260
±1065.56
 0
H  

( 
2764.82/
±703.12
0
4048.750
±2036.90
0
4826.920
±1170.06
0
3580.79b
±1924.17
0
5677.851
±1386.06
0
4722.930
±1381.44
   1
H   
/

(
2462.83/
±359.19
0
4457.820
±1982.52
0
4476.170
±721.55
1
9245.921
±2175.70
2
2376.462
±659.99
3
7153.181
±1005.67
  1
H  
/

Different letters on the left side of mean values indicate statistical significant differences between consecutive weeks
per treatment and significant differences between week 0 and other weeks are indicated by *. Different letters on the
right side of mean values indicate statistical significant differences between consecutive treatments per week and significant statistical differences between the control and consecutive treatments are indicated by # (Student-Newman-Keuls
(SNK) post hoc test (p˂0.05)). 0 = week 0 (start of experiment/baseline); 1 = week 1 of exposure; 2 = week 2 of exposure;
3 = week 3 of exposure; 4 = week 4 of exposure; 5 = week 5 of exposure.



buckwheat ($!  !  " !
 !) and wild buckwheat ($! 
!  " #) [35]. The present
study has found high Al accumulation that could
possibly be attributed to the uptake and xylem loading of aluminium [35]. [36] reported a 25 to 43-fold
increase in uptake of Al following exposure to Al in
duckweed (  L.). Many variables influence the uptake and storage of metals within plants,
especially that of the bioavailability of metals. The
other metals in the water could have influenced the
bioaccumulation of Al in the plants [37].

The Al concentrations increased in all the treatments and decreased in the control in week 1 in the
plants and generally fluctuated thereafter from week
to week during the experimental period. This fluctuating trend corresponds with that of the water concentrations (Table 2). The Al concentrations in the
plants declined after week 1 and increased significantly at week 3 in the control. The Al concentrations in all the other treatments varied between the
weeks. The highest accumulation occurred during
week 3 in treatment T4 (9245.92 ± 2175.70 mg/kg).
Significant increases in Al concentrations were
found between the start and the end of the experiment in treatments T2, T3 and T4. A significant decrease in Al concentrations was found between week
0 and week 5 in the control. The fluctuating Al concentrations in the water and plant samples are indicative of a regulation system where Al bioaccumulates in the plants up to a point and where excess Al
is released into the water from the plants [32]. After
reaching a certain threshold concentration in the
plant, the Al is eliminated by physiological mechanisms [33].
The pooled data revealed that Al accumulation
in plants increased with higher Al exposure. After
five weeks of exposure to Al the plants in three of
the treatments (T2, T3 and T4) showed significantly
higher Al concentrations compared to the control
plants. There is thus a positive relationship between
Al exposure concentration and Al bioaccumulation
in ! L. The results of this study are similar to the results found in common buckwheat (
$! ! !) [34] and also in both tartary

<==3?Comparisons of the mean Cu concentrations in water and plants between weeks per treatment and between treatments per week are shown in
Tables 4 and 5.
The Cu concentrations varied in all the treatments in the water over all five weeks of exposure.
However, no significant differences in Cu concentrations were found between the start and the end of the
experimental period in the different treatments, except for the control where a significant increase in
Cu concentrations was found. A significant increase
in Cu concentrations in the control and significant
decreases in Cu concentrations in treatments T1 and
T4 were found during week 1. After week 1 the Cu
concentrations decreased and increased from week
to week in the different treatments and the control.
The pooled data also revealed differences in Cu concentrations in the water for some of the treatments
compared to the control (Table 4).
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<;A?<9
/
0.00/
±0.00
0
1.59/
±0.05
1
0.36/
±0.42
2
1.38/
±0.67
2
0.90/
±0.71
3
0.37/
±0.08
/
H 

(?3/A:3;A@
( 
/
0.551
±0.04
/
0.491
±0.06
0
0.28/
±0.09
1
0.011
±0.03
2
0.311
±0.08
3
0.010
±0.01
 1
H  

( 
/
1.79b
±0.26
0
0.070
±0.08
0
0.00/
±0.00
1
0.490
±0.00
2
0.000
±0.00
2
0.000
±0.00
 0
H  

( 
1.952
±0.04
0
0.372
±0.07
1
0.00/
±0.00
2
0.922
±0.08
3
0.462
±0.16
4
0.991
±0.11
2
H  
/

(
0.053
±0.03
/
0.053
±0.04
0
0.42/
±0.07
0
0.673
±0.12
0
0.713
±0.10
0
0.792
±0.07
2
H  
/

Different letters on the left side of mean values indicate statistical significant differences between consecutive weeks
per treatment and significant differences between week 0 and other weeks are indicated by *. Different letters on the
right side of mean values indicate statistical significant differences between treatments per week and significant statistical differences between the control and treatments are indicated by # (Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) post hoc test
(p˂0.05)). 0 = week 0 (start of experiment/baseline); 1 = week 1 of exposure; 2 = week 2 of exposure; 3 = week 3 of
exposure; 4 = week 4 of exposure; 5 = week 5 of exposure.
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607.660
315.781
333.651
204.722
0/@397;3
±261.59
±170.34
±82.74
±85.49
±32.35
0
/
0
0
0
291.29/
487.440
1485.831
694.912
1258.833

±49.32
±262.23
±68.91
±45.86
±112.831
1
/
1
1
1
539.62/
481.79/
845.330
2729.601
3190.041

±84.42
±72.53
±540.19
±116.41
±750.56
2
0
2
2
2
305.48/
672.920
1158.311
749.702
1170.393

±28.37
±115.84
±216.625
±100.41
±272.40
3
1
3
3
3
755.82/
310.520
479.591
1594.332
2564.833

±55.82
±79.50
±120.04
±426.87
±351.23
4
/
2
0
4
1
3
2
3
222.52
2259.71
644.34
2001.79
2083.862

±39.55
±345.91
±120.86
±539.20
±293.01
/
/
/
/
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Different letters on the left side of mean values indicate statistical significant differences between consecutive weeks
per treatment and significant differences between week 0 and other weeks are indicated by *. Different letters on the
right side of mean values indicate statistical significant differences between consecutive treatments per week and significant statistical differences between the control and consecutive treatments are indicated by # (Student-Newman-Keuls
(SNK) post hoc test (p˂0.05)). 0 = week 0 (start of experiment/baseline); 1 = week 1 of exposure; 2 = week 2 of exposure;
3 = week 3 of exposure; 4 = week 4 of exposure; 5 = week 5 of exposure.

According to [38] Cu is more soluble in acidic
waters at pH values below 6.5. A possible explanation for the variation in the results of the present
study could be that the pH of the water in the control
and different treatments changed from slightly acidic

during week 0 to slightly alkaline during week 3 and
to more neutral during week 5. This variation of pH
from one week to another may affect the bioavailability of metals. The uptake of metals by plants is
dependent on the bioavailability of metals in water
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    ! and    !
[44].
A possible reason for the rapid uptake (see
week 1 concentrations in Table 5) of Cu in treatments T2, T3 and T2 was that the plants were not
physiologically adapted to the polluted environment
and was more vulnerable to taking up Cu during the
first week of exposure. After week 1 the plants might
have adapted physiologically to the environment and
could regulate the uptake and accumulation of Cu in
the plants, resulting in fluctuations in Cu concentrations in plants over the rest of the exposure period.
A possible reason for this fluctuation could be that a
down regulation mechanism for Cu uptake might exist. Another reason for the fluctuations of the Cu concentrations between weeks in the different treatments might be due to the plant attempting to internally regulate concentrations of the metal over time
to reduce the toxicity. Some metals such as Cu negatively affect cell membrane integrity causing an increase in electrical conductivity of water [17,45], as
observed in this study. The toxicity of Cu in combination with other metals in water can also cause oxidative stress over time, resulting in lipid peroxidation and ion leakage [17].

[39]. The Cu concentrations in the plants varied between weeks in all the treatments and the control.
This may be due to the varying pH values of the water, resulting in varying bioavailability of Cu. The
lowest pH in this study (6.33) and the highest Cu
concentrations were found during week 2 in treatment T4 (3190.04 ± 540.19 mg/kg). This is evidence
of the effect of lower pH values on the bioaccumulation of Cu. Accumulation of metals in various parts
of higher plants is often accompanied by an induction of a variety of cellular changes, some of which
directly add to metal tolerance capacity of plants
[40]. Copper appears to be relatively mobile in plants
[41]. The varying Cu concentrations between the
weeks per treatment and between treatments per
week in ! L. in the present study could
be indicative of bioaccumulation and the plants releasing Cu into the water through the leaves over
time or when decaying started [32]. However, in
general, significant increases in Cu concentrations in
plants were found between the start and the end of
the experiment in all the treatments, while Cu concentrations in plants significantly decreased between
week 0 and week 5 in the control (Table 5). The
pooled data also revealed an increase in Cu concentrations in the plants with higher Cu dosage, compared to the control. Therefore, Cu bioaccumulated,
overall in Cu-exposed ! over the experimental period. Significant accumulation of Cu has
also been observed in other macrophytes, such as

.7;1Comparisons of the mean Zn concentrations in water and plant samples between weeks per
treatment and between treatments per week are
shown in Tables 6 and 7. 
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0.38/
0.030
0.111
0.612
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±0.06
±0.14
±0.02
±0.02
±0.13
0
0
0
/
/
0.15/
3.58/
0.880
0.181
0.712

±0.04
±0.73
±0.06
±0.09
±0.07
1
1
1
0
0
0.56/
0.33/
0.130
1.271
0.212

±0.12
±0.03
±0.05
±0.08
±0.12
1
1
2
1
1
0.29/
0.54/
2.09/
0.39/
0.58/

±0.15
±0.35
±0.01
±0.06
±0.06
1
1
3
2
2
0.32/
1.00a
0.600
0.221
0.002

±0.17
±0.08
±0.00
±0.07
±0.52
2
2
3
3
3
0.31/
0.05/
0.66/
0.81/
0.33/

±0.23
±0.00
±0.18
±0.10
±0.17
/
/
/
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H  
H  
H  
3E=3?7:3;A/9=3?7<2
Different letters on the left side of mean values indicate statistical significant differences between consecutive
weeks per treatment and significant differences between week 0 and other weeks are indicated by *. Different
letters on the right side of mean values indicate statistical significant differences between treatments per week and
significant statistical differences between the control and treatments are indicated by # (Student-Newman-Keuls
(SNK) post hoc test (p˂0.05)). 0 = week 0 (start of experiment/baseline); 1 = week 1 of exposure; 2 = week 2 of
exposure; 3 = week 3 of exposure; 4 = week 4 of exposure; 5 = week 5 of exposure.
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1
0
1
1
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1
1
2
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Different letters on the left side of mean values indicate statistical significant differences between consecutive
weeks per treatment and significant differences between week 0 and other weeks are indicated by *. Different
letters on the right side of mean values indicate statistical significant differences between consecutive treatments
per week and significant statistical differences between the control and consecutive treatments are indicated by #
(Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) post hoc test (p˂0.05)). 0= week 0 (start of experiment/baseline); 1 = week 1 of
exposure; 2 = week 2 of exposure; 3 = week 3 of exposure; 4 = week 4 of exposure; 5 = week 5 of exposure.

The Zn concentrations in water samples decreased significantly in the control and increased significantly in the lower exposure treatment groups
during week 1, relative to week 0 (Table 6). No significant differences in Zn concentrations were found
in the higher exposure treatment groups during week
1, relative to week 0. Significant differences were
found between the start and the end of the experiment after the five week exposure period for some of
the treatments (Table 6).
Zinc concentrations differed in all the treatments between weeks. The lowest mean Zn concentration was found in week 2 (2833 ± 509.10 mg/kg)
in treatment T1 and the highest mean concentration
among the experimental treatment groups was measured in week 2 (20943 ± 5677.53 mg/kg) in treatment T3 in the plants (Table 7). Such high concentrations of Zn may affect physiological processes in
the plants [46]. Growth inhibition and chlorosis may
be possible consequences of Zn toxicity [20]. The Zn
concentrations in all the treatments except for the
control increased after week 1 of exposure, although
not all increases were statistically significant, and
then fluctuated in all the other weeks compared to
week 0. Zn concentrations varied per week in the different treatments compared to the control. Significant increases between the start and the end of the
experiment were found in treatments T1, T3 and T4.
A significant decrease between the start and the end
of the experiment was found in the control. The

pooled data revealed that higher Zn exposure concentrations lead to greater bioaccumulation. Greater
accumulation of Zn than Al in   was
found in a study by [36]. The results of this study are
similar to the results found by [36]. In studies by
[48] and [49] significant Zn accumulation in $
"   plants were also found. The mixture of metals in the water and their interactions may
have played a role in the bioavailability of Zn and its
bioaccumulation in  !. Interactions between a combination of metals in solution are often
complex and are dependent on the metal concentration and pH of the growth medium [46].
$#!)'$#
 $!! was tested for the bioaccumulation of metals (Al, Cu, Zn) over a 5 week
period under laboratory conditions. Contrary to how
many other experimental exposure studies on
aquatic plants were done, as seen in the literature, the
water was contaminated once off in the beginning of
the experiments to simulate a “pollution event”. The
5 week exposure period was also longer than in most
other studies in order to investigate variability over
time. This macrophyte proved highly effective in the
accumulation of these metals at all four exposure
concentrations. The results showed that concentrations of the metals in the water varied in all treatments over time with no specific patterns emerging
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[8] Gupta, M., Chandra, P. (1998) Bioaccumulation
and toxicity of mercury in rooted-submerged
macrophyte Vallisneria spiralis. Environmental
Pollution. 103, 327-332.
[9] Aravind, P., Prasad, M.N.V., Malec, P.,
Waloszek, A., Strzałka, K. (2009) Zinc protects
Ceratophyllum demersum L. (free-floating hydrophyte) against reactive oxygen species induced by cadmium. Journal of Trace Elements
in Medicine and Biology. 23, 50-60.
[10]Department of Water Affairs and Forestry
(DWAF) (1996) South African Water Quality
Guidelines. Volume 7: Aquatic Ecosystems.
Department of Water Affairs and Forestry.
[11]Fodor, F. (2002) Physiological responses of vascular plants to heavy metals. In: Prasad, M.N.V.,
Strzatka, K. (Eds.) Physiology and Biochemistry of metal Toxicity and Tolerance in Plants.
Kluwer Academic Publisher, Netherlands, 149177.
[12]Umebese, C.E., Motajo, A.J. (2008) Accumulation, tolerance and impact of aluminium, copper
and zinc on growth and nitrate reductase activity
of  $!!(Hornwort). Journal of Environmental Biology. 29(2), 197-200.
[13]Walker, C.H., Hopkin, S.P., Sibly, R.M.,
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. Environmental Pollution. 20, 303–
314.
[16]Devi, S.R., Prasad, M.N.V. (1998) Copper toxicity in  $!!L. (Coontail),
a free floating macrophyte: response of antioxidant enzymes and antioxidants. Plant Science.
138, 157-165.
[17]Gensemer, R.W., Playle, R.C. (1999) The bioavailability and toxicity of aluminium in aquatic
environments. Critical Reviews in Environmental Science and Technology. 29, 315–450.
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Zinc contamination in river water and sediments
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80-88.
[19]Rout, G.R., Das, P. (2003) Effect of metal toxicity on plant growth and metabolism: I. Zinc.
Agronomie. 23, 3-11.
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amongst the treatment groups. The metal concentrations in the plants were much higher compared to the
metal concentrations in the water. The metal bioaccumulation in  ! was also variable between consecutive weeks per treatment and between
consecutive treatments per week over a five week
exposure period. This may be due to  !
being able to regulate Al, Cu, and Zn throughout the
exposure period. The plant accumulated metals in
the order: Zn>Al>Cu. The results show that metals
are bioaccumulated quickly by  ! after
the water is contaminated with metals, i.e. after the
“pollution event”. However, over time, metals are
continuously exchanged between the plants and the
water, accounting for the fluctuations in metal concentrations observed over time. Therefore, the authors are of the opinion that should this species be
used as a phytoremediator, the plants need to be removed from the contaminated water a week or two
after the pollution event. It may be necessary to replace remediator plants until the metal levels are reduced to acceptable concentrations in the contaminated water. Further research is required on the use
of ! as a phytoremediator.
 #$+!"#('
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LPWs exceed the accumulated pollution loads of industrial wastewater and domestic sewage in China
[1]. The chemical oxygen demand (COD) and total
nitrogen (TN) discharge volumes from livestock and
poultry breeding in China are approximately
1.3×107 and 1.0×106 t/year, respectively, accounting for approximately 95.8% and 37.9%, respectively, of the total discharge volume of pollutants
from agriculture and 41.9% and 21.7%, respectively,
of the total discharge volume of pollutants in China;
however, over 90% of pollutants from livestock and
poultry breeding are untreated [2]. Untreated livestock and poultry breeding wastewaters (ULPWs)
typically exhibit high concentrations of organic matter, ammonium nitrogen (NH4+-N), TN, phosphate,
and suspended solids, acting as the key pollution
sources of surface water bodies in China [3]. However, the NO3--N concentrations in ULPWs are relatively low. According to the “Discharge Standard of
Pollutants for Livestock and Poultry Breeding”
(GB18596-2001), organic matter and NH4+-N are
still present at high concentrations (400 and 80
mg/L, respectively) in treated wastewater from
wastewater treatment projects. The effluent water
may influence the quality of surface and ground water if discharged directly into surface waters or if
used to irrigate farmland. Thus, effective approaches
for the advanced treatment of LPWs are urgently
needed.
The pollution loads of livestock wastewater are
markedly higher than those of poultry wastewater
due to the high discharge from each head of livestock
and the total amount of livestock in China. Furthermore, an increasing number of researchers have focused on livestock wastewater treatment; however,
few studies have focused on poultry wastewater
treatment, particularly the wastewater from high-intensity chicken farms [4,5]. The economic benefits
of high-intensity chicken farms are smaller than
those of livestock farms; as a result, most high-intensity chicken farms in China lack efficient wastewater
treatment and integrated utilization facilities [6]. In
addition, although some high-intensity chicken
farms have wastewater treatment and integrated utilization facilities, there are typically high operation
and maintenance costs and energy requirements for

The discharge of livestock and poultry breeding
wastewaters (LPWs) with high pollution load, particularly wastewater from broiler houses, has increased. This study performed simulation experiments on horizontal subsurface constructed wetlands
(HF-CWs) with   to examine the effect
of influent loads on the efficiency of nitrogen removal from wastewater from broiler houses. The results indicated that the removal of different forms of
nitrogen was influenced by microorganisms, plants,
influent loads and retention time. Plants and retention time accelerated the removal rate of nitrogen;
however, high influent loads decelerated the nitrogen removal rate, particularly for ammonium nitrogen (NH4+-N). Moreover, organic matter in water
promoted total nitrogen (TN) removal and, in particular, nitrate nitrogen (NO3--N) removal, by enhancing the activity of denitrifying bacteria. This enhanced removal might explain the low NO3--N concentrations observed in wastewaters from livestock
and poultry breeding. Furthermore, our results indicate that HF-CWs with   may be suitable for treating wastewater from livestock and poultry breeding that meet the “Discharge Standard of
Pollutants for Livestock and Poultry Breeding”
(GB18596-2001). However, HF-CWs with 
  should not be used to treat wastewaters from
livestock and poultry breeding directly; certain improvements are still needed for their application.
,*"%&:
Livestock and poultry breeding wastewaters, Constructed
wetlands, Nitrogen removal, Organic matter, Retention
time
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Currently, livestock and poultry breeding
wastewaters (LPWs), in addition to industrial
wastewater and domestic sewage, have been a considerable source of pollution. The pollution loads of
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these wastewater treatment systems. As a result, the
wastewater is not treated as thoroughly in the highintensity chicken farms with integrated utilization facilities, resulting in the direct discharge of
wastewater from chicken farms into adjacent receiving waters and farmland, which may, in turn, affect
the quality of adjacent surface waters [7, 8]. Hence,
constructed wetlands for poultry wastewater treatment should be proposed due to their moderate capital cost and low operating costs.
Horizontal subsurface constructed wetlands
(HF-CWs), which are often recognized as a sustainable wastewater treatment system with relatively low
energy consumption and operation and maintenance
costs, could potentially play multi-functional roles in
water treatment, landscapes, biodiversity, recreation
and education and are also an appropriate eco-system to remove pollutants, such as NH4+-N, from
wastewaters [9-11]. In recent years, many studies
have been focused on the water treatment function of
HF-CWs [12-14], primarily for the treatment of municipal, domestic, agricultural, and industrial
wastewater, as well as landfill leachate [15]. However, the application of HF-CWs in treating LPWs,
particularly poultry wastewater, is increasing slowly
due to the high concentration of pollutants and lack
of dissolved oxygen (DO) in filtration beds [11].
Various internal and external factors, such as the hydraulic retention time, hydraulic and nutrient mass
loading rates, substrates, plants, microbial communities, inflow ways, climate, pH, and dissolved oxygen, can affect the efficiency of nitrogen removal in
HF-CWs [16-18]. Microbial activities are typically
regarded as one of the dominant influential factors
[19-21]. Plant species can also be a significant influencing factor.    was found to be a suitable plant species option in HF-CWs where nitrogen
mainly occurs as NH4+-N [22, 23]. The concentrations of NH4+-N and organic matter were still rather
high in the treated LPWs; however, few studies have
reported on LPWs treated in HF-CWs with 
  because of the lack of investigation regarding
different influent nitrogen concentrations. The forms
of nitrogen (TN, NH4+-N, NO3--N), oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) and pH in wastewater with high
pollutant concentrations remain unknown.
This study aimed to determine the effect of influent C/N ratios due to influent loads and plants on
nitrogen removal in HF-CWs under experimental
conditions, to discuss the reasons for low nitrate nitrogen (NO3--N) concentrations, to analyze the pH
and ORP variations, and to assess whether HF-CWs
are suitable for treating livestock and poultry breeding wastewater. This study will provide a reasonable
reference for increasing the rate of nitrogen removal
in constructed wetlands (CWs) and improving the
management of livestock and poultry breeding
wastewater.

'%&! '"&

D=2>6:2;@.912?64;Three outdoor HF-CWs
(W1, W2 and W3) were operated using the intermittent method. Each treatment was performed in triplicate. The wetland beds were made of PVC cuboids
that were 10 mm thick, 1.3 m long, 0.5 m wide and
0.8 m high. These wetland beds were filled with a
0.55-m layer of large slag (5-30 mm in diameter) at
the bottom and a 0.1 m layer of small slag (<5 mm
in diameter) on top. The wetland beds were approximately 0.15 m long in the inlet sections, 1.0 m long
in the work sections, and 0.15 m long in the outlet
sections. The inlet and outlet sections were filled
with gravel (20-30 mm).    was planted
in the wetlands at a density of 40 cuttings per m2.
Experiments were performed from June to September 2015 to track plant growth and bacteria communities accommodating the wetland environment. The
formal experiment started after three months. Influent water was first prepared in three feed tanks (per
approximately 2 m3) by dissolving ammonium nitrate, sodium hydrogen phosphate and glucose in
each wetland. The influent water was introduced into
the three wetlands at the same time. Low load, middle load and high load were immitted into W1, W2
and W3 during the formal experiment (Table 1), respectively. The residence time of the influent water
in the wetlands was 9 d.
Water samples were collected from each wetland using perforated tubes (20 mm in diameter) and
combined using the inverted siphon method. Three
perforated tubes used to collect water samples were
embedded into the substrate to a depth of 0.3 m, and
their range of perforated parts was 0.15 m to 0.20 m
apart from the subsurface of the wetland substrate to
collect water samples from the top layer. Three additional tubes were driven into the substrate to a
depth of 0.45 m, and the range of perforated parts
was 0.30 m to 0.35 cm apart from the subsurface of
the wetland substrate to collect water samples from
the middle layer. Other perforated tubes supplied to
gather water samples from the bottom layer were
driven into the substrate to a depth of 0.60 m, and the
ranges of the perforated parts were 0.15 m to 0.20 m
apart from the bottom of the wetland.
*.@2>?.:=920<9920@6<;.;1.;.9E?2?Water
samples were collected daily from the perforated
tubes using the inverted siphon method. Collected
water samples were immediately stored in an ice
chest and transported to the laboratory. Portions of
the water samples were filtered through 0.45-μm
Whatman filters, and the remaining samples were filtered into separate polyvinyl vials. All water samples
were completely analyzed within 2 days. Water samples were analyzed for TN, total phosphorus (TP),
NH4+-N, NO3--N, chemical oxygen demand
(CODCr), pH and ORP. TN was analyzed by the testin-tube alkaline persulfate digestion method. The
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persulfate digestion method was used for TP, Nessler's reagent colorimetric method was used for NH4+N, the cadmium reduction method was used for NO3-N, and the potassium dichromate method was used
for CODCr. Water sample analyses were performed
using a UV–Vis spectrophotometer (UV-8000S,
METASH, China). A Sension ORP electrode and
Piccolo pH meter were used to measure the ORP and
pH of the water samples, respectively. The characteristics of real wastewater samples (washing water)
from the septic tank of high-intensity chicken farms
were as follows: NH4+-N, 302.9-458.1 mg/L; NO3-N, 67.5-132.4 mg/L; TN, 416.1-663.2 mg/L; CODCr,
314.5-530.6 mg/L; TP, 43.5-73.0 mg/L; orthophosphate phosphorus (PO43--P), 40.5-70.4 mg/L; and pH
range, 7.31-8.46. However, the characteristics were
variational with retention time in the septic tank.
And the real wastewater has much changing factors.
Hence, Synthetic wastewater was used for the sake
of revealing the effect of influent C/N ratios due to
influent loads and plants on nitrogen removal. Synthetic wastewater was prepared based on the real
poultry wastewater composition to accurately observe the performance of HF-CWs.

W2 and W3 during the 9 d. The TN removal efficiencies were 6.0-20.8% and 14.7-30.2% greater in
W1 than in W2 and W3, respectively, at the same
retention time, and they were 8.6-12.5% greater in
W2 than in W3. The highest removal efficiency was
94.48% in W1, 88.4% in W2 and 79.8% in W3.
However, a significant difference in TN removal efficiency was only observed between W1 and W3
(p<0.05). Hence, the influent TN concentrations
clearly affected the TN removal efficiencies.


(% 
5.;426;'!>2:<B.92336062;0E<3@52@5>22
C2@9.;1?C6@5>2@2;@6<;@6:2

!!.;1!" !>2:<B.9The NH4+-N removal efficiency generally increased with retention
time in the three wetland systems. The NH4+-N removal efficiency was significantly higher in W1 than
in W2 (p<0.05) and W3 (p<0.001), and it was significantly higher in W2 than in W3 (p<0.05) (Fig. 2). In
W1 and W2, the NH4+-N removal efficiency in the
middle layers was higher than in both the top and
bottom layers, and the top and bottom layers had
similar removal efficiencies. In W3, the NH4+-N removal efficiency in the middle layer was slightly
lower than in the top and bottom layers from day 2
onward. However, there were no significant differences in NH4+-N among the top, middle and bottom
layers in the three CWs. Thus, in the current study,
increasing the retention time could clearly enhance
the NH4+-N removal efficiency, and the influent
NH4+-N concentrations clearly affected the NH4+-N
removal efficiencies. However, layer effects for the
NH4+-N removal efficiencies were not observed in
the HF-CWs with  
No significant difference in NO3--N removal
efficiency was observed between W1 and W2
(p>0.05) (Fig. 3). However, a significant difference
existed between the NO3--N removal efficiencies of
W1 and W3 (p<0.001) and of W2 and W3 (p<0.001).
In W1, the NO3--N removal efficiencies among the
three layers were nonsignificant (p>0.05), and the efficiencies were all close to 100 percent during the retention period. In W2, the NO3--N removal efficiency in the middle layers were higher than those in

&@.@6?@60.9 .;.9E?6? Origin 7.5 software and
the SPSS 16.0 statistical package were used for
drawing and for the statistical analysis of the data,
respectively. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
performed to test the differences in TN, NH4+-N and
NO3--N among different wetlands and different substrate layers.
' 
2.;0<;02;@>.@6<;?F&<3@52:.6;=.>.:2
@2>?<36;39A2;@C.@2>:4 2D09A16;4=.;1
 !.;1=9.;@/6<:.??.@@522;1<3@522D=2>6
:2;@84 : 
Parameter
TN
TP
NH4+-N
NO3--N
CODCr
pH
C/N
biomass

W1
58.25±3.06
18.31±1.02
27.86±1.31
26.81±1.27
647±5.38
7.45
11.1
8.27

W2
124.36±4.83
19.40±0.45
57.06±3.04
61.48±3.15
650±8.72
7.54
5.2
10.87

W3
253.15±6.71
20.16±1.38
119.61±6.02
122.33±3.94
659±7.75
8.19
2.6
4.04

%&('&

'! >2:<B.9 A;12> 16332>2;@ 6;39A2;@ 9<.1?
As shown in Table 1, the CODCr and TP concentrations were similar in the influent water of different
treatments. The TN concentrations were different in
W1, W2 and W3, with mainly NH4+-N and NO3--N
and a small fraction of nitrite or organic nitrogen present, which led to different C/N ratios in the influent
water of the three wetlands. Consequently, the plant
biomasses were also different at the end of the experiment. As shown in Figure 1, the TN removal efficiencies all increased with retention time in W1,
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the top and bottom layers on day 1. The NO3--N removal efficiencies were not significantly different
among the three layers with increasing retention time
(p>0.05); the efficiencies exceeded 98.5 percent and
leveled off. In W3, variations in the NO3--N removal
efficiencies could be clearly observed with increasing retention time. The NO3--N removal efficiencies
initially increased, then decreased, increased again,
and then leveled off with increasing retention time.
However, no differences in the efficiencies were observed among the three layers, and the average efficiency was 91.0 percent on day 9. Therefore, retention time exerted a limited influence on the NO3--N
removal efficiencies under lower influent NO3--N
concentrations; however, higher influent NO3--N
concentrations significantly affected the NO3--N removal efficiencies. The three experiment wetland
systems with   did not display layer effects for the NO3--N removal efficiency

=.;1"%#B.>6.@6<;6;@5216332>2;@?A/
?@>.@29.E2>?<3C2@9.;1?Figure 4 shows the variations in the pH values of the different layers of the
three wetlands with retention time. The pH values

were significantly lower in W1 than in W2 (p<0.001)
and W3 (p<0.001), and the pH values were lower in
W2 than in W3 (p<0.05). At the same retention time,
the pH value ranking of the three wetlands was observed to be W3>W2>W1. Nevertheless, the pH values among the three layers in each wetland system
were not significantly different at the same retention
time (all p>0.05). All wetland systems exhibited an
increasing trend in pH values with increasing retention time. However, the pH range was from 7.1 to
8.0, 7.3 to 8.6 and 8.1 to 8.8 in W1, W2 and W3,
respectively.
The ORP ranking of the three wetlands was
W1>W2>W3 at a given retention time (Fig. 5; all
p<0.001). The ORPs of the three wetlands were different, with decreasing trends for W1 and W2 and a
flat trend for W3. In W2, the ORP was reduced because DO was consumed on day 1. Thereafter, the
ORP initially increased with increasing DO and then
gradually decreased. The highest ORP values were
499.50, 460.15, and 400.70 mV in W1, W2 and W3,
respectively. In addition, no significant differences
for ORP among the three layers in each wetland were
observed with increasing retention time (p>0.05).
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@2:? NH4+-N removal is affected by substrate adsorption, plant and microbial uptake, ammonia volatilization, microbiological nitrification, and NO3-N reduction to NH4+-N, among other factors [24, 25].
Slag substrate with a large bonding surface area for
microbes has a cation exchange capacity and can
provide sites for adsorption, which is favorable for
the adsorption of ammonium ions (NH4+) [26]. However, the NH4+ adsorption of slag was generally low
and only temporary, and the adsorbed NH4+ was utilized in other ways. Kronzucker et al. [27] noted that
NH4+ was the predominating form of available inorganic nitrogen for plant uptake at low pH or in reduced oxygen conditions. Nevertheless, the amount
of NH4+-N uptake by plants and microbes was limited during the 9 days of this study. The amount of
ammonia volatilization in the wetland systems was
low because surface water and algal activity were
lacking, which would increase the pH of the water,
and was negligible in HF-CWs under pH 7.0-9.0
[15]. The pH values were optimal for the growth of
nitrifying bacteria and nitrite bacteria based on the
efficiency of the nitrification process [28,29]. Some
researchers have indicated that NH4+-N removal depends mainly on nitrification activated by nitrifying
bacteria [30,31]. There were many aerobic zones in



the wetland systems due to the influent water carrying DO, atmosphere reaeration and the oxygen released from the plant rhizosphere [32]. In the aerobic
zones, NH4+ was first oxidized into nitrite (NO2-) and
then further transformed into nitrate (NO3-) [33,34],
which led to reduced NH4+-N concentrations and enhanced NH4+-N removal efficiencies. Moreover, the
concentrations differed between aerobic zones and
the other zones, which accelerated the diffusion of
NH4+ to aerobic zones and subsequently increased
NH4+-N removal, particularly in the middle layers of
W1 and W2. In addition, prolonging the retention
time of water in wetland systems promoted all the
above processes, which increased NH4+-N removal.
The NO3--N removal in wetland systems was
mainly caused by nitrification-denitrification processes and plant uptake [35]. In nitrification processes, NH4+-N is ultimately transformed into NO3-N in aerobic zones, after which denitrifying bacteria
convert NO3--N into NO2 or N2. Hence, nitrification
only converts nitrogen forms and does not reduce the
nitrogen content in wetland systems; denitrification
is considered the dominant nitrogen removal mechanisms in CWs [15,21,36]. In this study, the fluctuation of NO3--N removal efficiencies before three
days in W3 was the accumulation of NO3--N by nitrification processes, in which plentiful NH4+-N was
translated into NO3--N. In W1 and W2, NO3--N did
not accumulate because of the relative deficiency in
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NH4+-N. Meanwhile, prolonging the retention time
was also optimal for NO3--N removal in CWs. Prolonging the retention time can provide time for nitrification-denitrification processes, plant uptake and
increased chemical residence time in wetlands. A pH
of 7.0-9.0 was favorable for nitrification-denitrification occurring in CWs [37,38]. In addition, the experiment was performed in summer and early autumn, and the weather was rather warm in Jinan,
China, which may have accelerated bacterial activity
and benefitted the nitrification-denitrification processes. Although the amount of NO3--N uptake by
plants was limited, plant uptake was also useful for
NO3--N removal.

et al. and Zhu et al. [12, 21]. The results further revealed the reason behind the low NO3--N contents in
untreated wastewater from livestock and poultry
breeding.
3320@<3=9.;@?<;;6@><42;>2:<B.9Plants
are important to nitrogen removal in wetland systems. The plants in wetland systems, such as 
 , can not only remove nitrogen via direct uptake for plant growth but also transport oxygen
through their leaves and stems and into rhizomes,
which leads to the appearance of aerobic, anoxic, and
anaerobic zones, in that order, around the plant roots
[43]. In aerobic zones, the activity of nitrifying bacteria is promoted in the rhizosphere [44]; the activity
of denitrifying bacteria is accelerated in anaerobic
zones. Moreover, the roots of  can also
act as rough and adherent media for microbes and
released organic matter, which enhances denitrification [45, 46]. In this study, the biomass of  
in W3 was 43.7% and 39.3% lower than that in
W1 and W2 (Table 1), respectively, leading to a decrease in nitrogen removal efficiency. The higher influent ammonium concentrations in W3 suppressed
plant growth; induced symptoms of NH4+ toxicity,
including leaf chlorosis and a reduction in root to
shoot ratios [47]; and reduced the biomass of
 , ultimately affecting nitrogen removal. However, surplus NO3--N is not harmful for plant growth
[22, 48]. In addition, the root systems of  
 were confined in an approximately 0.35-m-deep
substrate layer, which led to increased NH4+-N removal in the middle layer of W1 and W2 because of
the aerobic zones. The roots of    were
damaged because of high influent ammonium concentrations, which limited NH4+-N removal in the
middle layer of W3. However, a significant layer effect in NH4+-N and NO3--N removal was not observed in this study.
Nitrogen for plant uptake mainly depends on
the availability of different inorganic nitrogen forms
in the environment. Growing plants predominantly
absorb the NH4+-N form in wetlands. Konnerup and
Brix [26] found that   not only took up
NH4+-N at faster rates than NO3--N but also had
higher contents of nitrogen in the tissues and higher
photosynthetic rates when supplied with NH4+-N.
However, excess NH4+-N inhibited plant growth.
Hence, the results further indicate that HF-CWs with
   were unfit for directly treating
wastewater from livestock and poultry breeding.
Nevertheless, according to the “Discharge Standard
of Pollutants for Livestock and Poultry Breeding”
(GB18596-2001), NH4+-N was still higher (80 mg/L)
in the treated wastewater from livestock and poultry
breeding. Hence, HF-CWs with    are
suitable for treating the treated wastewater from livestock and poultry breeding.
In the HF-CWs, TN, and NH4+-N removal efficiencies decreased with decreasing C/N ratios due to

3320@ <3 @52 6;39A2;@ 9<.1 <; ;6@><42; >2
:<B.9 The CODCr concentrations were similar in
the influent water of the three wetlands, and the TN
concentrations were different, resulting in different
C/N ratios with the order of W1>W2>W3. The C/N
ratios represent the relative amounts of carbon and
nitrogen sources in wetland systems. C/N ratios can
affect microorganisms’ nitrification and denitrification functions, the microbiological degradation of
organic matter, and microbial communities in wetland systems [39, 40]. The NH4+-N removal efficiencies in the three wetlands increased with increasing
C/N ratios. This observation disagreed with the results obtained by Zhu et al. [21], in which the CODCr
concentrations were adjusted and the TN concentrations were uniform in influent water. In contrast, the
TN concentrations in influent water were adjusted
and the CODCr concentrations were invariant in this
study. However, the degradation of organic matter
demanded more oxygen in the CWs, leading to the
DO in water to decrease rapidly, the ORP in water to
decrease, the transformation of NH4+-N to be inhibited, and the occurrence anoxic and anaerobic environments, which favored NO3--N removal. As a result, TN removal was enhanced.
Denitrification processes are considered the
dominant mechanisms of nitrogen removal in CWs.
Glucose as a carbon source is the major electron donor for denitrification, consumes hydrogen ions (H+)
and is converted into carbonate (CO32-) in denitrification processes, which subsequently lead to an increase in the pH of the CWs. A sufficient carbon
source increases the denitrification process, whereas
the lack of a carbon source inhibits the denitrification
process [41,42]. In this study, the high C/N ratios in
W1 and W2 indicated sufficient carbon sources and
accelerated the denitrification in CWs, resulting in
higher TN removal efficiencies. In W3, the low C/N
ratio restrained the denitrification process due to the
lack of a carbon source; consequently, the TN removal efficiencies were lower due to insufficient
electron donors for denitrification by microorganisms. Hence, the TN and NO3--N removal efficiencies increased with increases in the C/N ratio, which
was in agreement with the results reported by Ding
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[4] Wei, X.M., Lin, C., Duan, N., Peng, Y.X. and
Ye, Z.Y. (2010) Application of aerobic biological filter for treating swine farms wastewater.
Procedia Environmental Sciences. 2, 15691584.
[5] Othman, I., Anuar, A.N., Ujang, Z. and Rosman,
N.H. (2013) Livestock wastewater treatment using aerobic granular sludge. Bioresource Technology. 133, 630-634.
[6] Song, W., Zang, H.L., Zhang, F., Liu, C.Q. and
Bi, X.J. (2013) Study on feasibility of emission
reaching standared for treatment of washing
wastewater of large-scale chicken farms by
three-stage process. Ecological Engineering.
31(S), 307-309, 328 (in Chinese).
[7] Hao, Q.B. (2014) Harms and treatment
measures of wastewater from poultry farms.
Poultry Science 6, 46-49 (in Chinese).
[8] Zhu, D.L., Sun, C., Zhang, H.H., Wu, Z.L., Jia,
B. and Zhang, Y. (2012) Roles of vegetation,
flow type and filled depth on livestock
wastewater treatment. Ecological Engineering.
39, 7-15.
[9] Becerra-Jurado, G., Harrington, R. and KellyQuinn, M. (2012) A review of the potential of
surface flow constructed wetlands to enhance
macroinvertebrate diversity in agricultural landscapes with particular reference to Integrated
Constructed Wetlands (ICWs). Hydrobiologia.
692(1), 121-130.
[10]Wu, S., Kuschk, P., Brix, H., Vymazal, J. and
Dong, R. (2014) Development of constructed
wetlands in performance intensifications for
wastewater treatment: a nitrogen and organic
matter targeted review. Water Research. 57, 4055.
[11]Wu, S.B., Lei, M., Lu, Q.M., Guo, L.C. and
Dong, R.J. (2016) Treatment of pig manure liquid digestate in horizontal flow constructed wetlands: Effect of aeration. Engineering in Life
Sciences. 16(3), 263-271.
[12]Ding, Y., Song, X.S., Wang, Y.H. and Yan,
D.H. (2012) Effects of dissolved oxygen and influent COD/N ratios on nitrogen removal in horizontal subsurface flow constructed wetland.
Ecological Engineering. 46, 107-111
[13]Ávila, C., Reyes, C., Bayona, J.M. and García,
J. (2013) Emerging organic contaminant removal depending on primary treatment and operational strategy in horizontal subsurface flow
constructed wetlands: Influence of redox. Water
Research. 47(1), 315-325
[14]Wu, S.B., Kuschk, P., Brix, H., Vymazal, J. and
Dong, R.J. (2014) Development of constructed
wetlands in performance intensifications for
wastewater treatment: A nitrogen and organic
matter targeted review. Water Research. 57, 4055.

the different influent TN concentrations. Organic
matter enhanced NO3--N removal due to the intense
activities of denitrifying bacteria and, to a certain extent, reduced dissolved oxygen content in
wastewaters, which may have caused the low NO3-N concentrations in LPWs. Carbon and nitrogen
sources significantly increased the pH and decreased
the ORP in CWs. Furthermore, the presence of
   and a prolonged retention time also
promoted nitrogen removal in the CWs. Hence, HFCWs are suitable for the downstream treatment of
the treated wastewater from livestock and poultry
breeding with higher organic matter and NH4+-N,
which is advantageous for protecting regional water
resources. Additionally, the experimental results did
not support a layer effect of nitrogen removal in HFCWs with   .
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The Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR) is a deep,
canyon-reservoir created in consequence of the
Changjiang (Yangtze) River's impoundment by the
Three Gorges Dam in southwest China. To study the
spatio-temporal dynamics of phytoplankton functional groups and the main driving factors in this
large subtropical reservoir, field samplings were
conducted in five sections along the longitudinal axis
of the TGR in summer (August 2012), autumn (December 2012), winter (January2013), and spring
(April 2013), respectively. Twenty-nine phytoplankton functional groups were identified among 246
phytoplankton species. There were obvious seasonal
and spatial differences in both the biomass and composition of the phytoplankton functional groups. The
algal biomass in the mainstream was at low level
during the study period and the dominant functional
groups included groups B, D, P, and MP, which
adapted to mixed and turbid water condition. In comparison with the mainstream, the algal biomass in the
tributaries was higher in during the flood seasons
(spring and summer) and the dominant groups
switched to X2, LO, and P, which prefer meso-eutrophic environments and standing water. In the dry
seasons (autumn and winter), the dominant groups in
the tributaries were B, D, P, LO, and Y. Group LO and
Y can swim to optimal light and nutrients layers with
the help of flagella. The study suggests that hydrological regimes such as mixing, water flow, water
temperature, and thermal structure played an important role in determining the biomass and community structure of phytoplankton, and shows the value
of phytoplankton functional groups in studying algal
spatio-temporal dynamics in the TGR.

In aquatic ecosystem, hydrodynamics takes an
important part in the water quality formation, and biological productivity by affecting the movement of
suspended substance and dissolved matter, heat; the
intensity of internal circulation of the aquatic ecosystem, the speed of pollution processes, and self-purification capacity [1]. Hence, hydrologic regimes
may influence the community structure and biomass
of phytoplankton directly (e.g. water column stability and water retention time) [2, 3, 4] and indirectly
(e.g. light and nutrient availability) [5, 6].
The concept of “functional groups” was put
forward by Grime [7] and introduced into aquatic
ecosystems by Reynolds [8]. Following Grime's [7]
seminal work on the classification of terrestrial vegetation, several phytoplankton functional groups
were defined by Reynolds that may potentially be
dominant or co-dominant species in a certain habitat
by using the morphological, physiological, and ecological traits of the phytoplankton species [8, 9]. To
date, 40 phytoplankton functional groups have been
identified [8, 10, 11]. Phytoplankton functional
groups are useful in aquatic environment research by
their preference, tolerance, and dislike to the habitat
[12]. So that, in recent years, there has been a growing interest in phytoplankton functional groups versus species [13, 14]. The functional group approach
has been applied worldwide in many different lakes
and reservoirs [8, 11].
The Three Gorges Reservoir (TGR) is a deep,
subtropical canyon-reservoir, created in consequence of the Changjiang (Yangtze) River's impoundment by the Three Gorges Dam in southwest
China. It has a 30 m fluctuation in the water level and
the capacity of the TGR in checking working condition is 45 billion cubic meters. It plays an important
role in flood control, power generation, navigation,
and water diversion. The impoundment changed
stretches of inflow tributaries into reservoir-bays in
downstream of the TGR, and algal blooms often occur in these bays, especially during warm springs

,+$&'
Phytoplankton, Functional group, Community structure,
Three Gorges Reservoir
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a humid subtropical climate, with hot rainy summers
and warm winters, early springs and cold autumns.
The mean annual temperature was 18.4 °C and the
mean annual precipitation was about 1050mm [24,
25].
In the present study, we chose five sections
from downstream to upstream of the TGR: Zigui
(ZG), Wushan (WS), Yunyang (YY), Zhongxian
(ZX) and Mudong (MD). There were 10 sampling
sites distributing in three different habitats, i.e. mainstream (M), main tributaries (T) and confluences (C)
in each section (Fig. 1).

'0<?;8=60=3?A>24BB8=6Sampling was carried out seasonally, in August, December 2012 and
January, April 2013 respectively. One-liter samples
were collected at a depth of 0.5m beneath the water
surface, preserved with 1% neutral Lugol’s solution
and settled in a cylindrical bottle for more than 48
hours. We siphoned the supernatant off with a 2mm
diameter hose, and collected the residue (50 mL) for
counting algae. 
Conductivity (Cond), pH, dissolved oxygen
(DO, %), water temperature (Temp, °C) and turbidity (Turb, NTU) at each sampling site were measured
with an YSI 6600 V2 multi-parametric sonde. Water
transparency was measured with a Secchi disk. The
data of total nitrate (TN), total phosphorus (TP), nitrate (NO- 3-N), soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP)
and chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) were cited from Wang et
al. [26] who took water samples at each samples sections simultaneously with us.

[15, 16]. Because of the importance of the TGR project, there has been a great deal of research on seasonal phytoplankton community variation [17], algal
blooms, eutrophication [15], and the main factors affecting algae growth in it, especially in the important
tributaries and bays, such as the Daning River [18,
19], Xiangxi Bay [16, 20, 21, 22] and Xiaojiang
River [23]. However, the approach about phytoplankton functional groups in the whole reservoir,
giant as TGR with dramatic water level fluctuations
and complex water regimes, are still lacking.
In the present study, we applied the concept of
phytoplankton functional groups to study phytoplankton community composition, structure, and its
temporal and spatial variation in the mainstream and
important tributaries in five sections along the longitudinal axis of the TGR. We assumed that the hydrological regime would be the main factor influencing
the changes in biomass and composition of phytoplankton in the TGR. The intention of our study is to
contribute useful information for improving aquatic
environment and reservoir regulation in the TGR and
other similar reservoir systems.
"(&!'#"($'

'CD3H0A40The TGR is located in southwest
China, and stretches from Sandouping of Hubei, to
Jiangjin district of Chongqing Municipality (29°16′–
31°25′ N, 106°–110°50′ E) (Fig. 1) [18, 24]. It is canyon-shaped, 663 km long and very deep (the maximum depth is about 160m). This region of China has

)& 
8BCA81DC8>=>5B0<?;8=6B8C4B8=C74(&
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'0<?;40=0;HB8BWe counted the phytoplankton with a light microscope (Leica DM 1000) at
400× magnification. Taxonomic identification of
phytoplankton species was done according to Hu and
Wei [27]. Phytoplankton functional groups were
identified according to the criteria of Reynolds et al.
[8] and Padisák et al. [11]. We calculated the phytoplankton bio-volume by the geometric shapes formulae [28]. Algae biomass was expressed in fresh
weight, and 1 mm3 L-1= 1 mg L-1 was assumed [29,
30].

0;2D;0C8>=B Secchi depth (SD) was multiplied by 2.7 to provide an estimate of euphotic zone
depth (Zeu) [31]. Depth of the mixing zone (Zmix)
was equivalent to the depth of epilimnetic zone when
water body was stratified. In the case of the absence
of stratification, Zmix was equal to the actual depth
at the sampling site [32]. The ratio of Zeu to Zmix
was used as an index of light availability in the mixing zone [33]. Real-time water level data were obtained from the website of the China Three Gorges
Corporation (http://www.ctgpc.com /sxjt/sqqk/index.html). 
Relative water column stability (RWCS) was
computed by using the following formula: RWCS=
(Dh-Ds)/ (D4-D5), where Dh is the bottom water density, Ds is the surface water density, D4 and D5 are
the density of pure water at 4 °C and 5 °C, respectively [34]. In the present study, the depth of 0.5 m
was considered as the “surface”. The actual depth
was considered as the “bottom” when it was less than
50 m, otherwise, while the depth of 50 m was considered as the “bottom” for depths of 50 m or more,
because data from deeper strata were not measured.
The values of M, T, and C in each section were
the average of the sampling sites data in the corresponding habitats.

0C0 0=0;HB8B Principal component analysis
(PCA) was used to determine which physicochemical variables contributed to the temporal and spatial

variation of phytoplankton. The PCA analysis was
performed using the software CANOCO version 4.5
on the variables including Temp, Cond, DO (%),
Turb, pH, Zeu, Zmix, Zeu/Zmix, RWCS, TP, TN,
N/P, NO3-N, and SRP. All variables were all transformed by log (x + 1).
Statistical analysis was carried out using the
SPSS 18.0 package. Variance analysis (ANOVA)
was employed for comparing means. In order to determine whether unimodal or linear ordination methods should be used we performed a detrended correspondence analysis (DCA) of the phytoplankton species and main environmental variables. Canonical
correspondence analysis (CCA) was utilized to ordinate phytoplankton functional groups data with environmental variables, and this was tested using
Monte Carlo simulation. DCA and CCA were run
using the software CANOCO 4.5 [35] with the environmental and phytoplankton variables which were
transformed to log (x + 1).


&')!('

H3A>3H=0<82B Water level fluctuation and
water flow variation of the TGR during the study period are shown in Fig. 2. As a consequence of hydraulic operations, the water level varied between
145.9 m and 172.5 m, with a range of 26.6 m. In the
flood season (from June to September), water level
of the TGR was maintained the lowest at 145 m by
hydrologic regulation to achieve a capacity of flood
storage of 22.15 billion m3. At the end of the flood
season (from August to September), the water level
rose to 175 m rapidly, and was kept until the end of
the dry season (February). The water level dropped
to 145 m slowly during the transition period (March
to May) before the next flood season. Water flow
was higher in the flood season than in the dry season.
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%7HB820;0=3274<820;B24=0A8>BWater temperature, euphotic zone, light availability, and turbidity showed significant spatial and temporal differences in the TGR (Figs. 4–7). Water temperature was
higher in the upstream than in the downstream in
spring (<0.05), while in autumn and winter the reverse conditions prevailed (<0.05), and in summer
there was no significant spatial differences (>0.05)
(Fig. 4). The euphotic zone (Zeu) (Fig. 5) and light
availability (Zeu/Zmix) (Fig. 6) of the water column
were higher in tributaries than in the confluences and
mainstream, and higher in the flood season than in
the dry season. In addition, these values were higher
in midstream (from Yunyang to Zhongxian) than in
upstream (Mudong) and downstream (Zigui), while
Turb values presented an opposite result (<0.05)
(Fig. 7).

The relative water column stability (RWCS)
was higher in the tributaries during summer and was
lower during autumn and winter (<0.05), and intermediate in spring. The RWCS maintained a lower
level during the sampling period in Zigui (ZG) and
the mainstream of Wushan (WS), Yunyang (YY),
Zhongxian (ZX) and Mudong (MD). It was relatively high in the confluences of WS and YY, and
comparatively low at the confluences of ZG, ZX, and
WS. (Fig. 3)
From the variation in RWCS, the mixing regime could be identified: the water column was stratified during summer in the tributaries and confluences, and was mixed in the autumn and winter.
Spring was a transition period with the water column
condition was transformed from mixing to stratification. The water column was mixed well in the mainstream during the whole year in the five sections.
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Turb (0.90) (Fig. 8).

%7HC>?;0=:C>=3H=0<82BThe average phytoplankton biomass in summer and spring was 8.36 mg
L-1 and 6.29 mg L-1, respectively, which was higher
than that in autumn (0.49 mg L-1) and winter (3.03
mg L-1) (<0.05). Furthermore, the phytoplankton
biomass in the tributaries was higher than in the
mainstream and confluences during the four seasons
(<0.05) (Fig. 9).
A total of 246 taxa of phytoplankton species
were identified in the TGR, belonging to eight major
taxonomic categories: Chlorophyta (122), Cyanophyta (31), Bacillariophyta (67), Cryptophyta (5),
Pyrrrophyta (4), Euglenophyta (5), Chrysophyta (5),
and Xanthophyta (1). The 246 phytoplankton taxa
identified were members of 29 functional groups
(Table 1). We considered functional groups which
account for not less than 5% of total biomass at least
one time during the sampling period as main groups.
Twenty one main groups were recognized in our
study(namely group B, C, D, E, F, G, H1, J, LO, M,
MP, N, P, S1, SN, TB, TD, W1, X1, X2, and Y); collectively contributed more than 90% of total phytoplankton biomass in each sample. Most of the groups
appeared in all the four seasons. The composition of
the phytoplankton community and the process of
succession were analyzed using these 21 prevailing
functional groups. The typical traits of these main
functional groups are shown in Table 2.

)&
%A8=28?0;2><?>=4=CB0=0;HB8B>54=E8A>=<4=C0;
E0A801;4B8=C74(&
PCA using fourteen abiotic variables explained
68.9% of the data variations in the first two axes
(axis 1 = 39.9%, axis2 = 29%). The first principal
component reflected the seasonal gradient and the
mixing regime. The most important variables for
axis 1 ordination were Zmix (−0.76), RWCS (0.87),
Zeu/Zmix (0.67), and Temp (0.60). The second axis
showed the gradient of the transparency of the water
column; with the most important variables for its ordination were euphotic zone depth (Zeu) (−0.79) and
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Group
code
A
B
C
Y
E
G
H1
K
D
S1
S2
SN
LO

J

TC

Genus included in the group
Rhizosolenia
Cyclotella, Coscinodiscus
Melosira, Asterionella
Cryptomonas
Dinobryon, Mallomonas
Eudorina, Pandorina
Aphanizomenon, Anabeana
Aphanothece, Aphanocapsa
Stephanodiscus, Nitzschia, Synedra, Cymatopleura
Phormidium, Lyngbya
Spirulina
Raphidiopsis, Cylindrospermopsis, Dactylococcopsis, Anabeana
Synechocystis, Chroococcus, Merismopedia, Ceratium, Peridinium, Peridinium,
Gymnodinium

Scenedesmus, Sorastrum, Actinastrum,
Coronastrum, Pediastrum, Tetraedron,
Crucigenia, Coelastrum, Chodatella, Franceia, Tetrastrum, Acanthosphaera, Golenkinia, Westellopsis, Tetradesmus
Gloeocapsa

Group
code
M
P
T
TB
TD
W1
W2
X1
X2
X3
XPH
N
MP

F

952

Genus included in the group
Microcystis
Closterium, Closteriopsis, Melosira, Fragilaria
Planctonema
Melosira, Pinnularia
Oedocladium
Gonium, Euglena, Phacus
Trachelomonas
Chlorella, Ankistrodesmus, Monoraphidium
Chroomonas, Chlamydomonas, Pteromonas, Dysmorphococcus, Ochromonas, Chromulina, Kephyrion
Sphaerellopsis, Schroederia
Phacotus
Desmid, Spondylosium, Staurastrum, Gonatozygon, Tabellaria
Oscillatoria,
Pseudanabaenaceae,
Chlorococcum,
Ulothrix, Melosira, Anomoeneis, Rhopalodia, Amphora,
Epithemia, Navicula, Stauroneis, Cocconeis, Diatoma,
Achnanthes, Cymbella, Diploneis, Surirella, Neidium,
Gomphonema, Eunotia, Gyrosigma, Hantzschia,
Caloneis, Amphiprora
Sphaerocystis, Kirchneriella, Dictyosphaeria, Selenastrum, Palmella, Coccomyxa, Planktosphaeria, Treubaria,
Botryococcus, Quadrigula, Elakatothrix, Westella, Oocystis, Nephrocytium, Micratinium, Gloeocystis, Asterococcus, Schizochlamys, Echinosphaerilla
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Codon
B

Habitat template
Mesotrophic small-medium-sized lakes

Tolerances
Light deficiency

C

Eutrophic small- and medium-sized lakes

Light, C deficiencies

D
E

Shallow turbid waters including rivers
Eutrophic to hypertrophic, small- to medium-sized water
bodies
Clear, deeply mixed and meso-eutrophic lakes

Flushing
Low nutrients (resort to mixotrophy)
Low nutrients,
high turbidity
High light

F
G

H1
J
LO
M
MP
N

P
S1
SN

Stagnating water columns with nutrient-rich conditions;
small eutrophic lakes, and stable stages in larger reservoirs
and river-fed basins
Eutrophic, both stratified and shallow lakes with low nitrogen content
Shallow, mixed, highly enriched systems (including many
low-gradient rivers)
Deep and shallow, oligo to eutrophic, medium to large
lakes
Eutrophic to hypertrophic, small- to medium-sized water
bodies
Frequently stirred up, inorganically turbid shallow lakes
Continuous or semi-continuous mixed layer of two to three
meters in thickness. This group can live in shallow lakes
which the mean depth is within this regulation or greater,
and also in the mixing phases in stratified lakes epilimnia
Similar to that of codon N but at higher trophic states
Turbid mixed environments. This codon includes only
shade-adapted cyanoprokaryotes
Warm mixed environments

Segregated nutrients

Prolonged or deep mixing

High insolation

Flushing, low total light

Nutrient deficiency

Stratification, pH rise

Mild light and C deficiency

Stratification,
Si depletion
flushing

High light
Deficient conditions
Light-nitrogendeficient condition

X2

Shallow, meso-eutrophic environments

stratification

Y

953

Nutrient deficiency

Mixing, poor light, low
phosphorus
Setting into low light

X1

TB
W1

CO2 deficiency

Low nitrogen,
low carbon

Mesotrophic standing waters or slow-flowing rivers with
emergent macrophytes
Highly lotic environments (streams and rivulets)
Ponds, even temporary, rich in organic matter from husbandry or sewages
Including large cryptomonads and small dinoflagellates,
can live in wide range of habitats, and its representative
species could exist in almost all lentic habitats with low
grazing pressure
Shallow, eu-hypertrophic environments

TD

Sensitivities
pH rise, Si depletion, stratification
Si exhaustion,
stratification
Nutrient depletion
CO2 deficiency

flushing

High BOD

grazing

Low light

Phagotrophs

stratification

Nutrient deficiency,
filter feeding
Mixing, filter feeding
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relationships between environmental variables and
phytoplankton functional groups. The CCA ordination results on axes 1 and 2 are showed in Figs. 11a
and b. Automatic forward selection was used for the
six main environmental variables. The Monte Carlo
permutation test (499 random permutations) revealed that the first axis and all axes were significant
(F = 17.14, P = 0.002; F = 7.84, P = 0.002).
The CCA ordination for phytoplankton functional groups and environmental variables on all canonical axes cumulatively accounted for 94.2% of
the variance in phytoplankton-environment relationships, 41.6% and 30.4% of the variance were explained by the first two CCA axes. The relative eigenvalues of axis 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 0.238, 0.174,
0.074, and 0.053, respectively. All the six environmental variables were selected as significant variables (Temp p = 0.002, F = 16.40; Zeu/Zmix p =
0.006, F = 12.82; Turbid p = 0.006, F = 4.94; RWCS
p = 0.002, F= 4.19; Zeu p = 0.01, F = 3.47, Zmix p =
0.034, F =2.29).

There were marked seasonal variations in the
representation of each of the 21 main phytoplankton
functional groups (Fig. 10). During summer, groups
SN, P, B, and D dominated in the mainstream (58%
of total biomass), LO, G, and J dominated in the tributaries (54%) and X2, G, B, J dominated in the confluences (69%). In autumn, the mainstream was
dominated by groups Y, P, and B (66%), the tributary was dominated by Y, B, D (57%) and the confluence was dominated by Y, P, B and D (68%). In
winter groups Y, B, and D dominated in the mainstream (70%), groups LO and D dominated in the
tributaries (82%) and LO, F, D dominated in the confluences (81%). In spring groups LO, X2, B dominated in the mainstream (77%), Y, X2, B dominated
in the tributaries (75%) and X2, F, B dominated in
the confluences.

0=>=820;2>AA4B?>=34=240=0;HB8BA DCA
of the prevailing phytoplankton functional groups revealed that the gradient length of the first axis was
3.6, and therefore CCA was performed to reveal the
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There are riverine, transitional, and lacustrine,
three major zones in typical reservoirs [46]. And this
theory is applied to conditions in the mainstream of
the TGR. The Zigui section, in the head region of the
TGR, very close to the Three Gorges Dam, may be
the region most affected by reservoir impounding
and water level fluctuations, in summer and spring
of the TGR, although the inflows were relatively
higher than in autumn and winter, the velocity was
still low [19]. When the water level was stable, the
relative stability of the water column increased, and
thermal stratification developed in the tributaries. In
the tributary of the Zigui section, the phytoplankton
functional groups G and X2 were dominant in summer and spring, respectively. The two groups consisting of Chlorophyta (   , 
  and etc.) and Cryptophyta
( ) which are well adapted to live in nutrient–rich conditions in standing water [11]. The
competitiveness of the two groups is enhanced by the
possession of flagella, which may significantly decrease its sinking rate and allow vertical migration
between water layers with optimal light conditions
and nutrient concentrations [47, 48].
Spring was the beginning of the wet season, and
thermal stratification developed as the water warmed
up. However, this was a transition period and stratification in the tributaries was not stable. Group B and
X2, which are well adapted to low light availability
conditions, showed high relative biomass in this low
Zeu/Zmix. Group B included larger centric diatoms
(GALD>10 μm), and their shape makes contribution
to the high surface/volume for light harvesting efficiently. Furthermore, their dependence on turbulence for suspension makes them sensitive to mixing
depth and the seasonal water column stratification
[8], which may explain the relatively low biomass of
group B observed in summer.
In autumn, the water level rose rapidly and the
backwater from the Changjiang River disrupted the
thermal stratification and caused rapid water body
mixing in the tributaries. Moreover, there was no significant spatial heterogeneity in the hydrological regimen between the mainstream and tributaries
(>0.05). Low Zeu/Zm values recorded in autumn
and winter indicate that light was an important limiting factor for phytoplankton growth. A community
consisting of diatoms (groups B, D, and P) and Cryptophyta (group Y) dominated in autumn. The CCA
biplot diagram (Fig. 11a) showed that these groups
were well adapted to mixing and low light availability conditions. The shape of the diatoms in groups B,
D and P contributes to the maintenance of high surface/volume and efficient light harvesting. Group Y
could live in a wide range of habitats. However, phytoplankton in this group are vulnerable to the feeding
activities of lots kinds of crustacean zooplankton, a
few rotifers, and protistans [8]. However, the grazing
pressure in the TGR during the dry season was relatively low [49, 50, 51].

')''$#
The growth of phytoplankton is usually limited
by the combined net effects of nutrient availability,
major ions, pH, light availability, water temperature,
and other physicochemical factors, especially nutrient and light availability [36, 37, 38, 39]. All the
above factors may be strongly related to the water
flowing, morphology and hydrology of the water
body [32]. In reservoirs, the hydraulic regime generally affects the structure and abundance of the phytoplankton community by influencing the availability of nutrient and light [32, 40, 41, 42].
After the impoundment of the TGR, the water
level and water depth increased, and temperature
stratification in tributaries during the wet season occurred. Water flow velocity was reduced and the water environment of the reservoir area has changed
from a typical river water to a kind of water body like
lake. During our study, the water regime of the TGR
showed obvious spatial and seasonal heterogeneity.
In the mainstream, water flow velocity was relatively
high, and large amounts of sediment were transported from the bare shoreline by surface runoff and
river flow [43]. This caused high turbidity, low Zeu,
and low RWCS during the study period, especially
in summer. The concentration of TP and TN in the
mainstream was not lower than in the tributaries
[26], but the biomass of phytoplankton maintained
low level in the mainstream in our study. Therefore,
we speculate that light availability may be the most
important limiting factor in the growth of phytoplankton in the TGR’s mainstream. This may explain
why phytoplankton biomass was low in the mainstream during the whole sampling period.
In the tributaries and confluences, sediment
sunk to the bottom because of the low flow velocity,
creating conditions where turbidity was lower and
Zeu was higher than in the mainstream. There was a
period of stratification in the tributaries during the
wet season, which could inhibit the internal circulation of nutrients. In turn, nutrient availability would
decrease as surface water temperature and water column stability increase, and limit the growth of phytoplankton in the euphotic zone [44, 45]. However,
the frequent precipitation in summer and spring
brings external nutrients from the terrestrial ecosystem into the reservoir and increases nutrient availability in the surface water. The biomass of phytoplankton was high in such a condition, and there was
a higher frequency of algal blooms in tributaries and
reservoir-bays [15].
Phytoplankton functional groups under stratification condition and mixing condition were separated in the result of CCA (Fig. 11b). Stratification
condition was characterized by a high value of light
availability, water column stability and water temperature and low turbidity, while mixing condition
was on the contrary.
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In winter, the dominant groups in the TGR were
the same as in autumn, except for the Mudong section. The biomass of phytoplankton was relatively
high in the Mudong tributary and reached 0.8 mg L1
, group LO(   sp.) had absolute predominance (74%).    sp. is a kind of eurythermic alga that can multiply rapidly in a wide range of
water temperature (10–28 °C) [52]. The mild temperature (about 10 °C), calm water column, and domestic sewage rich in organic nutrients discharged
by Mudong Town provided a good growing condition for the mass propagation of    sp.
[53, 54].
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In the TGR, temperature, water-level fluctuation and water flow have a major effect on the structure and abundance of phytoplankton functional
groups because of their influence on the stability and
turbidity of the water body. The functional groups
approach provides a practical way of describing the
seasonal variations in phytoplankton in the large and
deep subtropical reservoir.
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tion can greatly increase the speed of parameter optimization, and the objectivity and reliability of simulations due to the subjectivity and slowness of manual parameterization [7, 8].
Some studies have applied parallel or hybrid algorithms for global optimization to calibrate hydrological parameter [9-11] in order to reduce the time
required and improve premature convergence. Wang
[12] first applied a GA for calibrating the parameters
of a hydrological model, and GAs have since become an active global-searching tool with highly
parallel, random and adaptive optimization capabilities [13, 14]. And the later PSO algorithm, with simpler structures, has the advantages of fast evolutionary search efficiency by accurate local-searching
abilities, which GAs lack [15-17].
Combined the advantages of the strong globalsearching ability (GAs) and the fast convergence
(PSO), this paper introduced a multi-subgroup hybrid GA-PSO algorithm to automatically calibrate
the parameters of a distributed SWAT hydrological
model. This algorithm economizes the calibration
time and overcomes the shortages of the lower efficiency of late evolution and premature convergence,
which improves the efficiency and stability of hydrological parameterization. The objectives of this study
were therefore to: 1) propose a multi-subgroup hybrid algorithm combining a GA and PSO for the automatic parameter calibration of SWAT models; 2)
compare simulations using the hybrid algorithm with
those by SWAT-CUP, GA, and PSO; 3) assess the
applicability of the proposed hybrid algorithm in the
Daxi River basin.


$"#

#:;-? *8.* The Daxi River (107°00'107°57'E, 34°54'-35°14'N) is a secondary tributary
of the Jinghe River. The basin originates in Baoji in
Shaanxi Province, runs through Lingtai in Gansu
Province, and finally merges with the Heihe River in
Shaanxi Province. The catchment area of the basin is
2537 km2, the river is 127 km long, the mean annual
precipitation in the basin is 555.9 mm, and the aver-

The complexity of parameters in a physically
based distributed hydrological system increases the
difficulty of model calibration and validation. The
accuracy of SWAT hydrological parameters calibration is crucial for effectively simulating water, sediments and nutrients. Genetic algorithms (GAs) have
a broad global-searching ability, and particle swarm
optimization (PSO) has an accurate local-searching
ability, so we developed a multi-subgroup GA-PSO
hybrid algorithm that combined the characteristics of
good generalization and fast convergence. We then
comparatively evaluated GA-PSO with GA, PSO
and SUFI-2 in a SWAT-CUP model for the Daxi
River watershed. Calibration was good for PSO and
SUFI-2, but the precision of validation was slightly
deficient. The performance of GA was stable in the
two periods, but was poor for the evaluation indices
and peak flows. The hybrid GA-PSO algorithm,
however, obtained the best streamflow line and precise peak flow, with Nash-Sutcliffe coefficients of
0.91 and 0.92 and coefficients of determination of
0.91 and 0.93 during the calibration and validation
periods, respectively. This algorithm provides an important theoretical and practical reference for the
popularization and application of the automatic calibration of hydrological models.


(& "#
Genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization, multisubgroup, parameter calibration, SWAT model

$" %$ 
The Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT)
[1] is a distributed hydrological model with strong
hydrological physical mechanisms. Accurate calibration of SWAT hydrological parameters is crucial
for applying the model to effectively simulate water,
sand, and nutrients [2-4]. Manual calibration and
computerized automatic optimization have recently
been introduced to guide the parameterization of hydrological models [5, 6]. Automatic parameteriza-
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age runoff is 1.6×108 m3. The basin has a warm temperate semi-arid continental monsoon climate. The
average annual temperature is 8.6°C, the mean annual frost-free period is 159 days, the mean annual
hours of sunshine is 2452, and the sunshine percentage is 53%.

*:*96;8,.9A digital elevation model, landuse types, and soil types for the Daxi River basin,
pretreated by ArcGIS, are shown in Fig. 1-3 respectively. The attribute data, mainly meteorological information, included daily rainfall at three national
meteorological stations and daily meteorological
data measured by 10 stations with rain gauges. The
environmental database in this study depicts in Table
1, and the soil types and land use types with each
area statistics show in Table 2 and 3.
In this application process, the Daxi River basin was divided into 33 sub-basins (Fig. 4) using a
SWAT model. The average monthly streamflow, for

the first sub-basins from the Zhang Jiagou hydrological station, were divided into three stages: a buffer
period in 1980, a calibration period from 1981 to
1985 and a verification period from 1986 to 1988.
$ #

#% SWAT-CUP, a SWAT calibration and
uncertainty program developed by the Swiss Federal
Institute of Water Science and Technology, is a public computer program for analyses of parameter sensitivity and uncertainty, parameter calibration and
validation. The SUFI-2 (Sequential Uncertainty Fitting, ver.2) algorithm is a kind of comprehensive optimization and gradient search method developed by
Abbaspour et al [18], which is one of the most
widely used approaches for hydrological model uncertainty analysis.

%" 
202:*33.<*:2656-.36/:1.*>2"2<.8+*925

%" 
*5-;9.:?7.96/:1.*>2"2<.8+*925
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#623:?7.96/:1.*>2"2<.8+*925
$ 
.9,827:2659*5-96;8,.96/:1..5<28654.5:*3-*:*+*9./68:1.*>2"2<.8+*925
Data type
Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
Land use map
Soil type map
Climate data
Precipitation data
Digital River map

Data Accuracy
30 meters
1:105
1:106
0.1 °C
0.1 mm
30 meters

Format
ESRI GRID
ESRI GRID
ESRI GRID
txt
xls
Shape

Website Sources
http://www.gscloud.cn
http://westdc.westgis.ac.cn
http://westdc.westgis.ac.cn
http://data.cma.cn/site/index.html
http://loess.data.ac.cn/index.html
DEM extraction based on ArcGIS

$ 
#623:?7.9*5-*8.*9:*:29:2,925:1.*>2"2<.8+*925
Coding
1
2
3
4
5

soil types
Eutric Cambisols
Rendzic Leptosols
Haplic Phaeozems
Haplic Podzols
Calcaric Regosols

Area /km2
273.60
232.56
1512.35
234.73
207.57

SWAT Code
CMe
LPk
PHh
PZh
RGc

Area Percentage /%
11.12
9.45
61.46
9.54
8.44

$ 
*5-;9.:?7.9*5-*8.*9:*:29:2,925:1.*>2"2<.8+*925
Coding
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

land use types
Forest-Mixed
Pasture
Hay
Water
Residential-High Density
Residential-Low Density
Agricultural Land-Generic

SWAT Code
FRST
PAST
HAY
WATR
URHD
URLD
AGRL

In this method, parameter sensitivities were
calculated by multiple regression model, which regresses the Latin hypercube [19] generated parameters against the objective function values, utilizing Ttest to identify the relative significance of each parameter. To compare the search performance of each

Area /km2
245.44
1197.23
21.73
1.17
1.59
6.40
987.26

Area Percentage /%
9.97
48.65
0.88
0.05
0.06
0.26
40.12

algorithm, the initial ranges of calibration parameters should be settled at the maximum scope, using
the default parameter changing identifiers in order to
avoid manual calibration and save required time.
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2<2926596/9;++*925925:1.*>2"2<.8+*925
.5.:2,30682:14A GA is a global stochastic search technique inspired by natural selection and
genetics of evolutionary biology [20, 21]. GAs use
Darwin’s principle of ‘survival of the fittest’ for obtaining optimal solutions by the iterative use of genetic manipulation for possible solutions for a continuously evolving population by selection, crossover and mutation. GAs are global and robust and
have been successfully applied to many fields [22,
23], such as hydrological parameter calibration, optimized design, neural-network training, pattern
recognition and time-series prediction.
The implementation of a GA begins with initializing a population of candidate solutions (called
chromosomes) randomly sampled from a feasible
parameter space. Each chromosome is evaluated in
each generation by a fitness function. The fittest
chromosomes, which repeatedly use crossover and
mutation, are preferentially selected to reproduce
new promising offspring during population iteration.
The crossover operator choses parental solutions and
exchanges important building blocks between two
parental chromosomes to generate new offspring solutions, which are randomly mutated with a low
probability to ensure the diversity of the new population. This iterative evolution of the parameter solutions ends only when an optimal goal of model
evaluations is reached.

!*8:2,3.#=*84 7:242@*:265PSO is an evolutionary optimization algorithm derived from the
study of bird foraging behavior [24]. The PSO algorithm finds potential solutions by using each particle
to adjust its position based on its own flying experience and the flying experiences of all companions.
PSO searches for the best solution for each individual and the global populations during each iteration,
so that each particle can update its information by its
own previous best position and the best neighborhood or global position. PSO has been widely used

in many fields, including engineering optimization
and image processing, due to its advantages of a simple structure and fast convergence compared to GA.
Each particle, , in the original PSO algorithm
represents a candidate solution of a multi-dimensional search space, which has two features: position
 and velocity . Each particle updates itself during
the iteration by tracking two extremes: the current
optimal position found by the particle ( ), and the
current best position found by the global population
(  ). The criterion for terminating the iterations is
determined when the maximum generation or a designated fitness is reached. The PSO can be updated
by:
        (   −   )    (   −   ) (1)





    



(2)

where!<1is the inertial weight, andare learning factors,  and  are the random numbers between 0 and 1 of uniform distribution.
6;732506/:1.4;3:29;+086;71?+82-
!#  *30682:14 *5- * #&$ 46-.3 This multisubgroup hybrid GA-PSO algorithm changes the organization structure of individuals to isolate the
global and partial searches towards the GA and PSO,
respectively. The structure of the multi-subgroup
separates the entire population, which can guarantee
the independent of each population, ensuring the diversity of individuals, and is convenient for the allocation of parallel computing. Specifically, the entire
populations are divided into some independent subgroups, using GA respectively to evolve in a comprehensive search to ensure the robustness of optimal populations. The best individuals simulated
from all subgroups were collected together into the
claimed ‘elite group’, using PSO alone for a precise
search to obtain more optimal solutions, then updating the individuals and improving the convergence
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in each subgroup. This method can speed up the convergence under the premise of population diversity
and hence overcome the contradiction between
global-search ability and convergence efficiency.
Fig. 5 illustrates parameter calibration by coupling the multi-subgroup hybrid GA-PSO algorithm
with a SWAT model. The specific steps are:
Step 1: Generate enough initial parameter individuals and copy all files that SWAT needs in each
parallel process for preparation.
Step 2: Introduce each individual as a parameter into the SWAT model and simulate the data results, using the defined fitness function to evaluate
the quality. Note that this step would be executed
when the particle is updated.
Step 3: Rank the fitness evolution of each individual in each subgroup and use GA to evolve in several generations; then collect the best individuals to
form the elite group and use PSO to update in a limited iteration. This entire evolution process is defined as a coupling cycle.

Encode several initial random parameter
subchroms for each parallel process

Step 4: If the calibration criterion is not satisfied and the maximum number of coupling cycles is
not reached, some of the worse individuals in each
subgroup will be replaced by the best individual particle obtained from step 3, thus start the next coupling cycles.
!*8*4.:.89.::25096/25:.3320.5:*30682:149
With the hardware support of a 28-core server, the
population size (") should be <28 to ensure
the reasonable allocation of the CPU and RAM. 
" was finally determined as , which could be
easily parallelized to save time and improve the efficiency. The conception of sub-group in the hybrid
GA-PSO algorithm increases the diversity of species
but multiply increases the time required, so the number of   in GA and   in PSO
should decrease as " increases.

Initialization

Copy all files in TxtInOut to
each parallel directory

Parameters.txt
Several updated subgroups run with
GA standalone in few steps

Edit SWAT
Source codes
Modified SWAT
parameters

Collect the best individual particles
from each subgroup
for the initial PSO particles

SWAT_edit.exe

Output.rch
Update the best individual particles
using PSO algorithm in few steps

Predicted
Values
Observed Values

Calculated the
fitness Values

Introduce some best individual
particles into each subgroup

Parallel
Processes
NO

Hybrid GA-PSO
Algorithm

Is calibration
Criteria
Satisfied ?

YES

Decoding the
optimal parameters

%" 
#,1.4*:2,6/:1.1?+82-!# *30682:14/687*8*4.:.8,*32+8*:26525#&$46-.3
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!*8*4.:.89.::250925-2//.8.5:*30682:149
Algorithm
GA
PSO
GA-PSO

 
80%
80%


0.80
0.80

$1.
Parameter
SOL_K*
HRU_SLP*
SOL_Z*
SLSUBBSN*
CANMX
GW_DELAY
SOL_AWC*
SFTMP
ESCO
CH_N2
CN2*
CH_K2

Type
.sol
.hru
.sol
.hru
.hru
.gw
.sol
.bsn
.hru
.rte
.mgt
.rte

 
0.07
0.07

!
0.729
0.729


2.0
2.0


2.0
2.0

"
25
25
25×10

 
1500
20×6

 
1500
5×6

Total
37500
37500
37500

$ 
9.3.,:.-,*32+8*:2657*8*4.:.89+?9.592:2<2:?*5*3?929
Briefly description
Soil conductivity (mm/h)
Average slope steepness (m/m)
Soil depth
Average slope length (m)
Maximum canopy index
Groundwater delay (days)
Available soil water capacity
Snow melt base temperature (°C)
Soil evaporation compensation factor
Manning coefficient for channel
Curve number
Effective hydraulic conductivity (mm/hr)

t-stat
-6.3280
-5.2279
3.8951
3.6706
2.8243
1.5699
-1.4798
-1.3360
0.7209
-0.6162
-0.5035
0.4016

p-value
0.0000
0.0000
0.0001
0.0003
0.0048
0.1167
0.1392
0.1819
0.4712
0.5379
0.6147
0.6881

Note: *The every distributed parameter varies with other parameters, which maintains the spatial relationship.

comparing the accuracy of the optimized parameters
by the arithmetic means and medians. The formulas
for the above indices were:

The number of subgroups in this hybrid algorithm was defined as , and each subgroup had the
same "of . For each individual, we set 
as the   number and  as the  
number for once coupling cycle, and the total number of coupling cycles was set as . The total number
of calculation iterations by the entire population
should therefore be 25 × 10 × (20+5) × 6 = 25 × 1500
= 37 500. The total calculation and algorithm complexities must be set at the same level to ensure consistency and the comparability of the calibration results calculated by each intelligent algorithm. The total number of iterations should thus be set as  in
the simple GA and PSO algorithms and SUFI-2, and
" was set as . The detailed parameter settings in the different algorithms are shown in Table
4. Notice that ,  and  represent the probability
of selection, crossover and mutation respectively;
and !,  and  are the constant coefficients in Eq.1.

=

 , − , 1
1
× ∑  , − , (3)
∑

,


∑ ( −  )
= 1−
∑ ( −  )
⎡∑ ( 
−  )( 
= ⎣
∑ ( −  ) ∑ (
2



 ,

 ,

2

 ,

2

 ,i





 ,i

−  ) ⎤⎦

2

 ,



 ,

(4)
2

−  )

2

(5)
where  is the measured value for the -th rainfall,  is the simulated value for the -th rainfall,



is the average of all measured values, and



is the average of all simulated values.



!!$ "#%$#

<*3;*:265 25-.> 6/ 67:242@*:265 7*8*4.
:.89In SWAT-CUP calibration, Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient ( ) [25] was generally chose as
the objective function. To limit the non-uniqueness
of parameter calibration, the objective function
should include more indices. Mean absolute error
( ) and average relative error (  ) are the most
representative statistical indices in data processing,
so the fitness function was defined as the quotient
in Eq.3, which is  multiplied by  . We used
the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient ( ) and
the coefficient of determination () [26] as statistical indices to evaluate the simulations of the SWAT
hydrological model after parameter optimization for

5*3?9296/7*8*4.:.89.592:2<2:?+?#&$
%!Distributed parameters in SWAT models generally have different values in each hydrologic research unit, depending on the spatial heterogeneity
of the underlying surface. Increasing the number of
parameters thus greatly increases the difficulty of
calibration. The total number of parameters for
streamflow in this SWAT model was as high as 26,
so calibrating all these parameters was time-consuming and reduced the efficiency of calibration. Almost
halved parameters did not have a large impact on the
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#:8.*4/36= ,*32+8*:265 *5- <*32-*:265 Fig.
6 displays the observed runoff process line and precipitation bar for the study area. The normal flow
was 10-20 m3/s around September in the flooding
season almost every year in this watershed. The attractive oversized peak flows, however, were >30
m3/s three times, in 1981 and 1983 during the calibration period and in 1988 during the validation period. Maximum streamflow in particular was as high
as 54.8 m3/s in October 1981. Streamflow during the
calibration period (1981-1985) was simulated well,
with normal flooding seasons and two completely
different peak flows. One of the peak flows in 1981
was due mostly to the high precipitation >8.0
mm/day in the previous month, similar to the peak
flow in 1988. Another peak flow in 1983 was partly
attributed to the continuous six-month precipitation
near 4.0 mm/day.

simulations via T-test, so the 12 representative parameters for calibration selected using the sensitivity
analysis are listed in Table 5.
".9;3:96/7*8*4.:.8,*32+8*:265The simulated parameter values after calibration, including
their ranges of each model, are listed in Table 6. The
parameter values diverged strongly amongst the
three intelligent algorithms (PSO, GA and GAPSO). For example, SOL_K*, obtained by the relative method (r__), ranged from -45.1% to +47.5%;
and GW_DELAY, calculated by the replace method
(v__), ranged between 67.30 and 497.9. Each algorithm thus effectively used its inherent characteristics for the complicated SWAT parameter calibrations. The parameters calibrated by SUFI-2 were
more similar to the results obtained by PSO, implying that fast convergence might be the more important feature in SWAT-CUP, similar to the PSO
algorithm.

$
!*8*4.:.8<*3;.9/68:1.,*32+8*:26546-.39
Ranges
Calibration results
Min
Max
SUFI-2
PSO
GA
GA-PSO
r__SOL_K*
-50%
+50%
+47.5%
+39.9%
+2.2%
-45.1%
r__HRU_SLP*
-50%
+50%
+27.3%
+14.2%
+50.0%
-44.0%
r__SOL_Z*
-50%
+50%
+44.1%
+47.2%
-45.4%
+0.6%
r__SLSUBBSN*
-50%
+50%
-23.4%
-13.6%
+28.3%
+47.6%
v__CANMX
0
100
27.51
14.16
6.256
11.19
v__GW_DELAY
0
500
67.30
156.0
342.2
497.9
r__SOL_AWC*
-50%
+50%
+27.2%
+38.9%
-1.0%
-7.7%
v__SFTMP
-5
5
-1.628
-1.416
2.424
1.560
v__ESCO
0
1
0.490
0.406
0.624
0.202
v__CH_N2
-0.01
0.3
0.215
0.175
-0.004
0.021
r__CN2*
-50%
+50%
-30.1%
-11.1%
+7.8%
+10.4%
v__CH_K2
-0.01
500
394.2
455.8
62.74
206.1
Note: In SWAT-CUP calibration, v__ means the existing parameter value is to be replaced by the given value; r__
means the existing parameter value is multiplied by 1+ a given value.
Parameters
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$1.924;3*:.-465:13?/366--*:*<2*.*,14.:16-
Time
Observed streamflow
(Year. Month)
(m3/s)
 
 
 
 
1982. 9
16.034
1983. 8
15.076
1983. 9
22.868
  
 
1983. 11
11.668
1984. 9
19.780
1984. 10
12.844
1985. 9
16.611
1985. 10
14.347
1986. 7
13.093

 
1988. 10
11.046
ARE in normal flood (%)
ARE in peak flow (%)

SUFI-2
 
 
20.320
13.100
12.180
 
8.851
14.010
8.562
13.030
13.820
18.270
 
10.820
24.005
28.100

Simulated streamflow (m3/s)
PSO
GA
 



19.440
16.040
13.560
14.070
12.570
12.060

 
6.323
9.300
14.320
17.960
6.681
12.850
13.130
13.450
15.060
12.410
23.670
15.880
 

10.420
8.860
31.010
 
15.345
36.334

GA-PSO


18.400
13.000
9.420

6.920
16.600
7.490
10.500
12.000
20.100

12.400
30.472
 

$
<*3;*:265,6.//2,2.5:9/68.*,1*30682:14
Methods


SUFI-2
PSO
GA
GA-PSO

0.85
0.84
0.78
 

Calibration
 
0.88
0.86
0.84
 

Validation


0.78
0.77
0.75
 


0.79
0.84
0.76
 

Finally, the runoff process line simulated by the
hybrid GA-PSO algorithm coincided mostly with the
observed streamflow line. All four peak flow values
could be exactly predicted, with the lowest 
(5.1%), although normal floods were not simulated
as well as by SUFI-2 and GA. The prolonged continuous precipitation produced the most underestimated
values for normal floods, especially in 1983, but accurate predictions of the times and values of peak
flows were more important for forecasting floods.
The evaluation coefficients for the monthly
streamflows simulated with different methods for
the Daxi River basin are presented in Table 8.  and
 calculated by GA for the calibration period were
obviously lower than those calculated by the other
methods, perhaps due to premature convergence during calibration. The evaluation index calculated by
GA were much more similar between the calibration
and validation periods, implying that GA was stable
and generalized well for promoting the application
of runoff simulation.  and  calculated by the
SUFI-2 and PSO methods were acceptable near 0.85
during the calibration period but were significantly
lower during the validation period. These methods
had good convergence but were likely to tend to-

Monthly streamflow was calibrated and validated by different methods for depicting the details
of runoff simulation (Fig. 7). The flood data exceeding 10 m3/s are presented in Table 7. The SWATCUP model using SUFI-2 algorithm simulated acceptable process lines and normal flood values and
predicted the maximum peak flow in August 1981
well but could not obtain enough peak flow >30
m3/s. The simulated process line for the PSO algorithm was similar to that for SUFI-2, and the simulated normal flood data were slightly worse than the
outcomes of SUFI-2. The peak flows in 1981 and
1988, which were caused by heavy but brief rains,
were accurately forecasted. The PSO method produced the worst values, and the peak flow in October
1983 was underestimated by nearly half, during the
continuous flooding from prolonged precipitation in
1983. The simulated process line obtained by GA
was the ideal streamflow trend, but without the exceptional values in the peak-flow season. GA was
stable and produced better results for normal floods,
which had the lowest  (15.7%). All simulated
peak flows >30 m3/s, however, were badly underestimated, with the highest  (36.3%), and thus
could easily be mistaken as normal floods.
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might quickly tend towards the local extreme point
and would be unable to escape for determining
global optimal resolutions. Without the ability of
global searching, only fast but premature convergence cannot ensure the accuracy and reliability of
the validation.
4) The runoff line simulated by the multi-subgroup GA-PSO algorithm was closest to the observed line, and  and  were >0.90. This algorithm best simulated streamflow and had the highest
calibration accuracy. All its advantages, including
the global-searching ability and reliable generalization provided by GA and the local-searching efficiency and fast convergence provided by PSO, were
combined successfully in this hybrid algorithm when
applied to this SWAT model. The diversity of individuals due to the multi-subgroups ensured the stability of parameter calibration. The proposed hybrid
algorithm provides a new method for general-purpose automatic parameter optimization and may be
generalized to other complex hydrological models,
such as for nutrient transport and the non-point
source pollution.


 &$#

wards the local optimal solution, so could not precisely and reliably validate and popularize this
streamflow process. More importantly, the GA-PSO
algorithm reliably simulated the process during both
the calibration and validation periods, and then produced results with the highest  and  >0.90. In
additions, this hybrid GA-PSO algorithm could get
the highest evaluation indices via the different fitness function, indicating this method could be more
effective than the SWAT-CUP method to alleviate
the non-uniqueness problem. Overall, this hybrid algorithm combined the generalization ability of GA,
the convergence performance of PSO, and the diversity that the multi-subgroups provided, thus providing a new technique for parameter calibration in
SWAT simulations.
#%##  %# #
We proposed a multi-subgroup hybrid algorithm combining GA and PSO to calibrate the parameters with a SWAT model applied to the Daxi
River watershed. The results were compared to those
from the SWAT-CUP auto-calibration module, the
GA and PSO algorithm. The new hybrid algorithm
calibrated the parameters faster in parallel, accurately and stably predicted the streamflows. The
main conclusions are:
1) The number of calibration parameters were
reduced to 12 before calibration by a sensitivity analysis using SWAT-CUP, and parallel calculations
were introduced to save time and increase effectiveness. Four methods, SUFI-2, GA, PSO and a multisubgroup hybrid GA-PSO algorithm, were used to
calibrate the parameters and optimize the streamflow
in hydrological processes. The different models produced different parameter values, indicating different characteristics of calibration.
2) GA well simulated normal floods and overall
streamflow trends, and the evaluation index was
strongly consistent between the calibration and validation periods, highlighting its stable global-searching ability and reliable generalization. GA was unable to accurately predict the peak flows,  and 
were lower than with the other methods, indicating
that this algorithm could not easily or quickly converge into the global extreme point, thus affecting
the efficiency or accuracy of the calibration.
3) The results simulated by the SUFI-2 algorithm in SWAT-CUP were largely similar to the results simulated by PSO. The streamflow process line
simulated by PSO during the calibration period was
ideal, except for the peak flow in 1983, and  and
 were near 0.85, indicating that the PSO algorithm
had the advantage of fast and precise convergence,
which GA lacks. The evaluation index during the
validation period, however, decreased, and the simulated values for floods in 1986 were overestimated
with an observed bias. The results implied that PSO

This study was supported by the National Science & Technology Pillar Program during the 12th
Five-year Plan Period [2012BAD08B01], Nonprofit Industry Financial Program of Ministry of Water Resources [201301016], the National Natural
Science Foundation of China [51279167], and the
National Natural Science Foundation of China
[51309194].
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and they are the major sources of water for domestic, agricultural and industrial purposes in many
countries [4, 6]. Treatment, including disinfection,
is often not required [4]. Springs are easily accessible at the surface [5]. They are inexpensive to protect and they do not require a pump to bring the
water to the surface [7]. Their quality depends on a
number of factors such as geology, the degree of
chemical weathering of the various rock types,
quality of recharge water, and water-rock interaction [6]. They vary from place to place [8]. Chemical characteristics of groundwater play an important
role in assessing and classifying the quality of water
[6].
Although ground waters have a natural protection against pollution, their quality can be controlled by combined interactive natural (including
lithologic, tectonic, topographic, climatic, edaphic)
and anthropogenic factors [9]. They may have some
acceptability problems based on concentration level
of certain chemical parameters [8].
Population growth, rapid urbanization, mixing
of domestic-industrial and agricultural wastes into
waters without treatment, pesticides used in agriculture, biological cycle, natural transport cause pollution of existing water resources [10,11]. They might
contain undesired substances that are deleterious to
human health when they polluted [12].
Once the groundwater is contaminated, its
quality cannot be restored by stopping the pollutants from the sources. Drinking water should not
contain toxic substances, biological organisms and
an excessive amount of minerals in terms of human
health [12, 13]. Therefore it becomes imperative to
regularly monitor the quality of groundwater and
develop devices to protect it [13].
According to the World Health Organization
(WHO), 80% of all illnesses in developing countries are caused by drinking water [11]. Exposure to
physical, chemical and biological pollution of
drinking water significantly affects the quality of
water and public health [10]. Non-hygienic waters
may cause many illnesses and they may cause major health problems [11]. Therefore drinking water
has to comply with certain physical, chemical and
microbiological standards, which is designed to
ensure that the water is palatable and safe for drinking [8]. Standards set by international organizations

'(&(

Although spring waters occur naturally underground their quality can be controlled by combined
interactive natural and anthropogenic factors. This
factors may cause pollution of existing water resources. Drinking water is also mostly supplied
from the spring water fountains in Erzurum(Turkey). Snow water and rainwater can interfere with water resources and they may cause pollution and illnesses. This study was carried out to
determine qualities of the most used spring waters
in Erzurum, to monitor the changes in water quality
and to determine the effects of possible sources of
pollution. Water samples taken from ten different
public fountains have a clean appearance, normal
odor, color, and taste. pH and electrical conductivity (EC) are 7,14-8,25 and 96-662 μs/cm respectively. Fluoride (F), chloride (Cl), nitrite (NO2), nitrate
(NO3), sulphate (SO4) and ammonia (NH4) values
are 0,16-0,40; 0,84-52,62; <0.05; 1,03-82,79; 3,0283,85 and 0,05-0,19 mg/L respectively. Some fountains are not suitable for human consumption in
terms of nitrate contents and microbiologically.


+*#&'
Spring water, physical, chemical, microbiological, water
quality, Turkey, Erzurum
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Spring waters occur naturally underground
and they are transferred to surface spontaneously or
technical methods. They have natural protection
against pollution by the covering layers [1]. Temperature, flow, and characteristics vary slightly
from season to season. They are not significantly
affected by precipitation surface water and groundwater. Spring, well, gallery etc. are defined as underground spring waters [2]. Underground waters
are important resources, unlike surface waters, they
are usually less polluted or even unpolluted [3].
Groundwater constitutes 97% of global freshwater [4]. Natural springs are significant sources of
water for people around the world [5]. They are
major sources of drinking water in rural as well as
urban areas, particularly in the developing countries
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graph of Erzurum in Figure 1.
Coordinates and altitudes of the spring fountains are shown in Table 1.

such as the WHO, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the European Union (EU) on drinking
water have been adopted by many countries. Drinking water standards in Turkey are compatible with
these standards.
Groundwater resources are limited. For this
reason, it is inevitable to use surface waters today
[14].
The drinking water requirement in Erzurum
province was supplied from 61 water wells until
2008. After the Palandöken Dam activated, the
drinking water requirement was supplied from the
surface waters [15]. The people of Erzurum have
not fully accepted the water obtained from the dam
as drinking water. For this reason, drinking water is
mostly supplied from the spring water fountains.
They are cold and thought to be clean. Their taste is
liked. However, at the beginning of the summer
months, snow water and rainwater can interfere
with water resources and cause pollution. There
was no study on the evaluation of spring waters
covering June, July, and August in Erzurum. Especially in these months complaints of diarrhea are
increasing. This situation required the examination
of spring water in terms of drinking water standards
in summer. Our studies differ from the previous
studies done by other researchers.
This study was carried out to determine the
physical, chemical and microbiological qualities of
the most used spring waters in the province of Erzurum and to monitor the changes in water quality,
to determine the effects of possible sources of pollution.
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3?1>7=@7<; <4 (63 '@A2D >3/ The province of Erzurum is located in the east of Turkey, in
Asia. The city lies between the latitude of 39,9 N
and longitude of 41,27 E and covers an area of
25.066 km². The altitude is 1859 meters above sea
level. It is one of the highest and coldest cities in
Turkey and has a continental climate. The temperature is highest in summer (+35ºC) and lowest in
winter (-30ºC). The region receives an average
rainfall is 460 mm/m² on every year [16]. While the
least rainfall is seen in the winter season, the most
rainfall is seen in spring and summer seasons [15].
The rivers in the region are strengthening with
snowwater [16].

'/:=97;5 '/:=93 $>3=/>/@7<; /;2 ;/9D
?7? Water samples were collected from 10 spring
fountains of Erzurum in the summer months(June–
July–August) of 2015 (once a month/on the 15th
day of each month). Spring fountains were numbered. A total of 30 water samples were collected
from 10 different water sources. The location of the
spring fountains are marked on the aerial photo-

Cennet F.

1

Yazıcı F.

2

Dabakhane F.

3

Şabakhane F.

4

Paşapınarı1F.

5

Paşapınarı2 F.

6

Palandöken F.

7

Solakzade F.

8

Yıldızkent F.

9

Dadaşkent F.

10

<<>27;/@3?
/?@
41°16′
21.37′′E
41°16′
08.88′′E
41°16′
44.38′′E
41°16′
44.38′′E
41°20′
46.09′′E
41°20′
36.23′′E
41°17′
19.02′′E
41°15′
58.69′′E
41°14′
35.16′′E
41°11′
18.24′′E

"<>@6
39°54′
29.28′′K
39°54′
12.85′′K
39°54′
26.74′′K
39°54′
26.74′′K
39°55′
08.69′′K
39°55′
01.36′′K
39°50′
52.32′′K
39°53′
27.72′′K
39°52′
47.65′′K
39°55′
03.36′′K

9@7@A23

1905 m
1913 m
1911 m
1911 m
1998 m
1992 m
2506 m
1961 m
1954 m
1789 m

For chemical analysis, samples were taken directly into polypropylene bottles (250 ml) from
flowing water and transferred to the laboratory in
ice and analyzed within 4 h after collection.
For microbiological analysis, samples were
taken directly into sterile bottles from flowing water and transferred to the laboratory in ice. The time
between sampling and microbiological analysis did
not exceed 2 hours.
The collected water samples were analyzed for
their physical, chemical and microbiological constituents.
The physical and chemical analyses were carried out at the Department of Environmental Engineering and Medical Microbiology Department
laboratories in Atatürk University in Erzurum.
The analyzed parameters were turbidity, odor,
color, taste, pH, electrical conductivity (EC), fluoride (F), chloride (Cl), nitrite (NO2), nitrate (NO3),
sulfate (SO4), ammonia (NH4), total coliform and

All chemicals obtained from commercial
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sources were of super pure grade unless otherwise
stated. All aqueous solutions were prepared using
double distilled water. [17].
The organoleptic analyses were carried out by
a sensory method based on human perception of
water quality.
pH and electrical conductivity (EC) were
measured using portable WTW MultiLine P4 conductivity meters according to TS EN ISO 10523
and SM 2510B at the sampling points [18, 19].
These parameters are closely related to the environment of water that they are likely to be altered
by sampling and storage, and a meaningful value
can be obtained only at the sampling point.
Fluoride (F), chloride (Cl), nitrite (NO2), nitrate (NO3), sulfate (SO4) analyses were analyzed
using Dionex-ICS 3000 Ion chromatography device
according to EPA 300.1 after samples filtered
through 0.45 μM membrane filters [20].
Ammonia (NH4) parameters were analyzed by
specific kits using Merck- PHARO 300 spectrophotometer [21].
Total coliform,  analyses were analyzed
according to TS EN ISO 9308-1 standard [22]. For
this purpose, 100 ml of water sample was filtered
through 0.45 μm pore size a membrane filter (Sartorius) and settled on a chromogenic CCA agar (Hyper Aqua). 36 ± 2 °C for 21±3h incubation. Also,
 strain ATCC 25922 was used as a quality
control strain.

'@/@7?@71/9 ;/9D?3? The data of our study
collected for 3 months. Shapiro Wilk test is used to
analyze the normal distribution in the samples. To
compare the variables which are more than two
group; If it is normal distribution; t-test is used if it
is not; Friedman test is used. Statistical significance
is p 0,05.
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The parameters that analyzed and the limit
values specified in Turkısh Standard, Directıve Of
European Communities (EC), United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), World Health
Organization (WHO) are shown in Table 2.
Samples taken from all spring waters have
clean appearance, normal odour, colour and taste.
pH and electrical conductivity (EC) values are 7,148,25 and 96-662 μS/cm respectively. Fluoride (F),
chloride (Cl), nitrite (NO2), nitrate (NO3), sulfate
(SO4) and ammonia (NH4) values are 0,16-0,40;
0,84-52,62; <0.05; 1,03-82,79; 3,02-83,85 and
0,05-0,19 mg/L respectively.
The physical- chemical-microbiological and
statistical analyses of data for samples are presented
in Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, Table 3 and Table 4.
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Acceptable to consumers and
no abnormal change
Acceptable to consumers and
no abnormal change

Acceptable to consumers and
no abnormal change
Acceptable to consumers and
no abnormal change

1

Acceptable to consumers and
no abnormal change
Acceptable to consumers and
no abnormal change

15 color units

(/?@3

Acceptable to consumers and
no abnormal change
Acceptable to consumers and
no abnormal change

=
F?1:
:5 
9:5 
"# :5 
"# :5 
'# :5 
" :5 

6,5-9,5
2500
1.5
250
0,5
50
250
0,5

6,5-9,5
2500
1.5
250
0,5
50
250
0,5

6.5 - 8.5

(A>0727@D
#2<>
<9<>

 -

.

$

- .

3 TON (threshold odor
number)

*#

- .

should be acceptable to the
consumer

should be acceptable to the
consumer

4
250
1
10
250

1,5
3
50
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June

7,84

0,31

7,73

July

7,41

0,44

7,17

7,04

8,15

0,00

August

7,49

0,08

7,49

7,37

7,63

0,99

June

340,00

223,57

236,50

96,00

678,00

0,06

July

335,80

207,76

241,00

121,00

662,00

0,06

August

318,40

228,66

199,50

119,00

655,00

0,01

June

0,27

0,07

0,24

0,20

0,40

0,03

July

0,24

0,09

0,20

0,16

0,39

0,02

August

0,23

0,06

0,21

0,16

0,35

0,15

June

18,95

18,12

15,22

1,00

50,80

0,07

July

19,48

18,84

15,85

0,84

50,25

0,07

August

21,10

19,65

16,20

1,18

52,62

0,11

June

24,67

30,63

3,24

2,23

82,79

0,00

July

24,28

30,42

3,31

1,54

80,79

0,01

August

26,27

32,79

3,00

1,03

83,85

0,00

June

29,20

27,52

18,92

3,02

73,91

0,06

July

27,88

27,86

13,90

2,98

72,01

0,03

August

29,55

28,93

18,62

2,95

83,85

0,09

June

0,11

0,03

0,12

0,06

0,18

0,02

July

0,10

0,03

0,10

0,05

0,15

0,50

August

0,11

0,03

0,11

0,08

0,19

0,02

7,45

   
(P value)
8,25
0,12



0.0012
0.0027
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(A>0727@D ==3/>/;13 #2<> /;2 (/?@3 The
provision of drinking water is not only safe but also
acceptable in appearance, taste, and odor. Changes
in the normal appearance, taste or odor of drinkingwater may signal to changes in the quality of raw
water [26]. Normal appearance of water does not
mean that the water is drinkable. In terms of aesthetics, it is desirable that the drinking water should
be clear [15]. In our study, turbidity, odor, appear-

$/>/:3@3>?

;<A>?@A2D

Turbidity: Acceptable, Odor: Acceptable
Color: Acceptable, Taste: Acceptable
pH: 7,54-8,14, EC: 488-1059 µs/cm
pH: 7.15-7,71, EC: 399-824 µs/cm

Turbidity: Acceptable
Odor: Acceptable
Color: Acceptable
Taste: Acceptable
pH: 7,14-8,25
EC: 96-662 µs/cm

Colorless, odorless, normal taste
pH 6,71-8,21, EC: 25,9-195,5 µs/cm
Colorless, odorless, clear
pH: 4,8-6,8
Clear, colorless, without particles and
without sediment impurities. No foreign
taste or smell (except for one sample).
pH 6,9-7,4
Odor: No abnormal change,
Turbidity: Acceptable to consumers. Clear.
Without sediment impurities.
No foreign matter.
pH 5,8-7,6 (except for two sample)
EC: 71,8 - 427 μS/cm
Odorless, colorless, normal taste and appearence
pH: 6,70-7,55 (except for one sample) EC:
180-302 μS/cm



ance, and taste are found acceptable to the consumers for all fountains.
=pH value does not have a direct effect on
human health, but it is important in terms of water
quality. Low pH causes bitter metallic taste and
corrosion while high pH causes slippery feeling and
soda taste. In our study, pH values are found between 7,14 and 8,25 for all fountains.
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Nitrate (NO3) is the final product of nitrogenous organic matters and commonly occurs naturally in groundwater, but high concentration might be
associated with animal and human waste, open
septic or sewage systems and fertilization of farms
[38, 13]. Nitrite (NO2) may cause toxic effects by
converting hemoglobin to methemoglobin and
enlarges vein smooth muscles and reduces systemic
arterial blood pressure and may cause circulation
disorder and shock [10]. Excessive nitrate in drinking water can cause a number of disorders including
methemoglobinemia in infants, gastric cancer, goiter, birth malformations and hypertension [13].
In our study nitrite (NO2) concentrations are
not found for all fountains. The results are in line
with Turkish national standard and EC, EPA ve
WHO standards.
In our study nitrate (NO3) concentrations are
found between 1,03-3,27 mg/L for six fountains
and are found between 39,49-48,18 mg/L for number 2 and 3 fountains. These concentrations are in
line with Turkısh national standards and EC, EPA
ve WHO standards, but they are found 64,19-83,85
mg/L for number 1 and 4 fountains. These concentrations are higher than Turkısh national standards
and EC, EPA ve WHO standards. It is thought that
there may be fecal pollution in number 1, 2, 3 and 4
fountains and snow water and rainwater may cause
that contaminants transported into groundwater.

931@>71/9 1<;2A1@7B7@D  Electrical conductivity (EC) is known as one of the main physical
properties of water [25]. This parameter is taken as
a measure of dissolved solids and it reveals the
status of pollution from inorganic ions [28]. Dissolved matters in water affect electrical conductivity. Recommended value is between 300 and 400
μS/cm [29]. In our study, electrical conductivity
(EC) values are found between 96 and 662 μS/cm
for all fountains. The results of the organoleptic
analysis, pH, and electrical conductivity (EC) values are in line with Turkısh national standards and
EC, EPA ve WHO standards.
The spring waters examined in our study are
similar to spring waters examined in other studies
in terms of physical properties.
Today, industrialization, fertilizers, and chemicals used in agriculture and industry pollute waters
in these regions and they cause important health
problems. For this reason, chemical pollution in the
waters will be one of the most important problems
of water pollution in the future [35].

&3?A9@? <4 63:71/9 $/>/:3@3>? 9A<>723
Fluoride (F), like most of the trace elements, is
one of the main trace elements in groundwater,
which generally occurs as a natural constituent, and
ıt is widely used to combat dental caries, but is of
ambivalent nature, meaning that when present in
high concentration it is toxic, while in lower concentration it is essential [36, 37]. WHO guideline
value is 1.5 mg/l. Concentrations above this value
carry an increased risk of dental fluorosis [26]. 
In our study fluoride (F) concentrations are
found between 0,16-0,40 mg/L for all fountains.
These concentrations are lower than recommended
concentrations and in line with Turkish national
standards and EC, EPA ve WHO standards.

69<>7239Chloride (Cl) in drinking-water
originates from natural sources, sewage and industrial effluents, urban runoff containing deicing salt
and saline intrusion.
Not of health concern at levels found in drinking water [26]. High concentrations of chloride give
a salty taste to water. In our study chloride (Cl)
concentrations are found between 0,84-52,62 mg/L
for all fountains. These concentrations are in line
with Turkısh national standards and EC, EPA
standards. There is no recommended chloride value
in WHO.

"7@>7@3 "#  /;2 "7@>/@3 "#  Nitrite
(NO2) sources in waters are the organic matter,
fertilizers, and some of the minerals. The nitrite
(NO2) concentration in surface waters higher than 1
mg/L indicates the presence of pollution and nitrite
can be formed by the microbial reduction of nitrate
[26, 38].

'A94/@3 '#  Sulfate (SO4) could derive
from a natural source such as sulfate minerals
common in igneous rocks [34]. Not of health concern at levels found in drinking water, but very high
levels might cause a laxative effect in unaccustomed consumers [26].
In our study sulfate (SO4) concentrations are
found between 3,02-83,85 mg/L for all fountains.
These concentrations are in line with Turkish national standards and EC, EPA standards. There is
no recommended sulfate value in WHO.

::<;7/" Ammonia (NH4) in the environment originates from metabolic, agricultural
and industrial processes. Natural levels in groundwater and surface water are usually below 0.2 mg/l.
Ammonia (NH4) in water is an indicator of possible
bacterial, sewage and animal waste pollution. Toxicological effects are observed only at exposures
above about 200 mg/kg body weight. Ammonia
(NH4) in drinking-water is not of immediate health
relevance, and therefore no health-based guideline
value is proposed by WHO, EPA [26].
In our study ammonia concentrations are
found between 0,05-0,19 mg/L for all fountains.
These concentrations are in line with Turkısh national standards and EC standards.
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20052006

Bhat and et
al. [39]

Cl: 14-39 mg/L
NO3: 2,5-3,9 mg/L
SO4: 1-9,9 mg/L
NH4: 0,01-0,58 mg/L

Koçak and
et al. [40]

Erzurum
(Turkey)
25


0.79±0,02 mg/L
"# : 0.044±0,02 mg/L
"# : 47.62±5,67 mg/L

2009

Dombaycı
K. [15]

Erzurum
(Turkey)
4

9: 15,65-58,24 mg/L
"# : 33,43-27,11 mg/L
'# : 48,02-68,33 mg/L
" : 0,01-0,03 mg/,

2009

Ansari et al.
[41].

Himalayas
(India)
4

9: 0,8-5,3 mg/L
"# : 1,6-20,1mg/L
'# : 35,1-116,4mg/L

2010

Aghazadeh
et al. [6]

Ardabil
(Iranian)
77

:
0,15-1,18 mg/L
9: ; 9-667 mg/L
"# : 2,26-130 mg/L
SO4: 4,2-1286 mg/L

2011

Sheikh et al.
[42]

Kashmir
(India)
3

9: 15,7-17,99 mg/L
"# : 2,40-3,87 mg/L
" : 1,48-6,07 mg/L

20112013

Szczucin´sk
a A. [43]

Polonya
20

20132014

Jebreen
al. [44]

Soreq-Catchment
10

2014

Gültekin et
al. [33]

Istanbul
(Turkey)
10

Sept
2015Febr
2016

Wotchoko
et al. [34]

Muyuka
(Africa)
5


;@67?
?@A2D

Tuluk
B.
and Orhan
F.

Erzurum
(Turkey)
10

9: 3,7-20,5 mg/L
"# : 0-0,03 mg/L
"# : 0,29-37,13 mg/L
'# : 12-82 mg/L
" : 0-0,26 mg/L
Dry season-Wet season
9:
31-219-88-230
mg/L
18-49-2,5-39
"# :
mg/L
18-110-18'# :
112mg/L
: 0-0,46 mg/L
9: 15,9-78,1mg/L
"# : abs
" : abs
Dry
season-Rainy
season
9: 5,80-4,80-mg/L
"# : 2,54-3,12-mg/L
'# : 0,72-1,28 mg/L
" : 0,12-0,54-mg/L
: 0,16-0,40 mg/L
9: 0,84-52,62 mg/L
"# : abs
"# : 1,03-83,85 mg/L
'# : 3,02-83,85 mg/L
" : 0,05-0,19 mg/L

Results are complied with WHO. It is stated that presence of
ammonia in water indicates pollution of recent origin as a
result of ammonification.
Chloride and nitrate (except for 4 samples) results of our
study are comply within this study.
Ammonia results of our study are lower than this study,
sulfate results of our study are higher than this study
Fluoride, nitrite, and nitrate (except for 4 samples) results of
our study are generally lower than this study. 4 fountains in
our study and 7 fountains in this study have high nitrate
contents. This situation indicates fecal pollution in this
region.
It is stated that nitrate results are higher than Turkish national standards (except for one sample)
Chloride, nitrate, sulfate and ammonia results of our study
generally comply within this study. Both in our study and in
this study same fountains have low ammonia concentration
and high nitrate concentration. This situation indicates fecal
pollution in this fountains
Results comply with WHO. It is stated that this spring water
is drinkable. The sulfate in spring water may be due to the
interaction of water with the sedimentary rock and may also
come from the breakdown of organic matters in the soil and
from fertilizer used in cultivation. Nitrate in spring water
may be due to the agricultural practices at recharge area.
Sulfate results of our study are generally lower, chloride and
nitrate results of our study are higher than this study.
Results generally comply with WHO. It is stated that fluoride concentrations in spring water are limited. High nitrate
concentration in some spring water indicates groundwater
can be contaminated by fertilizer application, human and
livestock sewage, deposition of plants and other wastes rich
in nitrates. Fluoride, chloride, nitrate and sulfate results of
our study are generally lower than this study.
It is stated that higher values of different forms of nitrogen in
water may be due to domestic sewage, washing, and other
agricultural activities within the catchment of these fresh
water bodies. Nitrate, ammonia results of our study are
generally lower, chloride results of our study are higher than
this study.
It is stated that groundwater of the study area is not greatly
polluted. Sulfate and ammonia results of our study comply
with in this study and chloride and nitrate (4 fountains)
results of our study are higher than this study.

2007
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It is stated that results comply with WHO. Chloride, nitrate,
and sulfate results of our study (except for 4 fountains) are
generally lower than this study.

It is stated that fluoride levels are very low. Results of our
study comply with this study

It is stated that the rainy season values are higher than dry
seasons (except for chloride parameter), ammonia values in
the rainy season result from fertilizer application and are
higher than WHO limits. Ammonia results of our study are
generally lower, chloride, nitrate, and sulfate results of our
study are higher than this study.
In our samples, low ammonia, high nitrate presence in the
water samples indicates an outdated fecal contamination.
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&3?A9@? <4 !71><07<9<571/9 $/>/:3@3>? Microbiological pollution of groundwater leads to
various environmental and public health problems
[12]. Microbiological analyses of drinking water
show the hygienic quality of the water. Identification and evaluation of coliform microorganisms in
drinking water are easy. For this reason, they are
used as indicator microorganisms to determine the
microbiological quality of drinking water [14].
Coliform bacteria may not cause disease, but can be
indicators of pathogenic organisms that cause diseases. Coliform bacteria originate in the intestinal
tract of warm-blooded animals and can be found in
their wastes. Coliform bacteria can also be found in
soil and on vegetation. The EPA Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) for coliform bacteria in
drinking water is zero (or no) total coliform per 100
ml of water.  that live in the intestines of
warm-blooded animals. When  bacteria present in high numbers in a water sample, it means
that the water has received fecal matter from one
source or another. Although not necessarily agents
of disease, fecal coliform bacteria may indicate the
presence of disease-carrying organisms, which live
in the same environment as the fecal coliform bacteria [45].
One of the most important water-related hazards is an infection due to fecal contamination in
the water. Disinfection is not applied to spring
water. For this reason, gastroenteritis cases which
are caused by spring waters are frequently observed
especially in summer [46]. When the microbiological analyses of our study are evaluated; It was observed total coliform and  in number 4 and
number 7 fountains in different months. It is observed total coliform in number 5 and number 6
fountains in different months. The highest bacterial
count is observed in number 7 fountain. These
fountains are not suitable for human consumption.
Sezen et al. microbiologically examined the
public fountains of Yakutiye district (Erzurum/Turkey) where numerous individuals complained gastroenteritis in 2012 and total coliform
(38-300/100ml) and  (22-198/100ml) are
observed in fountains waters. They stated that cause
of epidemic were public fountains waters which
were contaminated. [47].
Barlas et al. examined 684 people complaining
of gastroenteritis in Tavsanlı district (Kutahya/
Turkey) in 2014. They stated that cause of epidemic
were public fountains waters which were contaminated after heavy rains [48].
Kosekahya et al. examined the case of gastroenteritis in Kütahya city center(Turkey) in 2014.
They stated that cause of epidemic were public
fountains waters which were contaminated [49].
Kocak et al. examined tap waters and public
fountains waters in Erzurum(Turkey) in 2009. They
observed total coliform in all of the public fountain's water [50].

Alisarlı et al examined tap waters and public
fountains waters in Van (Turkey) in 2007. They
observed total coliform %56 of city center water
samples and % 76 of Van districts water samples
and they observed  %13 of city center water
samples and % 11 of Van districts water samples
[51].
Burkowska-But et al. examined unchlorinated
four fountains water in Torun city center (Poland)
in 2013. They stated that three fountains water were
not suitable for human consumption in terms of
microbiologically [52].
In our study, we observed that number 7 fountain (during the working period) and number 4,5,6
fountains (in different months) are not suitable for
human consumption in terms of microbiological
parameters. but number 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10 fountains
are suitable.
When the statistical analysis of our study are
evaluated; there is no signifıcant difference between
June, July and August months in all chemical parameters except for pH parameter. There is a significant difference (p0,05) between June and July and
between June and August in pH parameter.
#" )'#"'

Spring water is preferable than tap water due
to beautiful taste, but especially nitrate (NO3) and
microbiologically pollution may be in city center
fountains.
Public fountains should be monitored continuously to use as drinking water especially in the
summer season in which snow water is at a high
rate and in the rainy season in which rainwater is at
a high rate.
When control parameters in public fountains
exceed the limits, these fountains should not be
used as drinking water.
"#* !"('
Part of this article was presented as a poster in
2015 National Water and Health Congress in Antalya/Turkey.
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Seven microcosm submerged wetlands were
built to evaluate the physiological characteristics and
copper uptake performance of     after
short-term high-salt stresses. Each microcosm was
equipped with plastic pipes and three plants were
planted in each pipe. The artificial copper-containing
wastewater of different salt concentrations was
added in microcosm wetlands once a week., only at
the first week, it was added 0 (as control), 1, 2, 4, 6,
8, and 10 % (by weight) of NaCl respectively. Leaf
chlorophyll content, photosynthetic parameters of
    did not be inhibited when salt concentrations were below 2 %, could restore to normal
level after some time under 4 % salt concentration,
significantly dropped over 6 % concentrations. 
  could reduce the damage of salt stresses by
generating protective enzymes (mainly SOD), but
this ability decreased even disappear when salt concentrations were over 6%. Short-term lower salt
stresses of 1 to 4 % did not inhibit copper uptake and
transportation in    , but higher salt
stresses of 6 to 10 % could inhibit the growth of the
plants, and decreased the Cu uptake.

Cu to aquatic plants and translocation from roots and
rhizomes to shoots leaves depend upon plant species,
growth stages of plants, Cu concentration in water,
presence of competing metals, temperature, and pH
[3, 5, 6].
High-salt wastewater (>1 % salinity by weight)
is generated in manufacturing of pharmaceuticals,
pesticides and herbicides, and so on [7]. High salt
contents are also found in the landfill leachates [8].
Rising sea levels and stronger storm surges may expose tidal fresh water wetlands to saline waters [9].
And salinization poses one of the greatest threats to
our rivers and wetlands and has the potential to cause
irreversible damage to the structure and function of
aquatic communities in arid regions of the world
[10].
Some study reported that high salt content in
wastewater could alter the biodiversity, species composition and function of the aquatic ecosystems [11],
and significantly decreased the treatment efficiency
of conventional activated sludge, attached growth,
anaerobic, nitrification and denitrification processes
[12]. Although the influence of salt on Cu absorption
has been exhaustively considered in cyanobacteria
[13], marine in vertebrates [14, 15], and algae [16],
data concerning aquatic macrophyte after short-term
stress are crucially missing when salt content is super
high.
    is perennial aquatic herb,
widely distributing in South Chin. It is a powerful
macrophyte for wetland sewage treatment because of
its extremely fast growth rate under optimal conditions and sorption effects on heavy metals [17].
The objectives of this study were to (1) investigate the photosynthetic characteristics and protective
enzyme activities of    after short-term
high-salt treatments in wastewater; (2) evaluate copper uptake performance of    under shortterm high-salt stresses.
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Photosynthetic characteristic, Activities of protective enzyme, Submerged wetland, High-salt,    , Cu
uptake
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Copper (II) (Cu2+) is among the most common
heavy metals found in wastewater discharges of
many industries including surface treatment, metal
plating facilities, tanneries, and mining operations
[1]. Although copper is a necessary trace element in
animal metabolism, excessive amounts of it lead to
various health problems such as headache, nausea,
dizziness, hemolytic anemia, and so on [2]. Some
studies have investigated Cu removal efficiency of
submerged bed [3, 4]. Macrophytes have been considered as promising material for remediation of
heavy-metal contaminated sites, but availability of

" !"!

=5,702,39(1 +,80.3 The experiments were
carried out in a greenhouse of Shanghai Institute of
Technology (Shanghai, China) from 16 October to
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ultra-pure water as solvent. Only at the first 7 days,
0, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 g NaCl was added in every
1 L wastewater as influents to the 7 microcosm submerged wetlands respectively. So influents loaded to
the 7 microcosm submerged wetlands had 0 (as control), 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 % (by weight) of NaCl respectively, and Cu 4 mg/L (CuSO4 10 mg/L). After
that, the influents was replaced one time with new
Cu wastewater at every first day of the next 5 weeks,
no NaCl was added in it again. Ultra-pure water was
added every three days to compensate for water loss
due to evaporation.

21 November 2015). 21 microcosm submerged wetlands were built with 7 plastic pipes (500 mm tall,
inner diameter 155 mm). Each pipe was packed with
400 mm of mixture of marble chips (effective chip
size 10.1 mm and uniformity coefficient 2.1) and
sand, then a 50mm layer of marble chips (effective
chip size 13.1mm and uniformity coefficient 0.87)
was put on the upper of the mixture beds used for
minimizing evaporation and maintaining air diffusion (Figure 1).

3(1>90*(12,9/4+8Leaf chlorophyll relative
content (expressed by SPAD value), photosynthetic
characteristics, chlorophyll fluorescence characteristics were determined at end of every 7 days during
the experiment. SPAD value was measured by
SPAD-502 plus (Japan), a portable chlorophyll meter
which can measure an index related to the chlorophyll content of a leaf [18]. The photosynthetic characteristics were detected by photosynthetic measurement system (LI-6400XT, LI-COR, USA). The fully
expanded new leaves on the top of the plants were
selected at 9:30-11:30 am for detection. All the detections were carried out in duplicate 3 times among
different plants in same wetlands. The activities of
superoxide dismutase (SOD) was determined according to the method of Jiang and Zhang [19]; Peroxidase (POD) and malondialdehyde (MDA) were
estimated using the NBT photochemical reduction,
Guaiacol and Thiobarbituric acid colorimetry methods described by Li [20] respectively. At the end of
the experiment, whole plants were dig out and
washed with ultra pure water three times to eliminate
the adhering contaminants and soil and metal ions.
Absorbent towels were then put on the plants to absorb surface water on them. This process was repeated for 3-5 times. After that, the washed plants
were cut into underground parts (roots) and aboveground parts (leaves and shoots). They were dried at
85  for 48 h to constant weight, then were crushed
and mixed thoroughly. About 0.2 g triturated plant
tissue was digested with 15 ml mixture of H2SO4 and
H2O2 (1:2, by volume) that was heated in an oven for
2 h at 380. After cooling, the digested samples
were diluted to a volume of 100 m L using ultra pure
water. The Cu contents in digestion solutions were
determined using atomic absorption spectrophotometer (S7-AA-7000, Shimadzu, Japan).


#  
"/,8,*9043(3+51(34-9/,20*74*482
8:)2,7.,+<,91(3+:8,+039/08,=5,702,39
1(39897,(92,39The    plants were
dig from a brook flowing through the campus of
Shanghai Institute of Technology. Prior to the experiment,21 seedlings with good shapes, similar sizes,
and vigorous growth were selected, and cultivated
directly in tap water for 14 days. Then they were
planted in the submerged wetlands with 3 plants per
pipe.

=5,702,39(1 2,9/4+8 There were seven
NaCl contents treatments in this experiment, every
treatment was repeated three times, so 21 submerged
bed wetlands were used. Each pipe of the treatments
and control was loaded with artificial Cu wastewater
(1 L each), and was operated in a greenhouse. The
Cu wastewater was made of 1/2-strength Hoagland
solution and CuSO4. The composition of the solution
was as follows (1 L):472.5 mg Ca(NO)3, 57.5 mg
(NH4)3PO4, 303.5 mg KNO3, 246.5 mg MgSO4, and

!9(90890*(1 (3(1>808 Statistical analyses were
performed using SPSS software version 17.0 developed by Statistical Software Package (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, USA). One-way ANOVA were used to analyze the difference among different salt treatments.
Differences were considered to be statistically significant at 0.05 level.
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--,*984-8/4799,72/0./8(19897,88439/,
! 4-     SPAD values of A.  
under short-term high-salt stress were presented in
Fig. 2. At the 7th day, SPAD values of all salt treatments were close to that of the control. At the 14th
day, SPAD values of A.   under 1 %, 2 % and
4 % salt treatments were also remained same level as
the control, but those of 6%, 8%, and 10% treatments
decreased by 21.27 %, 45.44 % and 57.09 % compared with the control, respectively. From the 21st to
42nd day, SPAD values of 1 %, 2 % were lower than
the control, but no significant differences were found
between them. 6 %-10 % treatments decreased seriously by 74.45-95.88 %, 84.54-100 % and 94.98100 %, even no SPAD values were detected out in
8 % at the 35th day and 10% treatments at the 35th
and 42nd day because the A.   plants were
withered or dead. SPAD values of 4 % kept the trend
of decrease before the 28th day, but it increased after
that time, and close to level of the control at the end
of this experiment.
High-salt stress decreases chlorophyll content
of leaves because of inhibiting chlorophyll biosynthesis or accelerating degradation [21]. Our results
are consistent with these previous studies of Hayat et
al. [22], Ghogdi et al. [23] and Ahmad et al. [24],
indicating that short-term high-salt stress in wetlands
could damage chlorophyll or inhibit the synthesis.
But the SPAD value could restore to normal level for
plants grown under lower salt (1 to 4 %) after two
weeks treatment.

#  
,(-*/14745/>117,1(90;,*439,394-  
(-9,78/4799,72/0./8(1997,88


--,*984-8/4799,72/0./8(19897,88439/,
5/4948>39/,90**/(7(*9,70890*84-  The
photosynthetic characteristics of    after
short-term high-salt stress were presented in Fig. 3.
The results revealed that the net photosynthetic rate
() of lower salt treatments (1 %, 2 %, 4 %, 6 %)
were close to the control at the 7th day, but that of 8%
and 10% salt treatments decreased by 28.62 % and
44.74 % compared to the control (0.05). In the
subsequent phase, the  of all salt treatments were
lower than the control, no significant differences
were found between 1 %, 2 % and the control, but
significant differences were found between 6 %, 8 %
and 10 % salt treatments and the control (0.05).
The  of 4 % kept the same trend as SPAD value
after the 7th day. At last term (35-42 days), the aboveground tissues of higher salt treatments (6 %, 8 %
and 10 %) wilted or died so was very low or could
not be detected out. During the experiment, the stomatal conductance ( ) of 1 % and 2 % salt treatments keep same level as the control, no differences
were found between them.  of 4 % salt treatment
declined below the control, but it restored to high
level as the control at the 42nd day. The of 6 % to
10 % salt treatments decreased gradually during the
whole time, even no value was detected out at the
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4 % salt contents, but they decreased sharply at 610 % salt contents. From the 21st day to the end of
this experiment, SOD activities decreased gradually
at 4-10 % salt contents, but they remained higher
level at 1-2 % than the control. During the experiment time, POD activities in    leaves
showed no obvious changes at 1-4 % salt contents
and close to the control, but they constantly decreased at higher salt contents (6-10 %), and the
higher the salt contents, the lower the POD activities.
MDA contents increased at low salt contents (1 %
and 2 %) during the experiment period, but no differences were found between them and the control.
When salt contents were higher (4 %-10 %), MDA
contents sharply increased and remained high level
during the experiment time, very significant differences were found between the salt treatment and the
control.


end of this experiment because of the up-ground
parts of   wilting or death, and serious differences were found between them and the control (
0.05). At the 7th day, the transpiration rate ( ) of
   under high-salt stress was below compared to the control, and the higher the salt content,
the more the  decreased. After then,  of 1 % and
2 % salt treatments restored close to the level of the
control during the all experiment time, that of 4 %
salt treatment dropped until to the 28th day, then rise
slowly. Other salt treatments (6 %, 8 % and 10 %)
remained the downward trend to end of this experiment. 
Yusuf et al. [25] and Hayat [26] reported that all
gas exchange parameters (,  , , ) of plants
could be changed by salt in irrigation water. Stomatal
functioning, structure and function of thylakoids,
pigment content, electron transport and activity of
enzymes may be the one cause of salt damages [27].
Damages to plants caused by salt stress can be attributed to a kind of physiological drought generated
by NaCl [28], because of the stomatal closure
thereby decreasing the partial CO2 pressure [29] as
well as internal CO2 concentration [25]. Nilratnisakorn et al. [30] found that the inhibition of photosynthesis of    was due to the precipitation of Na salt crystals in leaves and roots that caused
the obstruction of the solute transportation. In our
work,  of    could be inhibited by shortterm high-salt stress, and the higher the salt content,
the greater the decrease of , but they increased
again after some time when the salt contents were
lower (1-4 %). This result could be explained by 
and  changes.  and  remained higher level
close to the the control when salt content were lower
(1-2 %),  remained high level either. All of them
decreased at 4-6% salt content, may be because stomatal closure of    leaves,  decreased,
and  was lower, so the limiting of CO2 supply
caused con-siderable reduction in , a result consistent with reported in      [31].
From the results of  of    we also concluded that the decrease of  mainly resulted from
water deficit due to the osmotic stress caused by high
salt contents. Our results were in agreement with
Munns et al. [32] who observed that growth of  
  under salinity is inhibited through two
phases. Initially, growth is affected because of cellular responses to the osmotic effects. In the subsequent phase, growth is reduced due to the toxic effects of accumulated salts.



--,*984-8/4799,72/0./8(19897,8843(*
90;090,84-!(3+*439,394-03
   The activities of superoxide dismutase
(SOD), Peroxidase (POD), and malondialdehyde
(MDA) content in    were showed in Fig. 4.
At the 7th day, SOD activities in    leaves
generally increased from salt content of 0 to 10%. At
the 14th day, SOD activities remained high level at 1-
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Item
Leaves
Cu content
(mg/kg)

Roots

" 
:*439,39803+0--,7,395(7984-  51(398

0
1%
2%
4%
6%
1.24
1.41±
1.56±
1.17±
1.26±
0.002a
0.003b
0.003b
0.007a
0.005a
3.48
3.44±
2.89±
3.27±
2.98±
0.011a
0.008a
0.008a
0.010a
0.008a

8%
1.39±
0.005a
2.99±
0.008a

10%
1.19±
0.008a
3.59±
0.012a

Data are the means ± SE of three replications
Values with same small letters mean no differences and different small letters mean significant differences at 5% level (<
0.05) in a same row

#!!

Plants can generate reactive oxygen species
(ROS), such as hydroxyl radicals (OH-), superoxide
radicals (O2-), and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) during
normal metabolism, but ROS are overproduced in
plants under stress, including salt stress, drought and
desiccation, heavy metals, air pollutants, and so on
[33,34,35]. It is known that ROS can cause injury by
oxidative stress [36]. Plants have defense systems
against ROS, involving both enzymatic and non-enzymatic mechanisms [37]. SOD, POD are two important protective enzymes generated against cellular oxidative damage under stress [38]. MDA is a final decomposition product of lipid peroxidation induced by oxidative stress, and has been used as an
indicator of lipid peroxidation. The results in our
work suggested that    plants could be damaged by high-salt stresses, they could reduce the
damage by generating protective enzymes (mainly
SOD), but this ability would decrease or disappear
when salt contents were higher (6-10 %). From the
changes of MDA, we could conclude that the  
 plants would be injured by excessive ROS
caused by higher salt stress, and this damage could
not be reversed, because the generating protective
enzymes of the plants could not clear the excessive
ROS due to their activities decreased.

Short-term high-salt stresses (6-10 %) could
damage chlorophyll and inhibit photosynthesis of 
 , and these damages could not be reversed
even if the stresses disappeared
Short-term high-salt stresses could induce SOD
increase in    plants, and elevated activities
of SOD could play as important factors of antioxidative defense mechanism against oxidative injury, but
too high salt contents (6-10 %) would cause this ability lost.
Roots of    could absorb Cu from
wastewater and transport to leaves, and roots were
the main parts for Cu accumulation in   .
%"!
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--,*984-8/4799,72/0./8(19897,88,843:
*439,39803+0--,7,395(7984-  Cu contents in leaves and roots of    plants were
showed in Table 1.Cu accumulations in leaves of 
  plants were different They increased by
12.06% and 25.81 % under low salt stresses (1-2 %).
When salt contents were higher (4 %, 6 %, 8 %,
10 %), Cu accumulations rescore to normal level as
the control. Cu accumulations in roots of   
plants were same under all salt stresses as the control,
and no significant differences were found among
them (0.05), but they all were higher than that in
leaves. Mónica et al. [39] reported that the ability of
the     to absorb copper was slightly
affected by increased salinity, this conclusion was inconsistent with our results when salt contents were at
4 % and below. The results in our work suggested
that   plants could restore gradually from
short term damage, so the copper accumulation in 
  did not decrease. But the damage caused by
higher salt contents (6-10 %) could not be reversed.
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Safflower (      L.) is an important vegetable oil plant for human consumption
and alternative bioenergy source. Also, this plant is
used for the evaluation of fallow and marginal land
areas in the world.
This study was carried out to determine the
yield traits of 8 safflower cultivars (Yenice, Dinçer,
Remzibey, Balcı, Linas, Ayaz, Olas and Asol) in two
marginal locations (Kırşehir and Kırıkkale) in the
Central Anatolia Region of Turkey in 2015.
According to the results, yield and oil rates of
safflower cultivars varied significantly in different
ecologies with respect to yield and oil rate parameters. Results showed that plant height, head diameter,
number of seeds per head and 1000-grain weight varied between 54.09- 81.00 cm, 2.05 - 2.33 cm, 16.27
- 31.03 and 36.00 - 46.74 g, respectively. Crude oil
rate and crude oil yield ranged from 27.93- 38.91%
and 394.8 – 744.3 kg ha-1. Dinçer variety had the
highest seed yield with 2.08 t ha-1, followed by Linas
cultivar with 1.85 t ha-1 for both environmental conditions. In marginal areas, Remzibey (2.07 t ha-1) and
Yenice (2.06 t ha-1) cultivars also produced higher
yields nearly similar to those of Dinçer and Linas
cultivars. To conclude, Dinçer and Linas cultivars
can be suggested for both dry and marginal environmental conditions, while Remzibey and Yenice cultivars can be offered for salty marginal conditions.
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Safflower production area in the world has been
very low compared to the other oil plants. This plant
has been an important plant in the agricultural system
with 870 million tons of production in 1.01 million
hectares [1]. Approximately 95% of safflower production has been occurred in Kazakhstan, Mexico,
India, USA, Russia, Argentina, Turkey, China and
Uzbekistan. Turkey, having the 7th place in saf-

flower production, has met 7% of safflower production of the world [1]. Safflower sowing area in Turkey has expanded after 2008 and reached to 43000
hectares in 2015 with 70000 tons of safflower production [2]. Especially with the state support program carried out for putting fallow lands in dry agricultural areas in use, safflower production has increased in Central Anatolia Region.
Safflower, also known as false saffron [3], is an
important industrial plant [4], which has yellow, red,
orange and cream colored flowers with thorny and
thornless forms, and it has been used for the production of edible oil and biofuels having 30-45% fat on
average in its seeds. Due to its high tolerance to
drought and salinity, safflower has great importance
in terms of reducing fallow land, economical evaluation and prevention erosion in dry agricultural areas
where rainfall is particularly low [5, 6, 7]. Safflower
grown wherever wheat and barley are cultivated has
the capacity of providing higher yield in dry conditions only by supplied natural precipitation. Being
less selective regarding climate and soil requirements compared to the other oil plants, safflower can
be cultivated in different conditions. Furthermore,
safflower has the potential to get into rotation with
wheat in Central, Eastern and Southeastern Anatolian Regions [8]. Due to its capability of having place
in crop rotations particularly in dry areas, safflower
is one of the most important plant that needs to be
focused on for compensating the deficiency of vegetable oil [9].
Sunflower one of the most important industrial
oil crop in Turkey has been commonly cultivated in
Central Anatolia [10, 11] under low precipitation
during the summer. Sunflower yield and yield parameters are dependent on rainfall during growing
season [12]. Especially in marginal areas, safflower
has been an important alternative oil crop for supplying the vegetable oil requirement of Turkey, also, of
the world.
Determination of performances of safflower
varieties and candidate varieties in different ecologies are so important, especially for wide spreading
its cultivation and compensating the deficiency of
vegetable oil. Therefore, this study was carried out
in the ecological conditions of Kırşehir and Kırıkkale
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plant height, number of lateral branches, number of
head on branches, head diameter, number of seed per
head, 1000-seed weight, crude oil ratio, seed yield,
hull ratio, oil yield and protein ratio.
Before the trial, soils in both locations were analyzed. According to soil analysis, experimental soil
in Kırşehir was salt-free and clayed-loamy textured,
low in organic matter and slightly alkaline reaction
in terms of soil characteristics. It was classified as
poor soil in terms of available phosphorus, but rich
in potassium. Kırıkkale soil was moderately salty,
slightly alkaline, too limy, clayed, moderate in terms
of organic substance content, available phosphorus
level was low and potassium level was quite high
(Table 1).
Mean temperature was close to the long-term
average in Kırıkkale in 2015, and it was higher than
the average temperature in Kırşehir. The minimum
and maximum temperatures were above the longterm average. Relative humidity values were close to
the average. Precipitation, being one of the most

with the aim of determining the yield and yield components of safflower varieties having great capacity
to increase sowing areas in Central Anatolia.
&$%! &"
This study was carried out in two locations
(Kırşehir, Kırıkkale) in Randomised Complete
Block Design with 8 genotypes (Yenice, Dinçer,
Remzibey, Balcı, Linas, Ayaz, Olas and Asol) in
2015. The trials were established in the first week of
April in both locations in 6 rows with the length of 5
m and the row spacing of 25 cm and 50 kg of seeds
per hectare. Plots were fertilized at seeding time with
80 kg N ha-1 and 60 kg P2O5 ha-1. For the trial, the
experimental fields at Bağbaşı Campus of Ahi Evran
University in Kırşehir and at Delice Vocational
School of Kırıkkale University in Kırıkkale were
used. The following parameters were determined;
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Kırşehir
Kırıkkale

Texture
ClayedLoamy
Clayed

pH

EC
(mmhos/cm)

Salinity
(%)

Available P2O5 (kg ha-1)

CaCO3
%

Available K2O
(kg ha-1)

OM
(%)

7.59

0.52

0.02

21.4

27.90

666.2

1.81

7.70

6.62

0.42

45.2

16.44

1275.4

2.42
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0.5
2.3
6.8
12.2
16.9
21.2
24.6
24.2
19.6
13.6
6.9
2.6
12.6

0
2.9
7.1
9.7
17.1
19.5
24.9
25.4
23.5
14.7
8.3
-0.2
12.7

-0.1
1.3
5.3
10.7
15.4
19.6
23.1
22.9
18.2
12.3
6.2
1.9
11.40

1.3
3.4
6.9
8.8
16
18.4
23.5
24.9
22.8
14.2
7.2
-1.1
12.19
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-2.9
-2.4
-1.8
-0.7
1.4
2.6
6.1
3.3
10.2
10.6
13.8
13.6
16.7
16.8
16.4
18
12.2
15.7
7.4
9.7
2.2
2.1
-0.7
-3.3
6.8
7.2
-4.1
-3.2
0
4.6
8.6
12.4
15.7
15.6
11
6.1
1.1
-2
5.48

-2.8
-0.4
2.4
2.9
8.9
12.8
15.9
17.9
14.8
9.2
0.6
-4.8
6.45

+7.
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4.1
2.7
6.7
7.5
12.5
13
18
15.7
23
23.8
27.5
25.6
31
31.3
30.9
32.2
26.7
31.5
20.5
21.1
12.6
15.7
6.2
3.7
18.3
18.7

$/5+<3>/
=63.3<A
 


77.8
86
72.9
74.8
64.9
68.7
60.8
55.4
58.6
56.2
52.3
62.6
46.5
40.5
46.5
42.7
50.7
39.4
60.9
63.0
71.5
59.1
78.0
76.6
61.8
60.4

4.7
6.5
11.3
17.1
21.8
26.1
29.7
29.9
25.9
19.8
12.8
6.7
17.69

78.2
74.3
67.4
63.7
60.8
54.0
48.1
48.4
53.1
63.5
72.8
78.7
63.58

*Reference: General Directory of State Meteorological Services.
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5.9
8.6
12.8
15.1
22.9
25
30.2
32.1
31.2
21.1
15.7
3.8
18.70

84.2
77.5
75.3
64.3
58.7
66.9
44.7
45.8
40.7
62.5
57.5
78.9
63.08

#:/-393<+<387
66
 


43
32.1
31.9
62.3
35.5
85.6
45.5
11.5
50.8
45.1
37.1
112
11.1
9.6
20.8
13.5
2.6
29.4
36.3
31.8
4.5
43.4
6.7
382.6
46.2
35.2
39.2
43.7
44.3
36.8
6.8
4.9
11.6
27.8
36.4
47.0

419.5
35.2
38.3
89
26.8
39.2
161.4
20.6
11.8
1
30.8
6.2
9.1

379.9

469.4
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important factors affecting yield in dry agricultural
areas, was observed as heavier (rainy) than the average. In particular, in the vegetation period of safflower (March - September), precipitation was found
out as higher than the average values in both locations (Table 2). Although the high precipitation in
June in both locations had positive effects on surface
waters, it caused little sunshine and low temperature
due to cloudy days.
Data were analyzed according to completely
randomized block design over locations, and Duncan’s Multiple Range Test was used to determinate
the significant differences among means. MSTATC
statistical program was used for analyses [13].


$%'&%!%'%%"!
Based on the observations, variations of plant
heights between locations and genotypes were significant (P<0.01). The average heights of safflower
varieties ranged between 46.67 and 94.36 cm. Means
of plant heights in Kırıkkale (71.17 cm) was higher
than in Kırşehir (51.80 cm). While variety Yenice
was the highest plant in both locations, variety Balcı
was the shortest one (Table 3).
Differences in the plant heights might be due to
the differences in climatic factors and physical &
chemical properties of soil between two locations.
Plant heights were higher than the findings of
Yılmazlar [14] who observed the values between
45.64-47.00 cm. There are similarity with the results
obtained by [15, 16, 17, 18]. In those studies, plant
heights changed between 36.73 and 90.07 cm.
In terms of lateral branches, the differences between location and genotypes were significant at the
probability levels 1% and %5, respectively. The location x genotypes interaction was also significant
(P<0.01). Number of lateral branches was higher in
Kırıkkale ecology than Kırşehir. According to the interaction of location x variety, Olas variety, which
had the highest number of lateral branches with the
value of 9.01 in Kırıkkale ecology, was intermediary
in Kırşehir. The lowest one was variety Ayaz in

Kırşehir with the value of 4.18 and Dinçer variety in
Kırıkkale with the value of 5.83. Regarding the average number of lateral branches of varieties, Olas
was the highest with the value of 6.90, and variety
Dinçer was the lowest with the value of 5.53 (Table
3). Number of lateral branches per plant was similar
to the results of [4, 14, 17, 18].
For the number of heads, being one of the most
important yield criteria, differences between locations and varieties, and interaction of location x variety were found statistically significant at the 1%
probability level. Number of heads in Kırıkkale
(11.69) was higher than Kırşehir ecology (7.00). Regarding the interaction of varieties according to the
locations, varieties having the highest number of
heads were detected in Kırıkkale as Ayaz, Olas and
Asol with the values of 14.92, 13.88 and 13.87, respectively; variety Balcı was the highest with the values of 8.27 number of heads in Kırşehir, while it was
the lowest in Kırıkkale. The lower number of heads
were determined in Kırşehir from Ayaz, Yenice and
Remzibey with the values of 6.27, 6.17 and 6.03 respectively (Table 3). The number of heads obtained
in this study support the findings of many studies
carried out in different ecologies [14, 17].
Regarding to the head diameter observations,
the significance level of variation between locations
and varieties was 5%. The highest head diameter was
observed in Dinçer cultivar with the value of 2.33 cm
while the lowest value was 2.05 cm for Balcı cultivar. In Kırıkkale ecology, the mean head diameter
(2.26 cm) was higher than that of Kırşehir ecology
(2.14 cm) (Table 4). The data regarding head diameter were similar to the results of Çamaş et al [19]
(2.067-2.114 cm), Keleş [17] (1.39-1.84 cm) and
Sirel [18] (1.80-2.53 cm).
Besides number of heads, number of seeds per
head is also an important yield criterion. In this
study, number of seeds per head was significant at
the 1% level regarding variety and interaction of location x variety. The highest number of seeds per
head was obtained from variety Yenice (31.03) while
the lowest number of seeds per head was produced a
candidate variety Ayaz (16.27) in Kırşehir ecology.
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E:J/23: E:E44+5/
46.67
63.14
47.00
66.24
46.93
61.25
53.47
68.96
54.87
75.38
47.03
71.47
50.77
68.54
67.63
94.36
51.80ii
71.17i
5.67
8.13

>/:+1/
54.90CD
56.62CD
54.09D
61.21BC
65.13B
59.25BD
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4.90ac
7.73ab
6.32AC
4.18c
8.04ab
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5.23ab
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9.01a
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4.67bc
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5.85BC
4.80bc
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5.80BC
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0.,874
1.429
0.80
10.92

No significant differences between the means with the same letter.
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20.00de
16.27f
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17.73ef
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26.87bc
31.03a
23.09
3.58
8.51

E:E44+5/
17.13d
21.84bc
19.73cd
28.71a
20.10cd
18.38d
25.01b
28.93a
22.48
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>/:+1/
18.57C
19.05C
19.68C
29.30A
18.92C
20.84C
25.94B
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22.79
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E:J/23:
41.64de
45.09ac
42.86cd
46.44a
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40.93bc
39.69c
41.75bc
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41.29B
42.39B
42.30B
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No significant differences between the means with the same letter.

According to the means of varieties regarding number of seeds per head, Yenice (29.98) and Dinçer
(29.30) were high, but Asol (18.57), Linas (18.92),
Ayaz (19.05), Balcı (19.68) and Olas (20.84) were
low (Table 4). Variations in the number of seeds per
head might be most likely depending on climate and
physical & chemical composition of soils in different
ecologies. Consequently, it was, of course, expected
the variations in the performances of varieties [14,
19, 20].
Differences between locations and varieties for
1000-grain weight were significant at the 1% level
while location x variety interaction was found significant at the 5% level. 1000-grain weight in Kırşehir
ecological conditions (with the average of 43.90 g)
was higher than Kırıkkale ecology (41.32 g). The
highest 1000-grain weight was obtained from variety
Linas (46.74 g), followed by Dinçer (46.44 g) in
Kırşehir location while the lowest value was obtained from variety Yenice (36.00 g) in Kırıkkale location. According to the averages of 1000-grain
weight of the varieties, Linas (45.58 g), Dinçer
(45.56 g) and Olas (45.14 g) had higher values, but
Yenice (37.74 g) had the lowest value (Table 4).
Knowles [21] remarked that 1000-grain weight depending on seed plumpness was directly related to
climatic conditions at flowering stage. When climatic characteristics of locations were compared, it
was observed that, Kırşehir got more rain and had
higher humidity compared to Kırıkkale (Table 2)
during flowering stage (June). In similar studies at
different ecologies, 1000-grain weights were
changed from 22.95 to 53.13 g [4, 14, 16, 17, 22, 23,
24, 25].
Data analysis showed that the differences in
crude oil ratio were statistically significant at 5%
level between locations and at 1% level between genotypes. Mean crude oil ratios of varieties were
35.77% in Kırşehir, and 32.55% in Kırıkkale. The
highest crude oil ratio was obtained from variety
Linas (38.91%) and the lowest one from Yenice
(27.93%) (Table 5). Higher crude oil ratio in Kırşehir
could be attributed to the more rainfall and higher
humidity during the growing period of safflower. In
both locations, the oil ratios of spineless varieties

(Dinçer and Yenice) were lower than spiny varieties.
Spiny safflower is known as containing high amount
of oil as well as having resistance to drought and cold
conditions [24]. According to the study carried out in
Erzurum under irrigated and non-irrigated conditions
by Öztürk et al. [26], changes in oil rates depending
on years and varieties, increase in oil ratio by irrigation was very difficult or quite low and crude oil ratio
was higher in the year with higher precipitation.
While crude oil ratio obtained in this study was lower
than that of Yılmazlar and Bayraktar [20] obtained
in Konya which was 40.10-48.33%, it is compatible
with those of Uysal et al. [24] (23.7-26.9%),
Karaaslan et al. [27] (19.59-22.16%), Yau [29]
(25.1-26.5%), Erbaş and Tonguç [25] (24.1-31.4 %),
Tonguç and Erbaş [16] (22.5-33.3%), Beyyavas et al.
[4] (25.80-34.90 %), Keleş [17] (25.60-31.83%) and
Sirel [18] (22.9-33.0 %).
Seed yield between locations was significant at
the 5% level and variety and interaction of location
x variety were significant at the 1% level. Mean seed
yield in Kırıkkale location (1.75 t ha-1) was higher
than that of Kırşehir (1.48 t ha-1). The highest seed
yield was obtained in Kırıkkale from variety Dinçer
with the value of 2.23 t ha-1, and the lowest one was
obtained in Kırşehir from variety Ayaz with the
value of 1.14 t ha-1. According to the mean seed
yields in both locations, Dinçer had the highest value
with 2.08 t ha-1, but Ayaz cultivar had the lowest
yield as 1.25 t ha-1 (Table 5). It can be said that the
present differences in seed yields of varieties in different locations might be due to the physical &
chemical properties of soils as well as climatic factors. While rainfall, which was more than the longterm average, affected the yield positively in both locations, regularity of rainfalls in growing season of
safflower could increase this positive affect. Especially, as usually known, at the stages of flowering
and seed filling period, regular rainfall increases
plant growth and yield considerably. In a three-year
study conducted by Bayraktar et al. [28] in Eskişehir
conditions, it was emphasized that depending on climate conditions, seed yields of varieties of safflower
varied yearly; it was 1.83-2.48 t ha-1 in the first year,
0.45- 1.29 t ha-1 in the second year and 1.63-2.97 t
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differences.
ha-1 in the third year. As a result of Öztürk et al [30]
Variation between varieties in hull ratio, one of
study, seed yield of safflower varied depending on
the important quality criteria of safflower, was sigvariety and location. The variety having the highest
nificant at the 5% level. The highest hull ratio was
seed yield in the first year was Remzibey-05 with the
obtained from variety Yenice (51.67%), and the lowvalue of 1.72 t ha-1, in the second year it was Dinçer
est was from variety Balcı (43.45%) (Table 6). High
with the value of 2.09 t ha-1. Seed yield was deterhull ratio, which is undesirable trait for vegetable oil
mined as 1.1-1.2 t ha-1 by Çamaş et al. [19], 1.33-2.39
t ha-1 by Koutroubas ve Papakosta [23], 0.52-0.80 t
production, is inversely proportional to kernel ratio
ha-1 by Uysal et al. [24], 0.62-1.66 t ha-1 by Yau [29],
and has directly negative effect on oil ratio. Accord0.83-1.73 t ha-1 by Yılmazlar [14], 0.62-2.31 t ha-1 by
ing to the studies on same varieties, high hull ratio of
Nikabadi et al. [31] and 0.54-2.78 t ha-1 by Erbaş and
Yenice variety was emphasized by different reTonguç [25]. The results of previous studies regardsearchers [32, 14]. Variations in the hull ratio of safing seed yields are compatible with the results of this
flowers depend on climate conditions, soil structure,
study.
sowing frequency, genetic difference and sowing
Variation in oil yield between varieties was sigdate.
nificant at the 1% level and location x variety interWhile variation in the protein content of safaction was significant (P<0.05). The highest oil yield
flower varieties between locations was significant at
was obtained from Linas in Kırıkkale with the value
the 1% level but differences between varieties and
of 0.74 t ha-1, while the lowest oil yield was obtained
interactions were not significant. Protein content
from Ayaz with the value of 0.40 t ha-1 in Kırıkkale.
ranged between 14.73% (Remzibey) and 17.24%
The highest oil yield was for Linas (0.72 t ha-1) and
(Balcı). Protein contents of varieties were higher in
the lowest was for variety Ayaz (0.42 t ha-1) (Table
Kırıkkale ecology (Table 6) compared to Kırşehir.
5). Oil yield was determined between the range of
Variation in the protein content between locations
0.42-0.70 t ha-1 by Koutroubas and Papakosta [23].
can be explained by the existence of more organic
Oil yield is directly related to crude oil rate and seed
substances in the soil of Kırıkkale compared to
yield, since it is calculated by the multiplication of
Kırşehir (Table1). Obtained protein content in the
them. These two parameters depend on climate, soil
present study is in line with the findings of previous
properties and cultural operations as well as genetic
studies [14 and 17].
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No significant differences between the means with the same letter.
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Even though the climatic differences was present between the research areas of this study, dry
conditions and moderately salty soil structure, especially in Kırıkkale location, had the potential for cultivation of safflower in marginal areas. When yield
and oil ratios for the cultivation of safflower under
dry conditions are evaluated as a whole, variety
Dinçer was observed as the most productive cultivar
in both locations. Like variety Dinçer, varieties Linas
for dry conditions and varieties Remzibey and Yenice for salty marginal conditions are promising varieties and can be recommended for cultivation.
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Heavy metal contamination of agricultural
soils is a serious environmental problem that negatively affects plant growth and development. In recent years, it is known that hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2) enhances tolerance to various abiotic stresses
but response of exogenous H2O2 in plants exposed to
excess Cu is poorly investigated. This study provides
an insight into the effects of exogenous H2O2 on two
maize cultivars, Pegaso (tolerant to water deficit)
and Akpınar (sensitive to water deficit) exposed to
Cu toxicity. Chlorophyll content of maize seedlings
was reduced by Cu stress and lipid peroxidation was
increased in Cu stressed seedlings. Exogenous H2O2
almost totally prevented the increase in lipid peroxidation and reversed changes caused by Cu toxicity
in pigment contents and photosystem II efficiency.
Antioxidant enzyme activities were more induced
and H2O2 content was less in H2O2 pretreated seedlings under Cu stress than those of excess Cu pretreated seedlings in both cultivars. Of the two maize
cultivars, Pegaso cv. exhibited better tolerance to Cu
toxicity in terms of lesser membrane damage and
H2O2 accumulation, higher photosystem II efficiency and further induction of antioxidant enzymes,
especially catalase and guaiacol peroxidase activities. Taken together, the results indicate that exogenous H2O2 could diminish the hazardous effects of
excess Cu and might have a function against the
stress by inducing antioxidant machinery and provide higher photosynthetic potential in the tolerant
and sensitive maize cultivars exposed to excess copper.



Heavy metal contamination is a serious environmental problem that limits plant productivity and
threatens human health [1] Copper (Cu) contamination is one of the major environmental hazards in
contaminated areas. Cu is an essential micronutrient
for the normal growth and development of all living
organisms due to its crucial role in various processes
such as photosynthesis, respiration, protein metabolism, reactive oxygen metabolism, ion metabolization, nitrogen fixation, ethylene sensing and cell wall
remodeling [2]. However, excessive concentrations
of Cu in plant tissue are a potential hazard for plants
due to its ability to catalyze the formation of active
oxygen species or lipid peroxidation [3]. Cu toxicity
may result from the binding of metals to sulfhydryl
groups in the protein, leading to the inhibition of activity or disruption of the structure. As an active redox metal, high Cu concentration in plants induces
oxidative stress by generating reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as singlet oxygen, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), superoxide, and hydroxyl radicals, which
can damage biological molecules and membranes by
lipid peroxidation [4].
Plants possess several potential cellular mechanisms that may be involved in the detoxification of
heavy metals to tolerate metal stress. This mechanism is known as the plant antioxidant defense system that regulates ROS levels in the cellular system.
An antioxidant system comprises two types of components: enzymatic antioxidants such as superoxide
dismutase (SOD), peroxidase (POD), catalase
(CAT) and ascorbate–glutathione cycle enzymes
(ascorbate peroxidase (APX), glutathione reductase
(GR), dehydroascorbate reductase (DHAR) and
monodehydroascorbate reductase (MDHAR) and
non-enzymatic antioxidants such as glutathione
(GSH) and ascorbate (ASC). It has also been shown
that plant tolerance to heavy metal stress was closely
related with activities of antioxidant enzymes [5].
Additionally, excess Cu concentration can damage
photosynthetic apparatus and disturb the integrity of
thylakoid membranes [6]. It has been shown that decreased photosynthetic competence, low quantum
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per two days with Hoagland nutrient solution (pH
6.0).

899/;+7.2B.;81/79/;8A3./=;/+=6/7=<
When the second leaves were fully expanded, the
pots were divided into four groups for each maize
cultivar. Two groups were watered with Hoagland
nutrient solution, and the other two groups were watered with freshly prepared Hoagland nutrient solution containing 0.5 mM H2O2. The H2O2-applied
plants were watered with either the Hoagland nutrient solution only or Hoagland nutrient solution containing 0.5 mM CuSO4 for additional five days and
were designated as “H2O2 treatment (H2O2)”, and
“Cu + H2O2 pretreatment (Cu + H2O2)”, respectively. The other two groups of the pots were separately watered with either of the two types of nutrient
solutions and were named “control (C),” and Cu
stress (Cu)”. After two days of the treatments, samples of the third leaf were used for the following
analyses.

B.;81/7 9/;8A3./ -87=/7= Hydrogen peroxide concentration was measured using the method
of Velikova et al. [13] with minor modifications.
Leaf samples (0.25 g) were grounded in 3 ml of 5 %
trichloroacetic acid with 0.1 g of charcoal at 0 °C.
0.5 ml of 10 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH
7.0) and 0.75 ml of 1 M KI were transferred to the
0.5 ml aliquot of the supernatant. Then, absorbance
was determined at 390 nm and the concentration of
H2O2 was given as µmol g-1 FW.

efficiency of PSII, and reduced cell elongation are
also associated with Cu toxicity [7].
To overcome the negative effects of metal toxicity, it is necessary to look for alternative ways to
improve the soil fertility and stimulate the growth of
crop plants. Thus, there is a need for various amendments that may help to ameliorate adverse effects of
metal stress. In recent years, exogenous applications
of phytohormones (abscisic acid, gibberellic acid
and jasmonic acid) and signaling molecules (salicylic acid, nitric oxide and hydrogen peroxide) have
been found to be effective in mitigating heavy metal
stress-induced damage in plants [8, 9, 10]. Hydrogen
peroxide, one of these signal molecules, plays an important role in regulating a number of physiological
processes and plant resistance to biotic and abiotic
stresses. H2O2 directly regulates the expression of
numerous genes involved in plant defense and the related pathways such as antioxidant enzymes, defense
proteins and transcription factors. Several reports
supported that pretreatment with H2O2 increased antioxidant activities of plants and thereby ameliorated
the damage from various environmental stresses [8,
11]. As mentioned above, the regulatory role of exogenous applications of phytohormones and signal
molecules on heavy metal toxicity in plants has been
continuously demonstrated. However, reports on the
responses of H2O2 in plants exposed to copper stress,
especially maize, is lacking in the literature. Our previous study on this topic indicated that exogenous
H2O2 might alleviate the hazardous effect of copper
stress by increasing mineral ion distribution, total
sugar, proline and soluble protein levels in maize
seedlings [12]. Therefore, the aim of this study was
to investigate if exogenous H2O2 was involved in coordination between antioxidant enzymes and photosynthesis in two maize cultivars differing in water
deficit tolerance, in order to better understand the
mechanisms of action of exogenous H2O2 application to increase copper tolerance.


$"#$#

5+7= 6+=/;3+5 +7. 1;8@=2 -87.3=387< Two
   L. cultivars differently sensitive to water
deficit (cv. Pegaso more tolerant than cv. Akpınar)
were provided from Black Sea Agricultural Research Institute, Eskisehir, Turkey and Limagrain
Seed Production Company, Istanbul, Turkey. Seeds
were surface sterilized with 0.1% HgCl2 for 3 min
followed by repeated washings with sterilized distilled water. Seeds were sown in pots (14 cm height,
16 cm top and 11 cm bottom diameter) containing
sterilize water washed sand. Seedlings were grown
in a growth chamber with the following parameters:
16 h light and 8 h darkness at 25°C ± 2, relative humidity 60% ± 5, photon flux density of at the surface
of the leaves 400 μmol m-2 s-1 and were watered once

393.9/;8A3.+=387The assay was conducted
in terms of malondialdehyde (MDA) content measurement (e = 155 mM-1 cm-1), based on Heath and
Packer [14]. Leaf samples of 0.5 g were grounded in
10 ml of 0.1 % (w/v) trichloroacetic acid (TCA). 4
ml of 0.5 % (w/v) thiobarbituric acid containing 20
% (w/v) TCA was transferred to 1 ml of supernatant.
The supernatant was read to have absorbance values
at 532 and 600 nm and the MDA concentration was
indicated as nmol MDA g-1 FW.

/=/;637+=387 80 -258;892B55 9316/7= -87
=/7= Total Chl concentration was determined with
the basic method of Arnon [15]. Leaf samples from
the top of different plants of the same age were selected at random and homogenized in 80 % acetone
with a mortar. The homogenate was centrifuged at
5000g for 5 min. Supernatant was removed and absorbance was read at 663 and 645 nm by spectrophotometer. Chl content was specified as mg g-1 FW.

258;892B55+05>8;/<-/7-/9+;+6/=/;Chlorophyll a fluorescence measurements were performed by pulse modulated fluorimeter (OS1-FL,
OptiScience Corporation, Tyngsboro, MA, USA)
according to Nar et al. [16]. For each treatment, the
6th leaf from six different plants was selected and
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mM-1 cm-1) at 240 nm [19]. The reaction mixture
contained 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH
7.0), 10 mM H2O2 and stocked extract (10 µl) for 1
ml of total volume. The reaction was initiated by
adding H2O2.
Ascorbate peroxidase (APX, EC 1.11.1.11) activity was calculated by tracking ascorbate oxidation
at 290 nm (25 °C, e = 2.8 mM-1 cm-1) [20]. 1 ml of
the reaction consisted of 50 mM phosphate buffer
(pH 7.0), 0.25 mM ASC, 5 mM H2O2 and 20 µl previously stocked enzyme extract. The reaction was initiated by adding H2O2.
Glutathione reductase (GR, EC 1.6.4.2) activity was obtained with the decrease in absorbance at
340 nm (25 °C, e = 6.22 mM-1 cm-1), based on Foyer
and Halliwell [21]. 1 ml of reaction contained 150
µM NADPH, 500 µM oxidized glutathione (GSSG),
50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.8), and 50 µl of extract. The
NADPH was the reaction initiator.
All enzyme activities were given on a protein
basis. Protein content was specified according to
Bradford [22].

#=+=3<=3-+57+5B<3<Data were assessed with
SPSS Ver. 15.0 (SPSS Inc., USA). Duncan’s Multiple Range Test was used for analysis of mean values.
The statistical significance of differences between
treatments was considered as significant at 5 % (P <
0.05). All analyses were repeated by three biological
and three technical replicates.

clamped at the center point with the OS1-FL leaf clip
holder. Leaves were dark-adapted for 20 min and the
Chl fluorescence was then measured. Minimum Chl
fluorescence yield (Fo) was determined under weak
modulated λ660 irradiation (< 0.1 μmol m–2 s−1).
Maximum Chl fluorescence yield (Fm) was reached
by exposing PSII to saturating λ690 pulse (0.8 s) of
white light (8,000 μmol m–2 s–1). After dark measurements, the leaves were exposed to the red actinic
light of the fluorimeter together with the sunlight
functioning as actinic light source. Steady state Chl
fluorescence (Fs) was achieved after exposure to the
actinic light. A simultaneous saturating pulse (0.8 s)
of white light (8,000 μmol m–2 s–1) was applied to
determine maximum Chl fluorescence in the light
(Fm’). Maximum quantum yield of PSII photochemistry (Fv/Fm) and effective quantum yield of PSII
photochemistry (ΦPSII) were calculated according to
the following equations (Fv/Fm = (Fm – Fo)/Fm and
ΦPSII = (Fm’ – Fs)/Fm’). Non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) was calculated according to the equation,
NPQ = (Fm – Fm’)/Fm’. Electron transport rate (ETR)
was calculated according to following equation,
ETR = (ФPSII × PAR × 0.5 × 0.84). PAR was measured with a PAR clip. Value 0.5 indicates partitioning of energy between PSII and PSI, while value
0.84 presents proportional light absorbance by photosynthetic tissue.

7=38A3.+7= /7CB6/ +<<+B< Enzyme extraction was performed at 0–4 °C. Leaves (0.5 g) were
grounded into powder with a mortar and pestle with
the help of liquid nitrogen. Sample was mixed in 5
ml of 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) containing
1 % polyvinylpyrrolidone and 1 mM EDTA, with 5
mM ascorbic acid (ASC) only for APX assay. The
mixture was centrifuged at 20.000g for 20 min at 4
°C and the aqueous supernatant was stocked for further enzyme experiments. 
Superoxide dismutase (SOD, EC 1.15.1.1) activity was determined with the procedure of Beauchamp and Fridovich [17]. In the spectrophotometric
assay, the 1 ml reaction mixture contained 50 mM
phosphate buffer (pH 7.8), 0.1 mM EDTA, 13 mM
methionine, 75 µM nitro blue tetrazolium, 2 µM riboflavin and 50 µl extract. The reaction was continued for 10 min, lighted with two 20 W (watt) lamps.
The reaction was read at 560 nm. For all enzyme assays, blanks consisted buffer and no extract. One unit
(U) of SOD activity was described as the amount of
enzyme required for 50 % inhibition of the NBT
photo-reduction rate.
Guaiacol peroxidase (GPX, EC 1.11.1.7) activity was measured by monitoring the increase in absorbance at 470 nm (25 °C, e = 26.6 mM-1 cm-1) in
100 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) containing 0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM guaiacol, 15 mM
H2O2, and 50 μl of the enzyme extract [18].
Catalase (CAT, EC 1.11.1.6) activity was
measured by the depletion of H2O2 (25 °C, e = 39.4

"#%$#

  -87=/7=+7.5393.9/;8A3.+=387Excess
copper caused a severe H2O2 accumulation up to
2.39 fold for tolerant cv. Pegaso and 2.26 fold for
sensitive cv. Akpınar in comparison with their controls. This indicated that an evident oxidative stress
occurred in Cu-stressed maize seedlings. In addition,
endogenous H2O2 concentration after exogenous application of H2O2 increased in two cultivars in comparison with the untreated seedlings under unstressed conditions. However, pretreatment with
H2O2 also reduced the overproduction of H2O2 in
both cultivars under copper stress. The decrease induced by exogenous H2O2 was relatively more pronounced in cv. Pegaso than cv. Akpınar, up to 1.39
fold and 1.18 fold, respectively (Figure 1A).
To test the hypothesis that excess Cu can induce oxidative stress, the content of MDA was measured as an indicator of oxidative stress. As shown in
Figure 1B, in comparison with untreated seedlings
(control), exogenous application of H2O2 alone increased the MDA content in both cultivars. Copper
stress immensely increased the MDA content in both
cultivars of maize seedlings. However, exogenous
application of H2O2 mitigated the membrane damage
under excess copper in both cultivars. The reduction
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tolerant cv. Pegaso. There was a similar change in
effective quantum yield of PS II photochemistry
(ΦPS2) of tolerant maize seedlings. Conversely, Cu
stress inhibited Fv/Fm and ΦPSII of sensitive cv.
Akpınar. However, the decreases in these characteristics in response to Cu stress were reversed by the
application of H2O2 (Figure 3A-B). Non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) increased in both maize seedlings under Cu stress as compared to the control
ones. However, NPQ values decreased in Cu+H2O2
seedlings in comparison with Cu seedlings in two
maize cultivars (Figure 3C). Photochemical quenching (qP) decreased under Cu stress in comparison
with their controls in both cultivars. Exogenous application of H2O2 alleviated the decrease in the qP
value of cv. Pegaso. On the other hand, qP value of
cv. Akpınar decreased under the stress in comparison
with Cu group seedlings after H2O2 application (Figure 3D). The exposure of maize seedlings to Cu
stress decreased the electron transport rate (ETR)
value. However, this effect removed by using exogenous H2O2 in both cultivars (Figure 3E).

in membrane damage was higher in cv. Pegaso than
cv. Akpınar, 1.50 fold and 1.21 fold, respectively.
258;892B55 -87=/7= The results relating to
the outcome of copper stress and H2O2 pretreatment
on total chlorophyll are demonstrated in Figure 2.
Chlorophyll content was significantly decreased under Cu stress in both cultivars. The decreases were
recorded by 1.01 and 1.06-folds in total chlorophyll
contents of Cu stressed cv. Pegaso and cv. Akpınar,
respectively. However, chlorophyll content of H2O2applied seedlings increased in comparison with control seedlings under unstressed condition in both cultivars. When the Cu+H2O2 seedlings were compared
with the Cu seedlings, chlorophyll content of
Cu+H2O2 seedlings was higher than Cu ones in two
cultivars. The increases were similar in both cultivars (1.02-fold).
258;892B55 + 05>8;/<-/7-/ 6/+<>;/6/7=
As shown in Figure 3A, Cu stress and H2O2 applications did not cause a significant change in maximum
quantum yield of PS II photochemistry (Fv/Fm) of the
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$2//00/-=80  +9953-+=38787  +7.5393.9/;8A3.+=387-87=/7=<>7./;/A-/<<-899/;37
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7=38A3.+7=/7CB6/<All antioxidant enzyme
activities increased under Cu toxicity in both cultivars, and this increase was generally higher in the
H2O2 pretreated seedlings. The increases in SOD activity were recorded by 1.96-fold and 12-fold under
Cu stress in cv. Akpınar and cv. Pegaso in comparison with their controls, respectively. Under Cu
stress, exogenous application of H2O2 significantly
increased SOD activity of sensitive cv. Akpınar in
comparison with Cu group seedlings. The increase
was recorded by 1.15-fold. Conversely, the activity
of SOD in Cu+H2O2 seedlings did not change significantly in cv. Pegaso as compared with Cu-group
seedlings (Figure 4A). 
As similar to SOD acidity, GPX activity increased under the stress conditions in both maize
seedlings. Cu-induced increase in GPX activity was
relatively more pronounced in cv. Akpınar (2.62fold) than the cv. Pegaso (1.43-fold). Exposure to

H2O2 also resulted in a rise in GPX activity of tolerant cv. Pegaso under Cu stress. The increase was recorded by 1.04-fold. On the contrary, GPX activity of
cv. Akpınar did not change significantly by exogenous H2O2 in comparison with the Cu pretreated
seedlings (Figure 4B).
Excess copper also caused increases in CAT
activities of cv. Akpınar and cv. Pegaso. Similar increases were recorded by 1.90-fold in both cultivars.
The H2O2 application under Cu stress more increased CAT activity than Cu group seedlings in two
cultivars. The increases in the activity were recorded
by 1.11-fold and 1.69-fold in cv. Akpınar and cv.
Pegaso, respectively (Figure 4C).
As similar to the other enzymes, Cu stress resulted in higher APX activity in both cultivars as
compared to their controls. The increases in the activity were recorded by 3.02-fold and 2.35-fold in cv.
Akpınar and cv. Pegaso, respectively. However,
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rophyll content, suggesting that the increase in chloroplast pigments under the H2O2 pretreatment might
be due to the ability of H2O2 to increase the activity
of certain enzymes, thereby stimulating chlorophyll
biosynthesis or reducing chlorophyll degradation,
leading to increased photosynthesis under Cu stress.
Fv/Fm is a favorable parameter which allows detection of any damage on PSII and possible photoinhibition. In the current study, Cu stressed cv.
Akpınar showed a remarkable decrease of the Fv/Fm
ratio but exogenous H2O2 under the stress caused
less reduction in Fv/Fm. Conversely, the stress did not
cause significant changes in Fv/Fm of cv. Pegaso.
Low Fv/Fm values in plants under stress generally indicate some detrimental effects to the PSII reaction
center [16]. In our case, less decreases observed in
Fv/Fm ratio in H2O2 applied plants indicate that the
damage on the cell membrane is minimized and the
injury caused by ROS is prevented [26]. Fv/Fm and
ΦPSIIvalues of tolerant cv. Pegaso did not change significantly with Cu stress and H2O2 applications.
These results pointed out that the photochemical activity and electron transport chain of tolerant cv.
Pegaso was capable of maintaining well under Cu
stress and thus cv. Pegaso could be resistant to Cu
stress.
In our investigation, NPQ increased under Cu
toxicity in both maize seedlings. Changes in NPQ
between Cu group and Cu+H2O2 group were noticed.
In this case, both maize cultivars might protect themselves from detrimental effects of Cu toxicity
through increased NPQ, which has dissipated light
energy and decreased the efficiency of photochemical reactions of photosynthesis. On the other hand,
Cu-induced photo-inhibition and reduced photosynthetic efficiency was reversed by exogenous H2O2.
This result showed that H2O2 protected photosynthetic activation centers against Cu-induced photoinhibition damage by enhancing energy dissipation
process, namely, non-photochemical quenching progress. ETR results were in accordance with qP measurements in tolerant cv. Pegaso. H2O2 pretreated
seedlings under Cu stress showed an increase in qP,
which indicate that exogenous H2O2 alleviated the
damage of the photoinhibition and improved the
photochemical efficiency of cv. Pegaso. Additionally, decreases in Fv/Fm and ΦPSIIof cv. Akpınar under Cu stress were mitigated with H2O2 application
while these values did not change in cv. Pegaso seedlings exposed to copper stress and exogenous H2O2
applications. These findings indicated that cv.
Akpınar may be more prone to Cu toxicity than cv.
Pegaso. As similar to our findings, Khan et al. [27]
reported that application of H2O2 regulated PS II activity and stomatal movement under Ni stress for
maintaining higher photosynthetic potential in high
photosynthetic capacity cultivar (Varuna) of mustard.

when Cu+H2O2 group seedlings were compared with
the Cu group seedlings, there was a higher increase
in APX activity of H2O2 pretreated seedlings under
Cu stress. APX activity in H2O2 pretreated seedlings
of cv. Pegaso increased 1.98-fold while there was
2.07-fold increase in cv. Akpınar (Figure 4D).
GR activity also increased under Cu stress in
both maize seedlings. The increases were recorded
by 1.20-fold and 1.46-fold in cv. Akpınar and cv.
Pegaso, respectively. The activity of Cu+H2O2 seedlings showed a higher increase than Cu seedlings and
the increase was recorded by 1.09-fold in cv.
Akpınar. Conversely, GR activity did not change
significantly in cv. Pegaso after H2O2 application
(Figure 4E).


#%##%#
As a crucial signaling molecule in plants, H2O2
plays significant roles in regulating many key physiological processes. In recent studies, H2O2 has been
established as a central player in the responses of
plants against heavy metals, including cadmium [8],
aluminum [11] and chromium [23]. Our previous
study reported that osmotic regulation might be involved in the alleviation of Cu toxicity of maize
leaves caused by pretreatment of H2O2 [12]. In this
work, the effect of H2O2 on Cu-induced changes in
the chlorophyll fluorescence parameters and antioxidant system were investigated in two maize cultivars, Akpınar and Pegaso differently sensitive to water stress. Our findings suggest that exogenous H2O2
may help reducing detrimental effects of Cu stress
by inducing antioxidant enzyme activities and maintain photosynthetic activity in maize seedlings.
It is well known that heavy metal stress affects
negatively photosynthetic apparatus in an array of
plant species. The photosynthetic pigment, chlorophyll plays an important role in light absorption and
energy transduction and is essential for photosynthesis. The reduction of leaf chlorophyll under heavy
metal stress has been attributed to the destruction of
pigments and the instability of the pigment-protein
complex. In this study, Cu stress reduced the chlorophyll content of both maize seedlings. Research in
this field [24] in Brassica demonstrated that excess
copper causes a reduction in chlorophyll content of
plants. The decline in chlorophyll content is believed
to be due to inhibition of enzymes associated with
chlorophyll biosynthesis and/or inhibition of uptake
and transportation of other metal elements such as
Mn, Zn, and Fe by antagonistic effects [25]. Indeed,
in previous study, we demonstrated that ion concentrations decreased significantly in Cu-stressed maize
cultivars. Conversely, exogenous application of
H2O2 improved the ion concentrations in both cultivars [12]. Additionally, the application of H2O2 to
Cu-stressed seedlings markedly increased the chlo-
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activity of antioxidant enzymes [8,11], which consecutively protect plants against ROS formation and
membrane damage under stress. Indeed, enhanced
H2O2-scavenging enzyme activities efficiently removed H2O2 (Figure 1A) and alleviated Cu-induced
lipid peroxidation (Figure 1B). These results are
identical with those of Hu et al. [8], who suggested
that pre-treatment with 100 μM H2O2 for 1-day mitigated Cd stress and increased the levels of the antioxidant enzymes (SOD, CAT, GPX, APX, and
GST). Yıldız et al. [23] also reported that H2O2 pretreatment caused an increase in the activities of APX
and POD in response to Cr stress, but CAT and SOD
activities remained unchanged. In this context, our
findings can be explained in two ways. First, exogenous H2O2 may act as a signal that triggers defense
mechanisms that in turn protect plants from ROS-induced damage caused by excess Cu. Secondly, exposure to Cu may induce antioxidant enzymes which
play important role in reducing Cu toxicity. Hence,
our previous study has shown that maize cultivars
exposed to excess Cu accumulated substantial
amounts of Cu in their leaves but this increase was
further elevated by the application of H2O2 [12]. In
fact, previous reports demonstrated that it was observed an excess Cu in plants inducing defense genes
responsible for antioxidant enzymes, including
SOD, POD, and CAT, which contribute to the removal of ROS [30].
In conclusion, findings of this study displayed
the positive effects of exogenous H2O2 in alleviating
Cu toxicity, which was reflected in the growth, photosynthetic efficiency, and antioxidant system of the
Cu-exposed seedlings. Exogenous H2O2 successfully
decreased Cu-induced ROS and MDA levels,
providing strong evidence that H2O2 protects maize
seedlings against oxidative stress. H2O2 may be also
considered as a potential signaling molecule for augmenting photosynthetic potential of maize plants under Cu stress conditions. Of the two maize cultivars,
tolerant cv. Pegaso performed better when exposed
to Cu stress. Additionally, application of exogenous
H2O2 might be a basis for developing strategies to
improve risks associated with Cu-induced toxicity in
contaminated areas.
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more than in cv. Akpınar. This result implies that cv.
Pegaso is better protected from oxidative damage,
and can rapidly up-regulate the antioxidative system.
The activation of antioxidant system is an important adaptive strategy to reduce ROS production
and minimize oxidative damage under stress conditions. In the present study, we found that excess Cu
increased the activities of antioxidant enzymes in
both maize cultivars (Figure 4). cv. Pegaso exhibited
higher activities of SOD and GR whereas lower activities of APX and GPX as compared with cv.
Akpınar. The rate of increase in CAT activity was
equal in both cultivars (1.90-fold). According to
these results, it can be said that tolerant cv. Pegaso is
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SOD and GR activity. Moreover, exogenous application of H2O2 under Cu stress further increased the
activities of all these enzymes in both cultivars, with
the increases in CAT and GPX activities being
greater in cv. Pegaso than cv. Akpınar (Figure 4).
SOD and GR activities with higher rates of increase
under Cu stress in cv. Pegaso did not change in H2O2
applied seedlings under excess copper. Thus, application of H2O2 to the tolerant cv. Pegaso exposed to
copper stress may not significantly affect antioxidant
enzymes such as SOD and GR with high activity under the stress. These results suggested that H2O2 pretreatment improved Cu-induced ROS scavenging activity in both cultivars. There are supporting data
claim that exogenous application of H2O2 rises the
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ic indexes of the cancerous tissues were significantly lower than the normal tissues (p<0.01). This result demonstrates that the predominant type of cell
death might be other cell death pathways rather than
the apoptotic pathways in lung cancer. In addition,
these results support the opinion about the fact that
apoptosis may be inhibited by cancer cells in cancerous tissues. The significant increase in the M30
and NGAL levels supports the claims of the previous studies about the fact that it causes the consumption of cellular iron reserves and NGAL induced apoptosis in cancer patients.

ABSTRACT
The NGAL synthesis induces in neoplasms;
therefore, probably, it is benefited from the level of
this protein for the determination of carcinogenesis
and the progress stages of human tumors. In this
study, it was aimed to investigate the expression of
NGAL (neutrophil gelatinase associated lipocalin)
in lung cancer patients and its relation with apoptosis. The study was conducted on the patients between the ages of 40 and 70 years accepted by the
Thoracic Surgery Clinic (Selçuk University, Faculty
of Medicine) based on their lung cancer diagnosis.
The patients aged between 40 and 70 were included
in the study from the thoracic surgery clinic of the
Selçuk University as they were administered into
the clinic based on their lung cancer diagnosis and
had operation before. Patients who have acute
stroke, rheumatic diseases, chronic kidney disease,
congestive heart failure, chronic infection and other
organ and system cancers (except lung cancer) were
excluded from the study. Two groups including a
lung cancer group (N=40) and a normal group
(N=40) were formed to determine the NGAL and
M30 levels in sera of patients using the ELISA
method. According to the analysis results, the
NGAL levels for the lung cancer group and the
normal group were observed as 424.03±74.49 and
374.04±90.34 ng/mL, respectively. This increase in
the lung cancer group was found statistically significant according to the normal group (p<0.01). The
M30 levels, marker for apoptosis in circulation,
were obtained as 144.08±45.91 and 118.76±46.16
U/L for the lung cancer group and the normal
group, respectively. This increase in the lung cancer
group was found statistically significant according
to the normal group (p<0.01). A positive correlation
was obtained between the NGAL and M30 data by
means of Spearman¶V correlation test (r(40)=0.58,
p<0.01).
The antigen levels of caspase 3, 8 and 9 were
determined by the immunohistochemical staining
methods in the samples of cancerous tissues and
normal tissues adjacent to the cancerous tissue, and
the apoptotic indexes were calculated. The apoptot-

KEYWORDS:
Lung cancer, NGAL, Apoptosis, M30, Caspase

INTRODUCTION
Incidence rates of different kinds of cancer
have increased besides genetic factors, pollution
due to growing industry, various chemicals, agricultural materials, additional agents in nutrition, smoking, alcohol consumption, radiation, some viruses
and poor diet habits [1]. Cancer is a complex disease that may be caused by many factors. The role
of various organic and inorganic materials in the
development or suppression of cancer was investigated [2]. To prevent deaths caused by cancer, early
diagnosis is required to enable treatment; increasing
amounts of research on some biomarkers including
various parameters are being carried out. Tumor
biomarkers produced by tumors or relevant tissues
at supraphysiological levels can be measured quantitatively using the biochemical or immunochemical
methods in tissue, blood and body fluids such as
hormones, enzymes, metabolites, proteins or metalloproteins. Also, the antigens related to tumors can
include oncogene and the products of oncogene [3].
If biomarkers can be detected before clinical symptoms, or a response to the medical treatment can be
seen, a meaningful clinical oncology therapeutic
activity can be provided [4].
Apoptosis, a morphological form of cell death,
is controlled by extrinsic and intrinsic molecular
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shown that NGAL expression increased in some
cancer types. Studies have shown that NGAL expression increases in malignant tumors which originate in different organs such as thyroid, skin, breast,
ovaries, endometrium, colon, lung, liver, biliary
tract, esophagus, stomach and pancreas, as well as
inflammatory, ischemic and metabolic disorders in
body fluids and tissues [12].
The increasing NGAL expression as a response to acute and chronic kidney damage has
gained importance in recent years. NGAL expression increases significantly due to several reasons
from contrast agent till postoperative stress in acute
kidney damage. The many studies carried out in this
area have proved that to diagnose kidney damage
early and predict prognosis, urine and serum NGAL
measurements might become a standard biomarker
[13].
NGAL induces cell proliferation by inducing
the iron dependent metabolism of nucleoids for
DNA synthesis. These features show that detecting
NGAL levels is important for carcinogenesis and
apoptosis processes. In this study, it is aimed to
investigate the expression of NGAL in lung cancer
patients and its relation with apoptosis.

mechanisms. Apoptosis is not only a process controlled genetically in organisms, but also a physiological process that has an important role in the
developmental and tissue homeostasis. Disorders in
the apoptosis mechanisms can cause many diseases
including cancer [5].
Various hormonal active substances, ionized
radiation and cellular lesions that formed via agents
including traumatic chemotherapy or the cellular
death program activated by genetic factors can
cause apoptosis. As a physiological process, apoptosis is responsible for losses of specific cells during normal development and the destruction process
of several cell types in mature organisms. The
amount of apoptotic cells defines whether a person
is healthy or not, and the functional mechanism of
apoptosis is an important part of the balance in cells
[6]. There is concrete evidence to prove that apoptosis plays an important role in balancing the
productivity of mammals, including human beings
[7,8].
In multicellular organisms, the blocking of cell
damage occurring genetically or destroying cells
completely occurs via apoptosis. Thus, the harmful
possibilities like spreading the damage and formation of tumors can be blocked. Before the apoptosis, the cellular replication process stops (DNA
repair), and if DNA repair does not occur, some
serial incidents that end with apoptosis starts.
Whether apoptosis starts or not depends on the size
of damage, the type of cell and tumor development
risk which is the productivity potential of cell.
Apoptosis is not only essential for organogenesis
and synaptogenesis occurrence in the intrauterine
development, but also essential for the maturation
of differentiated tissues because apoptosis stabilizes
numbers of cells all around the body and immune
system activities [9].
In biological processes including the activation or inhibition of biochemical reactions, bioorganic molecules such as NGAL (neutrophil gelatinase associated lipocalin) play an important role.
NGAL is a protein which has a molecular weight of
25 kDa, and it is also known as oncogene 24p3,
uterokalin and lipokalin 2 [10]. NGAL synthesis
occurs at trace level in healthy people. Its main
source is neutrophils in circulation. At the same
time, it is expressed in very low amounts in the kidney, prostate, lungs, liver, thymus, gastrointestinal
tract epithelial, and postpartum uterus tissues. During the transition period to supplementary foods, it
is also seen in the breast and involuted tissues. The
factors that regulate NGAL expression are various,
such as interleukin, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)
and interferon, which includes pro-inflammatory
cytokines and vitamins like retinoic acid [11].
NGAL synthesis can be induced in neoplasia,
so the level of this protein can be used to obtain the
development of tumors and cancerogens in human
body. In the studies carried out in the past, it was

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Selection of patients. The patients aged
between 40 and 70 were included in the study from
the Thoracic Surgery Clinic of the Selçuk
University as they were administered into the clinic
based on their lung cancer diagnosis and had
operation before.
Patients who have acute stroke, rheumatic diseases, chronic kidney disease, congestive heart failure, chronic infection and other organ and system
cancers (except lung cancer) were excluded from
the study. The study protocol was reviewed and
approved by the Selçuk University Ethics Committee for Clinical Research (Protocol No: 2012/108).
Study Protocol of Sera Samples. Two groups
were made for serum NGAL and M30 analysis.
Group 1 (n=40) (Normal group): The group consisted of people who did not have health problems
like rheumatological diseases, chronic kidney disease, congestive heart failure, chronic infection,
organ or system cancers. Group 2 (n=40): This
group consisted of patients diagnosed with lung
cancer, and their blood samples were taken before
the surgery.
The average age of the normal group (Group
1) was 51 ± 10 years, and 28 of them were male. In
Group 2, the average age was 55 ± 9 years, and 26
of them were male.
Blood samples and isolation of serum. Blood
samples were obtained from in-patients at the Thoracic Surgery Clinic (Selçuk University, Faculty of
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were taken to polylysine slides from lung tissue
samples. After the various washing process, the
primer anticores (active caspase 3, 8 and 9) and the
seconder solutions (Texas Red) were applied. The
DAPI (4',6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride) as a mounting medium was added on the sections and closed down with slides. The samples
were kept at 4 ºC until further processing. Apoptotic and viable cells were counted by fluorescence
microscope.

Medicine, Konya, Turkey). Whole blood was transferred from an anticoagulant citrate dextrose solution formula A-capped tube (ACD-A) to a conical
tube (Nalgene, Rochester, NY, USA). The samples
were centrifuged for 10 min at 1000 g in a swing
bucket rotor at +4 ºC, and the serum was stored in
cryovials at -80ºC.
Determination of NGAL. The concentration
of NGAL in the serum of patients was determined
by using the NGAL Rapid ELISA Kit (BioVendor
GmbH, D-69120 Heidelberg, Germany). Serum
from patients with lung cancer (n=40) were tested.
Serum from healthy donors (n=40) were chosen as
the control. Each sample was diluted 100-fold using
the sample diluent provided with the kit. A volume
of 50 ml horseradish peroxidase-conjugated
detection antibody was added to each well of a 96well plate precoated with NGAL antibody.
Thereafter, 50 ml each of the calibrator (provided
by the manufacturer), sample (lung cancer, or
healthy control serum sample), or sample diluent
alone (blank) was rapidly added to the
corresponding wells. After incubating at room
temperature for 30 min with agitation (200 min-1),
the contents of the microwell were aspirated and
replaced with 100 ml of the chromogenicperoxidase
substrate tetramethylbenzidene (TMB). After the
plate was incubated for 15 min in the dark, the
reaction was stopped by adding a stop solution, and
the absorbance was read at 450nm with a
microplate reader.

Statistical Analysis. Data were analyzed by
using a statistical software application and
presented as mean ± standard deviation for
normally distributed variables and median (minmax) for non-parametric values. The distribution of
the variables was analyzed with the KolmogorovSmirnov Test. The results of NGAL were presented
as mean ± standard deviation and analyzed using
the Independent-Samples T-Test. Due to the nonparametric values, the M30 levels and apoptotic
indexes were given as median (min-max) and
analyzed using the Mann-Whitney-U Test.
Correlation analysis was carried out using the
6SHDUPDQ¶s correlation test. A value of p<0.01 was
considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
The calibration equations, linear dynamic
range and correlation coefficients (R2) for NGAL
and M30 determination using the ELISA method
were detailed in Table 1.

M30 antigen detection. To detect the M30
antigen, an ELISA assay (a solid phase, two-site
immunosorbent assay) was used. The kit (M30Apoptosense ELISA kit, Peviva, Sweden) for the
assay was obtained commercially. Briefly, samples
were placed into wells coated with a mouse
monoclonal antibody used as catcher. A horseradish
peroxidase conjugated monoclonal antibody (M30)
was used as detecting antibody (conjugate).
Following the sandwich formation, excess unbound
conjugate was removed, and then TMB substrate
was added. The absorbance was finally measured in
a microplate reader at 450 nm. By plotting a
standard curve from known concentrations versus
measured absorbances, the amount of M30 antigen
in the sample was estimated. The concentration of
M30 antigen was expressed as units per liter (U/L),
according to the manufacturHU¶s instructions. One
unit (U) corresponds to 1.24 pmol of a synthesized
peptide containing the M30 recognition motif
according to the manufacturer.

TABLE 1
Analytical parameters for NGAL and M30
determination
Analyte

Calibration
equation
NGAL
A=
0.0022xC+0.202
M30
A=
0.0014xC+0.022
A=Absorbance, C=Concentration

Linear
dynamic range
50- 500 ng Lí1
75- 500 U Lí1

R2
0.99
40
0.99
48

TABLE 2
NGAL levels in serum samples
Group

Mean (ng/L)

Lung Cancer (LC)
Normal (N)

424.03*

Std.
Deviation

Min.

Max.

282.5 551.6
2
8
240.2 523.5
374.04
90.34
7
1
*
Statistical significance compared to the control group (p<0.01).
74.49

TABLE 3
M30 levels in serum samples
Group

Immunohistochemical Analysis. Discrimination of cancerous tissues and normal tissues adjacent to the cancerous tissue were identified with the
macroscopic method. The samples were stored at 80ºC. The frozen sections (4-6 micron thickness)

Median
(U/L)

Mean
(U/L)

Std.
Deviation

Min.

Max.

Lung
Cancer 136.74 * 144.08
45.91
87.01 266.4
5
(LC)
Nor266.4
118.76
46.16
54.59 5
mal (N) 109.35
*
Statistical significance compared to the control group (p<0.01).
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TABLE 4
Apoptotic indexes for caspase 3, caspase 8 and caspase 9 in tissues
Normal group (N=14)
Tumor group (N=14)
Caspase 3
Caspase8
Caspase 9
Caspase 3
Caspase 8
Apoptotic index*
1.05a
0.40b
0.45c
0.08a
0.02b
a,b,c
The statistical differences between the tumor group and the normal group (p<0.01) are identified with the same
characters in the same line.

Caspase 9
0.04c

The serum levels of NGAL and M30 in the
lung cancer and normal groups were given in Table
2 and Table 3, respectively. Apoptotic cells and
viable cells in cancerous tissues and normal tissues
adjacent to the cancerous tissues obtained by the
immunohistochemical staining methods were
shown on Fig 1-4.

FIGURE 4
Viable cells in normal tissues adjacent to cancerous tissue
The intensity of apoptosis or its rate was histologically explained with the apoptotic index. This
index was obtained by calculating the rate (percentage) of the apoptotic cells and the cells that were
able to live. Normal and apoptotic cells were counted on 8 different random parts of the tissue using a
fluorescent speckle microscope magnifying them 40
times. Apoptotic indexes were calculated by considering the average numbers of cell count. The
apoptotic indexes for caspase 3, caspase 8 and
caspase 9 were detailed in Table 4, and the correlation results between M30 and NGAL in patients
with lung cancer were given in Table 5.

FIGURE 1
Apoptotic cells in cancerous tissues

TABLE 5
6SHDUPDQ¶VFRUUHODWLRQUHVXOWVEHWZHHQ0
and NGAL
M30

FIGURE 2
Viable cells in cancerous tissues

NGAL

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

1.000
.
40
0.58
0.00
40

0.58
0.00
40
1.000
.
40

DISCUSSION
Cancer can be described as disordered cell
proliferation that happens with serial somatic
changes in DNA molecules. It mostly takes root in
one cell. However, for a normal cell, it can occur by
incremental mutation to gain malignant phenotype
characteristics. Basically, cancer may develop as a
result of exposure to carcinogens or due to random
replication errors caused by errors in DNA repair
mechanisms [14,15].
The following factors are defined as carcino-

FIGURE 3
Apoptotic cells in normal tissues adjacent to
cancerous tissue
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they were also observed that the patients were more
critical and had even higher M30 levels compared
to the other patients [21].
In the study carried by Kramer et al. (2004),
the serum M30 levels of patients who had liver and
lung cancer were higher than the levels of healthy
people [22].
As well as many other factors inducing apoptosis, the medicines administered to patients during
their treatments are an important factor. Thus, it is
known that cellular lesions which occur as a result
of traumatic agents including several hormonal substances activated by hormones, ionized radiation
and chemotherapy or cellular suicide program activated by the genetic factors cause apoptosis [23].
Histologically, apoptotic index in tumor tissue
is the rate of apoptotic cells to viable cells, and this
index defines the intensity of apoptosis. This index
helps to detect the level of prognosis and to predict
the response to treatment. For this purpose, the antigen levels of caspase 3, 8 and 9 identified with the
immunohistochemical staining methods in the samples were observed from the cancer tissues and the
adjacent healthy tissues of lung cancer patients, and
apoptotic indexes were calculated. It was detected
that the apoptotic indexes of the lung cancer tumor
tissues were statistically lower than the adjacent
healthy tissues (p<0.01). We interpret the fact that
the quantity of cells going to apoptosis in the cancerous tissues are less than the quantity of cells in
the healthy tissues as that cancer cells in cancerous
tissue block apoptosis.
The development of cancer depends on an increase in the proliferation of cells and an increase in
apoptosis. When the death of cells is inhibited,
damaged cells accumulate and cause damage in the
tissue. It was discussed that during carcinogenesis,
the suppression of apoptosis plays a central role in
the development of some cancer types [24]. There
are several molecular mechanisms of tumor cells to
suppress apoptosis. Tumor cells gain resistance
against apoptosis with the expression of antiapoptotic proteins like Bcl-2, the mutations of proapoptotic proteins like Bax, or down regulation
[25].
Furthermore, we believe that the dominant
type of cellular death in parenchyma occurs as a
result of other deaths causing the apoptosis. The
proposed research supports the studies which assume an apoptotic impact that can be transformed
into necrosis after the combination of the posterior
effects of chemotherapeutic agents administered to
the patients with the effect of hypoxia. Whether a
cell dies by necrosis or apoptosis depends on the
signals of cell killers, the type of tissue and the development levels of tissue, and also partly depends
on physiological environment [26].
We think that the apoptotic indexes, determined for caspase 3, 8 and 9 antigens in the tissues,
induced apoptosis in lung cancer both with the re-

gens; pollution as a result of industrialization, some
chemical materials that are used in agriculture, additional agents in nutrition, smoking, alcohol consumption, ionized radiation that causes translocation and typical breakdown of chromosomes, some
viruses and poor diet habits [16].
In cancer-based deaths, while lung cancer is
the most frequently seen cancer type among men, it
is the second cancer type that most commonly affects women. Studies carried out in recent years
have stated that lung cancer is responsible for 18%
of all cancer-related deaths. 13% of all cancer diagnoses are lung cancer as well [17].
Lung cancer is commonly diagnosed while it
is in the metastatic phase or locally advanced-phase
in the thorax because of its natural progress. Therefore, there is no operation chance for 70% of patients. Mortality rate for lung cancer in 5 years after
the diagnosis is between 85 and 90%. 80% of the
patients with lung cancer become already inoperative during the diagnosis. Besides, normal chemotherapy cannot prevent tumors from getting bigger
[18].
The markers of tumors regarding the disease
such as oncofetal antigens (CEA: carcinoembryonic
antigen), growth hormones, alkaline phosphatase,
creatine kinase BB isoenzyme (CK-BB), neurophysin and cytokeratin 19 fragment (CYFRA 21-1) are
significant markers in diagnosis [19]. However,
since majority of these markers have low sensitivity
and specificity in the determination of existence of
cancer cells, they are insufficient in detecting and
monitoring cancer cells at the early phase [20]. Accordingly, the development of molecular techniques, prognosis assessment and alternative treatment methods are needed to facilitate diagnose and
the treatment of cancer at the early phase. It is
thought that the proposed study serves this purpose
by measuring serum NGAL, serum M30, and
caspase 3, 8 and 9 levels in tissues.
M30 levels were found as 144.08±45.92 and
118.76±46.16 U/L in the lung cancer group and in
the control group, respectively. Compared to the
normal group, the increase in the group composed
of the patients having cancer is statistically significant (p<0.01).
As stated by the studies in literature regarding
other organ and tissue cancers, a significant increase in the levels of serum M30 was observed in
the cancer groups compared to the control group.
According to the research conducted by Ozturk et
al. (2009) concerning the patients with local head
and neck cancers, it was stated that when the serum
M30 levels of the cancer group patients was compared to the control group, they came to the conclusion that M30 level has a prognostic meaning in
head and neck cancer types [19].
In another study, it was found that the serum
M30 levels of patients who had breast cancer were
higher than the levels of healthy people. In addition,
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ceptor pathways and with the mitochondrial pathways.
Since cytokeratins released into the serum reflect the post mortal period for cells, it is concluded
that the high M30 levels in sera of cancer patients
determine the late phases of apoptotic effect.
Furthermore, the high levels of M30 in lung
cancer patients can be interpreted as preventing the
spread of cancer around other tissues with apoptosis.
In this study, the NGAL levels were
424.03±74.49 in the lung cancer group and 374.04±
90.34 mg/L in the normal group. This increase in
the lung cancer group compared to the control
group is considered as statistically significant
(p<0.01).
This increase in the NGAL levels gave information about bad prognoses since it facilitates invasion and the metastasis of cancer patients [27].
According to the studies in literature, it was
discovered that the serum NGAL levels of the cancer patients group increased compared to the normal group. In a study with ovarian cancer cells, the
levels of NGAL increased 2-2.6 times more in cancer patients who had benign tumors and grade 1
tumors compared to the control group. NGAL expression regulated mesenchymal-epithelial transition in ovary tumor cell lines downwards by epidermal growth factor. It was reported that the
downregulation of NGAL expression showed a
correlation with strengthened cell dispersion and the
downregulation of E-cadherin expression. This information shows that NGAL can be a good biomarker in the distinction of benign, pre-malignant
and malignant ovary tumors [28].
In another study, the biological activity of
NGAL was characterized in the human endometrial
carcinoma cells where cell apoptosis was induced
with NGAL. While a reduction in the endometrial
cancer cells was observed, an increase in interleukin-8 mRNA and protein levels was detected. It was
suggested that NGAL plays an important role in the
woman reproduction system or endometrial cancer
[29].
Through Spearman¶V correlation test between
the NGAL and M30 data, a positive correlation was
observed (r(40)=0.58, p<0.01). The significant increase in the M30 and NGAL levels in the cancer
patients supports the claims of the previous studies
about the fact that it causes the consumption of cellular iron reserves and NGAL induced apoptosis.
With regards to NGAL levels in lung cancer
caused by various factors because of blocked apoptosis by several mechanisms, it was assumed that it
could be related with the process which causes
long-living cancer cells.
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highest efficiency. Although disinfectants and antibiotics have been used effectively for many years in
treating fish diseases, the use of these substances
poses potential risks, such as residual problems in
food and development of resistance to microorganisms against antibiotics. Because of these disadvantages, the search for natural feed additives and
organic fish farming has focused on plant and plant
extracts [2, 3]. Since it is difficult to treat diseases
after they emerge in aquaculture, the prophylactic
use of natural immunostimulants is a promising
method to strengthen the defense mechanisms. Also,
many studies have reported that plant extracts increase the resistance against disease and protect meat
quality during storage of fish meat due to the antioxidant properties [4].
  species are mostly used in food
products and alcoholic beverages as well as perfumery because of their spicy fragrance. They have been
of great interest because of antioxidant and antimicrobial activities of their essential oils [5].  
  (O. Schwarz et. P.H. Davis) is an endemic plant known locally as “Toga kekik,” “Dağ
kekik,” or “Çıngıllı kekik” [6]. Although it is used
for flavoring of foods and antimicrobial purposes in
folk medicine, it is not widely used in Turkey and
largely exported to European countries where it is
used in spices and animal feed additives to improve
performance and protect against diseases [7, 8].
Therefore, this study was performed to investigate the possible effects of different extracts of 
  on antioxidant enzyme systems, lipid
peroxidation, nonspecific immune system, and
weight gain in rainbow trout.


$"#$ #

This study was aimed to evaluate the effects of
dietary supplementation of different extracts of 
   O. Schwarz et. P.H. Davis on
nonspecific immune system and antioxidant parameters in rainbow trout. The rainbow trouts were given
feeds containing crude plant, lyophilized water extract, and essential oils at three different concentrations for 8 weeks. The nonspecific immune system,
antioxidant, and weight performance parameters
were evaluated at the end of feeding period. The respiratory burst, lysozyme and phagocytic activities
increased significantly as an indicator of immunostimulant activity in the experiment groups fed
1000 and 500 mg/kg essential oil. The feed containing 1000 and 500 mg/kg lyophilized extract was
found to increase respiratory burst and phagocytic
activities. The malondialdehyde levels decreased
significantly in the experiment groups fed all the essential oils concentrations and 1000 mg/kg lyophilized extract. The superoxide dismutase activity in
the liver increased in 1000 mg/kg lyophilized extract
and 1000 mg/kg essential oil groups; glutathione peroxidase increased in groups fed all the essential oils
and lyophilized extract; glutathione S-transferase activity showed no change, and the catalase activity increased statistically in 1000 mg/kg essential oil and
1000 mg/kg lyophilized extract groups. The findings
of this study suggested that   could be
used in the feed for the rainbow trout considering
that the plant extract and essential oils of the plant
had positive effects on the nonspecific immune system and antioxidant activity.


)' "#
Antioxidant, nonspecific immune system,  
 , rainbow trout

!5+7<6+</:3+5;+7./@<:+-<3879:8-/;;/;
 O. Schwarz et. P.H. Davis plants were
collected from Sütçüler and Kesme district of Isparta
(37.433683/31.115605, 37.433751/31.117901) at
the end of August 2013 in the flowering stage [9].
The plant samples were identified in Gül Herbarium
of Süleyman Demirel University with voucher number 94.28.16.04.01. The essential oils of the plant

$" %$ 
Rainbow trout farming is the fastest growing
aquaculture system in Turkey, and it is widely cultured as fish species [1]. The main objective of fisheries production is protecting fish health with the
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Respiratory burst activity [14], lysosomal activity [15], and phagocytic activity [16] were analyzed on the blood sample to evaluate the effects of
  on the nonspecific immune systems.

87;9/-303- 366=7/ ;A;</6 9+:+6/</:;
The total blood was mixed with 150-U heparin/mL
in the Eppendorf tubes to determine respiratory burst
activity. 275 μl of blood was diluted (1:200) in
Hanks’ Balanced Salt Solution (0.1% gelatin, 5 U/ml
of heparin, 100 I.U./ml of penicillin/streptomycin, 5
μg/ml of oxytetracycline, 0.19 mM luminol, pH 7.4).
The samples were put in triplicate into white flat-bottomed enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) plates (Nunc cat. # 236105), which were incubated at room temperature for 10 min for fixing
the background. Then, 25 μl of zymosan (Sigma,
USA) were added at 5 mg/ml in each well. Chemiluminescence emission was monitored using a ELISA
microplate reader at 5-min intervals for 120 min, and
maximum chemiluminescence values were expressed as relative lumen unit (RLU) [14].
The serum lysozyme activity was analyzed in
accordance with the method developed by Ellis [15].
Then, 0.2 mg/mL lyophilized    
   was prepared in 0.06 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.2). Further, 190 μL of bacterial
suspension and 10 μL of plasma were added in triplicates into microplate wells. The decrease in absorbance caused by the lysis of bacteria by lysozymes
found in plasma was measured spectrophotometrically in 96-well ELISA plates between 1 and 5 min
with 30-s intervals at 450 nm.
Phagocytic activity levels were determined
based on the method reported by Ispir [16]. 0.1 mL
of PBS containing    spp. (1 × 108
cells/mL) was added to 0.1 mL of blood sample. After 30-min incubation, 0.05 mL of the suspension
was smeared on a slide. The slides were dried and
fixed with ethanol (95%) for 5 min and stained with
Giemsa (7%). A total of 100 phagocytes were
counted, and the percentage of phagocytosed cells
was determined.

7<38@3.+7< 9+:+6/</:;. Malondialdehyde
(MDA) was analyzed according to the method reported by Zhu et al. [13] using liver samples. After
taking 500 μL of homogenate from the liver samples
into glass tubes, 400 μL of 15% trichloroacetic acid
and 800 μL of thiobarbituric acid (0.67% in 0.3M
NaOH) were added. After centrifugation (2000 ,
4°C, 10 min), the absorbance of supernatants was
read at 532 nm using the spectrophotometer (Agilent, Carry 60). MDA concentrations of the samples
were determined from a standard curve with thiobarbituric acid, and the results were expressed as µmol
MDA/mg protein. Superoxide dismutase (SOD) is
an important enzyme that catalyzes the conversion
of superoxide anion into hydrogen peroxide and oxygen. The total SOD activity was measured using the

(EO) were extracted according to the European Pharmacopoeia 5.0. For this purpose, 100 g of the plant
was distilled in 2 L of distilled water for 3 h using
the Clevenger apparatus, and the essential oils were
dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. For making lyophilized extract (LE) hot water maceration of the
plant samples was performed according to the
method reported by Teixeira et al. [10]. 50 g of aerial
parts of the plant were extracted for 3 h in 1 L of
distilled water with continuous stirring at 100°C. After filtering through Whatman (no. 1), the hot water
extracts were freeze-dried (lyophilized) at –60°C
(Christ, Alpha 2-4 LD plus). The aerial parts of the
plant were ground to powder using a high-speed laboratory rotor mill (Ultra Centrifugal Mill ZM-200;
Retsch) for making powdered plant (PP). 

!:/9+:+<387 80 0//. Commercial feed for
rainbow trout fry containing 54% protein, 14% lipids, 1.5% cellulose, 11% ash, and 3800 kcal/kg energy was obtained from Çamlı Feed Industry and
Trading Company. It was ground to powder and used
as base feed. The essential oils were mixed with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to obtain a homogenous mixture. Then, 250, 500, and 1000 mg/kg 
  essential oils (EO) and 250, 500, and
1000 mg/kg lyophilized powder of hot water extract
(LE) were mixed with the base feed. The plant's
powder (PP) was mixed with the commercial feed at
the concentrations of 0.5%, 1%, and 2%. Rainbow
trouts were given the prepared feed 2% of their body
weight once a day for 8 weeks. 

736+5; 150 rainbow trout (40–60 g) were
supplied by Sapanca Aquaculture Department, Istanbul University, Turkey. The fish were divided into
10 groups in 250-L aquariums equipped with a continuous–water flow external filter and air supply.
Fish were kept for 2 weeks for adaptation. The water
of the aquariums was changed with fresh spring water three times a week. Water temperature, pH, chloride levels, nitrite levels, fish behavior, and mortality
were followed throughout the experiment. After 2
weeks of adaptation, the fish were given experimental feed 2% of their body weight once a day for
8 weeks [11]. The study was approved by the İstanbul University Animal Experiments Local Ethics
Committee (İÜ-HADYEK/2013-89).

#+695/ -855/-<387 After the 8-week feeding
period, blood samples from caudal vein and tissue
samples were collected under sedation with 25 mg/L
benzocaine (Sigma). The liver samples were stored
at –80oC until the analyses. Liver tissues were homogenized in cold 20mM PBS (1:9, pH 7.4, 1mM
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid and 0.1% Triton X100) with ULTRA-TURRAX. After the homogenates were centrifuged at 2000 for removing the debris, the supernatants were used for determining the
antioxidant activity [12, 13]. 
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#<+<3;<3-+5+7+5A;3;One-way analysis of variance and post hoc tests of Tukey honestly significant
difference were performed using SPSS (SPSS, IL,
USA) for the statistical evaluation of the results obtained from different groups. The confidence factor
was determined as 95%.

BioVision "SOD Activity Assay Kit" (Cat #K335100). Liver homogenates were centrifuged at 14000
for 5 min at 4°C. The activity of glutathione peroxidase (GPx) was assayed on liver samples using a
commercial kit (Cayman, Cat. No. 703102). After
centrifuging liver homogenates at 10000 for 15
min, the supernatants were assayed for GPx activity
in accordance with the commercial kit method, and
the 96-well ELISA plate was read at 340 nm using a
microplate reader (Molecular Devices, Filtermax
F5). The activity of glutathione S-transferase (GST)
was measured according to the method described by
Habig et al. [17]. 2.5 mL of 120mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 6.5), 100 μL of glutathione (GSH),
100 μL of 1-chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene, and 50 μL of
the sample were added to the spectrophotometer cuvettes. The absorbance was recorded at 340 nm for 3
min at 20°C, and GST was calculated using 9.6 mM1
cm-1 extinction coefficient [17]. Catalase (CAT) activity in liver samples was determined according to
the method reported by Cuellar-Cruz et al. [18]. Further, 20 μL of liver supernatant was diluted with 980
μL of phosphate buffer. Then, 1 mL of diluted sample, 1 mL of phosphate buffer, and 1 mL of diluted
sample were added to the spectrophotometer cuvettes. The reaction was initiated by adding 1 mL of
H2O2. After mixing the samples, the change in absorbance was measured at 240 nm. CAT activity values were calculated using the extinction coefficient
0.043 mM–1 [18]. One unit of CAT activity was defined as the amount of H2O2 decompounded by the
enzyme per mg protein of liver. The total protein
content of liver samples was determined using the
micro Lowry method for determining MDA and enzyme specific activities of GPx, GST, and CAT [19].

00/-<87?/312<9/:08:6+7-/. The fish were
individually weighed in a container filled with water
at the beginning and at the end of the experiment.
The percentage of weight gain was calculated using
the formula 1 [20]. The specific growth rate was determined using the formula 2 according to Company
et al. [21]. The specific growth rate was calculated
by dividing the natural logarithm of the final
weighted average by the experimental day. The condition factor was calculated using the formula 3 according to the method reported by Caballero et al.
[22]. The total length was measured between the tip
and the end of the long lobe of the tail.

"#%$#

8.A9/:08:6+7-/The yield performance of
  lyophilized extracts was found to be
11.50%, and the extraction efficiency of essential
oils was determined as 2.4%. The differences in the
growth performance and condition factor were not
found to be statistically significant between experiment and control groups (Table 1).

87;9/-303- 366=7/ ;A;</6 9+:+6/</:;
The nonspecific immune system parameters are
shown in Table 2. The respiratory burst activity was
significantly enhanced in the EO500, EO1000,
LE500, and LE1000 groups ( < 0.05). Serum lysosomal activities increased in the EO1000 (590.37 U
± 34.21) and EO500 groups (424.81 U ± 19.21), and
the differences were statistically significant compared with the control group (294.68 U ± 21.87) (
< 0.05). Despite a general increase in serum lysozyme activity in the experimental group fed lyophilized extract and crude plant, the difference was not
significant. The phagocytic activities increased significantly in the EO1000 (53.9% ± 2.9), EO500
(49.8% ± 1.1), LE500 (49.9% ±1.3), and LE1000
groups (50.4% ± 1.9), and the differences were statistically significant compared with the control
group (37.2% ± 1.8) ( < 0.05).
5/>/5;+7.+7<38@3.+7</7BA6/+-<3>3
<3/;MDA levels of the experiment groups are given
as µmol/mg protein in Table 3. A significant decrease in MDA levels was determined as 45.47
µmol/mg ± 5.78 for EO1000, 50.76 µmol/mg ± 5.36
for EO500, and 49.49 µmol/mg ± 6.12 for EO250.
The SOD inhibition value was found to be 57.2% ±
3.6 for LE1000 and 54.7% ± 2.2 for EO1000, and the
differences were statistically significant compared
with the control group ( < 0.05). The SOD inhibition value increased in all experimental groups, but
the difference was not statistically significant except
for LE1000 and EO1000. The GPx activity increased
significantly in the EO1000, EO500, EO250,
LE1000, LE500, and LE250 groups. The GST enzyme activity of the experimental groups showed no
statistically significant change. For the CAT activity,
significant differences were found in the EO1000
and LE1000 groups ( < 0.05). GST and liver protein levels showed no statistically significant differences between the experimental groups.


(1)Weight gain percentage (%)=
!,/&-4(,*+3 *

"/,3,&-4(,*+3 * 
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8.A9/:08:6+7-/9+:+6/</:;
@9/:36/7<1:8=9;
87<:85
 61/;;/7<3+5835 410//.  
 61/;;/7<3+5835 410//.  
61/;;/7<3+5835 410//.

 615A892353B/./@<:+-< 410//.  
 615A892353B/./@<:+-< 410//. 
615A892353B/./@<:+-< 410//.

95+7<98?./: 410//.!! 
95+7<98?./: 410//.!! 
95+7<98?./: 410//.!! 

'/312<
+371C#
84.6 ± 4.2
86.0 ± 3.7
90.1 ± 3.9
92.3 ± 5.2
77.9 ± 6.2
85.0 ± 7.3
84.7 ± 7.3
81.6 ± 5.9
79.4 ± 4.8
82.5 ± 3.5

87.3<387
0+-<8:
0.91
0.95
0.99
0.96
0.98
0.98
1.05
0.98
0.91
0.86

#9/-303-:8?<2
!/:-/7<+1/ .+A
1.58
1.65
1.61
1.63
1.60
1.70
1.66
1.58
1.62
1.63

$ 
87;9/-303-366=7/;A;</69+:+6/</:;


$+-<3>3<A
% 619:8</37
C#

#$+-<3>3<A
% 619:8</37
C#

!@-<3>3<A
% 619:8</37
C#

# 
3723,3<387
C#


D685 619:8</37
C#

@9/:36/7<1:8=9

@9/:36/7<
"/;93:+<8:A,=:;<+-<3>3<A
A;8BA6/-<3>3<A
!2+18-A<3-+-<3>3<A
1:8=9;
"%C#
=73<C#
C#
87<:85
10453 ±3511
294.68 ±21.8
37.2 ±1.8
  
13925 ±3038
379.64 ±22.6
44.0 ±2.2
  
15469 ±3212 *
424.81 ±19.2*
49.8 ±1.1*


16623 ±5875 **
590.37 ±34.2 ***
53.9 ±2.9**
  
11026 ±4942
338.72 ±37.8
46.7 ±3.9
 
15825 ±3448 *
340.00 ±33.5
49.9 ±1.3*


15245 ±2691 *
370.78 ±33.1
50.4 ±1.9*
!! 
13756 ±3391
337.10 ±33.7
35.0 ±3.0
!! 
12097 ±3695
342.21 ±18.7
41.9 ±3.6
!! 
12542 ±4505
339.10 ±18.2
48.9 ±3.6
*: <0.05 **:  <0.01 ***:  <0.001 confidence factor 95% One way ANOVA- Tukey HSD Post-Hoc n=15

$ 
7<38@3.+7<-<3>3<A!+:+6/</:;


87<:85
78.15 ±4.53
40.2 ±2.4
7.62 ±1.34
3.73 ±0.35
10.01 ±0.67
  
49.49 ±6.12*
51.1 ±1.8
14.87 ±1.86*
4.48 ±0.40
12.30 ±0.93
  
50.76 ±5.36*
50.2 ±1.8
14.84 ±1.13*
4.49 ±0.45
10.24 ±0.50


45.47 ±5.78**
54.7 ±2.2*
20.34 ±2.22***
4.57 ±0.52
13.42 ±0.42*
  
71.17 ±4.85
52.6 ±0.9
14.37+2.08*
4.16 ±0.45
11.59 ±0.73
 
55.18 ±5.67
50.7 ±2.8
15.29 ±1.01*
4.41 ±0.49
12.10 ±0.68


52.55 ±5.91*
57.2 ±3.6**
14.89 ±0.96*
4.51 ±0.39
13.26 ±0.56*
!! 
80.36 ±6.73
53.4 ±4.9
12.21 ±1.28
3.61 ±0.47
10.91 ±0.79
!! 
71.03 ±4.42
52.8 ±4.5
11.85 ±0.92
3.67 ±0.49
10.45 ±0.92
!! 
75.30 ±5.19
52.7 ±3.6
11.96 ±1.11
3.72 ±0.36
11.20 ±0.66
*: <0.05 **:  <0.01 ***:  <0.001 confidence factor 95% One way ANOVA- Tukey HSD Post-Hoc n=15
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The fast development and increasing demands
in rainbow trout farming have led to intensive stocking and stress for fish, increasing the risk of disease
outbreaks. Enhancement of immunity is one of the
most promising methods for preventing fish diseases
[23]. As an alternative to chemical use that has multiple environmental and health disadvantages the interest has grown in the prophylactic use of plant
products. Plant additives contain active molecules
such as alkaloids, terpenoids, saponins, and flavonoids that positively affect weight gain, immune system, and antioxidant activity. In this study, 
  and its extract and essential oils, which
have multiple bioactivities, were evaluated  
for drawing attention to the use of natural products
in fish health. Also, the study aimed to optimize dietary concentrations in the presence of biological effects on growth-promoting, immunostimulant, and
antioxidative activities.
Although plant additives generally decrease the
growth rate related to the decrease in the protein ratio
in the feed, feed additives including  
species, carvacrol and thymol showed positive
effects on growth performance and feed utilization
in rainbow trout [24]. The growth-promoting effects
of essential oils could be linked to the strong
appetizing flavor and increase in the feed intake. It is
also suggested that the secretion of digestive
enzymes is induced by bioactive compounds,
increasing the absorption and consumption of food
[25]. 
  lyophilized extract and essential oils showed positive effects on growth parameters, but the differences were not found to be statistically significant. Diler et al. reported that the essential oils of   increased weight performance
parameters in rainbow trouts at 1.5, 2.5, and 3 mL/kg
concentrations [25]. The highest concentration of essential oils was 1 g/kg in the present study. The concentrations used in this study could be low for
growth promotion in fish, and also, it is thought that
these differences could be due to different plant species, fish species, composition of the extracts, and
physiological differences in different   of fish
life cycle. Condition factor is a widely used parameter in evaluating nutrition and growth in fish. Condition factor values were found to be between 0.86 and
1.05 in this study, which were consistent with the
values in other studies on rainbow trout [26].
Immunity is of two types: nonspecific and specific. The nonspecific immune system is considered
as the first line of defense in fish, which is more important than in mammals [27]. With the activation of
nonspecific immune system, phagocytic cells such
as neutrophils and macrophages remove bacteria
mainly by producing free radicals and reactive oxygen species (ROS) during high oxygen consumption,
which is a process called respiratory burst activity

[28]. Additionally, neutrophils kill the bacteria by
the halogenation of bacterial cell wall or with the
help of lysozymes [25].
Respiratory burst activity of macrophages,
which is measured as an increase in oxidation levels
in phagocytes stimulated by foreign agents, is considered as an important indicator of the nonspecific
immunity [29]. The present work also demonstrated
that  ’s essential oils and lyophilized
extract at 500 and 1000 mg/kg concentrations had
the ability to enhance the respiratory burst activity of
macrophages significantly ( < 0.05). The capacity
of phagocytic cells to produce superoxide—one of
the most potent microbicidal molecules—also
increases with the increase in respiratory burst [30].
Superoxide is the precursor of other oxidants, such
as H2O2 and OH,– and it has high microbicidal
effects [31]. The increase in respiratory burst activity
is as an indicator of nonspecific immunostimulant
activity at the indicated concentrations of essential
oils and lyophilized extract of  [3234].
Phagocytic activity is a primitive defense
mechanism that is generally enhanced by oral administration of immunostimulants [3, 35]. Because
phagocytes act as dominant defense cells, an enhancement of phagocyte function is expected to
cause an increase in the resistance against microbial
infections [36].The increase in phagocytic activity
in the EO500, EO1000, LE500 and LE1000 groups
was found to be consistent with that in the other 
 species [32, 37].
Lysozyme, which is secreted by leukocytes, is
accepted as the humoral component of nonspecific
defense that prevents the growth of bacteria by hydrolysis of β-1,4-glycosidic bonds of bacterial cell
wall peptidoglycan. Serum lysozyme levels of
EO500 and EO1000 increased significantly in the
present study ( < 0.05). Lysozyme is accepted as a
marker of leukocyte activity, which increases together with phagocytic activity [38]. In this study,
the augmentation of lysozyme activity in fish fed
essential oils (EO500 and EO1000) resulted from the
increment in the number of phagocytic cells and their
stimulation, leading to the secretion of more lysozymes, as in the case of most immunostimulants [39,
40]. Yılmaz et al. [41] reported that lysozyme levels
in rainbow trout improved with the dietary supplementation of carvacrol. As a major component of essential oil, carvacrol is thought to be responsible for
the increase in lysozyme activity [42].
The plant extract and essential oils used in this
study could increase the immunological capacity of
fish by enhancing respiratory burst activity,
phagocytosis, and lysozyme activity. Also, the ethanolic percolation extract of   has been reported to increase respiratory burst and lysosomal
and phagocytic activities activity [32, 37]. Similar
studies in tilapia have shown that carvacrol, thymol,
and major components of the essential oils of
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oregano can augment immunity directly with the
primary immunostimulant effect on the host tissue or
adjust microbial changes via immunity-relieving
effects. Oral administration of    essential oilsandlyophilized extract to rainbow trouts
led to an immunostimulant activity in parallel with
one or more phytoconstituents including carvacrol,
thymol, α- terpinene, γ-terpinene, -cymene, and
borneol [9]. These phytoconstituents, especially
found in essential oils alone or synergistically, might
activate the nonspecific immune system by not only
acting on receptors on the cell surface and triggering
gene activation with the primary immunostimulant
effect on the host tissue but also adjusting microbial
changes via immunity-relieving effects that can increase immune response such as respiratory burst
and phagocytic and lysozyme activities [43]. However, it has been found that the crude plant does not
have growth-promoting, immunostimulant, and antioxidant effects on its own, which might be related to
the fact that the concentrations of active ingredients
in the crude plant are not sufficient to stimulate
nonspecific immune activity.
Immune system cells contain a high percentage
of polyunsaturated fatty acids in their cell
membranes. As part of immune system functions
especially phagocytosis and respiratory burst, the
cells are exposed to high levels of ROS that damage
inhibit the expression of membrane-related signaling
and gene expression which participate in normal
functions of the cells and protection against foreign
antigens [44]. Fish are highly susceptible to oxidative stress due to the richness of polyunsaturated
fatty acids. Thus, lipid peroxidation is a basic cellular deterioration process induced by oxidative stress,
leading to a decrease in the overall quality of health
and meat quality [45, 46]. In relation to the immune
system with the antioxidant defense, the antioxidant
activity in the liver was evaluated. The liver was chosen as the specimen because it is the site of multiple
oxidative reactions and it has the highest SOD and
CAT activities among all tissues [47].Malondialdehyde (MDA) level is a widely used parameter for determining lipid peroxidation in tissues [48]. MDA
levels decreased in a concentration-dependent manner in liver samples from groups treated with all concentrations of essential oils and 1000 mg/kg lyophilized extract. Terenina et al. [49] suggested that carvacrol and thymol are the components responsible
for the antioxidant activity of   essential
oil. Phenolic substances such as carvacrol and thymol in the essential oils and lyophilized extract are
considered to counteract oxidative stress by neutralizing free radicals, blocking peroxidation catalysis
by iron, chain-breaking activity, and radical-scavenging effect [9, 50, 51].
The antioxidant enzymes highly important for
aquatic organisms are SOD, CAT, and enzymes dependent on glutathione such as GPx, glutathione re-

ductase, or GST [46]. SOD is an enzyme that catalyzes the dismutation of superoxide radicals into oxygen and hydrogen peroxide. Although the SOD activity increased in all the experimental groups, the
activities for only EO1000 and LE1000 were found
to be significantly different ( < 0.05). The dietary
use of       essential oil has been reported to increase SOD, CAT, and lysozyme activities in channel catfish [8]. The increased SOD activity could be related to the increase in a respiratory
burst in which reactive superoxide anions were excessively produced in the EO1000 and LE1000
groups. GPx is involved in protection against oxidative stress by degrading hydrogen peroxide together
with the catalase enzyme. It was determined that a
significant increase in liver GPx activity was observed in the groups given feeds containing all concentrations of essential oils and lyophilized extract.
The catalase enzyme (CAT), together with GPx, catalyzes the conversion of hydrogen peroxide into oxygen and water. When CAT in the liver tissue was
examined, a statistically significant increase was observed in the EO1000 and LE1000 groups fed essential oils compared with the control group, but the increases in the other groups were not statistically significant. Increases in liver GPx occurring in 
  essential oil and lyophilized extract
groups could be due to radical-scavenging effects of
chemical components and protection of the levels of
enzymatic antioxidants that are inactivated by ROS.
Giao et al. [52] and Urso and Clarkson [53] suggested that the unchanged CAT activity was the result of increased GPx activity. YEH et al. [54]
showed that phenolic acid supplement increased
mRNA expression levels of SOD, GPx, and CAT in
liver tissues in rats.
Briefly, essential oil and lyophilized extract
supplementation
showed
improvements
in
antioxidant activity directly with antioxidant effect
or indirectly increased the activity or expression of
antioxidant enzymes. It is suggested that phenolic
compounds and flavonoids of essential oils play an
important role in antioxidant activity, and the antioxidant activity may result from carvacrol, thymol, rosmarinic acid, and polyphenols present in essential
oils and water extract of   [55].


 %# #

The present study suggested that feeding rainbow trouts with feeds containing essential oils or lyophilized extract of  at the concentrations of 500 and 1000 mg/kg for 8 weeks could
increase nonspecific immune system parameters and
antioxidant activity. Since this activity can not only
be linked to the basic chemical components and the
chemical components in the essential oils and lyophilized extract may act synergistically, further studies
are needed to determine the efficacy in experimental
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infections under field conditions and reveal the responsible components.
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Microbial oxidation is regarded as the only
biological sink for atmospheric methane (CH4). The
operators of methane oxidation in forest soils are still
poorly understood, especially for forests in China.
This study investigated the soils from Nanling
Mountain forest near the Tropic of Cancer. All
together 10 OTUs (Operational Taxonomic Unit)
were obtained, with the ratio of type I /type II
methanotrophs higher in the forest soil of south plot
(~1.6) than that of the north plots (0-0.9).
 ,  -like /Upland Soil
Cluster α Rold1 (USCα R1), Tropical Upland Soil
Cluster1 (TUSC1) dominate methane oxidation
bacteria (MOB) community. Among them USCα
contributed a bigger part in the north plots (about
50%) comparing with south plot (about 7%). The
A genes of dominant  MOB and
those closely related to sequences of  
and MOB were detected in the south
plot did not in the north plots. USCα R1, USCα R3
and  -like methanotrophs tended to
prefer soil environment of higher acidity. On the
contrary, Upland Soil Cluster γ methanotrophs
tended to prefer neutral comparatively easier. The
Shannon diversity index of methanotrophic
community was positively related to pH but
negatively related to bulk density (P < 0.05 for both),
and the Simpson diversity index showed the similar
tendency. The results indicate that there is
heterogeneity of methanotrophic community in the
Nanling climatic transition region.

Methane (CH4) is a powerful long-lived
greenhouse gas, with 25 times Global Warming
Potential to carbon dioxide (CO2) during the time
horizon of 100 years. The atmospheric CH4
concentration began to rise severely since the start of
the industrial era reaching 260% of that level, to a
new high of 1813 ppb in 2012 [1], due to an
increasing imbalance between the production and
consumption of CH4 [2].
Soils provide the largest terrestrial CH4 sink [3].
Among them, forest soil that covers about 30% of
Earth’s land surface accounts for about 60% of
terrestrial CH4 sink through oxidization by
methanotrophic bacteria in forest soils [4, 5]. CH4
consumption is reported to be seriously decreased by
destruction of native woodland [3, 6], but increased
by forestation [3, 7]. China has the biggest area of
planted forest and contributes the biggest increasing
forest area from 1990-2010 in the world [8]. The sink
of forest in China was estimated as 0.675 Tg CH4 yr1
[9].
However, compared with many studies about
methanotrophs in forest soil of Europe and North
America [10, 11] , very little study has paid attention
to the soil methane oxidation about forests in China.
Researches about methane consumption in forest
soil are mostly related to its temporal flux [12],
spatial character [13] and influencing factors [14, 15].
So far we are lacking in understanding of the reactors
(methanotrophs) and mechanism of this process.
Methanotrophs are the key role of methane oxidation,
usually classified as Type I and Type II, based on
intermembrane
pattern
and
physiological
characteristics [16]. The main difference between
the two types lies in the carbon assimilation strategy.
So far to the best of our knowledge, only three
studies were concerned about methanotrophs in

+)#%&
CH4 oxidation, Forests soil, Methanotrophic community,
 , climatic transition
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&:57 /4-=-/?1=5>?5/> ?1>? Soil pH was
determined with a ratio of 2:5 (W/V) of soil to 1
mol/L KCl. Soil samples were tested for total carbon
and nitrogen by vario MACRO cube Elemental
Analyzer. Gravimetric soil moisture was determined
by drying soil samples for 48 h at 105°C.
WFPS (%) =ω×WS/(1-WS/SS), ω (kg kg-1) is
gravimetric soil moisture, Ws (Mg m-3 ) is bulk
density, and SS (2.6 mg m-3) is particle density, based
on the quartz [22].

Chinese forest soil at the Changbai Mountain [17],
Tianshan [18] and Shengnongjia [19]. both didn’t tell
apart which kinds of methanotrophs these
communities are consist of.
The Nanling Mountains are located in the
middle and south subtropical transition region and
are the watershed of the Yangtze and Pearl River
systems. Because of its position near the Ocean,
there are abundant of heat, light, and water resources
[20]. Therefore, forests in this region deserve
research attention with respect to climate change
[21]. Nanling Mountainous forest is located in an
area near the Tropic of Cancer, of which a large part
is covered by deserts globally. The Eastern Humid
and Semi-humid Domains where it is located in
account for about 82% of the whole forest CH4
uptake of China [9].
This study hoped to give the original and direct
presentation about the structure of methanotrophic
community in this transitional forest soil of China.
The objective of this study was to understand the
characteristics of methanotrophic community in
forest soil of the Nanling mountain forest and
possible differences in methanotrophic communities
in the north and south parts of Nanling Mountain in
the special climatic ecotone.

"1C?=-/?5:9-90/7:9175.=-=51> Soil total
DNA was extracted with the E.Z.N.ATM soil DNA kit
according to the instructions of manufacturer and
was collected in 80 μl Elution Buffer. The
concentration of DNA was tested by NanoDrop 2000
(Thermo, Scientific).
Semi-nested PCR amplification method [23]
was adopted to amplify the A gene fragments
which as the functional gene encode the methane
monooxygenase (MMO). Primer A189, A682 and
mb661 [24, 25] were used in PCR. Amplicons of the
correct size purified by cycle-pure kit (Omega) were
analyzed by RFLP (Restriction Fragment Length
Polymorphism). Purified amplicons were digested
by MspI /HpaII (Thermo, Scientific, Germany) at
37oC for 3h and inactivated at 65oC [26]. The
products were analyzed through a 2% (w/v) agarose
gel electrophoresis.
For all libraries, at least 10% A clones
within each OTU were sequenced (>500 bp) to
verify that the restriction pattern represented a single
sequence type [27]: DNA sequences of multiple
clones from each library and OTU were >93%
identical [28].

!'% &"!'#&
&5?1 01>/=5;?5:9 -90 >:57 >-8;7593 The
experiment sites are located in the Nanling Mountain
of subtropical monsoon climate. Our sites are
dominated by tree species of   Tutch,
     Franch,   
Oliv and   . We chose three
forest plots (24°56-58′ N, 112°55-59′ E) with details
shown in Table 1 and Figure 1. Among the three
plots, Plot N was in the north part of Nanling
Mountain, covered by coniferous forest; the other
two plots (Plot M and S) were set in the broadleaf
forest. Soil samples to the depth of 15 cm were
collected in early November 2013. The samples were
placed in an ice box and transported to the laboratory
for immediate processing. The remaining samples
were stored in -20oC refrigerator.

&?-?5>?5/>-90/-7/@7-?5:9> The SAS software
(Version 9.1) was applied for statistical analyses.
Results of analysis of variance (ANOVA) and
correlation analysis (Spearman) were regarded
statistically significant when <0.05.
The coverage of clone library (C) was
calculated using the equation: C = [1- (n/ )] × 100.
Where n is the number of OTU containing only one
A gene sequence;  is the total number of
sequences analyzed.


'  
9A5=:9819?-90>:57;4D>5/:/4185/-7;=:;1=?51>:2?41;7:?>

Altitude
Moisture Bulk density
WFPS
pH
TN (%)
TC (%)
/m
m/M
g.cm-3
S
Broadleaf
1300
3.75±0.09a 0.66±0.07a 6.34±0.89a 0.52±0.02a 0.58±0.09a 0.39±0.10b
M Broadleaf
1300
3.11±0.27b 0.39±0.09b 4.52±1.74b 0.43±0.21a 1.11±0.29a 0.79±0.02a
N Coniferous
800
3.58±0.06ab 0.36±0.05b 4.92±0.79b 0.29±0.02a 0.82±0.05a 0.40±0.06b
S: southern plot of Nanling; M: plot 1 of mangshan at northern Nanling; N: plot 2 of mangshan at northern Nanling.
Each plot has two- four replicate samples. Lowercase letters indicate significant difference ( < 0.05).
Plot Forest type
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1:3=-;45/-7>5?1:21C;1=5819?-7;7:?>'410-?->1?5>;=:A5010.D9?1=9-?5:9-7&/519?525/
'1/495/-7-?-!5==:=&5?1:8;@?1="1?B:=692:=8-?5:919?1=4591>1/-018D:2&/519/1>-90
::371-=?4

Proteobacterial methanotrophs in samples of soil
taken from Nanling Mountain were identified
(Figure 2).
Analysis of derived PmoA sequences showed
that the methanotrophic community consist of
 ,  -like, Upland Soil
Cluster α Rold1 (USCα R1),  , Upland
Soil Cluster α Rold3 (USCα R3), Methylocystaceae
(  or -like), USCγ
(Upland Soil Cluster γ), SCα (Soil Cluster α), and
other uncultured soil methanotrophs cluster, such as:
TUSC1 and TUSC2 (Tropical Upland Soil Cluster 1
and 2) (Figure 2). The sequences of the A gene
from the representative clones based on RFLP in this
study were deposited in NCBI database (accession
numbers KR139764-139780).
The relative abundances of the methanotrophic
community members were estimated using RFLP
analysis. The dominant groups were different in
different plots.  ,  -like/
USCα R1 and TUSC1 were the dominant
methanotrophs in each plots respectively. The A
genes of dominant  MOB and those
closely related genera of MOB ( ,
) found in Plot S were not present in the
plots in northern Nanling Mountain. USCα
contributed a bigger proportion in the northern plots
than the southern plot of Nanling Mountain. Most
of the Type I cultured MOB were very scarce in Plot
N, but at least a half in the communities of the other
two plots (Figure 3).
The Shannon index and Gini-Simpson index
was 1.30 and 0.63 in Plot S, 0.77 and 0.52 in Plot M,

The Shannon diversity index (’) and GiniSimpson diversity index () were used to portray the
diversity and probability of interspecific encounter
of methanotrophic community:




 =1

 =1

 ' = −∑  ln , = 1 − ∑ 2 ,= / ,
Where  is the total number of individuals in the
samples and i is the number of OTU i in the
samples. 
The Canonical correspondence analysis (CCA)
ordination patterns of A gene were applied using
CANOCO
for
Windows
4.5
software
(Microcomputer Power, Ithaca, NY).

%&( '&"&(&&#"

&:57 ;4D>5/-7 -90 /4185/-7 /4-=-/?1=5>?5/>.
The total nitrogen and carbon of forest soil in the
south plot of Nanling Mountain were significantly
higher than the north plots ( < 0.05). At the same
altitude of 1300 m, the pH and WFPS of soil between
the north and south parts of Nanling Mountain were
also significantly different ( < 0.05). However,
other environmental factors did not show significant
difference among the three sampling plots.

7:9175.=-=51>-90% $. One clone library
of methanotrophic community A gene was
constructed for each plot, containing 60 clones for S,
52 clones for M, and 48 clones for N. RFLP Analysis
showed that there were 7 OTUs in S, 3 OTUs in M,
3 OTUs in N. Both γ- and α- subclasses of the
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0.99 and 0.59 in Plot N respectively. There seemed
to be a tendency of diversity index decreasing with
the lowering of pH and moisture ( <0.05). On the
contrary, the diversity index showed an increasing
tendency with the lowing of bulk density.

below the first CCA axis. Each environment factor
had almost equal influence to the methanotrophic
community. USCα R1,  -like MOB
and USCα R3 seemed to prefer living in more acid
soil environment. On the contrary, Upland Soil
Cluster γ tended to show in soils of neutral pH
(Figure 4).

 -9-7D>5>. As seen in the CCA analysis,
all the Type I methane-oxide bacteria distributed



(%
$4D7:3191?5/?=11-8:9381?4-9:?=:;45/$8:=1?=51A102=:8"-975932:=1>?>:57
'41?=115>.->10:9?4101=5A10-859:-/50>1<@19/1:2-E7?1=  -859:-/50>1C/7@0593?41;=581=
>1<@19/1>-90-7539819?;:>5?5:9>B5?4>1<@19/1-8.53@5?D:=85>>5930-?-::?>?=-;A-7@1>-=1
5905/-?10-?.=-9/4;:59?>
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(% 
%17-?5:9>45;.1?B119?41>-8;71>?41>;1/51>-90?4119A5=:9819?A-=5-.71.->10:9
'41-==:B>?-90>2:=;4D>5/:/4185/-72-/?:=>?41/5=/@7-=>?-90>2:=?41>-8;71>?41?=5-9371>?-90>
2:=?41#'(>
'  
:859-9?!#59>5857-=>?@051>
Dominant MOB
  , distant relatives
of USCα
USCα
USCα
Cluster I
USCα
USCα, TUSC and  
USCα, TUSC and  

Site

Location

Forest
zone

39°05′ S, 175°45′ E

New Zealand

Temperate

[29]

38°26′ S, 176°13′ E
51°00′ N, 9°51′ E
51°34′ N, 10°1′ E
23°39′- 23°47′S, 46°55′47°06′W
′′
′′
3°26′00 S, 60°23′00 W
′′
′′
3°18′12 S, 60°31′45 W

New Zealand
Germany, northern Hesse
Germany, southern Lower Saxony

Temperate
Temperate
Temperate
Subtropical
Tropical
Tropical

[29]
[30]
[30]

Brazil to the west of Sao Paulo
Caldeirao, Brazilian Central Amazon
Barro Branco, Brazilian Central Amazon
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!# /:88@95?D /:8;:>5?5:9 -90 5?>
5927@19?5-72-/?:=>. This study found the dominant
MOB in the soil of Nanling Mountain as USCα,
TUSC,   and  -like
methanotrophs. This was similar to forest soils in
New Zealand, Brazil, Germany within temperate
zone with USCα or the relatives of USCα
methanotrophs were the dominant groups [29, 30].
This group and TUSC MOB were found to
predominated methanotrophic communities in the
soil of subtropical and tropical forests (Table 2) [31,
32]. One special finding of this study was
  as the dominant MOB accounting
for 53% of methanotrophic community in the forest
soil of southern Nanling Mountain but was very
scarce in other two plots.   is often
found in tropical paddy soil regionally typical of
globe rice field [33, 34].  -like
sequences are also one of the three main groups in
temperate deciduous forest and meadow soils [35].
Therefore our result showing  as the
dominant MOB could be explained by the location
of our plot in the middle region between tropical and
temperate zones.   usually has a
strong tolerance of high temperature, it can grow at
30-62°C [36].  however, favors lower
temperatures [37, 38], which could explain why they
only appeared in Plot M on the northern Nanling
Mountain with high altitude .
The TUSC that was related to both MMO
(methane monooxygenase) and AMO (ammonia
monooxygenase) clusters was often not sure in
phylogenetic systematics. Some researchers
consider it as a part of MMO in methanotrophs [39,
40]. However, some others classify them as pXMO
[41-43]. pXMO was a new kind of sequncedivergent particulate monooxygenase first put
forward in 2011 [42]. It is considered to be encoded
by Gamma MOB in the genera  ,
  and   . The
existence of pxmA (the gene encoding a subunit of
pXMO) was detected in many environment samples
including freshwater creek sediments, peatland soil
and paddy soil[41-43]. So far, no clear systematic
detail or physiological information was known about
this group [41]. In our study, this kind of organisms
took a bigger part (~50%) in Plot N, which suggested
that the forest soil in this part of Nanling Mountain
is still a “grey box” on methane oxidation.
The existence of methanotrophs and
consumption of atmospheric CH4 could be observed
frequently in soils over a wide range of pH values,
i.e. pH between 3.5-8.0 [11]. In our study, the
Upland Soil Cluster γ was detected only in Plot S
with higher pH. This was probably because that
USCγ are adapted to higher pH values and might
represent primary CH4-consuming methanotrophs in
pH-neutral soils [11].
In our study, USCα R1, USCα R3 and
 -like MOB seemed to prefer living in

more acid soil environments. It was consistent with
previous findings that USCα are significantly more
frequently detected in acidic soils with pH values of
<6 [30, 35] .They constitute the majority of total
MOB communities [44], even to 95% in some
forests [30].
The radio of type I /type II methanotrophs in
forest soil was higher in the southern plot than the
northern plots. This was probably related to the
significant difference in total nitrogen between the
southern and northern Nanling Mountain soil,
because the total nitrogen was shown by CCA
analysis to have a strong effect on community
composition. N addition stimulates the consumption
of methane and the subsequent growth of type I
methanotrophs, but generally inhibits that of type II
methanotrophs [45, 46]. In short, different kinds of
methanotrophs have different optimum environment
and oxidation character. The methanotrophic
community is the base of methane oxidation.
%17-?5A5?D .1?B119 19A5=:9819?-7 2-/?:=>
-90F05A1=>5?D5901C. This study found a positive
relationship between Shannon diversity index of
methanotrophic community and pH at acid
environment and Simpson diversity index showed
the similar tendency (Figure 4). The microflora
involved in CH4 metabolism is not well adapted to
low pH [47]. The bacteria showed pH responses
typical of known MOB [48]. Therefore, it was
understandable that there were only a few kinds of
acidophilic or acid-tolerable MOB with low
diversity in low pH circumstance.
On the other hand, we found a negative
relationship between αdiversity index and bulk
density, the other main soil property related to CH4
consumption rates than WFPS [49], which also
affects CH4 oxidation by changing gas diffusion
rates [6]. When the bulk density is high, the limited
methane and oxygen can get into soil. Low available
substrates and energy source restrict the life of MOB
that are not adapted to low methane concentrations
[50] and reduce the diversity of methanotrophic
community. Our result was consistent with previous
findings. In the PCA analysis of methanotrophic
community with different land use, there were
significant relationships between the scores for PC 1
and bulk density, showing bulk density as one of the
most influential factors affecting the methanotrophic
community structure [51].
#" (&#"&

In conclusion,  -like/ USCα R1,
 
and
TUSC1
dominate
methanotrophic community in forest soils of the
Nanling Mountain. The gene encoding pXMO was
also detected. With USCα contributing a bigger part
in the northern Nanling Mountain than the southern
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mountain. The dominant MOB   and
those closely related to the genera ( 
) are present in the southern plot but not
in the northern ones. USCα R1, USCα R3 and
 -like MOB seem to prefer living in
more acidic soil environment. On the contrary,
Upland Soil Cluster γ MOB tends to show in pHneutral soil. There is a positive relationship between
Shannon diversity index of methanotrophic
community and pH, WFPS and Simpson diversity
index, but a negative relationship between Shannon
index and bulk density. Our study suggest
heterogeneity of methanotrophic community in the
Nanling climatic transition region.
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production system.
Oro-ruminal probes [4], via rumenocentesis [5]
and rumen cannula methods were used to measure
momentarily the pH of rumen. The rumen pH has dynamic pattern and it is affected by many factors.
Thus, continuous measurement of the ruminal pH
has become of interest for the many researchers [6].
First continuous measurement of pH was done in
cannulated sheep and cattle by pH electrode and external cable [7, 8]. Later, electrode systems were developed to measure rumen pH and data was transferred to a cordless data logger [9]. The disadvantages of this method were cleaning and recalibration requirement of the electrode after using even for
a short period of time and the data must be manually
transferred to a data logger at each read-out to see the
rumen fluid pH changes. A bolus prototype was then
developed which can measure rumen pH and enable
to transfer data to receiver without a cable [1, 10].
These devices enable to record data from a distance
by means of an antenna and the pH changes could be
monitored continuously with minimal disturbance of
animal. This system also had some problems such as
pH electrode was required to be cleaned and re-calibrated 40 days after insertion to animal and radio
transmitter to a remote receiver is short ranged. For
example at 433 MHz wavelength, signal could be received from a distance of several meters [1]. In another study, rumen pH boluses were designed to
work at 429 MHz and remote pH measurements were
performed [11]. However, this system requires high
power to continuously send the data to the receiver.
Farmers who were remotely monitored rumen pH by
a bolus had 60% monetary and 100% commercial
benefit [12]; however, the usage of these devices did
not become widespread because of the high price
tags.
The aims of our study were to develop an active
RFID-based bolus that can accurately measure the
rumen pH and to ensure these data could be measured in a longer distance from the animal.

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems have been used commonly in different areas in
the last decades. Identification of animals has been
done for a long time by using passive RFID tags and
also some digestive system parameters have been
monitored trough sensors equipped with active RFID
tags. The aim of this study is to develop a bolus that
can accurately measure the rumen pH which has
higher length of frequency. Three cannulated local
breed steers were used for this study. The Hanna
1270 pH sensor was added to the active RFID tags.
The buffer (Operational Amplifier) OPAMP was
equipped with the pH sensor outputs which were sent
to the analogue digital converter. Either the PCB
(Printed Circuit Board) helical or a quarter wave
monopole antennas connected to a laptop computer
were used with UDEA RFID software. The active
PCB helical antenna in the active RFID tags was
weaker in signaling than a quarter wave monopole
antennas. Despite power supply can be extended to
nearly a year when it is recorded in 30 minutes intervals, the accuracy of the pH probe is to loss in fortyfive days.


(' "#
Rumen, pH measurement, RFID, precision livestock farming
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Feeding patterns can lead to changes in the pH
of the digestive system of the animals and the rumen
pH should ideally be maintained between 5.5 and 7.0
[1]. The pH plays a key role in optimal digestion of
feed components in the cow's rumen. Sub-acute ruminal acidosis (SARA) is regarded one of the most
significant nutrition-related problem for the high
producing animals [2,3]. SARA usually develops
upon high starch diet and subsequently the rumen pH
falls below pH 5.5 [3]. SARA related total annual
economic loss was reported around $1 billion in the
USA dairy industry [2]. Monitoring and detecting
SARA before it starts has a high priority in developing an efficient strategy for the ruminant feeding and

$"#$ #
The study was conducted at Suleyman Demirel
University, Agriculture Research Farm, Isparta, Turkey in 2016. Three 16 months old local breed steers
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were used and cannulated, by the approval of the
Süleyman Demirel University, Animal Ethics and
Welfare Committee (Approval date: 21.05.2015
No:05). Animals were fed ad-libitum twice a day.
The ration composed of 30% wheat straw, 35% alfalfa hay and 35% concentrate feed to compensate
growth and maintenance requirement based on NRC
dairy requirements [13]. They had free access to water at all the time.
The Hanna 1270 pH sensor added to the active
RFID tags of UDEA Company and the sensors were
selected by taking into account the economical and

dimensional aspects. The buffer OPAMP was attached to the bolus to enable the data transfer to the
analogue digital converter. The buffer voltage required for the OPAMP and pH sensor is provided using the voltage regulator Figure 1 and 2. The power
unit used 3.6 lithium batteries available on RFID
tags.
In the first design, a polyamide sheath was used
to seal the system. Due to leakage of liquid after one
week the whole structure was taken into epoxy as
sealant (Figure 3). A steel block of 40 g was attached
to the bolus to allow it to stay at the bottom of the
rumen.
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The resulting structure is 29mmX150mm in
size and weighs 140 g as shown in Figure 3. The
length of the bolus could be further reduced with removal of the plastic sheath. In the first design the
PCB helical antenna on the active RFID tags gave
off weaker signals inside of the animal. Thus in the
second set-up the antenna was replaced with a quarter wave monopole antenna. The antenna was connected to a laptop computer by using UDEA RFID
software. Calibrated pH boluses were inserted directly into the rumen ventral sac region of three cannulated cattle. Short and long interval (3, 5, 10, 15
and 30 minutes) recordings were set to measure duration of the battery power. Three bench top pH meters (Hanna Edge S600 type) and the sensors were
placed into cranial sac of the rumen from the cannula
plugs. Bench top pH meter was used as a control in
the same area of the rumen boluses. The pH meters
were calibrated each time before use. The data of the
boluses were compared with each other and with the
bench top pH meters.

a quarter wave monopole antenna signals were received at longer distances from rumen boluses. This
design enabled 100% reading rate within the first 10
m. This rate decreased down 80% accurate and precise signals at 20 m. Despite it was possible to receive signals as far as 30 m their accuracy and precision reduced. Mottram [1] reported that 433 MHz
frequency signals could be received from several
meters. A longer distance was achieved with our design. The reading distance increased when the animals were at standing position, and the signal reception decreased when they were in lying position.
When the left side of the animals was facing to antenna signal receival was higher than those of either
right site or backward of the animals depending on
the absorbance of the signals by the higher muscle
and tissue density.
There were some differences between steers’
pH (6.48, 6.62 and 6.81) results probably because of
pH boluses’ locations [14] and animal preferences
for diet. However the overall results, as reported by
Mottram et al. [1], were well in the acceptable range
of the normal rumen environments (Figure 4).
The values in Figures 5 and 6 show that there
were as small as 0.03-0.12 pH unit deviations between the boluses and the bench top pH meters measurements. The bench top pH meter electrode was

"#%$##%## 
In the first antenna design, PCB helical antenna
structure on the active RFID tags used was failed to
produce strong signals. In the second antenna design,
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placed possible adjacent location to the bolus; however, the electrode eventually positioned a bit more
inside the rumen. Therefore aforementioned small
differences between two measurement methods can
appear due to heterogeneity of the rumen at different
locations or calibration differences of the two electrodes. Results reported by Mottram [14] support our
findings that rumen pH can change as high as 2.5 unit
during the day and 0.5 unit in the different regions of
the rumen.
Both bolus and bench top pH meters were consistent for the first 40-50 days; but after this time, the
bolus pH sensor had higher read-outs of pH due pos-

sibly to contamination with rumen content [2] (Figure 7). Comparing our results to grazing cows, ruminal pH measured by pH probes for 40 days shifted
after 28 days [15].
To obtain accurate and precise measurements
the pH sensor must be cleaned and re-calibrated after
40 days. In fact this easy in-situ operation under experimental conditions, removing boluses from the
rumen and cleaning and recalibrating the electrode,
may not be possible under farmer conditions. Because of this the bolus measured rumen pH (7.36) required a software adjustment by considering the external pH (6.68) meter readings (Figure 8).
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It was possible to get a reliable signal for a maxbetween the feeding time and fermentation period.
imum of additional 15-20 days with the calibration
When we started to record the data in shorter
made via software program. At the end of this period,
intervals (3, 5, 10 and 15 min), the power supply of
the incorrect pH values were inevitably recorded.
the boluses were lasted about four months. If it was
Different pH sensors might have been solution to this
recorded at 30 min intervals, it may enable to measproblem. For example, ISFET (ion-sensitive field-efure pH for nearly a year. Also, the operation times of
fect transistor) type pH electrodes are expected to
the boluses can be extended by using more powerful
have a longer lifetime in terms of contamination
buttery supplies instead of 3.6 V/1000 mAh provid[16]. However these types of probes are more expening that no-increase in the bolus dimensions.
sive than the conventional ones. Continuous measurement of the rumen pH data showed apparent fluctuations in 24 hours period (Figure 9). We have not
observed an excessive pH drop in animals that could
cause SARA; however, there were pH fluctuations
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APHICIDAL ACTIVITY OF ORANGE OIL TO THE GREEN
PEACH APHID MYZUS PERSICAE SULZER
(HOMOPTERA : APHIDIDAE )
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a huge amount of honeydew that encourages sooty
mold growth and retards growth rate that causes wilting of the host plant [3, 4, 5, 6]. Severe damage of
aphids including GPA results in transmission of over
100 plant viruses by both nymphs and adults [7,8].
Farmers rely mainly on chemical option to control
aphids, particularly under outbreak of populations.
The extensive use of pesticides has many drawbacks
including development of resistance, resurgence of
pest population, negative effect on natural enemies,
killing non-target organisms, residual effects of pesticides and environmental pollution [9, 10, 11, 12,
13].
Due to these negative impacts of pesticides,
growers showed shift to environmentally friendly
control tactics [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Botanical insecticides represent an attractive alternative to synthetic insecticides and can be used as part of both integrated pest management programs and organic agriculture as botanicals pose low or no negative impact to the environment or to human health [15, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25].
The present research aimed to investigate the
toxicity of the oil and different solvent extracts of orange peel (Citrus sinensis L) on green peach aphid.

ABSTRACT
Efficacy of orange essential oil, with four different solvents namely: acetone, ethanol, n-hexane
and chloroform screened against the green peach
aphid, Myzus persicae, for their aphicidal effects under lab conditions. The aphid was reared in special
insectary until reaching sensitive strain after ten generations, bioassay was then applied, to find lethal
concentration, after three various times; 24, 48 and
72 hours, using four types of solvents. Results
showed that orange oil with acetone was the most effective against first and second nymphal instars
(early nymphal instars) of M. persicae. Orange oil
showed effectiveness with LC50 of 0.003, and 0.004
(v/v) with acetone and n- hexane solvents, respectively, and LC90 of 0.187, and 0.196 (v/v) with acetone and ethanol. Results indicated significant differences in mean percentage mortalities after 24, 48,
and 72 hours of the exposure at 10% concentration.
Orange oil showed mortality, which ranged between
69.30 to 47.82%. None of the orange extracts was as
effective as Calypso insecticide in controlling the insect pest. The study showed that orange essential oil
is promising insecticide that provides effective management of M. persicae to provide safe environment
and crops with high quality.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
KEYWORDS:
Essential oils, Botanical insecticides, IPM, Bioassay, Biorational insecticides

The Insectary. The insectary was a room of
4×3×3m in dimensions. It contained three rows of
frame stands, containing four cages. The frame consisted of two floors. This room provided with air
conditions to keep temperature about 22°C and relative humidity percentage about 55 ±5. In addition,
light provided with timer to give the needed 16:8 L:
D photoperiod regime. The walls of this insectary
lined with wood.

INTRODUCTION
Aphids are polyphagous agricultural pests with
worldwide distribution, among which the green
peach aphid (GPA), Myzus persicae (Sulzer) (Homoptera : Aphididae), is considered a key insect pest
on several crops. GPA can develop many population
densities on young plant tissues as it has short life
cycle and tremendous fecundity [1, 2]. It causes severe damage to the attacked host plant through sucking sap of plant tissues resulting in depriving its essential nutrients. Damage leads to deformation and
premature leaf senescence. The insect also produces

Rearing of the Aphid. M. persicae adults
reared in the laboratory at 22±2°C. Prof. Tawfiq AlAntary at the University of Jordan according to
Blackman and Eastop [26] identified the aphid. The
GPA was collected from unsprayed area in Ghore Al
Safi region. Apterous individuals obtained from a
continuously maintained culture in an insectary in
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the water content percentage done for oil. Three replications for oil used each time.

Department of Plant Protection at the School of Agriculture in the University of Jordan used to establish
a colony of GPA, which kept in cages with a wooden
frame of (60 × 40 × 45) dimension, with four
(20x30cm) fine mesh doors. A continuous supply of
new plants of sweet pepper provided as needed for
the colony replenishment. Sweet pepper seeds Super
Lamuyo (Scanttin seed company) were pre-germinated for three days in plastic Petri dish (9 x1.5 cm)
lined on the bottom with wet filter paper before being planted in plastic seedling trays (50 × 30 × 60
cm, 50 seeds/tray) containing commercial potting
soil peat moss (Kasvuturvas). After growing for 10
days under greenhouse conditions, seedlings in the
primary leaf stage individually transplanted into a
plastic pot (15 cm diameter) filled with the soil.
Plants kept in a greenhouse at 22 ± 4°C in the campus of the University of Jordan. These plants regularly irrigated. The pots of plants placed on eight
plastic cages in the insectary. Each cage contained
twelve plant pots, supplemented with 16: 8 L: D average of temperature 22±2°C regime and irrigated as
needed.

Bioassays. In order to test the toxicity of the essential oil against M. persicae, the late (3rd and 4th)
nymphal instars, and the early (1st& 2nd) nymphal instars of apterous aphid were placed on sweet pepper
leaves in Petri dishes (9cm in diameter). The essential oil diluted with distilled water and Tween 20
(0.005 ml) (adjuvant). There were four concentrations for orange oil. Four solvents for each oil were
bio-assayed. The used solvents were n- hexane (purity 99.5%), chloroform (purity 99.5%), ethanol (purity 99.9%), and acetone (purity 99.5%) and distilled
water with tween 20 used as negative control. Four
replicates used for each treatment. Oil diluted separately with the four solvents in four replicates. In addition, each solvent (four replicates) in each treatment tested separately against the green peach aphid.
Each replicate had from 35to 50 aphids. The diluted
oil with solvent shaken for 5 minutes by hand. A
sprayer consisted of 18 ml glass container provided
with an atomizer used for applying the treatments.
One sprayer fixed for each concentration for each
solvent. After application, Petri dishes left to dry for
15 minutes. Mortality rate of the aphids recorded after 24, 48, and 72h. Petri dishes sprayed with Calypso (neonicotinoid) insecticide at the recommended rate of the application considered as a positive control. Four replicates used for each concentration and/or treatment.

TABLE 1
Means of essential oil% and water content% for
orange oil
Oil

Name

Orange
oil

Citrus
sinensis

Part
of
the plant
Peel

Essential
oil %
24.11
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Water content %
2.66

Oil Extracts. The orange oil bought from
Talya Bitkisel Company (Amman-Jordan). Orange
oil analyzed to determine the active ingredient percentage in the Laboratory of Fruits and Vegetables
Processing at Department of Nutrition and Food
Technology the University of Jordan as shown in
(Table 1). The quantity of essential oil carried out as
following. Five milliliters of oil taken in triplicates
and placed into a previously weighed glass Petri
dishes (12cm). Then placed in an oven at 75°C for 2
hours. After that, they taken from the oven, placed in
desiccators to cool down for15 minutes and weighed.
The difference between the first weight and the second was calculated and considered as the essential
oil weight in grams. To determine the water contained in oil, the glass Petri dish with the oil again
placed in the oven at 105°C for 3hr. Calculations for

Statistical Analysis. Statistical Analysis Software (SAS, version 2014) used to analyze the obtained data from which both LC50 and LC90 executed
from probit analysis.

RESULTS
Lethal Concentrations of Orange Oil. Orange oil with different solvents showed significantly
the highest toxicity with both chloroform and ethanol solvents; the LC50 values were 0.005 and 0.008,
respectively. The LC90 in case of acetone and n-hexane with orange oil showed significantly the least activity; the LC90 were 0.101and 0.097, respectively
(Table 2).

TABLE 2
Concentration (v/v)-mortality data for the different solvents of orange oil on early
nymphal instars of M. persicae after 24 hours of treatment.
Solvent
Slope
LC50*
95%CL***
LC90**
95%CL***
Chi-Square
Ethanol
28.26
0.008a
-0.019 - 0.027
0.086a
0.055 - 0.196
13.70
Acetone
30.10
0.028b
0.008 -0.053
0.101c
0.070 - 0.180
21.73
0.097b
0.092 - 0.102
973.21
n-hexane
25.87
0.012bc
0.009 - 0.014
a
a
0.086
0.059 - 0.161
20.76
Chloroform
26.95
0.005
-0.015 - 0.022
LC50 values sharing the same letters do not differ significantly (95%of CL aren't overlapping)
LC90 values sharing the same letters do not differ significantly (95%of CL aren't overlapping).
***95% confidence limit for LC50 and LC90.
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TABLE 3
Concentration (v/v)-mortality data for the different solvents of orange oil on late
nymphal instars of M. persicae after 24 hours of treatment.
Solvent
Slope
LC50**
95%CL***
LC90** 95%CL***
Chi-Square
Ethanol
20.24
0.001b
-0.025 - 0.018
0.110b
0.071 -0.249
12.95
Acetone
20.01
0.014c
-0.007 - 0.031
0.124c
0.096 -0.178
47.36
0.092a
0.075 - 0.120
76.59
n-hexane
23.80
0.0005a
-0.007 - 0.007
0.084a
0.045 - 0.484
7.00
Chloroform
26.18
0.0004a
-0.077 - 0.030
 LC50 values sharing the same letters do not differ significantly (95%of CL aren't overlapping)
LC90 values sharing the same letters do not differ significantly (95%of CL aren't overlapping).
***95% confidence limit for LC50 and LC90.

Pr> Chi-Square
0.0003
<.0001
<.0001
0.0081

TABLE 4
Effect of different solvent on efficacy of orange oil against early nymphalinstars of M. persicae
using 100,000 ppm concentration after three times of treatment.
Solvents
Ethanol
Acetone
Chloroform
n-Hexane
Calypso
Control

Percentage Mortality ±SE
After 24h
83.75c ± 2.17
87.00bc ± 1.22
84.00c ± 1.08
89.25b ± 1.15
94.00a ± 0.57
4.00d ± 0.70

After 48h
89.00b ± 2.27
88.50b ± 1.32
87.50b ± 1.50
89.75b ± 0.25
94.00a ± 0.57
4.50c ± 1.19

After 72h
90.75b ± 1.88
89.75b ± 1.25
88.75b ± 1.25
91.50ab ± 0.95
94.75a ± 1.18
6.75c ± 0.75

Means within the same column sharing the same letters do not differ significantly at 5% level using LSD test.

TABLE 5
Effect of different solvent on efficacy of orange oil against late nymphal of M. persicae using
100,000 ppm concentration after three times of treatment.
Solvents
Ethanol
Acetone
Chloroform
n-Hexane
Calypso
Control

Percentage Mortality ±SE
After 24hours
80.00d ± 1.08
83.50bc ± 0.64
81.75dc ±0.62
85.25b ± 0.85
94.00a ± 0.57
4.00e ± 0.70

After 48hours
84.75b ± 2.95
84.75b ± 1.03
84.50b ± 1.19
86.25b ± 0.94
94.00a ± 0.57
4.50c ± 1.19

After 72hours
88.00b ± 3.10
86.75b ± 1.10
85.25b ± 0.75
87.25b ± 0.62
96.00a ± 1.22
6.75c ± 0.75

Means within the same column sharing the same letters do not differ significantly at 5% level using LSD test.

DISCUSSION

Orange oil with chloroform and n-hexane
showed significantly the most potent activity against
the late nymphal instars of M. persicae at 10% concentration with LC50 of 0.0004 and 0.0005, respectively, and with LC90 of 0.084 and 0.092, respectively. The lowest significant activity obtained by using ethanol and acetone; the LC50 were 0.001 and
0.014, respectively and the LC90 were 0.110 and
0.124, respectively (Table 3).

Extensive use of insecticides in agriculture for
controlling insect pests posed various problems,
such as the environmental pollution [27]. Toxic hazards to human and other non- target organisms due
to the broad spectrum of activity of insecticides were
recorded [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]
and development of physiological resistance in
major insect species including aphids [31, 32, 33].
The use of natural plant products is more sustainable,
cheaper and safer [34,35]. Natural pesticides are preferred for many reasons. Of these, they are cheap
compared with the chemical pesticides. In addition,
they are made from local resources and safer to humans than chemical pesticides [36, 16, 17, 18, 19].
Several workers
[37, 38, 16, 17, 18, 19] studied their biological
effects. Use of essential oils of many plants are effective natural insecticidal products to be included in
the integrated pest management programs [39, 16,
17, 18, 19].
The present study showed that orange essential
oil is promising insecticide that provides effective
management of M. persicae to provide safe environment and crops with high quality.

Orange with Different Solvents. The acetone
solvent with orange showed significantly the highest
effect against the early nymphal GPA compared with
the other different solvents that caused mortality
ranged from 87 to 89.75%, but n-hexane caused
higher mortality after 72 hours of the exposure
(91.50%) (Table 4). There were significant differences between Calypso and all other solvents.
Table 5 shows that orange oil with n- hexane
did cause significantly the highest mortality for the
late nymphal instar of the GPA compared with the
other tested solvent. Mortality ranged from 85.25 to
87.25%. Using acetone solvent resulted in mortalities 83.50, 84.75 and 86.75% after 24, 48 and 72h of
exposure, respectively. None of the used solvents
was as effective as the positive control, Calypso in
controlling GPA.
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ments, the diagenesis, the microscopic pore structure, and the distribution law of oil and water at home
and abroad [4-6].
In China, the tight sandstone reservoirs are
mainly distributed in the Mesozoic strata of the Ordos, Songliao, Sichuan and Junggar basins. And the
fluvial facies, braided river delta facies, meandering
river delta facies and shore-shallow lacustrine sand
bar and beach facies are the main types of sedimentary facies [7]. According to the previous results, the
feldspar and detritus contents of the tight sandstone
reservoirs are relatively high compared with the conventional reservoirs. Meanwhile, the secondary pore
is the main pore type, with the relatively complex
pore-throat tortuosity, low porosity and the poor connectivity [7]. Thus, recognizing the development of
pore structure is of great significance to develop the
tight sandstone reservoirs.
At present, the research on the pore structure of
the tight sandstone reservoir is focused on the pore
type, pore-throat size and pore-throat sorting [5, 89], but pays less attention to the division of the tight
sandstone reservoirs via the sedimentary, diagenetic
and multi-parameter integrated way, and to the influence of porosity evolution history on the pore structure. In view of the above problems, this paper has
carried on the related research on the Chang 63 tight
sandstones reservoir of Huaqing Area in Ordos Basin in order to provide a reference for the production.

The tight sandstone reservoir of Chang 63 Formation of Huaqing Area in Ordos Basin were divided into three types based on its different pore
types: formation with intergranular pore type, dissolved-intercrystalline pore type and pore plus fracture type reservoirs, which were dominated by casting thin sections, scanning electron microscope(SEM), granularity image, high-pressure mercury injection, constant-rate mercury injection, nuclear magnetic resonance and real sandstone micromodel experiment, and the porosity evolution path in
each type were studied. The study shows that: The
physical property, pore structure, and type of displacement in each reservoir type have obvious differences, which indicate that the reservoir classification evaluation which is based on pore assembly type
has its own applicability in research region. Combined with parameters such as buried depth and temperature, the porosity evolution path has apparent
control on pore structure. The porosity evolution of
reservoirs with different pore types reveals the effect
of increased and decreased porosity on the reservoir’s quality. Pore structures have close relationship
with productivity law.


'&!"
tight sandstone reservoir, Huaqing Area, pore and fissure
assembly, porosity evolution, pore structures
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In this paper, the study about the reservoir of Chang
63 Formation in Huajing Area is mainly based on the
understanding of the analysis data of 39 coring wells
in this area. Its physical properties are mainly determined by 115 pieces of pore permeability samples
measured by gas. The analysis of the rock type, component characteristics, clay content and its distribution in pores and throats are mainly based on 50

#!$#
The exploration and development of tight sandstone reservoirs is an important part of oil and gas
field production and storage, which has been paid
more and more attention by scholars [1-3]. In recent
years, there have been many studies on the depositional environment, macroscopic features including
the lithologic and physical properties of the sedi-
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pieces casting thin sections and 40 samples for scanning electron microscopy analysis. And the study on
the pore-throat types and its morphological features
is also based on 50 pieces casting thin sections and
40 samples for scanning electron microscopy analysis. Meanwhile, there are 20 granularity image samples used to analyze the distribution characteristics
of granularity. The application of high-pressure mercury injection with 25 samples and constant-rate
mercury injection with 10 samples is to determine
the microscopic pore structure characteristics of the
reservoir. The results of the nuclear magnetic resonance experiments with 10 samples are used to determine the development of the pores in different
sizes. And the application of the microscopic displacement experiment using 10 real sandstone samples is to simulate the characteristics of development.

resonance and real sandstone micromodel experiment, (Table 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3).

!.0276*40.74702,+*,3097<6-The Huafeng
area of the Ordos Basin is located in the southwest
of Yishan Slope, and is constructed with a gentle
western-leaning monoclinic slope and even a nasal
uplift caused by the differential compaction. Triassic
Chang63 reservoir is the main oil production position, and the sedimentary environment of it includes
the braided river delta front and semi-deep lake-deep
lake facies (Fig. 1).
The porosity measured by helium is between
4.22% and 13.97%, with an average of 9.08%. The
measured permeability is 0.02 ~ 3.11mD, with an average of 0.25mD, which indicates that the reservoir
is the typical tight sandstone reservoir [10-12]. The
lithology of reservoir is chiefly fine-grained feldspar
sandstone and lithic feldspar sandstone with medium-poor sorting and sub-prism roundness. Then
the second largest component is feldspar lithic sandstone.
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The study of the length of the reservoir 63 is the accumulation of intergranular pores, which has undergone mechanical compaction and cementation. The
mechanical compaction makes the particles tend to
be tightly arranged, the porosity decreases and the
permeability becomes worse. The main manifestations are particles arranged in a certain degree of orientation, contact from the point of contact into the
line contact, mica and other soft components of mineral pseudo-heterogeneous and occupy the pore
space, occasionally particles rupture (Figure 2 (a1)).
The type of reservoir interstitial is mainly chlorite
(Fig. 2 (a2)). On the one hand, the cementite cement
occupies a certain pore space, but at the same time,
the development of chlorite leaking prevents the cementation of other clay minerals, Preserves the pores
[15-17]. The overall porosity of the residual
pelletized reservoir is high, and the pore size and
connectivity are good.
The average porosity of the samples with the
intergranular pore type is 10.55% and the average
permeability is 0.63mD. The capillary pressure
curve shows that the threshold pressure and the median pressure of the reservoir are both low. The platform segment of the curve is clear, and the final mercury saturation is high (Table 1, Figure 3 (a1)). The
distribution of throat radius obtained by constantrate mercury injection shows that the distribution of
the throat in this kind of reservoir is more homogeneous. There are mainly the small-middle throats
with a small amount of large throats. The heterogeneity of the throat is medium, but the distribution is

The pore type is an important parameter of the
microcosmic characteristics of the reservoir, which
is a comprehensive characterization of the microscopic pore structure [8, 13-14]. Therefore, the classification of reservoirs based on the pore type combination is an important reference for the rational development of reservoirs which takes full advantage
of micro-parameters and macroscopic properties. In
this study, the reservoirs of the study area were divided into three types based on its different pore
types: formation with intergranular pore type, dissolved-intercrystalline pore type and pore plus fracture type reservoirs, which were dominated by casting thin sections, scanning electron microscope,
granularity image, high-pressure mercury injection,
constant-rate mercury injection, nuclear magnetic
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!.:.9=729:>2;1;1.-2::74=.-879.;@8.The
dissolution of the study area is common, the feldspar
dissolution is the main, the erosive dissolution is the
second, the dissolution of the hybrid and the cement
is less, and the dissolution of the grain and grain edge
is more common, which indicates that the study area
is mainly acidic hydrocarbon (Fig. 2 (b1), Fig. 2
(b2)). The effect of dissolution on the reservoir properties is improved to a certain extent, and the porosity is increased. But the secondary dissolution has increased the non-homogeneity of the reservoir to a
certain extent and provided the material basis for the
later clay mineral cementation to form intergranular
micropores that have no reservoir and seepage capacity (Fig. 2 (b1)).

homogeneous with the large average throat radius.
(Table 1, Figure 3 (a2)).
The state of nuclear magnetic resonance T2
spectrum is bimodal which is high in right and low
in left or bimodal with double peaks, with <10ms, 10
~ 100ms and> 100ms as the threshold of clay mineral micropores, mesopores and macropores [18-19].
The fluid saturation of these samples is relatively
low, and the movable fluid saturation is relatively
high. The movable fluid mainly occurs in the mesopores and a small amount of macropores (Table 1,
Figure 3 (a3)). The experimental results show that
this kind of pore type has high oil displacement efficiency, and the water phase displaces evenly with
less residual oil (Table 1, Fig. 2 (a3)).

(a1) Particle semi-directional arrangement, residual intergranular pore, the chlorite film wraps the
debris particles, casting thin section, B427, 1938.25m(a2) Residual intergranular pore, the chlorite
film wraps the debris particles, B427, 1938.25m(a3)The final stage picture of displacement of oil by
water, homogeneous displacement style, B427, 1938.25m(water started from the left and ended in the
right, water liquor is blue, simulated oil is red)(b1) Particle semi-directional arrangement, feldspar
dissolved pore with carbonate cement, casting thin section, S156, 2171.45m(b2) feldspar dissolved
pore, SEM, S156, 2171.45m(b3) The final stage picture of displacement of oil by water, reticular
displacement style, S156, 2171.45m(water started from the left and ended in the right, water liquor is
blue, simulated oil is red)(c1)Increasing shaped quartz, poorly developed secondary pores, casting
thin section, B483, 2012.78m(c2)Fracture, SEM, B483, 2012.78m(c3) The final stage picture of
displacement of oil by water, reticular and fingerlike displacement style, B483, 2012.78m(water started
from the left and ended in the right, water liquor is blue, simulated oil is red)
$!
#1.52,97:,782,817;7:26,*:;260;126:.,;276::,*66260.4.,;97652,97:,78.*6->*;.9
/477-260.?8.925.6;:>2;1;1.9.*4:*6-:;76.52,9757-.4269.:.*9,1*9.*
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#
";*;2:;2,:7/5*,97*6-52,978*9*5.;.9:269.:.*9,1*9.*
Well

Depth
/m

B259

2187.3

B427

1938.3

B465

2090.3

B168

2087.9

B480

2004.4

S156

2171.5

Y414

1999.2

B269

1943.9

B463

1984.3

B483

2012.8

Φ
/%

K
/mD

Pc
/MPa

P50
/MPa

Smax
/%

R
/μm

Sm
/%

Reservoir
type

12.51

0.56

0.72

4.05

82.47

0.57

46.55

A

10.27

0.85

0.95

3.77

83.63

1.28

55.94

A

8.88

0.48

0.73

3.36

89.81

0.83

45.67

A

8.74

0.17

1.16

5.49

85.78

0.91

36.42

B

10.05

0.06

1.81

7.15

87.57

0.34

32.11

B

8.97

0.14

1.15

11.78

79.65

0.96

29.48

B

8.25

0.10

1.75

15.16

89.46

0.33

25.58

B

6.42

0.35

2.05

10.54

77.08

0.20

2.16

C

11.63

0.44

1.35

8.15

89.50

0.30

6.02

C

8.02

0.19

1.81

7.48

83.84

0.26

20.98

C

Lithology
Medium and finegrained feldspar lithic
sandstone
Fine-grained lithic feldspathic sandstone
Fine-grained feldspar
lithic sandstone
Fine-grained lithic feldspathic sandstone
Medium and finegrained lithic feldspathic sandstone
Fine-grained lithic feldspathic sandstone
Fine-grained lithic feldspathic sandstone
Fine-grained lithic feldspathic sandstone
Fine-grained feldspar
lithic sandstone
Fine-grained lithic feldspathic sandstone
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*Φ=porosity, K=permeability, Pc=threshold pressure, P50=median pressure, Smax=maximum mercury saturation,
R=throat radius, Sm= movable fluid saturation; In reservoir type: A=reservoirs with the intergranular pore type,
B=reservoirs with the dissolved pore type, C=reservoirs with pore plus fracture.
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The average porosity of these samples in the
study area is 9.00% and the average permeability is
0.12mD. The capillary pressure curve shows that
there is an increase both in the threshold pressure and
median pressure of the reservoir with the dissolved
pores compared with the reservoir with intergranular
pores. Meanwhile, it has a shorter and less obvious
platform segment, and the final mercury saturation is
slightly reduced (Fig. 3 (b1)).
The distribution of throat radius obtained by
constant-rate mercury injection shows that the distribution of the throat is simpler with regard to this kind
of reservoir mainly consisting of small throats, and
relatively rare throats with the radius longer than
1μm (Fig. 3 (b2)). The magnetic resonance T2 spectrum is bimodal which is high in left and low in right
or singlet. Meanwhile, the irreducible water saturation is higher than that of the residual particles and
the fluid content of the reservoir is reduced. This
kind of reservoir is mainly composed by micro-small
pore. Medium pores can be found sometimes but
large pores are really rare to see (Figure 3 (b3)). The
microscopic displacement experiment of the real
sandstone samples indicates a reticular displacement. The water phase flows circuitously and the
displacement is not as effective as the first kind with
a certain amount of residual oil (Fig. 2 (b3)).

area is 8.69% and the average permeability is
0.33mD. The threshold pressure and median pressure of it are further increased, and the curve platform section becomes shorter. Some samples have
two platform sections, and the change of the final
mercury saturation is not obvious (Fig.3 (c1)). The
distribution of throat radius shows that this kind of
samples has a simpler distribution of throats, and the
radius of them do not exceed 1μm. But the crack
does not respond in the throat radius distribution
(Fig. 3 (c2)). Meanwhile, the magnetic resonance T2
spectrum is in the multimodal state, and the saturation of the irreducible water is the highest. The movable fluid content is further reduced, and the pores
are mainly belongs to the micropore interval which
is less than 10ms. The pores between the 10 ~ 100ms
interval are less, and the peak which is more than
100ms belongs to the response of the crack (Figure
3 (c3)). Through the microscopic displacement experiment of the real sandstone samples, this kind of
reservoirs shows a finger-like displacement. The water phase moves along the cracks, so the area affected
is very small. As a result, the effect of the displacement for this kind of reservoirs is low and most of
the residual oil still remains in the pores (Fig. 2 (c3)).
"#$'!"#'B""#'
%$#!#
#'"!"!%!!"#'

!.:.9=729:>2;1879.84<:/9*,;<9.The fractures of the Chang 63 reservoir in Huaqing area are
almost diagenetic fractures, which are usually
caused by strong mechanical compaction, so the
quality and the porosity of the rock samples which
have developed fractures are pretty low (Fig. 2 (c1)).
During the development of reservoirs, it is very important to study the influence of fractures on the
seepage flow, which has a positive effect on the increase of the water absorption coefficient of injection wells but increases the heterogeneity oh the reservoir, causing the water channeling in the development process at the same time [20-21] (Fig. 2 (c2)).
Through the microscopic displacement experiment of the real sandstone samples, this kind of reservoirs shows a finger-like displacement.
The average porosity of this type in the study

Diagenesis is an important factor to cause the
deformation of original porosity. Different pore
types have different evolution processes, which lead
to the characteristics of the pore structure. The
Chang 63 reservoir in Huaqing area mainly experienced the early mechanical compaction → quartz
overgrowth stage I → chlorite coating → dissolution
stage I → late chlorite coating → dissolution stage
→ oil and gas filling → siliceous overgrowth →
the diagenetic evolution of Carbonate, illite, kaolinite cementation. The diagenesis now is in the middle
diagenetic stage B [22].


#
<*6;2;*;2=.,*4,<4*;2765.;17-7/8797:2;@.=74<;27626:*6-:;76.9.:.9=729

Porosity evolution parameters (%)

Formula

Initial porosity

Φ1=20.91+22.90/Sd

Reduction of porosity because of
compaction

Φ2=Φ1expnh

Reduction of porosity because of
cementation

Φ3=C

Increase of porosity because of
dissolution

Φ4=P1×P2/P3

Comments
Φ1=initial porosity (%); Sd=sorting coefficient (Sd=(P25/P75)1/2),
P25 and P75=grain size in 25% and 75% of grain size
accumulation curve
Φ2=The residual porosity after compaciton (%), exp=exponent,
n=fitting constants, h=burial depth(m)
Φ3= reduction of porosity because of cementation (%), C=cement content (%); It can be separated from Φ3-e for early cementation andΦ3-e for late cementation
Φ4=increase of porosity because of dissolution (%), P1=surface
porosity because of dissolution (%), P2=porosity measured by
helium (%), P3=total surface porosity (%)
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In this study, the diagenesis characterization of
formation pressure. Then the standard could be dithe porosity takes use of literature reference [23-25]
vided according to different stages. In this stage, the
and the physical parameters to screen the porosity
diagenesis included the early cementation of chloevolution parameters (Table 2). Combined with the
rite, calcite, the secondary quartz increases and othburial depth, the porosity varies with the changes of
ers besides compaction. And the weak dissolution
the temperature affected by the stratigraphic chroalso occurred at this stage. The porosity decreased to
nology and depth. And the B427, S156 and B483
about 8.00%~11.14% because of all these effects.
were used as the samples of residual intergranular
Meanwhile, the changes of the porosity caused by
pore reservoirs, dissolution pore-intergranular pore
uplift erosion around 150.5 ~ 146.0Ma could be igtype reservoirs and pore plus fracture reservoirs renored (Fig. 4).
spectively to do the contrastive research of these
The loss of porosity due to early cementation in
three reservoirs.
the reservoirs with intergranular pore type, dis
solved-intercrystalline pore type and pore plus frac62;2*49.-<,;2767/8797:2;@+.,*<:.7/5.
ture type is 6.00%, 7.00% and 5.00% respectively.
,1*62,*4,758*,;276The history of sedimentation
The early cementation is one of the most important
lasts for 203.5Ma, and its burial depth is about 885m.
factors for the densification of the dissolved-interThe sediments are buried quickly and are strongly
crystalline pore type reservoir. However, the clay
compacted. The initial porosity decreases from
minerals produced by early cementation are mainly
37.97% ~ 39.00% to about 25.62% ~ 28.24%, and
porous lined chlorite and the sparry calcite. Although
then a small uplift erosion occurs at about 197.5Ma
the chlorite accounts for some of the pore space, it
(Fig. 4). The weak effect of it on the porosity is negalso sets obstacles for the subsequent compaction,
ligible.
late quartz secondary increase, microcrystalline calThe subsidence is keeping during 197.5 ~
cite cementation and other kinds of destructive dia180.0Ma, and the depth of burial is up to about
genetic effects [15-17]. Compared with the micro1165m. The compaction continues to play the role of
crystalline calcite, the sparry calcite has a weaker dereducing the hole, and the early cementation begins
gree of densification, and the damage of it is relato work. The porosity decreases to about 13.00% ~
tively smaller (Figure 4, Table 3).
17.14% because of these two effects. The small up
lift erosion event around 180.0 to 176.0 Ma also has
797:2;@B:26,9.*:.:;*0.+.,*<:.7/-2::74<
a negligible effect on porosity (Figure 4).
;276From 150.5 to 139.0Ma, the depth of burial was
The original porosity of these three kinds of
around 1798m, the pyrolysis of kerogen formed the
reservoirs are close, indicating that their mineral
carboxylic acid which leaded to the selective dissocompositions and structures belong to the same deplution of some soluble components (feldspar, cutosition system. In the period of mechanical compactings, etc.). At this stage, the quartz secondary intion, the loss of porosity affected by the three types
crease was continuing, and compaction was also
of compaction is about 21.87%, 22.92% and 25.45%
keeping with the increase of the depth. But the rerespectively. The compaction has the greatest effect
duction in porosity caused by total compaction and
on the decrease of the porosity, and it is also the most
cementation could be negligible compared to the
important diagenetic effect on the reservoir. The mestrong dissolution (porosity increases to 12.12% ~
chanical compaction is the major factor for fractured
13.70%) (Fig. 4).
reservoirs to be tight. The preservation of porosity in
The increase of porosity due to the dissolution
the residual intergranular reservoirs is related to the
in the reservoirs with intergranular pore type, disweaker mechanical compaction closely (Figure 4,
solved-intercrystalline pore type and pore plus fracTable 3).
ture type is 2.57%, 4.19% and 4.12%, respectively.

The content of quartz is relatively high but the con*94@ 9.-<,;276 7/ 8797:2;@ +.,*<:. 7/ ,.
tent of the soluble fraction, for example, fissile, is
5.6;*;276About 176.0~150.5 Ma ago, the depth of
relatively low, and the fracture becomes a favorable
the burial was up to 1669m, so the porosity kept furchannel for the acid fluid to enter the pore plus fracther reducing because the compaction caused by the
ture type reservoir (Fig. 4, Table 3).

# 
";*;2:;2,:7/8797:2;@.=74<;2768*9*5.;.9:7/9.89.:.6;*;2=.:*584.:26=*927<:9.:.9=729;@8.:

Φ3-e/%
L2/%
Φ4/% L3/%
Φ3-e/%
L4/%
P/%
Well Depth/m Φ1/% Φ2/% L1/%
B427 1938.25 39.00 21.87 17.14
6.00
11.14
2.57
13.70
3.00
10.70 10.27
S156 2171.45 37.97 22.92 15.05
7.00
8.05
4.19
12.23
3.00
9.23
8.97
B483 2012.78 38.45 25.45 13.00
5.00
8.00
4.12
12.12
5.00
7.12
8.02
*L1=residual porosity after compaction, L2=residual porosity after early cementation, L3==residual porosity after dissolution,
L4==residual porosity after late cementation, P=porosity measured by helium
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797:2;@.=74<;27612:;79@7/-2//.9.6;9.:.9=729:269.:.*9,1*9.*
@-97,*9+76 ,1*90260 *6- 52--4.4*;. 87
97:2;@ 9.-<,;276 +.,*<:. 7/ ,.5.6;*;276 From
139.0 to 100.0Ma, the formation continued to be buried quickly, about 2709m at maximum. A large number of oil and gas charged into the reservoir, inhibited the cementation and dissolution effectively, and
the fluid environment gradually transferred to alkaline environment. The degree of mineral cementation (calcite, chlorite, etc.) increased (Fig. 4), and the
porosity caused by late cementation decreased to
about 7.12% ~ 10.70%.
From 100.0Ma to now, the stratum slowly uplifted to 2055m, then the oil and gas charging was
gradually stopped, and the erosion occurred. Alkaline authigenic minerals kept cementing and filling
the pores. The final porosity measured by the gas is

around 8.02% ~ 10.27%, matching well with the results of porosity evolution simulation (Figure 4, Table 3).
At this stage, the reduction of porosity in the
reservoirs with intergranular pore type, dissolved-intercrystalline pore type and pore plus fracture type is
3.00%, 3.00% and 5.00%, respectively. Compared
with the early cementation, the authigenic minerals
produced under the alkaline environment during the
late period have greater reduction and destructive effect on the porosity. The carbonate minerals such as
the calcite are mostly microcrystalline, and the chlorite lining is replaced by pompon-like filling. The
late cementation is developed in the pore plus fracture type reservoir, so the reduction of the porosity
during the late cementation is more obvious than
other two kinds of reservoirs (Fig. 4 and Table 3).
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Reservoirs with the
intergranular pore type
Reservoirs with the
dissolved pore type
Reservoirs with pore
plus fracture
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path of porosity evolution in the three types of reservoirs at different stages is different. This difference
is an important factor influencing the different macroscopic and microscopic characteristics of different
types of reservoirs.
The dynamic characteristics of reservoirs are
closely related to the reservoir types. The macroscopic and microscopic properties of reservoirs are
important factors influencing the change of oil production and the water content of reservoirs. The
mathematical model of reservoir characteristics and
porosity evolution is used to characterize oil and gas
production and it does have a positive meaning.

The dynamic response of single well production in Huaqing area can objectively evaluate the relationship between different reservoir types, daily oil
production of single well and moisture content. Figure 5 shows that the intergranular pore type reservoir
has a high and stable production of the oil with a stable content of the water. But the oil production of
reservoir with dissolved-intercrystalline pore type is
depleted, and its water content is less stable. For the
pore plus fracture reservoir, its initial production of
oil keeps in a stable condition, but due to the existence of cracks and the occurrence of water channeling, the production plummeted and the water content
soared until almost no capacity. The relationship between different reservoir types and the reservoir’s
productivity shows that the division of reservoirs
based on the pore type is a favorable parameter that
reflects the dynamics of reservoir production and can
be used to characterize the production capacity.
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$"
According to the type of pore assemblage, the
reservoirs in the study area can be divided into intergranular pore reservoirs, dissolved-intercrystalline
pore reservoirs and pore plus fracture reservoirs. Because of different petrological characteristics, mineral compositions and arrangements, the characteristics of the pore structure and the effect of water-oil
displacement in the real sandstone are obviously different. Therefore, the reservoir classification and
evaluation based on the type of pore assemblages
have certain practical value.
Through the simulation of porosity evolution
based on the buried history of the Chang6 formation
of the Quaternary, the evolution of the porosity can
be divided into initial reduction of porosity because
of mechanical compaction, early cementation, dissolution, hydrocarbon charging and middle-late porosity reduction due to cementation. Meanwhile, the
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Considering the backbone of Pakistan's economy,
agriculture heavily relies on its major crops e.g.,
wheat, rice, cotton, corn and sugarcane. Wheat and
corn are two important cereal crops for many countries, where it is consumed as a staple foodMoreover, sustainability and efficient use of available resources (energy) are very important for the production of these crops.
Energy use per unit area in agriculture is directly related to the consumption of inputs and the
production level, associated energy could be categorized as direct and indirect energy. The direct energy
required for on-farm activities, particularly the energy required from field preparation to harvesting
and transportation. While indirect energy required
for off-farm activities such as manufacturing, packing, and transportation of fertilizer, pesticides, and
farm machines [2]. Furthermore, it has been heightened in light of intensive growing populaces, inadequate supply of cultivated land and desire of high living standard, that energy use is one of the key indicators for developing more sustainable agricultural
practices [3]. In all social orders, these components
have fortified an increase in energy inputs (e.g., agriculture machinery, fertilizer, pesticide and irrigation) to enhance output (e.g., yields), lessen the labor
work (mechanization) or both [4]. Moreover, energy
input-output offers a significant understanding of the
agriculture as a producer and user of energy [5] and
it can prompt more effectual and environment
friendly production [6]. Sufficient supply of the right
amount of energy inputs is necessary for an improved agricultural production [7]. However, the
lack of technical knowledge/ awareness of modern
agriculture, lead to inefficient use of inputs and energy [8]. Additionally, the exorbitant use of specific
agriculture inputs has not only repressed the increase
in production, but in few cases, can also reduce it [9].
Hence, the effective use of energy inputs in agriculture is essential for sustainable agriculture production, renewable assets preservation, fiscal saving and
reduction in air pollution [10].

Energy sustainable crops are the requirement of
the modern era, where highly populated world requires an intensive supply of food grains. This study
deals with the evaluation of energy consumption pattern in food grain production systems of Pakistan. A
cross sectional data of 240 food grain farmers (corn
and wheat growers) were collected for investigation.
Results revealed that the total inputs energy to corn
and wheat were 48904.80 and 27635.50 MJ ha-1 with
an output energy of 116188.8 and 57798.0 MJ ha -1,
respectively. Fertilizer, diesel fuel, and water were
the main energy consuming inputs in grain production systems of Pakistan, contributing 85% of total
input energy. Moreover, energy efficiency, specific
energy, energy productivity and net energy gain in
corn and wheat production were calculated as 2.38
and 1.86, 6.19 and 6.99 MJ Kg-1, 0.16 Kg MJ-1 and
0.14 Kg MJ-1, and 67284.00, 23740.50 MJ ha-1 respectively. It was ensued that corn using 1.77 times
more input energy than wheat and produced 2.26
times higher than that of wheat. The energy use efficiency based conclusion was drawn that corn production found more sustainable as compared to
wheat, so corn could be prioritized as a more suitable
planting crop in the selected area of study.
*)"$%
Energy use efficiency, sustainable crop production, energy
consumption pattern in corn and wheat, energy productivity
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Agriculture has always play an imperative role
in the economy of Pakistan, irrespective of hasty urbanization and economic discrepancy, it still provides 42% employment of the total labor and contributes 19.8% in gross domestic product (GDP) [1].
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1. Labor (h)
2. Seed (kg)
Corn
Wheat
3. Fertilizer (kg)
Nitrogen (N)
Phosphate (P2O5)
Potassium (K2O)
4. Machinery (h)
5. Chemicals (Kg)
Insecticides
Herbicide/Weedicide
Fungicides
6. Diesel fuel(L)
7. Water (m3 ha-1)

$/0/;/7-/<

1.96

[21]

14.7
13

[15]
[21]

78.1
17.4
13.7
62.7

[21]
[21]
[21]
[21]

199
238
92
47.8
1.02

[21]
[21]
[21]
[27]
[21]

14.7
13

[15]
[21]

">=9>=41
Corn Yield
Wheat Yield

Since a balance use of energy is one of the key
challenge in agriculture, so, the study of energy balance for various crops could significantly help to
identify the existing potential in any country, and a
comparative study of energy productivity of the different crops is one of the methods used in ranking
the cultivation of different crops [10, 11]. A plethora
of research has been carried out in various regions of
the world to investigate the energy use efficiency in
different crops, including, wheat [12, 13], cotton
[14], corn [15], sugar cane [16], vetch [17], barley
[18], tomato [19], peach [20] and greenhouse cucumber [3].
To the best of authors knowledge, the comparison of the energy use in different crops in Pakistan
is still lacking in the literature, hence, the scarcity of

energy resources, significant dependency on agriculture sector and necessity of the evaluation of agricultural system that involves sustainable energy use,
has lead this study to prioritize the grain production
systems of Pakistan. Particular objective of this
study entails the comparative analysis of energy use
efficiency in corn and wheat productions, to provide
an opportunity for planners and policy makers to
evaluate the economic interactions of energy use in
agriculture.
&$%! &"%

%=>.A+;/+Agriculture is an important sector
of Pakistan's economy, wheat, rice, cotton, maize
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and sugarcane are the main contributing crops.
Moreover, agriculture sector has two main seasons
for crops production, named as Rabi and Kharif,
Rabi extends from November to April, while Kharif
season starts in May and end in November. In green
revolution (1960s) advancement in crop production
system of Pakistan was mainly focused. However,
despite the improvement, sustainable crop production still remained the primary focus of Pakistan’s
agriculturists. Hence, quantifiable evaluation is necessary to assess the current status of energy use efficiency in food grain production system of Pakistan.
For current study, we selected four districts
(Figure 1) from Punjab, which is the main agriculturist province dominant to all provinces in crop production specially, in wheat and corn production, was
selected purposely. Furthermore, the basic input data
was collected conveniently followed by a multistage
sampling procedure. In sampling process, about 60
farmers from each district and commutatively 240
farmers in whole were interviewed using a wellstructured questionnaire. Questionnaire containing
information regarding inputs used in field activities
(from seedbed preparation to harvesting and threshing) and output gained (crop yield) was used in this
study.

 








(1)











(2)
(3)



    
(4)
Where  is the energy use efficiency,  ,
are the output and inputs energies (MJ ha-1) respectively,   is specific energy (MJ Kg-1),  is the
yield (kg ha-1),   energy productivity (Kg
MJ-1) and  is the net energy gain (MJ ha-1).
$%'&%!%'%%"!% 


7+5A<3< 80 /7/;1A 379>=< +7. 8>=9>=< 37
-8;7 +7. @2/+= 9;8.>-=387 The questionnaire
based information resulted average yield of food
grains as 7904 kg ha-1 corn and 4446 Kg ha-1 wheat,
and the inputs consumed in the production of said
amounts have shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 depicted
the average value of inputs e.g., labor value of 553,
and 155.05 h ha-1, and 180 L ha-1 and 122 L ha-1 diesel etc. for corn and wheat respectively. Hereupon,
based on the protocols of energy equivalents derived
from previous studies (Table 1), the amount of energy inputs and outputs per unit area were calculated
and presented in Table 2. Total input energy for corn
and wheat was resulted as 48904.80 and 27635.50
MJ ha -1 with an output energy of 116188.8 and
57798.0 MJ ha -1, respectively. Furthermore, we
found a higher amount of energy consumed and
gained in corn production. Moreover, the share of
each input to the total input energy (Table 2), ensued
that fertilizer, diesel fuel and water were the most
demanding energy inputs for both the production
systems, while seed and human labor were the least
demanding inputs to corn and wheat crops respectively. Similar results were stated by Banaeian and
Zangeneh, and Nabavi-Pelesaraei et al., [15, 21] in
their studies of energy usage pattern in corn and
wheat respectively. Banaeian and Zangeneh, [15],

$/</+;-2 6/=28.8581A This study was carried out in four districts of Punjab province, the
amount of inputs (labor, seed, fertilizers, machinery,
chemicals, diesel fuel and water for irrigation) used
in corn and wheat production and output gained
(crop yield) were quantified (per acre latterly converted to per hectare) in order to compute the energy
equivalences. Then energy consumption and gained
in each crop was calculated by multiplying the calculated amount of inputs-output with their relevant
energy equivalent coefficients Table 1. Data concerning energy consumption was entered in excel
and SPSS 16. Furthermore, based on the input and
output energy, energy use efficiency, energy productivity, specific energy and net energy gain were assessed by using following equations.

& 
7/;1A-87<>69=387+7.379>=C8>=9>=;/5+=387<23937-8;7+7.@2/+=9;8.>-=387
79>=8>=9>=

1. Labor
2. Seed
3. Fertilizers
4. Machinery
5. Chemicals
6. Diesel
7. Water
Total energy input
(MJ ha-1)
Yield

&8=+5/7/;1A/:>3?+5/7=
)2/+=
 2+ 

#/;-/7=+1/37
=8=+5379>=


1083.90
295.88
23308.40
1315.45
4275.60
8643.20
9982.38

#/;-/7=+1/37=8=+5
379>=

79>=<
2.22
0.61
47.66
2.69
8.74
17.67
20.41

303.89
1741.97
15672.45
770.58
1094.80
5874.62
2177.19

1.10
6.30
56.71
2.79
3.96
21.26
7.88

48904.80

—

27635.50

—

51376.00

—

&8=+5/7/;1A
/:>3?+5/7=8;7
 2+ 

116188.80

">=9>=
—
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role in the energy consumption. So, there is a dire
need to modify the tillage, harvest and other agronomic operations. Moreover, it can be remarked conclusively that improvements in fertilizer application,
productivity level of consumed power and crop irrigation efficiency can have a significant effect on the
energy use efficiency in Pakistani agriculture. Employment of advanced production methods with intensive crop management techniques can lead to efficient resource utilization and ultimately will have
higher energy use efficiency.
The specific energy was estimated 6.19 and
6.99 MJ Kg-1 for corn and wheat respectively. This
implies that a total of 6.19 and 6.99 MJ energy is required to produce a kilogram of corn and wheat respectively. Canakci et al. [24] described the specific
energy for different field crops and vegetable production in Turkey, such as 16.21 for sesame, 11.24
for cotton, 5.24 for wheat, 3.88 for maize, 1.14 for
tomato, 0.98 for melon, and 0.97 MJ Kg-1 for watermelon. Energy productivity was 0.16 Kg MJ-1 in
corn and 0.14 Kg MJ-1 in wheat production. Many
researchers specified energy productivity in different
field crops such as in stake tomato 1.0 [19], cotton
0.06 [25], and sugar beet 1.53 Kg MJ-1 [26]. Net energy gain was 67284.00 and 23740.50 MJ ha-1 in
corn and wheat production respectively, which is almost 3 times higher than wheat, that is another reason for recommendation of corn production in said
area.

reported the energy consumption in corn production
as 52.57 GJ ha-1 with fertilizer, diesel fuel and machinery as the major energy consuming inputs, and
Nabavi-Pelesaraei et al. [21] quantified the energy
consumption in wheat production as 39890.2 MJ ha1
with fertilizer, diesel fuel and water for irrigation
as leading energy inputs. Houshyar [22] and Tipi
[23] also found the similar results in their study for
energy efficiency in wheat production of Iran and
Turkey respectively, that fertilizer, diesel fuel and
electricity consumed about 80% of total input energy. It seems that production of corn in more sustainable than wheat in the studied area. Corn using
1.77 times more input energy than wheat and produced 2.26 times higher than that of wheat. Additionally, fertilizers, water for irrigation and diesel
fuel were the most demanding energy inputs in both
production systems, contributing more than 85% of
total input energy. Furthermore, energy efficiency,
specific energy, energy productivity and net energy
gain were calculated. Energy efficiency in corn and
wheat production was resulted 2.38 and 1.86 respectively, that means corn production system is 1.28
times more efficient than wheat, so production of
corn seems more suitable for the studied area. The
difference between energy used efficiency can be
due to surplus and uneven usage of inputs in wheat
production.
Another interpretation revealed that energy use
efficiency of wheat can be increased by efficient utilization of fertilizer and diesel fuel, that had a major
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Energy input
Energy output
Energy use efficiency
Specific energy
Energy productivity
Net energy gain

>73=<
MJ ha-1
MJ ha-1
—
MJ kg-1
kg MJ-1
MJ ha-1

8;7(value)
48904.80
116188.80
2.38
6.19
0.16
67284.00

)2/+=(value)
27635.50
51376.00
1.86
6.99
0.14
23740.50

MJ ha-1, and 1.86, 6.99 MJ Kg-1, 0.14 Kg MJ-1 and
23740.50 MJ ha-1 for corn and wheat productions respectively. Moreover, it was ensued that corn using
1.77 times more input energy than wheat and produced 2.26 times higher than that of wheat. Furthermore, energy use efficiency based conclusion was
drawn that corn production found more sustainable
compared to wheat, so corn could be prioritized as a
more suitable planting crop in selected area of study.
In addition to above. we found an unproductive energy balance trend in both of the crop as compared
to other developed and even under develop countries, which resulted that there is a need to increase
the efficiency of irrigation systems, utilization of
better machinery management practices and productivity of fertilizer application through precision agriculture, these may be the options to increase energy
efficiency and promote environment friendly agriculture.

Hence, as wheat crop was found less efficient
as compared to corn, this inferred that the existing
amount of wheat output can be achieved with less
quantity of inputs if inputs were utilized at frontier.
Another interpretation revealed that resources could
be saved or production can be increased with better
management and improved production methods.
Over utilization of resources threatens fertility of soil
and economic independence of farmer, that signposts the requirement of energy conservation in agriculture sector of Pakistan.
Due to oversight consumption, the farmers of
target area do not take the benefit of conserved energy. Energy conservation aims to increase energy
use efficiency through waste reduction. So, reduction in the use of fertilizer, diesel fuel and water can
play a vital role in the improvement of efficiency.
"!'%"!%
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The sustainability of the conventional cropping
system is vulnerable and deteriorating energy resources. For this reason, resource-saving technologies need to be developed and promote for crop production. Moreover, it is believed that farmers' socioeconomic situations and their perceptions of
knowledge about the current status of energy use efficiency is of great importance for a sustainable agriculture and food productionLikewise, developed
countries farmers of Pakistan are also inclined towards commercial farming, however, still there is
need to launch new strategies and programs for
providing better understanding about balanced use
of energy. In this perspective, an energy balance
analysis can provide a clear picture of current status
and future guidelines for efficient energy use.
Hence, a comparative energy use analysis between food grain production systems (corn and
wheat) of Pakistan were carried out and resulted the
total input energy of 48904.80 and 27635.50 MJ ha 1
for corn and wheat with an average yield of 7904
and 3952 Kg ha-1, respectively. Moreover, fertilizers,
diesel fuel and water for irrigation were the most energy consuming inputs in corn and wheat production
systems of Pakistan by contributing more than 85%
of total input energy. Energy use efficiency, specific
energy, energy productivity and net energy gain
were 2.38, 6.19 MJ Kg-1, 0.16 Kg MJ-1 and 67284.00

This study is part of PhD dissertation. We are
thankful to China Scholarship council (CSC-reference number 2014GXZA87.) for providing PhD
scholarship funding.
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differential settlement of the subgrade, and the corrosion of buildings. The study of salinized soil
started more than a century ago. With knowledge development, the transportation characteristics of the
salt became the focus of research in the 1920s and
1930s [3]. Western Jilin is a region where saline soil
is widely distributed. Seasonally frozen soil is also
present, which is influenced by seasonally freezing.
During the process of freezing, water always migrates under a temperature gradient, and salt
transport is mainly dependent on water migration.
Thus, some studies have been conducted to investigate water migration during freezing. In the early
1980s, the cold region research and engineering laboratory of America carried out a series of laboratory
experiments to explore the mechanism of water migration [4]. In the 1990s, the Chinese academy of
sciences studied water migration, salt transport, ice
formation, frost heave, and the salt heave of the soil
[5, 6]. In a previous research on salinized soil in
Western Jilin, Wang [7] studied the rise of capillary
water in normal temperature and water migration under freezing and thawing conditions, respectively.
The mechanism of the water and salt migration are
discussed by comparing the experimental results.
Wang [8] also analyzed the frost heaving characteristics of saline soil in Western Jilin by conducting
laboratory experiments. Li [9] studied the property
of the frost heave of the soil and analyzed the attenuation of soil strength during the freezing and thawing process based on sonic wave test. Zhang [10]
predicted the frost heave behavior of saline soil using nonlinear analysis method. Yuan [11] and Yu
[12] developed the multi-field coupled model to simulate the interaction of water and heat. Zhang [13]
established the mathematical model that included
water, heat, and salt by considering the salt crystallization and also validated such model’s effectiveness
by laboratory experiment.
In the viewpoint of thermodynamics, the water
migration of the soil is caused by the unbalanced
state, which is induced by the physical chemistry effects, including temperature gradient, pressure gradient, moisture gradient, and the concentration gradient [14]. The water migration in the frozen soil involves migration of the capillary water and bound
water under an external force [15]. Salt transport in

To study the characteristics of water and salt
migration in the process of freezing and thawing cycles for the saline soil of Nong’an, Western Jinlin
Province, physicochemical tests in laboratory and indoor experiments of water and salt migration is carried out with the equipment “Rock & Soil FreezingThaw Trial and Error Imitating Comprehensive Experimental Platform with Ultra Cold Condition” invented by Jilin University. The remolded soil samples had the same size, initial water content, initial
salt content, compaction degree, and temperature.
These samples were used to investigate the characteristics of water and salt migration at different times
of the freezing and thawing cycle. The water and salt
contents at different positions of the soil specimens
are tested for comparison with the initial data of water and salt contents. The variation characteristics of
the pores are analyzed based on mercury intrusion
porosimetry. The freezing and thawing cycles in an
open system increases macropore content but decreases the mesopore content, thereby resulting in a
layer of water and salt accumulation. The unidirectional freezing results in upward migration of water
to the frozen zone, and the unidirectional thawing results in water migration from the ends to the middle
part. The water and salt contents at different positions increase with increasing times of freezing and
thawing cycles.


)' #$
Saline soil, Freezing-thawing cycles, Water and salt migration, Water content

%# &% 
Salinized soil is influenced by salt and alkali;
these soils include saline, alkali, and other soils at
different degrees of salinization [1]. In engineering,
salinized soil is defined as soil with more than 0.3 %
soluble salt [2]. In a salinized soil region, dissolve
settlement, salt expansion, and corrosion always occur. Soil salinization can not only reduce crop output
but also cause the highway tympanites, frost heave,
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formed on the soil surface. The salt is transported upward with water migration. Thus, these two processes play important roles in soil salinization.

the soil has two modes, as follows: molecular diffusion that is affected by the concentration gradient;
and convection and mechanical dispersion caused by
water migration. Previous studies indicated that the
salt transport is mainly induced by the convection
flux; thus, water migration is the main factor of salt
transport [16].
Western Jilin soil is distributed in a typical seasonally frozen zone, in which a large area comprises
salinized soil. The salinization of the soil in this region has a great harm to the agriculture. The water
migration of seasonally frozen soil can cause an engineering problem, such as frost heave. Thus, it is
necessary to investigate the water and salt transfer
characteristics under freezing and thawing conditions [17, 18]. In this study, the soils studied are collected from Nong’an, Western Jilin. The soil samples at 40 cm depth are typical in terms of salt content and other aspects and are influenced little by artificial disturbance. Thus, soil samples were collected at 40 cm depth for the experiments. Remolded
soil samples are prepared at different water contents
and compaction degrees. Then, the water migration
characteristics and salt transport characteristics under the freezing and thawing conditions are studied,
thereby providing reference to solve the problems of
the salinization and engineering issues in the study
area.

$!# !#%$ %$ 

The sampling time of the soil in this paper is in
April. The soil samples on the surface are relatively
dry because of the strong evaporation of the soil surface in spring, and the graniphyric white salt crystal
can be observed on the soil surface. Then, a small
soil pit is dug and the soil samples at the depth of 40
cm are collected for experiments. The basic properties of the soil sample are as follows.

+</:3+5 -8698;3<387 Soil is a construction
material that is always composed of solid particles,
liquid water, and air. The frozen salinized soil in the
seasonally frozen region contains the soil grains, ice,
and crystalloid salt. Salt is dissolved in the liquid water [19]. The soil from 40 cm depth was tested for
particle size distribution and mineral component using hydrometer method and X-ray scattering techniques, respectively. The results of particle size distribution and the mineral component are shown in
Tables 1 and 2.
Soil consists of silt and clay particles. According to the rules of geotechnical testing DT-92, this
soil is recognized as silty clay. Table 2 indicates that
the original mineral of the soil sample is dominant,
and the content of secondary mineral is relatively
low.

$%&)#

Western Jilin is located in the southwest of
Songnen plain, China. It is a typical seasonally frozen area, in which salinized soil is distributed. The
soil in this research is collected from southeast of the
Aobaotu in Nong’an County, which is shown in Fig.
1. The groundwater depth in the study area is shallow, and its degree of mineralization is relatively
high.
In this area, the long cold winter results in migration of water upward along the temperature gradient in the freezing process. The salt in the soil is
also transported upward. Spring and autumn seasons
are always dry and windy, thereby leading to intensive evaporation, and high moisture gradient is

!2A;3-8-2/63-+59:89/:<AIn the laboratory,
the water content of the soil samples is tested. The
soil density of the soil sample is tested using cuttingring method. The limit of moisture content is tested
by using the liquid-plastic limit combined method,
through which the liquidity and plasticity indexes are
obtained. All results of tests for the physical properties are listed in Table 3. The chemical properties of
the soil samples include salt content, salt components, pH, organic matter, and cation exchange capacity (CEC). The results of tests for the chemical
properties are listed in Table 4.

&# 
8-+<38780<2/;+6953719837<
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%
:+37;3B/.3;<:3,=<387+7.7+6371808:3137+5;+695/

Particle distribution proportion (%)
Slit
58.61

Sand
3.66

Naming

Clay
37.73

Silty clay

% 
%2/637/:+5813-+5-8698;3<387;808:3137+5;+695/

fs
17

Q
44

Volumetric content (%)
PI
Cc
I/S
23
5
2

K
6

I
3

Original
mineral (%)
84

Secondary
mineral (%)
16

Note: fs, alkali feldspar; Q, quartz; PI, plagioclase; Cc, calcite; I/S, illite/smectite formation; K, kaolinite; I, illite

% 
+;3-92A;3-8-2/63-+59:89/:<3/;808:3137+5;+695/

Natural water
content (%)
23.85

Natural density
(g/cm3)
1.92

Liquid
limit (%)
55

Plastic
limit (%)
15

liquidity index

Plasticity index

0.22

40

% 
2/63-+59:89/:<3/;808:3137+5;+695/


98.5

Soluble salt composition content (mmol/kg)

        
3
4.4
3.2
0
9.12
7

 
7

Total soluble
salt (%)
0.681

pH
8.05

Organic
matter
0.996

CEC
(mmol/100g)
13

Temperature sensor
Temperature control box (1) (-15 °C)
Box wall
Soil sample
Thermal insulating layer
Plexiglass tube
Porous stone
Water supply
Temperature control box (2) (+5 °C)
&# 
$-2/6+<3-.3+1:+680<2/</;<+99+:+<=;
(!#%$

the glass column. In the freezing process of the experiment, the temperature of the box (1) is adjusted
to -15 °C, and the temperature box (2) was adjusted
to +5 °C. During the melting process, the temperature of box (1) is adjusted to +5 °C, and the temperature box (2) is kept as +5 °C.

@9/:36/7<+5 9:81:+6   $835 ;+695/
9:/9+:+<387Based on the moisture-density test in
the laboratory, the maximum dry density is 1.63
g/cm3. In the experiment, all the remolded soil samples are designed with the optimum water content
and a compaction degree of 85%. The water content
is 22.5%, and the dry density is 1.39 g/cm3. In this

@9/:36/7<+5 +99+:+<=; The experimental
apparatus is designed by the supervisor’s research
team, which is named “Rock & Soil Freezing-Thaw
Trial and Error Imitating Comprehensive Experimental Platform with Ultra Cold Condition.” The apparatus contains two temperature boxes and one
thermal insulating course, as shown in Fig. 2. The
cylindrical channel is 6 cm in diameter and 20 cm in
height, and this channel connects the two temperature control boxes. In the channel, an organic glass
column is fixed. The remolded soil is compacted in
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water content, porosity, and salt content. The temperature settings for the ends of the columns are
shown in Fig. 3.

experiment, 5 soil columns are prepared, which are
marked as Sample 1, Sample 2, Sample 3, Sample 4,
and Sample 5. Sample 1 is subjected to only the
freezing process, whereas the others are subjected to
the freezing and melting cycles. Sample 2 is subjected to one time of freezing and melting cycle.
Sample 3 is subjected to three times of freezing and
melting cycles. Sample 4 is subjected to five times
of freezing and melting cycles. Sample 5 is subjected
to seven times of freezing and melting cycles. The
details of the experimental conditions are listed in
Table 5.

%$%#$&%$)$$

7+5A;3;80</69/:+<=:/035/.37<2/;+695/
Three temperature probes are placed at 5, 10, and 15
cm depth from the top of sample 5 during the test,
and the temperatures are recorded every few hours
until the test ended. The temperature distribution
curve at various depth of sample 5 is shown in Fig.
4. When the freezing starts, temperatures at three
depths decreased gradually. Temperatures of samples near the top are lower. At the end of the first
freezing process (48 h), temperatures reach below
zero degrees at depths of 5 and 10 cm, whereas temperatures reach above zero degrees at a depth of 15
cm. When the temperature of the sample at the top is
set at 5 °C, the soil sample begins to thaw. At 24
hours after thawing, temperatures at the abovementioned three depths are above zero, thereby showing
that the soil sample has thawed completely after 24
hours. Then, the sample undergoes a complete freezing-thawing process. The trend of temperature variation in subsequent six freezing-thawing cycles is
similar to the trend of the first cyclical process. From
the figure, we can see that the position of 0 °C inside
the sample is at a depth of 13 cm after each 48-hour
freezing process. Soil above 13 cm depth is the frozen zone, and the soil below 13 cm depth is the unfrozen zone.

  @9/:36/7<+5 9:8-/.=:/ Firstly, both
ends of the soil columns are hermetic. All soil columns are in box -, and the temperature is adjusted
to +5 °C. Storage under these conditions lasted 24 h
to ensure that the temperature of the whole soil column is +5 °C. Then, the soil column is fixed in the
cylindrical channel between the temperature boxes.
The bottom of the columns is supplied with the
groundwater sample from the study area. The top
surface is maintained as hermetic. After installing
the soil samples, the freezing experiment is carried
out. The top temperature is -15 °C, whereas the bottom temperature is +5 °C. Thus, a unidirectional
freezing process ensues from top to the bottom. The
freezing time is 48 h. During melting, the top temperature changed to +5 °C, which ensures that the
melting process is also a unidirectional process from
top to the bottom. The melting time is 24 h. A cycle
of one freezing process and one melting process lasts
for 72 h. After the required processes, the soil columns are cut into slices (2 cm thickness) to test the

% 
%/;<-87.3<387;08:0://B371<2+?37137;835;+695/;

Sample number
1
2
3
4
5

Freezing time (h)
48
48
48
48
48

Thawing time (h)
24
24
24
24

Time of cycles
1
3
5
7


)

$#

Top sample

Bottom sample

Temperature ()

Temperature ()

#


$##

%##

&##

'##

(##
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'

(

$(

%
#


$##

%##

&##

'##
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Sample 4

60
50
40
30
20
10
10

1
0,1
Pore Diameter (µm)

0,01

0,001

&# 
$/63581+:3<263--=:>/8098:/;3B/+7.-=6=5+
<3>/>85=6/-87</7<

Sample 2
Sample 5

Sample 3

'#
&#
%#
$#

0
100

    

Original Sample
Sample 4

(#

Sample 3

70



)#

Original
sample
Sample 2

90

percentage content (%)

Accumulative Volume Content (%)

100



#



Macro Pore Large Pore

Mesopore

Fine Pore

Micropore
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!8:/.3;<:3,=<387-2+:+-</:3;<3-;80<2/;+6
95/After different freezing-thawing cycles, the soil
samples at 3 cm depth in the frozen zone are selected
for the mercury intrusion test, and results were compared with those from the original sample, which did
not undergo freezing-thawing process. The semilogarithmic curve of pore size and cumulative volume content are obtained (Fig. 5). With four nodes
of pore sizes 0.04, 0.4, 4, and 40 µm, the curves in
Fig. 5 were designated as follows: micropore, fine
pore, mesopore, large pore, and macro pore [20]. According to the above-mentioned division principle,
the pore distribution with various freezing-thawing
cycles is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 shows that mesopore
and large pore have distinct regularity with increasing times of freezing-thawing cycle. After the first
freezing-thawing process, mesopore and large pore
distinctly redistribute compared with the original
sample. The proportion of mesopore increases,
whereas that of the large pore decreases. In subsequent freezing-thawing cycles, the proportion of
mesopore decreases, and the proportion of large pore
increases with increasing times of freezing-thawing
cycle. The water inside the sample expands as it
freezes, thereby destroying part of the pore structure
among soil particles and increases this part of pore
size. The above-mentioned effect can be recovered

partly when the sample thaws [21]. The effect on the
expansion of ice crystals makes the corresponding
pore size larger with increasing times of freezingthawing cycle. However, this effect of expansion
squeezes other parts of the pore, thereby reducing the
proportion of the corresponding pore size. From the
Fig. 6 we can see that the mesopore has been
squeezed and the large pore has been expended. No
significant effect was found on the other three sections and the proportions have slight variation.
2+:+-</:3;<3-; 80 ?+</: 631:+<387  
://B371+7.<2+?371/00/-<;87?+</:631:+<387
Fig. 7 is the water content of the samples 1 and 2
along the direction of depth. Fig. 7 shows that water
contents of every depth in sample 1 increase compared with the original water content after being frozen for 48 hours. Water content increases with increasing depth in the sample. A special position at 13
cm depth exists, in which the water content is higher
than around its adjacent positions. This position is
exactly the frozen and unfrozen zone interface. This
special position appears because when the freezing
starts, freezing front is formed and moves down
gradually. The water below the freezing front migrates constantly toward the freezing front. As the
freezing front moves down, the water of the upper
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  '+</: -87</7< >+:3+<387 80 ;+695/; 08:
0://B371<2+?371 -A-5/; Water content curves of
samples 2, 3, 4 and 5 for different times of freezingthawing cycle are shown in Fig. 8. The following
characteristics are shown in Fig. 8. First, with increasing times of freezing-thawing cycle, the water
content of samples also increases. Second, an obvious regularity is found below the depth of 14 cm for
each sample, i.e., the water content increases along
direction of depth. Third, a high water content position is found at 13 cm depth in samples 3, 4, and 5.
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frozen. There are two different temperature gradients
in the sample and both point to the frozen section,
thereby resulting in water of the upper sample migrating downward and water of the lower sample migrating upward. This is the reason upper water contents decrease and lower water contents increase in
sample 2, compared with water content of sample 1.
Because the temperature gradient is a constant presence in the lower sample, water supply flows continuously to the bottom of sample, and the water content of sample 2 is higher than that of sample 1.

sample does not have enough time to migrate. In addition, water supply of upper sample comes mainly
from the sample itself, which results in a lower water
content at the upper part. Freezing front continues to
move down until it remains at about 13 cm depth.
This position is close to the bottom of the water supply, and the water has enough time to migrate toward
the freezing front. Moreover, the rise of capillary water contributes to the increase in the water content of
the lower sample. There is enough time for water to
gather below the freezing front; thus, the water content at depth of 13 cm is higher than that around the
adjacent positions.
Samples thaw 24 hours after a 48-hour freezing
process. Water content above 14 cm depth decreases
compared with those before thawing (sample 1),
whereas at below 14 cm depth, water content increases. Water content along the direction of depth
generally increases, especially below 10 cm depth.
Fig. 4 shows that parts of negative temperature in
soil sample still exist 17 hours after thawing. As
sample thaws from top to bottom, upper and lower
samples are unfrozen, but middle of sample is still
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  '+</: 37<+4/ +7. ./1:// 80 ;+<=:+<387
After each time of freezing-thawing cycle, water intake of lower water supply is recorded, and an average degree of saturation of each sample is calculated
at the same time (see Fig. 9). A large amount of water (17.7 mL) migrates from the bottom of the sample in the first freezing-thawing process. This phenomenon is determined by the grain size: When
grain size is greater than 2 mm, the pore connectivity
of soil is good, but capillary effect is particularly
weak. Very little water migrates in the process of
freezing. When the grain size is less than 0.005 mm,
the clay particle has a large specific surface, strong
surface adsorptive ability, and good water holding
capacity. However, poor pore connectivity hinders
the migration of water in denser soil. As shown in
Table 1, the experimental soil in the study has high
content of silt particles, which possess not only
clay’s good water holding capacity but also coarse
particles’ good pore connectivity, thereby facilitating the migration of water. With increasing freezingthawing cycles, water intake decreases gradually in
each freezing-thawing process. This occurs as a result of a lower degree of saturation and high suction
before the test. Degree of saturation increases and
suction decreases gradually as the water intake increases. Thus, the net water intake decreases gradually.

2+:+-</:3;<3-;80;85=</<:+7;98:<Salt content curves of samples 2, 3, 4, and 5 for different
times of freezing-thawing cycle are shown in Fig. 11.
The following characteristics are observed from Fig.
11. First, with increasing times of freezing-thawing
cycle, the salt content of the sample also increases.
Second, an obvious regularity exists below the depth
of 13 cm for each sample, i.e., the salt content decreases along direction of depth. However, salt content showed an irregular change above the depth of
13 cm. Third, a high salt content position exists at 13
cm depth in samples 4 and 5.
The water and salt content variation of sample
5 after the seventh freezing-thawing cycle is observed, and the regularities of water and salt migration are analyzed. As shown in Fig. 12, the bottom
sample’s (12–20 cm) water content increases along
the direction of depth, whereas salt content decreases. The reason is when the freezing front stays
around the depth of 13 cm. The water below the
freezing front migrates constantly toward the freezing front. Water transport causes convection and mechanical dispersion of solute, which encourages the
transport of solute toward the freezing front. The
concentration gradient caused by aqueous solution
of water supply and aqueous solution of soil sample
leads to the transport of salt from the soil sample to
the water supply. This phenomenon is called molecular diffusion in physics. Convection, mechanical
dispersion, and molecular diffusion of solute are factors that result in high salt content above the sample
and low salt content below the sample at about 12–
20 cm depth. Both water and salt contents are high
at a depth of 13 cm, because the water that carries
salt below the freezing front migrates constantly toward the freezing front when the freezing front stays
at 13 cm depth. At 3 cm depth of the top sample, the
solute content significantly decreases. At the early
stage of freezing, supplements of water and salt at
the top only come from the sample itself. Solute is
transported from 3 cm to 1 cm in the sample. Because of the lower top temperature (-15 °C), the
freezing front moves down quickly, and the speed is
more rapid than that of the lower solute transport up
to the top. Top soil sample freezes quickly, after
which the unfrozen water content on the top decreases rapidly. Meanwhile, the solubility of salt decreases with decreasing temperature. Thus, the solute at the bottom of the sample is difficult to
transport to the depth of 3 cm.


 &$ 

Based on the experiments on water and salt migration at different times of freezing and thawing cycles in the soil samples, the characteristics of water
migration and salt transport have been addressed.
The mechanism is discussed along with pore size

  '+</: -87</7< >+:3+<387 37 0:8B/7 B87/
+7. =70:8B/7 B87/ According to the above-mentioned definition of frozen and unfrozen zones, Fig.
10 shows the average water content in frozen zone
and unfrozen zone for freezing-thawing cycles. Fig.
10 shows that after the first freezing-thawing process, the average water content of unfrozen increases
by 5.6%, but rarely increases in subsequent freezingthawing cycles. Average water content of frozen
zone increases by just 0.3%, while increases by
3.8%, 5.3%, and 6.2% after the third, fifth, and seventh freezing-thawing cycle. Substantial increment
in average water content of frozen zone is caused by
the existence of unfrozen water. During the process
of freezing, not only the molecular attraction between the liquid water molecules but also the molecular attraction from the soil particle surface needs to
be overcome. Strongly bound water still does not
freeze at -78 °C, whereas loose bound water (film
water) fully freezes from -20 °C to -30 °C. The freezing point of capillary water is slightly under 0 °C.
The temperature of the test could not freeze all the
loose bound water in the frozen zone of soil sample
(whereas almost all capillary water freeze), the water
content of frozen zone increases because of the migration of loose bound water. The average water
content of the unfrozen zone is larger than that of the
frozen zone because the capillary water migrates.
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distribution. Some of the conclusions drawn are as
follows:
(1)With the supplement of water at the bottom
of the soil sample, the average water content and the
salt contents of the sample increase constantly as the
times of freezing and thawing cycles increase. The
freezing thawing cycles contributes to the migration
of unfrozen water and transport of the salt.
(2)The redistribution of the pore size is the effect of the freezing and melting cycles. The unidirectional freezing results in the migration of water upward to the frozen part, while melting leads to downward water migration results from the gravitational
potential. The process of the freezing and melting
can comprehensively influence the pore size distributions, which leading to the mesopore squeezed
and the large pore expended.
(3)During the process of freezing and melting
cycles, the amount of water migration in the unfrozen zone is greater than that in the frozen zone because the degree of saturation of the unfrozen zone
increases constantly during this process. And the
amount of water migration in the first cycle of freezing and melting is obvious, but the increment becomes smaller with the times of the freezing and cycles increasing.
(4)In the first cycle of freezing and melting, an
accumulation zone of salt is observed around the position of freezing front, the salt content at which is
larger than other positions. With the times of freezing and melting cycles increasing, the salt accumulates in the whole frozen zone gradually, resulting
from the salt transport upwards during the process.
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8 marine sediment samples were collected from
Dalian marine area and Dandong marine area in
China respectively. The bacterial community structures of sediments from Dalian and Dandong marine
area were analyzed by denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE). Our results showed that the total Gel bands remained relatively stable among all
collected sediment samples. The bacterial communities of the sediments could be divided into two
groups according to the cluster analysis based on
DGGE patterns, and the bacterial community structures were different according to the geographical
origins of samples. Moreover, the bacterial communities in sediment samples were consistently different within the different Dalian marine functional
zones. The bacterial communities of four mariculture zones were clustered into one sub-group, and
conservation district and port area were clustered
into another sub-group. Analysis of nucleotide sequence of the dominant bands demonstrated that the
major phylogenetic groups identified by DGGE belonged to Proteobacteria, Bacteroidete and Actinobacteria, of which  sp., 
sp. and   sp. were the predominant bacteria communities in mariculture zone samples, in
addition,   sp. were widely distributed
in the sediment samples. However, the DGGE gel
band which were closely related with uncultured Actinobacteria were detected as one of the predominant
species in Y2 samples from Dandong marine sample
but not present in other samples.

ecosystems, and S [4]. Several factors have been described to influence the sediment bacterial communities: salinity [5, 6], water chemistry [7], locations
[8] organic matter quality [9, 10] and plant cover
type [11]. However, it’s difficult to determine which
factors are most important due to the interactions
among them. In addition, the sediment microbial diversity was influenced by different types of activities
all the time. One approach to address this difference
is to compare the changes of bacteria community
structure along an environmental gradient and functional zones of sea area.
It has been estimated that less than 1% of the
total microbial population have been successfully
isolated in pure culture in land environment and even
less in marine environment [12].
So, many environmental microorganisms cannot be cultured using traditional methods. Fortunately, with the development of molecular techniques, the knowledge on the population structure in
natural microbial communities has been greatly enhanced. Correlative techniques include amplified
rRNA gene restriction analysis (ARDRA) [13], terminal-restriction fragment length polymorphism (TRFLP) [14] and 16S rDNA clone library [9]. Compared with conventional culture approaches, these
new methods provided a more precise picture of microbial communities, including cultured and uncultured organisms. As a new culture-independent genetic fingerprinting technique, denaturing gradient
gel electrophoresis (DGGE) of PCR-amplified partial 16S rRNA gene sequences has been used to investigate microbial community structure and diversity in different samples [15]. Studies on the diversity of microbiology have been widely carried out,
particularly for describing predominant microbial
communities in recent years [16-18]. The changes in
microbial diversity along sediment depth [16] and
bacterial community composition in deep-sea sediments [19] were also revealed by DGGE. To date,
there were few studies on the diversity of predominant bacterial community in different marine functional zones by using the DGGE technique.
Dalian is located at the boarder of the Yellow
Sea and Bohai Sea, which has the most cold sea water in Yellow-Bohai sea region with strongest sea

*( #$
Bacterial community, Dalian marine area, DGGE, Marine
sediment
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Bacteria play important ecological and biogeochemical roles in marine ecosystems [1-3]. They
have functions of regulating the transformation of biogenic elements such as C, N, P, Fe, O in marine
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water exchange ability. So, marine organisms in sediment from Dalian sea area may be different from
that in sediment from other sea area, especially the
microorganisms may be unique. In this study, we
aimed to explore the bacterial community composition through investigating the dominate species in
such ecosystem by DGGE, and our results revealed
the distribution of bacterial community in different
sea functional zones. To our knowledge, it is the first
study which elucidated the composition of bacterial
communities in marine sediment from Dalian sea
area.

30 s, 63 for 30 s, 72 for 30 s. with a touchdown
of 0.5 every cycle until the annealing temperature
dropped down to 53. The next 20 cycles was consisted of 94 for 30 s, 53 for 30 s, 72 for 30 s,
and the final step was 7 min extension at 72. Amplification products were analyzed by electrophoresis in 1.2% (w/v) agarose gels using ethidium bromide staining.

 ,9,7D>4> DGGE analysis was performed with Dcode Universal Mutation Detection
System (Bio Rad). A total volume of 30 μL PCR
products was added into a 8% (w/v) acrylamide gel
(acrylamide/N,N’-methylene bisacrylamide ratio,
37.5:1) in 1×TAE buffer. The gels contained a linear
gradient of denaturant from 30-60% (100% denaturant is 7 M urea plus 40% formamide). Electrophoresis was performed at a constant voltage of 80V at
60 for 8h. Afterwards, gels were stained in a solution of 1×TAE which contained ethidium bromide
for 20min, and photographed. 

#0.:A0=D 7:9492 ,9/ >0<@09.492 :1 0C
.4>0/-,9/>Dominant fragments were excised from the DGGE gel with a sterile scalpel,
dipped in 100 μL sterile distilled water, and stored at
-20 overnight. After that, they were incubated at
65 for 20 min. After centrifugation at 6000 rpm
for 5 min, the supernatant was served as template
DNA for re-amplification with the V3 region primers without GC clamp. PCR conditions for re-amplification of dominant fragments from the DGGE
gel included an initial denaturation step of 5 min at
95, followed by 35cycles of 94  for 30 s, 55 
for 30 s, 72  for 1 min, and the final extension was
performed at 72 for 7 min. Then the amplification
fragments were cloned into pMD 19-T (TaKaRa
pMD19-T Vector) Vector and transformed into 
 JM109 after being purified by 1.0% agarose
electrophoresis and recovered by TaKaRa Agarose
Gel DNA Purification Kit ver. 2.0. The positive
clones from dominant gel fragrant from DGGE
bands were selected randomly for sequence analysis
which was performed by Shanghai Sangon Biological Engineering Technology & Service Co., Ltd. 

%#$% $

$,8;70 .:770.?4:9 ,9/ /0>.=4;?4:9 The marine sediments were collected from eight sites of 550 m water depth in Dalian sea area and Dandong
sea area in October 2010 (Table 1). The sediments
were transferred to a separate sterile centrifuge tube
and stored at -80 in laboratory for further analysis.
Total organic carbon was analyzed in every sample
by oxidation with dichromate under external heating
[20]. Total N was determined by the Kjeldahl
method after sulfuric digestion [21].
0C?=,.?4:9,9/!#,8;7414.,?4:9 Total genome DNA was extracted from 10 g sediment
samples using alkaline lysis method [22]. The 16S
rDNA genes were amplified using universal primer
pairs 27F and 1492R [23] in the first step of PCR.
Subsequently, the initial PCR product in the first step
was used as a template for a nested PCR amplification targeting the V3 region of the 16S rRNA gene
with primers 338F with the GC clamp and 518R
[15], and the DNA fragments which were suitable
for DGGE analysis were obtained. Amplification
was performed with TC-512 system in a total volume
of 50 μL. The reaction mixture contained 5 μL 10 ×
buffer, 4 μL 2.5 mM dNTPs, 1 μL 10 μM of each
PCR primer, 0.5 μL 5 U Taq DNA polymerase
(TaKaRa TaqTM), and 6μL DNA template (50-100
ng), and double-distilled water was added up to 50
μL. Amplification conditions were as follows:
94for 5 min, and 21 cycles consisting of 94 for

No.
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5
Y6
Y7
Y8



% 
090=,7491:=8,?4:9:1>,8;70>>?@/40/
Sampling Sites
longitude and latitude
Dandong
39°44′ N, 123°31′ E
Dandong
39°47′ N, 123°41′ E
Dalian
39°02′ N, 121°54′ E
Dalian
38°48′ N, 121°19′ E
Dalian
39°14′ N, 122°09′ E
Dalian
39°18′ N, 122°07′ E
Dalian
38°55′ N, 121°36′ E
Dalian
38°53′ N, 121°42′ E
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Functional Zones
Conservation district
Conservation district
Mariculture zone
Mariculture zone
Mariculture zone
Mariculture zone
Port area
Conservation district
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% 
!3D>4.:.3084.,7.3,=,.?0=4>?4.>:1?300423?49A0>?42,?0/>,8;70>
samples
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5
Y6
Y7
pH
7.58
7.76
7.72
7.95
8.02
7.81
7.21
organic C (g·kg-1)
6.08
1.46
7.54
2.34
8.56
3.62
11.89
0.35
0.63
0.07
0.21
0.84
0.49
0.7
Total N (g·kg-1)
C: N
17.37
2.32
107.71
11.14
10.19
7.39
16.99

Y8
7.81
22.12
1.05
21.07

&# 
%30;=:1470>:1-,.?0=4,7'  $=20901=,2809?>,8;74140/1=:8>0/4809?>,8;70>,90>
* * ,9/:928,=490.:9>0=A,?4:9/4>?=4.?,90* *,74,98,=490-07:92?:8,=4.@7?@=0
E:908,=4.@7?@=0E:908,=4.@7?@=0E:908,=4.@7?@=0E:90;:=?,=0,,9/.:9>0=A,?4:9/4>?=4.?
=0>;0.?4A07D%30-,9/>B34.3B0=00C.4>0/1=:8?30207.7:90/,9/>0<@09.0/B0=049/4.,?0/
%3070??0=>:1?30-,9/>.:==0>;:9/>?:?3,?:1?30.7:90>>3:B0/49%,-70 

,?, ,9,7D>4> ,9/ ;3D7:2090?4. ?=00 .:9
>?=@.?4:9The partial bacterial 16S rDNA gene sequences homology searches were carried out using
BLAST
in
NCBI
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/).
Then
Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree was constructed
with MEGA 5.0 by using Tajima-Nei model, 1000
bootstrap replicates were performed.
A scanned image of DGGE gel was performed
using BIO-RAD software Quantity One version
4.6.2. DGGE fingerprints were automatically scored
by the presence or absence of co-migrating bands.
The number and the similarity of band patterns in
DGGE gel were comparatively analyzed among different sediment samples. Dendrograms were constructed using the complete linkage method with
arithmetic averages (UPGMA).

@.70:?4/0>0<@09.0,..0>>4:99@8-0=>All
the nucleotide sequences in this study have been deposited in the NCBI nucleotide sequence database
under accession numbers (JN853593-JN853600).


#$&%$

$0/4809? ;=:;0=?40> All the sediment samples were weakly alkaline (pH values were 7.21 to
8.02). Table 2 showed the other main physical and
chemical properties of sediments. The marine sediment samples showed obvious differences in organic
carbon and total nitrogen.

:88@94?D >?=@.?@=0 :1 >:47 84.=::=2,9
4>8>Microbial community structure in marine sed-
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/09?414.,?4:9:1/:849,9?-,.?0=4,7>;0.40>
Nine dominant 16S rDNA DGGE bands (A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H, I) were excised from the gels, cloned and
sequenced as described above. After band sequences
analysis, we found that the main bacteria in the sea
sediment were  ,   ,!
  and "  (Table 3).Half of
the sequences showed the highest similarities with
those of uncultured organisms from other environment samples, including sea sediment, lake and soil
(Figure 3).   and "  were
the most abundant ones in Y5 and Y6 sediment,
which came from mariculture zone. The bands C, E,
F and G were similar with sp. and
  sp., which were affiliated with  
. Clones, which were closely related with
uncultured   (band B) were detected as
unique and predominant species in Y2 sample. Uncultured   ,  sp., uncultured  sp. and    sp
were widely distributed in every sediment samples.


iment samples from Dalian marine and Dandong marine were investigated based on the V3 regions of
16S rDNA gene fragment analysis. The number in
DGGE gel bands and relative brightness in DGGE
gel from each sample were analyzed by Quantity
One software. Eight samples in this study had different band numbers. The band number was 21, 23, 22,
19, 15, 22, 25 and 20 (Figure 1). The representative
bands which were clear and had high intensity were
excised and recovered from acrylamide gel. These
bands were indicated in Figure 1 with arrows in the
gel lanes and the band profiles were analyzed by
clustering methods to examine the homology. Similar community structures were observed in sample
Y1 and Y2, and they were clustered into one group,
which both were from Dandong marine region.
Other samples were included into another group, in
which they were all from Dalian marine region.
Composition of bacterial communities in Y7 sample
and Y8 sample showed the most similarities (Figure
2), which came from conservation district and port
area.


&# 
&!/09/=:2=,8,9,7D>4>:1;=:1470>:-?,490/1=:8-,9/492;,??0=9>1:=-,.?0=4,1=:8
>0/4809?>,8;70>,90>* * ,9/:92>0,,90* *,74,9>0,

% 
%30>0<@09.492,9,7D>4>=0>@7?>:1>070.?0/-,9/>
Sequenced
clones
DLY1-1(A)
DLY2-1(B)
DLY2-2(C)
DLY2-4(E)
DLY5-1(F)
DLY5-3(G)
DLY5-4(H)
DLY5-5(I)

GenBank
Accession no.
JN853600
JN853597
JN853598
JN853599
JN853593
JN853594
JN853595
JN853596

Similarity
rate (%)
100
98
93
98
98
94
96
92

the most similar
GenBank sequence
 
Uncultured Actinobacteria
Uncultured  
 sp.
 sp.
Uncultured  
Uncultured  sp.
  sp.

D: sequencing failure.
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Division
γ-Proteobacteria
Actinobacteria
Bacteroidetes
Bacteroidetes
Bacteroidetes
Bacteroidetes
β- Proteobacteria
γ-Proteobacteria
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!3D7:2090?4.?=00>3:B?30=07,?4:9>34;:1=0?=40A0/.7:90>49?34>;,;0=B4?3=010=09.0>1=:809,96
.7:>0>?>0<@09.0>%30;3D7:2090?4.?=00B,>.:9>?=@.?0/,>/0>.=4-0/49?308,?0=4,7>,9/80?3:/>
7:90>/0=4A0/49?34>>?@/DB0=08,=60/B4?3-:7/1,.0%309@8-0=:1>0<@09.0>49;,=09?30>0>
1:77:B492?30.7:909,80,9/09,96,..0>>4:99@8-0=%30>0<@09.0:1 $=20901=:8
   
 )  >0=A0/,>:@?2=:@;
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It has been reported that the major bacterial
processes in marine sediments were methane metabolism and sulfate reduction [26, 27]. With the exception of two recent isolates, all known methanotrophs
belong to two monophyletic families: type I/X methanotrophs belong to the family   
within the γ-Proteobacteria, and type II methanotrophs which belong to the family  
  within the α-Proteobacteria [28]. The  
  were not detected in this study. However,
the DGGE gei band I was retrieved, and had a 92%
sequence similarity with    sp, which
was affiliated with "   , a type of I
methanotroph [29]. In this study, sequences from the
        (CFB) division were found to be abundant. Bands C and D
showed 93% similarity with uncultured  
 , bands E and F had a similarity of 98% with
uncultured  , which were commonly
referred as CF cluster [30]. Similar results were also
found from the study on permanently cold marine
sediments [31]. Previous study had shown that CFB
played important roles in carbon cycling of organic
substances deposited in deep-sea sediments [32].

Dalian sea area is one of the special scientific
interesting sites. The bacterial communities and the
impacts of marine functional zones on the bacterial
community in the sea sediments were investigated in
this study. The microbial communities in the sediments were analyzed by molecular approaches targeting the 16S rDNA gene sequences. DGGE profiles were used to analyze bacterial community
among samples. About 15 to 25 DGGE bands in
DGGE gel were detected wintin the different sediment samples. The number of bands was similar to
those in deep-sea sediments and Yellow Sea Cold
Water Mass [19, 24]. All bands in DGGE gel had the
most similarities to sequences from other environment samples. In the sediment from Dalian and Dandong sea areas, the bacterial communities included
"   ,  , !  
and   . Consistent with previously studies [19, 25], "   and  
were found to be abundant and widely distributed in
sediment samples.
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Bands B showed 98% similarity with uncultured 
  clone, and Y2 sample from Dandong
sea area was unique. A  groups were not
detected in the sediments samples of South China
Sea [19], however it’s a major lineage of the domain
bacteria in the glacial meltwater lake sediment in
Antarctica [17, 25].
It is an effective and convenient method using
DGGE technique to determine community structures
in sea sediments. DGGE analysis method was used
to detect the bacterial communities in the marine
sediment samples from Dalian sea area and Dandong
sea areas, and the major members of the microbial
communities were identified in this study. Among
the 4 major domain bacteria, "   and
  were predominant in 8 samples. The
main bacterial communities are similar among each
sample in the same area, and the bacterial community structure including predominant species was related with geographical location and functional
zones. However, no significant relationship was
found between the bacterial community and physico-chemical characteristics of sediment samples. To
the best of our knowledge, this study was the first
report to reveal the microbial diversity in various
functional zones in Dalian sea area by DGGE analysis methods. Usually, the sediment bacterial communities’ changes could be driven by the salinity, nutrients and vegetation type. All these factors are affected by the special actions engaged by humans for
many years. In the future, studies should focus on the
interactions among these factors as well as the way
they affect the structure of sediment microbial communities.
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management for conservation due to anthropogenic
practices that more often jeopardize their existence
along with incredible number of other plant species
[3]. Turkey is one of main region with largest genetic
diversity in the family    with 209 taxa [1,
4]. Destruction of habitats, and careless unlawful
gatering of plants growing in wild for use in flower
industry are the fundamental reasons undermining
the existence of any of the Centaureas including endemic     . Reichardt that hashigh ornamental potential [5, 6, 7]. It is found in Agri, Erzurum, Malatya, Mus, Tunceli provinces of Eastern
Anatolia at altitudes of 1150-1820 m above sea level.
Proper management of plant diversity through effective protection measures is required.
Conservation of the endemic plant species is
completed utilizing distinctive procedures. Micropropagation constitutes an effective instrument for
 protection of this plant, that has diminished
populaces and low seed yield and germination [8, 9].
This paper present results of a showing recovery, conservation and protection of this plant and
other endangered plant species with in this genera.
The purpose and objective of this study was to develop an  micropropagation protocol using juvenile leaf explants of  . Formation of an appropriate strategy towards this end will encourage
laying of foundation to conserve this endemic endangered plant species.

Environment damage has brought about the
elimination of many plant species, and numerous
more are endangered. Similarly, ornamental and endemic      Reichardt that grows in Turkey is threatened that necessities measures for its immediate conservation.  culture techniques are
widely used to conserve uncommon, threatened
plants. This study reports a proficient technique for
multiple micro-shoot regeneration of   . A
low recurrence (35%) germination was acquired on
MS medium supplemented with 2.60 µM GA3. Juvenile leaves were utilized as an explants source.
The leaves were regenerated on MS medium that
contained 1.11, 2.22, 4.44, 8.88 µM BAP + 2.685,
5.37, 10.64 µM NAA. The best callus regeneration
percentage was seen on MS medium that used 4.44
µM BAP + 10.64 µM NAA. Callus regeneration percentage extended between 21.33 to 66.87. The most
noteworthy micro-shoot regeneration percentage
was gotten on MS medium containing 8.88 µM BAP
+ 2.685 µM NAA. Micro-shoot regeneration percentage run between 5.66 to 36.87%. The highest
number of micro-shoots per explants was noted on
MS medium containing 4.44 µM BAP + 10.64 µM
NAA. Also number of micro-shoots per explants extended between 1.66 to 5.87. The rooting percentage
of   was low with a few roots. The best rooting was noted following seven weeks of culture on
4.90 µM IBA. IBA appears to act as stimulant in
rooting of  




-#/4 .#4'2+#- Matured seeds of   
were gathered from eastern Turkish province of
Tunceli during July - August (2016) and stored in
paper packs at 23-25 ˚C under cold, dry and dark
conditions.

''& 6+#$+-+49 4'34 Seeds of    were
soaked in water overnight. Thereafter the sseeds
were dissected, longitudinally after removing seed
coats, with a scalpel exposing embryo to the 1% tetrazolium chloride solution (1 mg/ml) taking care not
to damage any part of embryo when peeling the seed
coat and imbibing in colorless tetrazolium solution.

"! 
    , endemic, multiple micro-shoot regeneration, BAP, NAA, IBA


 

The genus    distributed all around
the world [1, 2] and grows on a huge variety of geological, orographical and geographical diverse landscapes and environments. Numerous species among
these are endemic or threatened and need appropriate
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''& 34'2+-+:#4+0/ #/& )'2.+/#4+0/ The
seeds were disinfected with 100 % commercial
bleach for 10 min taken after by 5×5 min flushing
with sterilized distilled water. The initial experiments confirmed dormancy in the seeds of  
as they failed to germinated on MS medium that was
supplemented with 30 g/l sucrose. Therefore, they
were cultured on petri dishes containing 0.65% (w/v)
plant agar (Duchefa) set on MS medium [10] that
contained 2.60 µM giberellic acid (GA3, Duchefa)
supplemented with 3% sucrose cultured for 18 days
by incubating at 24±1˚C.

*' .5-4+1-' +%203*004 2')'/'2#4+0/
Leaves of sprouted seeds were utilized as an explant.
They were cultured on 0.65% (w/v) plant agar
(Duchefa) gelled with MS medium containing 1.11,
2.22, 4.44, 8.88 µM BAP (6-benzylaminopurine Duchefa) + 2.685, 5.37, 10.64 µM NAA (1-Naphthaleneacetic acid Duchefa) in Petri dishes (15 combinations) supplemented with 3% sucrose. All cultures were kept up under 16 h light photoperiod (35
mol m-² s-¹) in Aralab flexible development chamber (Praha, Czech Republic) at 24±1˚C. All cultures
used as a part of this study were subjected to autoclave for 20 min at 120 ᵒC, 1.42 kg cm-2. The pH of
all media was adjusted to 5.8 ± 0.1 with 1N NaOH
or 1 N HCl. 

+%203*004 2004+/) #/& #%%-+.#4+:#4+0/ 0(
1-#/4-'43 Developing micro-shoots were removed
from the stock culture, and transferred to MS medium containing 4.90 µMIBA for rooting and a control treatment without using auxin treatments was included. Following root induction, the plants were
transferred to MS medium so as to provide opportunity to roots the micro shoots to reach a desirable
size for transfer to pots containing 3:1 ratio of soil:
sand for acclimatization.

4#4+34+%#-#/#-93+3Each treatment contained
30 explants divided into 3 replications with equal
numbers of explants. The experimental data was analyzed using One-way ANOVA subjected to Post
hoc Tukey's b test was obtained utilizing IBM SPSS
v. 22 computer software for Windows.

tissues. No seed induced abnormal red colour showing week living tissues. Similarly, no seed showed
White or dead tissues that showed lack of respiration
and inhibition of formazan formation [11].
It was noted that the seeds could be disinfected
using commercial, mercantile bleach for 10 min. The
seeds sprouting was made on MS medium containing 2.60 µM GA3; as the seeds failed to germinate
without GA3 treatment as indicated earlier. The leaf
explants were collected from six days old germinated seedlings. Different combinations and concentrations of phytohormones influenced rate of callus
regeneration variably. Callus and shoot regeneration
was accomplished on all regeneration treatments
(Table 1).
The maximum callus regeneration (86.67%)
was seen on 4.44 µM BAP + 10.64 µM NAA followed 63.33% callus induction using 8.88 µMBAP
+ 10.64 µM NAA in MS medium. All leafs explants
regenerated callus on MS medium four weeks later
after culture initiation. Callus regeneration percentage ranged between 21.33 to 66.87. The findings
showed that the concentrations and combinations of
BAP and NAA affected callus regeneration percentage. Callus regeneration percentage decreased with
decrease of both BAP and NAA concentrations.
The most elevated micro-shoot regeneration
percentage was noted on 8.88 µM BAP + 2.685 µM
NAA (Table 1) trailed by MS medium that contained
4.44 µM BAP + 2.685 µM NAA in MS medium. Micro-shoot regeneration percentage extended between
5.66 to 36.87. Furthermore, the results showed that
micro-shoot regeneration percentage decreased with
an increased NAA concentrations. No regeneration
was noted on the control treatments. An increase in
the micro-shoot regeneration percentage was observed at high concentrations of BAP+NAA.
The results indicated that increased BAP+NAA
concentrations played a key role in Micro-shoot regeneration on leaf explants of   . Both
BAP+NAA are most commonly used phytohormones used in tissue culture of most of the plants. It
is assumed that high concentrations of these phytohormones act as stimulants to induces micro-shoot
induction on endangered  . No callus and micro-shoots were reported on MS medium. Results
further illustrated that concentrations and combinations of BAP-NAA used in the study important factors to effectuate micro-shoot induction. Number of
micro-shoots per explants ranged 1.66 to 5.87 (Table
1). Maximum number of micro shoots per explants
were borne or regenerated on MS medium containing 4.44 µM BAP + 10.64 µM NAA followed
closely by 4.33 and 4.13 micro-shoots per explants
on 2.22 µM BAP+ 5.37 µM NAA and 2.22 µM BAP
+ 10.64 µM NAA respectively.


 

Randomly selected 85 seeds out of 100 seeds
of   showed high viability using tetrazolium
test by reduction of dehydrogenase enzyme present
in all living tissues to create formazan, a reddish water insoluble compound. The rate of hydrogen released in viable tissue is slow compared to the dead
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(('%40(&+(('2'/4%0/%'/42#4+0/30(0/.+%203*0042')'/'2#4+0/(20.-'#('81-#/430(


Callus
Micro-shoot regeneration
Number of Micro-shoots
Treatments
regeneration
percentage (%)
per explant
BAP (µM)
NAA (µM)
percentage (%)
1.11
2.685,
31.66i
21.13d
2.13i
2.22
2.685,
28.87k
24.66c
3.67d
4.4
2.685,
23.33l
29.33b
1.87k
8.88
2.685,
21.33m
36.87a
2.66h
1.11
5.37
57.87e
11.13h
3.13f
2.22
5.37
51.66f
12.33g
4.33b
4.4
5.37
47.33g
14.87f
2.66h
8.88
5.37
36.87h
18.66e
1.66l
1.11
10.64
61.66c
3.87m
3.33e
2.22
10.64
60.33d
5.66l
4.13c
4.4
10.64
66.87a
7.87k
5.87a
8.88
10.64
63.33b
10.33i
2.87g
MS medium (control)
0.00
0.00
0.00
All values in a single column showed by different small letters are statistically different at 0.05 level of significance.
The rooting ability of   was very low.
 regenerated micro-shoots induced a very few
roots only after five weeks of culture. The best rooting responses after seven weeks of culture was obtained using 4.90 µM IBA. This concentration of
IBA seems to have a stimulatory role during root formation in   Besides this auxin concentration
was beneficial for root system development and micro-shoot quality. All micro plantlets with well developed root systems on transferrance to plastic pots.
60 % of the plantlets survived in the green house and
showed no sign of water stress. Thereafter, the regenerated plants showed normal growth.


 

The study positively utilised 13 distinct combinations of plant hormones for regeneration from leaf
explants of   regenerated seedlings. The results showed that MS medium was not useful for regeneration that failed to induce any swelling actuation of any callus. The results are in concurrence
with the past studies [17, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].
The study demonstrated that micro-shoot recovery was mostly hindered by callus recovery. The
most noteworthy micro-shoot regeneratin percentage was instigated on 8.88 µM BAP + 2.685 µM
NAA. The treatments including distinctive BAP
concentrations used in this study were helpful to induce micro-shoot regeneration. This BAP has already been viewed as an appropriate phytohormone
for regeneration of   [23],   [24], 
   [21],   [25],      [17],
  [26],   [27],   [28].

The method described here offers a simple, efficient and rapid procedure to micropropagate the
endangered, endemic and ornamental plant  
using juvenile leaves as explants. The viability of
any species relies upon the harmony among annihilation and colonization. In view of this it could be
rightly said that the surviving of species depends in
all on the survival of the populace and its seed germination. The utilization of seeds is for the most part
an ideal way to conserve plant species and the variation in hereditary pattern of local species. In the
event that plants are multiplied from seeds, the variation among local ecotypes could be increased to the
maximum [12, 13]. Every species has specific prerequisites for seed germination [14, 15]. Conservation of seeds by their propagation cheap and effective methodology. Poor seed germination is in concurrence with past studies [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. It was
observed that seeds of  [16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

 
To finish up, a fruitful, quick regeneration and
propagation tecnique has been developed for endangered      from juvenile leaf explants
for utilization in future conservation programs that
would definitley help in conservation of rare and
wild plant species in future.
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Gas-liquid membrane contactors (GLMCs) are
a hybrid and effective strategy for gas absorption that
integrates membrane separation and liquid absorption.[6-8] From the theoretical and practical point of
view, CO2- and H2S-absorbing liquid is an important
variable in the GLMC process.[9] In recent years,
various absorption liquids, including aqueous solutions of Na2CO3, [10] monoethano-lamine (MEA),
[2, 11, 12] methyldiethanolamine (MDEA), [11] and
potassium carbonate (K2CO3) [12] have been used in
simultaneous separation of CO2 and H2S. However,
the performance of amines as the absorbent is limited
by amine loss, amine degradation, high reaction heat
and corrosion [8]. Compared with MEA, the main
advantages of aqueous K2CO3 are low cost and easier regeneration. However, the reaction rate of
K2CO3 in the liquid phase is very low, but can be increased with addition of a promoting agent. [14] The
amino acid absorption solution has an amino functional group, so it can act as an activator for the potassium carbonate solution. In addition, Yan et al.
[15] reported that aqueous amino acid salts can provide high reactivity to CO2. Thus, promoted carbonate solutions with amino acid salts can provide a
favorable condition for absorbing CO2 and H2S. The
effect of adding the amino acid salt to the carbonate
solution in the wetted wall column has been studied
by previous researchers [16-18]. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there is no published work
involving theoretical analysis of the simultaneous
absorption of CO2 and H2S using an amino acid saltpromoted carbonate solution in a GLMC. In this
communication, three kinds of amino acid salts, including PG, PS and PLP, were used to enhance a potassium carbonate solution in a GLMC for simultaneous separation of CO2 and H2S.

An aqueous solution of potassium carbonate is
a low-cost suitable absorbent for the simultaneous
separation of CO2 and H2S from biogas. The promoted potassium carbonate with amino acid salt has
the potential to combine the advantages of these two
kinds of absorbents. In this communication, potassium glycinate (PG), potassium sarcosine (PS) and
potassium L-proline (PLP) were considered promoters. The absorption performance of CO2 and H2S in
promoted potassium carbonate was compared with
non-promoted potassium carbonate. The results indicated that the CO2 absorption performance of the
promoted potassium carbonate with various amino
acid salts was much higher than that of the aqueous
potassium carbonate solution. Furthermore, among
three solutions, the promoted K2CO3 with PS had the
highest CO2 and H2S absorption flux. The promoted
K2CO3 with various amino acid salts and non-promoted K2CO3 had approximately the same H2S absorption flux, since the H2S removal rates of both can
reach nearly 100%.


&% !
Amino acid salts, Potassium Carbonate, H2S, CO2, Simultaneous separation, Hollow fiber membrane contactor

" #"
Biogas is a source of sustainable energy that is
produced by anaerobic fermentation of organic materials. In general, the original biogas consists of methane (CH4, 40%-75%), carbon dioxide (CO2, 15%60%) and traces of hydrogen sulphide (H2S) [1]. A
large amount of acidic CO2 in biogas will reduce the
heating value of biogas as well as lead to corrosion
in equipment. H2S is a very harmful pollutant that
can endanger human health and corrode equipment
[2-4]. Therefore, CO2 and H2S in biogas must be removed before biogas can be used as a fuel for vehicles [5].

" !"!
The characteristics of the PVDF hollow fiber
membrane are shown in Table 1. The pH value,
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03;*/'-6'13,+<4+6/1+28'07+894,367/1908'2+397'(73648/323,'2*!
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'7 '(73648/32 ,09< In this study, CO2 and
H2S absorption flux was used to indicate the separation properties of the hollow fiber membrane module, which can be calculated using the following
equation: [19,20]

surface tension and viscosity were measured with a
pH meter (IP67, Mettler), surface tension meter
(K11, Kruss) and rotary rheometer (Anton Paar
MCR302), respectively. These measurements are
shown in Table 2. The schematic diagram of the experimental set up is shown in Figure 1. A gas mixture
of CO2 40% v/v and H2S 300 ppm in the balance of
CH4, which is in the composition range of biogas,
was fed through the shell side of the GLMC module
while PG, PS, PLP and their blended solutions as absorbents were fed into the lumen side of the PVDF
hollow fiber membrane. The gas phase flow rate was
fixed at 250 ml/min, whereas the liquid phase flow
rate varied from 50 to 140 ml/min.

Qgin Cgin Qgout Cgout 273151000

(1)
JCO2 
224TS
Where JCO2 is the CO2 absorption flux [mol (m2
s)-1], Cg,in and Cg,out represent the inlet and outlet gasphase CO2 concentrations, respectively (%), Qg,in
and Qg,out are the gas volumetric flow rate at the inlet
and outlet, respectively (m3/s), T is temperature (K)
and S is the gas-liquid interfacial area (m2).

"
!4+)/,/)'8/3273,$.3003;,/(+61+1(6'2+
97+*/28./7789*=
PVDF hollow
membrane
1.1
0.8
15
0.2
0.70
500
37

Parameter (unit)
Fibre o.d. (mm)
Fibre i.d. (mm)
Module i.d. (mm)
Membrane pore size (µm)
Membrane porosity
Effective module length
Number of fibres

fiber

"
4796,')+8+27/327'2*:/7)37/8/+73,8.+
:'6/397'(736(+287
Membrane

pH

Viscosity
(mPa·S)

PG 0.05M
PS 0.05M
PLP 0.05M
K2CO3 0.05M
K2CO3 0.025M +
PG 0.025M
K2CO3 0.025M +
PS 0.025M
K2CO3 0.025M +
PLP 0.025M

10.59
10.83
11.41
11.07

0.991
0.984
1.133
1.535

Surface tension
(mN/m)
71.25
71.07
71.39
71.61

10.95

1.17

71.33

10.99

1.055

71.29

11.06

1.133

72.42

# 
,,+)83,0/59/*:+03)/8='2*8=4+73,'1/23')/*
7'08773098/32732'(73648/32,09<
(73648/32 4+6,361'2)+ 3, 7/2-0+ '(736
(+287 The effects of liquid flow rate and types of
amino acid slat used are shown in Figure 2. It was
found that the CO2 absorption flux increases as the
liquid flow rate increases. This is because the liquid
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mass transfer resistance decreases as the liquid velocity increases. Many studies have reported a similar trend demonstrating that the mass transfer process of CO2 absorption in the membrane contactor is
controlled by the mass transfer coefficient of the liquid phase [21, 22]. In contrast, as shown in Figure 3,
the liquid velocity has little effect on the H2S absorption flux.
As shown in Figure 2, the CO2 absorption flux
of the different absorbents at a 0.05M concentration
in decreasing order was PGPSPLPK2CO3.
These results can be explained by the difference in
the viscosity of the various absorbents. The greater
the viscosity of the absorbent, the lower diffusion coefficient of CO2 and the lower theCO2 absorption
flux [23]. It was found that the viscosity of the different absorbents was ordered as follows:
K2CO3(1.535)  PLP(1.133)  PG(0.991) 
PS(0.984) (see Table 2). Although the liquid viscosity of PG is slightly higher than PS, the reaction rate
constant between PS and CO2 was lower than the reaction rate constant between PG and CO2 at 35°C as
reported by Zhou et al. [24]. Thus, the CO2 absorption flux of PG is slightly higher than the that of PS.

#  
<4+6/1+28'06+79087,36 73098/327463
138+*;/8.:'6/397'1/23')/*7'08732'(
73648/32,09<


#  
<4+6/1+28'06+79087,36 73098/327463
138+*;/8.:'6/397'1/23')/*7'087!'(7364
8/32,09<

(73648/32 4+6,361'2)+ 3, 463138+*
  73098/327 Figure 4 compares the CO2 absorption performance of aqueous K2CO3 and promoted K2CO3 with various aqueous amino acid salt
solutions. This figure indicates that the CO2 absorption performance of the promoted K2CO3 with different amino acid salts was much higher than that of
the aqueous K2CO3 solution. This is due to the low
reaction rate of non-promoted K2CO3.[25] The promoted K2CO3 with amino acid salt solutions provides higher CO2 absorption fluxes, improved approximately 2-fold over non-promoted K2CO3. It can
be found that promoted K2CO3 with amino acid salts
has even better performance than single amino acid
salts by comparing Figure 2 with Figure 4. To explain this result, it should be noted that the surface
tension of amino acid salt/K2CO3 in a 1:1 mole ratio
at 0.05M total concentration is higher than that of
0.05M amino acid salt solution (see Table 2); thus,
the promoted K2CO3 with amino acid salts had better
resistance to membrane wetting compared to the single amino acid salts. Zhao et al. have reported that

#  
,,+)83,0/59/*:+03)/8='2*8=4+73,'1/23')/*
7'08773098/32732!'(73648/32,09<
Figure 3 shows the H2S absorption flux of different absorbents, and the removal efficiency of H2S
by different absorbents is ordered as K2CO3PS
PLPPG. In the case of the K2CO3 solution, the H2S
removal percentage is approximately 100%. Therefore, the increase of liquid flow rate in the K2CO3
absorption solution did not affect the H2S absorption
flux. Figure 2 shows an obvious the increase of the
CO2 absorption flux with the increase of the liquid
flow rate. On the contrary, liquid velocity had little
effect on the H2S absorption flux. Similar results
have been reported in the literature [2, 11].
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[3] Ceper, B.A., Uysal, M., Kahraman, N., Akansu,
S.O. (2017) Investigation of enging performance and emissions of an si engine using
biogas-hydrogen mixtures. Fresen. Environ.
Bull. 26, 5556-5563.
[4] Song, X., Li, K., Ning, P., Tang, L., Sun, X.,
Ruan, H., Mei, Y., Wang, C. (2016) Optium
reaction conditions, pathways and kinetic model
of hydrolysis of carbon disulfide over modified
lake sedment biochar. Fresen. Environ. Bull. 25,
4952.
[5] Deublein, D., Steinhauser, A. (2010) Biogas
from waste and renewable resources: An
introduction. Wiley. 2011(9), 8.
[6] Mansourizadeh, A., Ismail, A.F. (2009) Hollow
fiber gas-liquid membrane contactors for acid
gas capture: a review. Journal of Hazardous
Materials. 171(1-3), 38
[7] Zhang, Z.E., Yan, Y.F., Zhang, L., Ju, S.X.
(2014) Hollow fiber membrane contactor
absorption of CO2 from the flue gas: review and
perspective. Glob. Nest J. 16, 355-374.
[8] Zhao, S., Feron, P.H.M., Deng, L., Favre, E.,
Chabanon, E., Yan, S., Hou, J., Chen, V., Qi, H.
(2016) Status and progress of membrane
contactors in post-combustion carbon capture:
A state-of-the-art review of new developments.
Journal of Membrane Science. 511, 180-206.
[9] Li, J.L., Chen, B.H. (2005) Review of CO2
absorption using chemical solvents in hollow
fiber membrane contactors. Separation &
Purification Technology. 41(2), 109-122.
[10]Wang, D., Teo, W.K., Li, K. (2004) Selective
removal of trace H2S from gas streams
containing CO2 using hollow fibre membrane
modules/contractors. Separation & Purification
Technology. 35(2), 125-131.
[11]Hedayat, M., Soltanieh, M., Mousavi, S.A.
(2011) Simultaneous separation of H2S and CO2
from natural gas by hollow fiber membrane
contactor using mixture of alkanolamines.
Journal of Membrane Science. 377(1), 191-197.
[12]Faiz, R., Al-Marzouqi, M. (2009) Mathematical
modeling for the simultaneous absorption of
CO2 and H2S using MEA in hollow fiber
membrane contactors. Journal of Membrane
Science. 342(1–2), 269-278.
[13]Faiz, R., Al-Marzouqi, M. (2011) Insights on
natural
gas
purification:
Simultaneous
absorption of CO2 and H2S using membrane
contactors. Separation & Purification Technology. 76(3), 351-361.
[14]Benson, H.E., Field, J.H., Jimeson, R.M. (1954)
CO2 Absorption Employing Hot Potassium
Carbonate Solutions. Chemical Engineering
Progress. 7, 356-364.

the high surface tension of the absorbent will improve the pore-wetting resistance of the membrane
[8].
As can be seen from Figure 5, the H2S absorption flux performance of the promoted K2CO3 with
different amino acid salts was nearly identical to the
non-promoted K2CO3, which is due to a H2S removal
rate of nearly 100%. Furthermore, the results shown
in Figure 5 indicate that the promoted K2CO3 with
amino acid salts has an excellent H2S absorption performance as well as the non-promoted K2CO3 solution.
#!!
In summary, the present study was conducted
to analyze simultaneous separation of CO2 and H2S
using solutions of K2CO3 promoted with various
amino acid salts (i.e., PG, PS and PLP). We believe
that this is the first demonstration of the use amino
acid salts to enhance K2CO3 solutions in GLMC for
the simultaneous separation of CO2 and H2S. The results of this communication show that the CO2 absorption performance of the promoted K2CO3 with
different amino acid salts was much higher than that
of the aqueous K2CO3 solution. In addition, among
three solutions, the K2CO3 promoted with PS had the
highest CO2 and H2S absorption flux. The H2S absorption flux performance of the promoted K2CO3
solutions promoted with different amino acid salts
was very similar to the non-promoted K2CO3, which
was due to a H2S removal rate of almost 100%.
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physiological and biochemical process in plants [3,
4].
Excessive heavy metal exposure affects seed
morphology and physiology, such as chromosomal
abnormalities, decrease in germination, reduced
root and shoot elongation, dry weight, oxidative
stress, nutrient loss, etc. For instance, Zinc (Zn),
Cadmium (Cd) and Lead (Pb) have been shown to
cause inhibition of germination, root elongation,
seedling development, DNA synthesis, photosynthesis and impairment of antioxidant enzymes and
molecules in seeds, finally leading to lower yield [5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Heavy metal toxicity also influences
photosynthetic pigments by reducing contents of
chlorophylls and carotenoids. Photosynthetic pigments play role in the protection from degenerative
stresses. Especially, carotenoids have their antioxidant function by acting quenchers of the high Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) levels [4]. It has been
reported that these photosynthetic pigments have
been inhibited by exposure of Pb and Cd [9, 11].
Responses of heavy metal are also different between plants and their cultivars [5, 11, 12, 13].
In order to provide protection from oxidative
stress, plants have several mechanisms. One of
them is antioxidative defense mechanism that includes enzymatic antioxidants such as superoxide
dismutase (SOD), catalase (CAT), peroxidase
(POD), glutathione reductase (GR), ascorbate peroxidase (APX), guaiacol peroxidase (GPX) and
non-enzymatic antioxidants such as ascorbic acid,
glutathione and tocopherol. SOD in all cellular
compartments and CAT in peroxisomes that are key
enzymes, are required for ROS detoxification in
plants [3, 6, 14, 15]. Previous studies found specific
correlation between upregulation of several enzyme
activities, especially SOD and CAT, and exposure
of heavy metals in plant tissues. It can be concluded
that antioxidant enzymes play a role in tolerance
mechanism to heavy metals and uptake of heavy
metal. Therefore, in order to reduce heavy metal
toxicity and to provide successful germination, they
can be important in the technique termed as phytoremediation [3,16]. Under environmental conditions with excessive heavy metal, if plants have
high level antioxidant enzyme activities, they also
have elevated germination and growth. Therefore,

ABSTRACT
Heavy metal pollution threatens all living organisms in worldwide. Serious health problems can
be induced in human being, when they enter food
chain by plants. Heavy metals can result in adverse
effect in plant physiologic and biochemical process.
These effects differ between plant species as well as
their varieties depending on several factors such as
heavy metal types, concentration, plant parts and
growth stage. To assess different toxic effects of
zinc, cadmium and lead applied at 100, 200 and 300
ȝ0 ZH LQYHVWLJDWHG SK\VLRORJLF DQG ELRFKHPLFDO
parameters of three wheat varieties. As a result, all
applied heavy metals led to different effects in
germination, mitotic index, photosynthetic pigments
and antioxidant enzyme levels of wheat varieties.
Well-tolerated variety was found as T. a. cv.
µ6|QPH]-¶YDULHW\T. a. FYµ6XOWDQ-¶YDULHW\
was also moderate-tolerated variety. T. a. cv.
µ$OWD\-¶YDULHW\ZDVPRUHsusceptible to heavy
metal applications. Among applied heavy metals,
high concentrations of Cd and Pb are most toxic
elements in all varieties. In order to gain better crop
productivity in heavy metal polluted area, selection
of tolerated variety is a suitable approach. Therefore, evaluation of physiologic and biochemical
parameters of any variety provides a valuable information to choose most suitable genotype for
polluted area.
KEYWORDS:
Antioxidant enzymes, germination, heavy metals, mitotic
index, photosynthetic pigments, wheat varieties

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, metal industries, mining, pesticides usage lead to serious problems in environment
and public health. It is important to know that consuming food contaminated with heavy metals is
related to prevalence of cancer [1]. Heavy metals
produced by natural processes or anthropological
activities induce oxidative stress in all forms of life
[2, 3]. High levels of heavy metals in soil and water
also result in loss of crop production by interacting
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phyll a, chlorophyll b and carotenoid contents were
measured absorbance at 662, 645 and 470 nm respectively and were calculated using the three "trichromatic equations" [20]. Each treatment was
replicated four times.

selection of suitable plant and its varieties will
provide us to gain better agricultural product with
resistance to heavy metal stress. Therefore, in the
present study, we have selected three heavy metals
namely cadmium, lead and zinc (Zn). Cd and Pb are
both non-essential metals and most common contaminants [1], whereas Zn is essential micronutrient
for plant growth and development [2]. Three of
them can be toxic if they are present high concentrations in soil and water [4, 17]. In order to investigate ecotoxicological effects of heavy metals,
Wheat that is the most produced cereal in worldwide, has been widely used [18]. Therefore, we aim
to determine that which varieties of wheat have
more high germination rate and chlorophyll content,
mitotic index level and antioxidant enzymes when
they are exposed to different heavy metals such as
zinc (Zn) and cadmium (Cd) and lead (Pb).

Assays of SOD and CAT enzyme activities.
Wheat seedlings were homogenised in extraction
buffer 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7,6)
containing 10 mM EDTA and 10% (w/v) PVPP.
Homogenates were centrifuged at 12000 g for 15
minutes. The samples were collected for protein
estimation following the method of Bradford (1976)
using BSA as standard [21].
SOD activity was measured by the percentage
reaction inhibition rate of enzyme with WST-1
substrate (a water soluble tetrazolium dye) and
xanthine oxidase using a SOD Assay Kit (Fluka,
  DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH PDQXIDFWXUHU¶V LQVWUXctions. Absorbance of the formazan dye was read at
OD 450 nm after 20 min of reaction time at 37°C.
Each treatment was replicated three times.
Catalase (CAT) activity was determined spectrophotometrically as a decrease in absorbance at
240 nm for 1 minutes following the decomposition
of H2O2. The 1 mL of reaction mixture contained 50
mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), 100 mM H2O2 and
20-60 mL of enzyme extract at 25°C. The activity
was calculated using the extinction coefficient
(40mM-1cm-1) for H2O2 [22]. Each treatment was
replicated three times.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Seeds of three bread wheat varieties (Triticum
aestivum /FYµ$OWD\-¶Triticum aestivum L.
FY µ6|QPH]-¶ DQG Triticum aestivum L. cv.
µ6XOWDQ-¶  ZHUH SURYLGHG E\ $QDWROLDQ $JULFXltural Research Institute (VNLúHKLU 7XUNH\ 7KHVH
three varieties are widely cultivated in Anatolia.
Seed germination. Different concentrations
DQGȝ0 RI=Q&O&G&ODQG3E&O
on seed germination were evaluated. The concentrations of heavy metals were prepared freshly by
dissolving with deionized water. In order to observe
seed germination, a piece of filter paper was placed
on a Petri dish (9 cm) and moistened with 10 mL
aqueous mixture of ZnCl2, CdCl2 and PbCl2. Controls were maintained by moistening the filter paper
with 10 mL deionized water. One hundred seeds of
each variety were placed on Petri dish and incubated in dark at 22±2°C. Each treatment was replicated
four times.

Statistics. Data were subjected to One-Way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) using Statistica
Software. Post-hoc testing was carried out using the
Duncan test. A significant level of 0.05 was used
for all statistical tests.
RESULTS
Seed Germination. In this study, germination
rates were observed under heavy metal treatments.
In order to accept germination, its radicula should
touch filter paper. Approximately 2-5 mm primary
root was used as the operational definition of germination [69, 70]. Of the 3 wheat cultivars, only
T.a.FYµ$OWD\-20¶VKRZHGVLJQLILFDQWO\Gecreased
germination rates compared to control (p<0.05)
(Figure 1).

Mitotic index (MI) in wheat root tip cells.
The roots (1.5-2 cm) were cut and fixed immediately in mixture of absolute ethyl alcohol and glacial
acetic acid [3:1 (v/v)] for 24 hours. The fixed root
tips were hydrolyzed in 1N hydrochloric acid at
60ºC then stored in 70% ethyl alcohol. Cytological
preparations were prepared by use of the Feulgen
squash technique [19]. For each treatment, 3000±
4000 mitotic cells were counted. Each treatment
was replicated four times.

Mitotic index in wheat root tip cells. The influence of heavy metals on mitotic activity of wheat
varieties, expressed as mitotic index, is shown in
Figure 2. Mitotic index was significantly different
among wheat varieties. Difference was statistically
significant (p<0.05) in terms of cell division in
wheat varieties (Figure 2). Mitotic index of control
was higher in T.a. FY µ6|QPH]-¶ WKDQ RWKHU
varieties.

Chlorophyll measurement. For the chlorophyll (Chl) measurement, 100 mg of leaf from fresh
samples was used. Samples were homogenized in 12 mL of 80% acetone and centrifuged at 3000 rpm
for 5 minutes. Extract was transferred to cuvette
and measured on spectrophotometer. The chloro-
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FIGURE 1
Germinations of three varieties exposure to100, 200 and 300μM Zn, Cd and Pb. Values represent the
means of at least four replicates for each treatment. Bars with different letters are significantly different at
the 0.05 level.

FIGURE 2
Mitotic index (MI) of three varieties exposure to 100, 200 and 300μM Zn, Cd and Pb. Values represent the
means of at least four replicates for each treatment. Bars with different letters are significantly different at
the 0.05 level.
TABLE 1
Photosynthetic pigments of three varieties exposure to100, 200 and 300 μM Zn, Cd and Pb. Values represent the means of at least four replicates for each treatment. Distinct different letters are significantly
different at the 0.05 level.
T. a. FYµ$OWD\-¶
Chl a
Control
100 ȝ0=Q
200 ȝ0=Q
300 ȝ0=Q
100 ȝ0&G
200 ȝ0&G
300 ȝ0&G
100 ȝ03E
200 ȝ03E
300 ȝ03E

abc

3.07
5.60d
4.82cd
3.41bc
1.58ab
1.26a
2.48ab
4.59cd
2.53ab
2.23ab
P < 0.05

Chl b
abcd

2.40
4.42e
3.68de
2.46abcd
1.27ab
0.83a
1.51ab
3.32cde
2.57bcd
1.81abc
P < 0.05

T. a. FYµ6|QPHz-¶
Carotenoid
ab

1.15
1.19b
3.23c
1.31ab
0.54a
0.50a
1.35ab
1.77ab
0.91ab
1.04ab
P < 0.05

Chl a

Chl b
a

11.65
10.38 a
9.76 a
10.56 a
11.90 a
11.10 a
12.83 a
12.04 a
12.87 a
12.01 a
P > 0.05

a

6.66
6.16 a
7.46 a
6.23 a
7.16 a
7.20 a
7.87 a
8.38 a
8.11a
7.56 a
P > 0.05

T. a. FYµ6XOWDQ-¶
Carotenoid
2.87 a
4.49ab
4.22ab
4.58ab
3.45ab
4.43ab
4.44ab
3.95ab
5.20 b
3.65ab
P < 0.05

Chl a
cd

9.50
4.98ab
6.31abc
6.08abc
8.24bcd
10.45de
13.28e
4.40a
5.59ab
5.36ab
P < 0.05

Chl b
d

7.72
3.77ab
5.10bc
2.84a
7.00cd
8.28d
8.79d
3.97ab
3.59ab
3.98ab
P < 0.05

Carotenoid
3.46bc
2.41ab
2.60ab
1.58a
3.43bc
3.79c
3.20bc
1.98a
1.95a
2.13a
P < 0.05

and T.a. FY µ6|QPH]-¶ ZKHQ FRPSDUHG WR
control (Figure 2).

Mitotic index is reduced due to heavy metal
treatment when compared to control groups in each
wheat varieties. On the other hand, it was statistically significant in T.a.FY µ$OWD\-¶ DQG T.a.cv.
µ6|QPH]-¶ S QRWLQ T.a.FYµ6XOWDQ-¶
(p>0.05). Cd and Pb caused decreases of MI in
dose-dependent manner in T.a. FY µ$OWD\-¶

Photosynthetic pigments in wheat seedlings.
In T. a. FY µ$OWD\-¶ YDULHW\  0 DQG 
μM Zn induced chlorophyll a and carotenoid level,
respectively (p<0,05). Only 200 μM Pb induced
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FIGURE 3
SOD enzyme activities of three varieties exposure to100, 200 and 300μM Zn, Cd and Pb. Values represent
the means of at least three replicates for each treatment. Bars with different letters are significantly
different at the 0.05 level.

FIGURE 4
CAT enzyme activities of three varieties exposure to100, 200 and 300μM Zn, Cd and Pb. Values represent
the means of at least three replicates for each treatment. Bars with different letters are significantly
different at the 0.05 level.
significantly carotenoid level of T. a. FYµ6|QPH]¶ S   0 =Q DQG DOO Dpplied Pb
concentrations reduced chlorophyll a level, 300 μM
Zn and all applied Pb concentrations caused loss of
chlorophyll b level and carotenoid level of T. a. cv.
µ6XOWDQ-¶ S  7DEOH 

CAT enzyme activities of wheat varieties (p<0.05)
(Figure 4).

DISCUSSION
In present study, all applied Zn concentrations
(100 μM, 200 μM, 300 μM) had no adverse effects
on germinations of T. a. FYµ6|QPH]-¶DQGT.
a. FYµ6XOWDQ-¶H[FHSWIRU T. a. FYµ$OWD\-¶
variety. Zn concentrations inhibited germination
dose-dependent manner in T. a. FY µ$OWD-¶
variety. Mitotic cell division in roots was also inhibited in T. a. FY µ6|QPH]-¶ DQG T. a. cv.
µ$OWD\-¶ YDULHWLHV :KLOH WKLV LQKLELWLRQ ZDV
dose-dependent in T. a. FYµ$OWD\-¶LQKLELWLRQ
level of cell division was same for all applied Zn
concentrations in T. a. FYµ6|QPH]-¶,WLVZHll
known that roots are primary contact site for heavy
metals. Therefore, roots are more sensitive than
shoots and loss of cell viability may cause reduction
of root growth [6, 7, 17, 23]. Zinc accumulation in
plant parts may differ between wheat varieties [13].

Assays of SOD and CAT enzyme activities
All applied concentrations of heavy metals had no
statistically significant effect on SOD enzyme activities of T. a. FYµ6|QPHz-¶DQGT. a. FYµ6Xltan-¶+RZHYHU0=QDQGDOO&GFRncentrations reduced SOD enzyme activities of T. a.
FYµ$OWD\¶ S  )LJXUH 
CAT activities of all varieties were decreased
at all concentrations of Zn, Cd and Pb as compared
to control (p<0.05). As seen in Figure 4, 100 and
200 μM Zn had same inhibitory effect in CAT
enzyme activity of all wheat varieties, while 300
μM Zn had more inhibitory effect when compared
to other concentrations of Zn and control. All Cd
concentrations had significant inhibitory effect in
dose-dependent. All Pb concentrations also reduced
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µ6|QPH]-¶ YDULHWLHV KDG PRUH &$7 HQ]\PH
activity than other varieties, T. a. FY µ6XOWDQ-¶
and T. a. FYµ$OWD\-¶ Cherif et al. (2011) [39]
and Saifullah et al. (2014) [40] reported that high
level of zinc concentrations led to inhibition of
antioxidative enzyme activity. It is important to
select wheat varieties with high antioxidant enzyme
activity and low H2O2 levels for more successful
germination in polluted soils [7, 16]. In Zn-polluted
growth conditions, T. a. FYµ6|QPH]-¶YDULHW\
will have more germination ability when compared
to other varieties.
Cd and Pb that are two of most common heavy
metals, have no function as nutrients in plant cell
growth [1, 41]. Both of Cd an Pb have been shown
to inhibit seed germination percentage, mitotic
index, chlorophyll content [1, 18, 41, 42, 43, 44]. In
present study, Cd and Pb had no effect on germination of T. a. cvµ6|QPH]-¶DQG T. a. FYµ6Xltan-¶ YDULHWLHV H[FHSW IRU T. a. FY µ$OWD\-¶
In T. a. FYµ$OWD\-¶YDULHW\ERWKRI&GDQG3E
concentrations led to decline of germination. When
we observed result of mitotic index, all concentrations of heavy metals reduced percentage of mitotic
index except for T. a. FYµ6XOWDQ-¶YDULHW\ T. a.
FYµ$OWD\-¶ZDVIRXQGWREHPRUH&GVHQVLWLYH
to heavy metal stress. Similar findings in different
cultivars treated with Cd and Pb have been observed by Yang et al. (2010) [6], Chen et al. (2010)
[18], Liu et al. (2015) [44], Ahmad et al. (2012)
[45], and Sheng et al. (2005) [46]. In order to evaluate Cd toxicity in soil, plant germination level may
not be a suitable indicator. Wheat roots are likely to
undergo Cd damage first. Therefore, mitotic index
may be considered as a bioindicator for Cd pollution [18, 47]. Alterations of biochemical parameters
occur before any visible symptom of Cd toxicity,
assessing of enzyme activities may be more sensitive or indicative than growth parameters in Cd
toxicity [47].
It was also found that applied Cd and Pb had
no significant inhibitory effect on photosynthetic
pigments of T. a. FY µ$OWD\-¶ YDULHW\ 2QO\
200 μM Pb induced carotenoid level in T. a. cv.
µ6|QPH]-¶ Peanwhile 300 Cd induced chlorophyll a level in T. a. FY µ6XOWDQ-¶ YDULHW\ $OO
Pb concentrations caused loss of photosynthetic
pigments in T. a. FY µ6XOWDQ-¶ YDULHW\ LQ DJUHement with the findings by Wang et al (2011) [32],
Dar et al. (2010) [42], Khan et al. (2008) [48], Ci et
al. (2010) [49], and Nabiha et al (2015) [50]. It is
well known that the uptake and distribution of Cd
and Pb differ among plants as well as their varieties,
therefore, their effects also vary in physiological
processes of plants [6, 11, 13, 45, 51, 52, 53]. Different uptake and accumulation of Cd and Pb in
parts of wheat varieties and different SH (sulphydryl) group levels in roots are important factors in
explaining genotypic variations [35, 54, 55, 56, 57].
The effects of heavy metal exposure also depend on

For this reason, responses of plants to heavy metals
may be different between species as well as their
varieties [24, 25]. Adverse effects of Zn on germination and root cell viability have been welldocumented by several studies [7, 26, 27]. There
are several reports that germination and mitotic
index are reduced as zinc concentrations increase,
although wheat variety and zinc concentrations are
different from we used [28, 29, 30, 31]. In present
study, most heavy metal sensitive variety is T. a. cv.
µ$OWD\-¶ YDULHW\ LQ WHUPV RI JHUPLQation and
mitotic index level.
Chlorophyll content is also another important
parameter that can be affected by Zn applications
[32, 33]. Zinc applied at higher concentrations leads
to inhibition of photosynthetic pigments in wheat
[28, 33]. In order to prevent several degenerative
stresses in plants, carotenoids are also in important
role by playing as quenchers of the high ROS levels
[4]. It was shown that chlorophyll a and b contents
were induced by Zn applications in T. a. FYµ$OWD\¶ YDULHW\ ZKLOH FDURWHQRLG FRQWHQW ZDV Lnduced by only 200μM Zn concentration. In T. a. cv.
µ6|QPH]-¶ YDULHW\ =Q DSSOLFDWLRQ KDG QR Hffect significantly on its chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b
and carotenoid contents, while, in T. a. FYµ6XOWDQ¶YDULHW\WKHVHSLJPHQWVZHUHDIIHFWHGQHJDWLYHO\
by Zn applications. Zn concentrations may cause
reduction of chlorophyll synthesis, or increase of
their degradation or suppression of photosynthetic
electron transport [33]. This is a valuable result for
T. a. FYµ$OWD\-¶DQGT. a. FYµ6|QPH]-¶
varieties because of applied Zn had no negative
effects.
In the literature, little is known about the effects of Zn toxicity on antioxidant enzyme activities
of wheat roots and seedlings [4, 7, 23, 27, 28, 33,
34]. Superoxide dismutase (SOD) in all cellular
compartments is the key enzyme that quenches
superoxide radicals [35, 36]. There are controversial
studies in the literature regarding the inhibition [23,
28, 37] or stimulation of SOD enzyme [7, 27, 31,
34] when applied Zn in different wheat varieties. Zn
is a cofactor that is required for antioxidant enzymes, especially Cu/Zn-SOD [33, 34, 38]. In a
study, it was shown that different genotypes of
wheat exhibited different activity of SOD enzyme
in response to zinc concentrations (Hacisalihoglu et
al. 2003 [38]). In the present study, low Zn concentrations we used, had no alterations on SOD enzyme activities. These results are in accordance
with those of Li et al. [33]. Catalase (CAT) is another important enzyme required for decomposing
of H2O2 to water and molecular oxygen. Effects of
Zn on CAT enzymes are also contradictory because
of different plant organs studied, plant growth conditions, durations and concentrations [2, 4]. In our
study, all Zn concentrations led to loss of CAT
enzyme activities of three varieties in dosedependent manner. On the other hand, T. a. cv.
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high levels of germination rate, mitotic index, photosynthetic pigments and antioxidant enzymes will
contribute to higher agricultural productivity.

duration time, composition, concentration of heavy
metal, forms of heavy metal as with salt, sulphate,
acetate or nitrate and plants used [17, 32, 35, 58].
Cd and Pb also influence antioxidant enzymes
activities [31, 37, 53, 59]. In agreement with the
studies of Lin et al. (2007) [60], Benavides et al.
(2005) [61], Liu et al (2007) [62], Ci et al. (2009)
[63], our results indicated that SOD activity of T. a.
FYµ$OWD\-¶YDULHW\KDGEHHQQHJDWLYHO\LQIOuenced by only Cd exposure, while there was no
significant difference in SOD enzyme activities of
other varieties, T. a. FY µ6|QPH]-¶ DQG T. a.
FY µ6XOWDQ-¶ $FWLYLWLHV RI &X=Q-SOD and FeSOD isoforms are more sensitive to high Cd concentrations, but Cd concentrations may cause no
inhibition in total SOD activity, because of unaffected Mn-SOD [64]. Yadav and Singh (2013) [65]
demonstrated that Cd treatment had no effect on
SOD and CAT enzymes of wheat seedlings. The
lack of SOD activity stimulation in Cu- or Cdtreated wheat varieties indicates that SOD enzyme
has no role in the defense mechanism of used varieties [14,63]. Similar with these findings, SOD enzyme may not be an effective role in T. a. cv.
µ6|QPH]-¶ DQG T. a. FY µ6XOWDQ-¶ XQGHU &G
and Pb toxicity. Free radicals triggered by heavy
metals may not have caused elevation of antioxidant enzyme levels in wheat cultivars [66].
In contrast to findings of Kaur et al. (2013)
[10], Lamhamdi et al. (2013) [67], we observed that
CAT activity were inhibited by all Cd and Pb concentrations in all variety, although heavy metal
treatment groups of T. a. FY µ6|QPH]-¶ KDG
more CAT activity than other varieties. Our results
support the findings of Dey et al. (2007) [59] and
Liu et al. (2007) [62] who showed inhibition of
CAT enzymes under Cd and Pb stress. In parallel
with our findings, Sandalio et al. (2001) [68]
showed that acidic CAT isoenzymes were inhibited
in Pisum sativum plants when applied 50 μM
CdCl2. Degradation of NO accumulation may be
the cause of CAT enzyme depletion [27].
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The whitefly Bemisia tabaci (Gennadius)
(Hemiptera, Aleyrodidae) is one of the most crucial
agricultural pests in tropical and subtropical regions. The pest is a species complex which contain
morphologically indistinguishable biotypes or genetic groups. The aim of the present study is to examine B. tabaci SRSXODWLRQV FROOHFWHG IURP $\GÕQ
Antalya, Mersin, Adana and Hatay regions in 2004
and 2005. Prior to analysis, as the first step, the
biotypes were determined by considering molecular
differences among populations. In addition , the
differences among populations were determined by
means of biochemical analysis, namely, by conducting esterase enzyme analysis. Nucleotide variation in mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase I
(mtCOI) showed that a total of 32 nucleotide variations were present in 617 basepair sequence of
mtCOI. Dendogram constructed based on phylogenetic analysis indicated that B. tabaci populations
consisted of B and Q biotypes. Furthermore, the
findings revealed that there were no nucleotid differences within B and Q biotype populations. In
terms of the spread of the biotypes, it is found that
while B biotypes were settled in Dörtyol and Harbiye regions in Hatay province, Q biotypes were
IRXQG LQ .ÕUÕNKDQ DQG +DVVD UHJLRQV /LNHZLVH
while B biotypes were found in Tarsus, Q biotypes
were seen in Ceyhan and Havutlu in Çukurova region (Mersin and Adana provinces). In Antalya
province, Q biotype was found in Campus area,
whereas B biotype was present in Gazipasa. On the
other hand, it is found that all samples from Aydin
province were biotype Q. Concerning the findings,
it can be claimed that Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis results clearly distinguished the two genetic types.

Bemisia tabaci (Genn.) (Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae) is one of the most crucial agricultural pests for
vegetables and ornamental plants in the vast majority of tropical and subtropical regions in the
world[1]. The pest causes damages to crops by
feeding on phloem sap, producing sticky honeydew
as well as vectoring plant viruses [2].
The genetic complexity of B. tabaci was initially recognized in the late 1950s [3]. Several morphologically indistinguishable populations were
identified differing in the host range, fecundity,
insecticide resistance, host plant adaptability, and
capability to transmit begomoviruses [4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9]. To date, various genetic groups of the B. tabaci
have been attempted to define by some alternative
molecular techniques such as the esterase or isoenzymes [10,11,12,13], Restriction Fragment Length
Polymorphism-RFLP [14], Random Amplification
of Polymorphic DNA-RAPD [15,16,17,18], Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism-AFLP [19]
and mitochondrial COI (mtCOI) sequence analyses
[6, 20, 21]. In the recent studies; however, Bemisia
tabaci has been reported to be a sort of species
complex composed of at least 34 different morphologically undistinguished genetic groups [22, 23].
In Turkey, the epidemic of the B. tabaci was
first found in Cukurova region in 1974 [24] and this
insect has become the prominent pest since then. As
it was reported in a study [5] B. tabaci population,
which was called as the M (Turkish Cotton) biotype
and collected from Turkey, has not been discovered
yet in the conducted studies. However, the existence of the B and Q biotypes was identified [25, 26,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31] in various studies conducted on
genetic diversity of B. tabaci populations in Turkey.
B. tabaci Middle East ± Minor Asia 1 genetic group
(biotype B) and Mediterranean genetic group (biotype Q) are the two most invasive and widely
spread whiteflies around the World [32].
In the present study, the data of which was
gathered between 2004 ± 2008, the differences between various B. tabaci populations were demonstrated via a polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
method and utilizing the sequences of Mitochondrial Cytochrome Oxidase I (MtCOI) gene region.

KEYWORDS:
Bemisia tabaci, mtCOI, Q biotype, B biotype, PAGE
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were reamplified with the combination of B and C
primer sets (Table 2) using the same PCR conditions as stated above. The reamplified DNA products were run on agarose gel and size separated.
The one ± band ± PCR ± products with the expected
fragment size (760 bp) were kept in -20 °C for sequencing procedure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bemisia tabaci populations sampling: B.
tabaci populations were collected from Adana,
0HUVLQ +DWD\ $\GÕQ DQG $QWDO\D SURYLQFHV in
2004 and 2005. The locations where the populations were collected, and the host plants are presented in Table 1. The adults were collected by a
mouth aspirator, placed in 80% alcohol, and kept at
-20 °C in order to use as the supplementary material. The samples, which were kept as the supplementary material in the laboratory and taken into the
eppendorf tubes, were used for biochemical analyses and their protein structure was maintained by
keeping them at -80 ºC.

TABLE 2
Primer sequences used in the amplification of
the sequence region of mtCOI gene and the
expected amplification fragment sizes
Primer
Primer A
(Forward)
Primer B
(Reverse)
Primer C
(Forward)
Primer D
(Forward)

TABLE 1
Sampling locations and host plants of the cotton
whitefly (Bemisia tabaci)
Location
Mersin (Tarsus)
Hatay (Hassa)
+DWD\ .ÕUÕNKDQ
Hatay (Dörtyol)
Adana (Ceyhan)
Adana (Havutlu)
Hatay (Harbiye)
$\GÕQ 6|NH
$\GÕQ &HQWUH
$\GÕQ 1D]LOOL
$QWDO\D *D]LSDúD
Antalya (Campus)

Host Plant
Cotton
Cotton
Cotton
Eggplant
Cotton
Eggplant
Eggplant
Cotton
Cotton
Cotton
Cucumber
Cotton
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Date
29.08.2004
30.08.2004
30.08.2004
31.08.2004
31.08.2004
01.09.2004
01.09.2004
18.09.2004
18.09.2004
18.09.2004
30.09.2005
30.09.2005

DNA
¶77*$777777**7
&$7&&$*$$*7¶
¶7&&$$7*&$&7$$
7&7*&&$7$77$¶
¶$7$*&$*7*$**
&7**$$$$¶
¶***7$7$$777$7
*&7$7$¶

Primer B
~ 800 bp
--------760 bp
720 bp

DNA Sequencing and Phylogenetic Analysis: A minimum of three different PCR products
obtained from various individuals were sequenced
for each population. For sequencing process, the
Beckman 8000 CEQ Genetic Analyzer and the
manufacturers chemical kit were used. The PCR
conditions for sequencing recommended in the
manufacturer protocol were modified as follows;
the D primer given in Table 2 and the reaction volXPHRIȝOLQVWHDGRIȝOZHUHXVHGIRUWKH3&5
reactions; the chemicals were reduced in half for the
sequence cleaning process; and the sequencing
SURGXFWV ZHUH GLVVROYHG LQ  ȝO RI GHLRQL]HG
IRUPDPLGHLQVWHDGRIȝOEHIRUHWKHORDGLQJSUocess. The PCR conditions were as follows; denaturation at 96 °C for 20 sec, annealing at 50 °C for 20
sec, and extension at 60 °C for 4 min. The sequencing products were incubated in a bath tub at 90 °C
for 120 sec, and the single stranded DNA was generated. These products were loaded into the device
initially run at 2000 Volts for 30 sec, and then the
products were run for size separation at 4200 Volts
for 100 minutes.
The raw fluorescence data in the DNA analyzer were subjected to sequence analysis in the
Beckman Sequence Analysis program, and the automated ± sequences obtained were checked by a
manual ocular control so that the sequences of each
individual sample were finalized. The sequences
were recorded in FASTA format and aligned in the
µ&/867$/ :¶ SURJUDP DQd analyzed using the
µ8QZHLJKWHG 3DLU *URXS 0HWKRG ZLWK $ULWKPHWLF
0HDQ¶ 83*0$  RSWLRQ RI WKH µ0(*$ ¶ SUogram. The genetic distances between analyzed popXODWLRQV ZHUH DOVR FDOFXODWHG E\ WKH µ0D[LPXP
&RPSRVLWH/LNHOLKRRG¶RSWLRQRIWKHVDPHSURJUDP
The individuals of population resulting in dendrograms were compared with both reference B and Q
biotypes and MtCOI sequence information available in the Genbank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.

DNA Extraction: Except for a few modifications, the DNA extraction was performed by the
DNA isolation kit (EZNA SQ Tissue DNA Kit
D5040-02) produced by Omega Company, in line
with the manufacturer protocol. Differently from
the manufacturer protocol, the DNA samples were
kept in isopropanol for on average 12 hours and at 20 °C instead of keeping the samples in room temperature during DNA precipitation phase.
Additionally, a fragment of Mitochondrial Cytochrome Oxidase Subunit I (MtCOI) gene region
was amplified by A and B primer sets (Table 2),
and the optimized PCR conditions were used [20].
Each PCR reaction was performed in the final total
YROXPH RI  ȝO FRQWDLQLQJ  P0 G173 /arova), 3 mM MgCl2, 2 pmol primer (iontek), 0.4
unit of Taq DNA Polymerase Enzyme (Bioron),
ȝORIUHDFWLRQEXIIHUVROXWLRQDQGȝORI'1$
sample. The PCR was conducted by using a thermal
cycler PCR machine (Primus 96 Advanced Gradient, PeqLab, Germany), and the PCR conditions
used for 30 cycles were as follows; initial incubation step at 94 °C for 2 min, denaturation at 94 °C
for 60 sec, annealing at 48 °C for 60 sec, and extension at 72 °C for 60 sec. The amplified products
were size separated and visualized on 1% agarose
gel containing 10 mg/l of ethidium ± bromide. The
amplified products, approximately 800 bp in size,
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centrifuging the mixtures for about 2 minutes, the
entire sample extract in each tube was loaded into a
6% vertical native gel (PAGE) (polyacrylamide gel
electrpforesis) and run at 220 Volts for 2 and a half
hours at 4 °C in running buffer (Tris -glycine, pH
8.3). Alpha- and beta-naphthyl acetates were used
as substrates. The gel was initially preincubated in
the phosphate buffer (KH2PO4 (0.175 M), Na2PO4
(0.025 M)/l, pH 6) for 10 min, and then it was
transferred into a phosphate buffer plate, which was
kept waiting in an incubator for about 25 min (37
°C). Substrates, 100 mg alpha-naphthyl acetate and
50 mg beta-naphthyl acetate (in acetone) and 1 ml
of the Fast Blue RR Salt were added into 150 ml of
phosphate buffer. Gel was incubated at 37 °C until
the bands were observed, visualized by a scanner,
and the images were stored digitally (modified
Wool et al.) [33]

gov/Genbank/), and the biotype distribution was
identified based on their proximity to the defined
reference sequences.

FIGURE 1
The image of the mtCOI gene region with 760 bp
in size (M: 1 kb Marker) products amplified by
second PCR from individuals of different
Bemisia tabaci populations

RESULTS
Sequence studies: An agarose gel image of
approximately 760 bp products obtained from the
MtCOI gene region amplified by the PCR conditions, and representing the individuals from populations were given in Figure 1. The sequence alignment and the following phylogenetic analyses were

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis studies:
The female whiteflies (individual) were homogenized in  ȝO RI native sample buffer  ȝO RI
GHLRQL]HGZDWHUȝORI07ULV+&O S+ 
ȝORIJO\FHUROȝORI%URPRSKHQROElue,
ȝOsolution in total) (Bio-Rad, 161-0738). After
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99
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86 EU427719spain

ab204588.Jpn Qw
93
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FIGURE 2
The phylogenic tree generated by the MEGA 4 Phylogenic Analysis Program under the UPGMA option
using the mtCOI sequences of the reference samples taken from Genbank on cotton whitefly samples
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performed based on the data obtained from 617 bp
of MtCOI gene region, since the first and last 40 ±
50 bp fragments of the fluorescent products, which
were generated by sequencing chemistry, were not
separated sufficiently during the capillary electrophoresis. When the alignment was performed with
the CLUSTAL W program, the obtained in population samples were observed as homogenous and
contained the same sequences (single haplotype).
The analysis revealed that a total of 32 different nucleotides showed polymorphism among the
analyzed 617 bp fragments in sizes. These nucleotide polymorphisms were identified as in the forms
of either change of one nucleotide to another or, in
one case, replacement of three nucleotides between
each other. Hence, these conditions resulted in formation of three different haplotype groups. Consistent with phylogenetic tree, the samples located
into three different clusters (Figure 2). The populations were also clustered around the B and Q biotypes along with the reference population sequences
pulled out of the Genbank. Additionally, Dörtyol,
+DUEL\H 7DUVXV DQG *D]LSDúD SRSXODWLRQV ZHUH
clustered within the same haplotype group of the B
biotype, and the remaining eight populations were
clustered with the Q biotype. Populations of Aydin
province shared one ± to ± one similarity with the
Greece ± type Q biotype; however, the other Q biotypes were clustered under the group of a Q biotype, which shared a similarity with Cypriot referenced sample. In order to make a distinction between these two haplotypes, the identified haploW\SHSRSXODWLRQVLQ$\GÕQUHJLRQDQGRWKHUSRSXOations were denominated as Qw and Qe, respectively.
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When the genetic distances among the three
clusters generated by the populations were analyzed; the distances of the Qe and Qw biotypes
form the B biotype were 0.021 and 0.023 respectively On the other hand, the genetic distance between the Qe and Qw biotypes was only 0.004. It is
also found in the present study that no nucleotide
polymorphism was identified between the four B
biotype populations found in this study. All populations clustering around the B biotype showed 100%
nucleotide identity. As Bayhan et al. [26] reported
that populations were highly homogeneous in terms
of nucleotide polymorphism among the B biotype
samples. Similarly, no nucleotide polymorphism
was identified among five populations of the Qe
biotype and three populations of the Qw biotype
groups.
Biochemical Studies: In the present study, individually extracted female whiteflies were analyzed on the polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis,
and esterase bands of each population were determined (Figure 3). As a result, two different banding
patterns were generated. One of these patterns was
the first group of populations, in which three main
bands could be detected, and the other one was the
second group of populations, in which a single band
detected. The first group consisted of Tarsus,
'RUW\RO+DUEL\HDQG*D]LSDúDSRSXODWLRQVDQGWKH
second group was in +DVVD .ÕUÕNKDQ &H\KDQ
6RNH $\GÕQ 1D]LOOL DQG WKH &DPSXV SRSXODWLRQV
In general, it was determined that the first group of
B biotype populations was strongly dyed; however,
the second group of Q biotype populations was
weakly dyed.

FIGURE 3
The esterase band profiles of Bemisia tabaci populations
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of sampling were determined as B (cucumber) and
Q biotype (cotton). In another study that was performed on even dates [27], Antalya province populations were identified as the B (mostly vegetables)
and Q (vegetable) biotypes. In the light of these
results, it is possible to draw a conclusion that the B
and Q biotypes coexist in Antalya province when
the study was conducted. However, in the different
molecular studies carried out after these dates, the
collected samples from Antalya province appeared
to be the B biotype [34, 38, 39, 40]. In addition, in
some other studies performed outside the province
of Antalya, it was determined that the B was the
dominant biotype among the samples obtained from
the vegetable fields [26, 27, 28, 34, 31, 39].
Additonally, the three samples collected from
$\GÕQ SURYLQFH &HQWUH 6RNH DQG 1D]LOOL  ZLWKLQ
the present study appeared as the Qw biotype that
showed similarity to the Q biotype found in Greece.
This finding shows similarity with the findings of
Gocmen eW DO¶ >@ VWXG\ ZKLFK DOVR GHWHUPLQHG
WKDW WKH VDPSOHV FROOHFWHG IURP $\GÕQ SURYLQFH
were the Qw biotype.
It was reported that the B biotype was the sole
species identified in whitefly survey studies conducted in Adana, Mersin and Hatay provinces between the years of 2000 and 2002 [26]. Likewise, in
another study carried out by sampling method within these regions in 2004 ± 2005, both the B and Q
biotypes were detected in Mersin, Adana and Hatay
regions, and the Q biotype was determined as the
dominant species [27]. In the present study; however, both the B and Qe biotypes were found to have
coexisted in Adana, Mersin and Hatay regions, and
three populations out of seven and four populations
out of seven detected within this region were identified as the B and Qe biotypes, respectively. Similarly, the majority of the B. tabaci samples collected
from Adana province were determined as the Q
biotype (MED) [29, 30]. As Satar and Ulusoy [39]
reported that the majority of the samples collected
from Adana, Mersin and Hatay provinces were determined as the B biotype, and this suggested that
these two biotypes (B and Q) partly preferred different habitats. They also indicated that the B biotype was intensively identified in vegetable areas;
however, the Q biotypes were predominantly detected among biennial plants. Similarly, Charaabi et
al. [41] determined that the MEAM1 and MED species were found in different ratios and on different
hosts; and the MEAM1 was dominant on vegetable
hosts, while the MED species was most prevalent
on the ornamental species.
Pascual and Callejas [42] found that the B biotype substituted the Q biotype under the laboratory
conditions. The main reason for high competitiveness of the B biotype was that it was able to reproduce itself at a faster rate than the Q biotype [43,
44]. However, insecticide resistance also played an
important role in B. tabaci distribution. As Horo-

DISCUSSION
The use of polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE) was a preferred and reliable method in
identification of esterase ± enzyme ± band ± patterns for determination of species and biotypes. The
B biotype within the B. tabaci populations collected
from Aegean and Mediterranean Regions in Turkey
was identified via using this method, and it was
determined that the esterase bands varied in densities depending on populations [34]. In a similar
study, it was determined by the PAGE method that
the samples collected from cotton alleys in Adana,
$QWDO\D ø]PLU DQG 7DUVXV VKRZHG % ELRW\SH FKDracteristics [28]. Analyses of one of the cassava
whitefly race on the gel electrophoresis revealed
three bands, one small and two large; however, the
sweet potato race demonstrated four bands, two
small and two large, in sizes [35]. The B and Q biotypes generated three esterase band groups in the
gel electrophoresis, and the Q biotype bands in the
3rd group were closer to the anodal pole in comparison to the B biotype bands. In addition, they reported that the Q biotype bands were dyed weaker
than the B biotype bands [36]. The B and Q biotypes generated three esterase band groups on the
gel, and these two biotypes might be distinguished
from each other by the esterase band patterns [37].
In the esterase enzyme studies, it was determined that the populations from different hosts
could take place in the same group in terms of their
esterase profiles. This result was in compliance
with the study performed by Wool et al. [12], and
the differences observed among esterase allele frequencies were not related to the host plants or their
JHRJUDSKLHV:RROHWDO¶VWXG\>@DOVRFRQILUPHG
that the esterase allele frequencies were related to
whether or not individual pests were collected from
commercial areas treated with insecticides. Indeed,
Gocmen et al. [27] identified in their study that the
populations of the Q biotype had a very low level of
esterase activities as compared to the B biotype;
however, the Q biotype, which was exposed to excessive insecticide, had higher esterase activity than
other Q biotypes. It has also been stated that the
esterase enzyme profiles on polyacrylamide gels
might be used to distinguish between B and Q biotypes; however, there was no linear relationship
between the quantities or profiles of esterase activity and the resistance to insecticide. Regarding the
findings of the present study, it can be claimed that,
the presence of two genetic types was clearly distinguished in the surveyed areas in terms of the esterase. As a result, it was determined that the esterase enzyme profiles on the polyacrylamide gel
might be used to distinguish between B and Q biotypes.
In this study present study which was conducted with the MtCOI gene region, the B. tabaci
populations collected from Antalya during the years
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vironmental pollution. After the industrial revolution, it is a known fact that increased environmental
pollution and heavy metal pollution. There are different sources for environmental pollution and heavy
metals in the environment. These sources can be
both of natural or anthropogenic origin [1]. Among
them, perhaps the most important factor is anthropogenic. Anthropogenic activities may generate metal
pollution of the environment, where soil is often the
major receptacle of these elements. Indeed, metals
are retained in soil profiles and thence transferred
into aquatic and/or terrestrial ecosystems, thereby increasing their bioavailability and consequent ecological risk for the environment [2]. Also, for the most
heavy metals, their solubility in soil and water is very
WR[LF ³(YHQ ORZ FRQFHQWUDWLRQV RI KHDY\ PHWDOV
have damaging effects to man and animals because
there is no good mechanism for their elimination
IURP WKH ERG\´ 7Ke analysis of pollution through
the accumulation of of toxic elements and the toxic
effects as pollutants on wild animals is very important for the assessment of environmental quality
and to understand tolerance capacity of the wild or
natural populations to pollutant contamination [3].
The pollution in the environment, which is accumulate in soil and water goes up to plants and animals, last stage up to vertebrates may indicate the
values resulting from the pollution source. Such ecological risks can be studied by focusing on small
mammals due to their numerous advantages in comparison with other target animal species. While plant
and soil analyses give principally report about the
presence of contaminants in the rooting zone (while
most of the contaminants are also found on the
leaves and surface of body), small mammals (esp.
rodents) satisfy with larger areas and sites because of
their high mobility and reproductive capacity [4]. In
addition, relatively easy capture of small rodents, the
population density is much more than from other
vertebrate, contain widely distributed species, rapid
growth, short life span and etc., is among the advantages.
³7KHUHIRUHURGHQWVDUHXVXDOO\XVHGDVLQGLFD
tors of pollution, with elements being determined in
either whole bRG\RULQVSHFLILFRUJDQV´JHQHUDOO\
the liver, kidney or muscles [4]. Terrestrial and subground ecosystems, which include wild populations

ABSTRACT
In this study, the levels of some heavy metals
(B, Al, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Cd, Hg, 206Pb
and 208Pb) in the muscle tissues of Microtus guentheri (Danford and Alston 1880) from the Çaltepe at
Burdur Province (Turkey), were investigated. Prior
to study there was no information available on the
heavy metal accumulation in this species at this region. The muscle tissues sample from the legs were
analysed. The mean concentrations of the metals accumulated in M. guentheri on the localities, as follows: B;0.18±0.001, Al;72.65±1.16, Cr;0.56±0.003,
Mn;3.19±2.02, Fe;137.14±0.55, Co;0.21±0.04,
Ni;1.21±0.02, Cu;1.91±0.003, Zn;24.26±1.17,
As;0.12±0.01,
Cd;0.69±0.02,
Hg;0.76±0.02,
206
Pb;0.38±0.001, 208Pb;0.28±0.002 ppm. The order
of
mean
value
in
samples
was
Fe>Al>Zn>Mn>Cu>Ni>Hg>Cd>Cr>206Pb>208Pb>
Co>B>As. Almost all of the heavy metals studied
(except As and Cd) are below the world average.
These results indicate relatively low concentrations
of some heavy metals (Cu and Zn) in the vole samples collected in polluted localities. But, the concentrations found quite high value (especially Al, Mn,
Cd and Hg) in a significant proportion of the muscles
of individuals. The accumulation values obtained for
B, Al, Co, Ni, Cd, Hg and 206Pb and 208Pb are
higher than the reference area. The accumulation
values for Co in the soil and muscle are increasing as
the mine resources are approached. The toxic heavy
metal pollution began at the vicinity of Çaltepe
which is approximately 1200 m altitude. Case, is
thought to be due to mine sources, like marble and
stone quarries and maybe agricultural activities.

KEYWORDS:
Heavy metal accumulation, Microtus guentheri, Co, Biomonitor, Burdur

INTRODUCTION
In our time, at the first of the most important
dangers affecting to the ecosystem, comes from en-
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sites in The World. Their close association with the
soil, large populations, small home ranges, relatively
short life span, and position within the food web
make them good sentinels of contaminant exposures
and effects [16]. Many small mammal species have
been used in field studies to effectively monitor potential exposure of resident wildlife to environmental contaminants [17] and a number of studies have
focused on contaminant exposure and health effects
in small mammals inhabiting large hazardous waste
sites [18]. In fact that, the use of wild and natural animal models provides predictable insight into potential pollutant exposure and accumulation scenarios
on contaminated sites.
The aim of this study was to determine heavy
metal levels in Microtus guentheri (Levant Vole)
near the city of Burdur/Çaltepe, located in the west
of the Mediterranean Region of Turkey. Prior to this
study there was no information available about the
heavy metal levels of small mammals in this region.
In this region, numerous marble quarries and mines
are located. Thus, the primary objective of this study
was to measure in the present levels of heavy metal
accumulation that could be used to examine future
environmental effects of bioaccumulation from the
mines and marble quarries. In addition they are our
other goals; to investigate the effect of distance from
mines on the accumulation of heavy metals in voles
muscle tissue and the impact of gender on the accumulation of heavy metals in voles, and determination
of heavy metal accumulation values in soil and individuals. Besides it was investigated how much the
accumulation values in the soil were transfer from
soil to levant vole individuals.
Our results are the first record for this species
living in this region. The results obtained from this
study can be used as a reference in case bioaccumulation observations occur in the future. The species
examined in this case can be used as a biomonitor for
long-term and large-scale studies in the future.

of small mammals (bushy lands, steppes, plains, forests, hollows and caves etc.) are usually contaminated with probably heavy metals, toxic pollutants
and very hazardous trace elements are based on agricultural activities (the accumulation of pesticides
or fertilizers) or industrial and military waste and
pollutants on the ground [5]. These wastes contains
usually high concentrations of heavy metals which
can be taken up by plants and then pass on to the
various tissues of the animals, being toxic and hazardous for small herbivores at the vicinity, their
predators and at last humans. For this reason, knowing the effects of different human activities (road
construction, factory management, thermal and nuclear power plants etc.) on natural wild populations
of plants and animals in general, and especially in
small mammals such as rodents, is of very importance for wildlife conservation planning as well
as for site management objectives [6]. Moreover, the
predators which are consume rodents as food, may
be affected and through the food chain is affected to
the other vertebrate species, is important to note that.
Nowadays, heavy metals are almost everywhere because of their increasingly and immoderate
use in agricultural activities, industrial applications
and mining activities [7, 8]. Some of the heavy metals, such as lead (Pb) and cadmium (Cd; non-essential and xenobiotic) often cause acute and chronic environmental contamination. As a commonly analyzed element from environment is Pb accumulates
mainly in bone and teeth but the critical organs for
Pb intoxication are kidneys, muscles, nervous system, and bone marrow [9]. Similar to this effect, Cd
causes damage primarily to kidneys, bone, digestive
system and lungs. It also alters the calcium (Ca) metabolism that leads to osteomalacia [10]. These nonessential metals are toxic to humans and other animals, even if very low concentrations [11]. In contrast, nickel (Ni), iron (Fe), copper (Cu), and zinc
(Zn) are essential for the some of proper functioning
of the living organisms. Because these elements as
they participate in the structure of the enzyme, they
carry through to such as significant metabolites.
+RZHYHU ³HVVHQWLDO PHWDOV FDQ DOVR SURGXFH WR[LF
HIIHFWVZKHQPHWDOVLQWDNHKLJKFRQFHQWUDWLRQV´>
13]. Small mammals (mainly rodents) are sensitive
and accurate monitors of exposure to environmental
pollution by heavy metals which almost originates
from whatever source. In addition, the pattern of
heavy metal distribution and levels of heavy metals
in their tissues are similar to those found in human
studies [14]. Therefore, small mammals frequently
serve as mammalian surrogate for humans in research [15]. Therefore, in this study Microtus guentheri (Danford and Alston 1880) which is a subterranean small mammal and same time a rodent is preferred as a bioindicator species.
Small mammals, especially rodents, have
spread over large areas of the earth. Small mammals
are found in abundance on many hazardous waste

METHODS
Study area. Turkey has very diverse and large
amounts of marble and mines reserves. The important Turkish marble and mine reserves are found
LQ $I\RQ %LOHFLN %XUGXU 'HQL]OL 0X÷OD (OD]Õ÷
%DOÕNHVLU DQG (VNLúHKLU 7XUNH\ LV DOVR RQH RI WKH
world's most important natural stone producers. Turkey's natural stone and marble production has increased tremendously in the last few years and Turkey has become one of the most important natural
stone producers in the world. Therefore, especially
the large number of mines and marble quarries in
Burdur, located in the west of the Mediterranean Region of Turkey. In this study three localities are investigated in the Burdur/Çaltepe region (Fig. 1).
Placemarks (Loc 1, 2 and 3) on the map shown that
studied localities, red circles shown that the location
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placed in polystyrene tubes and stored at -20 oC until
analysis.
Then, the samples were brought to the laboratory. Muscle tissues of the samples (68 samples in
total) that were dissected were dried till and comes
to constant weight at 80 oC. Also, microwave method
was applied for the digestion produce of samples.
Samples homogenized by milling prior to analyses.
Acid microwave digestion was carried out in a Milestone Ethos Plus microwave. From each tissue, 0.5 g
homogenates were placed in a teflon digestion vessel
with mix: 8 mL 65% nitric acid (HNO3) and 2 mL
30% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). Similarly, for soil,
five soil samples were taken (15 samples in total)
from each site where vole samples were captured.
Then, the soil samples were brought to the laboratory. For digestion of this soil samples, an acid mixture (8 mL 65% nitric acid (HNO3) and 2 mL 2 ml
40% HF) was added. The samples in the vessels were
then digested using an optimized microwave
method. After digestion the samples were cooled to
room temperature and diluted with ultra-pure water
(optimized from [19]). Then, samples were analysed
by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy
(ICP-MS 7500ce-Agilent). The accuracy of the
chemical analyses for muscle tissues was checked
using mice (balb/c) fed with heavy metal-free foods
at the laboratory. Recoveries ranged from 95±100 %
for all investigated elements. The analytical accuracy of the method was 10%. The concentrations of
heavy metals were expressed for the muscle as milligrams per kilogram (ppm) dry weight.

of the mine resources. In addition, the average distance as the bird flight distance which the mine is
located at nearest between the locality are as follows;
Loc. 1- Mine 1: 1.500 m, Loc. 2-Mine 2: 750 m, Loc.
3-Mine 2: 1.400 m. As a reference area, a
37.24.08.35 N, 29.42.22.90 E coordinated (altitude:
1664 m) site was chosen at the geographical borders
of Dereköy village province, which is far away from
the mines (about 10 km with bird flight distance).
This area, which is quite deserted among the mountains, has only one non-functioning pathway and
there are no other polluting artificial effectors.
Sampling and Chemical analysis. This research is based on 68 dead individuals
ƂƂƃƃ IRUYROHVWDNHQIURPWKHYDULRXVKDE
itats (close to agricultural lands and bush) found
within Çaltepe at Burdur Province (Turkey), during
June 2011. Field studies and observations voles were
caught in various habitats are close to mine resources
in trapping areas. Fifty snaptraps were placed at each
site with the habitat features at each trapsite being
specified. $OVRGHDGLQGLYLGXDOV ƂƂƃƃ 
were taken from the reference area. Snaptraps were
set at suitable locations two hours before sunset on
the day of arrival in the field, and checked the following morning one hour before sunrise or at sunrise
(snaptrapping). Only one trap was placed in 10 m2,
approximately. Captured specimens were identified
as to species and transported to the laboratory, where
the femoral muscles were removed, weighed and frozen prior to chemical analysis. All muscle samples

FIGURE 1
Map of investigated polluted area (Loc 1: 37°26'28.88"K, 29°49'35.56"D; Loc 2: 37°26'49.06"K,
29°47'28.37"D; Loc 3: 37°27'59.98"K, 29°47'23.40"D) in Çaltepe/Burdur.
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0.60 ppm, Mn from 2.15 to 13.84 ppm, Fe from
130.07 to 144.96 ppm, Co from 0.14 to 0.30 ppm, Ni
from 1.18 to 1.25 ppm, Cu from 1.88 to 1.96 ppm,
Zn from 22.08 to 26.39 ppm, As from 0.10 to 0.14
ppm, Cd from 0.66 to 0.72 ppm, Hg from 0.73 to
0.79 ppm, 206Pb from 0.35 to 0.40 ppm, 208Pb from
0.26 to 0.31 ppm. Otherwise, the accumulation values in the reference area; for B ranged from 0.13 to
0.16 ppm, Al from 23.61 to 40.29 ppm, Cr from 0.49
to 0.60 ppm, Mn from 1.11 to 1.48 ppm, Fe from
117.08 to 182.53 ppm, Co from 0.04 to 0.19 ppm, Ni
from 1.03 to 1.24 ppm, Cu from 1.79 to 2.84 ppm,
Zn from 24.45 to 44.41 ppm, As from 0.10 to 0.15
ppm, Cd from 0.28 to 0.99 ppm, Hg from 0.48 to
0.79 ppm, 206Pb from 0.23 to 0.33 ppm, 208Pb from
0.15 to 0.20 ppm. When the results among the muscle samples collected from Çaltepe at Burdur Province are analyzed; the highest B accumulation mean
value was found at Loc.3 as 0.18 ppm, the lowest
mean value was found at Loc. 2 as 0.18 ppm. For the
highest Al value was found at Loc.3 as 74.56 ppm,
the lowest value at Loc. 1 as 68.97 ppm. For the
highest Cr value was found at Loc.2 as 0.56 ppm, the
lowest value at Loc. 1 as 0.56 ppm. For the highest
Mn value was found at Loc.1 as 4.17 ppm, the lowest
value at Loc. 2 as 2.17 ppm. For the highest Fe value
was found at Loc.3 as 137.34 ppm, the lowest value
at Loc. 1 as 136.77 ppm. For the highest Co value
was found at Loc.2 as 0.23 ppm, the lowest value at
Loc. 1 as 0.20 ppm. For the highest Ni value was
found at Loc.1 as 1.22 ppm, the lowest value at Loc.
2 as 1.21 ppm. For the highest Cu value was found
at Loc.2 as 1.92 ppm, the lowest value at Loc. 3 as
1.91 ppm. For the highest Zn value was found at
Loc.3 as 24.42 ppm, the lowest value at Loc. 2 as
24.09 ppm. For the highest As value was found at
Loc.2 as 0.118 ppm, the lowest value at Loc. 1 as
0.116 ppm. For the highest Cd value was found at
Loc.2 as 0.69 ppm, the lowest value at Loc. 3 as 0.68
ppm. For the highest Hg value was found at Loc.2 as
0.7632 ppm, the lowest value at Loc. 1 as 0.7629
ppm. For the highest 206Pb value was found at Loc.2
as 0.38 ppm, the lowest value at Loc. 1 as 0.37 ppm.
For the highest 208Pb value was found at Loc.1 as
0.29 ppm, the lowest value at Loc. 2 as 0.28 ppm.
When the localities and the reference fields examined are evaluated together; with the exception of
Cr, Mn, Fe and As, the difference between the localities and the reference area in terms of their accumulation values is statistically significant. That is, while
the values of Cr, Mn, Fe and As accumulation are
similar to the reference area, the accumulation values
of B, Al, Co, Ni, Cd, Hg, 206Pb and 208Pb are considerably higher than the reference area. However, interestingly, Cu and Zn values are lower than the reference field (Table 1).

Statistical analyzes. All statistical analyses
were carried out by using SPSS Statistics Software
Package V.21 (IBM 2013). Data were tested with the
XVHRI/HYHQH¶VWHVW KRPRJHQHLW\RIYDULDQFH DQG
Shapiro±Wilk test (normality). Additionally, the parametric ANOVA test for depended samples was
used to compare the differences in heavy metal levels between the localities, reference area and genders. Due to normal distribution and homogeneity of
variance of metal levels in the samples, parametric
statistics were employed for data. In the tables where
the values of the accumulation are compared and the
values of the reference area are examined; for Multiple Comparison Test, the statistically similar values
of the reference area and the values obtained from
the examined localities are marked with the same letters and statistically different ones with different letters.
In addition, to investigate the level of the mine
resources on the samples, have been identified distances of the localities which are captured the samples. This was examined by Pearson Correlation Test
whether there is a correlation between heavy metal
accumulation levels of depending on distance from
the source by gender. Moreover, inclusion rates (the
value at the muscle tissue corresponds to the percentage of the value of the soil) were evaluated on heavy
metal accumulation levels from the soil for each locality.
In this study, the results were given on dry
weight (dry wt.) basis. However, some studies in the
literature are given as wet weight (w wt.). In this case
the necessity to convert these values has arisen. In
accordance with this objective for comparative purposes (with the results of other studies), the 29.3%
ratio in muscle is used to convert wet weight to dry
weight, as [20] have indicated. Hence, wet values are
multiplied by 3.413 (100/29.3). In comparison for
mean values; some studies on muscle tissues of small
rodents have been evaluated as reference values on
literature.
From the final data, descriptive statistical characteristics were calculated (mean, standard error,
variance, standard deviation, minimum, maximum)
for M. guentheri. Analysis of Independent Samples t
Tests were used to identify the gender-specific differences in heavy metal accumulation at. In addition,
the heavy metal accumulation by each individual
separately for genders are given.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Heavy metal accumulation in muscle tissue
by localities. The values measured from examined
three localities and reference area in Burdur/Çaltepe
region are given in the below (Table 1). The accumulation values of B ranged from 0.17 to 0.18 ppm.
For Al from 62.02 to 79.99 ppm, Cr from 0.52 to
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Cr
0.56
0.52
0.60
9
0.55
0.52
0.59
11
a
0.56
0.52
0.60
20
0.56
0.53
0.60
11
0.56
0.52
0.60
13
a
0.56
0.52
0.60
24
0.56
0.52
0.60
11
0.56
0.53
0.60
13
a
0.56
0.52
0.60
24
0.56
0.52
0.60
31
0.56
0.52
0.60
37
0.56
0.52
0.60
68
0.55
0.49
0.60
13
0.56
0.52
0.59
11
a
0.55
0.49
0.60
24

Mn
4.17
1.15
13.84
9
2.17
2.15
2.49
11
a
2.86
1.15
13.84
20
2.18
2.16
2.20
11
2.17
2.15
2.20
13
a
2.17
2.15
2.20
24
2.17
2.15
2.20
11
2.18
2.16
2.20
13
a
2.18
2.15
2.20
24
4.10
2.15
13.84
31
2.17
2.15
2.20
37
3.19
1.15
13.84
68
1.20
1.11
1.45
13
1.21
1.17
1.48
11
a
1.21
1.11
1.48
24

Fe
134.87
130.07
143.30
9
138.33
130.48
144.92
11
a
136.77
130.07
144.92
20
137.86
131.25
144.96
11
136.72
130.48
144.78
13
a
137.25
130.48
144.96
24
137.25
130.48
144.96
11
137.36
130.33
144.16
13
a
137.34
130.33
144.54
24
136.80
130.07
144.96
31
137.42
130.33
144.92
37
137.14
130.07
144.96
68
132.13
117.08
142.37
13
139.21
121.62
182.53
11
a
135.38
117.08
182.53
24

Co
0.20
0.14
0.29
11
0.20
0.15
0.25
13
a
0.20
0.14
0.29
24
0.22
0.15
0.27
9
0.25
0.19
0.30
11
b
0.23
0.15
0.30
20
0.23
0.15
0.30
11
0.21
0.16
0.29
13
ab
0.20
0.14
0.29
24
0.21
0.14
0.29
31
0.22
0.15
0.30
37
0.21
0.14
0.30
68
0.10
0.04
0.19
13
0.13
0.05
0.19
11
c
0.11
0.04
0.19
24

Ni
1.22
1.19
1.25
9
1.21
1.18
1.24
11
a
1.22
1.18
1.25
20
1.21
1.18
1.24
11
1.21
1.19
1.25
13
a
1.21
1.18
1.25
24
1.21
1.18
1.25
11
1.21
1.18
1.24
13
a
1.21
1.18
1.24
24
1.21
1.18
1.25
31
1.21
1.18
1.25
37
1.21
1.18
1.25
68
1.10
1.03
1.21
13
1.12
1.04
1.24
11
b
1.11
1.03
1.24
24

Cu
1.92
1.90
1.96
9
1.92
1.88
1.94
11
a
1.92
1.88
1.96
20
1.92
1.88
1.96
11
1.92
1.88
1.95
13
a
1.92
1.88
1.96
24
1.92
1.88
1.96
11
1.91
1.89
1.96
13
a
1.91
1.88
1.96
24
1.92
1.88
1.96
31
1.92
1.88
1.96
37
1.92
1.88
1.96
68
2.18
1.79
2.84
13
2.08
1.79
2.25
11
b
2.13
1.79
2.84
24

Zn
24.24
22.32
26.28
9
24.33
22.53
26.13
11
a
24.29
22.32
26.28
20
23.68
22.26
25.75
11
24.43
22.08
26.39
13
a
24.09
22.08
26.39
24
24.09
22.08
26.39
11
24.83
22.74
26.26
13
a
24.42
22.28
26.26
24
23.94
22.26
26.28
31
24.54
22.08
26.39
37
24.26
22.08
26.39
68
32.94
27.43
44.41
13
31.56
24.45
38.88
11
b
32.31
24.45
44.41
24

As
0.11
0.10
0.13
9
0.12
0.10
0.14
11
a
0.12
0.10
0.14
20
0.12
0.11
0.14
11
0.12
0.10
0.14
13
a
0.12
0.10
0.14
24
0.12
0.10
0.14
11
0.11
0.10
0.13
13
a
0.12
0.10
0.14
24
0.12
0.10
0.14
31
0.12
0.10
0.14
37
0.12
0.10
0.14
68
0.12
0.10
0.15
13
0.13
0.11
0.15
11
b
0.13
0.10
0.15
24

Cd
0.68
0.66
0.72
9
0.68
0.66
0.71
11
a
0.68
0.66
0.72
20
0.69
0.66
0.72
11
0.69
0.66
0.72
13
a
0.69
0.66
0.72
24
0.69
0.66
0.72
11
0.68
0.66
0.71
13
a
0.68
0.66
0.71
24
0.69
0.66
0.72
31
0.69
0.66
0.72
37
0.69
0.66
0.72
68
0.51
0.30
0.99
13
0.44
0.28
0.56
11
b
0.48
0.28
0.99
24

Hg
0.77
0.74
0.79
9
0.76
0.73
0.79
11
a
0.76
0.73
0.79
20
0.76
0.73
0.79
11
0.76
0.73
0.79
13
a
0.76
0.73
0.79
24
0.76
0.73
0.79
11
0.76
0.73
0.79
13
a
0.76
0.73
0.79
24
0.77
0.73
0.79
31
0.76
0.73
0.79
37
0.76
0.73
0.79
68
0.66
0.48
0.79
13
0.66
0.48
0.78
11
b
0.66
0.48
0.79
24

206

Pb
0.37
0.35
0.40
9
0.37
0.36
0.40
11
a
0.37
0.35
0.40
20
0.37
0.35
0.40
11
0.38
0.36
0.40
13
a
0.38
0.35
0.40
24
0.38
0.35
0.40
11
0.38
0.36
0.40
13
a
0.38
0.35
0.40
24
0.37
0.35
0.40
31
0.38
0.36
0.40
37
0.38
0.35
0.40
68
0.25
0.23
0.27
13
0.26
0.23
0.33
11
b
0.25
0.23
0.33
24

208

F= 1.202
p= 0.314

F= 0.344
p= 0.794

F= 31.182
p= 0.0001

F= 47.103
p= 0.0001

F= 12.053
p= 0.0001

F= 45.773
p= 0.0001

F= 3.204
p= 0.027

F= 51.718
p= 0.0001

F= 15.868
p= 0.0001

F=320.284
p= 0.0001

F=335.982
p= 0.0001

ANOVA (df1=3, df2=88) **

Al
64.74
0.62
78.05
9
72.42
67.69
79.80
11
b
68.97
0.62
79.80
20
74.48
69.65
79.96
11
73.21
69.45
78.49
13
ab
73.79
69.45
79.96
24
73.79
69.45
79.96
11
73.98
67.27
79.03
13
a
74.56
67.27
79.99
24
71.93
62.02
79.99
31
73.25
67.27
79.80
37
72.65
62.02
79.99
68
32.44
23.61
40.29
13
30.44
23.66
39.05
11
c
31.52
23.61
40.29
24

F= 0.213
p= 0.887

Mean
Min
Max
N
Mean
Min
Max
N
Mean*
Min
Max
N
Mean
Min
Max
N
Mean
Min
Max
N
Mean*
Min
Max
N
Mean
Min
Max
N
Mean
Min
Max
N
Mean*
Min
Max
N
Mean
Min
Max
N
Mean
Min
Max
N
Mean
Min
Max
N
Mean
Min
Max
N
Mean
Min
Max
N
Mean*
Min
Max
N

B
0.18
0.17
0.19
9
0.18
0.17
0.19
11
a
0.18
0.17
0.19
20
0.18
0.17
0.19
11
0.18
0.17
0.19
13
a
0.18
0.17
0.19
24
0.18
0.17
0.19
11
0.18
0.17
0.19
13
a
0.18
0.17
0.19
24
0.18
0.17
0.19
31
0.18
0.17
0.19
37
0.18
0.17
0.19
68
0.15
0.14
0.16
13
0.15
0.13
0.16
11
b
0.15
0.13
0.16
24

F=137.406
p= 0.0001

Total

Ref

Male

Female

Total

Total

Male

Female

Total

3

Male

Female

Total

2

Male

Female

Total

1

Male

Female

Loc Gender

F=101.036
p= 0.0001

TABLE 1
Descriptive statistics of heavy metal concentrations by localities and comparison with the reference area
for M. guentheri.
Pb
0.28
0.26
0.30
9
0.29
0.26
0.31
11
a
0.29
0.26
0.31
20
0.28
0.26
0.29
11
0.29
0.26
0.31
13
a
0.28
0.26
0.31
24
0.28
0.26
0.31
11
0.28
0.26
0.31
13
a
0.28
0.26
0.31
24
0.28
0.26
0.31
31
0.29
0.26
0.31
37
0.28
0.26
0.31
68
0.17
0.15
0.20
13
0.17
0.15
0.19
11
b
0.17
0.15
0.20
24

* The Multiple Comparison Test (Duncan Test) results are indicated on the table using letters, i.e. within in the same letter
are statistically not different from one another, whereas groups with different letters do differ. Those which have more than
one letter resemble the groups so designated.
** df1= Degrees of Freedom for between groups, df2= Degrees of Freedom for within group
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FIGURE 2
Distributions of the concentration values for individuals by gender
(values around the circle show the numbers of individual)

found at Loc.3 as male is 24.83 ppm, the lowest
value at Loc. 2 as female is 23.68 ppm. For the highest As value was found at Loc.3 as female is 0.12
ppm, the lowest value at Loc. 1 as female is 0.11
ppm. For the highest Cd value was found at Loc.2 as
male is 0.69 ppm, the lowest value at Loc. 3 as male
is 0.68 ppm. For the highest Hg value was found at
Loc.3 as female is 0.77 ppm, the lowest value again
at Loc. 3 as male is 0.76 ppm. For the highest 206Pb
value was found at Loc.2 as male is 0.38 ppm, the
lowest value at Loc. 1 as female is 0.37 ppm. For the
highest 208 Pb value was found at Loc.1 as male is
0.29 ppm, the lowest value at Loc. 2 as female is 0.28
ppm.
Otherwise, reference area results are analyzed
depend on genders; the highest B accumulation
mean value was found as female is 0.153 ppm. For
the highest Al value was found as female is 32.44
ppm, for the highest Cr value was found as male is
0.55 ppm, for the highest Mn value was found as
male is 1.21 ppm, for the highest Fe value was found
as male is 139.21 ppm, for the highest Co value was

Heavy metal accumulation in muscle tissue
by genders. Moreover, our results are analyzed depend on genders; the highest B accumulation mean
value was found at Loc.1 as female is 0.18 ppm, the
lowest mean value was found at Loc. 2 as male is
0.176 ppm. For the highest Al value was found at
Loc.3 as female is 75.26 ppm, the lowest value at
Loc. 1 as female is 64.74 ppm. For the highest Cr
value was found at Loc.1 as female is 0.56 ppm, the
lowest value at again Loc. 1 as male is 0.55 ppm. For
the highest Mn value was found at Loc.1 as female
is 4.17 ppm, the lowest value at again Loc. 1 as male
is 2.17 ppm. For the highest Fe value was found at
Loc.1 as male is 138.33 ppm, the lowest value at
again Loc. 1 as female is 134.87 ppm. For the highest
Co value was found at Loc.2 as male is 0.25 ppm,
the lowest value at Loc. 3 as female is 0.20 ppm. For
the highest Ni value was found at Loc.1 as female is
1.22 ppm, the lowest value at Loc. 2 as female is 1.21
ppm. For the highest Cu value was found at Loc.1 as
female is 1.92 ppm, the lowest value at Loc. 3 as female is 1.91 ppm. For the highest Zn value was
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sites which is close to mine resources, as follows: B:
0.18±0.001, Al: 72.65±1.16, Cr: 0.56±0.003, Mn:
3.19±2.02, Fe: 137.14±0.55, Co: 0.21±0.04, Ni:
1.21±0.02, Cu: 1.91±0.003, Zn: 24.26±1.17, As:
0.12±0.01, Cd: 0.69±0.02, Hg: 0.76±0.02, 206Pb:
0.38±0.001, 208Pb: 0.28±0.002 ppm. The order of
mean concentration of the heavy metals in samples
from the areas was Fe>Al>Zn>Mn>Cu>Ni>Hg>
Cd>Cr>206Pb>208Pb>Co>B>As. Moreover, heavy
metal accumulation measured from each individual
was given in the graphics depending on gender (Fig.
2). Also, the differences between the two gender
groups for concentrations of the total heavy metals
accumulation were not statistically significant (Table 2). Moreover similarly, the differences between
the two gender groups for concentrations of the total
heavy metals accumulation on reference area were
not statistically significant (Table 3).

found as male is 0.13 ppm, for the highest Ni value
was found as male is 1.12 ppm, for the highest Cu
value was found as female is 2.18 ppm, for the highest Zn value was found as female is 32.94 ppm, for
the highest As value was found as male is 0.12 ppm,
for the highest Cd value was found as female is 0.51
ppm, for the highest Hg value was found at Loc.3 as
female is 0.6638 ppm, for the highest 206Pb value was
found as male is 0.26 ppm, for the highest 208 Pb
value was found as male is 0.1727 ppm.
When evaluated individually for each metal;
There is no statistically significant difference between the gender groups in terms of heavy metal accumulation values for both for localities and reference area.
Heavy metal accumulation in muscle tissue
by distance from mines. The mean concentrations
of the metals accumulated in M. guentheri on the

TABLE 2
ANOVA results and significance values of concentrations depend on gender groups for samples near
mines

B

Al

Cr

Mn

Fe

Co

Ni

Cu

Zn

As

Cd

Hg

Pb206

Pb208

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of Squares
0.00
0.00
0.00
90.71
6080.58
6171.29
0.00
0.05
0.05
329.93
18217.38
18547.31
1.28
1398.14
1399.42
0.00
0.13
0.14
0.00
0.03
0.03
0.00
0.04
0.04
0.24
124.37
124.61
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
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df
1
66
67
1
66
67
1
66
67
1
66
67
1
66
67
1
66
67
1
66
67
1
66
67
1
66
67
1
66
67
1
66
67
1
66
67
1
66
67
1
66
67

Mean Square
0.00
0.00

F
.835

Sig.
.364

90.71
92.13

.985

.325

0.00
0.00

.014

.907

329.93
276.02

1.195

.278

1.28
21.18

.060

.807

0.00
0.00

1.994

.163

0.00
0.00

.015

.902

0.00
0.00

1.060

.307

0.24
1.88

.128

.722

0.00
0.00

.002

.964

0.00
0.00

.182

.671

0.00
0.00

.128

.722

0.00
0.00

1.646

.204

0.00
0.00

.033

.857
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TABLE 3
ANOVA results and significance values of concentrations depend on gender groups for samples of
reference area

B

Al

Cr

Mn

Fe

Co

Ni

Cu

Zn

As

Cd

Hg

Pb206

Pb208

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of Squares
0.00
0.00
0.00
23.96
682.83
706.78
0.00
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.17
0.17
298.54
3362.61
3661.15
0.01
0.05
0.05
0.00
0.08
0.09
0.06
1.89
1.95
11.24
601.81
613.05
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.37
0.40
0.00
0.30
0.30
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01

On the other hand, a negative and comparatively weaker correlation (rdistance= -0.298; n:68,
p<0.014) was found between the average Co accumulation and the distance from mine resources (Fig.
3), no relationship could be found between other
metals and the distance. But, the differences between
the two gender groups for concentrations of Co accumulation (for Female= 0.22±0.009 and Male=
0.21±0.007, respectively) were not statistically significant (F=1.994; df1=1, df2=66, p=0.163). In addition, mean concentrations of Co accumulation depending on multiple comparison tests (Duncan,
Tukey) were different from each other for the localities. According to this; while Loc. 1 and Loc. 2 dif-

df
1
22
23
1
22
23
1
22
23
1
22
23
1
22
23
1
22
23
1
22
23
1
22
23
1
22
23
1
22
23
1
22
23
1
22
23
1
22
23
1
22
23

Mean Square
0.00
0.00

F
0.643

Sig.
0.279

23.96
31.04

0.772

0.389

0.00
0.00

0.171

0.683

0.00
0.01

0.038

0.846

298.54
152.85

1.953

0.176

0.01
0.00

2.633

0.119

0.00
0.00

0.852

0.366

0.06
0.09

0.687

0.416

11.24
27.36

0.411

0.528

0.00
0.00

0.545

0.468

0.03
0.02

1.929

0.179

0.00
0.01

0

0.997

0.00
0.00

2.411

0.135

0.00
0.00

0.004

0.953

ferent from each other, Loc. 3 is similar to both (Table 4). But, for other heavy metals accumulation,
there is no difference among the localities. Also can
be seen descriptive statistics of heavy metal concentrations for M. guentheri from the Table 1.
Heavy metal accumulation in soil of localities and possible inclusion rates in muscle tissue.
The mean concentrations of the metals accumulated
in soil of the localities which was investigated as follows: B: 28.23±1.15, Al: 9625.36±23.52, Cr: 10.03±
1.24, Mn: 163.94±08.86, Fe: 38929.74±205.43, Co:
6.61±1.34, Ni: 23.99±1.04, Cu: 36.21±1.63, Zn:
59.77±1.46, As: 13.44±0.79, Cd: 2.06±0.72, Hg:
2.34±0.71, 206Pb: 22.18±1.44, 208Pb: 19.33±0.52
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ppm. The order of mean concentration of the heavy
metals in the soil was taken from the localities was
Fe>Al>Mn>Zn>Cu>B>Ni>206Pb>
208
Pb>As>Cr>Co>Hg>Cd. In addition to, just as
muscle tissue samples of M. guentheri, a negative
and comparatively weaker correlation (rdistance= 0.264; n:15, p<0.038) was found between the average Co accumulation and the distance from mine resources, no relationship could be found between
other metals and the distance. But, the differences for
the reference area between the two gender groups for
concentrations of Co accumulation (for Female=
0.10±0.044 and Male= 0.13±0.046, respectively)

were not statistically significant (independent t test,
t= -1.623; df=22, p=0.119 sig. 2 tailed). This may indicate that the soil (except cobalt) is regularly affected by the mines. Mean concentrations of Co accumulation depending on multiple comparison tests
(Duncan, Tukey) were different from each other for
the localities. According to this; while Loc. 1 and
Loc. 2 different from each other, Loc. 3 is similar to
both. But, for other heavy metals accumulation, there
is no difference among the localities. Also can be
seen descriptive statistics of heavy metal concentrations for soil of the localities from the Table 5.

FIGURE 3
Values of Co concentrations and distance (Loc. 1- Mine 1: 1.500 m, Loc. 2-Mine 2: 750 m, Loc. 3-Mine
2: 1.400 m) from mine resource as a function of tendency.
TABLE 4
Results of Multiple Comparison Tests for Co accumulation in muscle tissue of samples
Multiple Comparison Tests

Localities

N

Subset for alpha = 0.05
1
2
.2014
.2046
.2046
.2337
.968
.072
.2014
.2046
.2337
.810
1.000

1
24
3
24
Tukey HSD
2
20
Sig.
1
24
3
24
Duncana,b
2
20
Sig.
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 22,500.
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are not guaranteed.
a,b
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TABLE 5
Descriptive statistics of heavy metal concentrations (ppm) for soil of the localities and results of Multiple
Comparison Tests
B
27.61
20.42
36.74
5
a
27.44
20.40
35.82
5
a
29.06
22.55
36.99
5
28.23
20.40
36.99
15

Al
9585.69
8423.92
10767.78
5
a
9716.05
8663.88
10736.03
5
a
9650.33
8204.23
10944.25
5
9625.36
8204.23
10944.25
15

Cr
9.38
6.12
12.93
5
a
10.50
10.27
12.08
5
a
10.27
9.01
14.11
5
10.03
6.12
14.11
15

42

71000

59.5

Mn
165.35
133.66
209.40
5
a
174.67
120.38
206.00
5
a
151.51
130.06
181.65
5
163.94
120.38
209.40
15
a

Co
5.85
3.92
7.66
5
b
6.61
3.79
8.36
5
ab
5.94
3.06
8.23
5
6.61
3.06
8.36
15

56000

11.3

Ni
23.04
13.82
31.83
5
a
25.06
18.40
31.10
5
a
23.33
17.82
28.72
5
23.99
13.82
31.83
15
a

Hg Pb206 Pb208
2.36 a22.56 a20.04
1.89 20.19 17.30
2.62 23.57 22.90
5
5
5
a
2.29 a2179 a18.02
2.00 19.01 17.35
2.59 23.26 20.39
5
5
5
a
2.38 a22.40 a19.94
1.87 19.13 17.41
2.71 23.62 22.36
5
5
5
2.34 22.18 19.33
1.87 19.01 17.30
2.71 23.62 22.90
15
15
15
a

3-10 (26)

4-100 (23)

9-362 (60)

1.3-27 (8.4)

0.08-1.61 (0.45)

0.01-1.1 (0.1)

1.5-70 (28)

1.5 (28)

F= 0.082
p= 0.922

F= 0.813
p= 0.467

F= 0.420
p= 0.666

F= 0.929
p= 0.422

F= 0.143
p= 0.868

F=0.171
p= 0.845

F=1.924
p= 0.188

27

F= 0.251
p= 0.782

27

3-58 (10)

0.41 0.07

F= 3.148
p= 0.022

6.83

Cd
1.93
1.75
2.27
5
a
2.11
1.80
2.39
5
a
2.14
1.73
2.52
5
2.06
1.73
2.52
15
a

-

70

As
12.87
10.51
15.60
5
a
13.38
10.85
15.87
5
a
14.53
9.37
18.06
5
13.44
9.37
18.06
15
a

F= 2.322
p= 0.140

38.9

Zn
59.34
56.94
61.27
5
a
59.35
57.53
61.79
5
a
60.61
57.69
61.57
5
59.77
56.94
61.79
15
a

45-9200 (525)

29

Cu
37.53
23.40
44.86
5
a
35.67
30.91
41.49
5
a
35.99
26.75
40.04
5
36.21
23.40
44.86
15
a

F= 0.734
p= 0.500

a

4-1100 (51)

488

Fe
39241.11
28123.34
48765.85
5
a
33835.65
27832.70
39588.87
5
a
43712.64
30846.82
52359.37
5
38929.74
27832.70
52359.37
15
a

F= 2.568
p= 0.118

a

-

a

F=0.021
p= 0.980

a

<1-128 (40)

ANOVA
By Cambisol ****
(df1=2, df2=12)
min-max (mean)
**

Total

Mean*
Min
1
Max
N
Mean*
Min
2
Max
N
Mean*
Min
3
Max
N
Mean
Min
Max
N
Average of
the World
***

F=0.782
p= 0.479

Loc

* The Multiple Comparison Test (Duncan Test) results are indicated on the table using letters, i.e. within in the
same letter are statistically not different from one another, whereas groups with different letters do differ. Those
which have more than one letter resemble the groups so designated.
** df1= Degrees of Freedom for between groups, df2= Degrees of Freedom for within groups
*** From [58] (But, Al and Fe from [58])
**** Soil type from Burdur Provincial Environmental Situation Report [60] and values from [58].

Heavy metal accumulation in rodent muscle
tissue and the general situation in the world. This
study obtained accumulation concentrations of most
of the heavy metal, which are in the samples, lower
than the values found in other studies with muscle
from rodents (Table 7). For Cu, the accumulation
concentration value (ȱത=1.92±0.003 ppm) is lower
than the literature values: the values are 6.02 ppm for
muscle from Rombomys opimus and 7.57 ppm from
Rattus norvegicus on different localities at city in
Iran [21], 9.66 ppm from Peromyscus maniculatus
and 7.99 ppm from Microtus pennsylvanicus from
oil sands and surface mines in Canada [22], 9.56
ppm from Acomys cahirinus on polluted areas from
Egypt [23], 32.40 ppm from Meriones persicus on
polluted areas in Iran [24], 4.25 ppm from
Peromyscus gossypinus on different contaminated
areas in USA [25] and 8.80 ppm from Heliophobius
argenteocinereus trapped from City's different habitats in Malawi [26]. As can be seen, our values are
much lower than the values obtained from other

Almost all of the heavy metals studied (except
Cd and Hg) are below the world average. According
to the type of soil (cambisol) in the area studied;
Only values of the Cd and Hg are above the upper
limit. This may be indicative of Cd and Hg contamination, especially from mines.
When inclusion rates (the value at the muscle
tissue corresponds to the percentage of the value of
the soil) were evaluated (Table 6); It is seen that the
highest value is Zn with 40.59% and the lowest value
is Fe with 0.35%. If the inclusion rates are ordered
from highest to lowest, then the situation is
Zn>Cd>Hg>Cr>Cu>Ni>Co>Mn>206Pb>208Pb>As>
Al>B>Fe. As can be seen, there is no linear relationship between the amount of metal found in the soil
and its accumulation in muscle. Some metals (such
as Cd, Cr, Hg), which are found less in the soil, but
accumulate in the muscle tissue much higher than
those in abundance metals (such as Al, Fe).
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concentration value in this study very little higher
than 0.34 ppm from Microtus pennsylvanicus from
Canada and 0.50 ppm from Peromyscus gossypinus
on different contaminated areas in USA [25]. As expected from the other side: the value is fairly lower
than 1.12 ppm for liver from Crocidura russulaµV
OLYHULQWKHVWXG\E\>@LQ3RUWXJDO,QIDFW³&KUR
mium levels are mainly influenced by natural conWHQW RI SDUHQW URFNV RQ D UHJLRQDO VFDOH´ > @
Consequently, Cr was not significantly correlated
with the altitude and distance of localities from mine.
Same way, for values obtained for Co, the accumulation concentration value (ȱത=0.21±0.04) is lower
than the literature values for rodent muscle: The values are 4.07 ppm from Peromyscus maniculatus and
2.28 ppm from Microtus pennsylvanicus from oil
sands and surface mines in Canada [22], and 0.22
ppm from Peromyscus gossypinus on different contaminated areas in USA [25]. As expected from the
other side: the value is fairly lower than the values
are 11.91 SSPIRUOLYHUIURPVKUHZV¶VZKROHERG\LQ
the study by [39] in Spain. For values obtained for
B, the accumulation concentration value
(ȱത=0.18±0.001) is very lower than the literature
value: the value are 21.73 ppm for liver from
VKUHZV¶VZKROHERG\LQWKHstudy by [39] in Spain.
As known, some trace elements (e.g. Cu, Co, Se,
Mn) are essential to correct biological function but
outside required ranges, abstinence problems or toxicities lead to health problems. Non-essential metals
(e.g. Pb, Hg, Cd, Cr and Al) have no known biological function, and become very toxic and hazardous
when they exceed tolerance limits. Interactions
among essential and non-essential elements are complex with unpredictable dose-response relationships,
affecting toxic levels with safe dose level [40]. Even,
&REDOW DQ HVVHQWLDO QXWULHQW IRU YHUWHEUDWHV ³EH
comes toxic at high exposures increasing reproductive problems, genetic disruptions, and cardiovascuODUSDWKRORJLHV´>@2WKHUZLVHIRUYDOXHVREWDLQHG
for Ni, the accumulation concentration value
(ȱത=1.21±0.02 ppm) is mostly lower than the literature values: the values are 7.95 ppm from
Peromyscus maniculatus and 10.63 ppm from Microtus pennsylvanicus from oil sands and surface
mines in Canada [22], 9.56 ppm from Acomys cahirinus on polluted areas from Egypt [23], 28.60
ppm from Meriones persicus on polluted areas in
Iran [24]. Unlike, our value is higher than the some
values: the values are 0.78 ppm for muscle from
Rombomys opimus and 0.48 ppm from Rattus
norvegicus on different localities at city in Iran [21]
and 0.22 ppm from Peromyscus gossypinus on different contaminated areas in USA [25]. The accumulation concentration of Ni value for different tissue
types, is shown remarkable similarly to the literature
values: the values are 1.17 ppm for kidney from
white-footed mice and 1.11 ppm from rice rats for
similar rodents in the study by [35] in USA. Also,
the value is 1.48 ppm for Crocidura russula¶VOLYHU

studies by rodent muscle. Similarly, for as values obtained from the other elements of the metabolic importance for animals; values obtained for Zn, the accumulation concentration value (ȱത=24.26±1.170
ppm) is lower than the values of other studies with
muscle from rodents at literature (Table 7): the values are 40.74 ppm for muscle from Rombomys opimus and 63.76 ppm from Rattus norvegicus on different localities at city in Iran [21], 48.29 ppm from
Peromyscus maniculatus and 47.82 ppm from Microtus pennsylvanicus from oil sands and surface
mines in Canada [22], 55.97 ppm from Acomys cahirinus on polluted areas from Egypt [23], 111.12
ppm from Meriones persicus on polluted areas in
Iran [24], 51.90 ppm from Clethrionomys glareolus
on abandoned lead mine in UK [27], 101.23 ppm
from Heliophobius argenteocinereus trapped from
City's different habitats in Malawi [26] and 101.23
ppm from Clethrionomys glareolus from near active
mine sites at Ireland [28]. As expected, Zn concentration is quite lower than the literature values for
liver (70.65 ppm for Microtus agrestis and 76.79
ppm for Microtus arvalis) in the study by [29] in Slovenia, also for the present study the value is
24.26±1.170 ppm at Burdur, Turkey. In fact that, this
UHVXOWV³PLJKWEHPDLQO\GXHWRWKHJRRGKRPHRVWDWLF
PHFKDQLVPV RI WKLV PHWDO LQ PDPPDOLDQ WLVVXHV´
[30]. The lower values of the essential elements in
contaminated areas are usually related to the interaction between essential and non-essential metals. In
mammalian tissues, this metal is effectively controlled by homeostatic mechanisms such as enzimal
activities [30, 31] that may be disrupted by high exposure to Pb and Hg [32]. Same way; for As, the accumulation concentration value (ȱത=0.12±0.001
ppm) is lower than a few literature values. The values are 0.75 ppm for muscle from Apodemus sylvaticus and 0.72 ppm from Clethrionomys glareolus on
the near abandoned mines in UK [33]. But, the value
LVSSP IRU JDPHDQLPDODQGVPDOO PDPPDO¶V
whole body in the study by [34] in Bulgaria. Moreover, the values are higher as 0.06 ppm for kidney
from white-footed mice and 0.05 ppm from rice rats
in the study by [35] in USA. The mine impacted sites
are significantly elevated arsenic concentrations in
both the soil and plant samples when compare with
WKHEDFNJURXQGVLWH³7KLVLVDQLQGLFDWLRQWKDWDUVH
nic is being transported from the soil to the plants.
Furthermore, this plant arsenic has the potential to
adversely affect herbivores (i.e. meadow voles,
PLFH UDEELWV HWF ´ >@ +HUH LW LV WKH PRVW LP
portant fact is, As, Hg and Cd known to be very toxic
metals [2]. Compared with literature, there's much
more concentration in this study, it reveals the extent
of the potential hazardous. In addition to; for values
obtained for Cr, the accumulation concentration
value (ȱത=0.56±0.003 ppm) is lower than one of the
literature values for rodents: The value is 0.61 ppm
from Peromyscus maniculatus from oil sands and
surface mines in Canada [22], but the accumulation
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from bank vole; 506.90 ppm for kidney from yellownecked mouse and 394.73 ppm from bank vole; for
bone 156.61 ppm from yellow-necked mouse and
138.98 ppm from bank vole, |for similar rodents in
the study by [43] in Slovakia, the value is 203.40
ppm for Microtus guentheri¶V ZKROH ERG\ LQ WKH
VWXG\E\>@LQ%XOJDULD³7KHUHDUHVHYHUDOFHOOXODU
detoxification mechanisms involving iron, such as
the induction of synthesis of proteins like cytochromes and ferritin, that protect mammalian cells
from the toxic effects of both essential and non-esVHQWLDO PHWDOV´ > @ F\WRFKURPHV DUH SURWHLQV
that bind to it because they are necessary for metabolic processes in mammals and not to protect the
organism from the harmful action of the metal. Unlike ferritin as it is a reserve protein, it may also exert
a protective action on organisms against the possible
deleterious effects of iron, which might explain our
findings about to insignificant difference for localities. Indeed, in our study there was no significant difference between localities according to genders.

in the study by [3] in Portugal. This is because, Al
and Ni are common natural constituents of soils and
sediments, are poorly absorbed with limited accumulation in tissues like muscles and kidneys, do not biomagnify in food webs, and tissue concentrations are
highly variable in healthy populations [42]. From
this point on, it is inevitable that the similar accumulation depending on the specific tissue type.
The data obtained in this study is higher than
some other studies but is rather low. For values obtained for Fe, the accumulation concentration value
(ȱത=137.14±0.55 ppm) is lower than the literature
values: the values are 148.05 ppm from Peromyscus
maniculatus caught from Canada and quite lower
than 187.37 ppm from Acomys cahirinus on polluted
areas from Egypt [23]. But, slightly higher than,
117.65 ppm from Microtus pennsylvanicus from oil
sands and surface mines in Canada [22]. Also, as expected our values are much lower than other tissues
(such as the liver, kidney and bone) where the bioaccumulation is high. The values are 455.23 ppm for
liver from yellow-necked mouse and 461.77 ppm

TABLE 6
Descriptive statistics of heavy metal concentrations and inclusion rates for soil of the localities
Loc.
1

2

3

Total

Means and Ratio
Soil
Muscle of the samples
Inclusion rate (%)
Soil
Muscle of the samples
Inclusion rate (%)
Soil
Muscle of the samples
Inclusion rate (%)
Soil
Muscle of the samples
Inclusion rate (%)

B
27.61
0.18
0.65
27.44
0.18
0.66
29.06
0.18
0.62
28.23
0.18
0.64

Al
9585.69
68.97
0.72
9716.05
73.79
0.76
9650.33
74.56
0.77
9625.36
72.65
0.75

Cr
9.38
0.56
5.97
10.50
0.56
5.33
10.27
0.56
5.45
10.03
0.56
5.58

Mn
165.35
2.86
1.73
174.67
2.17
1.24
151.51
2.18
1.44
163.94
3.19
1.95

Fe
39241.11
136.77
0.35
33835.65
137.25
0.41
43712.64
137.34
0.31
38929.74
137.14
0.35

Co
5.85
0.20
3.42
6.61
0.23
3.48
5.94
0.20
3.37
6.61
0.21
3.18

206
Means and Ratio
Cu
Zn
As
Cd
Hg
Pb
Soil
37.53
59.34
12.87
1.93
2.36
22.56
1
Muscle of the samples 1.92
24.29
0.12
0.68
0.76
0.37
Inclusion rate (%)
5.12
40.93
0.93
35.23
32.20
1.64
Soil
35.67
59.35
13.38
2.11
2.29
21.79
2
Muscle of the samples 1.92
24.09
0.12
0.69
0.76
0.38
Inclusion rate (%)
5.38
40.59
0.90
32.70
33.19
1.74
Soil
35.99
60.61
14.53
2.14
2.38
22.40
Muscle of the samples 1.91
24.42
0.12
0.68
0.76
0.38
3
Inclusion rate (%)
5.31
40.29
0.83
31.78
31.93
1.70
Soil
36.21
59.77
13.44
2.06
2.34
22.18
Total Muscle of the samples 1.92
24.26
0.12
0.69
0.76
0.38
Inclusion rate (%)
5.30
40.59
0.89
33.50
32.48
1.71
Inclusion rate: the value at the muscle tissue corresponds to the percentage of the value of the soil (%)

Loc.
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Ni
23.04
1.22
5.30
25.06
1.21
4.83
23.33
1.21
5.19
23.99
1.21
5.04
208

Pb
20.04
0.29
1.45
18.02
0.28
1.55
19.94
0.28
1.40
19.33
0.28
1.45
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TABLE 7
Comparison of studies from the World by heavy metal accumulation in rodent muscle tissue.
Description of
Species b
B
Al
Cr
Location
Near active mine Microtus
ITS.
0.18 72.65 0.56
sites/Turkey
guentheri
Rombomys
Different land
opimus
S1
uses with
Rattus
city/Iran
norvegicus
Peromyscus
9.86 0.61
maniculatus
Oil sands and
S2
surface
Microtus
mines/Canada
pennsylvan- 7.00 0.34
icus
Polluted areas/ Acomys
S3
Egypt
cahirinus
Polluted areas/ Meriones
S4
Iran
persicus
Apodemus
sylvaticus
Near abandoned
S5
Clethrionomines/UK
mys glareo- lus
ClethrionoAbandoned Lead
S6
mys glareo- Mine/UK
lus
Polluted arPeromyscus
S7
12.02 0.50
eas/USA
gossypinus
HeliCity's different ophobius
S8
habitats/Malawi argenteocinereus
Clethrionomys glareo- Forest containlus
S9
ing ash/ Finland
Sorex araneus
ClethrionoNear active mine
S10
mys glareo- sites/ Ireland
lus
No heavy metal
pollution, rela- Microtus
Ref.
0.15 31.52 0.55
tively clean/Tur- guentheri
key
Lit. a

Mn

Fe

Co

3.19 137.14 0.21

Ni

Cu

Zn

1.21

1.92

24.26

As

Cd

Hg

0.12 0.69 0.76

206

Pb

208

Pb

0.38

0.28

-

-

-

0.78

6.02

40.74

-

0.47

-

2.14

2.14

-

-

-

0.48

7.57

63.76

-

-

-

2.51

2.51

7.95

9.66

48.29

-

-

-

32.63 32.63

1.26 117.65 2.28 10.62

7.99

47.82

-

-

-

44.95 44.95

2.05 187.37

9.56

1.23 148.05 4.07

-

9.56

55.97

-

-

-

7.17

7.17

28.60 32.40 111.12

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.75

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.72

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

51.90

-

0.00

-

3.60

3.60

0.97

-

0.22

0.22

4.25

-

-

0.04 0.04

0.13

0.13

-

-

-

-

8.80

101.23

-

0.07

-

0.25

0.25

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.13

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.41

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

46.20

-

0.03

-

0.13

0.13

1.11

2.13

32.31

0.25

0.17

1.21 135.38 0.11

0.13 0.48 0.66

a

Literature are given according to date order and new ones are written on the top rows (ITS: In this study, S1:
[21], S2: [22], S3: [23], S4: [24], S5: [33], S6: [27], S7: [25], S8: [26], S9: [49], S10: [28], Ref: Reference Area)
b
The target organisms in all studies are rodent species.
All data in ppm (mg kgí1) dry wt. When comparing in table, wet weight (w wt.) are converted to dry weight (dry
wt.).
Also, if values are given separately for gender, as the mean of values are taken. Same way; Age groups, locality
groups, etc. if they are, their arithmetic means are evaluated.

ppm from Peromyscus maniculatus caught from oil
sands and surface mines in Canada [22], 7.17 ppm
from Acomys cahirinus on polluted areas from Egypt
[23] and 3.60 ppm from Clethrionomys glareolus on
abandoned lead mine in UK [27]. Also, the value is
very lower than some literature values for other tissues. The value is 1.70 ppm for Microtus guentheri¶V
whole body in the study by [44] in the value is 1.0
SSP IRU JDPH DQLPDO DQG VPDOO PDPPDO¶V ZKROH
body in the study by [34] in Bulgaria, but higher than
0.37 ppm for Microtus arvalis and 0.27 ppm for Microtus agrestis in the study (for liver) by [29] in SloYHQLD$FFRUGLQJWR>@³,WLVDOVRLPSRUWDQWWRQRWH

When the values for lead and cadmium, the
most important pollutants, are examined: For values
obtained for Pb (208Pb and 206Pb), the accumulation
concentration values (respectively, ȱത=0.38±0.001
and 0.28±0.002 ppm) is higher than the most literature values for muscle. 0.13 ppm from Peromyscus
gossypinus on different contaminated areas in USA
[25] and 0.25 ppm from Heliophobius argenteocinereus trapped from City's different habitats in
Malawi [26] and 0.13 ppm from Clethrionomys
glareolus from near active mine sites at Ireland [28].
But, our value is lower than a few literature values.
32.63 ppm from Microtus pennsylvanicus and 44.95
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[34] in Bulgaria. The available evidence from the litHUDWXUHLQGLFDWHVWKDWWR[LFHIIHFWV³LQFluding reproductive changes, can be produced through exposure
to some mercury types. Methyl mercury has been
found to be more toxic than inorganic mercury in
these terrestrial mammals. It has been shown to be a
potent neurotoxin to most vertebrates, because they
lack external barriers or internal detoxification sysWHPV´>@
According to our data we obtained in the study
areas; the values of Al and Mn are higher than world
values. For values obtained for Al, the accumulation
concentration value (ȱത=72.65±1.16 ppm) is quite
higher than the literature values for rodent muscle:
The values are 9.86 ppm from Peromyscus maniculatus and 7.00 ppm from Microtus pennsylvanicus
from oil sands and surface mines in Canada [22] and
12.02 ppm from muscle of Peromyscus gossypinus
on different contaminated areas in USA [25]. For
other tissues, the values are aprox. 70-75 ppm for
kidney from white-footed mice and aprox. 60-65
ppm from rice rats for similar rodents in the study by
[35] in USA. Same way, for values obtained to Mn,
the accumulation concentration value (ȱത=3.19±2.02
ppm) is higher than the literature values: the values
are 1.23 ppm from Peromyscus maniculatus and
1.26 ppm from Microtus pennsylvanicus from oil
sands and surface mines in Canada [22], 2.05 ppm
from Acomys cahirinus on polluted areas from Egypt
[23] and finally, 0.97 ppm from muscle of
Peromyscus gossypinus on different contaminated
areas in USA [25]. For other tissues, the value is 2.60
ppm for Microtus guentheri¶V ZKROH ERG\ LQ WKH
study by [44] in Bulgaria. These results support hySRWH]LVRI³0QOHYHOVDUHSK\VLRORJLFDOO\UHJXODWHG
in mammals and environmental increases are not
JHQHUDOO\UHODWHGWRKLJKOHYHOVLQWLVVXHV´>@
As can be seen in Table 1; When the reference
area and the examined localities are compared, the
low reference values for B, Al, Co, Ni, Cd, Hg and
Pb are statistically significant. On the other hand, the
high reference values for Cu and Zn are statistically
significant too. Moreover, for Cr, Mn and Fe there
are no statistical difference between examined localities and reference area. According to these results,
the accumulation values obtained for B, Al, Co, Ni,
Cd, Hg and 206Pb and 208Pb are higher than the reference area.

that the relationships between Cd and Pb residues in
soil and in small mammals appear to be robust. The
data were derived from several independent studies
and included sites contaminated from a variety of
sources. Despite this, the relationships between Cd
and Pb residues in soil and in the body organs of rodents and shrews were mostly highly significant.
This suggests that these relationships accommodate,
to some extent, differences in Cd and Pb bio-availability which may occur because of inter-site variaWLRQLQFRQWDPLQDQWVRXUFHRUIRUP´,QIXWXUHVWXG
ies, small mammals may be suitable organisms possible for metals other than Cd and Pb and for nonmetallic compounds which bio-accumulate. In his
study; this has already been shown that antimony, selenium, mercury, arsenic, chromium residues in
small mammal tissues are elevated above background levels on contaminated sites [48]. Results
from present this study indicate that, the contamination which may from polluted areas and mines are
much higher than the international reports. Even, for
values obtained for Cd, the accumulation concentration value (ȱത=0.69±0.02 ppm) is higher than the
most literature values: the values are 0.47 ppm for
muscle from Rombomys opimus caught from different localities at city in Iran [21], 0.001 ppm from
Clethrionomys glareolus on abandoned lead mine in
UK [27], 0.04 ppm from Peromyscus gossypinus on
different contaminated areas in USA [25] and 0.07
ppm from Heliophobius argenteocinereus trapped
from City's different habitats in Malawi [26], 0.13
ppm from Clethrionomys glareolus and 0.41 ppm
from Sorex araneus trapped on forest containing ash
in Finland [49] and finally, 0.03 ppm from Clethrionomys glareolus from near active mine sites at
Ireland [28]. Other studies on other tissues are as follows: the values are 0.02 ppm for liver from yellownecked mouse and 0.05 ppm from bank vole; 0.07
ppm for kidney from yellow-necked mouse and 0.08
ppm from bank vole; for bone 2.53 ppm from yellow-necked mouse and 4.61 ppm from bank vole for
similar rodents in the study by [43] in Slovakia.
However, Cd concentration is absolutely higher than
the literature: For liver value 0.10 ppm for Microtus
arvalis in the study by [29] in Slovenia. Moreover,
the value is lower than some literature values: the
value is 1.40 ppm for Microtus guentheri¶V ZKROH
body in the study by [44] in Bulgaria. But, the value
is very higher than 0.1 ppm for game animal and
VPDOOPDPPDO¶VZKROHERG\LQWKHVWXG\E\>@LQ
Bulgaria. Similarly, for values obtained to Hg, the
accumulation concentration value (ȱത=0.76±0.02
ppm) is very higher than the literature values for
muscle and the other tissues: 0.04 ppm from muscle
of Peromyscus gossypinus on different contaminated
areas in USA [25]. Moreover, the values are 0.03
ppm for Microtus agrestis and similarly 0.03 ppm
for Microtus arvalis for liver in the study by [29] in
Slovenia. Also, the value is 0.05 ppm for game aniPDODQGVPDOOPDPPDO¶VZKROHERG\LQWKHVWXG\E\

CONCLUSIONS
Heavy metals detected in variable-valence and
high quantity, it is natural origin, but should not be
ignored that the accumulation in their living organism increase due to human activities. In particular,
uncontrolled mining, construction and road constractions and inexperienced use of pesticides increases the value of this accumulation.
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[53] active mining sites [54], abandoned mining sites
[55] mine tailing piles [56] and sewage sludgetreated mine waste [57], indicate wildlife living in
proximity to metal-contaminated areas are more
likely to have elevated levels of metals in their tissues. Similar to literature, it has been determined
only for Co. But, for other heavy metals accumulation, there is no difference among the individuals and
soils.
(d) According to the type of soil (cambisol) in
the area studied; Almost all of the heavy metals studied (except Cd and Hg) are below the world average.
This situation should not create the illusion that these
lands may be clean. Values of the Cd and Hg are
above the upper limit. This may be indicative of Cd
and Hg contamination, especially from mines. As is
known, marble mines can be a source of Cd in particular.
(e) When we look at the transition from soil to
organism; Some metals (such as Cd, Cr, Hg), which
are found less in the soil on study areas, but accumulate in the muscle tissue much higher than those in
abundance metals (such as Al, Fe). When inclusion
rates (the value at the muscle tissue corresponds to
the percentage of the value of the soil) were evaluated; the highest value is Zn with 40.59% and the
lowest value is Fe with 0.35%. These ratios are not
surprising, as these metals are necessary for metabolic activities. However, it is remarkable that toxic
metals such as Cd, Hg and Cr are high (respectively,
33.50%, 32.48 and 5.58 for total). The reasons for
the transition presence of such toxic metals in from
soil to organisms at such high rates should be investigated with larger scale and interdisciplinary studies.
(f) Finally, on the basis of the results from the
first record for heavy metal levels in this species living in this region and from soils. The values show
that, the heavy metal pollution (especially Al, Mn,
Cd, Hg) began at the vicinity of Çaltepe which is approximately 1200 m altitude. In this case, probably,
is thought to be due to industry (especially mine
sources, like large marble quarries and stone quarries) and maybe agricultural activities (like pesticides and engine oil). For better understanding of the
situation of the region it will be appropriate to follow
the target species M. guentheri and its ecological relations for many years.

On the basis of the presented results of our
study, the following conclusions can be made:
(a) These results indicate relatively low concentrations of some heavy metals (Cu and Zn) in the
muscle tissues of levant voles collected in
Çaltepe/Burdur at Turkey. The mines in the vicinity
of the studied localities are considerable source of
metals, especially of Pb, As, Co, Fe, Hg, Ni, Cu, Cr,
Zn and Cd which are accumulated in the muscles of
the small mammals inhabiting that area. In fact, this
type of mining is considered the source of the most
heavy metals [52]. Fact that the localities and the reference fields examined are evaluated together; with
the exception of Cr, Mn, Fe and As, the differences
between the localities and the reference area in terms
of their accumulation values are statistically significant. Especially, accumulation values of B, Al, Co,
Ni, Cd, Hg, 206Pb and 208Pb are considerably higher
than the reference area, It is attracting attention for
this toxic metals. In this case, total heavy metal accumulation values generally appear to be higher than
the reference area. The concentrations found to be
higher than similar studies in the world (especially
Al, Mn, Cd, Hg) and reference area (B, Al, Co, Ni,
Cd, Hg, 206Pb and 208Pb) in a significant proportion
of the muscles of small mammal individuals. Furthermore, the most of these elements are known to
be very toxic metals. These findings indicate that the
majority of small mammals trapped in the vicinity of
the mines are at risk from toxic effects due to high
bioaccumulation of heavy metals in the subterranean
vertebrate organism. The accumulation concentration of some metals is lower than the reference values. This may be due to the inhibition of the metabolism of these low-abundance metals and the uptake
of tissue by other metals which may be toxic.
(b) Otherwise, when evaluated individually for
each metal; there is no statistically significant difference between the gender groups in terms of heavy
metal accumulation values for both for localities and
reference area. This shows us that the genders are
exposed to similar effects in every way. Perhaps it
can be said that there is no significant difference between genders, especially in terms of accumulating
toxic metals.
(c) Another important point for this study, a
negative and comparatively weaker correlation was
found between the average Co accumulation and the
distance from mine resources for individuals and soil
samples. The pollution of cobalt, the closer to the
mine resource substantially increase is remarkable.
Especially when considered for Co, the accumulation values in the soil and muscle are increasing as
the mine resources are approached. As soon, there
has been considerable research where small mammals are utilized as sentinels of environmental metal
exposure for resident wildlife on both active and former smelting and mining sites. Metal and metalloid
levels measured in select tissues and whole bodies of
small mammals living in proximity to smelting sites
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sorbent for removing varieties of organic contaminants. However, the raw materials of commercially
activated carbon are from coal, petroleum, fossil
sources and other non-renewable energy, which limits its application. Therefore, there is a need to utilize
readily alternative and less expensive materials to
manufacture activated carbon. In the past years, a
number of workers have found out the feasibility of
using agricultural or industrial wastes, for instance,
wood apple outer shell [4], silkworms feces [5], rice
husk [6], sewage sludge [7], olive stones [8], olive
mill waste [9] and leaves [10] as cheap adsorbents.
Over the years, several attempts have been
made to produce adsorbents from different waste
materials for dye removal. Methylene blue (MB) is
selected as a target contaminant for evaluating the
potential of biomass-based activated carbon to remove dye from wastewater. MB is a textile azo (cationic) dye. The maximum removal of MB from
waste water was 98.9% on activated carbon prepared
from wood apple carbon (ZAWAC) by chemical activation with ZnCl2 [4]. Bamboo was used to produce activated carbon by physiochemical activation
with KOH. The maximum monolayer adsorption capacity of MB was 454.2 mg·g1[11]. The removal of
MB was 96.7 % on activated carbon derived from
pomelo peel by activation with water vapor [12].
In this work, we used H3PO4 activated corncob
carbon (HACC) as adsorbent to remove the MB dye
from waste water. The main objects of this paper are:
(i) to evaluate the feasibility of employing HACC as
an adsorbent for the removal of MB dye; (ii) to characterize the activated carbon developed from corncob; (iii) to determine the applicability of various
isotherm and kinetics models based on R2 value to
find out the best-fit equation and describe the rate
controlling mechanism. This work could significantly contribute towards the application of biomassbased activated carbon to remove dye from waste
water.

The activated carbon was prepared from corncob using H3PO4 as chemical activating reagent. The
H3PO4 activated corncob carbon (HACC) was characterized by nitrogen adsorption instrument, infrared
spectrum (FTIR) and Boehm titration method. The
optimum conditions of methylene blue (MB) sorption on HACC were found to be: 0.025g HACC in
50 mL of 25mg·L-1 with contact time of 3h and pH
7. According to adsorption isotherm studies, the
Frumkin, Freundlich and D-R, isotherms were
proved to be the best fit for our experimental data, in
comparison to Langmuir and Temkin models. The
mean free adsorption energy was 16.0~18.1 kJ·mol1
, indicating it was a feasible, spontaneous and chemical adsorption process. Four equations, namely
Morris-Weber, Pseudo-first-order, Pseudo-secondorder and Elovich have been used in order to determine the kinetics of removal process. The collected
kinetic data showed that pseudo-second-order equations controlled the adsorption process.


,*"%&
corncob, activated carbon, methylene blue, isotherm, adsorption kinetics
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Dyes have been extensively used in industrial
fields, including paper, textile, printing, wools, etc.
In general, effluents containing such dye are difficult
to deal with, where there are great varieties of dyestuffs, complex composition, high COD and poor biodegradability. The wastewater may be carcinogens
and toxic which are of serious health risk to human
beings. There are various methods used for the removal of dyes including electrolysis[1], biodegradation [2], adsorption [3] etc. The adsorption process,
among all above-mentioned methods, is an effective
means for the dye removal due to its ease of operation, simple equipments, low cost of application and
insensitivity to toxic substances.
Activated carbon (AC) is the most common ad-

'%&! '"&

#>2<.>.@6;: ;3 @52 .0@6B.@21 0.>/;: Raw
material (corncob) was procured locally, washed,
dried, and sieved to desired mesh size (1-2 mm). A
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certain amount of corncob was soaked with 50%
H3PO4 at impregnation ratio of 1:3. The sample was
held at the activation temperature (70) for 24 h.
The mixture after drying was carbonized in an oven
at 450 for 2 h. Thus, the activated product was
cooled to room temperature and washed with
0.1mol·L-1 HCl in an oven at 70for 3 h. Finally,
the carbon was repeatedly washed with deionized
(DI) water until the pH of the washings reach 7.

5.>.0@2>6F.@6;: ;3 @52 .0@6B.@21 0.>/;:
Textural characterization of the HACC was carried
out by N2 adsorption at 77K using Autosorb-iQ
(Quantachrome Corporation, USA). The BrunauerEmmett-Teller (BET) surface area and pore structure
were then determined. The surface functional groups
were detected by Fourier transform infrared spectroscope (FTIR) using Nicolet IS10 (Thermo Electron
Corporation, USA). Boehm titrations (Boehm, 2002)
were employed for determining acidic and basic surface oxides. The iodine number was measured by
GB/T12496.8-1999 (China).

.@052=A686/>6A9?@A162?The adsorption of
methylene blue (MB) from aqueous solution was
conducted in 250 mL flasks with 100 mL MB solution, and weighted HACC were added. The mixture
was stirred in thermostated water bath at temperature
of the experiment at 160 rpm. The concentration of
MB after adsorption was measured using spectrophotometer (722N, Shanghai Precision Scientific Instrument Company, China) at λmax of 665nm.
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Fig.1 shows the nitrogen adsorption-desorption
isotherms of HACC and CAC at 77 K. It was clear
that the amount of nitrogen adsorbed by the HACC
was higher than CAC due to its high total pore volume and porosity. The isotherm of CAC adjusted to
type I isotherm, indicating the presence of microporous [13]. The isotherm of the HACC exhibited
type IV isotherm. The isotherm presented a noticeable increase in the N2 adsorption capacity throughout
the pressure range. The step in the adsorption branch
combined with the decline in the desorption branch
is an indication of mesoporosity. There was a hysteresis, which indicated capillary condensation. This
phenomenon is related to wall destruction, turning
micropores into mesopores, and not to the creation
of new pores [14]. High BET surface area and well
developed pore structure and affluent inner pores obtained from HACC is promising compared to CAC.
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The amount of MB adsorbed, qt (mg·g-1) and
removal efficiency (R) attained by the corncob activated carbon were calculated as:
  − 
(1)
 = 0 0
R= 

SB.E.T./
m2·g-1
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(2)

30
20
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where qt is the amount of MB adsorbed per unit
weight of HACC at time t (mg·g-1) , C0, Ct and Ce are
the initial, t time and equilibrium concentrations, respectively (mg·L-1). V0 and Vt are the volumes at the
initial and t time of the MB concentrations in solution, respectively (L). m is the weight of HACC used
(g).
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5.>.0@2>6F.@6;: ;3 @52 <>2<.>21 .0@6B.@21
0.>/;:&A>3.02.>2..:1<;>;?6@E05.>.0@2>6?@60?
;3 @52 0;>:0;/ .0@6B.@21 0.>/;: The results for
pore structure parameters of the HACC and commercial activated carbon (CAC) are presented in Table
1. That most of the CAC pores are in the misoporous
range. The specific surface area of HACC sample
was determined as1160.838 m2·g-1, which was
greater than that of CAC. HACC had lager
macropore and mesopore volume.
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(% 
!6@>;42:.1?;><@6;:12?;><@6;:6?;@52>9?
% ?<20@>;?0;<E Fig.2 illustrates the FT-IR
spectra of HACC and CAC. For the CAC, it was
noted that in Fig.2 (a) the absorption band at
1029cm-1 was due to the C-O stretching vibration. OH bending C-O stretch of dimmers was around 1423
cm-1[15]. For HACC, it can be observed from Fig.2
(b) that C-O-C of aliphatic ethers was about 1213cm1
. The band at 1583cm-1 was assigned to the carboxylate ion groups stretching vibration. The band at
1695cm-1 was associated with C=C stretching vibration in aromatic rings. The band at 1022cm-1 was attributed to the C-H out-of-plane bending vibrations,
with C=C stretching [4, 13]. The FTIR analysis indi-
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be noticed that the removal of dye by adsorption on
HACC was found to be increased with increased
temperature (303.15K~323.15K) and then to slowdown with increased temperature (323.15K~
343.15K). It may due to the increase of the rate of
diffusion of the adsorbate molecules across the external boundary layer and the internal pores of the
adsorbent particle, whose decreases in case viscosity
of the solution for high temperature. In fact, a possible mechanism of interaction is the reaction between
the functional groups such as lactonic and carbonylic
of the corncob activated carbon and the cationic
group in the dye molecule, hydrogen bond may occur on this reaction, such a reaction could be affected
by temperature [17].

' 
'52>2?A8@?;36;16:2.1?;><@6;:B.8A2.:1
;259@6@>.@6;:;3.:1

cated that hydroxyl, carbonyl or aromatic rings compounds may exist on the surface of HACC.
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Quantitative analysis of the acidic surface groups
was conducted by Boehm’s titration. The results of
Boehm titrations for HACC and CAC are listed in
Table 2. It was demonstrated from Table 2 that the
negligible presence of acidic functional groups on
the surface of commercial activated carbon. The results were in agreement with the FTIR data, since no
absorption peaks associated with acidic functional
groups were detected. Compared with CAC, the remarkable increase in the amount of acidic type
(0.500mmol·g-1), especially the carboxylic groups, is
probably responsible for the relatively high hydrophilicity and cation exchange capacity and adsorption mechanism may based on ionic interaction [16].

;16:2:A9/2>The iodine numbers of CAC
and HACC are presented in Table 2. Furthermore,
the higher value in Table 2 in case of HACC is an
additional evidence for deciding that this sample is a
successful result of the activation process [5].

&@A1E;3.1?;><@6;:<.>.92@2>?:6@6.81E2
0;:02:@>.@6;: .:1 @29<2>.@A>2 Fig.3 shows the
effect of temperature on the adsorption of MB dye at
different initial dye concentration onto HACC. It can
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3320@;36:6@6.8?;8A@6;:<Change of the adsorption removal of MB on HACC with pH is represented in Fig. 4. It was observed that the maximum
adsorption occurred at pH 7and 8. MB is a basic dye.
In water, it produces cation (C+) and reduced ions
(CH+). In lower pH, the low adsorption of dye displays possibility of development of positive charge
at activated carbon surface, which subdues the adsorption of MB [18]. In addition, the lower adsorption capacity of corncob activated carbon observed
at acidic pH is due to the competition between the
excess H3O+ ions and the positively charged dye ions
for the adsorption sites [15]. Generally, the adsorption of organic molecules by activated carbon is difficult to adsorb when pH is greater than 9, a similar
result was reported in our study. However, in the
neutral medium the formation of electric double
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T/K

303.15
131.6
0.048
0.106
0.8914
0.28
45.09
0.9615

313.15
139.3
0.083
0.064
0.8712
0.27
53.06
0.9634

323.15
150.8
1.012
0.006
0.9314
0.24
63.99
0.9434

333.15
107.6
0.311
0.018
0.8213
0.28
33.90
0.9363
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100.3
0.299
0.019
0.8177
0.267
32.97
0.9182

  × 10 4 /  ⋅  −1
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 , × 10 4 /  2 ⋅  2
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0.9688
26.66
3.53
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19.26
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2.01
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21.37
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20.66
2.21
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7.79
22.21
0.9413

/mg·g-1
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1/n
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D–R

-1

/kJ·mol

 
-1
/L·mg




 /kJ·mol-1


Temkin

Frumkin

layer changes its polarity and consequently the dye
may uptake increases [18]. At neutral and alkaline
pH, corncob activated carbon surface charge may be
deprotonated, it could be inferred that there was an
interaction between MB and adsorbent [15].

1
1
1
=
+
 q max   max

where qe is the amount of adsorbate adsorbed at
equilibrium (mg·g-1), qmax is the maximum monolayer adsorption capacity of the adsorbent (mg·g-1),
Ce is the equilibrium concentration of adsorbate
(mg·L-1) and KL is the Langmuir adsorption constant
related to the free energy adsorption (L·mg-1) [19].
Fig. 4 shows the Langmuir plots for the removal of
MB at different temperatures.
A further analysis of the Langmuir model could
be made on the basis of a dimensionless constant
separation factor or equilibrium parameter RL, given
by:
1
(4)
 =
1 +   0
where C0 is the initial MB concentration (mg·L1
). The value of RL indicates the adsorption process
which is unfavorable (RL > 1), linear (RL = 1), favorable (0 < RL < 1), or irreversible (RL = 0) [17,19].
The constants and RL values are listed in Table 3.
Jaynes and Boyd [20] suggested that the adsorption satisfy with the isotherm model when the
value of the correlation coefficient is greater than
0.89. The R2 values in Table 3 were less than 0.89,
indicating that the isotherms were not fit with Langmuir model. The RL values were in between 0 and 1,
demonstrating that the adsorption of MB on corncob
activated was favorable.

>2A:18605 6?;@52>9 The Freundlich isotherm utilizes for adsorption on a heterogeneous surface energy system where the binding sites are not
equivalent. The equation could be conveyed as:
(5)
lg = lgK F +(1 / ) lg 
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?;@52>9 .:.8E?6? In this work, the equilibrium data for MB on HACC was fitted with the
Langmuir, Freundlich, D-R, Temkin and Frumkin
models. The constant parameters and correlation coefficient (R2) were summarized in Table 3.
.:49A6> 6?;@52>9 Langmuir isotherm is
based on the assumption of a monolayer adsorption
by the adsorbent with the same energy of active sites
and there is no interaction between the adsorbed species. Langmuir isotherm is calculated as:
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where KF (L·g-1) and n are isotherm constants
which indicate the capacity and intensity of the adsorption, respectively [19]. Fig. 6 shows the fitting
curve to Freundlich isotherm. The isotherm parameters and the correlation coefficient are shown in Table 3.

A/6:6:%.1A?572B607G%6?;@52>9The
Dubinin-Radushkevick (D–R) isotherm is employed
to specify the nature of the adsorption through physical or chemical processes. The equation of this
model is described as:

ln  = ln  −  ,ε 2

Where  (Polanyi potential) is equivalent to RT
ln(1 + 1/Ce), qe is the amount of the dye adsorbed per
unit dosage of activated carbon (mol·g-1), qm is the
adsorption capacity (mol·g-1), Ce is the equilibrium

concentration of the dye solution (mol·L-1),K is activity coefficient pertinent of the mean sorption energy (mol2·kJ-2). R is the gas constant (8.314J·mol1
·K-1), and T is the temperature (K) [21]. The fitting
of the experimental date to this model is displayed in
Fig. 7.

K is connected with mean adsorption energy E
(kJ·mol-1) as:
1
(7)
=
2 ,
This value of E gives information about the
mechanisms of adsorption process. If E value is
range between 8 and 16 kJ·mol-1, the type of adsorption is chemical process, if E 8 kJ·mol-1, the process is physisorption [8, 21]. The isotherm constants
are offered in Table 3. E values were calculated in
the range of 16.0~18.1 kJ·mol-1 from Table 3, suggesting that the type of adsorption of MB on HACC
was classified as chemical adsorption.
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From Table 3, it can be seen that the R2 values
(R2>0.92) indicated that the isotherm data was fitted
with Freundlich isotherm model. The value of KF
from the Freundlich model increased with the rise in
temperature (303.15K~ 323.15K) and then to descend
with
increased
temperature
(323.15K~343.15K). It was in agreement with the
experimental result, giving the information about adsorption of MB mechanism may contain chemical
and physical sorption process. KF value reached a
maximum when the temperature was 323.15K, indicating that highest interaction between MB and adsorbent. Besides that, values of 1/n less than 1
showed the adsorption was favorable. It can be inferred that the active sites of activated carbon have a
heterogeneous distribution of adsorption energy.
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.1?;><@6;:@692;3 5
'2976:6?;@52>9Temkin model accepts that
the decrease in the heat of sorption is linear with coverage due to adsorbent-adsorbate interactions. The
Temkin isotherm equation may be expressed as:

 =


ln  


(8)

where B1=RT/b, B1 is involved with the heat of
adsorption, KT is the equilibrium binding constant
(L·mg-1) [22]. The parameters are given in Table 3.
The fitted equilibrium data to this model is offered
in Fig. 8.
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From Table 3, it was apparent that the fitting to
Temkin model is poor, as the values of R2 lied below
0.89. The values of KT were high, meaning that there
were strong interaction between MB and adsorbent.
This was consistent with the conclusion obtained
from the D-R isotherm that the adsorption is chemical process.

The E values of D-R isotherm indicated the chemical
adsorption in nature.
9.5
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6:2@60 9;128? The adsorption of MB on
HACC was analyzed with Morris-Weber, Pseudofirst-order Pseudo-second-order and Elovich models
respectively to determine the rate-controlling step
and mechanism of adsorption process. Kinetic parameters are collected in Table 4.

;>>6?*2/2> 76:2@60 9;128 Morris-Weber
kinetic model accepts that the rate of adsorption is
only under the control of intra-particle diffusion and
can be given as:

(%
'2976:6?;@52>9<8;@?3;>@52>29;B.8;3 
.1?;><@6;:@692;3 5
>A976:6?;@52>9Frumkin model takes into
account the case of interaction between the adsorbed
species. The equation is presented as:
⎡⎛ θ ⎞ 1 ⎤
(9)
ln ⎢⎜
⎟ ⎥ = ln  + 2θ
1
−
θ

⎝
⎠
⎦
⎣

where θ =  /  ,  is the fractional occupation, qe is the adsorption capacity in equilibrium
(mg·g-1), qe is the theoretical monolayer saturation
capacity (mg·g-1), which is obtained from D-R isotherm. The constant k is related to adsorption equilibrium, ln  = − Δ , ΔG is Gibbs free energy. a is the

(10)
where qt (mg·g-1) is the concentration of MB
adsorbed at time t (min), Kid is the intra-particle diffusion rate constant (mg·g-1·min-0.5), Ci is the intercept, the larger intercept means the effect of boundary layer is greater [18]. Fig. 10(a) shows the curvefitting plot of this model.
Fig. 10(a) shows the curve was not pass through
the origin, indicating intra-particle diffusion would
not be the only controlling step. Moreover, the process of MB adsorption was dominated by boundary
layer control to a certain degree [17]. The fitting
curve was nonlinear relationship and there were two
sections of straight lines. This further displayed that
there may exist the other processes controlling the
rate of adsorption. The first step exhibited a steep
slope and occupied most of the whole adsorption
curve, indicating the boundary layer diffusion of solute molecules and chemical adsorption may occur.
The second step was a gradual adsorption stage,
where intra-particle diffusion may be rate limiting
step and then reached the final equilibrium stage
[20]. Ci increased with increasing MB initial concentration, meaning that the boundary layer effect was
greater.



interaction coefficient, if a>0 indicates there is attraction, if a<0 means repulsion, if a=0 indicates no
interaction between the adsorbate species [22]. The
fitting curve was given in Fig. 9.
From Table 3 it was apparent that the adsorption followed Frumkin isotherm. There was attractive interaction between the adsorbed species, as the
values of a were positive. In general, attractive interaction increased with increasing temperature. The
negative values of ΔG suggested the spontaneous nature of the adsorption. ΔG was more negative with
temperature increased, showing a better adsorption
was obtained.
As it can be concluded from Table 3, the suitable isotherm models were Frumkin, Freundlich and
D-R, as the high value of R2. The negative values of
ΔG and a obtained from Frumkin isotherm, confirming that the process of MB adsorption was spontaneous and there was attractive interaction between the
adsorbed species. The adsorption of MB onto corncob activated carbon was found to be multilayer and
favorable adsorption according to Freundlich model.
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#?2A1;36>?@;>12> 76:2@60 9;128 The
pseudo-first-order model supposes that the rate of
adsorption is proportional to the amount of unoccupied active sites on the adsorbent and can be represented as:
(11)
ln( −  ) = ln  − 1

180
160

(a)

q/mg⋅L

-1

140
120
-1

100mg⋅L

100

-1

where qe is the sorbed concentration at equilibrium (mg·g-1), k1 is the first order rate constant (min1
) [21]. The fitting curve of this model was in Fig.
10(b).

#?2A1;?20;:1;>12> 76:2@60 9;128 The
Pseudo-second-order kinetic model investigates that
the adsorption rate is controlled by the adsorption
mechanism and can be written as:
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(12)
where k2 is the second order rate constant
(g·mg-1·min-1) [5,17]. The linear plot of pseudo-second-order equation is in Fig. 10(c). From the Table
4, adsorption of MB belonged to pseudo-second-order model, suggesting that the process of MB uptake
is due to chemisorptions. K2 decreases with the initial concentration of MB increased, showing that a
decrease in adsorption rate. This may be that the surface of the adsorption sites were limited, MB solution increased from 100 mg·L-1 to 200mg·L-1, the
competitive behavior of MB molecules made a decrease in the adsorption rate.

8;B60576:2@609;128Elovich kinetic model
considers that the surface energy distribution of the
adsorbent is not uniform and can be given as:
1
1
(13)
 = ln(αβ ) + ln 
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where  is the initial adsorption rate(mg·g1
·min-1), β is the desorption constant(g·mg-1), which
is related to the extent of surface coverage and activation energy for chemisorption [20]. The fitting of
the Elovich model is presented in Fig. 10(d).
It could be seen from Table 4, Elovich model
had the poor fitting at low concentration(100mg·L-1)
but performed reasonably well at higher MB concentration (200mg·L-1). It was found that the initial rate
of adsorption () increased with increasing the initial
MB concentration, while calculated value of the desorption constant (β) decreased. That may due to the
driving force of mass transfer increased with increasing initial concentration [18], while the degree of adsorbent surface coverage and chemical adsorption
activation energy was changed.
It was clear from Table 4 that adsorption process was better represented by the pseudo-secondorder model, meaning that chemical reaction played
a significant role in the rate-controlling step. In the
adsorption of MB onto HACC, basic dye in contact
with water solution to form positive ion, so it was
probably that a chemical reaction may occur on the
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surface of corncob activated carbon containing oxygen functional groups, involving the electronic exchange between adsorbate and adsorbent [20]. The
adsorption process depended on the availability of
active sites. Intra-particle diffusion was involved in
the adsorption process, however, it would not be the
only rate controlling mechanism.
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The present investigation revealed that the activated carbon was prepared from corncob is an effective adsorbent for removal of MB from aqueous solution. The BET surface area of the HACC was
1160.838 m2·g-1. Nitrogen adsorption-desorption
isotherm showed that the HACC was porous with
well developed pores. The main surface functional
groups present on HACC were hydroxyl, carbonyl
and aromatic rings. The amount of MB adsorbed was
found to vary with initial of MB concentration and
contact temperature and pH.
The adsorption data fitted with the Langmuir,
Freundlich, D-R, Temkin and Frumkin models.
Frumkin, Freundlich and D-R isotherms displayed a
better fitting model, indicating the adsorption of MB
as a favorable, multilayer, chemical and spontaneous
adsorption. Batch MB uptake capacity tests have
shown that the adsorption process can be better described by pseudo-second-order model, meaning that
chemical reaction played a significant role in the
rate-controlling step. The intra-particle diffusion
may be one of the determining step in the adsorption
process.
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It is impossible to obtain results for genetic
sources reflecting phenotypic differences and dissimilar groups. Thus, in addition to applying a
standard statistical model using different watermelon genotypes under drought stress, a new formula
was also used. The present study also suggests that
according to the groupings in the statistical evaluation, the genotypes in the top groups did not yield
positive results; thus, the parcel data may change
according to the evaluation criteria. The use of a
new evaluation model comprising comparative
changes in these respective studies is more accurate. In the present study, the data for TSS (total
soluble solids), average fruit weight and total yield
values were evaluated using both methods of analysis. In conclusion, as a result of the standard statistical analysis, genotype nos. 325 and 26 have the
best group, while the evaluation according to comparative variation criteria demonstrated that genotype nos. 24, 25, 27 and 218 have the best group.
Thus, the most reliable evaluation method was to
use the new evaluation model comprising comparative variations.

tists in those fields to interpret complex data using
powerful computational tools [2].
Researchers often perceive statistics as simple
calculations and graphics or assign statistics too
many roles in the research process. However, according to a number of studies, statistics is a tool
that helps people to understand a complex world
[3]. Statistics is an important method of comparison
that can provide direction to subsequent programs.
In most scientific literature, there are few details
concerning contradictions in statistics. Thus, the
primary objective of the present study was to determine the tolerances of watermelon genotypes to
stress conditions, specifically, the conditions of
abiotic stress, particularly drought. The results
describe the statistical evaluation of the genotypes,
all of which have genetically different properties
(even in terms of phenotypic characteristics). The
present study was conducted to demonstrate that
evaluations using standard statistical models, ignoring genetic characteristics, do not reflect reality.
Rather, it would be more effective to use a new
evaluation model that includes comparative changes. Statistics have a significant impact on the lives
of many people. For example, because statistics are
often biased, government health policies are frequently enacted incorrectly [4]. With the development of modern computer programs, the selection
of the most appropriate multivariate statistical technique, the correct interpretation of the results obtained using appropriate statistical techniques and
the knowledge of the advantages and disadvantages
of the multivariate techniques, have gained more
importance. Statistical analysis is required for the
evaluation of research trials.
The verification of theories is thus an endless
process, since scientists can never assume that all
possibilities have been evaluated [5]. Statistical
analysis methods are some of the most effective
tools to accurately detect the positive or negative
impact of each application on the material studied
and to analyse and interpret the data obtained from
scientific studies to develop suitable models for the
solution of each problem [6]. Different from methods frequently encountered in the past, and from
different methods of data analysis based only on
descriptive statistics, multivariate analysis methods

,*#%&
Abiotic, Statistical evaluation and grouping, Watermelon
genotypes.



"'%#('#"
Academic research in the field of science varies from engineering research based on the presence
of objectives and a timeline. Academic research is
rarely conducted in the field of industry. Therefore,
the expression “of academic interest,” unfortunately, is used as a euphemism for “useless” [1]. Statistics, which is the only subject matter in the science
of data, has shown tremendous growth over the last
50 years. Today, developments in information technology provide statisticians with even more opportunities, such as studies on climate change, health,
environmental and genetic research, policy-making
areas and social survey activities, enabling scien-
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are currently used more frequently [7]. Each study,
of course, has its own unique evaluation. Exchange,
distribution, standard deviation and median absolute distribution are the foursome by which variability is measured. The purpose of measuring the
variation is two-fold: 1) to determine the accuracy
of each measurement as close to the value measured
within the redistribution and to determine the highest value among the values that are different from
each other; and 2) to determine the accuracy of
each measurement as close to the values measured
within the redistribution. In addition, change is
accepted as the measurement of the usable variability for the given values [8]. Moreover, the dynamics
affecting any case are complex, and the factors
affecting the flow of events in each area are multidimensional, as these factors are determined by
several (usually infinite) characteristics. It is inevitable, therefore, to treat the phenomena in a multidimensional manner. Thus, it is necessary to use
multivariate statistical techniques in research; otherwise, a great number of variables and their joint
effects would not be considered but rather would
have been defined simply and far from the actual
images of the event. In exceptional cases, however,
when the number of variables is stable and in controlled environments where the actual effect can be
obtained by criteria that are not so complex, many
variables among the groups, and their joint effects
within the unique groups should be discussed such
that the results of the present study can closely
reflect the actual image and be clearly defined.
Descriptive statistics and reliability analysis have
been the most widely used methods in most studies.
Furthermore, correlation analysis, regression analysis and factor analysis have drawn considerable
attention as the most preferred analysis techniques.
The scientists participating in the discussions on
this topic arrived at a consensus as to the need to
reform social and non-social issues in statistics [9].
Cumming’s article, titled “From Null Hypothesis
Significance Testing to Effect Sizes”, in the second
volume of his book, !$%&!!&(&&%
&% (10), has provided vast literature on the subject
and has skillfully summarized the findings. Approximately 35 years ago, Rosenthal [11] published
an article with a provocative title: “How Often Are
Our Numbers Wrong?” This article focuses on the
frequency of errors of recorded data, and the shift
of these errors in the direction the researchers
would prefer.
Rosenthal's results were encouraging because
only one percent of all of the observations were
incorrect. In addition, Rosenthal observed that twothirds of the errors were used to verify the hypotheses of the researchers. Similar to Rosenthal's discourse, other researchers rightly posed the question:
“How often are our statistical results incorrect?”
[12] Statistical contradictions have also attracted
the attention of many researchers, such as Novella

[13]. As a result of improved formulas, the results
(without a need to comment or to be specialized on
the subject) can be directly observed. The groupings clearly reflect the actual results. The formula
developed to determine the effects of different
applications (e.g., mechanical, biotic and abiotic
stress) on genotypes with different genetic structures (also people of various races) is more accurately based on the comparison of genotypes among
different applications. The new methods, developed
as a result of trusting the statistical applications,
performed similarly to the present study, and as
Waller [14] confirms, these methods are attempts to
reduce the error covariation with more accurate
determinations using our own opinions and comments.


!'% &"!'#&

$8.:? !.?2=6.8 $=;<2=?62> (>21 6: ?52 $=2
>2:?&?@1DIn the present study, we used a total of
9 genetic resources: one wild species, three &$'
'% species other than &$''%!&'% and four old
and one new cultigen Figure 1 illustrates the differences between some genotypes used in the research
as a result of their fruit characteristics. As shown in
Figure 1, the physiological and morphological
characteristics of native and wild genotypes and
other commercial varieties, such as the flesh colour,
peel thickness, number of seeds, fruit size, fruit size
(aspect ratio) and TSS (total soluble solids), have
values that significantly differ.
6281 '=6.8 !2?5;1> .:1 >>@2> To determine the drought tolerance of domestic and wild
watermelon genotypes, the trial subjects used in this
two-year project are explained below.
I1: Full irrigation (bringing the missing moisture level to that of the field capacity)
I2: Deficit irrigation (implementation of half of
the water used in I1)
There were no water applications in the I1 and
I2 trial subjects. The irrigation was performed in
experimental plots during the period in which the
plant formed leaves in a manner in which the water
requirement of the plant was precisely met. Subsequently, 50% of the water used in the I1 trial subject
was applied to I2. For the I1 trial subject, the crop
water requirement was fully met until the harvest.
The seeds were planted in both 2007 and 2008 with
a row space of 3.00 m x 0.6 m in a raised bed. In I1
and I2, the seeds were sown on the same date as that
of the direct seeding to 45 vials. The seedlings
grown in the vials were planted in the field on June
12. A total of 12 plants were grown in the plot, and
three plants were removed for biomass measurements every month, beginning in October (three
months in total). The remaining nine plants were
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used to obtain other measurements and observations
and to perform additional analyses.

to resist high-stress conditions increases. In addition, the DT1 and DT2 values (particularly DT1) of
the drought-tolerant genotypes are smaller than
those of the other genotypes. The sole purpose of
this comparative analysis methodology is to
demonstrate the true response of each genotype to
stress conditions. According to Dembélé and Kastner [15], who suggested the same logic, the results
are more realistic compared with the control result.
In this model, using the Excel programme to prepare the data for the analysis, we calculated the
overall standard deviation for all genotypes and for
each data point, the joint standard deviation for the
overall data, and finally, the standard deviation for
the overall trial. The average of the three replications, whose standard deviation was previously
calculated, was used as a data point. The formula of
 (or  ) data /   data x was applied, calculated
and compared, resulting in a percentage value (%).
The percentages (%) of all the genotypes could also
be obtained through the remaining variations from
100%. Covariance analysis of the data was performed in Excel to complete the analysis. Similarly,
the correlation analysis can also be performed using
Excel. Creating conditional formatting and colour
groups in Excel, the obtained DT0 data and the
percentage of changes for the DT1 and DT2 tables,
in which differences can easily be observed, were
formed.

&?.?6>?60.8 :.8D>6> The research was performed in a split plot design with three replications.
The plots to be irrigated were placed in the main
plots, while the watermelon genotypes examined
for their performance under drought conditions
were placed in the lower plots.

:.8D>6>(>6:4.&?.:1.=1&?.?6>?60.8!;1
28. The obtained data were analysed using the
JUMP package, and the LSD test was used to compare the averages.

:.8D>6> (>6:4 . "2B A.8@.?6;: !;128
;9<=6>6:4 ;9<.=.?6A2 5.:42> The formula
and
for Drought Tolerance  =    
was used as the basis for the new
     
evaluation model, which comprises comparative
changes. The following formulas were used to
determine the drought tolerance for each genotype:
    or   (1)
*  )
+
(2)
  
*  )
+
(3)
  
In these equations, X % the number of genotypes;  is the 100% water parcel data;  is the
50% water cut parcel data, and
is the fixed
number in the formula. As the DT0 value of the
draught-tolerant genotype gets closer to 1, its ability


(% 
'5607:2>>;3?522C;0.=<3=@6?0;8;@=3=@6?1692:>6;:.:1>22132.?@=2>;3?52B.?2=928;:42:2?60
=2>;@=02>@>216:?52<=2>2:?>?@1D
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'  
3320?;3?526==64.?6;:C42:;?D<26:?2=.0?6;:;:?52?;?.8>;8@/82>;8610;:?2:?>

"'
98
218
98
218
27
35
35
CT
CT

==64.?6;:
I1
I1
I2
I2
I1
I1
I2
I1
I2

&=
A
AB
ABC
ABC
BCD
CDE
DEF
EF
F

'&&
9.3
8.7
8.5
8.4
7.8
7.6
7.2
6.7
6.4

"'
27
325
325
25
25
24
26
24
26

==64.?6;:
I2
I1
I2
I1
I2
I1
I1
I1
I1

&=
F
G
G
GH
GH
GHI
GHI
HI
I

'&&
6.3
4.7
4.4
4.3
4.0
3.8
3.7
3.4
2.9


'  
3320?;3?526==64.?6;:C42:;?D<26:?2=.0?6;:;:?52?;?.8D6281?;:> 1.

"'
325
26
25
218
24
CT
25
218
24

==64.?6;:
I1
I1
I1
I1
I1
I1
I2
I2
I2

&=
A
AB
B
C
CD
CDE
DE
E
E

,6281
12.6
11.6
11.2
9.2
8.8
8.4
7.5
7.4
7.2

"'
35
27
26
98
CT
27
35
325
98

==64.?6;:
I1
I1
I2
I1
I2
I2
I2
I2
I2

&=
F
FG
GH
H
H
H
H
H
I

,6281
5.3
4.8
3.7
3.4
3.1
2.9
2.9
2.5
0.4


2.?@=2> &?@1621 '&&  TSS measurements of three fruit randomly collected from each
plot were observed as the % brix and presented as
an average value.

A2=.42 =@6? *2645? 74 Three pieces of
fruit randomly collected from each plot were
weighed on a scale, and the average fruit weight
was determined.

';?.8,62813;=.05';:The fruits reaching maturity were harvested at the optimum time.
The resulting amount of total fruit yield was calculated by dividing the number of harvested fruit by
the total plot area.

fied in the No. 26 genotype x 100% water application interaction (Table 1).
The total yield values obtained from watermelon genotypes are present in Table 2. When the
effects of the water application x genotype interaction to the total yield values were examined, the
highest value was identified (12.6 per ton) in the
No. 325 wild genotype x 100% water application
interaction. The lowest value (0.4 per ton) was
identified in the No. 98 wild and intolerant genotype x 50% water application interaction (Table 2).
The average fruit weights of the watermelon
genotypes are present in Table 3. The highest average fruit weight (9.6 kg) was identified in the 100%
water application x No. 325 intolerant genotype
interaction, and the lowest value (1.2 kg) was identified in the 50% water application x No. 24 tolerant
genotype interaction (Table 3).
In the groupings using the standard statistics
model, the highest values showed parallelism with
the genetic features: the yield values, average fruit
weight and TSS values of the large-fruited genotypes had better groups than those of the smallfruited genotypes in 100% water application parcels, and even in 50% water applications. Similarly,
the TSS values are !&) low, and the 50%
water application values of the wild genotypes with
TSS averages of 1-3 brix, which were not used for
feeding animals because of their bitterness, have
lower values than those of the genotypes with sugar
in their natural genetic structure.


%&( '&
The results obtained from the experiment and
the results of the two analysis models are provided
in separate tables.
:.8D>6> 6:16:4> (>6:4 ?52 &?.:1.=1 &?.
?6>?60.8!;128(!$$.07.42$=;4=.992The
TSS values measured in watermelon genotypes
were calculated as the % brix and presented in
Table 1. When the effects of the water application x
genotype interaction to TSS values were examined,
the highest TSS value (9.3%) was identified in the
No. 98 genotype x 100% water application interaction, while the lowest TSS value (2.9%) was identi-
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'  
3320?;3?526==64.?6;:C42:;?D<26:?2=.0?6;:;:?5292.:3=@6?B2645?74

"' ==64.?6;:
325
I1
218
I1
27
I1
35
I1
218
I2
27
I2
98
I1
CT
I1
26
I1

&=
A
B
BC
C
CD
CD
D
D
E

!2.:3=@6?B2645?
9.6
7.9
7.8
6.9
6.4
6.1
5.9
5.8
4.7

"' ==64.?6;:
325
I2
CT
I2
98
I2
25
I1
35
I2
25
I2
26
I2
24
I1
24
I2

&=
EF
EFG
HI
FGH
GH
HI
I
J
J

!2.:3=@6?B2645?
4.1
3.9
3.1
3.5
3.2
2.7
2.4
1.3
1.2




2:;?D<2>

;:?=;8

6><.=6?D
.? 

;:?=;8

6><.=6?D
.? 

;:?=;8

6><.=6?D
.? 

' 
';?.8D6281?;?.8>;8@/82>;8610;:?2:?>.:192.:3=@6?B2645?;33@88D6==64.?210;:?=;8B.?2=928;:>.:1
?52=.?2;3=21@0?6;:B6?5. 6==64.?6;:82A286:B.?2=928;:42:;?D<2>

,6281?;: 5.
'&&
!2.:3=@6?B2645?74









'

8.8
11.2
11.6
4.8
5.3
3.4
9.2
12.7
8.4

17.9
33.2
62.6
38.0
46.1
87.2
19.4
80.3
63.1

3.8
4.3
3.8
7.8
7.6
9.3
8.7
4.7
6.7

10.3
5.3
21.4
18.6
4.6
8.3
3.6
6.4
4.4

1.3
3.1
5.2
7.8
6.9
5.9
7.9
9.6
5.8

5.7
14.6
54.4
21.5
53.5
33.7
19.0
57.6
32.1



:.8D>6> (>6:4 ?52 "2B A.8@.?6;: !;128
;9<=6>6:4 ;9<.=.?6A2 5.:42>. The rates of
the comparative variations are shown in Table 4.
When the TSS values were analysed according to a
50% water cut, the lowest TSS change rate was
identified in the No. 218 genotype, 3.6% from the
negative direction, while the highest rate was obtained from the No. 26 intolerant genotype (21.4%).
The rate of variation of the average fruit weight is
another feature associated with genetic features and
TSS. The lowest yield rate detected between the
plots with 50% water cut and the plot with no
drought was identified in the No. 24 tolerant genotype (17.9%), while the highest rate was obtained
from the No. 98 and 325 intolerant genotypes
(87.2%, 80.3%, shown in Table 4). In the comparative analysis model, in which the reactions of the
genotypes to abiotic stress conditions were clearly
revealed, the lowest variation rate of the average
fruit weight averages in 50% water cut plots was
observed for the No. 24 wild and tolerant genotype
with Egyptian origin, which yields abundant but
small fruits (5.7%). The highest rate, however, was
obtained from the No. 325 intolerant genotype
(57.6%).

&(&&#"
Belief, confirmation, evidence and subsequent
integration into a better understanding of personal
and scientific epistemologies are important [16].
The average fruit weight of genetically smallfruited genotypes is, without the necessity of examining, generally higher than that of genetically
large-fruited genotypes. As for showing the effect
of the stress applications, however, evaluations
using standard analysis methods resulted in many
more errors. When the same example was considered, the average fruit weight of the large-fruited
genotypes, even in stress applications, represented a
statistically better group than that of the smallfruited genotypes in parcels with no stress application, which causes more chaos during an assessment. Significant errors of assessment arise in assessing the genetic characteristics and stress applications, such as TSS (total soluble solids). Similarly, for the fruit flesh determination of
genetically white, orange, light pink or yellow flesh
(wild genotypes)-coloured genotypes and genotypes
with genetically red fruit flesh and the determination of their TSS, the parcels with and without
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(control parcels) stress application should be considered as the basis, otherwise there will be errors
before the transition. Using the new formula, a
clearer evaluation can be achieved, avoiding potential errors. When the effects of the application are
examined, we observed an erroneous evaluation,
not only for the abovementioned criteria but also
for all evaluations. “&"'&  "" " #
$ &$ %& &"! (  '&), [17]. Studying
with genetically wide genotypes especially on abiotic stress is not easy to explain result very well
[18, 19, 20]. However, the formula described in the
present study, when applied, closely reflected an
accurate assessment. These results were in keeping
with the ideas of Kempthorne [21] as the source of
inspiration. Similarly, Dembélé and Kastner [15], in
studies parallel to the present study, examined new
statistical methods to determine the difference that
arises from genetic distinctions between genes. In
the present study, we examined the statistical evaluation of the reactions of morphologically, pomologically and phenotypically different genotypes
under stress conditions in terms of genetics. According to Kempthorne [21], who was the first to
examine genetic statistics and is considered an
expert in the field, when applying the standard
statistical evaluation, it is impossible to obtain
results for phenotypically different genetic sources
that do not share the same group. Thus, in addition
to applying one of the standard statistical models of
the trial using different watermelon genotypes under drought stress, the new formula developed by
Karipçin et al. [22] was also used. The study suggests that according to the groupings made in the
statistical evaluation, the genotypes in the top
groups did not yield positive results, and thus the
parcel data may change according to the evaluation
criterion, explaining why both results of the trials in
the present study have been discussed in terms of
their causes and effects. The evaluation of standard
statistical models ignores the genetic characteristics
and did not reflect reality. The use of the new evaluation model comprising comparative changes in
the respective studies has been identified as more
accurate. In the present study, the data concerning
TSS, average fruit weight and total yield values
were evaluated using both methods of analysis.
When the genotypes were examined in terms of
their lowest yield values, the average fruit weight
values of the wild genotypes with naturally small
fruits were at low levels. However, in addition to
detecting no excessive difference among the water
levels in tolerant genotypes, a stable variation between the values was also observed. While a high
yield was obtained in intolerant genotypes, as the
water content decreased, yield values were adversely affected, as in other features. In the performance
of genotypes with genetically distinct features in
terms of their average fruit height under abiotic
stress conditions using the standard analysis, the

variation rates of the values of the genotypes for
different applications located in the subgroups
according to LSD groupings can neither be identified nor misinterpreted. In the comparative analysis
model, the features of the genotypes of fruits adapting to the stress conditions were realized, as shown
inTable 4.


#" (&#"
In conclusion, as a result of the standard statistical analysis, genotype nos. 325 and 26 had the
best group, whereas in the evaluation according to
comparative variation criteria, genotype nos. 24, 25,
27 and 218 had the best group. While examining
the effects of different applications, such as abiotic
stress, it was concluded that the most reliable method of evaluation was the new evaluation model
comprising comparative variations. Thus, according
to Taper et al. [17] “never fall in love with our
model—it should not be a long relationship.”
"#* !"'&
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River and Wujiang, which is the central city of
Chongqing. Systematic research on Water soluble
components of particulate matter in Fuling, which is
important to study the characteristics of air pollution
in Fuling area, and to provide scientific basis for the
improvement of atmospheric visibility and the control of acid rain.
Water-soluble ionic component is one of the
most important chemical constituents in airborne
particles, and it is also one of the most studied components. There are more and more researches on water-soluble ions at home and abroad. Water-soluble
components mainly include sulfate, nitrate, ammonium salt and sodium chloride, etc., generally accounted for 30% to 50%of PM2.5 mass [5]. SO42-,
NO3- and NH4+ are mainly composed of secondary
particles, which are formed by physical condensation of nuclei in the atmosphere. The concentrations
of SO42-, NO3- and NH4+ are related to the concentrations and Conversion rate of SO2, NOx and NH3 in
the atmosphere, while being affected by temperature
and humidity. SO42- is mainly from fossil fuel combustion, SO2 through oxidation reaction generated
SO42- and H2SO4 (including gas phase oxidation and
liquid oxidation, ozone and peroxide as catalyst) [6].
NO3- is mainly from nitrogen oxides generated by
oxidation reaction and motor vehicle exhaust emissions [7]. Gaseous precursor of NH4+ is gaseous ammonia, mainly from plant and soil microbial release
and use of farm chemical fertilizers. The CI,K+,Na+,Mg2+,Ca2+ in water-soluble ions come from
sea salt and coal combustion [8], biomass combustion, marine source, soil dust, building dust and soil
[9].

ABSTRACT
PM2.5 was collected at the atmospheric observatory (located at the campus of Chongqing Yangtze
Normal University in Fuling District in January and
July of 2015 respectively. The variation of the mass
concentration characteristics and the water-soluble
ions variation of PM2.5 were analyzed. The pollution
characteristics was found as follows: The average
mass concentration of PM2.5 ZDV ȝJP-3,
ȝJP-3 respectively in January and July, and
WKHPDVVFRQFHQWUDWLRQUDQJHGIURPȝJP-3 to
ȝJP-3 during the sampling period. The obvious seasonal characteristics were observed. Nine water-soluble ions (F-, Cl-, NO3-, SO42-, K+, Na+, NH4+,
Mg2+, Ca2+) were measured using the ion chromatography (ICS-600). The concentration of water-soluble
LRQV UDQJHG IURPȝJP-3 WR ȝJP-3, accounted for 42.28% in PM2.5 samples. Average mass
concentration of SO42-, NO3-and NH4+ was
ȝJP-3, accounted for 87.99% of the total soluble ions. There existed a good correlation among
SO42-, NO3-and NH4+ distribution and variation. The
analysis of equilibrium between cation and anion indicated a good correlation(R2=0.95) with weak alkaline in winter and weak acidic in summer.

KEYWORDS:
PM2.5, water-soluble ions, seasonal variation

INTRODUCTION
The research on atmospheric particles of
Chongqing was mainly concentrated in the main city
and Wanzhou District. The main contents mainly
concentrated on concentration level, pollution characteristics, source analysis and chemical composition of total suspended particulate (TSP), PM10 and
PM2.5 [1-4]. However, study of particulate pollution
in Fuling District of Chongqing is still blank. Chongqing Fuling is located in the hinterland of Three
Gorges reservoir, and the Interchange of the Yangtze

EXPERIMENTAL
Sample collection. The sampling point of this
study is in the administrative building roof of
Changjiang Normal University, Fuling District of
Chongqing (E 106 ° 56'-107 ° 43 ', N 29 ° 21'-30 °
01'). Changjiang Normal University is located in the
northwest direction of Fuling District, surrounded by
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

the high-speed of Change Fu and South Fu, mixed
with cultural and residential areas. The sampling
point is about 20m above the ground, the surrounding terrain is flat, there is no obvious pollution
source, the environment quality is good, can objectively represent the Fuling District atmospheric environmental pollution level and change regularity.
Sampling of the PM2.5 is divided into two
phases, respectively, January 6, 2015 - February
5,2015 and July1, 2015 - July 31,2015. Daily continuous collection of 23 hours, the sampling period for
the day 11:00 am to 10:00 am the next day, an interval of 1 hour for membrane exchanging, flow monitoring and calibration or instrument cleaning and
maintenance.
The sampler used to collect the samples was a
multi-channel chemical species sampler manufactured by Met One Instruments of America. Equipped
with PM2.5 cutting head, and the sampler flow rate is
6.7L / min. The instrument also equipped with temperature and pressure sensor. The sampling volume
can be converted into the standard volume according
to the real-time temperature and pressure. And the
instrument can set sampling time and date. Watersoluble ion analysis of atmospheric particulates is
carried out using quartz membranes. In this study,
atmospheric fine particles were collected by inertial
FROOLVLRQXVLQJĳPPTXDUW]ILOP :KDWPDQ 7HI
lon filter (Whatman) made of PTFE film, blank
value is low, non-hygroscopic, non-adsorption of inorganic and organic gases, usually used for PM2.5
mass concentration analysis.

Characteristics of PM2.5 mass concentration.
PM2.5 daily average concentration (24h average)
changes, as shown in Figure 1.
The peak of PM2.5in winter was on January 15,
January 19 and January 25, the concentration values
ZHUHȝJP-3ȝJP-3DQGȝJP-3,
respectively. It appears valley in January 28, and the
YDOXHZDVȝJP-3. The concentration of PM2.5
in summer was on July 10, July 19 and July 25, the
FRQFHQWUDWLRQYDOXHVZHUHȝJP-3ȝJP3
DQGȝJP-3, respectively. It appears valley in
July 3, and the value was 23.21ȝJP-3.
The concentration of PM2.5 in winter ranges
IURPȝJP-3 WRȝJP-3 with an average
YDOXHRIȝJP-3. The concentration of PM2.5
LQVXPPHUUDQJHVIURPWRȝJP-3 with
DQDYHUDJHYDOXHRIȝJP-3. Winter PM2.5 concentration was significantly higher than the summer,
about 2.5 times than summer. As the Fuling is located in the mountain city of Chongqing, the static
wind day is more, followed by winter fog weather is
more frequent, is not conducive to the proliferation
of pollutants, and more rain in summer, is conducive
to the removal of particulate matter, resulting in
PM2.5 concentration in winter higher than summer.
According to Chinese current Ambient Air
Quality Standard (GB3095-2012) [10], the average
mass concentration of PM2.5 in January and July
LVȝJP-3, which is 2.3 times of the average annual upper limit. In the year of 2015, 62
samples of effective samples were collected, among
which 21 exceeded the standard of PM2.5 in the winter and exceeded rate 67.7% and 1.08 to 2.89 times
exceeded. In summer the number of the upper limit
of the secondary standard about the day average concentration is 2. Thus, winter atmospheric fine particulate pollution is much higher than in summer.

Sample analysis. After sampling, open 1/2 of
the filter box lid put it into the tray, and then into the
balance tank, filter into the balance chamber at least
24h.
Cut 1/4 of the filter using knife, and then cut
into pieces with scissors, put these pieces into 50ml
centrifuge tube, add about 10ml of ultra-pure water,
ultrasound 20minute in Ultrasonic oscillator, oscillation is completed, according to the number Filter
ZLWKȝPILOWHUWRPOYROXPHWULFIODVNUHSHDW
the two ultrasonic oscillation and filtration, constant
volume to the scale line, placed in 4 Υ under refrigeration, to be measured.
The cationic column is CS12A column and the
anion column is AS11 (superscript -) column. The
cationic column is composed of two kinds of ions, HC and AG11-HC guard columns and ASRS suppressors. The anion and cation eluents were analyzed
for 30 mm KOH and 20 mm methanesulfonic acid
(MSA), respectively.

Seasonal variation of water-soluble ionic. In
this study, F-, Cl-, SO42-, NO3-, K+, Ca2+, Na+, Mg2+
and NH4+ were analyzed by ICS-600 ion chromatograph, as shown in Table 1. In Fuling, The total concentration of water-soluble ions in PM2.5 ranges from
WRȝJP-3 ZLWKDQDYHUDJHRIȝJP3
. Water-soluble ionic components accounted for
42.28% of the total mass of PM2.5 sample, showing
that the water-soluble ionic component is an important component of PM2.5.
From Table 1, the average values of water-soluble ions in Fuling area in January and July
are:SO42->NO3->NH4+>Cl->Na+>K+>Ca2+>F->Mg2+
, the concentration values are14.48, 8.27, 8.00, 1.63,
DQGȝJP-3, Water-soluble
ions accounted for 41.43%, 23.66%,
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FIGURE 1
Mean daily variation of PM 2.5 concentration in urban area of Fuling in 2015
TABLE 1
Concentration levels of water-soluble ions in PM2.5 8QLWȝJm-3)

Analyzed series
Na+
NH4+
K+
Mg2+
Ca2+
FClSO42NO3-

maximum
4.45
20.27
2.88
0.31
2.34
1.20
12.71
43.91
31.06

winter
minimum
0.68
2.30
0.16
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.12
3.86
2.46

average
1.91
12.00
1.29
0.09
0.55
0.38
2.94
18.63
14.01

maximum
1.59
10.40
0.48
0.11
0.44
0.30
3.69
26.51
4.55

FIGURE 2
Percentage of water-soluble ions in total ions
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summer
minimum
0.02
0.30
0.05
0.01
0.07
0.01
0.32
3.30
0.52

average
0.41
3.86
0.21
0.05
0.18
0.09
0.95
10.20
2.33
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22.88%, 4.58%, 3.36%, 2.16%, 1.06%, 0.66%,
0.20% of total water-soluble ions, respectively. Figure 2 shows the percentages of water-soluble ions in
the total ions. The total mass concentration of SO42-,
NO3- and NH4+ ZDV ȝJ  P-3, accounting for
87.99% of total water-soluble ions and 35.97% of
PM2.5, indicating that SO42-, NO3- and NH4+ were the
most important water-soluble ingredients in PM2.5,
but also that more serious secondary pollution.
The concentrations of SO42-, NO3- and NH4+
were the highest in winter, which appeared on Feb.
5, Jan. 16 and Jan. 25, whose value were 43.91,31.06
DQGȝJP-3, respectively. Mass concentrations
of PM2.5ZHUHDQGȝJP-3, respectively. The formation of SO42- and NO3- is
mainly due to the photo-chemical oxidation of SOx
and NOx, which is susceptible to temperature, humidity and light intensity. Therefore, in contrast to
the coastal city of Tianjin [11], (the secondary aerosol composition is summer> winter), while Fuling is
winter> summer. In winter, the atmosphere structure
is stable, the mixing layer height is relatively low,
the cumulative effect is obvious, the pollutants accumulate in the atmosphere and spread slowly. Pollutant retention time is longer, but also makes primary
pollutants prone to secondary transformation [12].
Fuling is located in the edge of Sichuan Basin,
mostly mountainous, less rainfall and relatively high
temperature in winter, is not conducive to the proliferation of pollutants, conductive to the formation of
SNA.
Similar to water-soluble ion concentrations of
PM2.5 in Wanzhou, the seasonal distributions of water-soluble ionic components in PM2.5 were all in
winter> summer, and the average concentrations of
SO42-, NO3- and NH4+ are higher, about 1.12, 2.32,
1.30 times of Wanzhou, respectively [13]. This
shows that pollution is more serious than Fuling, on
the one hand is due to its serious pollution, on the
other hand because of the main city of Fuling close
to Chongqing, more vulnerable to the impact of the
main city of pollutants.
The concentrations of Cl-, Na+ and Ca2+ in the
primary aerosols were less than 2.5% of PM2.5,
which could reflect the characteristics of the source
emission, and less rainfall in winter, the construction
dust and ground dust caused by human activities, and
long-distance dust lead to the three ions in winter are
greater than the summer. The change of K + in PM2.5
LV PDLQO\ ELRPDVV EXUQLQJ LQ ZLQWHU ȝJP-3)
which is about 6.14 times of that in summer
ȝJP-3), which is related to the agricultural
production in Fuling area. The maximum value of K+
LV ȝJP-3 on January 26, the day Cl-, Na+ also
has a higher value, most likely there is a straw burning activity. The total concentration of water-soluble
LRQVLQZLQWHUUDQJHVIURPWRȝJP-3with
DQDYHUDJHYDOXHRIȝJP-3. Figure 3 shows the
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daily variation of water-soluble ion concentration
about PM2.5 in winter.
The average daily average concentration of water-soluble ions in PM2.5 ZDVȝJP-3 on January 16 DQGȝJP-3 on January 25, and the PM2.5
concentration ZDV ȝJP-3 DQG ȝJP-3
respectively, which accounted for 48.08 and 39.84%
of the PM2.5 concentration on the same day. The minLPXP YDOXH ZDV ȝJP-3 on January28, accounting for 39.49% of the PM2.5 concentration. The
concentration of PM2.5 on the day of sampling was
ȝJP-3. Since February 6, no sampling, it cannot determine the February 5 water-soluble ions are
peak, but the day the proportion of water-soluble
ions accounted for the largest concentration of PM2.5,
about 62.18%, concentration of PM2.5 on the day was
126.87μg·m-3.
Figure 4 shows the ratio of water-soluble ions
in PM2.5 in winter. The concentration of water-soluble ions in winter is in the order of
SO42->NO3->NH4+>Cl->Na+>K+>Ca2+>F->Mg2+,
and the values are 18.63, 14.01, 12.00, 2.30, 1.91,
1.29, 0.59, ȝJP-3, the percentages of the
ions are 36.48%, 27.44%, 23.50%, 4.36%, 3.73%,
2.52%, 1.08%, 0.73% and 0.17% respectively. So
the proportion of SO42-, NO3-and respectively, is
86.53%, which is the biggest contribution of watersoluble ions. Water-soluble ions on January 27, a
sharp decline, mainly rainy weather on the role of
pollutants removal, so that rapid reduction.
The total concentration of water-soluble ions in
VXPPHU UDQJHV IURP ȝJP-3 WR ȝJP-3,
ZLWKDQDYHUDJHRIȝJP-3. Figure 5 shows the
daily variation of water-soluble ion concentration in
PM2.5 in summer.
In summer the daily maximum concentration of
water-soluble ions in PM2.5 ZDVȝJP-3 on July
10, accounting for 52.18% of PM2.5 concentration,
and the PM2.5 concentration on the day was
ȝJP. The lowest concentration of PM2.5 on
-XO\ZDVȝJP-3. On the day of sampling, the
mass concentration of PM2.5 ZDV ȝJP-3., accounting for 24.82% of the mass concentration of
PM2.5 on the same day.
In the summer, the water-soluble ions were in
the
order
of
SO42->NH4+>NO3->Cl->Na+>Ca2+>K+>F->Mg2+, the
average concentration values were 10.20, 3.86, 2.33,
ȝJP-3, The percentages of water-soluble ions were 55.72%, 21.11%,
12.75%, 5.21%, 2.29%, 1.13%, 1.02%, 0.47% and
0.28% respectively. Figure 6 shows the proportion
of water-soluble ions in PM2.5 in summer. It can be
seen, SO42-, NH4+ and NO3- are still the main component of water-soluble ions. The water-soluble ions
decreased sharply on July 12, mainly due to rainfall
and rainfall, which was favorable for the removal of
particulate pollutants.
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FIGURE 3
Daily variation of water-soluble ion concentration
about PM2.5 in winter

FIGURE 4
Percentage of water-soluble ions in winter

FIGURE 5
Daily average of water-soluble ions in summer

FIGURE 6
Percentage of water-soluble ions in summer

FIGURE 7
Balance of anions and cations
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TABLE 2
Correlation of water-soluble ion

Na+
NH4+
K+
Mg2+
Ca2+
F+
Na
1
-0.314
-0.301 0.174
0.399
0.051
NH4+
0.539
1
0.840
-0.006
-0.359
-0.203
K+
0.658
0.900
1
0.067
-0.393
-0.167
0.774
0.555
0.580
1
0.317
-0.587
Mg2+
Ca2+
0.473
-0.003
0.092
0.359
1
0.011
F0.178
0.320
0.147
0.131
-0.051
1
Cl0.371
0.227
0.239
0.286
0.474
0.082
SO420.401
0.926
0.724
0.384
-0.076
0.442
NO30.566
0.869
0.889
0.670
0.110
0.101
Note: the lower left corner for the winter, the upper right corner for the summer





23

4

18

2



SO42-0.257
0.983
0.843
-0.033
-0.413
-0.173
0.571
1
0.634

NO3-0.365
0.509
0.362
0.109
-0.003
-0.376
0.137
0.395
1

The correlation between Cl- and NH4+ in the
summer was 0.583, indicating that excess
NH4+would combine with Cl-to form NH4Cl. Cl- and
Na +, SO42-, NO3- are poor, indicating that the homology is not obvious, and Cl- not from coal and motor vehicle emissions, may come from biomass combustion. The correlation between Cl- and K+ in summer is 0.51, indicating that KCl exists in summer
PM2.5.

Balance of anions and cations and acidity
and alkaline of particular matter.
Cation(CE)= Na  NH

Cl-0.278
0.583
0.510
-0.198
-0.450
0.018
1
0.180
0.156

K  Mg 2 Ca 2


39
12
20




Anion(AE)= SO4  NO3  Cl  F
48
62
35.5 19
It can be seen from Figure 7 that the correlation
of anions and cations is very good, and R2 in both
winter and summer is equal to 0.95, indicating that
the sample data are valid and the ions analyzed are
the main components of PM2.5. According to the
slope of the equation, the slope is less than 1 in winter, the overall level of ions is alkaline; the slope is
greater than 1 in summer, the overall is acidic. Although the average concentration of SO42-, NO3- and
NH4+ in winter is higher than that in summer, the
dust is not conducive to the diffusion due to the less
rain and windy days in winter, and the dust, soil dust
and crop incineration are not conducive to diffusion
and can neutralize the acid aerosol, resulting in the
ions are alkaline in winter. In summer, the temperature is high and rainy, and the weather changes frequently, which is favorable for the chemical reaction
of SOx and NOx, resulting in the ions are acidity in
summer.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the data in two seasons of Chongqing Fuling in 2015 were collected to study the water-soluble ions in Fuling area. The diurnal and seasonal changes of water-soluble ions, the anion and
cation balance, and correlation of water-soluble ions
were analyzed. The results reflected in a certain extent that PM2.5 pollution characteristics. Mastering
the PM2.5 pollution status, distribution characteristics and temporal and spatial variation of Fuling
PM2.5 are of great significance to comprehensively
understand the atmospheric pollution in Fuling area.
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Germ is the part which makes 2.5-3.5% of the
wheat and allows the formation of a new plant from
the body [5]. Germ contains approximately 52%
carbohydrates, 23% protein, 11% water, 10% fat,
and 4% mineral matter and the proportion of these
components is better than endosperm [5], [6]. Germ
oil is rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids and 70% is
essential fatty acid [7], [8], [6]. It is also a rich source
of antioxidants such as tocopherols, phenolic
substances, carotenoids, important bioactive
compounds such as sterols, and phytosterols [6], [9].
Germ contains high amounts of lysine, aspartic
acid and arginine, 8 different minerals including 18
kinds of amino acids, more than 10 vitamins
including high amount of vitamin E, pantothenic
acid and vitamin B1, phosphorus, potassium and
magnesium and omega-3, Omega-6 contains omega9 fatty acids [10], [11], [3]. Along with all these
beneficial ingredients, about 15% of the
recommended dietary fiber for healthy eating is
available in germ [10]. Consumption of dietary
fibers provides weight control, regulation of blood
sugar, protection against cancer and heart disease
[12]. In addition to its high nutritional value and taste
and flavour, wheat germ is a very suitable source for
the enrichment of protein and vitamins of foodstuffs
[3]. Also it is used in the cosmetics, chemical and
pharmaceutical industries as well as food industry
because of the abundance of germ-rich biologically
active ingredients [7], [11]. Atalay [13] reported that
wheat germ oil accelerated wound healing when
working on rats.
Wheat germ is quite amenable to oxidation in
the free state [14]. The low stability of the wheat
germ reduces the shelf life of germ-containing wheat
flour and related bakery products, which limits the
use of wheat germ in the bakery industry. Germ is
the living part of the grain, which is responsible for
the development of the plant because of the oxdidative and hydrolytic enzymes, in particular lipase and
lipoxygenase activity, and the susceptibility of the
free fatty acids to oxidation and ultimately in the
products [15]. Because of its high content of unsaturated lipids and an important enzymatic activity being lipases and lipoxygenase, cause the highest impact in the reduction on the shelf life of wheat germ
to only few days. There are several methods such as;
continuous microwave [16], infrared radiation [17],

The aim of this study was to evaluate the impact
of heat stabilized wheat germ addition (HSWG) on the
some chemical, physical and sensory quality of wheat
flour cookies as well as to investigate the consumer's
acceptability and purchasability of these cookies. For
this purpose, wheat germ, after inactivation of its
enzymes by heat treatment, was added at 0, 10, 20 and
30% levels replacement with wheat cookie flour. The
incorporation of the HSWG in increasing amounts
lead significant changes on thickness and spread ratio
of cookies. After 10% addition level of HSWG, the
thickness of the cookie samples were decreased and
accordingly the spread ratios were increased. At the
same time cookies were became darker as the HSWG
ratio was increased. The results showed that the cookies favoured by consumers could be produced by adding maximum 10% of HSWG without affecting negatively their technological quality. Thus the usage of
raw wheat germ after limiting its enzymatic activity
by heat treatment (roasting) will increase both the
shelf life and acceptability of cookies.


$# 
Wheat germ, heat stabilization, cookie, quality, consumer
acceptance, purchasability

!"!
Wheat grain morphologically consists of three
basic parts: germ, bran and endosperm. Due to its
rich nutrient content, it is one of the most produced
and consumed grains in Turkey and in the world [1],
[2]. Whole grains contain phytochemicals such as
lignin, phenolic acids and nutrients such as phytic
acid, tannins and enzyme inhibitors. The separation
of germ and bran by grinding causes the loss of these
important components [1]. The germ has more
protein, fat, sugar, mineral matter, thiamine and
riboflavin when compared to wheat flour [3]. During
processing of wheat to the flour, it was determined
that calcium content decreased by 35%, iron content
decreased by 80%, bran and germ separation resulted
in a decrease of 60% in B1 and B2, 85% in content
of B6 and niacin [4].
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plastic bags and kept in a freezer (− 18 ◦C) until it
was further used for different experiments.

gamma irradiation [18], heat-treatment or sourdough
fermentation [19] to increase the storage stability
and shelf life of wheat germ.
Wheat germ is a valuable by-product of the
flour industry with its rich nutrient content. Therefore it is a unique source of concentrated nutrients,
highly valued as food supplement [20]. Unfortunately, it must be separated from the wheat flour because of its adverse effect on storage stability of
flours. The reason of limited keeping quality and utilization of wheat germ in bakery products can be attributed the presence of large amount of unsaturated
fatty acids as well as hydrolytic enzymes causes the
product highly susceptible to rancidity. For this reason in the present study raw wheat germ was subjected to heat treatment before adding in to cookies.
Cookies are widely consumed all around the
word because of their lots of variety, preference by
all age groups, relatively long shelf life and ready to
eat form. Gül et al. [21] found that 97.21% of consumers consume cookies and the frequency of
cookie consumption of interviewed consumers varies between once a week and every 15 days. They
[21] determined that monthly consumption of cookie
was calculated as 1649.81 grams and sweet cookies
were more preferred by consumers, cookies consumed along with afternoon tea by 59% of the interviewed households.
There has been a particularly noteworthy increase at consumer demand for "healthy" in other
words "functional" foods. Therefore, in the present
study, it was aimed to investigate the effect of
HSWG which has high functional quality as mentioned above, on physical, technological and sensory
properties of cookies.

5*4&5&7.32 3+ (33/.* 6&140*6 The cookies
were prepared by AACC 10-50.05 [22] method with
slight modifications. The cookie formula is given in
Table 1. There is an increasing trend to consume
more healthy foods such as which contain less fat
and sugar by consumers. Thus, many manufactures
altered the saturated fat and sugar composition of
cookies to address policy requirements and hedonic
properties demanded by consumers [23]. Therefore,
in the present study to produce more healthy cookies,
shortening and powdered sugar in cookie
formulation was reduced by 50%, 23% respectively.
These reduction rates were determined as a result of
the preliminary tests performed (data was not given)
from us.
! 
33/.*+35180&
   # #
Shortening(1)
Powdered Sugar (2)
NaCl
Sodium bicarbonate
Dextrose solution (HFCS 42%)
Distilled water (3)
Flour (based on 14% moisture basis)

 
64.0
130.0
2.1
2.5
33 ml
*
225 g

(1)

: Shortening in the formulation is reduced by 50%.
: The sugar in the formulation is reduced by 23%.
(3)
:* Determined by the Consisto-Alveograph for each formulation.
(2)

HSWG was added to the cookie formulation at
different ratios (0%, 10, 20, 30) on the basis of
displacement with wheat cookie flour. Cookie dough
was prepared by using Hobart N50 mixer (Hobart,
Troy, OH, USA). After mixing dough was gently
scraped from bowl and placed six portions at wellspaced points on lightly greased cookie sheet. Then
dough was sheeted to 5 mm by rolling pin and cut
into circular shapes with a circular scone cutter
having an internal diameter of 60 mm. The cut-out
pieces of dough were baked on greased pans at 205
ºC for 10 min in a conventional oven. After cooling
to room temperature, it was packaged hermetically
in high density polyethylene bags and stored until
analysis was performed.

! ! 
&7*5.&06 The cookie flour used in the
production of cookies was obtained from Sosyete
Milling Factory (Karaman) and the wheat germ was
supplied from Berberoğlu Milling Factory (Burdur).
Sodium bicarbonate from Şişecam Chemicals Group
Soda Industry(Mersin, Turkey),corn syrup (HFCS
42%) was from Sunar Corn Integrated Plant Inc.
(Adana, Turkey), hydrogenated vegetable oil and
powdered sugar was supplied from Mustanoğlu Gıda
(Isparta, Turkey). All chemicals used were of
analytical grade.

-*1.(&0&2&0;6*6 Cookie flour was analysed
for moisture by AACC Method 44-01.01 [24], wet
and dry gluten by AACC Method 38-12.02 [25],
sedimentation by AACC Method 56-60.01 [26],
Alveo-consystograph parameters by AACC Method
54-30.02 [27] 54-50.01 [28]. In wheat germ,
moisture was analysed by AACC method 44-01.01
[24], total oil by AOAC [29] and ash by AACC
method 08-01.01 [30].

5*4&5&7.323+ #6&140*6Wheat germ
was taken during the day of production from the
factory, then brought to the laboratory and subjected
to heat treatment at 130 ° C for 20 minutes to limit
enzyme activity in a natural flow type oven (Daihan,
WiseVen Won, South Korea). Then, HSWG was
grounded with a hummer mill (Tekpa, Ankara) and
sieved. Samples which had particle size between
125-200 μm was collected and stored in an airtight

-;6.(&0 (-&5&(7*5.67.(6 3+ (33/.*6 In the
experiments, the width (W) and the thickness (T) of
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the cookies produced using germ at various ratios (6
cookie samples taken at each trial) were measured
using digital callipers. The spread ratio (W/T) was
calculated by the ratio of the cookie width to the
thickness (AACC Method, 10-50.05) [22]. The
colour values; L * value [(0) black- (100) white], a *
value [(+) red- (-) green] and b * value [ (+) yellow
-(-) blue ] of the cookie samples were determined
with Minolta CR 400 (Konica Minolta Sensing, Inc.,
Osaka, Japan) [31].

found that the wet gluten content of cookie flour was
22.75%, the sedimentation value was 18.61 ml, the
water absorption rate was 51.80%, Svoboda and
Barier [36] measured the sedimentation value of 2
different wheat cultivars as 30 ml and 25 ml. Atli et
al. [37] determined the sedimentation value of 20
wheat cultivars as 18.8-57.6 ml.
Since cookie wheat flours’ quality are affected
considerably by factors such as the variety, location,
and climate, it may be normal to find that there are
limited differences between the results of different
researchers and the results of the present study.
As can be seen from the alveogram values
(Table 2), cookie flour has the ability to spread
because of its low gluten content. The fine
granulation structure of the cookie flours is
associated with low protein content and low water
absorption ability to provide the desired spreading
rate and uniform internal structure in products made
from soft wheat.

*2635;&2&0;6.6&2)485(-&6&'.0.7; Sensory
analysis was done 4 hours after the cookies were
produced. Cookies were evaluated by 15 trained
panellists in terms of appearance (brightness, surface
colour and surface smoothness), inner structure
(cross section structure, pore distribution, crust
thickness) taste (hardness, chewiness, dispersion in
the mouth) and flavour.
A 5-point hedonic scale was used to determine
the sensory quality criteria. "Dislike extremely" and
"like extremely" were scored in order from lowest
point to highest point. The same scale was applied
when the purchasability was determined. 1 point
"definitely would not buy" and 5 points "definitely
would buy" was expressed as. The purchasability
test was conducted with a total of 30 volunteer
cookie consumers, 15 males and 15 females aged
between 17 and 62 years.

! 
31*4534*57.*63+(33/.*+0385
Properties
Moisture (%)
Wet gluten (%)
Dry gluten (%)
Sedimentation (ml)
Delayed sedimentation (ml)
Alveo-Konsistograph parameters
Water absorption (%)
P: Resistance to extension (mmH2O)
L: Extensibility (mm)
G: Expansion index
W: Area under the curve (10-4J)
RP/L: Ratio of curve height to length
Ie: Elasticity index (%)

7&7.67.(&0&2&0;6.6The trials were conducted
in triplicate. The data obtained at the end of the study
were compared with the analysis of variance.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed
using the SPSS 16.0 program. Averages of the
sources of principal variation, whose differences are
statistically significant, were determined by the
Duncan multiple comparison test.
 "!  "

Cookie
flour
14.2
28
9
21
14
54.9
57
44
14.8
83
1.3
24.3

31*4534*57.*63+:-*&7,*51 The moisture
content of HSWG was 11.02% and the total fat
content was 20.94%. As seen from these results, the
fat content of wheat germ is quite high. Germ oil is
rich in essential fatty acids. However, it contains B1,
B2, B6, PP and D vitamins and other biologically
active compounds [38]. Germ ash value was
calculated to be 4.56. This value was in agreement
with the values determined by Appelt [10] (4-5%)
and Çakmaklı [39] (4.82%).



31* 534*57.*6 3+ 33/.* 0385 The
moisture, wet gluten, dry gluten, sedimentation and
alveo-consistogram values of cookie wheat flour
used in cookie production are given in Table 2.
Cookie wheat flour is in the category of special
purpose flour in the Turkish Food Codex Wheat
Flour Association No: 2013/9 [32].
The moisture content of the cookie flour used
in the experiments was 14.2%, the wet gluten value
was 28%, the dry gluten value was 9%, the
sedimentation value was 21 ml and the water
absorption was 54.9%. Demir [33] reported that
moisture content of cookie flour was 11.71%, wet
gluten value was 23.5%, selenium sedimentation
value was 20.5 ml; Sertakan [34] reported the
moisture content of wheat flour as 13.8% and the wet
gluten content as 23%, the sedimentation value as 21
ml and the water absorption as 49.4%; Levent [35]

31* 4534*57.*6 3+ (33/.* 6&140*6 The
moisture values of the cookies were 9.6% in control
and 8% in germ-added samples. Moisture content of
cookies made by various researchers were reported
to vary from 2.1% to 9.47% [40], [41], [42].
The physical properties of cookies containing
HSWG at different ratios are given in Table 3. There
was no statistically significant difference in widths
with increasing HSWG supplementation ratio (p>
0.05). After 10% substitution level, thickness was
decreased and spread ratio was increased. However,
no statistically significant difference was found between 20% and 30% addition levels in terms of both
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In contrast the L value a value (redness) was increased significantly from 6.94 to 8.92, 9.77 and
11.06 for control and for 10, 20 and 30% usage levels
of HSWG respectively. On the other hand b value
(yellowness) of HSWG containing cookies were
gradually decreased with the addition of higher levels of HSWG.
Increase at the browning of cookies might be
due to maillard reactions and sugar caramelization.
Maillard reaction occurs between compounds with
amino groups and carbonyl groups present in foods
and lysine provided the majority of free amino
groups in proteins, which were the main participant
in this reaction [50]. Wheat germ has well-balanced
amino acid profiles and relatively rich in lysine,
which is the first limiting amino acid in the wheat
grain [51]. The lysine content would increase proportionally as the amount of HSWG added to the
cookies and as a result more darker cookies were obtained.
Also the acidic character of the lysine is due to
the presence of two amino groups, might be resulted
in a faster reaction [52] so more browning.
Furthermore, the addition of HSWG at the 30%
level was caused to form cracks on the surface of the
cookies (Fig. 1).

thickness and spread ratio (p> 0.05). Due to the increase in the HSWG supplementation rate, the decrease in the thickness of the cookies and the increase in the spread ratio were expected, due to the
dilution of the gluten by the germ particles. These
results were similar to those reported for cookies prepared from defatted wheat germ –wheat flour blends
[43].
Contrary to these results, Acun [41] found no
significant change in width and thickness at 5%
addition of grape seed flour, but reported that the
addition of more than 7.5% led to a decrease in
cookie width. Similarly, it was reported that the
spread ratio of cookies decreased as the contribution
rate increased in different studies; such as lemon
fiber-wheat bran [42], wheat-rice bran [44], palm
plant residue [45], pea flour [46], rye flour buckwheat flour [42], apples, oranges, lemons,
grapefruits, carrots, oranges fibers [47].
This study suggests that the increase in the rate
of spread ratio by HSWG addition is due to the
decrease in hydrophilic areas due to the decreasing
gluten content in the germ. It was reported that the
cookies with a high spread ratio were preferred most
[48], and high quality cookies was obtained [34].
Ertop et al. [49] found that the germ generally
contained 9% fat and they suggested that this fat may
be prevent the mass formation between starch and
gluten thus it leads the product to become soft. In the
present study higher spread ratio of cookies with
high amounts of HSWG may be attributed the higher
fat content of HSWG so it may cause the dough
become softer.

! 
-;6.(&04534*57.*63+(33/.*6(327&.2.2, #
&7).++*5*275&7.36 
HSWG
level
(%)
0

W
mm)

T
(mm)

(W/T
)

L

a

b

59.5a

12.3a

4.8b

63. 9a

6.9d

17.6a

10

59.8a

12.1a

4.9b

56.0b

8.9c

15. 9b

20

60.1

a

11.7

b

5.1

a

52.1

c

b

59.9

a

11.7

b

5.1

a

48.7

d

30

9.8

11.1

" 
9*5&009.*:3+(33/.*6&140*6453)8(*):.7-
).++*5*270*9*063+ #
Demir [33] reported that the L * and b * values
of the cookies produced with full wheat flour
decreased, while the a * value increased [53].
*2635; 4534*57.*6 3+ (33/.*6 The cookies
produced in the experiments were subjected to sensorial evaluation and results are shown in Figure 2.
Sensorial test revealed that sudden drop was noted
after the 10% addition level in the crust thickness
value were taken significantly high scores than control and other germ added cookies by means of
brightness, surface colour and inner pore distribution. Panellists found the surface smoothness of the
HSWG cookies significantly lower than the control.
In addition cookies containing more than 20%
HSWG were taken least surface smoothness scores
because of cracks on their surface.
Although a slight decrease was observed at the
cross section structure after addition of HSWG, there
is no statistical difference was detected between
cookies. A sudden drop at crust thickness was noted
after the 10% addition level of HSWG.
Increasing levels of HSWG (0–30%) were
caused a significant decrease at the hardness value of

14.5c
a

13.3

d

(1)

: There is no statistically significant difference between the averages indicated by the same letter in the same column (p <0.05).
W: Width, T: Thickness, W/T: Spread Ratio
L:Brigtness, a: redness, b:yellowness

30385 9&08*6 3+ (33/.* 6&140*6 Colour is
one of the important factors affecting consumer
choice. Especially in cereal products, colour is
gaining more importance because it gives an idea
about freshness of the product. When Table 3 is
considered, the values of L, a and b of cookies
produced by adding HSWG and were observed
statistically different from each other and from
control samples.
The L value, indicator of the brightness, was
decreased significantly as the level of HSWG increased. As can be seen from Figure 1, cookies were
become darker with the increasing levels of HSWG.
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cookies while hardness of 10 % containing HSWG
cookies were closely resembled the control (100%
wheat flour) cookies with 20 and especially 30%
HSWG was found difficult to bite because of their
higher hardness. Dough became harder and denser as
a result of competition between non-starch polysaccharides such as cellulose and hemicellulose with
gluten for water through HSWG addition [54]. Thus
when HSWG was added more than 10% level this
might cause the firm and hard structure on final product. The force applied during the bite increased as
the germ addition rate increased, and the cookies displayed a harder structure.
Chewiness is a dependant on hardness parameter; therefore, its behaviour will follow a similar tendency. But chewiness of 10% HSWG cookies were
scored a little more than control. On the other hand
further increasing the supplementation amount of
HSWG up to 30% was lead to drop chewiness, distribution in the mouth and flavour points of cookies.
10% HSWG added cookies received almost similar
flavour scores when compared with control. Heat
treatment was provide a roasted taste to wheat germ.
Therefore addition of this roasted germ in to cookies
was found acceptable and pleasant up to 10% level.
But increasing the usage level of it at 20% and 30%
levels were brought an unpleasant flavour to cookies.
Highest sensorial scores was reported by Tyagi
et al. [55] and Tiwari et al. [46] for cookies with 15%
non-fat mustard seed flour and 15% pea flour, respectively.

between them (p> 0.05). When the HSWG
supplementation level was increased to 20%, the
availability scores decreased, and at 30% there was
a further decrease in this parameter. Therefore, we
suggest that the HSWG cookies can be prepared with
up to 10% addition level of it to maintain the sensory
acceptability for the consumers. According to the
findings, 10% germ added cookies were preferred
over 20% and 30% added levels. That is, the
consumer will tend to buy cookies containing 10%
germ.
" 
The conversion of food industry by-products to
valuable food ingredients is important both in terms
of contributing to the economy and increasing the
functional characteristics of food in which they used.
Wheat germ, an important by-product of flour
industry is generally used as an animal feed.
Therefore in the present study it was aimed to gain
wheat germ as a value-added food ingredient by
investigating its effect on the quality of cookies. Raw
wheat germ was subjected to heat treatment. To
increase its keeping quality and pleasant flavour that
gives to cookies.
The addition of increasing amounts of HSWG
was not caused a significant difference on moisture
content and widthness of the cookies, while the
thickness, brightness and yellowness were reduced.
In contrast spread ratio and redness were shown an
increase with the increasing rates of HSWG. When
the supplementation level of it was raised to 30%,
the surface of the cookies were began to crack. This
data is important to put forward the impact of HSWG
on cookie quality from the technological point of
view.
The results showed a higher sensorial scores
and acceptability for the cookies with 10% of
HSWG, with the lower scores for the cookies with
20 and 30%. So in order to improve functional
properties of cookies with reduced fat and sugar
content and acceptable quality in terms of
technological and sensorial viewpoint, raw germ
after roasting can be used up to 10% level.


 

" 
*2635;*9&08&7.32&2)485(-&6&'.0.7;3+(33/.*
6&140*6453)8(*):.7-).++*5*270*9*06
 (327530  &2) 3+ #
85(-&6&'.0.7;3+(33/.*6 The purchasability
test of the produced cookies was carried out with an
equal number of men and women aged between 17
and 62 years with 30 volunteer cookie consumers.
As a result of scores given by different consumers at
income level and education level, the findings
obtained were given in Fig. 2. %10 HSWG cookies
were received more point than others. It was not
noteworthy that these cookies were got a little bit
more score than the control samples. The control
group and the 10% germ added cookie group
generally received "definitely would buy" points and
no statistically significant difference was found
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data and guidance for improving crop disease resistance in practical applications, and lay the foundation for its development and application.

In this study, the strain Ht-q6-Rif was inoculated with different inoculation methods on the
young stem and leaf of walnut, and the colonization
sites of the strain were obtained by scanning electron
microscopy combined with the resistant strain. Colonization dynamics: Ht-q6-Rif can be colonized on
the surface and internal of walnut leaves after inoculation, and the number of bacteria after successful
colonization is stable. As the sampling time is 28
days, the size of the young stem and leaf of the walnut plant is very different from that of the previous
sampling.

% "
(;,90(3 Test plant material and biocontrol
strain: Thin shell incense 3 walnut seedlings (Horticultural College of Shanxi Agricultural University);
      Ht-q6.
Test medium: NA medium, PDA medium, LB
medium (yeast extract 5 g, tryptone 10 g, NaCl 10 g,
distilled water 1000 mL, pH 7.2).
(169 9,(.,5;: pH 7.17, 0.2 mol/L PBS
buffer: 0.2 mol/L KH2PO4 and 0.2 mol/L K2HPO4 3:
7 were mixed and sterilized before use.
Rifampicin (Sigma): 250 mg was dissolved in
25 mL of 95% alcohol to give 10 mg/mL mother liquor and stored at 4.

&$ !
Ht-q6, walnut, colonization ability, Endophytic  
    


" #"

(05 05:;9<4,5; Japan JEOL JSM-6490LV
scanning electron microscope, SW-CJ-2FD clean
bench, GSP-9270MPE incubator, ZWYR-211C oscillation incubator, Thermo Sorvall ST refrigerated
centrifuge, Haier BCD-579WE refrigerator.

Chemical fungicides, available for the management of plant diseases, present many adverse effects
on humans and environment especially with the
emergence of the phenomenon of resistance of fungi
to these pesticides [1]. Consequently, increasing agricultural productivity using friendly andenvironmentally products depends largely on the development of new and potent biocontrol strategies to a variety of currently usedchemical fungicides [2-4].
Biological control basis in the use of natural antagonistic organisms to combat pests or suppress
plant diseases, offers an interesting alternative to the
use of chemicals [5-9].   spp. are among the
beneficial bacteria exploited as biocontrol agents
[10-12]. These Gram positive and spore-forming
bacteria are able to colonize the roots or the rhizosphere with beneficial effects on plants from which
they were designated as Plant Growth Promoting
Rhizobacteria (PGPR) [13-15].
In this context, the colonization ability and colonization of Ht-q6-Rif obtained from Ht-q6 were
studied by the method of scanning electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy
(TEM). The strain Ht-q6 provides more theoretical

,;/6+!*9,,505.6-90-(470*059,:0:;(5;
:;9(05:,;,*;0656-!,5:0;0=0;?6-;8 !;9(05;6
0-(470*05The sensitivity of the Ht-q6 strain to rifampicin was first detected. The NA medium was
cooled to about 50°C and the diluted rifampicin
mother liquor was mixed in such a proportion that
the rifampicin concentration was 0,0.5 μg/mL, 1
μg/mL, 2 μg/mL, 4 μg/mL and 8 μg/mL. After mixing the tablet containing the tablet, each concentration of 3 repeat. 100 μL of Ht-q6 bacteria was cultured on each treatment plate for 12 h, and the growth
of colony was observed after incubation at 30 for
36 h.
!*9,,505. 6- "90--,9905, !;9(05: 6- ;8 
!;9(05:The sensitivity of the Ht-q6 strain to rifampicin was 1 μg/mL. According to the results, 2
μg/mL,4 μg/mL, 10 μg/mL, 20 μg/mL, 50 μg/mL,
100 μg/mL, 200 μg/mL, 300 μg/mL, respectively.
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walnut was shown in Fig. 1 A. The number of bacteria attached to the leaves was very large, and the
leaves of the leaves. The volume is much more than
the soaking treatment of leaves. Walnut leaf cross
section of the scanning electron microscopy can be
clearly seen that a small number of bacteria have successfully invaded walnut leaves inside.
Figure 1 B and 1 C were colonization of the
walnut leaf at 24 h and 36 h after inoculation: the
amount of bacteria attached to the leaf surface was
reduced compared to 12 h after inoculation Trend,
the amount of leaf spray treated with the amount of
bacteria is still more than soaking treatment. Leaf
surface of the bacteria and more bacteria in the form
of bacteria, there are a few single bacteria exist
alone, and more in the leaf surface depression at the
site of the bacteria attached to the site. The amount
of bacteria in the invaded leaves increased with the
increase of 12 h after inoculation, and the vascular
bundles could be invaded, which indicated that the
strain might be transferred by means of vascular bundles, and further confirmed by the experiment.
It can be seen from Fig. 1D that after 48 h of
colonization, some bacteria and granules appeared in
the leaf table, indicating that the strain had been
adapted to the leaf environment and began to propagate on the leaf surface. At the same time, the bacteria were successfully present, Ht-q6-Rif has been
successfully colonized within the walnut leaves and
begins to propagate the cells. No significant increase
or decrease was observed at 36 h after inoculation
compared with the amount of internal bacteria.
The results of scanning electron microscopy
showed that the adsorption capacity of endophytic
bacteria on the leaf surface was inoculated within 36
h after inoculation, and the foliar cells were reduced.
48 hours after inoculation, the results showed that
the amount of leaf surface did not decrease continuously. In addition, the results of leaf cross section
scanning showed that the cells could invade the
leaves within 12 h after inoculation, and the cells
were clustered at 48 h after inoculation. In addition,
the cells showed that the strain Ht-q6-Rif could be
invaded from the follicular glands and stomata in the
walnut leaf and the presence of the leaves in the walnut leaf.

After incubation for 36 h, Containing the same concentration of rifampicin on the plate and then cultured for 2 passages in the next induction concentration LB medium. The labeled strain, which was stably grown on NA plates containing 300 μg/mL rifampicin, was screened as Ht-q6-Rif.
65:;9<*;0656-90-(470*05:;9(05:05>(35<;
73(5;:5;090-(470*05:;9(05+,(3:>0;/?6<5.
73(5;: 6- >(35<; Two days after germination of
walnut seedlings. Sprayed with 70% ethanol sprayed
sterile water 3 times, until the surface of the fresh
water after the natural air dry and then sprayed by
two ways to deal with each treatment of three walnut
seedlings to sterile water as a control. The concentration of the suspension was 108 cfu/mL, sprayed 3
times, and the whole plant was sprayed with sterile
water after drying the bacteria suspension. Soak for
2 h in the beaker, and finally spray the whole plant
with sterile water.
,*07, :;9(05: *65;(0505. +9<. 73(;, ;,:;
The leaves of the treated walnut plants were treated
at 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 14, 21 and 28 d after treatment. The
samples were weighed 0.3-0.5 g each, and 75% alcohol wiped the surface and dried with sterile water.
A sample was added to the sterilization column, 9.5
mL of PBS buffer and a little sterile quartz sand were
thoroughly ground. The grinding fluid and its 10fold, 100-fold dilutions were applied to NA plates
containing 300 μg/mL Rif, respectively. On each of
the three gradients of each gradient. (cfu/g) per gram
of plant tissue (fresh weight), and the number of bacteria per gram of plant tissue (fresh weight) was
counted.
9,7(9(;065 (5+ ):,9=(;065 6- 3,*;965
0*96:*67,The young leaves of walnut were cut at
12 h, 24 h, 36 h and 48 h after spraying and soaking,
and cut into small pieces in 3% glutaraldehyde solution and fixed at 4 for 24 h. After the fixation was
done, the sections were washed with 0.1 mol / L PBS
buffer and the sections were washed for 15 min each
time. The gradient was then dewatered with 50%,
70%, 80%, 95% and 100% ethanol for 15 min at each
gradient, where 100% ethanol was treated twice. After dehydration, the samples were treated with tertbutanol and the samples were freeze-dried. Freezedried paste the sample, spray gold, electron microscopy to observe the camera.


!#"!!#!!

63650@(;065(5+044,9:06505;/,*63650@(
;0656-?6<5.3,(=,:6->(35<;Stems and leaves of
the walnut were collected by the immersion and incubation of the Ht-q6-Rif suspension and the stems
and leaves were collected. Results As shown in Figure 2, the strain recovered from the plant can be
grown on an NA plate containing rifampicin at a concentration of 300 μg / mL, whereas no bacterial colonies were found on the plate of the control plant
abrasive, indicating that the strain was successful in
walnut plants Colonization, while the control can be
excluded by other bacteria on the impact of the
amount of bacteria.

63650@(;0656-!79(?(5+44,9:065"9,(;
4,5;05&6<5.,(=,:6-$(35<; The samples of
walnut leaves treated at 12 h, 24 h, 36 h and 48 h
were observed by scanning electron microscopy.
The results are shown in Figure 1. The attachment of
endophytic bacteria Ht-q6-Rif to the young leaves of
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65;963.96<7
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The results of the colonization dynamics and
the results of scanning electron microscopy showed
that the amount of spray inoculated with Ht-q6-Rif
was higher than that of soaking inoculation. However, the colonization curve shows that the strain can
not distinguish between the surface and the internal
colonization of the strain. Therefore, the colonization of the strain Ht-q6-Rif in walnut plants is more
intuitively demonstrated by scanning electron microscopy combined with the recovery of plate count.

#  
"/,*63650@(;0656-;8  0-05:;,4:(5+
3,(=,:6->(35<;


#!!
#  
"/,.96>;/6-:;9(059,*6=,9,+-964>(35<;

Two strains were inoculated with Ht-q6-Rif,
and the colonization of the strain in the leaves and
stems of walnut was observed at 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 14, 21
and 28 days after inoculation. Of the stems and
leaves can be detected in the Ht-q6-Rif, spray inoculation in the walnut leaves and stems colonization
is greater than the soaking inoculation. The amount
of bacteria in the stems and leaves of walnut was always decreased, and the final colonies became stable
after 21 days of inoculation. The colonies in the
stems and leaves were about 3.86  102 cfu / g and
2.96  102 cfu / g.
The results showed that the number of bacteria
in the walnut stems and leaves decreased gradually
within 7 days after inoculation, and then the trend of
"increasing first and then decreasing" was observed.
The amount of bacteria in the later plant was basically stable , And the number of colonies in stem and
leaf were about 9.45  103 cfu / g and 2.81  103
cfu / g, respectively. In addition, 28 days after colonization, a considerable amount of bacteria was recovered from the walnut green skin, indicating that
the Ht-q6-Rif strain could not only colonize the walnut, but also in the walnut plant. But also that the
bacteria can be long-term colonization in the walnut
body without causing damage to walnut tissue.

In this study, the strain Ht-q6-Rif was inoculated with different inoculation methods on the
young stem and leaf of walnut, and the colonization
sites of the strain were obtained by scanning electron
microscopy combined with the resistant strain. Colonization dynamics: Ht-q6-Rif can be colonized on
the surface and internal of walnut leaves after inoculation, and the number of bacteria after successful
colonization is stable. As the sampling time is 28
days, the size of the young stem and leaf of the walnut plant is very different from that of the previous
sampling. The stem and leaf of the later stage are the
newly growing part after inoculation, and the strain
is also isolated from the newly grown green walnut,
indicating that the strain Ht-q6-Rif can be transported in walnut plants after successful colonization.
$"!
Research Fund for the Doctoral Program of
Shanxi Agricultural University (No. 2013YJ10) and
Key Programs of Shanxi Province (No.
201703D221010-2).
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Paper present modeling for max range of nitrogen oxide in the fertilizer plant (FP). Based on
the results of modeling and analysis of aggregate
data it can be concluded that the application of
software ALOHA (model) it is possible to plan and
manage the set limit values for concentrations of
pollutants in industrial plants along with monitoring
the dispersion of pollutants in the fertilizer plant.
The model was applied, which based on Gaussian
distribution calculates maximum range of pollutants
and pollutant concentrations. These researches are
specific and using the model of NO2 dispersion, the
dominant pollutants in the fertilizer industry. The
modeling for the control and reduction of pollution
(MCRP) can be used in case of chemical accidents.

The experimental part consists of analytical
consideration and graphical display of high emitters
- sources of NO2 in plants FP. As IPP1 presented
are the plants for the production of fertilizers. To
obtain accurate data the used model is licensed
ALOHA®5.4.1. programme of the U.S. National
Agency for Environmental Protection EPA. The
analysis included a mathematical calculation of
maximum range of pollutants for different boundary conditions (U.S. EPA and national standards).
The ratio of the results was calculated and the analysis of each particular high emitter. Model testing is
an integral part of the experimental work.
51<<-:; The overview of high emitters in
the FP (based on the Register of pollution sources
of national importance) is presented. In addition to
analytical outline also presented was the graphical
display of emissions in the plants of FP Table 1.
shows all high emitters of the plants FP (A1-A10),
Mentioned are the geographical positions of each
emitter (GPRS) and plants in which there is each
high emitter. In FP the plants from PA1 to PA4 are
located.
Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of high
emitters for FP. Emitters A1-A10 are presented in
plants that is are marked on the satellite view.

&$ !
max range, accident, chemical
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The modeling for the control and reduction of
pollution (MCRP) can be determinated max range
and vulnerable zone. The model based on Gaussian
distribution calculates maximum range of pollutants
and concentrations. Paper presents experiment and
results for FP.
"
1;<7.01/0-51<<-:;


Items

Plant

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10

PA1
PA1
PA1
PA2
PA2
PA2
PA3
PA3
PA3
PA4

GPS
N
E
44 °50 25.23 20 °39 59.16
44 °50 25.15 20 °39 59.35
44 °50 25.40 20 °39 59.45
44 °50 26.10 20 °39 57.65
44 °50 25.06 20 °39 59.06
44 °50 25.26 20 °39 57.06
44 °50 25.37 20 °40 03.60
44 °50 25.85 20 °40 03.07
44 °50 25.58 20 °40 03.33
44 °50 24.02 20 °39 55.70

GPS geographical position of emitters, N-latitude, E-longitude
A1-A10 - high emitters in plants FP
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Emitters
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10

Emitters
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10

Mass flow
(kg⁄ h)
36.2
0.54
0.02
83.4
62.6
213.21
46.3
116.8
72.5
21

"
"0-168=<,)<)7.57,-416/.7:

Height releases
Mass flow
(m)
(kg⁄ min)
45
0.603
20.8
0.009
9.3
0.00333
82
1.39
82
1.04
82
3.55
18
0.772
18
1.95
18
1.21
46
0.350

Quantity
(kg)
36.2
0.540
0.020
83.4
62.6
213
46.3
117
72.5
21



The share of
emitters (%)
5.55
0.083
0.0031
12.78
9.59
32.64
7.09
17.93
11.11
3.22

" 
!=55):A>1-?7.-51<<-:;)6,;0):-7.8744=<)6<;16-5-:/16/8744=<176

The share of
Mass flow
Height releases
Mass flow
Quantity
emitters
(kg⁄ h)
(m)
(kg⁄ min)
(kg)
(%)
36.2
45
0.603
36.2
1.386
0.54
20.8
0.009
0.540
0.02
0.02
9.3
0.00333
0.020
0.0007
83.4
82
1.39
83.4
3.19
62.6
82
1.04
62.6
2.40
213.21
82
3.55
213
8.156
46.3
18
0.772
46.3
1.77
116.8
18
1.95
117
4.48
72.5
18
1.21
72.5
2.776
21
46
0.350
21
0.804
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Developed model for the control and reduction of pollution presents results of the research by
application of licensed U.S. program ALOHA (Area Locations of Hazardous Atmospheres) developed by the U.S. Agency for Environmental Protection EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) for
the pollution distribution at the given input data.
The developed model considers four cases scenarios for different input values (limit values of
pollutants) in three industrial plants (plant for the
production of nitrogen FP) The results of modeling
were analyzed in order to recommend the operation
by which the required emission limits will be satisfied.
The model application requires entering the
data (fixed and variable), the formation of graphics
and tabulation of results. Fixed parameters of the
model are the physical characteristics of the model
(height, diameter and pollutants of the model); the
variable parameters are the mass flow, the total
amount of pollutants and meteorological data. The
pollutants for all high emitters were modeled and
the obtained values varied depending on the defined
limit values of pollutants.
Application of the model is simple, accurate
and allows prediction of pollutant emissions in all
conditions. The most important consideration is the
so-called "worst case" that shows the model results
for the worst case. The developed model of integrated pollution control and prevention uses the
diffusion equations of emissions during the continuous operation of the plant as well as the equations
for the plant operation during the irregular operation.

Studied pollutants can be found at 10 emitters
mentioned in Table 1. (A1-A10). The emitters A1,
A2, A3 are located in the plant PA1. The emitters
A4, A5, A6 are located in the plant PA2. The emitters A7, A8, A9 are located in the plant PA3. The
emitters A10, are located in the plant PA4.
Characteristics of high emitters are shown in
Tables of calculations (height, diameter of emitter,
fluid flow). The input data of the model that is used
for calculation of the maximum range of pollutants
are:
1. Physical and chemical characteristics of the
pollutants NO2
2. The mass flow on the emitter,
3. Continual/discontinual emitter characteristic
There are three possibilities of calculation:
Gaussian method, "heavy gas" method and letting
the program itself to choose the model. The final
result also depends on the choice of limit values of
the model.
The total aggregate amount of pollutants is
2611.47 kg10 emitters are defined that make up the
largest share in emerging of the pollutants: A4, A6,
A8. The largest share was detected in three emitters
from FP.
In Figure 2. the percentage of the overall pollution for the high emitters of FP is shown where it
can be seen that the largest percentage share is of
the emitter A6 (22%).
The atmospheric conditions that were used as
input data and did not change during the experiment
are listed. Values were used for the worst case scenario ("worst case"): wind speed of 2 m/s, wind
direction southeast, urban area, temperature 15° C,
stability class F, relative humidity 50%. The limit
values of Serbia (for NO2 limit values are 0.15
mg/m3; 700 mg/m3, 2 mg/m3) and Russia (for NO2
limit values are 0.25 mg/m3; 0:04 mg/m3; 0.002
mg/m3).
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⎡ − 1 ( +  )2 ⎤
⎢
⎥
2
⎣ 2 σ
⎦

}

limit values of ALOHA model) on an industrial
example IPP1 is shown. By modeling the result is
obtained showing the three areas of vulnerability,
which is indicated in the table with the colors of
red, orange and yellow. Modeling for scenario 2
(modeling according to national limit values) on an
industrial example FP is shown. Modeling for scenario 3 (potentially worst case of pollution) on an
industrial example FP is shown. Modeling for scenario 4 (modeling according to limit values in Russia) on an industrial example FP is shown.
Modeling for scenario 1: The red color shows
the area for concentration of pollutant NO2 (20
ppm), the orange for the concentration (12.5 ppm)
and yellow for the concentration (0.5 ppm).
Modeling for scenario 2: The red color shows
the area for concentration of pollutant NO2 (2
mg/m3), the orange for concentration (700 mg/m3)
and yellow for concentration (0.15 mg/m3).
Modeling for scenario 3: The red color shows
the area for concentration of pollutant NO2 (2
mg/m3), the orange for concentration (700 mg/m3)
and yellow for concentration (0.15 mg/m3).
Modeling for scenario 4: The red color shows
the area for concentration of pollutant NO2 (250
mg/m3), the orange for concentration (40 mg/m3)
and yellow for concentration (2 mg/m3). The result
obtained by modeling was the maximum range of
pollutants or the maximum distance the pollutant
can reach. Gauss and "Heavy gas" models are used
to calculate the dispersion of pollutants [4, 6].

⎤ +exp
⎥
⎥⎦

(1)



Equation (1) represents the calculation of the
concentration at the continual work of broadcasters
and is dependent on the emission rate of pollutant
Q, the effective source height H, the wind speed u
and standard-deviation of the concentration of pollutant.
The parameters in equation (1) and equation
(2):
C (x,y,z) - the concentration at the point (x,z,y)
Q
- emission rate of pollutant
H
- effective source height

σ  σ  - standard deviation of the concentration of

pollutant in the horizontal and vertical direction
u
- wind speed
1..=;176-9=)<176.7:)++1,-6<)4-51;;176



C(x,y,z)=
3

2π σ σ σ 

exp

2
⎧⎪ ⎡ ( −  )2
⎡ ( +  )2 ⎤ ⎫⎪
 2 ⎤ ⎫⎪ ⎧⎪ ⎡ ( −  ) ⎤
+
⎥ × exp⎢−
⎨− ⎢
⎥⎬
⎥ + exp⎢
2
2 ⎬ ⎨
2
2
2σ  ⎦
2σ  ⎦⎥ ⎪⎭ ⎪⎩ ⎣
⎪⎩ ⎣⎢ 2σ 
⎣ 2σ  ⎦ ⎪⎭

(2)
Equation (2) represents the calculation of the
concentration of high emitters in accidental emission and is dependent on the emission rates of pollutant q, the effective source height H, the wind
speed u and standard deviation of the pollutant concentration. Fixed input data are the physical characteristics of the emitters (height, diameter, pollutant)
[2, 3, 5, 8].

!#"!!#!!
Table 5. shows the modeling results for FP for
vulnerable zones by models at limit values of
ALOHA model, national limit values and Russian
literature data.

7,-416/ 7. !+-6):17    )6,  .7: 
Modeling for scenario 1 (modeling according to the
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7,-416/>)4=-;.7:)<4151<>)4=-;7.57,-4
Emitters
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10

The mass flow
(kg⁄h)
36.2
0.54
0.02
83.4
62.6
213.21
46.3
116.8
72.5
21

The mass flow
(kg⁄min)
0.603
0.009
0.00333
1.39
1.04
3.55
0.772
1.95
1.21
0.350
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Total
quantity (kg)
36.2
0.540
0.020
83.4
62.6
213
46.3
117
72.5
21

Height
releases (m)
45
20.8
9.3
82
82
82
18
18
18
46
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Emitter

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

A8

A9

A10

" 
"0-57,-416/:-;=4<;.7:.7:>=46-:)*4-B76-;' (

Vulnerable zones by models, (km)
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 4
0.031
1.4
0.097
0.931
3.6
0.125
0.673
37
10
0.151
0.011
0.011
0.395
0.098
0.013
0.394
1.9
0.075
0.011
0.011
0.028
0.018
0.013
0.011
0.067
0.149
0.045
0.969
2.1
0.191
1.4
10
5.5
1.0
5.7
10
10
0.130
0.039
0.969
1.8
0.165
1.2
10
4.7
0.896
4.9
10
10
0.244
0.067
1.4
3.4
0.312
2.3
10
8.9
1.700
9.3
10
10
0.111
0.0 34
1.6
0.142
1.1
4.0
0.764
4.2
10
0.178
0.052
2.5
0.228
1.7
6.5
1.200
6.8
10
0.141
0.042
2.0
0.178
1.3
5.1
0.968
5.3
10
0.074
0.022
1.0
0.093
691
2.7
0.506
2.7
10
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Emitter

“Worst case”
value (km)

A1
10
A2
1.9
A3
0.338
A4
10
A5
10
A6
10
A7
10
A8
10
A9
10
A10
10
A1-A10 - high emitters in plants FP

Design
(Theoretical-licensing)
value (km)

Modeled
value (km)
Foreign
EPA Russia
0.67
10
0.075
1.9
0.013
0.338
1.00
10
0.896
10
1.7
10
0.764
10
1.2
10
0.968
10
0.506
10
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National
3.7
0.394
0.067
5.7
4.9
9.3
4.2
6.8
5.3
2.7

10.00
10.00
10.00
-

$#

! % 

 



Table 6. shows the comparison of the obtained
maximum ranges of pollutants for the modeled values (EPA, national and Russian concentration limit
values) and the design of values of pollutants’
range. Modeled value is the column originated as
the result of research of Scenario 1 and Scenario 4,
the design value of pollutants range is the result of
research of Scenario 3. Whereas the column "worst
case" emerged as the highest score of all four Sce-



!"  ! 

narios. "Worst Case" is necessary in research and
modeling as the highest values are obtained.
:)801+ :-8:-;-6<)<176 7. <0- :-;=4<; 7.
57,-4416/ Graph 1 and 2 present results for scenario 1 for FP; graph 3 and 4 present results for
scenario 2; graph 5 and 6 presents results for scenario 3 and graph 7 and 8 presents results for scenario 4 for FP. It is methods for determinated max
range and vulnerability for zones [1, 6].
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Paper analyzes the FP and the model which
based on Gaussian distribution calculates maximum
range of pollutants and pollutant concentrations.
For the first time in a unique way the cumulative
effect of pollutants NO2 for existing modes of operation are shown. Based on the application of the
models and their analyses as well as by varying
variables the planning of optimal modes of fertilizer is enabled. Presented operating mode with
constant control of parameters reduces pollution.
The modeling for the control and reduction of pollution (MCRP) can also be used in case of chemical accidents.

[5] Stefanov, S., Cvejic, R., Biocanin, R. (2011)
Modeling of pollutants at the landfill waste, International scientific and methodological conference. “Quality of education” management,
certification, recognition. Kramatorsk, Ukraine.
152-159.
[6] Stefanov, S. (2014) New model for Intergrated control and Reduced Pollution for Example
Oil-Petrochemical Plant. PhD Thesis, University of Novi Sad, Environmental Engineering
Department, Novi Sad, Serbia.
[7] Stefanov, S., Vojinovic Miloradov, M.,
Sokolovic, S., Bancov, S. (2009) Monitoring of
industrial pollutants in oil and petrochemical
industry. Proceedings of the Romanian Academy Serial B: Chemistry, Life Science and Geoscience. Chemistry. 2-3, 77-84
[8] Stefanov, S., Biočanin, R., Mehic, S., Adamovic, D. (2012) Modeling Of Pollutants CO,
PM, PAH In Accidental Fire at The Landfill
Waste, GCGW-12, Istanbul. 840-849.
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prophylactic nutrition. These additives increase the
strength of fish against diseases, stress and provide
optimal dietary intake with improving gastro intestinal morphology [3]. It has been observed that the
fishes showed resistance against various bacterial,
viral and parasitic diseases with the help of the immunostimulants in aquaculture. The rate of death
caused by opportunist pathogens during larval period gradually decreased, the effects and growth of
the antimicrobial substances have increased while
the negative effects of the stress have been reduced
[4, 5].
Mannan oligosaccharides (MOS) are the natural cellulose polysaccharides which include cross
ties. They are obtained through the cell walls of the
 "   yeast. With terminal
mannose units in MOS structure, it establishes adhesion with fimbriae in the pathogenic bacteria, comprises lecithin and provides excretion without negative impact on the fish. Vitamin B12 is of particular
importance because this vitamin is necessary for
usual growth and supports immune system and acts
as a coenzyme for metabolic events. The Vitamin B12
deficiency leads to decrease in anorexia and growth
in the fishes. After the injection of folic acid and xanthopterin, which are ingredients of the crystallized
Vitamin B12 into anemic salmon fish produced, affirmative progresses were observed in the blood cells
within several days and the salmon fish showed recovery from anemia rapidly [6].
Carp ("   L. 1758 is worldwide
the most cultured fish species and also produced on
large scale in Turkey. The wild carps and culture
carps which are species of economic value for people
raised in temperate climates are also resistant against
cold. They need less oxygen and have a wide range
of tolerance for oxygen. They are not hooked up or
caught through dip net and not easily wounded. They
can also live under a wide range of temperatures from 0°C to 30°C. The carps have strong adaptability to culture conditions and develop in highly
variable conditions. These carps are preferred not
only for their faster growth than a normal carp but
also for easy impregnation and breeding [7]. In this
study, the effects of MOS and Vitamin B12 which are

In this study, four hundred (400) carp frys ("
   L. 1758) were fed for 90 days with
commercial feed containing Mannan oligosaccharide (MOS) and Vitamin B12. The effects of feeding
with MOS and Vitamin B12 additives in different
proportions on the parameters on intestine and liver
histology of the carps were studied. As a result of
this particular study, no pathological disorder was
observed in the liver cells based on histologic reviews. The villi in the intestine showed slight increase both in terms of length and thickness within
the group fed with MOS, while the other groups fed
without MOS showed no alteration for this particular
organ.
&$ 
Mannan oligosaccharide, Vitamin B12, Carp ("
 , Histology, Liver, Intestine

!"!
Hygiene and fish health are important factors
which have impact on the fishery production. The
feeds and feed quality should be standardized at the
highest level for the application of hygienic fishery
techniques. It can be argued that the key to success
for the health of the fishes in aquacultural applications depends on the quality of the water and use of
high quality feeds. Although all health and hygienic
conditions are fully satisfied, the pathogenic effects
of the bacteria and parasites are inevitable. Therefore, in order to protect the fishes against diseases,
particular importance should be given primarily to
the stress factor as well as the stock density, nutrition
type, cleanliness of the tools and kits used and the
training of the personnel while protective measures
should be taken [1, 2].
The various probiotics produced for defined
purposes and several feeds with additives and vitamins which develop immune system are important
protective action in aquaculture. Probiotic feed additives have proven successful in functional and
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>7-814-5:)373)5.688)1915/+)87.8?9
Carp frys
Control
Group A
Group B
Weight of the stocked fish (g)
~1
~1
~1
Number of fishes within the group
30
30
30
Number of replications
3
3
3
0
5g
0
 (Kg-1)*
#1: (Kg-1)**
0
0
0.5 mg
0
0
0
 #1: (Kg-1)***

Group C
~1
30
3
0
0
5 g + 0.5 mg

*Rate of  in the feed (MOS/Kg-1 Feed)
**Rate of #1: in the feed (Vit-B12/Kg-1 Feed)
***Rate of  #1: in the feed (MOS+Vit-B12/Kg-1 feed)

"
1<-8')4):6>?3-56915%
(9-+:165.68+)87 .190;9;)3)5,<)+;33)8?
,19:81*;:1656.:0-0-7):6+?:-915)33/86;7931<-8+-33;5,-8;9;)3+)9-931/0:5-+86919196*9-8<-,15
/86;7=0-8- =)9963-3?;9-,
Fishes Research and Application Unit through carrying bags with oxygen support. Following adaptation
phase, lasting 15 days, all fishes were individually
weighed and measured length wise. The average initial weight and total length were measured as
1.11±0.05 g and 4.04±0.04 cm, respectively. The
fishes were stocked with an empirical application
plan that the details are specified in Table 1.

1-:9 The feeds used in the study were supplied from Pınar Feed Company, Izmir, Turkey. The
granulated feed produced specifically for the freshwater fishes with 55 % crude protein, 12 % crude fat
and metabolic energy of 4900 kcal was used during
the experiments. The other additives, MOS (Aqua-

considered to increase the performance of the carp
were investigated. The changes in intestine and liver
histology with particular emphasis on the structural
features of the intestinal microvilli on the digestion
were examined.


! ! 

47181+)3 +65,1:1659 The carp frys used in
this study were supplied from Mediterranean Aquaculture Research, Production and Training Institute,
Kepez Station, Antalya, Turkey. The fishes were
brought to the Ankara University, Faculty of Agriculture, Department of Aquaculture, Inland Water
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Myces, Vitomix, CO, USA) and Vitamin B12 (Sigma
Aldrich St. Lo. Mo, USA) were also added to the
trial feed. During the experimental period, the feeding rate of 3 % of their body weight was applied 3
times a day manually [8]. The MOS and Vitamin B12
additives were dissolved in water prior to addition of
mixed feed for both groups. The additives were
added to the feed through spray method and homogenously mixed for 5 minutes. The feeds were placed
in different cups as granule powder and the remaining feeds were re-weighed within each period to calculate the consumed feed. The MOS and Vitamin B12
ratio arrangement within trial feeds for each group
was planned as given in Table 1.

1<-8)5,15:-9:15-019:636/?For histological
study, tissue samples with a size of 0.5 cm3 from the
liver and intestine tissues of the carp frys were fixed
for a period of 48 hours in 10 % neutral formaldehyde solution. Then, the tissues were prepared in
compliance with the histopathological techniques
outlined by Culling [9]. The fixed tissue particles
were casted on the paraffin blocks subsequent to dehydration, transparency and paraffin embedment
processes. The sample tissues were then placed on
the slides after they were cut in 5µ thickness using
rotary microtome (RM2255, Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). Such sections were painted with hematoxylin-eosine method and transferred into a fixed

preparate. The preparates have then been examined
by means of light microscope. Any pathological
change in the tissues could be defined by examining
the epithelium tissue of the small intestines along
with the structural features of the villi.
 "! 

1<-8 019:636/? When the enteric tissue sections of the carp fishes were examined, it has been
noted that the pancreatic tissue and liver tissue form
primary part of the hepatopancreas. The liver is the
organ where the digested materials, vitamins and
minerals are metabolized. This tissue is the depot
where the fats in glycogen form are collected. The
formation of the nutritional pathogens is related with
the vascular problems due to the fatty microvescilar
droplets within the tissue. In order to examine the
occurrence of the pathologic changes in this particular organ, the sections painted with hematoxylen-eosine have been examined. It has been noted that the
fishes fed with commercial feed containing MOS
and vitamin B12 showed no pathologic disorder compared to the fishes in other groups. The photographs
representing various groups included in this study
are given in Figure 1.


"
4)3315:-9:15-9-+:165')4):6>?3-56915%
(6.+)87 .1905:-9:15-
-71:0-31):199;-)5,<1331,1973)?;9;)346870636/?15)33/86;7906=-<-81586;7)5,931/0:
15+8-)9-915:0-3-5/:0)5,:01+25-996.:0-15:-9:15-<1331=-8-6*9-8<-,
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5:-9:15- 019:636/? There exist villus - like
patterns which are particularly effective in the digestion and absorption of the nutrients on longitudinal
intestine section. For the fishes included in MOS,
Vitamin B12 and control groups, the cross sections
prepared from the intestines starting from the posterior Pylorus section have been examined subsequent
to hematoxylen-eosin painting process. As a result of
the examination of the intestine sections of the carp
fishes in all groups, it has been observed that the epithet structures of the intestine are normal in all samples (Figure 2). However, for Groups A and C where
MOS is added, slight increases were observed in the
length and thickness of the intestine villi.
 "

products in order to increase the efficiency of the
fishes and improve their health wise condition. Also
the effects of such products should be defined and in
case the natural feed additive is to be used widely, it
is considered that it will be beneficial for cultivation.


$! 
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In this study, the carp frys have been fed for a
period of 90 days with the commercial feed MOS
and vitamin B12 addition. The effects of MOS and
vitamin B12 addition in different rates to commercial
feed on intestine and liver histology were assessed.
The obtained results showed that the epithelium is
normal histologically in all samples when the intestinal sections of the carp fish are thoroughly examined. However, in the Groups A and C where MOS
added to the trial feed, slight increases were observed in the lengths and thickness of the carp fishes.
But no pathologic disorder was observed in the liver
cells of the trial fishes in all of the groups.
The results of this study are in line with the results obtained from the studies on different fish like
Salmon (    L.) [10]; Trout ( " [11-12];
Sole (  ) [13]; Catfish (  ) [14]; Carp
(  [15]; European Catfish (  ) [16];
Sea Bass (  ! [17]; Blackspot Seabream
  [18]; Atlantic Sturgeon (!") [19].
These studies also reported that MOS has substantial
effect on the increase of density, length and thickness of intestine microvillus and it also decreases the
observation of any damage to the intestine microvillus. The majority of the studies focus on the growth
and resistance of the fishes fed with prebiotic diets
against pathogenic bacteria as well as feed efficiency. It has been proven that alimentation through
MOS encourages growth of the fishes. Fewer studies
mention the influence of different probiotics on the
growth of the fishes.
As a result, the use of MOS and Vitamin B12
has no adverse effect on the vitality and physiology
of the carp fishes and no pathological disorder has
been observed in the intestines and livers. The fats
on the liver are usual. The lengthened and thickened
villi of the intestines prove that this particular study
has achieved a success. Although the advantages of
the feed additives have long been examined, the
studies for the use of the utterly natural MOS in the
field of fishery are quite limited in Turkey. More
comprehensive studies should be made for such
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INVESTIGATION OF DESMODESMUS ARMATUS FOR
LEAD (Pb+2) AND NICKEL (Ni+2) REMOVAL CAPACITY
FROM METAL POLLUTED WATER
Cigdem Acar, Ozden Fakioglu*
Ataturk University, Faculty of Fisheries, Erzurum, Turkey

Generally, when the pH is increased, the cationic
metals absorption is increased, but the anion metals
absorption is decreased. The leads to positively
charge surfaces in excess of the acidic environment
and increases the metal bonding of the electrostatic
attraction between the cations and the surface [7-8].
Nickel concentrations in rivers and lakes are
IDLUO\ORZ EHORZȝJ/-1 on average). The amount
of nickel in drinking water is usually below 0.02
mgL-1. Higher concentrations can also be seen in
special cases where nickel accumulation is due to
natural or industrial sources. Nickel is an element
with low toxicity when compared to materials such
as zinc, manganese and chromium. Nickel does not
accumulate in tissues [9].
The zinc removal capacity of Acutodesmus
obliquus, Desmodesmus subspicatus and D.armatus
was investigated. The highest percentage of zinc removal was found in D. subspicatus (40%), and followed by A. obliquus (30%) and D. armatus (18%)
[10].
The aim of in this study was investigate the lead
and nickel remove capacity of D. armatus that It can
grow rapidly and live in different temperature range.

ABSTRACT
This research was carried out in order to investigate the lead and nickel removal of Desmodesmus
armatus. D.armatus was applicated three doses
(0.025 mg L-1, 0.21 mg L-1, 0.25 mg L-1) lead and
three doses (0.02 mg L-1, 0.05 mg L-1, 0.3 mg L-1)
nickel. As a result of the experiment, it was determined that the highest absorbance was 0.023 ± 0.0
mgL-1 on the 13th day of lead application with 0.025
mgL-1 dose. In this study has been found that D.armatus removes about 80% of the lead in the water.
The live cells of D.armatus were able to remove
about 50% of the nickel in the water but nickel retained back to the water by die cell of D.armatus. As
a result of in this research, D.armatus was found to
be effective in lead elimination, but nickel removal
was determined to be possible only with living cells.
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INTRODUCTION
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The accumulation of domestic and industrial
heavy metal wastes in aquatic systems bring about
not only increased environmental pollution but also
reduced biodiversity [1]. The rate of accumulation of
heavy metals in aquatic ecosystems has changed to
the industrial activities in the region, human activities and human literacy rates [2].
Microalgae represent in a particular area of ecosystems [3]. These organisms are preferred studies of
heavy metal removal in the wastewater, because they
are to be susceptible, grow fast and have low cost of
breeding [4-5]. However, they are effected on heavy
metal removal by some factors such as algae cell
size, morphology, physiology, pH, temperature,
metal specificity, metal concentration and biomass
density [6-7].
The metal ions included Al+3, Cu+2, Pb+2, Cd+2,
Ni+2, Co+2, Zn+2, Fe+3, Be+2 and UO2+2. The cations
of this groups are also compatible with the pH, binding sites in the cell wall, and cationic properties of
metals [6]. The pH of the solution is an important indication for the heavy metals bioabsorption by algae.

The D.armatus used in this study was obtained
from the SAG microalgae culture unit of Göttingen
University (Germany) under the code SAG 276-13.
Cultures. The algae were inoculated into 100
ml Erlenmeyer flask and multiplied in the incubator
and then the algae were inoculated into 5 L glass containers (15x103 cellsml-1 in each sample) applied
with Bold Basal 11 medium [11]. Nutrient application was discontinued after heavy metal addition to
sample containers. Lead standard solutions (commercial name Merck 6080-56-4; formula is
(CH3COO) 2Pb.3H2O) were prepared to be final
concentration as 0.025 mgL-1 (P1), 0.21 mgL-1 (P2),
0.25 mgL-1 (P3) doses. The final concentration of
nickel (commercial name is Merck 6080-56-4; formula is CH3COO) 2Pb.3H2O) were prepared to be
final concentration as 0.02 mgL-1 (N1), 0.05 mgL-1
(N2), 0.3 mgL-1 (N3) doses. Both solutions were
stored in the refrigerator at +4ºC.
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D.armatus cell count, biomass, chlorophyll-a, pH,
temperature, dry matter and concentrations of lead
and nickel in the medium. The difference was evaluated according to the DUNCAN test. Calculations
and controls were made according to [15].

Laboratory Studies. During the experiment,
temperature, pH and light measurements were measured daily in the morning. In order to determine the
amounts of dry matter, 50 micrograms of microalgae
were taken from all cultures and analyzed every three
days. The dry matter quantities were calculated %
values by subtraction wet weighed from dry weighed
[12].
Chlorophyll-a was determinate each sample has
been taken 100 ml every three days [13]. Samples
were filtered through a Wathman GF/6 filter paper
and then allowed to dry in the dark at room temperature for 2-4 hours. The dried filter papers were
placed in test tubes (10 ml of 90% acetone). The agitated test tubes have been kept in the refrigerator (+4
°C) for 24 hours in the dark. Centrifugation of the
samples and optical density of the extract were then
carried out in spectrophotometers at 630, 645, 665
nm wavelengths.
The samples were then homogenously mixed
and counted under a microscope by dropping 2 drops
onto both sides of the Thoma lamina [4]. At the same
time, cultures were mixed homogeneously on a daily
basis to detect microalgae biomass, and then 3 ml
samples were taken with a pipette. Samples were
placed in quartz tubes and read at 680 nm wavelength in spectrophotometer. The biomass is calculated according to this formula [14];
Dry cell weight (gL-1) = 0.668×OD680

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, pH was found statistically significant
(p <0.05) the relationship between lead and nickel
applied D.armatus cultures and control group. In cultures with lead application, the highest value for Pb1
(0.025 mg L-1) was 7.77 ± 0.08 at 2nd day and the
lowest was 7.32 ± 0.49 at 8th day. The lowest and
highest values of Pb2 (0.21 mgL-1) were found to be
5.59 ± 0.07 and 7.58 ± 0.16, respectively. The highest value of Pb3 (0.25 mgL-1) was found to be 7.57 ±
0.03 at the 1st day. The pH value in the nickel-treated
cultures, the highest value for Ni1 (0.02 mgL-1) was
measured as 7.53 ± 0.02 at 4th day and the lowest
value at 11th day with 6.57 ± 0.28. In the application
of Ni2 (0.05 mgL-1), the lowest and highest values
were determined as 6.91 ± 0.08 and 7.36 ± 0.05, respectively. In the case of Ni3 (0.3 mgL-1), the highest
value was determined as 7.37 ± 0.17 at 1st day (Figure 1). The pH limit value in ideal culture media
ranges from 7 to 9 [16]. The mean of pH values for
nickel application were measured to the limit values
for the ideal culture medium, whereas the mean of
pH value for lead-treated cultures was lower than the
ideal value. Two resins [(Dowex HCR S/S (strong
cationic) and Dowex Marathon C (strong cationic)]
were chose for the purpose of copper removal from
aqueous solutions, and maximum effect of these resins on copper removal was observed pH 5.5 value so
the effect of pH also changes with respect to the adsorbent type [17].

Lead and Nickel Concentration. Lead and
nickel concentration was determinate with ICP-MS.
The Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) analysis was carried out in the Eastern
Anatolia High Technology Application and Research Center (DAYTAM) of the Atatürk University.
Statistical Analysis. One-Way (ANOVA) test
using SPSS was applied to statistical analyzes of

FIGURE 1
Change of pH value for lead and nickel applied on D.armatus (Pb1=0.025 mgL-1 Pb+2; Pb2 =0.21 mgL-1
Pb+2; Pb3=0.25 mgL-1 Pb+2; Ni1=0.02 mgL-1 Ni+2; Ni2=0.05 mgL-1 Ni+2; Ni3=0.3 mgL-1 Ni+2)
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heavy metal absorption. In the common sight absorption case, pH is more influenced than the rate of temperature [18]. During in this study, it was determined
that the change in pH was more effect on absorption
than the change in water temperature.
Chlorophyll-a was measured at the 9th and the
end of this experiment and chlorophyll-a were found
statistically significant (p<0.05) between groups and
days. The mean chlorophyll-a in the lead applied (P1,
P2 and P3) was calculated ȝJL-1; 0.05 ±
ȝJL-1 DQGȝJL-1, respectively. In nickel
applications [Ni1 (0.02 mgL-1), Ni2 (0.05 mgL-1),
Ni3 (0.3 mgL-1)] were found ȝJL-1; 0.095
ȝJL-1 DQGȝJL-1, respectively (Table 1). However, it has been reported that the same
species does not change chlorophyll-a in Cd application [19]. In the terrarial plants, Ni ion might play an
important role in the water balance of plants, so that
plants uses even a small amount of nutrient element
like a nickel. However, Pb ion was found no significant differences between the level of irrigation and
the amount of Pb removed from the soil by the plant
[20-21].

When pH value is low, the cell surface is more
positively charged. The optimum pH value for the
metal-algae interaction in the removal of heavy metals is among 5.5 to 7 [18]. The more increase the pH
value, the more increase the removal of cationic metals [8]. For cultures with nickel application, daily
changes in pH value were measured among 7.53 to
6.23. It was determined that the nickel binding capacity of D. armatus increased by 20% by decreasing
the pH value.
Water temperature of algae culture samples was
measured at 9:00 a.m. every morning. The relationship between lead and nickel applied D.armatus culture and non-applied cultures was statistically significant (p<0.05). In cultures with lead application; the
lowest value was measured at application of P2 (0.21
mgL-1) with 24.87 ± 1.75 °C and the maximum value
was measured at 35.70 ± 3.08 °C at application of
Pb1 (0.025 mgL-1). In the case of nickel application,
the lowest and highest values were determined as
24.40 ± 1.73 °C and 35.70 ± 0.46 °C, respectively
(Figure 2). Some scholars have reported that high
temperatures enhance heavy metal adsorption, while
others have suggested that high temperatures reduce

TABLE 1
Change of chlorophyll-a depend on between groups and days in D.armatus of lead and nickel
applied cultures
Control
Ni1
Ni2
Ni3
Pb1
Pb2
Pb3
(mgL-1)
(0.02mgL-1)
(0.05mgL-1)
(0.3 mgL-1)
(0.025mgL-1)
(0.21 mgL-1)
(0.25 mgL-1)
9
0,55±0,25Aa
0,05±0,01Ad
0,12±0,05Ac
0,05±0,04 Ac
0,21±0,04Ab
0,10±0,0Ac
0,19±0,05Ab
13
0,12±0,13Ba
0,01±0,01Bc
0,07±0,05Bb
0,01±0,0Bc
0,19±0,07Ba
0,00±0,00Bc
0,00±0,00Bd
AB The different capital letters in the same COLUMN show the differences of days and different capitalization is statistically significant
(p<0.05).
abcd The different lower-case letters in the same ROW show the differences of groups and different capitalization is statistically significant
(p<0.05).
Day

FIGURE 2
Change of temperature value for lead and nickel applied on D.armatus
(Pb1=0.025 mgL-1 Pb+2; Pb2 =0.21 mgL-1 Pb+2; Pb3=0.25 mgL-1 Pb+2; Ni1=0.02 mgL-1 Ni+2; Ni2=0.05 mgL-1
Ni+2; Ni3=0.3 mgL-1 Ni+2)
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FIGURE 3
Change of cell number (a) and biomass (b) for lead and nickel applied on D.armatus
(Pb1=0.025 mgL-1 Pb+2; Pb2 =0.21 mgL-1 Pb+2; Pb3=0.25 mgL-1 Pb+2; Ni1=0.02 mgL-1 Ni+2; Ni2=0.05 mgL-1
Ni+2; Ni3=0.3 mgL-1 Ni+2)
TABLE 2
Variation of lead and nickel concentrations in water of lead and nickel applied
D.armatus cultures with days
Day
Control (mgL-1)
1
7
13

0.00±0.0Ad
0.00±0.0Ad
0.00±0.0Ad
Control (mgL-1)

1
7
13

0.0001±0.0Ad
0.0002±0.0 Ad
0.0001±0.0 Ad

Lead*
Pb1
(0.025 mgL-1)
0.005±0.0Ab
0.001±0.0Bc
0.0003±0.0Cc
Nickel*
Ni1
(0.02 mgL-1)
0.016±0.0Cc
0.006±0.0Bc
0.032±0.0Ac

Pb2
(0.21 mgL-1)
0.001±0.0Cc
0.018±0.0Bb
0.085±0.01Aa

Pb3
(0.25 mgL-1)
0.120±0.01Aa
0.020±0.0Ba
0.002±0.01Cb

Ni2
(0.05 mgL-1)
0.03±0.0Bb
0.010±0.0Cb
0.055±0.0Ab

Ni3
(0.3 mgL-1)
0.199±0.0Ba
0.071±0.0Ca
0.380±0.0Aa

*Lead and nickel concentrations were assessed within themselves
ABC: The different capital letters in the same COLUMN show the differences of days and different capitalization is statistically significant (p<0.05).
abcd: The different lower-case letters in the same ROW show the differences of groups and different capitalization is statistically significant (p<0.05).
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± 0.0 mgL-1 and 0.38 ± 0.0 mgL-1, respectively (Table 2). It was observed that the nickel retained at the
end of the assay again.
It has been reported that nickel is not toxic
among 1 mgL-1 to 10 mgL-1 concentration in water
[25-26]. However, nickel use production of battery
and as a result of the water mixing of the pillars,
many aquatic creatures lose their life. Chlorella miniata is the most suitable algal for the removal of
nickel [27]. In this study was determinate that D.armatus is not suitable to removal nickel from waste
water.
D. armatus has been found to be effective in Pb
removal, but it not to be effective nickel removal. It
has been reported that D. armatus is used to be Cd
and Zn removal to the metal-pollution site [28]. Desmodesmus subspicatus is to be a useful algal for removal of zinc [19]

Spirulina platensis did not affect the growth of
chromium and zinc application [22]. Nevertheless,
many factors such as the type of organism, lethal and
sublethal doses, metal-species interaction have been
reported to affect the growth of heavy metal-applied
microalgae [17, 23].
The relationship between the application of
lead and nickel cultures and control group were
found statistically significant (p<0.05). The number
of D.armatus and biomass in the cultures where lead
is applied; all of the D.armatus cells died in the P2
and P3 specimens on the 13th day, although occasional increases were observed in the advancing
days, which increased until about the 6th day. In cultures with nickel application, the lowest-highest The
number of D.armatus and biomass values were
measured    ȝJL-1, 0.04 ± 0.01 ȝJ/-1 ,
50.00 ± 9.54 ȝJ/-1 and 0.22 ± 0.04 ȝJ/-1, respectively (Figure 3).
Biomass and cell number tend to similar have
been changed in this study. Biomass and cell number
of D. armatus application of heavy metal were identified to increase on the seven days long, but they
suddenly decreased on the 13th day. Nickel, however,
is a necessary element for plants and is an element
with low toxicity when compared to materials such
as zinc, manganese and chromium and does not accumulate in tissues. Besides, single-celled creatures
and fish are influenced on inorganic lead, which is
concentration among 0.04 mgL-1 to 0.02 mgL-1 [24].
The accumulation of Pb concentrations in the freshwater ecosystem is primarily in sediment, followed
by plankton and fish.
Water samples were taken from the culture of
lead and nickel applied on D.armatus and untreated
culture on 1st, 7th and 13th days. The lead and nickel
concentrations in these samples were analyzed and
relationship between treated and untreated D.armatus cultures was found statistically significant
(p<0.05).
In lead application, the lowest value for Pb1
(0.025 mgL-1) was 0.0003 ± 0.0 mgL-1 on 13th day
and the highest value was 0.0044 ± 0.0 mgL-1 on 1st
day. In the application of Pb2 (0.21 mgL-1), the lowest and highest values were determined as 0.0013 ±
0.0 mgL-1 and 0.085 ± 0.0 mgL-1, respectively. In the
case of Pb3 (0.25 mgL-1), the lowest value was found
to be 0.002 ± 0.01 mgL-1 on 13th days and the highest
value on 1st day (0.12 ± 0.01 mgL-1) (Table 2). Dead
cells of Scenedesmus obliguus are more effective in
removing heavy metals than living cell of S.obliguus
[10].
In nickel-enriched cultures was measured the
lowest and the highest values for Ni1 (0.02 mgL-1),
0.016±0.0 mgL-1 and 0.016 ± 0.0 mgL-1, respectively. The lowest and highest values were found
0.01 ± 0.0 mgL-1 and 0.055 ± 0.0 mgL-1 in Ni2 (0.05
mgL-1) application. In the N3 (0.3 mgL-1) application
was calculated the lowest and highest values as 0.071

CONCLUSIONS
The effects of heavy metals (Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Ni,
Pb, Zn) on green algae (C. vulgaris, C. sorokiniana
and S. quadricauda etc.) and blue-green algae (Spirulina platensis) were investigated to bioabsorption
capacity. In these studies, they reported that algae
could be used for heavy metal removal [10, 19, 22,
29].
In this study was found that D. armatus use to
be effective on lead elimination in metal-pollution
area, but it uses to be possible only live cells for
nickel removal.
As a result, it is thought that microalgae can be
used for heavy elimination due to rapid developments, cell structures and cell building materials. In
addition, microalgae to be able to retain heavy metals
in more constituents by diversifying the chemical
substances used in culture media and/or by changing
the pH value.
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and consist of aromatic plants that contain the essential oils usually a different composition with a high
amount.
Stachys is a genus of annual or perennial herbaceous and small shrubs in the number of species represented by over 300 of the World [1-5].
In Turkey, there are 91 species (116 taxa) belonging to genus Stachys. Endemism ratio of the genus is 48% with 55 taxa [6]. Stachys has some traditional therapeutic uses such as sedative, antispasmodic, diuretic, emmenagogue, stomachic, digestive, carminative, tonic and throat pain reliever [7,
8]. Several Stachys species have also been reported
for uses on genital tumours, sclerosis of the spleen,
inflammatory tumours and cancerous ulcers [9].
Candida species are being developed resistance
to common antifungals such as amphotericin B and
flucytosine [10]. There is a big need to screen potential antifungal natural compounds against multidrugresistant fungal pathogens such as Candida spp.
Free radicals are the substances that would
cause many diseases like cancer, diabetes and arthritis [11]. Antioxidants are important for human body
to scavenge free radicals. Chemical preservatives
such as BHT, BHA are used to ensure food quality
and longer shelf life by food industry. Most people
are consuming such kind of preservatives even
though they are not realised. However it is well
known that synthetic antioxidants are very dangerous for human health.
Finding new sources of natural antioxidants,
used widely from beauty to health care, are getting
importance. For this purpose, S. rupestris one of the
endemic species from the genus investigated for its
antioxidant and anticandidal activity. Previous investigation shown that secondary metabolites of Stachys are generally phenyl ethanol glycosides, flavonoids, phenolic acids, fatty acids, essential oils and
diterpenes [12].
The aim of this study was to investigate anticandidal, antioxidant and cytotoxic activity of the S.
rupestris. Phytochemical characterization of the extract determined by LC-ESI-MS/MS.

ABSTRACT
One of the largest genus of Lamiaceae, Stachys,
extended from south western part of Asia to America, represented in Turkey with % 48 endemism rate.
In this presented study LC-ESI-MS/MS properties,
anticandidal, antioxidant and cytotoxic activity of
methanol extract of an endemic Stachys rupestris
Montbret et Aucher ex Bentham was determined.
Total phenol content, Trolox Equivalent Antioxidant
Capacity assay (TEAC), 1,1-Diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) radical scavenging activity tests were
made for antioxidant activity. Phenolic compounds
determination were performed with LC- MS/MS.
Extract was further investigated against thirteen selected human pathogenic Candida strains. Additionally, cytotoxic effect of the extract was determined
against NIH3T3 mouse embryonic fibroblast cell
lines by MTT assay. Total phenol content was found
as 18.90 ± 0.54 mg GAE. IC50 value of DPPH radical
scavenging activity was determined as 0.04 ± 0.003
mg/ml. TEAC activity was found as 0.7 ± 0.02 mM
while IC50 value of Gallic acid = 0.002 ± 0.0001
mg/ml and TEAC of gallic acid 2.47 ± 0.07 mM. Hydroxybenzoic acid derivatives and flavonoids were
identified as main compounds Anticandidal activity
of the extract was evaluated with CLSI M27-A2 protocol against 13 Candida strains. Remarkably, two
strains of Candia krusei were inhibited by S.
rupestris extract, with the concentrations of 31.25
and 62.5 μg/mL. Cytotoxicity test showed that S.
rupestris extract does not possess a cytotoxic activity
against NIH3T3 cell lines at these concentrations.
KEYWORDS:
Stachys, Lamiaceae, LC-MS/MS, Anticandidal, Antioxidant, Cytotoxicitiy

INTRODUCTION
Labiatae (Lamiaceae) which is a cosmopolitan
family showing wide distribution in tropical and subtropical areas including the Mediterranean region
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amounts). After 30 min UV absorbance was recorded at 517 nm. The experiment was performed in
triplicate for extract and positive standard control,
BHT (Butylated hydroxyl toluene). The average of
the absorptions was noted for each concentration.
The percentage inhibition was calculated using Eqn.
1. The IC50 value, which is the concentration of the
test material that inhibits 50% of the free radical concentration, was calculated as mg/ml using Sigma
Plot statistical program [41].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant Material. Samples collected from, TurNH\øoHODURXQG1DPUXQFDVWOHVWRQ\SODFHV>9
2014).Voucher specimen (ESSE: 15005) is kept at
the herbarium of Faculty of Pharmacy of Anadolu
University, Eskisehir, Turkey.
LC-MS/MS analysis. Experiments were performed with a Shimadzu 20A HPLC system coupled
to an Applied Biosystems 3200 Q-Trap LC- MS/MS
instrument equipped with an ESI ion source was
used in the negative ionization mode. Separations
were performed on an ODS 150 x 4,6 mm, i.d., 3 μm
particle sizes, octadecyl silica gel analytical column
operating at 40 ºC at a flow rate of 0.3 ml/min. The
mobile phase was used Methanol: Water: Formic
acid (10:89:1) (solvent A) and Methanol: Water:
Formic acid (89:10:1) (solvent B). The composition
of B was increased from 15% to 40% in 15 min, increased to 45% in 3 min and held for 12 min, and
increased to 75% in 5 min; then the composition of
B was increased to 100% in 10 min.

Percentage Inhibition =

ª Abs control - Abs sample
«
Abs control
¬

º
» x100
¼

(1)

Total phenolics. Total phenols were estimated
as Gallic acid equivalents (GAE), expressed as mg
Gallic acid/g extract [42].
Cytotoxicity test. NIH3T3 cell line is frequently used to determine cytotoxic effects of compounds [43-47]. NIH/3T3 mouse embryonic fibroblast cell line (ATCC® CRL-/RQGRQ8. 
was incubated to the Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's
Medium (DMEM). NIH/3T3 cells were plated on
96-well culture plates as 10000 cells per well and
were then treated with the compounds at concentrations ranging from 500 μg/ml to 3.90625 μg/ml (500,
250, 125, 62.5, 31.25, 15.625, 7.8125, 3.90625
μg/ml). MTT assay was performed as previously described [48-49]. Dose-response curves were plotted
against compound concentrations applied to determine IC50 values. The following formula was used
to calculate the inhibition percentage for each concentration.
% inhibition = 100 - (mean sample*100 / mean
solvent)

Anticandidal Assay. Anticandidal effect was
evaluated by using partly modified CLSI (formerly
NCCLS) methods for broth dilution antifungal susceptibility testing of yeasts (M27-A2) [39]. Clinically isolated (Osmangazi University, Faculty of
Medicine, Department of Microbiology) and standard strains (ATCC and NRRL) of Candida strains
were used as the test microorganisms. AmphotericinB (Sigma-Aldrich) and Ketoconazol (Sigma-Aldrich) were used as standard antifungal agents.
TEAC assay (Trolox Equivalent Antioxidant
Capacity). This test measures the ability of a comSRXQG WR VFDYHQJH WKH $%76  ƍ-azinobis-(3ethyl-benzothiazoline-6-sulphonate) radical in comparison to the antioxidant activity of Trolox which is
a water-soluble form of vitamin E, used as a standard. The blue±green ABTS radical was formed
through the reaction of 7 mM ABTS with 2.5 mM
sodium persulfate (Na2S2O8) in the dark at room temperature for 12±16 h before use. ABTS solution was
diluted with ethanol to a final absorbance of 0.7±0.8
at 734 nm. 10 μl portion of sample was added to 990
μl of ABTS solution, and the reduction in absorbance
was measured 1 min after addition of Trolox up to 40
min after addition of the extract. The stock solution
of Trolox (2.5 mM) was prepared in ethanol. Absorbance was measured on a UV/spectrophotometer [40].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Anticandidal assay. In vitro anticandidal evaluation of the extract were performed by CLSI microdilution broth method. 13 different Candida strains
were tested in comparison with standard antifungal
agents. The extract showed moderate to strong effects on tested strains between 4000 to 31.25 μg/mL
(MIC). Notably, Candida krusei ATCC 6258 and
34135 strains were inhibited by the extract having
MIC values of 31.25 and 62.5 μg/mL (Table 1). Previous activity studies were generally reported the bioactivity of S. rupestris essential oil [5, 13-15]. This
is the first study on S.rupestris crude extract and its
anticandidal activity. According to our results C.
krusei is most sensitive fungi to S. rupestris extract
in vitro.

1,1-Diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) radical scavenging activity. Serial dilutions were prepared with the stock solutions (4 mg/ml) of the extract to get the half concentrations of previous one.
'LOXWHG VROXWLRQV ZHUH DGGHG ZLWK '33+ HTXDO
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TABLE 1
Anticandidal activity results of Stachys rupestris extract (MIC, μg/mL)
Candida spp.
Candida albicans
Candida albicans
Candida albicans
Candida albicans
Candida glabrata
Candida glabrata
Candida glabrata
Candida tropicalis
Candida tropicalis
Candida krusei
Candida krusei
Candida parapsilosis
Candida zeylanoides

Source
CI
ATCC 90028
ATCC 10231
ATCC 24433
CI
ATCC 2001
ATCC 66032
ATCC 1369
ATCC 750
ATCC 6258
ATCC 34135
ATCC 22019
NRRL Y-1774

SRE
250
250
1000
500
500
250
4000
250
250
31.25
62.5
125
250

S1
0.25
0.12
0.5
0.25
0.25
1
1
0.5
0.25
1
2
0.25
1

S2
0.06
0.5
0.06
0.12
0.06
0.5
0.12
0.06
0.06
0.5
0.5
0.06
0.25

SRE: Methanolic extract of S. rupestris, S1: Amphotericin-B; S2: Ketoconazole, CI: Clinically isolated
(Osmangazi University, Faculty of Medicine, Department of Microbiology, Eskisehir, Turkey)

schtschegleevii [19] and S. lavandulifolia [20].
Delazar and colleagues was reported acetylated flavanoid glycosides of S. bombycina was showed
prominent DPPH radical scavenging activity [21]. It
is reported to similar antioxidant activity in another
study of Stachys [18].
TEAC activity was found as 0.7 ± 0.02 mM
TEAC however positive control gallic acid showed
more activity with the score 2.47 ± 0.07 mM and
BHT showed 1,75± 0.01 mM TEAC antioxidant activity. In a previous study of S. lavandulifolia we reported that water extract was presented 0.5 mM
TEAC [20]. Leporini and colleagues reported significant ABTS radical scavenging activity from S. glutinosa [22].
Based on the antioxidant activity results previously published we determined the more active antioxidant activity results than other Stachys species but
not as good antioxidant activity as positive control
gallic acid and BHT.
Based on the antioxidant activity results previously published we determined the more active antioxidant activity results than other Stachys species but
not as good antioxidant activity as positive control
gallic acid and BHT.

Apart from C. albicans, C. krusei is one of the most
common pathogenic fungi for female genital tract
[16] and it causes several infections on patients with
hematologic malignancies and transplant recipients.
After further studies S. rupestris extract may be considered as potential anticandidal natural product.
Cytotoxicity assay. As known, biochemical
similarity of the human cell and fungi forms is a
handicap for selective activity. Therefore, we evaluated to selectivity of inhibitory activity by MTT assay on healthy NIH3T3 mouse embryonic fibroblast
cell lines (ATCC CRL165), which is recommended
for cytotoxicity screening by ISO (10993-5, 2009)
[50]. The IC50 value of the extract (241.57 μg/mL)
against NIH3T3 cells was higher than its MIC values
(31.25 and 62.5 μg/mL) against Candida krusei
ATCC 6258 and 34135. Furthermore, it may be concluded that the extract is not cytotoxic, because its
MIC values against Candida krusei ATCC 6258 and
34135 strains are about 3 and 7 folds lower than IC50
values against NIH3T3 cells.
Antioxidant assay. Extract yield of dried plant
material was obtained as 27 %. As far as we know
this is the first report on S. rupestris antioxidant activity.
Total Phenolic compound was determined as
143.826 ± 12.4685 mgGAE in 1gr extract. Result can
be also explain as 3,95 gr in 100 gr dried plant material which was coherent with previously reported
from Stachys persica [17] and S. alpina [18].
Hydrogen atom or electron transfer is the main
reason for the antioxidant capacity so we determine
antioxidant activity by using ABTS and DPPH radical scavenging methods. DPPH is the method related
WRFDSDFLW\RIDFRPSRXQG¶Vhydrogen donating ability while the second one is related electron transfer
capacity.
DPPH radical scavenging activity was determined as 0.04 ± 0.003 mg/ while positive control gallic acid was determined as 0.002 ± 0.00 mg/ml and
Butylated hydroxytolune (BHT) showed 0,01± 0.00.
It is reported similar activity from Stachys

LC-MS/MS characterization of the extract.
According to LC-MS/MS identification 16 compounds were determined (Table 2).
Compounds 1, 2, 5 were showed characteristic
molecular ion peaks and fragments of hydroxy cinnamic acid derivatives.
Compound 1 and 2 showed the same molecular
ion peak at m/z 353 (M-H)- same base peak at m/z
191 and the same low abundance product ion at m/z
179. According to Clifford and colleagues previous
studies Compound 1 and 2 must be 5-caffeoylquinic
acid and 1-caffeoylquinic acid [23] which can be differ from each other according to their elution time
[24].
Compound 1 was identified as 1-caffeoylquinc
acid which was previously determined in S. glutinosa [22] and compound 2 was identified as 5caffeoylquinic acid.
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TABLE 2
LC-MS/MS analysis results of the S. rupestris methanolic extract
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Rt
5.5
9.3
10.1
11.5
12.0
12.2
13.3
14.3
15.5
17.4
19.9
20.7
21.3
30.2
26.2

M-H
353
353
461
337
755
623
609
637
651
623
665
285
315
343
359

MS2
179
179
339, 293, 149, 121

B.P
191
191
415
191
593
161
285
461
285
299
299
133
300
328
344

461, 315, 297, 179, 161, 135
461, 305, 179
447, 429, 213
315, 297, 175, 135
609, 591, 447, 429
443, 284
623, 503, 461, 443, 299, 284
175
271, 255, 243
313, 298, 270
329, 314, 299

Identification
1-Caffeoylquinic acid
5-Caffeoylquinic acid
Unknown
5-Coumaroylquinic acid
Forsythoside B
Verbascoside
Isoscutellarin 7-O-allosyl (1-2) glucoside
leucosceptoside A
Isoscutellarein 7-O->¶¶¶-O-acetyl]-allosyl(1-2) glucoside
4'-O-Methylisoscutellarein 7-O-allosyl(1-2) glucoside
¶-O-Methylisoscutellarein 7-O->¶¶¶-O-acetyl] -allosyl(1-2)glucoside
Isoscutellarein
Methylquercetin
Xanthomicrol
Sideritiflavon

RT: Retention time, M-H: deprotonated molecular ion peak, MS2: MS/MS fragment ions
XWC of DAD Spectral Data: 280.0 nm from Sample 2 (FG121L Stachys 10mgml001) of FG121L Stachys 10mgmlFG12L stachys 10mgml.wiff

Max. 3950.7 mAU

19.91

15.52

3951
3800
3600
3400
3200

A b s o rb a n c e , m A U

3000
2800
2600
2400
2200
2000
12.20
1800
1600
1400
1200
1000
800

9.23

600

5.47
11.98

400
7.48

200
0

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22
Time, min

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

FIGURE 1
280 nm HPLC chromatogram of the extract
Compound 6 presented a deprotonated molecular ion peak at m/z 623 (M-H) which yielded four
major fragments at m/z 461, 305, 179 and 161. The
MS fragmentation was found to similar with phenylethanoide glycosides described above. Verbascoside is the compound previously identified in several
Stachys and gives the same mass fragments thus
compound 6 was identified as verbascoside [28-30].
Compound 7, 9, 10, 11 were determined as Oglycosylated isoscutellarein derivatives which were
reported in genus Stachys several times [28, 31-34].
&RPSRXQGVKRZHGD>0í+@í ion at m/z 609
and its MS2 spectrum showed a base peak ion at m/z
285 due to the loss of 324. amu, probably a diglucose
moiety. Presence of an ion at m/z 429 (M-H-180) indicates that glycosylation was occurred in position 12 between the sugars [35]. So compound 7 was identified as Isoscutellarin 7-O-allosyl (1-2) glucoside

Compound 4 was identified as 5-coumaroylquinic acid based on the previous study of
Clifford [25].
Compound 5 presented pseudo molecular ion at
m/z 755 and gave the base peak ion at m/z 593 owing
to the loss of a caffeoyl moiety. Other ion were observed at m/z 461 (M-H-132) due to a loss of a pentose moiety. Than losing of a rhamnose gave rise to
an ion at m/z 315 (M-H-132-146). m/z 297 ion produced by the loss of the H2O. Other ions at m/z 179
161 and 135 closely related with caffeic acid. This
fragmentation behaviour was led us to understand
that compound 5 is a molecule of caffeoyl phenylethanoide glycoside. Forsythoside B is the compound
was previously determined at Stachys and its MS
fragmentation being in agreement with that reported
E\0LWUHVNLDQG.ÕUPÕ]ÕEHNPH][26, 27].
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It is the first report on detailed phytochemical
characterization of S. rupestris by LC-MS/MS. CLSI
protocol of S. rupestris extract was screened for its
in vitro inhibitory effect on several Candida strains
for the first time here. The extract was demonstrated
moderate to strong inhibitory effects against tested
Candida strains. Both strains of C. krusei were determined as susceptible. Furthermore, anticandidal
activity of the extract is not due to general toxicity,
but can be ascribed to its selective action against C.
krusei strains. The antioxidant activity was determined moderate.

which is previously determined in Stachys. [28].
Compound 9 showed the similar fragmentation
behaviour but 42 amu higher molecular ion peak than
compound 7 which indicate that compound 9 is acetylated derivative of compound 7. So Compound 9
was identified as Isoscutellarein 7-O->¶¶¶-O-acetyl]-allosyl (1-2) glucoside [36]. Acetyl loss and
other fragments can be seen in Table 1.
Compound 8 showed a precursor ion at m/z 637
[M - H]- and its MS/MS spectrum presented base
peak at m/z 461 due to the loss of a feruloyl moiety
the feruloyl part also observed at m/z 175 . Further
fragmentation of compound was resulted in ions at
m/z 315 because of the elimination rhamnose unite.
Compound 8 was identified as Leucoseptoside A
which displayed the same fragmentation pattern with
previous report [26].
Compound 10 was identified as 4'-O-Methylisoscutellarein 7-O-allosyl (1-2) glucoside. Methylated isoscutellarein at m/z 299 and (1-2) linkage position of sugars can be seen at m/z 443 (M-H-180).
Compound 11 deprotonated molecular ion
at m/z 665, was 42 amu higher (an acetyl moiety)
than compound 10 and exhibited similar MS fragmentation. Thus compouQGZDVODEHOOHGDV¶-OMethylisoscutellarein 7-O->¶¶¶-O-acetyl]-allosyl
(1-2) glucoside. Isoscutellarein which was determined as aglycon of compounds described above
was also determined as compound 12.
Compound 13 eluted after isoscutellarein, its
deprotonated molecular ion was observed at m/z 315
which yielded a base peak at m/z 300 due to the loss
of a methyl unit further fragmentation of this ion was
resulted in ions at m/z 271, 255, 243. Similar MS
fragmentation pattern of compound 13 and quercetin
indicate that compound 13 is methyl ether of quercetin which is also known as rhamnetin or isorhamnetin correspond to methyl position. Because of the
unknown methyl position, compound 13 was just
identified as methylquercetin.
Compound 14 showed a precursor ion at
m/z343 [M - H]- and other product ions at m/z 328,
313, 298, were formed after elimination of three methyl group. After a comparing the literature data
about previously identified Stachys compounds that
LQFOXGHGWKUHH PHWK\O XQÕWDQGWKHVDPH PRlecular
ion with compound 14, xhantomicrol was determined which was agreement with our MS data. Thus
compound 14 was identified as xhantomicrol tentatively [37].
Compound 15 presented MS/MS spectrum
characteristics of a trihydroxy-trimethoxyflavone
with product ion at m/z 359. Other ions related to methyl loss was observed at m/z 344, 329, 314 Determination of compound was performed in similar way
to compound 14. After a comparing the literature
data about previously identified Stachys compounds
WKDWLQFOXGHWKUHHPHWK\OXQÕWDQGWKHVDPHPROHFX
lar ion, sideritiflavon was matched with compound
15 [38].
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determine statistically the closeness of the species investigated with the help of numerical anatomical features. In addition we assessed the numerical anatomical characters to answer the following question;
Which anatomical characters are useful between species determination and which characters have diagnostic value?



&$%! &"%

In this study, the anatomical features of some
members of the L. (   Fomin, 
  Vved.,    Steven,  
  Boiss. Et Kotschy and   
Boiss. Ex Rege) were compared numerically. The
values produced by analysis of the root, stem and leaf
anatomical characters are compared both with one
another and with those produced by analysis of all
characters. The results showed that investigated species also could be distinguished from each other not
only by their morphological features but numerical
anatomical characters as well.

The plants were collected from natural populations of East Anatolia. Specimens were kept in the
herbarium at Celal Bayar University. For anatomical
studies, the plant specimens were fixed in 70% ethanol. Transverse sections were made using a sliding
microtome and the cross sections were drawn after
stained with safranin-Fast Green [13].
Anatomical measurements were taken using
ocular-micrometer of root, stem and leaf cell sizes of
the species. The minimal and maximal values of
characteristics as well as arithmetical means were
calculated. For the nümerical analysis, 16 anatomical
characters were selected. This selection was based
on the variations of the anatomical data. Characters
were coded as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16 and the taxa were coded as A, B, C, D, E
(            
 and   , respectively). Significance
of the differences between the taxa and characters
were evaluated by Analysis of variance (Regression
Analysis) and Pearson’s correlation. The differences
were assessed by the one–way ANOVA test. Pearson’s correlation coefficients were also calculated.
Statistical analysis were performed using the
MINITAB software package.

)("$%
Numerically, , anatomy

!&$"'&"!
The genus  L., with more than 850 species [1, 2] is one of the most diverse and taxonomically difficult groups of monocots [3, 4]. This genus
is naturally distributed in the Northern Hemisphere
[3,5] and its main center of diversity is in the mountainous areas of southwestern and central Asia [3,
6,7]. The species from genus  are morphologically very diversified, therefore, many taxonomical
problems remain unsolved [8]. In the 19th century,
the  genus was divided into 6 groups. In the
second half of the 20th century, first 3 subgenera and
12 sections were separated, next – 5 subgenera and
16 sections and, later on – 6 subgenera and 54 sections and subsections [9].
Systematics was based on the origin of plants
as well as morphological, anatomical, cytological
and serological traits. Among others, numerical taxonomy was applied [10, 11]. The present study is
based on some wild species of  which can be
eaten as folk vegetable [12]. Although, in recent
years, numerous researchers have investigated this
area, we have not found any studies on statistical
comparisons of numerical anatomical features, such
as this one we have just done. In this study, five selected  species belonging to Codonoprasum
section were compared statistically regarding their
numerical anatomical characters. The purpose is to

$%'&%!%'%%"!

5*:642,*3 /25-2509 $66:9   
has two layered epidermis. Other species have single
layered epidermis. Cortex is 2-5 layered in  
   Other species have 3-7 layered cortex. Threesided endodermis wall thickening was present in all
root cross sections except for   which has
single-sided endodermis wall thickening. 
 and    have 1-2 metaxylem. Other
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of  (Figure 2).

.*<.9In all species the epidermis of the leaf
is covered by well developed cuticle with prominent
ridges at vascular bundles. Palisadetissue 1-2, 1, 23, 2 and 1-2 layered in    
    and   , respectively. The spongy tissue is limited to a peripheral
belt around the central part in    (Figure
3).

species have single big metaxylem. 3-4 xylem
strands were present in all roots (Figure 1).

%:.49A thin cuticle surrounds the one layered
epidermis in stem cross sections of    and
.   . Other species have one layered epidermis with a thick cuticle. The cortex consists of orbicular shaped cells in all species and cortex cell row
numbers range from 6 to 12. Vascular bundles are
arranged in 2 rows in all species. The inner ring is
formed by 3-5 big bundles in   and 
 . Starch grain were present in the stem cortex
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Epidermis Width
Epidermis Length
Cortex (diameter)
Endodermis Width
Endodermis Length
Pericycle Width
Metaxylem (diameter)







Epidermis Width
Epidermis Length
Cortex (diameter)
Trachea (diameter







Cuticle
Epidermis Width
Epidermis Length
Palisade Width
Palisade Length


 
min.-max.
mean±S.D
7.0 - 19
5.0 - 12
17 - 45
8.0 - 14
7.0 - 10
5.0 - 10

13 ± 1.3
8.5 ± 1.2
31 ± 5.2
11 ± 1.5
8.5 ± 1.2
7.5 ± 1.0

24 - 40

32 ± 8.0

12 - 5.5
20 - 33
7.0 - 83
12 - 24

8.0 ± 2.2
26 ± 4.8
45 ± 1.2
17 ± 2.4

5.0 - 12
8.1 ± 2.8
7.0 - 12
10 ± 2.8
6.0 - 17
11 ± 2.1
8.0 - 23
16 ± 2.2
28 - 53
44 ± 4.7




 
$66:
 Epidermis Width
12 - 29
22 ± 5.0
 Epidermis Length
7.0 - 19
14 ± 4.2
 Cortex (diameter)
10 - 36
23 ± 6.2
 Endodermis Width
7.0 - 17
12 ± 5.0
 Endodermis Length
8.0 - 14
11 ± 3.8
7.0 - 10
8,5 ± 5.0
 Pericycle Width
Metaxylem (diame17 - 31
24 ± 2.8

ter)
%:.4
 Epidermis Width
10 - 17
13 ± 2.2
 Epidermis Length
4.0 – 7,0
5,5 ± 2.0
 Cortex (diameter)
7.0 - 33
20 ± 5.2
15 - 30
22 ± 1.8
 Trachea (diameter)
.*/
 Cuticle
4.0 – 7.0
5,5 ± 1.2
 Epidermis Width
10 - 33
22 ± 2.0
 Epidermis Length
10 - 17
13 ± 2.3
 Palisade Width
15 - 30
26 ± 3.2
 Palisade Length
54 - 87
34 ± 2.2
SD: Standart Deviation. 1-16: Character Codes. A-E: Taxa Codes




 

min.-max.
mean±S.D
$66:
10 - 29
20 ± 2.4
7.0- 20
14 ± 5.3
10 - 36
33 ± 1.9
7.0- 10
8.5 ± 2.7
2.0- 10
6.0 ± 1.2
7.0 -10
8.2 ± 4.6
14 -19
%:.4
12 - 21
7.0 - 11
7.0 - 71
10 - 70
.*/
1,0 – 4,0
10 - 17
15 - 20
10 - 15
25 - 35





16 ± 6.6
15
10
46
40


  
min.-max. mean±S.D
9.0 - 28
7.0 -19
11 - 42
9.0 - 21
4.0 - 11
4.0 - 10

18 ±
13 ±
26 ±
15 ±
7.5 ±
7.0 ±

10
10
12
11
7.5
1.4

17 - 19

18 ± 12

± 1.5
± 2.1
± 16
± 11

12 - 14
5.0 -10
10 - 33
25 - 35

10
12
21
30

±
±
±
±

5.5
1.9
12
16

7.0 ± 1,2
10 ± 0,9
9.5 ± 2,2
12 ± 1,5
30 ± 2,8

5.0- 10
7.0 - 19
5.0 - 7.0
5.0 - 10
20 - 33

4.8 ±
12 ±
12 ±
8.0 ±
24 ±

8.5
9.0
1.7
1.2
3.7

   

3.0 - 31
7.0 - 10
12 - 24
7.0 - 17
5.0 - 10
6.0 - 10

17 ± 5.2
8.5± 2.3
18 ± 0.8
12 ± 1.2
7.5± 0.9
8.0± 0.8

12 - 29

21 ± 9.2

7.0 - 14
2.0 - 10
7.0 - 36
25 - 32

11 ± 0.8
6.0± 1.8
22 ± 1.8
26 ± 1.9

7.0 14 10 10 53 -

14 ± 1.8
22 ± 3.4
17 ± 1.5
12 ± 1.7
74 ± 4.7

21
29
24
16
89





taxa was evaluated by Pearson’s correlation
(Correlation) and Analysis of variance (Regression
Analysis). The statistical analysis of the results are
shown in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

The results of the study show that three-sided
endodermis wall thickening was present in all root
cross sections except for    which is the
most distant taxa as systematically among the investigated has single-sided endodermis wall thickening.
On the other hand, the spongy tissue is limited
to a peripheral belt around the central part only in the
leaf of    Similarly another the study
showed the importance of numerical analysis of the
anatomy characters of the leaf for systematically in
the some   and  L. species [14, 15].

%:*:29:2,*3 *5*3?929 The
anatomical
measuments of the investigated taxa, the minimal
and maximal values of characteristics as well as
arithmetical means are shown in Table 1. Significance of the differences and similarities between the

& 
#.*8965D9,688.3*:265+.:=..5:1.25<.9:20*:.-
:*>*+*9.-655A4.82,*3*5*:642,*3,1*8*,:.89
&*>*


0,542
0,030*

0,641
0,767
0,007**
0,001**

0,588
0,382
0,645
0,057
0,144
0,240

0,628
0,740
0,567
0,785
0,009**
0,001**
0,022*
0,166
*Significant at the level of 0.05
A-B: Investigated taxa
**Significant at the level of 0.01
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#.*8965D9,688.3*:265+*9.-655;4.82,*3*5*:642,*3,1*8*,:.896/:1.25<.9:20*:.-:*>*
Characters
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1

0,896
0,040*
0,183
0,769
0,034*
0,957
0,330
0,588
0,793
0,043*
0,624
0,261
0,846
0,071
0,822
0,087
0,411
0,491
0,334
0,583
0,424
0,477
0,041*
0,009**
0,035*
0,464
0,386
0,521
0,482
0,411

2

0,048*
0,775
0,024*
0,969
0,116
0,852
0,048*
0,416
0,674
0,213
0,764
0,132
0,568
0,318
0,203
0,744
0,663
0,223
0,056
0,993
0,379
0,529
0,774
0,125
0,172
0,782
0,617
0,267

3

4

5

0,031*
0,401
0,535
0,353
0,385
0,523
0,065
0,918
0,101
0,872
0,611
0,274
0,860
0,061
0,572
0,314
0,904
0,035*
0,956
0,010**
0,740
0,153
0,149
0,811
0,303
0,620

0,400
0,505
0,303
0,030*
0,070
0,911
0,495
0,396
0,112
0,858
0,765
0,132
0,196
0,752
0,206
0,739
0,024*
0,594
0,151
0,809
0,222
0,720
0,265
0,667

0,535
0,353
0,397
0,508
0,124
0,842
0,237
0,701
0,653
0,232
0,158
0,800
0,688
0,200
0,331
0,586
0,261
0,671
0,797
0,106
0,657
0,228

* Significant at the level of 0.05. ** Significant at the level of 0.01.

6

7

0,181
0,770
0,708
0,181
0,725
0,166
0,338
0,578
0,085
0,893
0,725
0,165
0,288
0,039*
0,038*
0,042*
0,731
0,061
0,069
0,913

0,686
0,201
0,707
0,182
0,229
0,711
0,090
0,885
0,058
0,990
0,008**
0,970
0,423
0,478
0,472
0,422
0,911
0,061

8

9

0,696
0,192
0,054
0,944
0,131
0,834
0,171
0,783
0,144
0,817
0,477
0,416
0,194
0,755
0,732
0,159

0,645
0,240
0,189
0,761
0,697
0,191
0,516
0,373
0,044*
0,944
0,124
0,843
0,452
0,445

1- 16: Characters coda(Continued)


& (65:25;.-)
#.*8965D9,688.3*:265+*9.-655;4.82,*3*5*:642,*3,1*8*,:.896/:1.25<.9:20*:.-:*>*
Characters
10
11
0,089
0,886
12
0,757
0,139
13
0,684
0,203
14
0,347
0,567
15
0,149
0,810
16
0,190
0,760

11

0,474
0,420
0,785
0,116
0,860
0,051*
0,165
0,791
0,146
0,815

12

0,834
0,079
0,500*
0,270
0,507
0,384
0,302
0,621

13

0,864
0,050*
0,022*
0,973
0,276
0,653

14

0,047*
0,914
0,588
0,297

* Significant at the level of 0.05. ** Significant at the level of 0.01.

15

0,509
0,381
1- 16: Characters coda

for   and    (Table 2).
According to the mentioned statistical results
derived, there is a considerable relation between the
investigated taxa which are close taxa as systematically, except for   which is the most distant taxa as systematically among the investigated.
Also it is mentioned that there are close relationships among      
      On the other hand  
 is the most distant species systematically

In the Study, according to both the method, for
investigated taxa coded as A-E, positive statistically
significant correlations between A and B, A and C,
A and E, B and C, B and E, C and E, as well as negative correlations between A and D, B and D, C and
D, D-E were observed (Table 2,4). The highest similarity (Pearson’s correlation 0.01p and 0.05p) was
revealed between  and   
  and     while the lowest
(Pearson’s correlation 0.01p and 0.05p) was found
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& 
688.3*:265+.:=..5:1.25<.9:20*:.-332;4:*>*$.08.992655*3?929
Species

DF

SD

MS

1
14
15

746,5
1797,4
2543,9

746,5
128,4

5,81

0,030

*

A-B

1
14
15

1046,6
1497,3
2543,9

1046,6
107,0

9,79

0,007

**

A-C

1
14
15

108,4
38,6
2543,9

108,4
12,9

8,54

0,061

NS

A-D

1
14
15

1004,0
1539,9
2543,9

1004,0
110,0

9,13

0,009

**

A-E

1
14
15

1299,0
912,0
2211,0

1299,0
65,1

19,94

0,001

**

B-C

1
14
15

322,6
1888,4
2211,0

322,6
134,9

2,39

0,144

NS

B-D

1
14
15

328,52
470,42
798,94

328,52
33,60

9,78

0,007

**

B-E

1
14
15

62,0
2149,0
2211,0

62,0
153,5

0,40

0,535

NS

C-D

1
14
15

256,71
542,23
798,94

256,71
38,73

6,63

0,022

*

C-E

D-E
DF : Degree of freedom

F- Value

Probability

Significance

1
579,40
579,4
9,40
0,057
NS
14
1664,6
118,9
15
2543,9
SD : Standart Deviation MS: Mean square. NS: Not significant. *p<.05. **p<.01.

& 
&1.,688.3*:265+.:=..5:1.,1*8*,:.896/:1.25<.9:20*:.-97.,2.9,647*8.-:6:=6-2//.8.5:4.:16-9
1

2

3

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

**
*
*
*

Pearson’s correlation
4
6
13
*
*
*
*
*

* Significant at the level of 0.05.

14

*
*
*
*
*
*

**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
** Significant at the level of 0.01.
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1

2

**
*
*
*
*

**
*
*
*
*

Analysisof variance (Regression Analysis)
3
4
6
13
14
**
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

**
*
*
*
*

1- 4,6,13,14: Characters coda

*
*
*
*
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688.3*:265$.08.992655*3?929+.:=..55;4.82,*3*5*:642,*3,1*8*,:.896/:1.25<.9:20*:.-:*>*
character
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9
1-10
1-11
1-12
1-13
1-14
1-15
1-16
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9
2-10
2-11
2-12
2-13
2-14
2-15
2-16
3-4
3-5
3-6
3-7
3-8
3-9
3-10
3-11
3-12
3-13
3-14
3-15
3-16
4-5
4-6
4-7
4-8
4-9
4-10
4-11
4-12
4-13
4-14
4-15
4-16
5-6
5-7
5-8
5-9
5-10

MS
36,8
1,53
0,05
5,00
28,9
17,9
32,9
31,1
7,78
5,12
8,26
0,00
8,70
6,86
10,6
1,04
0,01
0,45
7,55
15,0
19,3
10,7
1,36
14,5
0,01
4,76
19,8
0,97
12,6
35,4
42,0
21,7
0,61
1,49
54,7
108
48,0
120
134
80,3
3,25
13,4
3,00
1,72
0,09
4,60
0,23
11,0
0,72
0,80
1,97
0,42
0,92
1,31
3,65
0,02
0,19
0,72
5,45

DF : Degree of freedom

FValue
12,1
0,10
0,00
0,37
5,08
1,91
7,54
6,27
0,61
0,38
0,66
0,00
0,70
0,53
0,91
0,10
0,00
0,04
0,88
2,49
4,22
1,43
0,13
2,35
0,00
0,50
4,47
0,09
1,85
0,95
1,20
0,52
0,01
0,03
1,78
8,54
1,46
13,4
31,9
3,62
0,07
0,30
0,57
0,30
0,01
0,97
0,04
4,24
0,12
0,13
0,35
0,07
0,15
0,23
1,20
0,56
0,04
0,18
2,23

Probability
0,04
0,76
0,95
0,58
0,05
0,26
0,05
0,05
0,49
0,58
0,47
1,00
0,04
0,52
0,41
0,05
0,96
0,85
0,04
0,21
0,13
0,31
0,74
0,22
0,99
0,05
0,04
0,78
0,26
0,40
0,35
0,52
0,91
0,87
0,27
0,05
0,31
0,03
0,01
0,05
0,81
0,62
0,50
0,03
0,91
0,05
0,85
0,05
0,75
0,73
0,05
0,80
0,72
0,66
0,35
0,50
0,84
0,70
0,23

SD : Standart Deviation

Significance

character

**
NS
NS
NS
*
NS
*
*
NS
NS
NS
NS
*
NS
NS
*
NS
NS
*
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
*
*
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
*
NS
*
**
*
NS
NS
NS
*
NS
*
NS
*
NS
NS
*
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

5-11
5-12
5-13
5-14
5-15
5-16
6-7
6-8
6-9
6-10
6-11
6-12
6-13
6-14
6-15
6-16
7-8
7-9
7-10
7-11
7-12
7-13
7-14
7-15
7-16
8-9
8-10
8-11
8-12
8-13
8-14
8-15
8-16
9-10
9-11
9-12
9-13
9-14
9-15
9-16
10-11
10-12
10-13
10-14
10-15
10-16
11-12
11-13
11-14
11-15
11-16
12-13
12-14
12-15
12-16
13-14
13-15
13-16
14-15
14-16

MS
0,32
6,04
1,40
0,87
8,13
5,52
0,09
1,40
1,47
0,31
0,02
1,47
0,23
0,00
1,49
0,01
73,7
78,3
8,24
1,28
0,00
0,08
28,0
34,9
130
14,1
0,05
0,50
0,85
0,60
6,64
1,09
15,6
113
9,68
132
72,4
0,52
4,15
55,5
5,70
414
338
87,1
16,1
26,0
11,2
30,8
37,0
1,35
1,06
108
59,2
40,2
14,3
21,7
0,01
2,22
8,81
48,9

FValue
0.08
2,69
0,37
0,22
5,24
2,28
0,10
3,01
3,32
0,39
0,02
3,33
0,27
0,00
3,44
0,01
2,66
3,00
0,17
0,02
0,00
0,00
0,65
0,86
14,7
2,81
0,01
0,05
0,09
0,06
0,88
0,12
3,47
2,14
0,11
2,84
1,09
0,01
0,05
0,77
0,02
4,02
2,64
0,41
0,07
0,11
0,87
4,82
8,55
0,08
0,07
6,83
1,82
1,04
0,30
8,81
0,00
0,25
0,01
1,05

Proba
bility
0,80
0,20
0,58
0,67
0,10
0,22
0,77
0,18
0,05
0,57
0,89
0,05
0,03
0,92
0,04
0,91
0,20
0,18
0,71
0,88
0,99
0,97
0,47
0,42
0,03
0,19
0,94
0,83
0,78
0,81
0,41
0,75
0,15
0,24
0,76
0,19
0,37
0,94
0,84
0,44
0,88
0,13
0,20
0,56
0,81
0,76
0,42
0,11
0,06
0,79
0,81
0,07
0,27
0,38
0,62
0,05
0,97
0,65
0,91
0,04

MS: Mean square. NS: Not significant. *p<.05. **p<.01.
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Significance
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
*
NS
NS
*
*
NS
*
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
*
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
*
NS
NS
NS
*
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within such investigated species [16-17]. So the
above data were confirmed by the statistically results
of this study.
According to Table 3,5 based on the Pearson’s
correlation method (Correlation), there are important
correlations among the anatomical characters which
shown as coded with 1-16 (1-2,4,6,13,14; 2-3,4,6; 34,12,13; 4-6,13; 6-13,14; 7-13; 9-14; 11-10-4; 12-14;
13-14,15; 14-15) the anatomical characters of the investigated taxa at levels of 0.01 and 0.05 (Table 3,5).
On the other hand, according to Table 5, based on
Analysis of variance (Regression Analysis), there are
important correlations among (1-2,6,8,9,14; 23,6,13,14; 3-10,12,13,14; 4-6,8,10,13; 6-9,12,13,15;
7-16; 13-14; 14-16) the investigated taxa at levels of
0.01 and 0.05 (Table 5, 6). Statistical analyses indicate that, in the case of the examined  species,
the epidermis width (13) and epidermis length (14)
of leaf have the highest significant at level of 0.01p
and 0.05p according to both statistical methods. So
the feature exhibiting the highest diagnostic values
are the epidermis width (13) and epidermis length
(14) of leaf (Table 1, 3, 6).
In this study, numeric anatomical features of all
of investigated taxa have also the smallest and similar variability and there are positive statistically significant, correlations between them. These results
are normal because they belong to the same section
(section  ).
In the present study, 5  taxa were compared statistically regarding numeric anatomical
characters. We aimed to find statistically and anatomical differences in addition to morphological
characters to distinguish these taxa.
Since  is systematically a problematic
genus, it is necessary to use alternative methods to
distinguish its taxa. Numerical anatomical features
and statistical evaluations of the taxa can be used to
distinguish these taxa. It has been also found that the
results from can provide additional evidences that
correspond to the anatomy for the recognition of the
taxa.
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over the world. The level of pollution caused by industrial wastes arising from industrial installations
and which is quite dangerous is increasing rapidly all
over the world. This is the case in Turkey. Today,
many natural agriculture and pasture lands and
drinking water resources in Turkey are contaminated
as a result of the erroneous establishment of industrial sites that have been selected for the site and become useless. In this context, the majority of the factory establishments which cause widespread industrial pollution in Turkey are caused by furniture and
paper factories in the country.
Enterprises seek to profit from properly and effectively planned activities. One of the main constituents of planning activities is the supplier selection
process. Enterprises encounter and interact with several suppliers throughout their lifetime. Upon a
proper evaluation, enterprises may not be obliged to
work with a multiple number of suppliers, which in
turn paves the way for long term partnerships. Long
term partnerships bring along provision of low cost
and high quality raw materials. This also results in
reduced lead times, thus providing the customers
with their orders in shorter terms [1].

The all variables should be taken into consideration when determining the location of factories
which are the most important source of industrial
wastes in the prevention of environmental pollution.
Enterprises around the world have been subject to
several problems in today’s conditions of competition. Effective supplier selection is among these
problems for enterprises to achieve their market
goals, a vast number of qualitative and quantitative
methods and conservation of natural environmental
conditions from furniture industrial pollutant have
been developed in this context. One of these methods
is the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) as a
multi-criteria decision making method.
With its numerous inputs used in the manufacturing process, furniture industry has a vast supplier
network. Accordingly, while selecting their suppliers, it is essential for furniture enterprises to evaluate
their strengths and weaknesses and to take optimal
decisions in line with their goals, as during the supplier selection process enterprises seek to choose
among the suppliers that are capable of constantly
supplying their demands with desired price, in desired quality and quantity, and in a timely fashion.
In this research, an AHP application was implemented for addressing the supplier selection problem
in a furniture enterprise operating in Marmara Region of Turkey. In this context, a number of criteria,
selected on the basis of their significance levels,
were organized in a hierarchical form, and comparisons were made to scientifically determine the optimal supplier alternative upon a reliable evaluation
process.
)( #$
Environmental pollutionAHP, Supplier Selection, Furniture Industry, Decision Making.
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In the simplest term, supplier selection can be
defined as the process of determination of the supplier from which the raw materials, semi-products
and other goods will be purchased for manufacturing
[3]. Basically, supplier selection is implemented in

The level of pollution caused by industrial
wastes arising from industrial installations and
which is quite dangerous is increasing rapidly all
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two ways. In the first alternative, all suppliers are capable of fulfilling the requirements of delivery, quality, etc. demands and here the purchaser is only required to make a decision. The other way of supplier
selection is implemented when a number of limitations in terms of capacity, quality, etc. come into
question. This type of selection differs from the other
with the requirement to choose more than one supplier [4]. The stages of supplier selection, widely
adopted in the literature, are given in Figure 1.
As a multi-criteria decision making problem,
supplier selection is among the most important problems in the fields of decision analysis and operational research. Making precise and timely decisions
brings along several advantages for professionals
working in related fields. Several numerical methods
have been developed for solution of multi-criteria
decision making problems. One of the most commonly used methods for solution of these problems
is Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) [5]. AHP is a
systematical method used for determination of multicriteria factors of a problem in a hierarchical structure and on the basis of their priority. AHP separates
a problem into smaller sub-divisions, subjects them
to paired comparisons, sets the priorities for each hierarchical step, thus organizing a specific logical
process [6]. In decision making, AHP is a mathematical method that takes into account the individual’s
or group’s priorities with the capability to make a
collective evaluation of qualitative and quantitative
variables [7]. As a system based on the principle of
dividing and synthesizing the elements of a problem,
AHP aims to logically determine and classify the superiority and significance levels of the compared alternatives or elements [8]. In the last two decades,
AHP method has been widely implemented in almost all applications related to multi-criteria decision making problems [9]. AHP is applicable for the
multi-purpose structure of supplier selection problem. This method also allows a trade-off among the
significance levels of criteria used by decision maker
in supplier selection. As a result of these mentioned
advantages, AHP has been applied by a vast number
of researchers in supplier selection problems [10].

decision making problem for selection of the most
suitable supplier. In this context, a six-phase approach was implemented to build an AHP supplier
selection model for use by the enterprise and to
gather the qualitative and quantitative data required
to successfully accomplish the research. These
phases are also the general phases of AHP as stated
by Saaty [11]:
• Definition of the problem
• Organizing the decision criteria and building the hierarchical structure
• Building the paired comparison matrices on
the basis of the criteria
• Calculation of the priority vectors of the
matrices
• Verification of consistency
• Synthesizing the weights to achieve the results.
Expert Choice 11.5 software package was used
for implementation of the AHP method. This software is an effective tool that significantly facilitates
multi-criteria decision making processes as a means
to achieve the results in a quick and simple way. Expert Choice is also used for investment portfolio
analysis and making joint decisions.
The expert group was asked questions by survey method for application of AHP method and the
obtained survey data were then transferred to the
software. The opinions of the expert staff were taken
separately to enable unbiased evaluations. The questions were prepared in accordance with 1-9 evaluation scale to determine the relative significance of
the criteria and alternatives.
The existing criteria used in the literature for
supplier selection process were implemented to determine the research criteria. As the first step of the
hierarchy, alternative suppliers were determined by
the expert staff of the enterprise. After determination
of the alternatives and criteria, hierarchy building
phase started.
The main criteria affecting the supplier selection process were determined by the expert staff as
quality, price, reliability, size, delivery, distance and
novelty. Four alternatives were present in the hierarchy for supplier selections defined by the same
group.

%#$% $

The furniture enterprise, subject of the present
research, aimed to choose among the 4 suppliers
which would provide them with the operational inputs they need. For this purpose, the prominent criteria for supplier selection and alternative suppliers
were determined by the enterprise’s own experts.
Criteria evaluation form was prepared for the experts
to determine the significance level of criteria and alternatives.
The problem was considered as a multi-criteria
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The expert personnel were asked questions
with the evaluation for to specify the significance
levels of these criteria. Afterwards, the definitions
and significance values corresponding to these values were organized. The basic 1-9 scale applied by
Saaty [11] and adopted by the AHP experts were
used during the implementation of AHP.
Expert Choice (EC) software was effectively
used for implementation of AHP method and related
calculations. The data entered in the forms were
transferred to the software environment upon oneby-one verification of the consistency ratios. The
basic purpose was to determine the best alternative
for the enterprise using these criteria and related suppliers. The criteria and alternatives were entered in
EC software environment and the hierarchy model,
given in Figure 2, was built accordingly.

as a means for comparing each criterion or alternative. Column totals were obtained by adding the table values in each column of the matrix. These total
values were divided by their respective values and
the obtained results were converted to decimal fractions. The sum of each column was divided by 7 to
find the mean value.

$

As seen in Table 3, weight values of the criteria
add up to “1”. The comparison is consistent as the
T.O. value, given in the last row of the table, is equal
to 0.09 < 0.1. In the following stages, each criterion
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The values of paired comparison matrix, built
in accordance with expert opinions, were determined
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;4=0;4, / Alternatives

Quality

Price

Reliability

Size

Delivery

Distance

Novelty

W

8.98<4<=08.B% 

Supplier 1
Supplier 2
Supplier 3
Supplier 4
W
8.98<4<=08.B% 

0.525
0.273
0.153
0.048
0.209
0.05

0.197
0.084
0.186
0.534
0.354
0.05

0.430
0.215
0.304
0.051
0.209
0.05

0.212
0.603
0.145
0.040
0.053
0.07

0.210
0.437
0.297
0.056
0.086
0.04

0.124
0.571
0.241
0.065
0.057
0.05

0.542
0.269
0.137
0.052
0.032
0.06

0.328
0.241
0.219
0.212

0.08
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The problem of determination of the most suitable supplier among a series of suppliers has been an
important issue for enterprises. Consideration of
multiple criteria during supplier selection renders the
decision making process even more difficult. However, as a multi-criteria decision making method,
Analytical Hierarchy Method significantly facilitates addressing this problem, thus enabling decision
makers to make correct decisions. By means of AHP
method, it becomes possible to choose the most suitable alternative among a group of alternatives with
the help of paired comparisons, and consequently favorable results can be achieved.
In this study, a sample model for supplier selection in an enterprise was established by application
of AHP method which is one of the multi-criteria decision making techniques. While making paired
comparisons during the application, the following
considerations were taken in account and afterwards
the obtained results were compared with the expectations. Inconsistency ratios were found to be lower
than 0.1 for all criteria and alternatives. Consequently, the results were found to be in agreement
with the estimations of the decision makers. Estimations were found to be consistent and the results were
accepted.
During the evaluation of the criteria, price criterion was found to hold the highest weight. Price

was evaluated along with the alternatives by use of
paired comparison matrices and the same operations
were applied. In the last calculations, criterion based
value of each alternative in the supplier alternatives
matrix was multiplied with the weighted scores of
those alternatives to calculate the sum of their respective rows. Following the calculations, existing
supplier alternatives were found to gain different
weights, and the most suitable supplier for the enterprise was determined accordingly.
As indicated by the values of relative significance vectors, the values of price, quality, and reliability factors hold particular importance for supplier
selection. As seen in Table 4, quality, reliability and
novelty criteria are gathered in supplier 1, whereas
supplier 2 becomes prominent in terms of size, delivery and distance criteria. As for the price criterion,
supplier 4 is distinguished from the others. In terms
of price, quality and reliability criteria, supplier 1 can
be regarded as the most suitable supplier.
The performance sensitivity graph given in Figure 3 shows how all other criteria and alternatives,
thus the overall result is affected when the priority of
a given criteria changes. In other words, the extent
of the change likely to occur in other criteria and alternatives as a result of the changes in each criteria,
in addition the information as to which alternative
under which main criterion takes higher precedence,
are indicated.
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and quality criteria hold particular importance in
terms of economy. High price and low quality are
likely to have adverse effects on the enterprise. In
this context, supplier 1 became prominent on the basis of economy criterion. On the basis of delivery,
distance and size criteria, supplier 2 became the most
suitable alternative. According to the price criterion,
however, supplier 2 ranked last.
According to the general results; the paired
comparison matrix, built for comparison of all criteria, was found to be sufficiently consistent within the
frame of AHP method. As indicated by overall results, supplier 1 has the highest significance weight
with 0.328, which is followed by supplier 2 (0.241),
supplier 3 (0.219) and supplier 4 (0.212). The most
important criterion, among all criteria, is the price
criteria with the significance weight of 0.354. According to the sensitivity graph, the ranking changed
with the increase in the weight of the price criterion,
and supplier 4 ranked first in the general ranking.
Economy criterion’s high priority in supplier selection decisions is also indicated in other literature
studies.
The model built in the present research constitutes a sample application for use of AHP method, a
multi-criteria decision making technique, in the furniture industry. By use of the model built for the
mentioned problem, decision makers will be allowed
to make modifications in their hierarchy by adding
or eliminating alternatives or criteria, and in turn
they will be able to establish suitable models for their
own decision problems. On the other hand, the
choice of location in factories by the AHP method is
very important to prevent environmental problems
caused by the pollution caused by furniture factories
and other forest industry facilities. This is because
the sources of agriculture, drinking and potable water that are of common interest to the community in
the AHP method and that are concerned with the
health of the community are assessed as variables in
independent data inputs and analyzes. As a matter of
fact, within the scope of the findings obtained from
this survey, Turkish furniture and other forest products factories should never be established in the pit
locations where the base land is located, near the agricultural areas and especially in the natural spring
water resources.
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water [5, 6], and it causes the widespread contamination in soils and in the aquatic environment [7].
Half-life of TCP ranges from 65 to 360 days in soil
and was considered as persistent pollutant by US
EPA [8]. Both chlorpyrifos and TCP have been reported to be responsible for contamination of varied
ecosystems; decline in diversity of essential microflora (that decreases soil productivity); disruption of
biogeochemical cycles; and death of non-target macroscopic life forms [9, 10]. Therefore, the biodegradation of chlorpyrifos and TCP were paid close attention. The microbial degradation was considered
the most important degradation method because it
was the main factor impacting degradation of
chlorpyrifos and TCP [11, 12]. Isolation and application of chlorpyrifos degrading bacteria was considered to be an effective way to treat chlorpyrifos
contamination.
In this study,     CZ-5,
a strain that could degrade chlorpyrifos was isolated,
its degradation potential and the application for environment protection were studied. The strain CZ-5
could degrade chlorpyrifos to TCP, but could not degrade TCP as the sole carbon source for its growth.
Some TCP degrading bacteria had been isolated previously. Li et al. isolated a highly efficient TCP degrading bacterium sp.T6 [6]. Abraham et
al. isolated     JAS3, which could
hydrolyze TCP utterly [13]. Therefore, although the
strain CZ-5 could not degrade TCP, it might still be
used for the treatment of chlorpyrifos pollution. The
combined applications of the strain CZ-5 and TCP
degrading bacteria was considered an effective
means for degrading chlorpyrifos.

A strain CZ-5 capable of highly degrading
chlorpyrifos was isolated from soil. The strain CZ-5
was identified as       based
on 16S rRNA and analysis of morphology, physiological and biochemical characters. The optimal pH
value and temperature were 7.0-7.5 and 30-35.
The 7d degradation rate of 100 mg/L chlorpyrifos by
strain CZ-5 was at about 99.5% in inorganic salt medium. The strain CZ-5 could hydrolyze chlorpyrifos
to 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinol(TCP), but could not
degrade TCP as the sole carbon source for its growth.
The combined applications of the strain CZ-5 and the
strain TR-16 was considered an effective means for
degrading chlorpyrifos, because the strain TR-16
could degrade TCP. The degradation rate of
chlorpyrifos (100mg/L) by the strain CZ-5 and the
strain TR-16 could reach about 99.2% in 6d. This
study may provide theoretic basis and reference for
prevention and control of pesticides pollution.
'%!"
Chlorpyrifos, 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinol, biodegradation,
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Chlorpyrifos(O,O-diethyl O-(3,5,6-trichloro2-pyridyl)-phosphorothioate) was a broad-spectrum
moderately toxic organophosphate insecticide and
acaricide, and was widely used in the prevention of
agriculture pests [1]. The chlorpyrifos residue in soil
or water might bring some trouble to environmental
health and public health [2-4]. The major metabolite
of chlorpyrifos was reported to be 3,5,6-trichloro-2pyridinol(TCP), which was more hazardous pollutants than the parent. TCP was more mobile in soil
and more leachable into groundwater and surface

#!"#"
0-31+)28)4,-,1)Chemicals: chlorpyrifos (99.8%) was purchased from Dow Chemical
Company. All other chemicals used were of analytical grade and commercially available.
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Culture media: (1). Inorganic salt medium:
(NH4)2SO4 0.1 g, MgSO4·7H2O 0.2 g, K2HPO4 0.1g,
CaSO4 0.05 g, FeSO4·7H2O 0.01 g, water 1 L, pH
7.0. (2). Isolation medium: inorganic salt medium
containing 100 mg/L chlorpyrifos was used to isolate
chlorpyrifos degrading bacteria. (3). Enrichment medium: peptone10 g, yeast extract powder 5 g, beef
extract powder 3 g, sodium chloride 5 g, water 1 L,
pH7.0.

3% strain CZ-5 inoculum and 3% strain TR-16
inoculum were inoculated simultaneously in inorganic salt culture medium containing 100mg/L
chlorpyrifos, and then place it in the shaker (120rpm,
30). The concentration of chlorpyrifos and TCP
were determined every 24h
-/7),)9154 5. +02576>71.58 *> 897)14 #!
 In order to find out whether both strains have
played a role in the combined degradation process,
the ability of the strain TR-16 to degrade chlorpyrifos was tested. 6% strain TR-16 inoculum was inoculated in inorganic salt culture medium containing
100mg/L chlorpyrifos, and then place it in the shaker
(120rpm, 30). The concentration of chlorpyrifos
was determined regularly.

852)9154 )4, 1,-491.1+)9154 5. +02576>71.58
,-/7),14/*)+9-71)The soil sample was collected
from farmland in Zhenjiang City, China, in which
chlorpyrifos has been used for more than 6 years. 5.0
g soil sample was placed in 100ml isolation medium
for shaking culture at 30 (120 rpm). The concentration of the residual chlorpyrifos was determined
every 24h [14]. 5ml culture solution with 3d degradation rate >70% was transferred to enrichment medium containing same concentration of chlorpyrifos,
and continuously transferred for more than 5 times.
After the degradation effect was verified again, the
above enrichment medium was coated on inorganic
salt culture plate containing chlorpyrifos for inverted
culture at 30. The eugonic bacterial colonies were
selected and repeatedly streaked on the culture plate
to obtain the pure culture. The new isolates were
identified by using 16SrRNA sequence analysis. At
the same time, the optimum pH and temperature of
the strain CZ-5 were tested.

058605-89-7)8-)+91;19>5.90-897)14( 
)4,90-897)14#!  Take 100ml of CZ-5 (or TR16) culture medium, then add protease inhibitor mixture, centrifuge at 10000r / min for 5min, the precipitate(α) and supernatant(I) were collected separately.
The precipitate(α) was washed twice with 50
mmol/L Tris-HCl buffer, the wash solution was
added to the supernatant (I), freeze-dried to near dry,
and constant volume to 20ml for testing the extracellular enzyme. The precipitate(α) was set to 20 ml
with Tris-HCl buffer, the appropriate amount of protease inhibitor was added, and sonicated in an ice
bath (200W, broken for 5s, interval 4s, total 4min),
then centrifuged at 10,000 r/min for 10min, supernatant () was the crude enzyme solution (set to 20ml
for determinating enzyme activity). The crude enzyme solution was centrifuged at 18,000 r/min for 30
min and the supernatant(β) was resuspended in 20 ml
Tris-HCl buffer for the determination of membranebound enzyme. Supernatant (III) was re-set to 20 ml
with Tris-HCl buffer for intracellular enzyme [17,
18].
Phosphoesterase enzymatic reaction system (3
ml): 2.8 ml glycine-sodium hydroxide buffer (0.05
mol / L, pH 9.0), 0.19 ml of enzyme solution, 10μl
of p-nitrophenyl phosphate disodium salt (40
mmol/L), 37  water bath for 1h, take 0.5ml of reaction solution into the test tube, add 3.5ml glycinesodium hydroxide buffer (pH10.0), OD405 and the
amount of p-nitrophenol in solution were determined
(colorimetric determination). The unit of enzyme activity (U) was defined as the amount of enzyme required to convert p-nitrophenyl phosphate disodium
salt to 1 μmol of p-nitrophenol in 1 min.

-/7),)91545.+02576>71.58*>897)14( 
Inoculums of chlorpyrifos degrading bacteria were
prepared in advance [15]. 6% strain CZ-5 inoculum
was inoculated in inorganic salt culture medium containing 100mg/L chlorpyrifos, and then place it in
the shaker (120rpm, 30). The concentration of
chlorpyrifos and TCP were determined every 24h
[14, 16].
-/7),)91545.# *>897)14( The inorganic salt culture medium containing 15 mg/L
TCP was inoculated with 6% strain CZ-5 inoculum,
and then place it in the shaker (120rpm, 30). The
concentration of TCP was determined regularly.
-/7),)9154 5. +02576>71.58 *> +53*1414/
897)14 (  )4, 897)14 #!  The strain TR-16
was a triclopyr degrading bacterium deposited in our
laboratory. It was identified as    
according to 16S analytical method (GenBank accession number KY682075). The strain TR-16 could
effectively degrade TCP, and could degrade
triclopyr into carbon dioxide and water completely.
Because the strain CZ-5 could not degrade TCP, the
combined applications of the strain CZ-5 and the
strain TR-16 was considered an effective means for
degrading chlorpyrifos.

!"$#""$""

,-491.1+)9154 )4, +0)7)+9-71?)9154 5.
+02576>71.58,-/7),14/*)+9-71)A bacterium capable of degrading chlorpyrifos was isolated from
soil, named CZ-5. The strain CZ-5 was gram-positive, aerobiotic, mobile, spore-forming, rod-shaped,
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0.5-1.0×2.0-3.0 um in size. It formed white, smooth,
non-pigmented colonies on the nutrient agar plate.
The optimum growth was at 30-35 and pH 7.0-7.5.
It was positive for catalase, starch hydrolysis and VP
test, but negative for oxidase test, gelatin liquefaction and indole test [19, 20]. 
A 1507 base pairs long sequence of 16S rRNA
was amplified and submitted to NCBI GenBank (Accession no. KY682074). Blastn of 16S rRNA sequence indicated that strain CZ-5 showed nearly
99% similarity with 16S rRNA sequence  
   . The identification result was
consistent with that of BiologTM microorganisms
identification system.

CZ-5. The degradation rate of chlorpyrifos
(100mg/L) by the strain CZ-5 could reach about
99.5% in 7d. The degradation law of chlorpyrifos under the experimental conditions accorded with the
first order kinetic model (C=C0·e-kt), (“C0” was initial concentration, “k” was the degradation rate constant, “t” was the degradation time.) C=100e-0.4272t,
R2=0.9897, half life=1.69d. At the same time, it was
found that TCP concentration continued to increase
in the degradation process of chlorpyrifos. In addition, TCP could not be degraded by the strain CZ-5
(Fig. 2). These results suggested that the strain CZ-5
could not completely degrade chlorpyrifos into CO2
and H2O. If the strain CZ-5 was used for the degradation of chlorpyrifos, it was necessary to consider
degradation of TCP. It was believed that the combination of the strain CZ-5 and a TCP degrading bacterium may be an effective means.

-/7),)91545.+02576>71.58)4,# *>90-
897)14 (  The results in Fig. 1 showed that the
chlorpyrifos could be rapidly degraded by the strain
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-/7),)9154 5. +02576>71.58 *> +53*1414/
897)14( )4,897)14#! Because the strain
CZ-5 could not degrade TCP, the combined applications of the strain CZ-5 and TCP degrading bacteria
was considered an effective means for degrading
chlorpyrifos. The results in Fig. 3 showed that the
chlorpyrifos could be rapidly degraded by the strain
CZ-5 and the strain TR-16 (the strain TR-16 could
degrade TCP). The degradation rate of chlorpyrifos
(100mg/L) by the strain CZ-5 and the strain TR-16
could reach about 99.2% in 6d. The fitted equation
was C=100e-0.5118t, R2=0.9886, half life=1.35d.
These data indicated that the degradation rate was
faster when combined with the strain CZ-5 and the
strain TR-16. Because the results in Fig. 4 showed
that the strain TR-16 could not degrade chlorpyrifos
alone, the increase in degradation rate was considered to be the result of the combined action of the
two strains. So it was speculated that the strain CZ-5
first degrades chlorpyrifos into TCP, then TCP was
degraded by strain TR-16. Degradation of TCP
could help to reduce feedback suppression, and promote degradation of chlorpyrifos [21-23].

strain TR-16 was considered an effective means for
degrading chlorpyrifos. The degradation rate of
chlorpyrifos (100mg/L) by the strain CZ-5 and the
strain TR-16 could reach about 99.2% in 6d. So it
was speculated that the strain CZ-5 first degrades
chlorpyrifos into TCP, then TCP was degraded by
strain TR-16. Degradation of TCP could promote
degradation of chlorpyrifos.
%#"
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In this study,     CZ-5
was isolated from soil, which could degrade
chlorpyrifos. The optimal pH value and temperature
of strain CZ-5 were 7.0-7.5 and 30-35. The strain
CZ-5 has a high phosphoesterase activity (> 30U/ml)
in its extracellular enzyme, which was considered to
be the reason that the strain CZ-5 could rapidly degrade chlorpyrifos into TCP. The degradation rate of
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reach about 99.5% in 7d, but TCP could not be degraded by the strain CZ-5. The strain CZ-5 could not
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sign, filtration, and drug delivery [7]. Tissue engineering applications represent a new era of medicine,
and electrospun nanofibers have become important
in this area.
Tissue engineering is a new medical therapy
and it is an alternative to conventional transplantation methods. Scaffolds, cells, and biochemical stimuli are the three main elements of tissue engineering
[8]. Polymeric nanofiber-based scaffolds serve as a
support for tissue regeneration. A scaffold must possess high surface area, interconnected pores, and be
suitable for cell growth [9, 10]. Hence, many biocompatible polymers are used in this field as mimics
of the extracellular matrix [11-13].
GHK is a tripeptide consisting of glycyl-histidyl-lysine that naturally occurs in human plasma,
saliva, and urine [14]. GHK-Cu was isolated from
human plasma by Pickart and Thaler [15]. It is present LQ SODVPD DW DSSUR[LPDWHO\ ௗPJP/  í
M) by age 20 years, but decreases with aging. GHK
has a high affinity for copper, and the copper complex accelerates wound healing and skin repair[14].
In addition, GHK has been reported as a therapeutic
agent [16].
In this study, we fabricated pure poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) nanofibers and biocompatible GHK
embedded PVA nanofibers by using electrospinning,
investigated their toxicity in cell culture, and characterized the material using morphological and analytical methods.

ABSTRACT
Nanofibers fabricated by the electrospinning
process demonstrate excellent surface area, high porosity, phase purity, and good chemical composition.
In this study, we fabricated pure poly vinyl alcohol
(PVA) nanofiber and glycyl-L-histidyl-L-lysine
(GHK) embedded PVA nanofibers by using the electrospinning technique and characterized the fibers
using relevant methods. Scanning electron microscopic images demonstrated that the average dimensions of the fabricated PVA fibers at 20 and 25 wt%
were 100 and 200 nm, respectively, and they possessed equivalent diameters. In contrast, GHK embedded PVA nanofiber dimensions varied between
50 and 250 nm. The Fourier transform-infrared spectrophotometry results revealed the bonds related to
PVA and GHK-PVA conjugation. In addition cell
culture studies showed that the nanofibers were nontoxic. Growth-modulating peptide (GHK) embedded
poly vinyl alcohol was electrospun to yield nanofibers that can be used for wound dressing applications.
KEYWORDS:
tripeptide, GHK, nanofiber, electrospinning, cell culture.

INTRODUCTION
One-dimensional materials, such as nanowires,
nanorods, nanotubes, and nanobelts, have received
attention due to their high electrical, thermal conductivity, high optical density, and flexibility properties
[1, 2]. In addition, these materials show good thermal stability, good chemical resistance, and are costeffective [3]. They have been produced using different methods, such as the hydrothermal-solvothermal
process [4] and electron beam [5] and electrospinning techniques etc [6]. The electrospinning process
is more easily controlled compared to the others, due
to the ability to adjust the process parameters, such
as viscosity, concentration, voltage, current, flow
rate, and the distance between the capillary and collector. Hence, they have a wide range of applications
in medicine, such as wound-dressing, scaffold de-

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Methods. All chemicals were used as received
ZLWKRXW IXUWKHU SXUL¿FDWLRQ 39$ SRZGHU >0Z
31,000±50,000 Da; degree of hydrolysis = 87±89
mol%] was purchased from Aldrich (Munich, Germany). GHK (Gly-His-Lys., purity > 98%) was purchased from Active Peptide (Cambridge, MA,
USA). An electrospinning unit (model No: HONFES-043U/ Holmarc, Kochi, Kerala, India) was
used in these experimental studies.
Production of 20 and 25 wt% PVA and GHK
embedded PVA solution and the electrospinning
process. In the experimental studies, 1 g and 1.25 g
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PVA were dissolved in 5 ml pure water each. Solutions of 20 wt% PVA and 25 wt% PVA were prepared in pure water and mixed at 80°C. The process
was repeated at the same concentrations to prepare
the GHK-embedded PVA solutions. The GHK peptide was added to the solutions at a concentration of
0.02% (w/v) and electrospinning was performed.
The polymer solutions were placed in a 5 ml syringe
with a capillary tip whose inner diameter was 0.3
mm. Stainless steel wrapped with aluminum foil was
used as the collector. A high voltage supply
(HMPSKV30/0-30 kV) was used to generate an
electric field with voltage of 15±18 kV. The distance
from the tip to the collector was 14 cm, and flow rate
was 0.3 mL/h, respectively.
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line was used to determine if the GHK embedded
PVA nanofibers were cytotoxic. L929 cells were cultured in DMEM-F12 medium (including 10% fetal
bovine serum, penicillin-streptomycin, and L-glutamine) at 37°C (5% CO2). The cultured cells were
trypsinized and seeded (104 cells/well) in 96-well
flat bottom microplates. Electrospun nanofibers (1.5
mg) were added to 10 ml of cell culture medium and
vortexed until they dissolved. The 150 μg/ml dissolved nanofibers were added to cultured cells at different concentrations (1.5, 3, 7.5, 15, 30, 45, and 60
μg/ml) after a 24 hour incubation. Medium alone
was used as the negative control.
After the 24 hour incubation, the medium was
DVSLUDWHGDQGȝ/RI-bis-(2-methoxy-4-nitro5-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium-5-carboxanilide solution was added in fresh medium to the wells at a
concentration of 0.5 mg/ml (with 7.ȝJP/phenazine methosulfate). The plates were incubated for 3
h at 37°C and optical density was measured at 450
nm with a multiplate reader (Multiskan Ascent 354
Microplate Photometer; Thermo Labsystems, Mumbai, India).

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
analysis. SEM (Supra 50 V; Zeiss, Jena, Germany)
was used to observe the structure of the pure PVA
nanofibers and GHK embedded PVA nanofibers.
The morphologies and chemical composition of the
samples was determined by EDX [17].
Fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy. The IR Prestige21 FT-IR spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Tokyo, Japan) was used for the
chemical analysis of the functional groups which
present in the samples. Measurements were carried
out on PVA nanofibers and GHK embedded PVA
nanofibers in universal attenuation total reflectance
mode. The FT-IR spectra were obtained from four
scans per sample ranging from 4000 to 750 cmí at a
resolution of 4 cmí.

RESULTS
Concentrations of 20% and 25% PVA with or
without GHK were electrospun and characterized.
The optimum amount of PVA was 20% or 25% to
achieve electrospinning without any bead formation.
The SEM images of the electrospun PVA (20 wt%)
polymer are shown in Figure 1. PVA nanofibers
were successfully obtained with average dimensions
of 100 nm. They possessed identical fiber diameters,
and no beads formed.

Determination of Cytotoxicity. The L929 cell

FIGURE 1
(a±d)- Scanning electron microscopic images of the PVA(20 wt%) nanofibers.
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Figure 3 shows the SEM results of PVA nanofibers at a concentration of 25 wt%. The nanofibers
had average diameters of 200 nm. Increasing the
concentration of the PVA solution proportionally increased the diameter of the nanofibers. In addition,
the formation of beads has not occurred.
Figure 4 reveals that the PVA nanofiber peaks
were similar with those of the electrospun PVA (20
wt%) polymer.

The EDX analysis results of the pure PVA nano
fibers (20 wt%) are shown in Figure 2. The high intensity carbon peak and oxygen peak belong to the
PVA polymer, which has the molecular formula
[CH2CH(OH)]n [18].
Some peaks in the graph were related to gold
and palladium used in the coating treatment before
the SEM analysis. The aluminum peak likely belonged to the grid.

FIGURE 2
Energy dispersive X-ray results of the PVA(20 wt%) nanofibers.

FIGURE 3
(a±d)- Scanning electron microscopic images of the PVA (25 wt%) nanofibers.

FIGURE 4
Energy dispersive X-ray results of the PVA(25 wt%) nanofibers.
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with diameters of 50±250 nm. Although the conditions and spinning parameters were the same, the diameters of the fibers decreased compared to pure
PVA nanofibers due to the presence of the GHKpeptide. Adding the peptide changed the fiber diameter due to changes in the charge characteristics, as
reported previously [22, 23]. In contrast, the EDX
analysis revealed the presence of peptide±nitrogen
on the surface of the PVA±GHK peptide (Fig. 7),
specifically agglomeration regions, which were absent in the PVA nanofibers.

Figure 5 (a) and (b) shows the characteristic
FT-IR bands of PVA and their assignments. The
bands observed between 3,604 and 3,724 cmí were
associated with stretching O-H bonds [19]. The
bands at 1,750 and 1,730 cmí referred to water absorption in the initial PVA spectra, as reported previously [20]. In addition, the peaks at 1,356 cmí
demonstrate C-H stretching of aliphatic groups [21].
The SEM images of GHK embedded PVA (20
wt%) nanofibers are shown in Figure 6 (a±d). As indicated, the morphology consisted of nanofibers

FIGURE 5
Fourier transform-infrared results of PVA (a) 20 wt% and (b) 25 wt%.

FIGURE 6
(a±d)- Scanning electron microscopic images of the GHK embedded PVA(20 wt%) nanofibers.
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FIGURE 7
Energy dispersive X-ray results of the PVA-GHK (20 wt%) nanofibers.

FIGURE 8
(a±d)- Scanning electron microscopic images of the GHK embedded PVA (25 wt%) nanofibers.

FIGURE 9
Energy dispersive X-ray results of the PVA-GHK (20 wt%) nanofibers.
uniform structure was observed for PVA-GHK (25
wt%). We inferred that when the PVA concentration
was increased, agglomerations occurred in some locations and their dimensions reached micrometer
size due to changes in viscosity of the polymer solution. The EDX analysis revealed the presence of the
peptide±nitrogen complex on the surface of the
PVA±GHK peptide (Fig. 9).

As shown in Figure 7, the peptide±nitrogen
peak was low because the GHK peptide consists of
three amino acids comprised of small protein fragments. Peptide molecules can penetrate the polymer
chains resulting in interactions. Figure 8 shows the
GHK embedded PVA (25 wt%) nanofiber morphology. According to the results, the fibers had diameters of 50±200 nm, and the diameters decreased due
to the presence of GHK peptide. In contrast, a non-
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Figure 10 (a) and (b) shows the characteristics
of the PVA-GHK peptide bands (20 and 25 wt%)
and their assignments. The band observed at 3,724
cmí was associated with stretching O-H bonds. The
C=O stretching has a strong band in the 1,660±1,730
cm-1 region [24, 25]. Our results demonstrate that
C=O stretching of the carboxyl group of the GHK
peptide was observed at the peak at 1,743 cmí. The
C-O stretching vibration of the carboxyl group was

Fresenius Environmental Bulletin

observed in the 1,340±1,440 region, according to the
literature. In this regard, the 1,363 cmí peak referred
to C-O stretching, and confirmed the GHK peptide
[26].
The toxicity results of the GHK-PVA nanofibers are shown in Figure 11. PVA is not normally
a toxic polymer and GHK is normally found in humans and is nontoxic[14]. Our results showed that
GHK-PVA was not toxic to L929 cells.

a)

b)

FIGURE 10
Fourier transform-infrared results of (a) 20 wt% and (b) 25 wt% PVA-GHK peptide.

FIGURE 11
Cell toxicity of the GHK-PVA nanofibers.
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[9] He, W., Yong, T., Teo, W.E., Ma, Z., Ramakrishna, S. (2005) Fabrication and endothelialization of collagen-blended biodeg-radable
polymer nanofibers: potential vascular graft for
blood vessel tissue engineering. Tissue engineering. 11, 1574-1588.
[10] Dahlin, R.L., Kasper, F.K., Mikos, A.G. (2011)
Polymeric nanofibers in tissue engineering.
Tissue Engineering Part B: Reviews. 17, 349364.
[11] Shrestha, B.K., Mousa, H.M., Tiwari, A.P., Ko,
S.W., Park, C.H., Kim, C.S. (2016) Development of polyamide-6, 6/chitosan electrospun
hybrid nanofibrous scaffolds for tissue
engineering application. Carbohydrate polymers. 148, 107-114.
[12] Agrawal, P., Pramanik, K. (2016) Chitosan-poly
(vinyl alcohol) nanofibers by free surface
electrospinning for tissue engineering applications. Tissue Engineering and Regenerative
Medicine. 13, 485-497.
[13] Yoshimoto, H., Shin, Y., Terai, H., Vacanti, J.
(2003) A biodegradable nanofiber scaffold by
electrospinning and its potential for bone tissue
engineering. Biomaterials. 24, 2077-2082.
[14] Pickart, L., Vasquez-Soltero, J.M., Margolina,
A. (2015) GHK peptide as a natural modulator
of multiple cellular pathways in skin
regeneration. BioMed research international
2015.
[15] Pickart, L., Thaler, M. (1973) Tripeptide in
human serum which prolongs survival of
normal liver cells and stimulates growth in
neoplastic liver. Nature: New biology. 243, 8587.
[16] Meiners, S., Eickelberg, O. (2012) Nextgeneration personalized drug discovery: the
tripeptide GHK hits center stage in chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease. Genome
medicine. 4, 70.
[17] Aravindh, S., Periasamy, P., Kalirajan, M., Indumathy, K., Venkatachalam, R. (2016)
Efficacy Of Bacterial Biopolymeric (EPS) Liganded Silver Mesocage Complexes For
Hexavalent Chromium Adsorption. Fresen.
Environ. Bull. 25, 6030-6037.
[18] Bunn, C. (1948) Crystal structure of polyvinyl
alcohol. Nature. 161, 929-930.
[19] Coates, J. (2000) Interpretation of infrared
spectra, a practical approach. Encyclopedia of
analytical chemistry.
[20] Anicuta, S-G., Dobre, L., Stroescu, M., Jipa, I.
(2010) Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy
for
characterization
of
antimicrobial films containing chitosan.
University Politehnica of Bucharest, Faculty
Applied Chemistry and Material Science.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this study, pure PVA nanofibers with a uniform morphology were synthesized. The FT-IR and
EDX results confirmed that the GHK peptide was
embedded successfully in the PVA fiber structure.
However, structural uniformity changed after adding
the GHK-peptide to the PVA solution due to changes
in the charge characteristics between the GHK-peptide and the PVA polymer chain. In addition, as the
concentration of the GHK peptide was increased,
polymer fiber diameter decreased. GHK-PVA was
not toxic to L929 cells. Non-toxic, nano-dimensional
fibers were successfully fabricated, and the nanofibers could be useful in future tissue engineering
studies.
No potential conflicts of interest are reported
by the authors.
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The aim of this study was to determine the genetic variation in one-year-old seedling characters of
seven Crimean juniper populations naturally distributing in the Lakes District of Turkey. For this purpose, totally 70 families (10 per population) were
used to estimate the amount of genetic variation and
heritability among individuals within and among
populations. Genetic variation among individuals
within populations was found to be higher than that
among populations. It was detected that seedling
fresh weight had the highest coefficient of both genetic and phenotypic variations. On the contrary, the
lowest coefficients of genetic and phenotypic variations were the shoot height. Individual heritability
ranged from 0.08 (shoot height and the longest root
length) to 0.13 (seedling fresh weight), whereas family heritability varied from 0.82 (the longest root
length) to 0.91 (seedling fresh weight). In conclusion, it can be recommended to select family within
the population rather than population in the context
of breeding strategies of the species.

its distribution areas [4, 5, 6, 7]. In Turkey, it has a
wide natural distribution in northern, western, central, and southern Anatolia, especially in the Taurus
and Anti- Taurus Mountains [8]. It has economical
functions due to the durability of its timber [9], and
organic and inorganic components in their cones
[10].
Despite being a valuable species, so far the
amount of genetic variation based on cone, seed and
juvenile seedling characters [6] and via genetic
markers [7, 11, 12, 13, 14] and also morphological
dissimilarities among seven populations of Crimean
juniper [15] were studied. So, in this study genetic
variations in one-year-old seedling characters of
seven Crimean juniper populations were investigated.
#!"#"

70 open-pollinated parent trees (10 from each
of seven populations) sampled from the Lakes District of Turkey were used (Table 1). In order to represent gene poll of the populations, the parent trees
were sampled at random with the following restrictions: 1) they were to be separated by at least 50
m, 2) the range of elevation of the parent trees had to
be not greater than 100 m within any population, 3)
they were to be approximately of the same age (± 10
years), ranging from 130 to 140 years. The coarse
and healthy cones were collected from the middle
part of the crown during November of 2006.
Seeds were sown in polyethylene tubes with 13
x 25 cm dimensions in Eğirdir Forest Nursery (45 km
northeast of Isparta, at 920 m a.s.l.) in February
2007. As a growing medium, the mixture containing
50% of silt and forest soil respectively was used. The
sowing depth was 2 mm. The layout of the experiment was a randomized complete block design with
three replications. Seedlings were irrigated based on
the operational regime for this nursery, but not fertilized. For measurements, 15 one-year-old seedlings
per parent tree were used.

'&!"
Crimean juniper, genetic variation, heritability, seedling

#!$#

Genetic variation is a raw material to be shaped
for breeding work. For this reason, research on genetic variation is among the priority areas of forestry
rehabilitation programs [1]. In this sense, morphological variation studies have also provided an estimate of relatedness among populations within species [2]. Likewise, the characterization of local genetic resources is often based on the knowledge of
variation in morphological characters [3].
     Bieb. M. is one of the major
species for afforestations as it is resistant to drought,
frost damages and poor soils growing at the boundaries of steppe in the interior parts of the mountains in
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Shoot height (SH, cm), the longest root length (LRL,
cm), root collar diameter (RCD, mm) and seedling
fresh weight (SFW, g) of seedlings were evaluated.
All the characters were analyzed by using the
model of two level nested ANOVA given below
through SPSS program [16]:
Yijk = μ + Pi + F (P)j(i) +ek(ij)
Where; Yijk is the phenotypic value of the kth
tree [i: population (1-7); j: each parent tree (1-70); k:
replication (1-15)]; μ is the overall mean; Pi is the effect of ith population; F (P)j(i) is the effect of jth parent
tree in ith population; ek(ij) is the residual. In model,
while populations were fixed variables parent trees
were random variables. Besides, replications were
not analyzed as a variable.
Individual heritability for each character were
calculated equation given below [17].
2
kσFP
h2 
σ2T
2
2
geWhere; h = individual heritability; σFP
2
netic variance from family; σT  total phenotypic
variance and k= the similarity ratio. In here, we used
1/3 for the similarity ratio because of the natural Crimean juniper populations.
2
σFP
h2f  2
σe
2
 σFP
n
2
Where; hf  family heritability; σ2e  variance
among individual trees within family (sampling error) and n= the replication number.
On the other side, the coefficients of genetic
(CVg ) and phenotypic (CVf ) variation for each population were calculated to be able to compare the genetic variances of characters defined by different
units. For this purpose, equations below were used.


12.59
14.81
22.16
38.81

7.97
9.46
13.78
23.51

CVg 
CVf 



 



2
σFP


x

σ2e
n



0.08±0.17
0.08±0.17
0.10±0.18
0.13±0.20

3σ2FP
x





0.83±0.12
0.82±0.11
0.86±0.08
0.91±0.05

 100

 100

Where;
  Arithmetic means of seedling characteristics


!"$#""$""
The component of the total variance attributed
to variation among populations was less than 4%.
The components of the total variance attributed to
variation among families within populations ranged
from 23% in the longest root length to 38% in root
fresh weight (Table 2). Generally, the family variance components were estimated with higher precision than the population components.
According to Table 2, individual heritability
(h2) for all the characters was low (0.08-0.13) but
family heritability (h2f ) was high (0.82-0.99). High
family heritability of one-year-old seedling characters showed that an important genetic gain using selective improvement methods could be provided in
this species. Heritability of root collar diameter was
higher than that of shoot height. This case indicated
that the root collar diameter of seedling was of higher
importance in the seedling growing and selection
studies than the rootstock diameter. On the contrary,
Bilir et al. [18] reported that shoot height was more
important than root collar diameter in the seedling
growing and selection studies of     L.
Moreover, the coefficients of genetic and phenotypic variation have showed significant differences among populations (Table 2). While root fresh
weight has the highest value of the coefficient of
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both genetic (CVg=38.81) and phenotypic variations
(CVf=23.51). In turn, it was determined that shoot
height has both the low genetic (CVg=12.59) and
phenotypic (CVf=7.97) variations. As seen, the coefficients of genetic variation for both characters were
high. This may be explained that genetic factors were
more effective on those characters.
According to the result of the current study, the
Crimean juniper populations in Lakes District of
Turkey were genetically variable and a greater
amount of genetic variation resided within populations. The increment of family heritability has supported the increment of the genetic variation regarding families within populations. It was likely that selection within populations would be much more effective than those among populations. This result
drawn from the seedling characters was congruent
with the morphological variation estimated within
and among natural    populations [6, 11] and
genetic variation estimated using microsatellite
markers in 12    populations from Lebanon,
Turkey, Greece and the Ukraine [7], in seven  
 populations from Lakes District of Turkey
[13], in six    populations from Crimean
Mountains and one population from Lebanon [12]
and in three    populations from Pakistan
[14].
It was predicted that low genetic variation
among populations was observed due to limited geographic sampling. Consequently, future studies
should broaden the geographic range of populations
to be tested and establish the pattern of variation in
relation to geographic and climatic variables. The results of this study are only representative for the populations from Lakes District of Turkey. As common
garden studies show genetic differences in fitnessrelated traits (e.g. growth, drought tolerance, insect
resistance), the determination of genetic variation
and estimation of genetic parameters for   
populations in common gardens pre-established before about 10 years will be more useful to carry out
the breeding strategies of the species.
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are caused by extreme rainfall [3, 4]. Previous rainfall studies were based on daily temporal data and
the spatial scale varying from hundreds of kilometres
to global. Because of data limitations, few previous
researchers focused on small-scale variations of rainfall [5, 6]. Some of latest studies, however, have revealed that small scale rainfall study is beneficial to
analyse the land surface changes, and rainfall distribution may also influence the land surface process
[7].
Despite being a critical variable to hydrological
system, the study of rainfall spatiotemporal characteristics is a daunting challenge, because of its diversity over space and time [8-10]. In generally, measurement of rainfall is subjected to errors from gauge
station, especially, in the mountainous areas. Most of
the quantitative rainfall estimation often have significant inaccuracies, due to various reasons [11]. In additionally, the hourly rainfall which are caused by
terrain is difficult to forecast and even to measure at
an hourly scale [12, 13]. The analysis of the hourly
rainfall can benefit the flash flood prediction and surveillance of extreme rainfall [14]. Previous research
results have showed that in different climatic and terrain conditions, the spatial and temporal variability
of rainfall on small scale also has obvious differences, so it is necessary to carry out statistical analysis of the specific research area [15, 16].
In climate research, experts have studied a variety of complex models to study and simulate rainfall [17, 18]. It is known that most numeric weather
and climate models tend to under predict in intensity,
but over predict in frequency of occurrences even
though precipitation amount is reasonable and this
will cause hydrological model instability [19, 20].
Small scale spatial and temporal variability of rainfall has its unique features different from large scale
rainfall in terms of analysis and simulation, which
can show the change in much finer detail. The drastic
change of rainfall intensity at finer scales may cause
different kinds of flood disaster, especially in the
mountain area [21]. The spatial analysis of fine-scale
rainfall allows up to detect the defects in the distribution of rainfall station, such as mal-functioned stations, misaligned data etc.

The spatiotemporal distribution of rainfall in
mountainous area has great importance in the prediction and prevention the natural rainfall hazard, such
as, flash flood, landslides and debris flow. In the
Hanjiang River Basin, rainfall variation patterns, especially the variations of hourly rainfall have not
been examined in detailed. This study aims to analysis the spatial patterns of hourly rainfall by a number of statistics, thereby, demonstrating the correlations with the time-scale and geographical features.
The result indicates that the frequency of hourly rainfall has significant positive with all the geographical
features. The monsoon climate and local terrain information both affect the local short-time scale rainfall, especially in the Northeast part of the watershed.
For temporal variations, the shorter time scale rainfall occurs in the midnight on the South part of the
watershed, and rainfall from monsoon season dictates the distribution of yearly rainfall. Statistically,
the result showed that, the season factor plays an important role in the spatial correlation, based on the
empirical model. The spatial correlation coefficients
are also increase with the increase of accumulate
rainfall time scale. In summary, the results presented
in this article demonstrates the distributions of the
rainfall regime from the viewpoints of quantitative
and qualitative in the upper reaches of Hanjiang
River Basin.


+)!$%
Hourly rainfall, Spatiotemporal characteristics, Upper
Reaches of Hanjiang River Basin, Pearson correlation coefficient, Spearman rank correlation coefficient

 &$!'&! 
Rainfall is a key input component of watershed
hydrological system [1, 2]. Quantitative analysis of
spatiotemporal characteristics of precipitation is one
of the basic elements of hydrological research and
vital for natural hazards such as flash flood, landslides, debris flow and urban water-logging which
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This study analysed different kinds of hourly
data in upper reaches of Hanjiang River Basin. This
basin is located in the humid subtropical monsoon
climate zone edge [22].Despite the influence from
mountainous terrain, it is a warm temperate mountain climate, with the rainy season appearing in the
summer and autumn. In Summer, it is governed by
the low pressure Southwest warm and the high pressure Western Pacific subtropical wind. In Autumn, it
is also influenced by the Northwest cold and high
pressure. Previous studies show that the runoff from
different tributaries of the upper reach of the Hanjiang River Basin rainfall is differs greatly and
largely influenced by climate and topography [23].
Accordingly, it is of prime significance for flush
flood simulation and prediction to be able to represent the regional hourly rainfall variability in particular areas of this region. Past reports had explored
the climate effect of this watershed, including annual, seasonal, monthly and daily rainfall variations
[24, 25]. However, hourly rainfall regimes have
never been represented, mainly because of the lack
of data. In this paper, close attention is paid to the
following two aspects: (i) the characteristics of the
hourly rainfall variations in both space and time; (ii)
the defects of existing gauge network in different
tributaries.
The objective of this study is to resolve the following two questions: 1) What is the main features
of the hourly rainfall changes in time and space; 2)

What is the most appropriate gauge station distance
for monitoring the hourly rainfall in the upstream of
Hanjiang river basin. To answer the first question,
hourly gauge rainfall data in the recent four years
were collected to analyse the spatial distribution of
hourly rainfall and rainfall temporal distribution for
each day. To solve the second question, the gauge
station information and the rainfall of different time
scales can be approximated as a spatial distribution
function and the parameters of the function can show
the most appropriate gauge station distance.
The paper is organized as follows: the study
area and datasets are described in section 2; Section
3 presents the statistical method of the rainfall data;
Section 4 gives the results and some discussions; followed by summary and conclusions in Section 5.



%&'+$ '&
%?@/D,=0,. The study area showed in Figure 1
is known as the upper reaches of Hanjiang River Basin. This area is located between 10612E and
11007E, 3150N and 3405N, and the
Danjiangkou reservoir is located at the downstream
this watershed. The total catchment area is 59155
km2, and the elevation ranges from 107m to 3365m
above sea level.

'$ 
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This watershed contains Micang Mountains
and Daba Mountains which are the famous storm
centers in Qinling South Mountain, as the noted in
the earlier studies [26, 27].The main stream is known
as the Hanjiang River, and it is the largest tributary
of the Yangtze River, originating from south of Qinling Mountains. Most part of the terrains are mountains and sloping fields, and the river flows through
the Hanzhong plain. Therefore, the complex terrain
gives rise to a lot of small tributaries, which directly
generated floods into the main Hanjiang River. The
rainfall distribution is very different from the west to
the east. For example, the annual rainfall of
Lengshuihe station in the west varies from 1500
~1700mm and the annual rainfall in the east varies
from only 800 ~ 900mm. Generally, the flood season
in upper reaches of Hanjiang River Basin starts in
May and ends in October. During July to September,
local precipitation is dominated by the Pacific subtropical high pressure zones, and influenced by
Southwest China Vortex. Rainfall during the flood
season contributes to 82% of total annual rainfall
[28].

,@20/,?,. There are two types of rain gauge
data used in this study. Thirty of the 48 rainfall stations are of funnel These gauge stations were in operation since 2010. The other eighteen rainfall stations were from the local meteorological rainfall stations in the national meteorological system. Four
years of hourly rainfall data (from September 2012
to August 2016) was used to ensure that these two
data sets are compatible, a cross-validation test was
carried out to compare accumulated daily rainfall using the accumulated 6 hours rainfall from the two
different gauges system the nearby. The result
showed that the correlation coefficient between two
kinds of gauge station was more than 0.90 average,
indicating that the data can be used together.

rainfall process in different areas
(C) Spatial correlation analysis of rainfall: In
this section, the rainfall stations should be paired and
their correlation coefficient can be computed. The
function of the distance and the coefficient can then
be fitted. The parameters of the function will reveal
the optimum distance of the different two stations.
Using the optimum distance, the density of the rainfall station in the whole basin can be calculated and
the districts which have inadequate rainfall station
coverage can also be detected.
In the analysis of the whole spatiotemporal
characteristics, the following basic statistic indices
are introduced and utilized.
4 "0,=>:9 .:==07,?4:9 .:0114.409? Pearson
correlation coefficient [29]describes the close relationship between 2 fixed variables, which is used to
measure the correlation between 2 variables X and Y
(linear correlation), and its value is between -1 and 1,
which lies generally expressed by rxy.
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In this formula, n is the sample size, X, Y were
2 variables of the observed value. If rxy > 0, it is
showed that the 2 variables are positively correlated,
that is the value of a variable is larger, another variable value will be greater; if rxy < 0, showed that the
2 variables are negatively correlated, that is the value
of a variable is the value of another variable, but will
be smaller. The greater the absolute value of rxy, the
stronger the correlation.
44 %;0,=8,9 =,96 .:==07,?4:9 .:0114.409?
The spearman rank correlation coefficient [30] is a
nonparametric rank statistic parameter, proposed by
Spearman in 1904, to measure the relationship between the two variables. Spearman rank correlation
coefficient can be expressed as . 
 
     

In this formula, di is the rank difference of the
two variables. Spearman rank correlation coefficient
is often referred to as the no a parametric correlation
coefficient, which has two meanings. Firstly, if the
relationship between Y and X is monotonic, X and
Y are completely Spearman dependent, which is different from the Pearson Correlation Coefficient. The
latter is completely related to the linear relationship
between variables. What is more, nonparametric
means that the exact distribution of the samples can
be obtained when the joint probability density function of Y and X is not known.
The largest difference between the two coefficients is the requirements for variable distribution.
Pearson correlation coefficient needs the variables to
obey normal distribution or approximately normal
distribution, but Spearman rank correlation coeffi-


&!
The spatiotemporal characteristics of rainfall is
always based on classic probability and statistics as
rainfall processes are stochastic processes. The parameters of the distribution functions can be calculated by limited historical observation data. Based on
existing data and different aspects of the problems,
the analysis can be separated into three steps:
(A) Spatial distribution of rainfall: This section
can focus on the spatial variation of rainfall over the
whole basin, without considering the changes over
time. The statistics information can be computed
from the historical data.
(B) Rainfall temporal distribution within the
day: The whole basin will be separated in different
parts. In each unique part, the rainfall data of different stations can be added up by different hours of the
day. This kind of analysis will show the unique daily
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cient need not. In this study, Pearson correlation coefficient is used in the space and time variations to
test the correlation between hourly rainfalls data and
spatial information. Spearman rank correlation coefficient is used in the analysis of hourly rainfall for
two different stations, to detect the distance between
the rainfall station pairs. Two kinds of data use two
different coefficients, because the hourly rainfall
data does not obey the normal distribution, but the
statistical information of hourly rainfall obey the
normal distribution.
The correspondence of coefficient and relationship is shown in Table 1 [31].

total rainfall amount divided by the rainy hours),
rainfall occurrence percentage (the rainy hours divided by the total hours of the 4-yr gauge records),
and maximum rainfall accumulated with four different time scales (1,6,12,24h). All the eight stations are
all in the mountain area, to analyze the spatial distribution in mountainous region which do not have
rainfall station coverage
The summary statistics of hourly rainfall from
eight sample rainfall gauges (Figure 1) are shown in
Table 2. The median takes the 0 and no rain data into
consideration to reflect the intermittence of natural
rainfall. The hours without rain are excluded from
the analysis in the other seven indices. The values of
skewness, kurtosis, CV and CS suggest that hourly
rainfall in the whole watershed instability and high
temporal variability.
From the result in Table 2, the sample station
showed that the mean rainfall increases with increase
in altitude, but the number of rainfall hours decreases
with increase in altitude. Secondly, it became evident that the stations located in the northern side of
the river show lower mean rainfall, which suggested
the southern part in the watershed had a higher-intensity rainfall than the northern part. All these results showed that the geographic information has influence on the spatial distribution of short-time rainfall, in the upper reaches of Hanjiang River Basin.
This part focuses on the analysis of the influence of geographical factors on the spatial distribution of short-time hourly rainfall. The elevation, latitude and longitude characterize the geographical
features, to a certain extent. The rainfall significant
property can be represented by the hourly mean, Cv,
Cs and frequency. The Pearson coefficients of geographical features and rainfall property are shown in
the Table 3. The result shows that the frequency has
a significant negative correlation with longitude, latitude and elevation of the location of the stations.
There is no significant correlation between the other
rainfall properties and the geographical features.
And the average of hourly rainfall has minor positive
correlation with these three geographical features.

& 
&30.:==0>;:9/09.0:1.:0114.409?,9/
=07,?4:9>34;
relation
No relevance
Little relevance
Middle relevance
Significant relevance

negative
−0.090.0
−0.3−0.1
−0.5−0.3
−1.0−0.5

positive
0.00.09
0.10.3
0.30.5
0.51.0
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Most of the analysis in the Upper reaches of
Hanjiang River Basin are focused in mechanism and
influence of local climate, temporal variation of rainfall characteristics of year and spatiotemporal characteristics of rainfall in month and day. In this research, the focus is on the diurnal cycle and its spatial dependence within the study area, using hourly
continuous observation rainfall data from September
2012 to August 2016.

$0>@7?>  %;,?4,7 /4>?=4-@?4:9 :1 3:@=7D
=,491,77Eight statistical indices were extracted from
the spatial variations analysis, including the mean,
median, standard deviation, interquartile range, coefficient of variance, conditional mean rainfall (the


& 
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Long (°)
Lati (°)
Elev (M)
Mean (mm)
Median (mm)
Std dev (mm)
Kurtosis (mm)
Skewness
Cv
Cs
No. of hours

JKZ
107.02
33.70
1145
1.61
0.4
2.07
16.87
0.73
1.84
0.82
2545

LKZ
108.90
32.37
630
1.23
0.4
2.19
36.34
2.46
1.78
1.74
2629

QNW
109.15
33.42
833
1.32
0.8
1.33
0.84
-0.4
1
0.06
1158

ZJG
107.48
32.83
664
1.33
0.4
2.47
18.7
0.68
1.85
0.8
3304
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TBZ
109.84
32.28
590
1.13
1
2.47
23.2
1.42
1.54
1.2
2241

DMC
110.54
32.37
311
1.07
1
2.54
75.27
9.2
1.62
4.23
1897

ZLG
110.41
33.46
663
1.27
0.8
1.22
2.02
-0.34
0.96
0.16
984

FSG
110.97
33.50
549
1.03
0.4
2.451
115.53
21.4
2.38
7.57
1396
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Pearson
1 hr.

2 hr.

3 hr.

6 hr.

coefficient
Long
Lati
Elev
Long
Lati
Elev
Long
Lati
Elev
Long
Lati
Elev

Mean(mm)
0.23
0.42
0.21
0.25
0.24
0.23
0.29
0.25
0.28
0.29
0.19
0.33

CV
-0.18
-0.21
-0.15
-0.2
-0.22
-0.23
-0.26
-0.28
-0.29
-0.32
-0.31
-0.29

CS
-0.01
0.14
-0.14
0.07
0.26
0.03
0.2
0.26
0.03
0.28
0.37
0.22

Frequency
-0.58
-0.6
-0.52
-0.52
-0.45
-0.57
-0.62
-0.54
-0.56
-0.59
-0.47
-0.56

'$  
%@88,=D>?,?4>?4.>:13:@=7D=,491,77/@=492
F
49.7@/492,,99@,7=,491,7788
-1=0<@09.D.=,491,77.:0114.409?:1A,=4,?4:9,9//,A0=,203:@=7D=,491,7788
find that the middle reaches in the watershed have
the highest average hourly rainfall station. and in the
north mountainous watershed, the same conclusion
can be reached. Combining the results in Fig 2(a),
2(b) and 2(d)suggests that, the west plain has frequent light rainfall, the south mountain has high intensity rainfall, but its accumulated mount is less
than the north side. The CV values varies from 0.8
to 2.8, suggesting that the mountainous areas always
have lower CV values than the other region in the
whole watershed. All these conclusions match the
data in the Table 3.
Flash floods are usually produced by continuous high strength precipitation process, so the results
of accumulated hourly rainfall can guide us to study

Figure 2 depicts the spatial distribution of the
rainfall frequency (ratio of the total number of hours
of rainfall and the total number of hours), annual
rainfall, ratio of variation coefficient (ratio of the
standard deviation and mean value) and the average
hourly rainfall in the rainfall hours. As shown in the
Fig 2(a), rainfall frequency ranges from 2.16%
to10.24%, and most stations with high rainfall frequency is located in the southwest of the watershed.
Annual rainfall is presented in Fig 2(b). It can be
founded that small rainfall amounts (less than 548
mm) can be observed on the north side of middle watershed. Conversely, large rainfall amounts (more
than 841 mm) can be observed on the south mountainous side of the watershed. In Fig 2(d), we can
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particular flash floods and torrential rain. Accordingly, the spatial distribution of maximum accumulated rainfall at different time scales (1, 6, 12 and
24h; all mean consecutive hours) are shown in the
Fig 3. From 1 to 6h, the maximum rainfall shows
large values in the upper reaches of the whole watershed and the northeast mountains, suggesting that local short-duration storms could occur in these areas
of the watershed. On the other hand, in 12h and 24h
analysis, larger values of maximum rainfall intensities occur uniformly in many places of the study
area. This result indicates that it is key to strengthen
local storm flood monitoring and warning, to increase new rainfall gauges in the southwest mountains and northeast mountains.

$,491,77?08;:=,7/4>?=4-@?4:9B4?349?30
/,DIn the resolution of the rainfall temporal distribution in the whole day, the focus was on the three
indices: precipitation amount (PA), precipitation intensity (PI), and precipitation frequency (PF). If the
gauge data is more than 0, this hour is denoted as the
rainy hour, and a dry hour is denoted by 0 value. PA
is defined as the accumulated precipitation amount
for all the hours averaged over the 1461 days of the
study period. PI is defined as the average accumulated precipitation amount for rainy hours PF is defined as the rainy hours proportion of the whole year
hours [32].
In this part, the hourly peaks of PA, PF, and PI
within the day, which were indicated by MPA, MPF,

%;,?4,78,;>:1 



MPI separately, are shown in the Figure 4. It shows
the spatial distribution and the occurrence time of the
MPA, MPF and MPI. The peak times are indicated
by an arrow pointer on a circular clock dial. The spatial distributions are interpolated by gauge statistics
with the method of inverse distance weighting considering the elevation, because the mean hourly rainfall and the frequency have relevance to the elevation
as mentioned before.
Figure 4a shows the spatial distribution of MPA
and its occurrence time. The large MPA values
mainly appears in the southwest and northeast mountainous regions, and the small MPA values mostly
occurs due north. The result indicates that the north
of the watershed, is the driest place of the whole watershed, especially in the Guan River reach. This
could be caused by the topography. The occurrence
of the MPA has its own regular pattern. The occurrences of the MPA in the West part are mostly in the
middle night (00:00-03:00), but in the Eastern region, it tends to be in the morning or afternoon.
It is shown in the Figure 4b, that large frequency values are located in the southwest region
with the due North and Northeast region having
mainly low values. This means that the Northeast
part have a big possibility of encountering a sudden
storm and that the southwest have the most abundant
rainfall. So, the two mountainous regions have the
highest possibility of a flash flood. In the occurrence
time aspect, it is similar to the MPA distribution.

'$ 
38,C48@8=,491,7749?30>?@/D,=0,/@=492
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The MPI distribution is depicted in the Figure4(c). As the conclusion, we summarize from the
last two figures, the large values of precipitation intensity are in the northeast mountains. Though it has
the most accumulated rainfall amount, the average
rainfall is in the middle type, in the west part of the
watershed. It means the west part contains a long wet
time the whole year and that cannot be influenced by
the flush flood easily. Different from the previous
two figures, the occurrence time is mixed in this figure, thus, it is hard to confirm when the peak time of
PI will appear in any region of the whole watershed.
Furthermore, we also separately analyse the
spatial distributions of rainy season MPA, MPI, and
MPF (i.e., rainy season: May–October). Figure 4(d)
is the MPF distribution of the rainy season, as an example. In the north side of the figure, there is no obvious change between the results of rainy season and
those of the whole year. In the west side, the MPF in
the rainy season has low values than in the whole
year, because the rainy season in the west last longer
than the whole watershed, but the mainly part of the
rain also happens in the rainy season. And this also
prove the conclusion from the Figure 4(c).

 %;,?4,7 .:==07,?4:9 ,9,7D>4> :1 3:@=7D
=,491,77As mentioned before, spatiotemporal distribution in the upper reaches of Hanjiang river basin
is complex. The local weather system is influenced
by the monsoon system and the local terrain. Earlier
research showed that both the physical hydrological
model and the conceptual hydrological model have a
significant uncertainty in the model simulation of
this watershed[33, 34].

The correlation coefficient between the two observations of rainfall stations is an important part of
the spatial statistical analysis in the hourly rainfall
[35]. It not only describes the dominating mode in
the study area, but it also estimates the underlining
factors without the need to use other observations.
The analysis of spatial correlation between two rainfall gauge stations, follow the two-step procedure
proposed by Ciach and Krajewski [36]. First, the
Spearman rank correlations are calculated for each
station pair, taking into consideration the time series
of rainfall data:
 

     

The Spearman rank correlation was used to detect the gauge pairs because the hourly rainfall
are not normal distribution, in this way, the inter
gauge correlation value for each gauge pair
[37](separated by a specific distance) may be obtained and then fitted to the correlation model by the
correlation-distance data samples:
 
 
      

In this formula, c0, d0, s0, and a0 are model parameters to be estimated, and d is the separation distance for the two stations. Parameter c0 is usually
called the nugget parameter, interpreting the correlation value for near-zero distance, and it always approximates but never equals 1 because of measurement noises; d0 represents the typical correlation
scale and is called the scale parameter, and s0 is the
shape parameter. And the negative correlation situation is considered to by parameter a0.
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and a0 deflect away from the theoretical value. And
this noise can be filtered out with the time intervals
of rainfall increasing. Figure 8a shows that the separation distance d0 of the study watershed of 1 hour
precipitation is about 27.6 km and the shape parameter is 0.53. Thus, the fitting correlation curve rapidly fall off with the decreases of distance. The correlation value falls below 0.2 when the distance between two gauges is greater than 100km. It is shown
that, the correlation of hourly rainfall is influence by
the local terrains. Comparing the fitting results at different selected time scales, it is found that the parameters of the spatial correlation structure will change
with the time scale, (Figure 8). With the increase of
time scale, the correlation scale of distance parameter d0 also increased. This shows that the correlation
between rainfall gauges of the site will increase with
the increase in time scale. The observation of rainfall
on finer time scales, would include the influence of
many local and short duration rainfall process. With
the increasing of accumulate rainfall scale time, the
control of the weather process is increased. And the
spatial correlation coefficients are also increased accordingly.

The separation distance of two different stations ranges from 3 to 475km in the study area. Dynamic programming is used to optimize parameters
in the equation above. There are four parameters in
the formula. Firstly, the d0 parameter should less
than the max d of the two gauges (about 500km). S0
parameter should be from 0 to 2 based on the previous studies; A0 should not be bigger than the absolute value of the minimum value in the correlations.
The value of c0 should not be bigger than the a0 in
order to the crest value of all the correlation values
not bigger than 1. All this four parameters are involved in the optimization, and the objective is to
minimize the RMSE of model fitting.
The result of the parameter optimization are
shown in the Table 4. And the spatial correlation
structure in different time scales are shown in the
Figure 5, labelled with the optimal parameters.
The optimal result of c0 is 0.83 and a0 is 0.1 in
the 1 hour precipitation. The 6 hour result of c0 is
1.01 and a0 is 0.08. The difference between c0 and a0
is about 1.0. This shows the fact that the measurements of precipitation at shorter time scales could
contain noise which makes the difference between c0

& 
&30:;?484E0/;,=,80?0==0>@7?>:1>;,?4,7,9,7D>4>

Time
1 hour
6 hour
12 hour
24 hour
1 hour dry season
1 hour rainy season

c0
0.83
1.01
1.10
1.24
0.87
0.72

d0(km)
27.6
79.0
120.1
149.5
23.2
49.9

s0
0.53
0.58
0.52
0.44
0.52
0.43

a0
0.10
0.08
0.11
0.26
0.12
0.09

RMSE
0.07
0.10
0.11
0.13
0.17
0.06
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of average apportionment. The distance between two
stations (35.1 km), is bigger than the scale parameter
of rainy season (23.2km), but it is less than the other
scale parameters. It can be concluded that when the
averaging time interval is longer, both shape parameter and correlation distance are larger, (Table 4).
The RMSE result of the rainy season in 1 hour is
0.07, and its correlation value is 0.52. Thus, although
the existing ground rainfall observation station network has a relatively high density, it may not be able
to capture the seasonal rainfall in the study area of
the local storm centre. It is necessary to build new
gauge stations or develop high resolution remote
sensing rainfall monitoring technology.
%'%%! 
This study detected the spatiotemporal variations of hourly rainfall in the upper reaches of Hanjiang River Basin. It also analysed several features of
hourly rainfall, including spatial variations of summary statistics (mean, coefficient of variance, rainfall occurrence, conditional mean rainfall, skewness
and kurtosis) and regionalization of the diurnal cycle. To analyse the spatial distribution of the whole
watershed, spatial correlation is taken into consideration in this study.
The main findings and conclusions are as follows:
Hourly rainfall in the upper reaches of Hanjiang
River Basin must have been influenced by the geographic information, especially the frequency. It has
a significant negative correlation with the longitude,
latitude and elevation. The whole watershed can be
separated into four regions: the upstream mountain
area, the downstream mountain area, the north side
of the midstream and the south side of the midstream. In the four streams, the upstream and the
south of the midstream are confronted with the continuous daily rainfall, especially in the autumn. The
other two streams are drier, but they faced the bigger
hourly rainfall in summer. It means that the other two
streams have the threat from the short time rain storm
in summer.
The monsoon climate and local terrain information both affect the local short-time rainfall. From
1 hour to 6 hours, the maximum rainfall shows large
values in the upper reaches of the whole watershed
and the northeast mountains. The monsoon climate
is the primary cause of the continuous rainfall in autumn.
In the rainfall temporal distribution part, the
MPA and MPF occurs in the midnight in the south
part of the whole watershed. Rainfall from rainy season decides the whole year rainfall distribution. In
the summer midnight, the temperature suddenly
drops in one or two hours, in the mountainous area.
It is the most necessary condition for the formation
of rainstorm. It is also the main reason that the storm

'$
%;,?4,7.:==07,?4:9>?=@.?@=0:13:@=7D=,491,7749
?30701?/=D>0,>:9,9/=423?=,49D>0,>:9

Previous studies have indicated that, rainy season and cold season are usually controlled by different scale weather systems [38, 39]. For example, the
rainy season rainfalls are mostly from storm weather
process, influenced by the local convective weather
process. In the dry season, rainfall is mainly controlled by the strati form cloud, mainly affected by
the large scale atmospheric circulation. In this study,
rainy season is controlled by the Southwest warm
and low pressure and the Western Pacific subtropical
high pressure zone. Therefore, by separating the
whole year hourly rainfall into two seasons, (rainy
season (May-Oct) and dry season (Nov-Apr)) It was
possible to analyse the spatial correlation structure of
hourly rainfall during two seasons.
As can be seen from Figure 6 and Table 4, the
scale parameter (d0) in the rainy season is less than a
half of the scale parameter in dry season. It is 23.2km
in the rainy season but 49.9km in dry season. The
shape parameter which is 0.51 in the rainy season, is
closer to the 1-year shape parameter in the dry season. It can be seen that the difference of the spatial
correlation scale between the study watershed in the
rainy season and the dry season is very significant
and that the weather of rainy season is similar to the
whole year weather’s distribution. In the rainy season, a lot of prominent local features can be observed, because of the monsoon climate and the convective heavy rainfall.
The whole study area is 59155 km2, and there
are 48 gauge stations in the study. Therefore, the average representative area of the existing ground
gauge stations is about 1232 km2, using the method
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centre located in the mountainous area.
The study found that the distance scale parameter d0 of hourly rainfall is about 30km in the study
area. Further, the season factor play important effects in the spatial correlation. The spatial correlation
coefficients are also increasing with the increasing of
accumulate rainfall scale time. In the past studies,
Rebort J. Allen [40] suggested that the ARF (Areal
reduction factors) can be satisfactorily transposed to
different area. In his study, the optimum value of rain
station density in North California and NJ ranged
from 200 to 500 Km2 per station. Anoop Kumar
Mishra [41] launches research on the rain gauge density in Bangalore, India. The study finds small errors
are reported while considering 4 to 7 in a 50
km×50km box area. They can prove the same conclusion with our study.
The results presented in our article emerge the
distributions of the rainfall regime from the viewpoints of quantitative and qualitative in the upper
reaches of Hanjiang watershed. Conclusions in this
study can be advantageous to the local hydrological
applications.
Periodically in more than 4 years and inter annual variation cannot be detected in our study limited
to data. We only concern about the recent potential
impacts of rainfall in the study area. The shortage of
the rainfall data will limit our study in the decadal
variations of rainfall and lead to unreasonable assessment. Though the rainfall shows an obvious
change from year to year, the analysis method and
the spatiotemporal distribution is consistent to a certain extent. The temporal distribution in a day may
be changed by a heavy rainfall, but the spatial distribution and spatial correlation analysis is sustainable.
This show the rainfall in day timescale should not be
depicted comprehensive and intensive only using
these four-year data. The sub-daily rainfall distribution is complicated by the alternate monsoon from
year to year. However, the analysis methods and the
statistic characteristics can be applied to the future
study, when the long-term and elaborate data can be
used.
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cles whose size is 1~25μm. Ferro et al. [10] used
five different floor materials and different relative
humidity separately to analysis the resuspension of
particles induced by human walking. It was found
that the difference of resuspension fraction of particles between carpet and floor is not obvious when
the particle size in 0.4~3μm and the particle resuspension fraction of carpet is larger than that of the
floor when the particle size in 3~10μm. Besides,
with the increase of relative humidity, the resuspension rate of particles on the high-density carpet
increased.
Although Ferro et al. [10] have studied the resuspension of particles induced by human walking
under different relative humidity, but the range of
relative humidity is not wide enough and there is no
detailed study on the suspension of particulates
under high relative humidity conditions. Based on
this, this paper expands the range of relative humidity, through experimental method, aiming at high
humidity conditions to study the effect of human
walking on resuspension of different size of particles deeply on low level loop pile carpet in indoor
environment. The results presented here can be
used to assess the impact of these factors on human
walking caused resuspension of particles. This will
provide some experimental basis for improving
indoor environment quality.

$%#%

In order to study the effect of relative humidity on human induced resuspension of particles, the
experimental study was carried out with the resuspension of different size of particles in the laboratory at the relative humidity of 40%, 60% and 80%
respectively and the ground material is low level
loop pile carpet. The results show that when the
relative humidity is 40%, 0~5μm particles suspended concentration and the suspension rate is higher.
When the relative humidity increasing continuously, the suspended concentration and the suspension
rate of 0~5μm particles decreased and the 5~10μm
particles increased. In addition, under the condition
of high relative humidity, small particles reduced
because of various reasons.


*( #$
Particulate matter, resuspension, relative humidity, suspension rate, human walking
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With the increase of the time of indoor human
activity, urban residents spend nearly 90% of their
time indoors [1, 2] and pay more attention to indoor
air quality. The current domestic and foreign scholars have studied a lot on the factors affecting the air
quality and there are many reports on the dynamics
of aerosol particles in indoor environment. However, there are few studies on the resuspension of
surface sediments. Indoor particulate matter is
mainly derived from the infiltration of outdoor
environment, ventilation and indoor human and
animals’ activities. These particles carry viruses,
carcinogens and allergens etc. [3, 4], which will
cause the body's discomfort. The indoor human
walking and cleaning will increase the concentration of indoor particles [5, 6]. In recent years, there
are a lot of scholars have found that indoor human
walking is an important cause of particle resuspension [7, 8]. Luoma et al. [9] placed a certain amount
of particles in a non-smoking room and studied the
resuspension of them by human walking. The results showed that walking was the reason for the
particle concentration change of 24% ~ 55% parti-

)!#%
"&!%% $

>>.:4292:@;32D<2>692:@.8.>2.The experiment was carried out in a closed chamber
(length × width × height=6m×3.6m×3.5m), as
shown in Figure 1. The entrance of chamber is only
one door and no windows and the top of the chamber is equipped with a central air conditioning
which is used to regulate the temperature of the
chamber. There is a humidity controller in the lower left corner which can automatically adjust the
indoor humidity according to setting. The ground of
the chamber is divided into three parts on average
and the width of every part is 1.2m. The middle
area is the experimental area and the rest of the area
is non-experimental. The experimental area is
placed with low level loop pile carpet and the
ground material could be replaced according to the
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D<2>692:@.8 ?05292 12?64: The experimental procedure is shown in Table 1, the experiment started within 30 minutes before the start of
the test without any treatment. It is time to start the
timer when opening the laser dust monitor, when
=0~5min, no treatment, the laser dust meter began
to monitor the natural state of the particle concentration in the air. When =5~10min the experimenter started walking around in the experimental area
and the experimenter was a male, height 178cm,
weight 76kg and walking steps per minute for 90
steps. When =10~20min, the experimenter left the
experimental area to make the particulate matter to
settle down. When =20~25min, the experimenter
entered the experimental area again, moving in the
same way. When =25~90min, the experimenter left
the experimental area. During the whole process,
the temperature was controlled in 25±0.5 and the
relative humidity was controlled in 40%±0.5%
60±0.5% or 80±0.5% according to the requirements
of the experimental conditions. The laser dust detector works continuously when =0~90min to
monitor the concentration of particles in the air.

experiment. Other instruments such as laser dust
monitor and humidity controller were placed in the
non-experimental area.
The LD-5 Laser Dust Monitor was used in the
experiment, it can read out the mass concentration
of dust directly. During the experiment, two laser
dust monitors were placed on each side of the experimental area, and total four laser dust Monitors.
The distance between the two laser dust monitors
on each side is 0.5m and the laser dust monitor is
1.75m from the edge of the walking area. Besides,
the distance between the four laser dust monitors
and the ground is 1m. The cutting heads of PM1,
PM2.5, PM5 and PM10 are placed on the laser dust
monitors respectively, which can constantly measure the concentration of different particle size in the
air of 1m high from the ground.

>;A:1 9.@2>6.8 .>>.:4292:@ On the carpet, the particles were broadcast with an improved
dust spreading device based on the screen, and the
seeding density of the particles on the carpet is
20g/m2. The particles are hydrophobicity. The relevant parameters of the particles are detailed in Table 2 and Table 3.

?@69.@6;: 92@5;1 ;3 ?A?<2:?6;: >.@2 In
order to quantitatively describe the resuspension of
particle, a suspension rate  [11] is introduced.
Suspension rate refers to the ratio of the particles in
the air which suspended from the naked ground
instantly and initial deposition density of ground
particles. It describes the process of the change of
particle suspension with time relative to a certain
deposition density. The formula is:

(1)
=

Where  is the resuspension flux and  is the surface concentration of the species. The resuspended
flux represents the number or mass of particles
suspended from per unit area per unit time.

.%52@5>221692:?6;:.8?72@059.<;3@52
05.9/2>
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 ,96:-
-30~0
0~5
5~10
10~20
20~25
25~90



0@6;:
No walk, no laser dust monitor was started
No walk, the laser dust monitor was started
The experimenter walked
No walk, natural sedimentation
The experimenter walked
No walk, natural sedimentation
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of Zhejiang University of Technology (H15091021).
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As shown in Figure 2, when the RH=80%, the
variations of the suspended concentration of particles with different diameter vary with time in the
whole experiment process and the C represents the
concentration of suspended particles. The reason
why there are some particles suspended in air when
t=0~5min is that the experimenter placed experimental equipment and materials. The concentration
of particles in the air increased rapidly when
t=5~10min and t=20~25min because of the movement of researcher in the experimental area. The
suspended particle concentrations are higher in the
second movement phase of the researcher, relative
to the peak of the first movement phase. When the
researcher left the experimental area, the concentration of particles decreased rapidly and the rate of
decline began to slow down until reached a certain
value. Therefore, it is possible for the indoor human
body moving to cause the resuspension of the
ground particles and increase the concentration of
the particles in the air. In addition, the particle concentration of 5~10μm particles was the highest and
the concentration of suspended particles increased
rapidly when the experimenter was moving. The
sedimentation speed of 1.0~2.5μm particles was the
fastest. In the case of natural sedimentation, the
suspended concentration can rapidly decrease and
reach a steady state.
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  &8@>.36:2%2?@A?@ !.>@6082
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6.92@2>
H9
1
2
3
4
5
7
10



';8A92<2>02:@.426?82??
@5.:
1.0~3.0
9.0~13.0
21.0~27.0
36.0~44.0
56.0~64.0
83.0~88.0
97.0~100

@560.8 $@.@292:@ All subjects gave their
informed consent for inclusion before they
participated in the study. The study was conducted
in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and
the protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee
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Figure 3 describes the effects of different relative humidity conditions on the concentration of
different size of suspended particles induced by
human walking. It took total three different relative
humidity RH=40%, RH=60%, RH=80%, the other
conditions are the same as before. It can be seen
from the figure that under the same relative humidity condition, the particle suspended concentration
among the range of particle size =0~1μm and
=5~10μm is larger than the other size particles.
With the increase of relative humidity, the suspended particles concentration in the range of 0~1μm
particles decreases and the floating range decreases.
On the contrary, the suspended particles concentration among the range of =2.5~5μm and =5~10μm
increased in varying degrees. From the Figure 4 we
can obviously see that in the high relative humidity
RH = 80%, the floating range of suspended particles concentration when particle size in =5~10μm
increases a lot. Fig.4 is the variation of concentration of different size of suspended particles under
different relative humidity conditions. It can be
seen that in the case of high relative humidity, the
concentration of 0~1μm particle is lower than that
in the case of low relative humidity no matter human walking or natural sedimentation, it changes
little when particle size =1~2.5μm. For large particle size =2.5~10μm, the change of its suspension
concentration with the change of relative humidity
is contrary to the particle size =0~1μm. When the
relative humidity is high, the concentration of suspended particles is larger, which decreases with the
decrease of relative humidity. It can be seen that
with the increase of relative humidity, the suspension concentration of small size of particle will
decrease, but the large size of particle will increase.
The main reason is that relative humidity affects the
surface properties of particles. The main force between particles is changed from weak van der
Waals force to strong liquid bridge force. When the

particles collide with each other, the phenomenon
of coagulation occurs. Small size of the particles
will be condensed into larger size of particles. So in
the case of high relative humidity, the suspension
concentration of big size of particle is larger.
It can be seen from Figure 5 that the order of
magnitude of suspension rate  of different size of
particles is in the range of 10-5 to 10-4 hr-1. Thatcher
et al. [12] measured the suspension rate of particles
in a house where four people were normally active
and found that the rate of suspension of very small
size of particle was between 10-5 and 10-4 hr-1 and
when the particles size is 0.4~1μm, the suspension
rate was 10-7hr-1. Qian et al. [13] measured the
suspension rate of PM10 induced by one person
walking on the carpet in a house and made 14 experiments with an average suspension rate of 10-4.
Thus, the order of magnitude of experimental data
is correct. The figure5 show that the suspension rate
of particles with particle size =1~2.5μm is larger
than that of the other two groups when RH = 40%.
The suspension rate began to decrease when the
relative humidity increased, but the suspension rate
of particles whose size is =2.5~5μm and =
5~10μm increased especially the particle size
=2.5~5μm increased obviously. When RH=80%,
the suspension rate of small size of particles is less
than the large size of particles. It can be seen that
the small size of particles are easy to suspend and
when the relative humidity increased, the suspension rate of big size of particles will increase. This
result is in agreement with the result of previous
analysis. It is basically because of the increase of
relative humidity, small size of particles reduced
due to various reasons, such as condensed into large
particles or sticking on the carpet. The variation
range of suspension rate of particles whose size is
=5~10μm is smaller than the particle size is
=2.5~5μm.
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 &$ $

Indoor human walking will cause the resuspension of particles, resulting in the increase of
concentration of particles in indoor air. In the case
of RH = 40%, human walking easily leads to resuspension of 0~5μm particles and the concentration of
suspended particles is larger than that of 5~10μm
particles. The suspension concentration of small
size of particles will decrease when the relative
humidity increases. In the case of RH=80%, small
size of particles reduced due to various reasons,
such as condensed into large size of particles due to
the change of the surface property of the particles,
resulting in the decrease of the suspension concentration and the suspension rate. When the relative
humidity increases, the suspension concentration of
0~5μm particles will decrease, the suspended concentration and suspension rate of 5~10μm particles
will increase.
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$%#%

signing proper pest management strategies especially in local areas such as Ankara. Although viticulture is common and has a great economic importance all around Turkey, there are limited study
available about vineyard mites.
In previous studies about vineyard mites in Turkey; Çobanoğlu [4] has reported phytoseiid species
of diverse plants in Thrace including  ' #.
Göven et al. [5] has reported !!#&$ '%$ and
"%##&$'%$as the most widespread with the
highest density among other mite species in Aegean
vineyards. *"!#!&$ "#&$ Wainstein
&Arutunjan (Acari: Phytoseiidae) and *&$ &
%&$ (Duges) (Acari: Tydeidae) were reported as the
most common with the highest density among other
beneficial mite species. Kasap et al. [6] has determined %# *&$ &#% and !!#&$ '%$ as
important pests for vineyards of Çanakkale. Among
predatory mites; *%!$&$  %&$ has been reported at the highest density. These previous studies
related the mites of vineyards were mainly conducted on the western region of Turkey and there is
not any study focus on Central Anatolia region.
The aim of this study was identification of mite
species belonging to Ankara which is located in Central Anatolia region. To doing this, since now, mite
biodiversity of Ankara can be monitored and biological control possibilities of phytophagous mites can
be revised for Ankara region.

Vineyards have a long history for Central Anatolia region with its significant economic importance. Mite biodiversity surveys were carried out
for vineyards all around the world but there are limited studies which aim Central Anatolia region. A
survey was conducted in vineyards of Ankara during
2015-2016. The samples were collected mainly from
the most important grape producing areas of Ankara
(Kalecik, Güdül, Çubuk and Beypazarı) at weekly
interval. The identified mite species were belonged
to herbivory, predatory, detrivor and saprophyte
groups. A total of 26 mite species belonging to 13
families were determined. %# *&$ &#%
 ! *&$ & #*! #&#!&&$ (Acari:
Tetranychidae); #'""&$($and  !""&$
"&#(Acari: Tenuipalpidae); !!#&$'%$and
"%##&$'%$(Acari: Eriophyidae) were identified as phytophagous mites. Among beneficial mite
families, the most common family was Phytoseiidae.
Phytoseiid mites constitute 60% of all identified
samples and the most common species were *%!
$&$ %&$*"!#!&$ $# and &
$&$  %&$ The other mite species found belonged to the families Tydeidae, Stigmaeidae, Ascidae, Melicharidae, Laelapidae, Iolinidae, Cunaxidae,
Acaridae and Oribatida.

% 
9-+63=3/<+8.99;.38+=/<90$+7:6381+;/+<

)(!#$
Ankara, Vineyard, Acari, Phytoseiidae, Eriophyidae, *
%!$&$ %&$



District
Kalecik

 %#!&%! 
Çubuk

The Anatolia region which includes Turkey is
considered as the origin of many plants, including
%$ ' # [1]. Turkey has great potential for
growing %$' # L. (Vitales: Vitaceae) with its
467.000 ha (fifth in the world) [2]. Also, Turkey is
the second biggest dried grape producer and the biggest dried grape exporter in the world [3]. Furthermore, Ankara region has some special grape cultivars for wine (such as Kalecik Karası). Protection of
such local cultivars is crucial for both genetic source
and sustainable grape farming all around the world.
Determination of biodiversity of mites is vital for de-

Güdül

Beypazarı

Coordinates
40°12'26.7"W 33°27'29.5"S
40°11'29.8"W 33°34'23.2"S
40°06'44.5''W 33°25'43.3''S
40°08'23.4''W 33°22'36.8''S
40°12'37.3"W 33°07'33.2"S
40°11'09.4"W 33°06'13.6''S
40°07'29.2"W 32°14'04.8"S
40°12'49.4"W 32°09'35.3"S
40°12'44.9''W 32°12'39.1''S
40°13'06.7''W 31°51'50.5''S
40°07'39.8''W 31°54''31.1''S

%#$ %!$
This study was conducted in five different regions of Ankara which represent about 90% of grape
production of Ankara (Table 1, Figure 1) [7]. Sam-
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$:/-37/8</A+738/. Keçiören, 7 June 2015
(4♀♀); Kalecik, 9 June 2015 (42♀♀,17♂♂); Kalecik, 2 July 2015 (62♀♀,34♂♂), Keçiören 6 July
2015 (1♀); Çubuk, 10 July 2015 (1♀); Güdül, 24
July 2015 (1♀); Kalecik, 18 August 2015
(57♀♀,22♂♂); Çubuk, 3 September 2015 (1♀);
Beypazarı, 7 September 2015 (3♀♀,1♂); Güdül, 7
September 2015 (8♀♀,2♂♂); Güdül, 29 October
2016 (1♀); Güdül, 23 June 2016 (1♀)
3<=;3,>=398 Algeria, Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Brazil, Cyprus, Egypt, France, Georgia, Greece,
Hungary, Iran, Israel, Italy, Jordan, Kazakhstan,
Lebanon, Moldova, Portugal, Saudi Arabıa, Turkey,
Ukraine, USA [25]
#/7+;5< This species is very common in Turkey and it has been identified from various plants including ' # in different parts of Turkey [6, 19,
26]

pling was done weekly interval during vegetation period of grape in 2015-2016.

&# 
$+7:6381?38/B+;.<+;/+<9085+;+

$>,0+736B7,6B</338+/>7+/8>< $
"$" (+38<=/38   $"$" $"
!>./7+8<  
$:/-37/8< /A+738/. Beypazarı, 12 June
2015 (1♀); Keçiören, 7 June 2015 (4♀♀,1♂);
Keçiören, 6 July 2015 (3♀♀); Güdül, 7 September
2015 (1♀); Beypazarı, 7 September 2015 (1♀), 28
September 2015 (7♀♀,3♂♂); Beypazarı, 29 October
2015 (11♀♀,5♂♂); Kalecik, 20 May 2016 (1♀);
Güdül, 23 June 2016 (2♀♀)
3<=;3,>=398 Albania, Algeria, Angola, Argentina, Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia And Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Canada,
China, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Czechoslovakia (former), Denmark, England, Finland, France,
Georgia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, India , Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, Latvia, Lithuania,
Macedonia, Mexico, Moldova, Montenegro, Netherlands, Nicaragua, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Russia ,
Scandinavia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine,
USA [25]
#/7+;5<    &$ were identified on
various plants including  # in almost everywhere in Turkey and also it is very common in Europe [19]

Thirty leaves were taken from different height
and direction of plants for sampling. Informations
such as locations, damage symptoms etc. were recorded and then samples were put in a plastic bag. The
mite samples were extracted under a stereo microscope using a brush. Samples were kept in 70% alcohol. For further process, lactophenol was used for
clarification and Hoyer's medium was used for preparation. After preparation, slides were placed to hot
oven (40-50°C) for about a week. Identification was
done by a light microscope (LEICA DM750).
Identification was done according to; Baker
(1965) [8] , Karg (1971) [9], Jeppson et al. (1975)
[10], Hughes (1976) [11], Hatzinikolis and Emmanouel (1991) [12], Bolland et al. (1998) [13], Amrine et al. (2003) [14], Kalúz and Fenďa (2005) [15],
Zhang and Fan (2005) [16], Chant and McMurtry
(2007) [17], Papadoulis et al. (2009) [18], Faraji et
al. (2011) [19], Tixier et al. (2012) [20], Denizhan et
al. (2015) [21], Çobanoğlu et al. (2016) [22], da Silva
et al. (2016) [23], Döker et al. (2016) [24].
#$&%$ $&$$! 
A total of 26 mite species belonging to 13 different mite families were identified. Some families
identified at the family rank. The identified mite
samples were belong to; Phytoseiidae, Ascidae,
Laelapidae, Tydeidae, Stigmaeidae, Iolinidae, Melicharidae and Cunaxidae which were mainly beneficial species. Tetranychidae, Tenuipalpidae and
Eriophyidae families were determinated as phytophagous. Also, Oribatidae and Acaridae were decomposer and saprophyte species.

/8><  !$" /<,3==   
!$"!!"!>./7+8<  
$:/-37/8</A+738/. Keçiören, 7 June 2015
(8♀♀,4♂♂); Keçiören, 6 July 2015 (5♀♀,2♂♂);
Çubuk 3 September 2015 (1♀); Beypazarı, 7 September 2015 (2♀♀,2♂♂)
3<=;3,>=398Albania, Algeria, Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia,
Czech Republic, Czechoslovakia (former), England,
France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iran,
Israel, Italy, Moldova, Montenegro, Morocco, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Russia , Serbia,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, Tunisia,
Turkey, Ukraine, USA [25]

+736B "2B=9</33.+/ /;6/</ $>,0+736B
"2B=9</338+/ /;6/</ /8>< (#"$" #3,+1+
  (#"$" $! +8/<=;383 +8.
+8C+19 
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$:/-37/8< /A+738/. Güdül, 24 July 2015
(2♀♀); Beypazarı, 24 July 2015 (1♀); Beypazarı, 1
July 2015 (2♀♀)
3<=;3,>=398Greece, Turkey [25]
#/7+;5<  "$*$ is a recently reported
species for Turkey [29]. It was not so abundant in
vineyards of Ankara.

( !$"#"$"!(+38<=/38

$:/-37/8< /A+738/. Güdül, 24 July 2015
(2♀♀,1♂); Beypazarı, 23 June 2016 (3♀♀).
3<=;3,>=398Algeria, Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, France, Georgia, Greece, Hungary, Iran, Israel, Italy, Kazakhstan, Lebanon, Moldova, Morocco, Portugal, Russia, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey,
Ukraine [25]
#/7+;5< This species has been reported on
various plants including ' # and locations in
Turkey [6, 19]. # was not so common in vineyards of Ankara.

#/7+;5<  ## $ is generalist predator
species commonly found in Turkey on different
hosts including ' #[19, 27]
/8>< "$$">12/<   "$$"
!#$"(+38<=/38  
$:/-37/8< /A+738/. Grape leaves litter of
the vineyards. Kalecik, 21 March 2016 (9♀♀);
Çubuk, 15 April 2016 (1♀)
3<=;3,>=398 Algeria, Armenia, Azerbaijan,
France, Georgia, Greece, Hungary, Iran, Israel, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Latvia, Moldova, Russia, Serbia,
Turkey, Turkmenistan, Ukraine [25]
#/7+;5< # %&$ is firstly recorded on
tulip bulbs in Turkey [19]. Reports about this species
are quite rare in Turkey. With this study,  #
 %&$ has been reported on grape producing area
for the first time.

$>,0+736B %B:269.;9738+/ $-2/>=/8 /
8>< !"$$" >7+   !"$$" #! 
!$"2+8=)9<23.+$2+>6  
$:/-37/8</A+738/. Keçiören, 7 June 2015
(1♀); Keçiören, 6 July 2015 (1♀); Güdül, 24 July
2015 (1♀); Kalecik, 8 August 2015 (1♀)
3<=;3,>=398Czech Republic, Czechoslovakia
(former), Denmark, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iran, Italy, Kazakhstan,
Moldova, Morocco, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal,
Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Syria, Turkey, Ukraine, USA [25]
#/7+;5< This species were found in almost
all area in Turkey except Blacksea region [19, 27].
Although  %#"!#&$ is recorded from different
hosts, it was first time on vineyards in Turkey with
this study.

+736B<-3.+/'931=<8.!>./7+8</
8><!#"$"$31%29;  !#"$"#!#$"
$/6683-5  
$:/-37/8</A+738/. Grape leaves litter. Kalecik, 21 March 2016 (2♀♀,2♂♂)
3<=;3,>=398 England, Iceland, Israel, Switzerland, USA [30]
#/7+;5<%#%&$was found only Ankara
and İzmir in Turkey. It has a great potential for biological control on soil ecosystems [31]
/8><" (  "!"
+8/<=;383+8C+19 
$:/-37/8< /A+738/. Grape leaves litter.
Çubuk, 15 April 2016 (2♀♀)
3<=;3,>=398: All over the European countries
[32]
#/7+;5<!# $ was only reported in Ankara region in Turkey [33]

+736B /6F-2+;3.+/ /8>< !# "
/;6/</   !# " ($" D66/;

$:/-37/8</A+738/. Grape leaves litter. Kalecik, 21 March 2016 (2♀♀)
3<=;3,>=398 USA, Canada, Oriental, Palaearctic, Afrotropic, Neotropic andAustralian regions
[34]
#/7+;5<"*&$ has been found in Ankara and İzmir region in Turkey [33]. It may be predator on small arthropods, but also it can be fungivore
[34]

/8><( !$"$-2/>=/8 $>,1/
8>< #"$" / /98  ( !$"
#"$" "! (+38<=/38  ;>=>8
4+8 
$:/-37/8< /A+738/. Çubuk, 29 June 2015
(1♀,3♂♂); Güdül, 24 July 2015 (1♀); Çubuk, 18
August 2015 (1♀); Çubuk, 3 September 2015
(2♀♀,3♂♂); Beypazarı, 7 September 2015 (1♀);
Çubuk, 28 October 2015 (1♀); Beypazarı, 29 October 2015 (1♀); Kalecik, 20 May 2016 (4♀♀,1♂);
Kalecik, 21 July 2016 (13♀♀,4♂♂); Çubuk, 21 July
2016 (2♀♀); Beypazarı, 28 July 2016 (2♀♀); Kalecik, 10 August 2016 (6♀♀,3♂♂)
3<=;3,>=398Armenia, Azerbaijan, Iran, Turkey, Turkmenistan [25]
#/7+;5<  $#  is determined one
of the most common phytoseiid species in this study.
This species was also reported in many studies in
Turkey [25, 28]. But, it is recorded first time on 
 # in this study.

( !$" #"$" "(" $@3;
<53#+1><+ 

+736B+/6+:3.+//8>< ( " "+8/<
=;3   ( " "!% "3;-27+88 
$:/-37/8< /A+738/. Grape leaves plant litter. Kalecik, 21 March 2016 (1♀)
3<=;3,>=398Middle of Europe [32]
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#/7+;5< #'"$ found only in Ankara
region for Turkey. This species is common mainly in
bulbaceous plants [32, 35]

Çubuk, 28 October 2015 (1♀); Beypazarı, 29 October 2015 (1♀,1♂); Keçiören, 16 June 2016 (1♂);
Güdül, 23 June 2016 (1♀); Kalecik, 21 July 2016
(6♀♀,2♂♂); Beypazarı, 28 July 2016 (8♀♀,1♂);
Kalecik, 10 August 2016 (1♀,1♂)
3<=;3,>=398 Afrotropical, Australasian, Nearctic, Neotropical, Oriental, Palearctic [38]
#/7+;5< It is a very cosmopolitan species
with its great economic importance [13]

+736B %B./3.+/ ;+7/; /8>< ($"
9-2  ($"!$"+85<  
$:/-37/8< /A+738/. Güdül, 29 October
2015 (5♀♀); Kalecik, 18 August 2015 (3♀♀);
Keçiören, 7 June 2015 (2♀♀)
3<=;3,>=398Worldwide [23]
#/7+;5<!# &$is a common species
especially for citrus and orchards for Turkey [27-28]

($"!>./7+8<  
$:/-37/8</A+738/. Grape leaves litter. Kalecik, 21 March 2016 (23♀♀)
3<=;3,>=398Worldwide [23]
#/7+;5<  ! species is distributed
largely in Turkey [26, 28] 

+736B96383.+//8>< !#$"+8/<
=;383  !#$""'#+5/; 
$:/-37/8< /A+738/. Çubuk, 3 September
2015 (1♀♀); Güdül, 7 September 2015 (3♀♀);
Çubuk, 29 June 2015 (2♀♀); Beypazarı, 7 September 2015 (3♀♀)
3<=3,>=398China, India
#/7+;5<$)%!  has been reportedfirstly
by Çobanoğlu and Kazmierski [36]. This species is
rare for Turkey.

/8>< "+898B-2>< )959B97+
 
($"$9-2  
$:/-37/8< /A+738/. Kalecik, 21 July 2016
(1♀)
3<=;3,>=398 Afrotropical, Australasian, Nearctic, Neotropical, Oriental, Palearctic [38]
#/7+;5<Although &is very harmful in
vineyards of European [39], it is not so common in
Turkey. Although, it was reported on different hosts
in Turkey, it was first time on vineyards.
$>,0+736B;B9,38+//8><;B9,3+9-2
 !(!$!$$"$-2/>=/8 
$:/-37/8</A+738/. Çubuk, 18 August 2016
(1♀)
3<=;3,>=398 Afrotropical, Australasian, Nearctic, Neotropical, Oriental, Palearctic [38]
#/7+;5<This species is highly polyphagous
and can be found mainly on Rosaceae [38]. Although
#&#!&&$ is common in Turkey, it is recorded
for the first time in vineyards of Turkey.

+736B$=317+/3.+/!>./7+8< /8>< #
) !>./7+8<   #)  @381
 
$:/-37/8< /A+738/. Güdül, 7 September
2015 (3♀♀); Çubuk, 29 June 2015 (2♀♀); Kalecik,
09 June 2015 (1♀); Keçiören, 16 June 2016 (3♀♀)
3<=;3,>=398 Argentina, Austria, Bulgaria,
Canada, China, Czech, France, Germany, Hungary,
India, Iran, Italy, Lebanon, Lithuanian, Moldavia,
Netherlands, Poland, Serbia, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, Tunisia, Turkey, UK, USA, Ussr (former),Yugoslavia (former) [37].
#/7+;5<   is a common predator species throughout the world. It can be found on numerous hosts [37].

+736B>8+A3.+/
$:/-37/8< /A+738/. Kalecik, 21 March
2016 (4♀)

+736B %/=;+8B-23.+/ 988+.3/> $>,0+7
36B %/=;+8B-238+/ /;6/</ /8>< %/=;+8B-2><
>0>9;#!($"$!#9-2  
$:/-37/8</A+738/. Keçiören, 7 June 2015
(1♀); Kalecik, 9 June 2015 (1♀); Çubuk, 29 June
2015 (3♀♀,1♂); Keçiören, 6 July 2015 (1♀);
Çubuk, 10 July 2015 (2♀♀); Güdül, 24 July 2015
(2♀♀); 18 August 2015 (1♂); Çubuk, 3 September
2015 (2♀♀); Beypazarı, 7 September 2015 (1♀);

+736B %/8>3:+6:3.+/ /;6/</ $>,0+736B
;/?3:+6:38+/ #/-5 /8>< !%  $" 98
8+.3/> !%  $"&"-;/19;  
$:/-37/8< /A+738/. Çubuk, 29 June 2015
(1♀); Güdül, 24 July 2015 (2♀♀); Kalecik, 18 August 2015 (4♀♀); Çubuk, 03 September 2015 (1♀);
Güdül, 07 September 2015 (2♀); Güdül, 29 October
2015 (2♀♀)
3<=;3,>=398 Australian, Nearctic, Palearctic
[40]
#/7+;5<  ($ had low density in this
study. It was also found in different hosts including
' # in Turkey [5, 27].
/8><   $" ";3=-2+;. +8. +5/;
   $" $! +8/<=;383 +8.
+8C+19 
$:/-37/8</A+738/. Kalecik, 20 May 2016
(1♀)
3<=;3,>=398 Nearctic, Western Palearctic
[40]
#/7+;5<This species was very rare in Ankara
vineyards, still it was recorded on many other hosts
before in Turkey [41-42].
+736B ;39:2B3.+/ $>,0+736B /-3.9:2B
38+//30/;/8><!$" /@53;5/30/;
 !$"%#""+1/8<=/-2/; 
$:/-37/8</A+738/. Keçiören, 7 June 2015;
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#/7+;5<  $$ was found in litters,
bulbaceous plants and stored dried fruits in Turkey
[45. 35].

(! $" !"$"*+52?+=538  
$:/-37/8</A+738/. Grape leaves litter. Kalecik, 21 March 2016 (4♀♀).
3<=;3,>=398 Australia, Bulgaria, England,
USSR (Former) [11].
#/7+;5<It was found in storages, bulbaceous
plants and also houses in Turkey [45, 35, 46,47].


Kalecik, 9 June 2015; Beypazarı, 12 June 2015;
Çubuk, 29 June 2015; Kalecik, 2 July 2015;
Keçiören, 6 July 2015; Çubuk, 10 July 2015; Güdül,
24 July 2015; Kalecik, 18 August 2015; Çubuk, 18
August 2015; Çubuk, 3 September 2015; Güdül, 7
September 2015; Beypazarı, 7 September 2015;
Çubuk, 28 October 2015; Beypazarı, 29 October
2015; Kalecik, 20 May 2016; Güdül, 23 June 2016;
Kalecik, 21 July 2016; Beypazarı, 28 July 2016; Kalecik, 10 August 2016.
3<=;3,>=398 Africotropical, Australian, Nearctic, Neotropical, Palaearctic[21]
#/7+;5< !'%$ is very common in Ankara
vineyards when sulfur is not applied. This species is
known in Turkey for many years [43, 44, 21].

$>,0+736B "2B669-9:=38+/ +6/:+ /8><
 #!!$" /30/;    #!!$" %#"
 +6/:+  
$:/-37/8</A+738/. Keçiören, 7 June 2015;
Kalecik, 9 June 2015; Beypazarı, 12 June 2015;
Çubuk, 29 June 2015; Kalecik, 2 July 2015;
Keçiören, 6 July 2015; Çubuk, 10 July 2015; Güdül,
24 July 2015; Kalecik, 18 August 2015; Çubuk, 18
August 2015; Çubuk, 3 September 2015; Güdül, 7
September 2015; Beypazarı, 7 September 2015;
Çubuk, 28 October 2015; Beypazarı, 29 October
2015; Kalecik, 20 May 2016; Güdül, 23 June 2016;
Kalecik, 21 July 2016; Beypazarı, 28 July 2016; Kalecik, 10 August 2016
3<=;3,>=398 Africotropical, Antarctic, Australian, Indomalayan, Nearctic, Neotropical, Palaearctic [21]
#/7+;5< '%$ is very common in Ankara
vineyards. This species generally was found together
with !'%$

&# 
#+=399073=/<:/-37/8<38?38/B+;.<90%>;5/B


! &$! 
The identified mites have different feeding
types such as herbivory, predatory, detrivor and saprophyte. The distribution and abundance ratio of
mite species according to locality is provided (Figure
2). Kalecik has the most mite diversity (22 species)
comparing the other localities (Güdül: 13, Beypazarı: 11, Çubuk: 15, Central part of Ankara:10).
Because plant litters were sampled mainly in Kalecik, diversity is much more from other districts.
The first infestation of spider mite in European
vineyards were detected in the second half of the
nineteenth century [39].  ! *&$ & (Koch),
%# *&$ &#% Koch and
!%%# *&$
#" (Oudemans)species are considered the most
important spider mite species in European vineyards.
And, 19 tetranychid mite species were found in vineyards in Europe until now [38]. "%##&$'%$
(Nalepa) and !!#&$'%$ (Pagenstecher) are also
very common in viticultural areas of the world [39].
In the sampled grape areas phytophagous mite
damage symptoms were not clear except Eriophyids
and number of individuals was not high.
($ can cause yield losses up to 30% [48].
But still, no economic injury levels have been established for  ($ [39]. For local varieties in Ankara, economic injury levels should be determined.

+736B!;3,+=3.+/
$:/-37/8< /A+738/. Kalecik, 21 March
2016 (70); Çubuk, 15 April 2016 (40)
3<=;3,>=398 Worldwide
#/7+;5< These specimens identified at the
rank family.
+736B -+;3.+/ /8>< (! $"
!>./7+8<   (! $" $#!"#
$-2;+85  
$:/-37/8</A+738/. Keçiören, 07 June 2015
(1♀); Kalecik, 9 June 2015 (1♀); Beypazarı, 12 June
2015 (4♀♀); Çubuk, 29 June 2015 (1♀); Çubuk, 10
July 2015 (1♀); Beypazarı, 24 July 2015 (1♀);
Çubuk, 3 September 2015 (1♀)
3<=;3,>=398Cosmopolitan [11]
#/7+;5<  "&%#$ % was found on the
foliage of plants.
(! $"""'96138  
$:/-37/8</A+738/. Grape leaves litter. Kalecik, 21 March 2016 (5♀♀,6♂)
3<=;3,>=398 Australia, Belgium, Germany,
Iceland, Netherland, New Zealand, UK, USA[11].
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 & was reported as one of the most important mite pest in European vineyards [39]. Although  & is common in orchards in Turkey;
there isn’t any report about & in vineyards of
Turkey. Due to the fact that Turkey is located very
close to Europe, researchers should be careful about
&.
Tixier et al. [20] have reported a total of 54 phytoseiid species belonging to 15 genera in European
vineyards. Although many species are recorded in
vineyards of Europe, five species are reported as the
most important;
"!#!&$ ## $
(Oudemans), *"!#!&$ (*"!#!&$) "*#
Scheuten, *"!#!&$ (*"!#!&$) )
#%&$
Ragusa,
&$&$
  &$
(Oudemans) and *%!$&$  %&$ Ribaga [49].
But in vineyards of Turkey, only 15 phytoseiid species were reported [4-6].
Eight phytoseiid species were identified (Only
# %&$ was found plant litter of vineyard) in
this survey. The most common Phytoseiid species
were *%!$&$  %&$, *"!#!&$ $#
  and &$&$   &$in all localities of vineyards (Figure 3). According to McMurtry et al. [50],
all of these identified phytoseiids are generalist, so
they can survive even with pollen or other food
items. Although phytophagous mite density was low
in this study, phytoseiid mites were found densely
because of generalist dietary features.

plant litters of vineyards. !$&&$ # %&$
(Acari: Phytoseiidae) (Wainstein, 1961), *&$ !
 Oudemans, 1928 (Acari: Tydeidae), #!
%!"$ "*&$ (Muller, 1859) (Acari: Melicharidae), *"!$"$ #'"$ (Hirchmann, 1969)
(Acari: Laelapidae), #%!$&$ %#%&$ (Sellnick,
1940) (Acari: Ascidae) , $ !# $ (Canestrini &
Fanzago, 1887) (Acari: Ascidae), *#!"&$ $$
Volgin, 1949 (Acari: Acaridae) , *#!"&$ "# 
!$&$ Zakhvatkin, 1941 (Acari: Acaridae) were obtained from plant litter of vineyards. Furthermore,
Oribatidae and Cunaxidae family specimen were
recorded. Oribatidae was the most common mite
group among other mite family members (Figure 4).

&# 
#+=399073=/0+7363/<9,=+38/.0;97:6+8=63==/;<
90?38/B+;.<

Oribatid mites were found in a conventional
grape producing area. Most of soil mites are indicator specimens and susceptible to pesticide application. They have a critical role in decomposing process. For sustainable soil management, protecting of
decomposer is essential. For further knowledge, ecotoxicological role of soil mites has been reviewed extensively [51-53].
Further studies should be carried out for monitoring mite diversity change and for assesment of biological control possibilities.
 !( %$

&# 
"2B=9</33.73=/<:/-3/<+8.=2/3;;+=39

In Turkey; #$&&$%#"!#&$$!#
% &$&$$&%$   &$*%!$&$
%&$ "!#!&$ ## $ *"!#!&$
%  %$  ##&$  !%! $%#  
# and   $#  were reported from
vineyards [4-6]. In this study, *"!#!&$ ( 
%!$&$) "$*$ and !$&&$ # %&$ (obtained from plant litter of vineyards) were recorded
the first time in vineyards of Turkey.
8 different mite families were identified from

This work was supported by the Ankara University (Project Number: 16L0447001).
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Mexico, Morocco, Myanmar, Pakistan, Spain, Syria, Tanzania, Tunisia and Turkey. It was reported to
be the second most widely grown legume in the
world [2]. In Turkey, it is produced at the level of
530,634 ton on 446,218 ha. This shows that the
average yield in Turkey is 1,189 kg ha–1, which is
higher than the world average (912 kg ha–1) [3]. In
the recent years, chickpea has been immensely
produced in Turkey, which can be attributed to
three main factors: (a) the development of new
chickpea cultivars with higher yields, (b) improved
adaptation to local agroclimatic conditions and (c)
better acceptability through improved nutritional
status. In Turkey, 19 chickpea cultivars is now
cultivated [4-5]. For these reasons, the number of
the studies on cultivated chickpea production has
also considerably increased. Another factor which
makes chickpea a well-studied plant is its high
carbohydrate and protein contents, which plays a
great role for human and animal nutrition, as well.
In addition, its rich mineral and trace element content as well as oil content, including essential fatty
acids makes it very important food among the legumes [6-7]. The bioactive properties of chickpea
should be also noted here, including antioxidant
properties of tocotrienols having biologically important properties such as inhibition of cholesterol
biosynthesis [8]. Phytosterols having cholesterollowering, anti-inflammatory, antibacterial, antifungal, antitumor and antiviral activities are among the
other bioactive compounds present in chickpea [910]. Since consumers have had a recent tendency
towards the healthy foods, chickpea has also taken
its place among the most important functional or
nutraceutical foods [11]. Furthermore, it has positive effects on soil fertility as it fixes symbiotic
nitrogen. Due to above advantages, the cultivation
of chickpea is of the same economic level as that of
cereals [12]. Depending on genotypic and environmental factors, oil content changes between 3.8 and
10 %. The majority of the fatty acids present in
chickpea are linolenic, oleic and palmitic acids [813]. In recent years, much work has been done on
the oil content of chickpea genotypes grown in the
different parts of world. In other a study, it was
founded that the fat content of chickpea flour had
4.8 % [1]. For chickpea flour, high oil content

In this study, crude oil content, fatty acid and
mineral composition of different chickpea varieties
cultivated in Konya were investigated. Fatty acid
(saturated and unsaturated) compositions, crude oil
and mineral contents were determined; GC-MS,
Soxhelet-Henkel and ICP-OES, respectively. There
were significant (<0.01) differences between the
chickpea cultivars in view of their crude oil contents and fatty acids (saturated and unsaturated)
compositions. The oil yields of the nineteen chickpea cultivars varied between 2.91 and 6.43%. The
highest crude oil content was determined in Gökçe
(6.43%) cultivar. On the other hand, highest compositions of the unsaturated fatty acids were determined in Uzunlu 99 (88.01%). Furthermore, the
total compositions of the highest saturated fatty
acids were determined in Canıtez 87 (17.71%). The
linolenic (in ILC 482, 2.68%), linoleic (in ILC 482,
57.25%) and oleic (in Gülümser, 42.30%) acids
were dominating fatty acids of the cultivars. According to the results, the total macro element composition of the chickpea cultivars were found to
range from 16267 to 23634 and K and P were the
dominating macro elements of the cultivars. Moreover, the micro element composition of the chickpea cultivars varied from 165.36 to 269.09 Fe and
B were the highest micro elements of the cultivars.


)(!#$
Chickpea, crude oil, fatty acid, mineral compositions



 %#!&%! 

Legumes are of great to importance to human
nutrition because they are good sources of proteins,
carbohydrates, several water-soluble vitamins and
minerals. Chickpea (    L.), being one
of the oldest and most widely consumed legumes in
the world is particularly grown in tropical and subtropical areas [1]. Chickpea is also widely grown
and cultivated in Southern Europe, North Africa,
India and Middle East countries as well as other
countries such as Algeria, Ethiopia, Iran, India
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should be taken in to account since this makes it
one of the mostly utilized food products. Zia-UlHaq et al., (2007) [6] reported that iron and zinc
content of four chickpea cultivars were ranged from
2.4 to 4.1% and 3.5 to 6.0 %, respectively.
To our knowledge, data about oil yield, fatty
acids composition and mineral contents of the
chickpea cultivars cultivated in Turkey are limited.
However, genotypes of chickpea cultivars and cultivation conditions would have an important role
for composition of fatty acid. Some chickpea genotypes are available for oil yield and composition.
Objectives of this research were (a) to determine the levels crude oil (fat) and (b) to investigate
fatty acid compositions and mineral component of
19 chickpea cultivars cultivated in Turkey.


%#$ %!$

$..- 6*=.;2*5 The field trials were conducted during the growing season 2010 at the Experimental Station of Bahri Dağdaş International Agricultural Research Institute, in Konya, Turkey. Nineteen chickpea cultivars were used in this research.
The experimental field conditions were (1) dry and
hot for summer period and (2) rainy and cold for
winter. The soil had a sand-loam characteristic. The
planting date was at the end of March in spring, for
growing year. The experimental set up was based
on completely randomized block design with three
replications. Fertilizers, fungicidal or insecticidal
treatments were not used in study. The harvesting
was harvested in August. Samples were taken randomly from each plot for analyses.

A=;*,=2878/<..-825< The oil extraction of
dried and powdered chickpea seeds (5 g) were
carried out at 40°C for 6 h by Soxhelet extractor
using diethil ether as a solvent. The solvent was
evaporated by rotary evaporator. The obtained oil
was esterified to determine fatty acid composition.
Methylation of the fatty acids was carried out according to the AACC Official Method [14].

min–1 heating ramp for 20 min; injector temperature: 250 °C; carrier gas: Helium; inlet pressure:
40.65 psi; linear gas velocity: 44 cm s−1; column
flow: 2.9 mL min−1; splitless mode; injection volume: 1.0 μL. MS conditions were regulated as follows; ionization energy: 70 eV, ion source temperature: 280 °C; interface temperature: 250 °C; mass
range: 35–450 amu. 
In order to determine the components, their
mass spectra was compared with Wiley and Nist
GC–MS Libraries and retention indices, relative to
n-alkanes, with corresponding data from relevant
literature. The GC peak areas were used to calculate
the percentages of the components using the normalization method.
.=.;627*=287 8/ 627.;*5<. Varian VistaMPX simultaneous ICP-OES (Inductively Coupled
Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry) system
with CCD detection was used to analyze mineral
compositions in chickpea cultivars as macro element (P, K, Ca, Mg, Na), micro trace elements (Fe,
B, Mn, Zn, Cu) and heavy metal (Pb, Ni, Cr, Co)
[15-21]. It was used to analyze the elements in
nineteen chickpea samples. All experiments were
performed qualitatively and quantitatively with
statistical data comparison to a certified reference
plant material, respectively.
$=*=2<=2,*5*7*5B<2<Each parameter was tested in triplicate samples with three replications.
Conventional statistical methods were used to calculate means. Collected data were subjected to
statistical analyses using JMP statistical package
software (Version 5.0.1.a, SAS Institute. Inc. Cary,
NC). One way ANOVA was used to evaluate the
effect of chickpea varieties on the parameters studied. When significant ( < 0.01) main effect was
found, the mean values were further analyzed using
t test.


#$&%$ $&$$! 

;>-.825,87=.7=8/=1.,12,49.*,>5=2?*;<
Table 1 indicates that there were significant
(<0.01) differences between the chickpea cultivars
with respect to their crude oil contents and fatty
acids (saturated and unsaturated) compositions. The
oil yields of the nineteen chickpea cultivars ranged
from 2.91 to 6.43 %. This results revealed that the
highest crude oil content was determined in Gökçe
(6.43 %) cultivar, followed by İzmir 92 (5.91 %)
and ILC 482 (4.91 %) cultivars. On the other hand,
the lowest crude oil contents were determined in
Küsmen 99 (2.91 %), İnci (3.87%) and Aydın 92
(3.80 %) cultivars. Results also found in agreement
with reported oil content of 2.6 to 6,8 % in nine
different cultivars of chickpea [16]. Findings of this

*==B *,2- *7*5B<2< 8/ <..- 825 +B I$
The fatty acids in the total lipid were esterified into
methyl esters by saponification with 0.5 N methanolic NaOH and transesterified with 14 % BF3
(v/v) in methanol (IUPAC, 1979). GC–MS analysis
was performed on an Agilent 6890 N Network GC
system combined with Agilent 5973 Network Mass
Selective Detector. The GC conditions were as
follows: column: HP Innowax Capillary (60.0 m ×
0.25 mm, 0.25 μm); oven temperature program: the
column held initially at 60 °C for 3 min after injection, then increased to 185 °C with 10 °C min–1
heating ramp for 1 min and increased to 200 °Cwith
5 °C min–1 heating ramp for 10 min. Then the final
temperature was increased to 220 °C with 5 °C
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*==B*,2-,8698<2=287<8/=1.,>5=2?*=.-,12,49.*,>5=2?*;<27%>;4.B
&7<*=>;*=.-/*==B*,2-<&
$*=>;*=.-/*==B*,2-<$
;>-. "*562=85.2,
2785.2, 2785.72,
"*562=2, $=.*;2,
12,49.*
!5.2,*,2-


!25
*,2-
*,2-
*,2-
*,2-
*,2-
>5=2?*;<

P&
P$
#    #    #    #   
#    #   


*65*
4.24c 1296 0.23c 1604 38.03f 1664 47.13f 1742 2.14d 87.53b 1286 9.22d 1572 1.58k 10.81ı
D*N*=*B
4.08 c 1296 0.23d 1598 32.55k 1656 52.25b 1740 2.53b 87.56b 1285 9.51b 1568 1.60k 11.10g
G5G6<.;
3.93 c 1296 0.21f 1602  *1660  71740 1.76j 85.53f 1286 9.36c 1570 2.14f 11.50f
.7.6.7  4.69b 1296 0.26b 1600 34.79ı 1658 48.19d 1740 2.05e 85.29f 1285 8.51j 1568 1.85g 10.36k
B-J7 
3.80 c 1296 0.29a 1599 35.54h 1658 49.63c 1739 2.29c 87.75a 1285 9.13e 1567  5 10.60jk
OC62; 
5.90a 1296 0.24c 1601 37.09g 1660 48.00e 1740 2.15d 87.49b 1286 8.95f 1569 1.94f 10.90h
.?-.=+.B 4.08 c 1296  J 1600 34.86ı 1658 43.82k 1740 1.97g 80.75ı 1285 8.73h 1570 7.44b 16.18b
$*;J
4.02 c 1296  * 1599 37.26g 1657 47.12f 1740 2.12d 86.80d 1285  *1567 1.75g 11.39f
4E27 
4.22 c 1296 0.21f 1600 37.14g 1658 47.25f 1740 2.14d 86.33e 1285 9.58a 1569 2.87e 12.45e
F4E.
 * 1296 0.22f 1600 42.06a 1656 43.81k 1739 3 87.77a 1285 8.68ı 1568 1.98f 10.66ı
G<6.7
 - 1296 0.22e 1598 39.05e 1655 46.13h 1739 2.16d 87.55b 1285 9.12e 1567 1.61j 10.73ı
&C>75>
4.39c 1296 0.11ı 1597 42.17a 1656 43.94j 1738 1.78hı  * 1285 8.97f 1565 1.93f 10.90h
;
4.74 b 1296 0.22e 1601 39.86d 1659 45.07ı 1741 2.02f 87.18c 1286 9.59a 1570 1.73h 11.32f
  5
O7,2
3.87 c 1296 0.18g 1597 41.54b 1657 44.06j 1739 1.86h 87.63a 1285  41568 1.82g
c
j
ı
l
h
3
e
*
*7J=.C 4.03 1296 0.02 1597 34.58 1656 43.57 1738 1.79   1285 9.06 1566    *
C2C2B. 
4.89 b 1296 0.14h 1598 33.40j 1655 48.01e 1738 2.11d 83.66h 1285 8.83g 1568 5.09c 13.92c
2B*;
4.70 b 1296 0.19g 1601 40.82c 1658 42.24m 1740 1.81h 85.06g 1286 9.20d 1569 3.77d 12.97d
  
4.91 b 1296 0.19g 1600 5 1661  * 1741 * 87.67a 1286 9.51b 1568 1.65i 11.16g
$#
4.85b 1296 0.14 1600 34.46ı 1655 48.12h 1740 2.14d 84.86h 1286 8.92f 1568 4.12d 13.04c
*A
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Common letters in the same column indicate significant differences between the means at  <0.01 level.
ΣUFA, total Unsaturated fatty acids; ΣSAFA, total Saturated fatty acids

study are similar to the values reported for chickpea
[1].

*==B*,2-,8698<2=2878/=1.,12,49.*,>5
=2?*;<Regarding the fatty acid compositions of the
cultivars, according to this results for comparison of
the unsaturated fatty acid (palmitoleic, oleic, linoleic and linolenic acids) and saturated fatty acid
(palmitic and stearic acids) compositions with respect to the cultivars were also presented in Table
1. and Figure 1. Oil content, comprising of essential
fatty acids (FA), is the third important organic
component of chickpeas. Chickpea cultivars are
rich in point of nutritionally essential lipids [7]. Oil
content ranges from 3.8 to 10 % with respect to
genotype and environmental factors [8]. In the other
study, the oil content was found about 6.58–9.12 %
[17]. The fatty acids varied significantly with respect to the genotypes [8]. It can be easily seen in
Table 1 that linoleic acid was the dominating fatty
acid, followed by palmitic and oleic acids. Most of
the fatty acids were unsaturated, while saturated
fatty acids (mainly, palmitic acid) contributed little
of the total fatty acids content. The high composition of unsaturated fatty acids make chickpea a
special legume, suitable for nutritional applications

[7]. As far as the fatty acid compositions of the
cultivars are concerned, the results can be seen in
the Table 1 which shows that the highest compositions of the unsaturated fatty acids were determined
in Uzunlu 99 (88,01 %), followed by Gökçe (87,77
%), Aydın 92 (87,75 %), ILC 482 (87,67 %), İnci
(87,63 %) and Çağatay (87,56 %), Küsmen 99
(87,55 %), Damla 89 (87,53 %) and İzmir 92 (87,49
%). The lowest total compositions were detected in
Canıtez 87 (79,96 %), Cevdetbey (80,75 %) and
Aziziye 94 (83,66 %), respectively. In this research,
while the oleic and linoleic acids contents ranged
between 27.55-42.30 % and 41.25-57.25 %, respectively, according to the other study, major fatty acid
contents varied between 18.57 and 35.23 % for
oleic acid and 47.15 and 63.44 % for linoleic acid.
When the planting time took into account, the mean
values for oleic acid changed between 21.23 and
30.52 % and for linoleic acid between 51.77 and
60.79 % [8].
Furthermore, the total composition of the
highest saturated fatty acids were determined in
Canıtez 87 (17.71 %), Cevdetbey (16.18 %) and
Aziziye 94 (13.92 %), respectively. On the other
hand, the lowest composition was found in İnci
(10.25 %), followed by Menemen 92 (10.36 %) and
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(41.25 %), whereas the lowest content was investigated in ILC 482 (27.55 %).



42)53

43)23

41),2

4/)22

35)52

43)-4

44),-

43)2/

27.;*5 ,8698<2=287 8/ =1. ,12,49.* ,>5=2
?*;<It is indicated in Table 2 and Figure 2 that the
highest K content was detected in Menemen 92
(14370 ppm), whereas the lowest content was determined in Eser 87 (9811 ppm). Furthermore, the
highest and lowest P contents were found in Küsmen 99 (5503 ppm) and in Eser 87 (3109 ppm),
respectively. On the other hand, it can be easily
seen that the Na was the lowest macro element of
chickpea cultivars.

43)11

43)33

42)//

42)4

4,)31

43)05

41).5

41)1/

43)12



43)1/



43)31

Aydın 92 (10.60 %). According to Table 1, the
palmitic acid (16:0) content the third major fatty
acid of chickpea ranged from 9.78 to 8.43 %,
whereas the other study revealed that the content
ranged between 10.86 and 12.38 % [8].
According to Table 1 and Figure 1, it can be
easily seen that the highest linolenic acid content
was detected in ILC 482 (2.68 %), while the lowest
content was determined in Gökçe (1.68 %). On the
other hand, the highest and lowest linoleic acid
contents were found in ILC 482 (57.25 %) and in
Gülümser (41.25 %), respectively. The highest
oleic acid content was observed to be in Gülümser
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27.;*5,87=.7=<8/=1.,12,49.*,>5=2?*;<,>5=2?*=.-27%>;4.B
12,49.*
.*?B6.=*5<996
2,;8.5.6.7=<996
>5=2?*;<
Co
Pb
Cd
Cr
Ni P
B
Fe
Zn
Cu
Mn
P
*65*
0.51d 0.78k 0.15b 0.43f 1.49e 3.36h 58.17k 52.55n 34.74k 8.75h 49.03b 203.24k
D*N*=*B
0.23h Nd
nd
 a 2.45d 4.95f 32.60p 66.29f 42.84e 8.93g 48.89c 199.55l
 ; 61.53ı 37.18h 8.43j 45.38d 176.45q
G5G6<.;
nd
Nd
nd 0.39f 3.79b 4.39g
f
ı
f
c
f
nd 0.42 3.25 5.58 61.13j 61.75h 31.84n
 : 44.35e 199.07m
.7.6.7  0.30 1.61
g
g
c
d
f
c
d
ı
nd 0.71 2.25 5.67 75.79 69.08 35.46 9.26f 43.64h 233.23d
B-J7 
0.26 2.45
ı
d
 * 0.63d 1.57e 5.97f 81.94b 53.22m 29.46q 11.37d 37.53m 213.53g
OC62; 
0.18 3.28
j
f
 ,  1 1.11f 4.09g 68.55e 47.94q 30.30o 7.11m 35.27p 189.17o
.?-.=+.B
0.11 2.54
ı
f
nd 1.08b 2.30d 6.11e  a 73.53c 30.08p 0.35p 36.26o 226.36e
$*;J
0.17 2.56
e
Nd
nd 0.36k 1.38e 2.10h 70.99d 50.17p 34.81j 14.07c 38.12l 208.16j
Akçin 91
0.36
g
6
  nd 0.75c  1 1.94j 64.14h 58.60j 34.12l 9.45e 44.23f 210.55ı
F4E.
0.24
b
G<6.7
2.64 3.04e nd 0.30g 1.76e 7.74d 66.25f 56.04l 39.48f 15.01b 34.32r 211.11h
nd 0.45f 1.56e 3.20h 56.81l 52.52n
 < 7.81l 40.12k 175.97r
&C>75>
0.55c 0.64l
g
g
4
o
o
  36.85 52.06 43.76d 8.78h 43.09ı 184.54p
;
nd
Nd
nd 0.34 1.00
4
g
e
nd 0.33 1.67 2.08i 28.15q 105.22b  * 8.37k   a  *
O7,2
   Nd
d
h
nd 0.54e 2.25d 5.12f 65.47g 68.34e 38.23g a 34.41q 224.42f
*7J=.C
0.49 1.84
g
c
nd 1.09b  * 12.07b 49.98m
 * 46.76c 8.94g 43.77g 267.76b
C2C2B. 
0.26 3.67
e
*
h
e
*
n
  nd 0.26 1.45
  46.96 62.45g 32.11m 8.65ı 42.95j 193.12n
2B*;
0.34
*
b
h
d
Nd 0.28 2.25 9.78c 68.55e 57.30k 65.30b 6.50n 36.70n 234.35c
  
  4.52
j
nd 0.35g 1.08f 2.80i 63.26ı
 ; 26.02r 5.48o
<  <
<.;
nd
1.37
*A
 
      
   
       
 
27
         
 
 
 
 
 

 
Common letters in the same column indicate significant differences between the means at  <0.01 level.
ΣHM, total heavy metal content; ΣMIE, total micro element content ΣMAE.
nd: not determined
% 
27.;*5,87=.7=<8/=1.,12,49.*,>5=2?*;<,>5=2?*=.-27%>;4.B8558@27)
*+%,1'#
#%20'-'.'/4311.
5-4+6#23
K
Ca
Mg
Na
P
E
b
b
a
b
h
#.-# 
14034
2512

409
4465
23457a
g
c
f
g
h
:#C#4#8
11240
2238
1304
89
4472
19343f
e
f
b
,
f
1525
1613
 
4721
20441e
=-=.3'2
12572
#
f
b
j
c
1520
1572
43
5130
22635b
'/'.'/
  
c
a
a
a
g

1822

4568
  #
8&?/
13729
f
f
c
j
e
1635
1508
13
4757
19722f
D9.+2
11809
g
f
b
f
ı
1514
1634
112
4483
18869g
'6&'4$'8
11126
g
f
b
k
ı
1444
1608
19
4454
18683g
#2? 
11158
e
g
g
h
1262
1204
151e
4471
19630f
Akçin 91
12542
c
d
b
l
c
2151
1669
24
5016
22365b
<,;'
13505
b
?
c
g
a

1545
87

22044c
=3.'/
14023
e
h
b
k
a
1232
1639
31
5475
20837d
!95/-5
12460
d
f
d
j
d
1573
1360
47
4921
21066d
2
13165
f
b
b
d
c
2506
1607
185
5167
21279d
D/%+
11814
d
b
c
h
b
2448
1574
64
5200
22474b
#/?4'9 
13188
h
b
c
c
e
2462
1523
394
4735
19804f
9+9+8' 
10690
g
h
c
j
j
1219
1457
40
4282
18125h
+8#2 
11127
h
d
)
e
e
2001
 
131
4807
18826g
 
10669
?
e
e
i
,
1929
1367
51
 
  ?
3'2 
  
#7
  
 
 
 

  
+/
 

 


  
Common letters in the same column indicate significant differences between the means at  <0.01 level.
ΣMAE; total macro element content.
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highest MIEs were detected in İnci (269.09 ppm),
Aziziye 94 (267.76 ppm) and ILC 482 (234.35
ppm) cultivars. Eser 87 (165.36 ppm), Uzunlu 99
(175.97 ppm) and Gülümser (176.45 ppm) were the
cultivars having the lowest MIEs (Figure 3). Significant cultivars differences were also found content
of iron and zinc among chickpea cultivars. Iron
content ranged from 43.74 to 118.31 ppm. Iron
content was found highest (Aziziye 94) and lowest
in (Eser 87). Zinc content ranged from 18.71 ppm
(Uzunlu 99) to 77.24 ppm (Inci). It was reported
that significant varietal differences were found in
total content of iron and zinc among chickpea cultivars and results also showed that iron content
ranged from 46 to 103 ppm and zinc content from
22 to 62 ppm for nine different chickpea cultivars
[16]. The values obtained from this study are similar to the Zn and Fe values reported for chickpea.
The macro element compositions (MAEs) of the
nineteen chickpea cultivars, compared with each
other in the Table 2 and Figure 4. revealed that
Aydın 92 cultivar had the highest MAC (23,634

Furthermore, as can be seen in Table 2 that the
composition of heavy metals (ppm), micro and
macro elements (ppm) are indicated. According to
the study results, the heavy metal composition of
the eighteen chickpea cultivars were determined to
range from 1.34 to 12.91 % (Figure 2), showing
that the highest contents were found in Diyar 98
(12.91 ppm), Aziziye 94 (12.07 ppm) and ILC 482
(9.78 ppm) cultivars. However, the lowest contents
were observed in Er 99 (1.34 ppm), Gökçe (1.94
ppm) and Eser 87 (2.80 ppm) cultivars. Concentration of essential elements may vary from one region
to other one as a consequence of various agricultural practices, type of soil, type of fertilizer and pesticides/herbicides. Therefore, the increases in major
elements (such as Ca, P, Mg, Na and K), some
minor elements or trace elements (such as Fe, Ba)
and heavy metal (such as Pb, Ni, Cr, Co) in the
chickpea under grown conditions could be attributed to the differences in different practices [18-21].
On the other hand, micro element composition
(MIEs) of nineteen chickpea cultivars varied from
165.36 to 269.09 ppm. It was observed that the
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ppm), followed by Damla 89 (23457 ppm) and
Menemen 92 (22635 ppm). However, the lowest
MAE was determined in Eser 87 (16267 ppm),
followed by Diyar 98 (18125 ppm) and Sarı 98
(18683 ppm). Another study reported that mineral
constituents of chickpea changed between the cultivars (potassium constituted the major mineral),
ranging from 9800 to 14366 % [19]. Cultivars soil
type, soil conditions, fertilization, irrigation and
weather etc. are among the factors affecting the
elemental contents of plants [20].
The most abundant minerals in    
  were potassium (K) phosphorus (P), magnesium (ppm), calcium (Ca) and sodium (Na), while
boron (B), zinc (Zn), iron (Fe), manganese (Mn)
and copper (Cu) were in minor amount. This study
shows a comprehensive presentation of macro and
micro elements of chickpea cultivars cultivated in
Turkey.
The results of this study indicate that chickpea
cultivars are rich in crude oil, unsaturated fatty oil
and mineral contents. The results suggested that
these chickpea cultivars can be an economic, improving overall nutritional status of functional food
in which they will be added. More agronomic and
chemical studies should be done on chickpea with a
view to cultivating.
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agents include sulfur dioxide, sodium sulfite and ferrous sulfate [5]. However, these agents introduce
other ions that increase the amount of dissolved solids and further complicate the sorption process. In
addition to using various inorganic materials, the reduction of Cr(VI) using organic substances [6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14], agricultural by-products [15,
16, 17], algae [18]and microorganisms [19, 20, 21,
22, 23] has been widely investigated.
Furfural residue (FR) is an industrial waste that
is produced during the manufacturing of furfural
from corn cobs. China annually generates at least
2~3 million tons of FRs [24, 25, 26]. FR could potentially be used as a reconditioning agent for Cr(VI)
pollution. FR has a porous microstructure, is enriched in both cellulose and lignin, and has active
functional groups with strong reducibility. Ren
Guangjun et al. [27] and Chen Xiaoyan et al. [28]
investigated FR for the adsorption of Cr(VI) and
Cr(III), respectively. However, no study has previously used FR to reduce Cr(VI). The reduction of
Cr(VI) by FR in aqueous solutions was studied in
this paper, and the kinetics of the Cr reduction were
investigated by eliminating the adsorption influence.

Hexavalent chromium (Cr(VI)) in environmental systems is an important concern due to its toxicity. The first step in the conventional treatment of
Cr(VI)-containing pollutants is the reduction of
Cr(VI) to trivalent chromium (Cr(III)), which is less
toxic. The objective of this study was to explore the
kinetics of Cr(VI) reduction using a cheap, locally
available biomass waste, furfural residue (FR). The
effects of pH and equilibration time were investigated. The results showed that Cr(VI) was removed
(100%) after a shaking time of 18 h: 69.52% of the
Cr was reduced by FR and approximately 30% of the
Cr was adsorbed by FR. The initial stage (0.5 h) of
the reaction process was based on the reduction of
Cr(VI), and the adsorption rate of Cr(VI) increased
as the reaction time increased in the early stage (6 h).
The removal rate for Cr(VI) reached 100% at a pH
of 6.5, and half of the Cr was reduced. When the initial pH was less than 6.5, the reduction of Cr(VI)
increased as the pH decreased. The reduction rate of
Cr(VI) reached 99.9% with an initial pH of 2.5. The
Cr(VI) reduction process with FR followed a second-order kinetic model.


%#$% $

#+@6+=/;3+5<+7.-2/63-+5<FR was kindly
provided by Liangtian Company (Hebei Province,
China) and was water-rinsed before use. The main
components of FR were hemicellulose, 5.68%; cellulose, 37.33%; lignin, 40.75%; and ash, 13.90%
(absolute wt% of the starting material). The raw FR
had an initial pH of 2–3 and was washed with deionized water to remove dirt and other impurities. Then,
it was dried in a hot air oven at 70°C for 12 h, ground,
sieved to obtain a size under 40 mesh and stored in
sealed bags at room temperature. The other chemicals used were all analytical grade and used as purchased without further purification.
The Cr(VI) standard solution (1000 mg/L) was
purchased from the National Analysis and Testing
Center of Nonferrous Metals and Electronic Materials. To eliminate the influence of Cr(VI) adsorption
on FR, a KH2PO4 solution (0.01 mol/L) was prepared [29]. The working solution of 10 mg Cr(VI)/L
was prepared by diluting the Cr(VI) standard solution with the KH2PO4 solution (0.01 mol/L).

)( #$
Chromium (VI), Reduction, Furfural Residue, Chromium
(III).

%# &% 

Cr contamination in ecosystems is a significant
global problem. The most stable Cr oxidation states
are +3 and +6 in most natural water environments.
Hexavalent Cr (Cr(VI)) is highly toxic, mutagenic
and potentially carcinogenic to living organisms [1,
2, 3]. In contrast, trivalent Cr (Cr(III)) is less toxic
than Cr(VI) and is immobile in aqueous environments because it readily precipitates as Cr(OH)3 or
mixed Fe(III)-Cr(III) (oxy) hydroxides in the pH
range of natural water [4].
Because of the significant differences in the
physical and chemical properties of the two oxidation states of Cr, the reduction of Cr(VI) to Cr(III) is
an attractive and useful solution for the remediation
of Cr(VI) contamination. Commonly used reducing
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and 26.5% for the control and reduction groups, respectively (Figure 1 (b)). The efficiency increased to
30.2% for the reduction group at a shaking time of
24 h. Based on the data comparison in Figure 1 (a),
the initial stage (0.5 h) of the control group mainly
included the Cr(VI) reduction reaction. After this
stage, the reduction rate gradually decreased, and the
adsorption rate substantially increased over time.
Figure 1 (b) illustrates that the adsorption rate of
Cr(III) on FR did not substantially change over the
entire reaction. The adsorption rate of Cr(VI) increased as the reaction time increased in the early
stage (6 h).
Figure 2 shows the Cr(III) concentration variations in over time, displaying differences between
the control and reduction groups. At the beginning
of the reaction (0.5~2 h), the Cr(III) concentration in
the control group rapidly increased to 4.12 mg/L
from 1.78 mg/L. The Cr(III) concentration in the reduction group increased from 2.78 mg/L to 3.52
mg/L within 0.5~5 h. The equilibrium Cr(III) concentration in the control group was 4.37 mg/L, which
was slightly higher than that in the reduction group
(4.02 mg/L).
The pH values were different in the two equilibrium solutions, and the values were 4.12 in the
control group and 6.18 in the reduction group, indicating that the adsorption process for Cr(VI) on FR
consumes hydroxyl ions or hydroxide radicals or
causes the release of hydrogen ions.

00/-=80=2/9The decreases in the Cr(VI)
and total Cr contents with FR at different pH values
at an initial concentration of 10 mg/L and an FR dose
of 10 g/L are shown in Figure 3. The decrease in
Cr(VI) (caused by both reduction and adsorption) in
the control group was 100% for pH values under 6.5.
However, this value decreased to 95.9%, 92.4% and
88.9% when the initial pH values were 7.5, 8.5 and
9.5, respectively. At a pH of 10.6, the efficiency decreased to 61.6%. In the reduction group, the Cr(VI)
reduction efficiency decreased at higher initial pH
values, and the efficiencies were 99.9%, 92.5%,
85.6%, 67.2% and 50% for pH values of 2.5, 3.3, 4.5,
5.5 and 6.5, respectively. No appreciable change was
observed for the pH values of 7.5, 8.5, 9.5 and 10.6.
Figure 3 (b) shows that the decrease in the total Cr
(caused by the adsorption of Cr(VI) and Cr(III)) in
the control group was steady at 48.59-54.97% in the
pH range from 2.5 to 9.5, but the decrease dropped
to 27% for the pH value of 10.6. The variation in the
decrease in the total Cr (caused by the adsorption of
Cr(III)) in the reduction group was similar to the variation observed in the Cr(VI) reduction efficiency
(Figure 3 (a)). The highest decrease in the total Cr in
the reduction group was 62.29% at a pH value of 2.5,
and the decrease gradually fell to 14.21% for a pH
value of 6.5. The lowest efficiency was 8.55% for a
pH value of 8.5.

#/.>-=387/A9/;36/7=<The reduction experiments were performed using a continuously shaken
batch system. The FR (0.5 g) and 50 mL of the prepared working solution were added to 150 mL conical flasks without adjusting the pH. The experiments
were conducted in an air bath homothermal vibrator
at 25°C and 220 rpm. After a predetermined time
(0.5 h~24 h), the supernatant solutions were collected by centrifugation (4500 rpm, 10 min) and filtration (0.45 μm) and analyzed for their Cr(VI) and
total Cr contents and pH values. In this study, a mixture of 0.5 g of FR and 50 mL of the 10 mg Cr(VI)/L
solution diluted with distilled water without KH2PO4
was used as the control.
The effects of pH on the Cr(VI) reduction rate
were studied by varying the pH from 2 to 10. The pH
values of the working solutions were adjusted prior
to the reduction experiments to predetermined values using small additions of concentrated HCl or
NaOH solution, and the values were confirmed by
pH measurements. The concentration of the Cr(VI)
solution used in this study was 10 mg/L. The volume
of the working solution containing 0.01 mol/L
KH2PO4 was 50 mL. The FR amount used was 0.5 g
dry weight. The vibrator speed was 220 rpm, and the
contact time was approximately 150 min at 25°C. FR
(0.5 g) and 50 mL of 10 mg/L Cr(VI) solutions without KH2PO4 were pH adjusted and used as controls.
7+5B=3-+56/=28.<The metal ion concentration was analyzed using a HACH DR6000 UV-vis
spectrophotometer. The Cr(VI) concentration was
determined using the 1,5-diphenylcarbohydrazide
spectrophotometric method (GB7467-87). The total
Cr concentration was determined using the potassium permanganate oxidation-1,5-diphenylcarbohydrazide spectrophotometric method (GB7466-87).
In all the aqueous solution samples, the total Cr
was assumed to include Cr(VI) and Cr(III). Thus, the
Cr(III) concentration in each sample was calculated
using the following equation:
Cr(III)=Total CrCr(VI)

#$&%$$&$$ 

00/-=80=2//:>353,;+=387=36/The effect of
the contact duration on the rate of Cr(VI) and total
Cr reduction was studied at 25°C at a pH of 6.5. The
percent decrease in the Cr concentration with respect
to time is plotted in a graph in Figure 1. An appreciable difference was observed in the decrease in the
Cr concentration between the control and reduction
groups. Figure 1 (a) clearly shows that a 100% decrease in Cr(VI) was achieved in the control group
with a shaking time of 18 h, and a 69.5% decrease in
Cr(VI) was achieved in the reduction group with a
shaking time of 24 h. When the contact duration was
18 h, the total Cr removal efficiencies were 56.3%
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An increase in the pH values can be seen in Figure 5. However, all of the final pH values were lower
than the corresponding initial pH values, which is
likely due to the production of hydronium ions during the adsorption process. Overall, the final pH values of the reduction group were higher than the equilibrium pH values of the control group, which indicates more hydronium ions were produced during
the adsorption process of Cr(VI).

Figure 3 (a) shows that the reduction of Cr(VI)
to Cr(III) by FR gradually decreased as the initial pH
increased (2.5~6.5). When the pH value was between 6.5 and 10.6, the adsorption of Cr(VI) on FR
gradually weakened as the initial pH increased,
whereas no decrease was observed in the reduction
of Cr(VI). Figure 3 (b) shows that the initial pH
value has a large effect on the adsorption efficiency
of Cr(III) by FR, but the initial pH has little influence
on the total Cr content.
Figure 4 shows that the Cr(III) concentrations
in the reduction and control groups were 3~4 mg/L
and 3~4.5 mg/L, respectively. The Cr(III) concentrations in solution depend on the Cr(VI) reduction rate
and the Cr(III) sorption rate. In the reduction group,
the Cr(VI) concentrations were relatively high since
the adsorption of Cr(VI) on FR was inhibited by the
KH2PO4. The Cr ions in the control group solution
were mainly Cr(III), and the Cr(VI) concentration
was only greater than 50% when the initial pH was
10.6.

;' ;/.>-=387 437/=3-< 68./5 Experiments on Cr(VI) reduction by FR in aqueous solutions showed that the reduction kinetics are complex.
The initial Cr reduction is rapid because a substantial
amount of reduction occurs within 30 min of the start
of the reaction. After the initial sampling period, the
reduction rate gradually slows over time. To determine the reduction rate constants, first-order and second-order kinetic models were applied to the experimental data. The kinetic models can be expressed as
follows.
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where 2 is the rate constant for the second-order
model (M/min.). The plot of  versus time should
give a straight line if the reaction is of second-order
in nature. The plot for the Cr (VI) reduction was
found to be linear (Figure 7). The values of 2 and 
are tabulated in Table 1.
The plots for the Cr(VI) reduction were both
linear (Figure 6 and Figure 7). The regression coefficient was closer to unity in the second-order model
(R2=0.9807) than in the first-order model
(R2=0.9579). Therefore, the reduction of Cr(VI) by
FR was more appropriately approximated using the
second-order kinetic model.

The first-order reaction is:
        

where  is the amount of Cr(VI) reduced to Cr(III)
at time t per unit weight of FR (mg/g),  is the rate
constant of the first-order model (min-1) and  is the
time (min).  is the amount of Cr(VI) reduced to
Cr(III) at equilibrium per unit weight of FR (mg/g).
Plotting log( ) against time creates a straight
line with slope – 1. An approximately linear plot
was obtained for the Cr (VI) reduction, which is
shown in Figure 6. The kinetic constant 1 and 
were obtained from the slope of the plot and the fitting formula, which are tabulated in Table 1.
The second-order rate model can be represented as:
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FR is very efficient for the removal of Cr(VI)
from aqueous solution because of its excellent reduction and adsorption properties. The removal rates for
Cr(VI) and the total Cr content were 100% and over
50%, respectively, under both acidic and neutral
conditions. The Cr(VI) reduction rate by FR is fast.
In the initial stage, reduction is the main mechanism.
As the reaction time increases, the adsorption and reduction rates increase. The Cr(VI) reduction process
on FR consumes hydrogen ions; therefore, the reduction rate is higher at lower pH values. Under alkaline
conditions, the Cr(VI) reduction degree is between
47%~51%. The kinetics of the Cr(VI) reduction process can be described using a second-order rate equation. FR could be utilized for the treatment of
wastewater or groundwater contaminated with
Cr(VI).
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fruits are considered to be moderately perishable depending upon the variety having a shelf life for about
2-20 weeks. In citrus fruits post-harvest losses are
estimated from 20-95%. It may be due to high weight
loss from the surface due to poor handling and also
the post-harvest insect or fungal attack. Post-harvest
treatments are helpful in order to reduce the fungal
attack and weight losses of the fruits. Some post-harvest treatments like application of salicylic acid, calcium chloride, coatings and other antioxidants are
helpful in reducing the microbial attack and salt
stress [3-7]. Such, biosafe treatments reduce the usage of synthetic chemicals e.g. fungicides that can
pollute the environment and affect human health [8].
By the application of natural compounds like phenolics etc., one can keep the quality of horticultural
crops by diminishing the fungal growth, weight
losses and salt stress [4, 9]. Salicylic acid, an important polyphenol in combination with other active
compounds is considered safe and effective against
various fungal infections in fruits and vegetables
[10]. By keeping the role of salicylic acid in minimizing pre and post-harvest losses in mind, the present study was designed to investigate the effect of
various concentrations of salicylic acid on fruit quality of sweet orange during storage. Moreover,
through this study, we have found the optimum concentration of salicyclic acid to keep the quality of oranges with extended storage time.


&$%! &"%

Citruses are important, yet perishable fruits that
lose its marketability due to pathogens as well as
physical losses during storage. A research was,
therefore, conducted to treat the sweet oranges, cv.
Blood Red with different concentrations of SA (0, 1,
2, and 3 mM). The treated oranges were then stored
for 60-days at room temperature and tested for quality attributes at an interval of 15-days. The results
revealed that fruits treated with 2 mM SA had retained fruit firmness, total soluble solids (TSS),
ascorbic acid (AA) and low disease incidence (DI)
to a greater extent. Moreover, 3 mM SA treatment
showed higher titratable acidity (TA), lowest weight
loss (WL) and TSS:acid ratio, whereas fruits stored
for more than 30-days had lower quality. Consequently, it is concluded that the application of SA at
the rate of 2 to 3 mM can retain the quality of the
fruits till 30-days of storage.


*)"$%
Blood Red, sweet orange, salicylic acid, shelf life and
qualitative attributes

!&$"'&"!
Sweet orange (   L.) fruits are
classified as non- climacteric fruits belongs to the
family Rutaceae. It is cultivated in subtropical, tropical and temperate regions with latitudes of 40 oN to
40 oS. In Pakistan, the total area under citrus cultivation is 194.5×103 hectares with an average production of 1912×103 tones. Furthermore, the area under
citrus cultivation in Khyber Pakhtunkhawa is 4×103
hectares with an average production of 32.3×103
tones [1]. Citrus is having many commercial species,
which includes grapefruit (   ), lemon
( ), Lime ( ), mandarin
(), tangerine (  ), pamelo
(  ), orange ( ) [2]. Citrus

An experiment was conducted to study the influence
of salicylic acid on storage of sweet oranges 
  ) cv. Blood Red at Post-harvest Laboratory, Department of Horticulture, The University of
Agriculture, Peshawar. The experiments were conducted during December 2013 at normal room temperature (12±1 oC and RH of 70-80%) in an open environment. The experiment was laid out in a Completely Randomized Design (CRD) with two factors
and repeated in triplicate (each replicate consists of
10 fruits). Fruits of sweet orange cv. Blood Red were
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sweet orange juice was placed on the clean prism of
refrectometer and the lid was put back in its original
position. Under the bright light the dial of the meter
was rotated till blue and white light coincides and the
reading was recorded as TSS in fruit juice. The prism
was cleaned with damp tissue between each analysis.

&4?=,?,-70,.4/4?DTitratable acidity was
determined by the well-established method of
AOAC [11]. The results were expressed as gram of
citric acid per 100 gram fresh weight of the fruits.
The percent TA was computed by the formula:
// /
 0 
/
/
Where
N
= Normality of NaOH
T
= ml of 0.1 N NaOH used
F
= constant acid factor 10.0064 (citric acid)
D
= Ml of Sample taken of citrus juice
S
= Ml of diluted sample taken for titration

&%%,.4/=,?4:The TSS to acid ratio was estimated as follows:

 .   0


>.:=-4. ,.4/ .:9?09? 82
87 For the
measurement of AA contents, a dye method was
used [12] and the results were expressed as milligram of citrus per 100 ml. AA content was calculated
by using the following formula:
//
/
 0
/
Where
F
=
factor
of
standardization

dipped in salicylic acid at various concentrations (0,
1, 2 and 3 mM) and were stored for 60 days. The
representative fruits from each treatment were selected at an interval of 15 days (i.e. 0, 15, 30, 45 and
60 days) and were tested in triplicate for various
quality parameters.

:770.?4:9:11=@4?>,8;70>The fruit of sweet
oranges, was collected at the Citrus Research Institute (CRI) Sargodha, Punjab, to the Post-harvest Laboratory Peshawar Department of Horticulture, The
University of Agriculture Peshawar in December
2013. The fruits with uniform size and maturity were
selected for experimental trial, while the injured or
diseased fruits were discarded. 

#=0;,=,?4:9 :1 >,74.D74. ,.4/ ,9/ ?=0,?809?
:1?30:=,920>A 1, 2, and 3 mM solution of SA was
made by dissolving SA in distilled water. As SA is
hardly soluble in water, so the solution was mixed
till complete dissolution with the help of magnetic
stirrer for 24 hours. The fruits were divided into four
groups; each group contained 150 fruits that were
dipped in their respective solution of SA (0 as a control, 1, 2 and 3 mM) for about 5 minutes. The treated
fruits were then air dried for about 30 minutes and
finally stored at room temperature (10-15 οC) with
relative humidity of 70-80%) for 60 days.
The following parameters were studied during
the course of the experiment.

)0423? 7:>>  All the sweet orange fruits
were weighed after freshly harvested and at the time
of testing to calculate any WL (%). The weight of the
fruits was expressed in grams and percent WL was
determined by using the formula:

(')% +")*!&" "&#,+$#
(')%#-$,+$#

 0

 . 
/


T
= ml of dye used for the sample - ml of dye
used for blank
D
= ml of sample taken for titration
S
= ml of dilute sample taken for titration

4>0,>09.4/09.0The percent DI of the
intact healthy fruits was recorded at 15 days of intervals during 60 days of storage time by means of visual observation and applying the following formula:
 
/
 0
  


$%'&%!%'%%"!

)0423? 7:>>  The results revealed that a
significant difference existed among the fruits
treated with various concentrations of salicylic acid,
storage durations and their interaction (Table 1).
Highest losses in weight were recorded in untreated/control fruits (15.97%), followed by fruits
dipped in 1 (14.07) and 2 mM (10.87%) of SA, respectively. On the other hand, fruits that were treated

Where,
WL = weight loss
W1 = weight of fruits before storage
W2 = weight of fruits after storage

=@4? 4=890>> 2 .8  In order to determine the firmness of sweet orange fruit, Penetrometer (Wanges fruit firmness tester model FT-327)
equipped with 8 mm tip, suitable for softer fruits
were used for the purpose. Thirty fruits form each
treatment was randomly selected and the epidermis
were removed with the help of a peeler. The fruits
were held firmly in one hand and the plunger of the
penetrometer was placed on the cut side of the fruit.
A force was applied in order to penetrate the plunger
inside the fruit and the force (Kg cm-2) of penetration
was recorded from the digital dial of penetrometer. 

&:?,7>:7@-70>:74/>:=4CA digital refrectometer (Kernco, Instruments Co-Texas) was used to
compute the TTS of fruit juice. Couple of drops of
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tween SA and storage durations significantly influenced the fruit firmness of the sweet orange (Table
1). The fruits dipped in 2 mM SA were found firmer
(3.27 kg cm-2) than the rest of the treatments. The
lowest firmness (2.87 kg cm-2) was attained by the
fruits that were dipped in a solution of 1 mM SA.
Additionally, a significant variation was observed in
fruits during the storage, where the highest fruit
firmness (3.69 kg cm-2) was found in freshly harvested fruits, closely followed by fruits stored for 15
days (3.34 kg cm-2). A lowest firmness (2.23 kg cm2
) was recorded for fruits stored for 60 days. Concerning the effect of interaction between SA × storage duration, the fruits that were treated with 2 mM
SA and stored for 15 days had retained the higher
values for fruit firmness (4.10 kg cm-2), while the
control fruits stored for 60 days had the lowest values for fruit firmness, i.e. below 1 kg cm-2 (Figure
2). 
The degradation of insoluble protopectin to soluble pectins tends to decrease the firmness of fruits,
though it progresses at slow rate in citruses [21].
Fruit firmness may also be decreased with an increase transpiration that results in significant loss in
water and solutes thus shrinkage of cells [22, 23].
Certainly, the losses in firmness of fruit during storage might be associated with the degradation of cellular structures and high respiration and metabolic
rate of fresh produce [16]. Salicylic acid can somehow interfere with respiration as well as metabolic
rates of the fruits and finally senescence, therefore,
confirms the integrity of the cell and the fruit firmness. Beside this, SA can affect the enzymatic activities of the enzymes that are associated with the digestion of cell wall polysaccharides [24]. The findings of our study are in agreement with the previous
studies on tomato [25], peach fruit [19], banana [26]
and strawberry [27].

with 3 mM of SA resisted the weight loss (9.34%)
up to a certain extent. Similarly, weight losses
showed a linear relationship with storage duration as
was expected. The weight loss in fruits was high,
when stored for 60 days as compared to the other
storage duration. More interestingly, the interaction
effect of SA × storage duration had significantly influenced the losses in fruit weight to a certain limit.
The highest percent of weight loss (31.30%) was observed in untreated fruits (control), when stored for
60 days. While a ten times lower loss in weight
(3.33%) was noticed in fruits that were dipped in 3
mM of SA before storage for the next 15 days (Figure 1). 
The evaporation of moisture from the surface
of the fruits and vegetables is basically the main
cause of the weight loss during storage [13, 14].
Such losses might be linked to the membrane permeability, cell wall degradation during the fruit ripening and structure of the fruit skin [15]. Principally,
weight losses in living cells of fruits are regulated by
respiration, transpiration and metabolic activities.
The loss of moisture from the cells result in low turgor pressure thus shrinkage and softening of the
fruits [16], which significantly affect the consumer’s
demand. The application of SA can reduce the
weight loss in the horticultural commodities by decreasing the respiration rate by keeping the stomata
close and inhibiting the ethylene production [17].
Such action can helps in delayed senescence by
maintaining the cellular integrity, which helps in
minimizing weight losses [18]. Similarly, the application of SA significantly controlled the weight
losses in a highly perishable strawberry fruits [19]
and peaches [20].

=@4?14=890>>62.8 Various concentrations of SA, storage durations and the interaction be-

& 
917@09.0:1%,74.D74..4/,9/>?:=,20/@=,?4:9>:9B0423?7:>>1=@4?14=890>>,9/49>B00?:=,920>
1=@4?.A7::/$0/

%
8 
0
1
2
3
%#E  
%?:=,20/,D>
0
15
30
45
60
%#E  

)
15.97 a
14.07 b
10.87 c
9.34 d
0.830

0e
4.59 d
14.50 c
19.77 b
23.96 a
0.929

%C

*** (Fig 1)

#,=,80?0=>
4=890>>62.8 
2.96 b
2.87 b
3.27 a
2.93 b
0.201
3.69 a
3.34 b
3.00 c
2.78 c
2.23 d
0.225
9?0=,.?4:90110.?
*** (Fig 2)

82
87
38.86 b
49.67 a
49.94 a
49.33 a
0.818
48.69 a
48.61 a
47.37 b
45.73 c
44.35 d
0.914
*** (Fig 3)

LSD test at p=0.05 was used to compare the mean values of different treatments. Moreover, the means that are
followed by different letters are significantly different from each other at 5% significance level.
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>.:=-4.,.4/82
87A significant difference in AA was existed among the fruits treated
with different concentrations of SA, storage durations and the interaction between the two factors (Table 1). Highest ascorbic acid contents (49.94 mg 100
ml-1) was observed in fruits dipped in 2 mM of SA
that was at par with 1 and 3 mM SA treatments,
while the lowest ascorbic acid contents was observed
in fruits dipped in distill water. The storage durations
did affect the AA of the fruits with highest contents
was recorded in those that were harvested fresh. The
contents of AA in fruits were decreased with time
and almost depleted, when the fruits were stored for
60 days. Similarly, the interaction between SA ×
storage duration demonstrated that fruits dipped in 2

mM SA and stored for 60 days retained two times
more the AA, when fruits were dipped in water and
stored for 60 days (Figure 3). 
Ascorbic acid being a natural antioxidant can
play a positive role during oxidative stress. Both
kiwi fruit and citrus fruit are known to be the richest
sources of AA. It is, indeed, considered as a nutritional indicator of fruit and vegetables, but it is labile
to certain external factors (including light, gaseous
composition in surroundings, temperature, etc.). It is,
therefore, obvious that AA concentration diminishes
with the passage of time without taking any further
actions to preserve them. Salicylic acids found one
of the best solutions to maintain the ascorbic acid
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days were noticed high in TSS (11.55 0Brix) that was
closely followed by fruits, when stored for 45 days
(11.19). These quantities of TSS during storage have
been increased significantly from 8.84 0Brix (as recorded in fresh fruits) (Table 2).
The increase in fruit’s TSS during storage
might be due to the conversion of starch into sugar
or by the hydrolysis of cell wall polysaccharides. According to Lu [30] and Hayat et al. [31], TSS is one
of the main indicators of maturity that determine the
true quality of the ripe fruits. Total soluble solids increased with the increase in storage duration of orange fruits, which might be due to the digestion of
the fruit polymers into readily soluble oligomers and
monomers. Salicylic acid helped in slowing down

content of the tomato, strawberry, apricot and Chinese water chestnut during storage [27-29]. The
preservation of ascorbic acid by SA treatment might
be due to strong scavenging properties of reactive
oxygen species by SA.
&:?,7>:7@-70>:74/> =4CSalicylic acid and
storage durations showed a significant effect on
TSS, whereas the interaction of both factors didn’t
have any effect on TSS of the fruits (Table 2). The
fruits that were dipped in 1 mM SA had the highest
soluble solids (10.80 oBrix), followed by 3 and 2 mM
treatments, while the lowest soluble contents (9.88
0
Brix) were found in fruits dipped in distill water as
a control treatment. Likewise, the fruits stored for 60
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917@09.0:1>,74.D74.,.4/,9/>?:=,20/@=,?4:9>:9&%%&&%%,.4/,9/49>B00?:=,920>.A7::/
$0/
%,74.D74.,.4/
8 
0
1
2
3
%#E  

&%%=4C 
9.88 b
10.80 a
10.41 ab
10.45 ab
 

0
15
30
45
60
%#E  

8.84 c
9.82 c
10.52 b
11.19 ab
11.55 a


%C

!%

#,=,80?0=>
&
&%%,.4/
1.81 b
13.70 a
1.59 b
12.48 b
1.88 ab
11.03 c
2.13 a
9.47 d


 
%?:=,20/@=,?4:9/,D>
2.2 a
8.86 e
1.98 a
9.99 d
1.95 a
10.58 c
1.59 b
13.78 b
1.58 b
15.13 a
 
 
9?0=,.?4:9#E  
!%
42


18.67 a
11.33 b
3.33 c
6.67 bc
 
0d
4.17 cd
7.50 c
15.00 b
23.33 a
 
!%

LSD test at p=0.05 was used to compare the mean values of different treatments. Moreover, the means that are
followed by different letters are significantly different from each other at 5% significance level.
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the accumulation of TSS during storage, such decrease might be governed by delaying the process of
ripening and higher water contents of the cells. It is
merely possible that the presence of water in cytoplasm and apoplast might control the enzyme system
that can degrade the large molecules into smaller
ones.

&4?=,?,-70 .4/4?D  ,9/ &%%,.4/ =,?4:
The results in Table 2 also revealed that SA and storage duration significantly influenced the TA of
sweet oranges, while no significant difference was
recorded for the interaction effect of those treatments. A highest TA (2.13%) was recorded in fruits
dipped in 3 mM of SA, which was statistically different from the rest of the other treatments. The data
regarding the storage duration showed variations in
TA, the fruits that were stored for a long time (i.e. 65
days) showed lower amounts of the acids compared
to the fruits stored for 15 or 30 days. The highest TA
(2.2 %) was noticed in the fresh fruits without experiencing storage. A significant differences regarding
TSS:acid ratio of sweet orange was founded among
the various levels of applied SA, storage durations
and their interaction (Table 2). The maximum
TSS:acid ratio (13.70) was found in untreated fruits
closely followed by TSS:acid ratio (12.48 and 11.03)
of fruits dipped in 1 and 2 mM of SA respectively,
while the minimum (9.47) TSS:acid ratio was found
in fruits dipped in 3 mM of SA. Additionally, the
storage duration also influenced the ratio (TSS:acid)
significantly, the maximum TSS:acid ratio (15.13)
was found in fruits stored for 60 days that was
closely followed by of fruits stored for 45 (13.78)
and 30 days (10.58). On the other hand, the minimum TSS:acid ratio (8.86%) was found in freshly
harvested fruits. The combined effect of SA × storage duration displayed a significant effect with untreated fruits stored for 60 days had the highest
TSS:acid ratio (18.17), while the minimum TSS:acid
ratio (7.37) was found in fruits dipped in 3mM without going to storage (Figure 4).
Fruit taste is mainly credited to sugars and acids, fruit having high acidity, retains the flavor [32].

Titratable acidity basically depended upon the organic acid contents present in fruit. Fruit taste is believed to be associated with the combinations of acids and sugars, which can be affected during the ripening process with the depletion of acids [18]. In today’s research we found a significant change in the
acidity of stored oranges that might be connected to
the higher consumption of organic acids [22]. But,
SA helped in retaining the acid contents in fruits that
might be through delaying the process of ripening
and slowing down the respiration rate. The application of SA in past have retained the acids contents in
apricot [18] and chest nut [29].
4>0,>0 49.4/09.0  The existence of diseases was strongly related to the application of low
concentrations of SA and longer storage durations,
while their interaction was found non-significant
(Table 2). A highest DI (18.67%) was recorded in
untreated fruits, while the lowest percent DI (3.33%)
was found in fruits dipped in 2mM SA. The chances
of DI were increased during storage for longer time,
i.e. (23.33%) was found in fruits stored for 60 days,
followed by percent disease incidence (15 and
7.50%) in fruits stored for 45 and 30 days compared
to the 0% diseases in the freshly harvested fruits.
Fruits after harvest are susceptible to several
diseases because of high water and nutrients. In order to control diseases, various fungicides have been
successfully developed in the past to tackle the problem. The production of potent synthetic fungicides
revolutionaries the industries, yet on the expense of
the environment and issues related to human health.
So the need for alternative ways to control the disease in horticultural crops without effecting the environment is demanded. Salicylic acid seems to be
one of the best alternatives that can help in minimizing the prevalence of the diseases in fruits. In past, it
helped in inducing the defense related genes and thus
activating the defense system of the plants to combat
the foreign threats [33, 34]. Quiet recently, SA have
shown promising results in the reduction of fungal
attack during storage of strawberry [35], tomatoes
[8], sweet cherry [4] and peaches [36]. 
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[8] Mandal, S., Mallick, N. and Mitra, A. (2009)
Salicylic acid-induced resistance to 
 f. sp. lycopersici in tomato. Plant
Physiol. Biochem. 47(7), 642-649.
[9] Uysal, D., Ozdener, Y., Aydin, B. and Demir, E.
(2009) Determination of ameliorating effect of
salicylic acid on toxicity of aluminum in wheat
roots. Fresen. Environ. Bull. 18, 32-39.
[10] Aghdam, M., Motallebiazar, A., Mostofi, Y.,
Moghaddam, J. and Ghasemnezhad, M. (2009)
Effects of MeSA vapor treatment on the
postharvest quality of 'Hayward' kiwifruit, Acta
Hortic. 877, 743-748.
[11] AOAC. (2012) Official methods of analysis,
Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA.
[12] Ranganna, S. (1977) Manual of analysis of fruit
and vegetable products. McGraw-Hill, New
Delhi.
[13] Tareen, M.J., Abbasi, N.A. and Hafiz, I.A.
(2012) Postharvest application of salicylic acid
enhanced antioxidant enzyme activity and
maintained quality of peach cv.‘Flordaking’fruit
during storage. Sci. Hort. 142221-228.
[14] Sadiq, K., Irfan, U., Nadeem, K., Amjad, I.,
Tariq, S., Farooq, S., Badshah, I., Arshad, A.
Rashad Waseem, Khan, Q. (2016) The role of
LTST hot water immersion on quality of peach
fruit during storage. Madridge Journal of Food
Technology. 15, 131-36.
[15] Lara, I., Belge, B. and Goulao, L.F. (2014) The
fruit cuticle as a modulator of postharvest
quality, Postharvest Biol. Technol. 87, 103-112.
[16] Paniagua, A., East, A., Hindmarsh, J. and
Heyes, J. (2013) Moisture loss is the major
cause of firmness change during postharvest
storage of blueberry. Postharvest Biol. Technol.
79, 13-19.
[17] Srivastava, M.K. and Dwivedi, U.N. (2000)
Delayed ripening of banana fruit by salicylic
acid. Plant Sci. 158(1), 87-96.
[18] Ali, S., Masud, T., Abbasi, K.S., Mahmood, T.
and Ali, A. (2013) Effect of different
concentrations of salicylic acid on keeping
quality of apricot cv. Habi at ambient storage. J.
Biol. Food Sci. Res. 2(6), 69-78.
[19] Shafiee, M., Taghavi, T. and Babalar, M. (2010)
Addition of salicylic acid to nutrient solution
combined with postharvest treatments (hot
water, salicylic acid, and calcium dipping)
improved postharvest fruit quality of strawberry. Sci. Hort. 124(1), 40-45.
[20] Abbasi, N., Hafeez, S. and Tareen, M. (2009)
Salicylic acid prolongs shelf life and improves
quality of 'Maria Delicia' peach fruit. Acta
Hortic. 880, 191-197.

Based on the results of our study, it is concluded that the post-harvest application of salicylic
acid effectively maintain the quality attributes of
sweet oranges (including, fruit volume, fruit firmness, total soluble solids, titratable acidity, ascorbic
acid contents, TSS:acid ratio, fruit juice pH, disease
resistance). The salicylic acid treatment @ 2 mM
was efficient in controlling and minimizing the percent disease incidence, while 3 mM salicylic acid
was efficient to minimize percent weight loss of
sweet orange fruits during storage. Besides, sweet
oranges sustained its quality attributes, when stored
up to 30 days at room temperature (12±1oC) and RH
of 70-80%, whereas the increase in storage resulted
in the gradual declination in all quality parameters.
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shale gas industry, the Lower Paleozoic erathem for
the Sichuan Basin is deeper [9-11]. To reduce the
cost of shale gas production, China still requires fundamental research on the physicochemical properties
of shale at increasing depths [12-14]. As a type of
PXGURFNVKDOHLVD¿QH-grained rock mainly comSRVHG RI FOD\ PLQHUDO ÀDNHV [15]. Clay minerals
form in the presence of water. The system, consistLQJRIFOD\PLQHUDOVDQGZDWHUKDVDVLJQL¿FDQWHI
fect on the physicochemical properties of the shale,
which has been reported and observed by using modern technologies.
However, under the effect of drilling in deep
shale strength characteristics less time effect. The
key technical challenges for action under deep shale
drilling damage, carry different confining pressures,
ask different drilling mud soaked interior strength
test, get soaked in the process of drilling deep shale
intensity variation and mechanisms for drilling wells
in deep shale formations provide a scientific basis to
predict stable wall.

ABSTRACT
According to the key technical problem of deep
mudstone failure under drilling fluid soaking the
weakening law of strength is analyzed by the laboratory test. The result shows that: (1) Under the drilling fluid soaking the mudstone strength increases
first and then decreases with increase of coring angle. With the increase of confining pressure the increasing range of strength is lower. (2) The elastic
modulus of mudstone decreases with the increase of
soaking time and increases first and then decreases
with the increase of coring angle. But the change law
RIWKH3RLVVRQ¶VUDWLRLVRSSRVLWHZLWKWKDWRIWKHHODV
tic modulus. (3) Comparing with the internal friction
angle the change of mudstone cohesion presents
stronger regularity. The decreasing range of cohesion is larger with coring angles of 00 and 900.

KEYWORDS:
Deep mudstone, soaking time, drilling fluid, strength.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
INTRODUCTION
Mineral composition analysis of deep shale.
Mudstone samples are taken from a western, sampling depth of 6247.1-6251.9 m. Take three small
cuttings carried out with the full depth of the rockforming minerals and X- diffraction experiments,
analyzed the whole rock and mineral composition of
clay mineral component content, analyze collected
and shown in Table 1 and 2.

Shale gas has recently received attention in the
¿eld of energy production [1-4]. As an effective way
to cope with energy shortages and energy security,
as previously proven by the USA during the past few
decades, shale gas exploration is a viable option in
China, especially in the southwest Sichuan Basin [58]. Compared with the Mesozoic and Upper Paleo]RLF HUDWKHP DV WKH WDUJHW VWUDWXP IRU WKH 86$¶V

TABLE 1
Rock mineral compositions of rock samples

Lithology

Mudstone

Well segment /m

6247.1-6251.9

The total
amount of clay
minerals /%

Mineral type and content /%
Quartz
30.4
25
31

Feldspar
1.3
1
3

Plagioclase
11
10
10.9

1264

Calcite
12
35
20.1

Dolomite
8.1
6
7

37.2
33
28
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TABLE 2
Relative content of rock samples for clay mineral
Lithology

Mudstone

Well segment
/m
6247.1-6251.9

Relative content of clay minerals /%
I
28
24
23

K
7
8
7

C
18
22
19

Mixed-layer content /%
I/S
47
46
51

I/S
29
29
21

Note: S, said montmorillonite: I said that illite: K represents kaolinite: C expressed chlorite: I / S, said Iraq /
smectite

(a) Confining pressure 20MPa

(b) Confining pressure 50MPa
FIGURE 1
Effects of drilling fluid immersion on strength of mudstone under confining pressures of 20 and 50
MPa
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Analysis of the test results, the clay mineral
content of 30%. Clay minerals are illite / smectite is
characterized by the development of the content of
50%, followed by illite, kaolinite and chlorite, and
its content was 23% --28%, 18% -22% and 7-8%.
According to shale drilling industry classification
standard, mudstone belong to the hard - hard and
brittle shale.

Fresenius Environmental Bulletin

soaking time 0-10 d, Confining pressure 20-50
MPa(Fig.1).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Under the influence of drilling mud soaked
strength characteristics. The results show that, under the same core angle and confining pressures,
drilling fluid immersion time increases, the strength
of the rock is reduced, resulting in a different angle
minimize coring rock strength vary, as confining
pressure 20 MPa, the angle between the core 30 o.
When rock strength of 130 MPa in 4d from soaking
down to soak 10 d of 75 MPa. At the same time, and
confining pressure fluids soaking conditions, with
the increase in the angle of coring, rock strength after
first reducing the increase, there is a minimum
threshold intensity, such as the angle between the
core 45. At the same angle and core drilling soaking
time role with the increase of confining pressure,
rock strength increases; different core strength increase under different angles, such as coring angle is
0o and 90o.
From the above analysis, the drilling fluid immersion, coring angle and confining pressure on the
strength of lower shale plays an essential role, but
with different mechanisms of action, the role has
changed itself mud soaked rock mechanical properties, while the angle and coring confining pressure is
changed inside the rock stress state.

Experimental Design. General development
of brittle shale cracks, micro-cracks and bedding
planes, these structures on the surface of the mechanical performance of the weak side, but the strength
of the rock is often controlled by the weak nature of
the rock face and external fluid. This paper focuses
on the weak side and test drilling influence of immersion on the strength characteristics of deep shale
sample for 6247.1-6251.9 m at a depth of brittle
shale.
Sample equipment using MTS-815 rock mechanics testing machine, a full three-axis device consists of high temperature and pressure chamber, confining pressure pressurization system, the axial pressure system and automatic data acquisition and control system of four major components. Design specifications for high temperature and pressure triaxial
chamber: confining pressure 100 MPa, which can accommodate the size of the rock sample is 25 mm;
maximum axial compression of 2000 kN. Get into
the standard core drilling fluid collected in the field,
under different angles coring drilling immersion on
rock strength characteristics. Mudstone hydration of
drilling fluid under different coring angles is examined. Coring angle is selected for 0-900, drilling

FIGURE 2
Effect of drilling fluid immersion on elastic modulus of mudstone
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FIGURE 3
Effect of drilling fluid immersion on internal friction angle of mudstone

deep shale, on the basis of test results on the analysis
of the intensity variation characteristic of deep shale
drilling fluid immersion, obtained the following conclusions:
(1) drilling fluid immersion, with coring angle
increases, the intensity of the first increased and then
decreased after the rock, and there is a critical
strength, rock strength decline of more than 50%;
with the increase of confining pressure, under different angles coring rock strength different growth, coring angle between 0 and 90, the increase in rock
strength is low, only about 20%.
(2) the elastic modulus of shale drilling action
when asked increases with decreases with increasing
angle coring presented after the first increased and
then decreased; internal friction angle with increasing shale drilling action time decreases.

Drilling mud immersion on the elastic modulus. Analysis of Figure 2 shows that, under the
same core angle, with the drilling fluid immersion Q
increases, the elastic modulus decreases mudstone,
such as coring angle of 90. When the elastic modulus
decreased to 35 GPa from 27.6 GPa; at the same time
ask soaked mud, coring angle increases, the elastic
modulus of the rock first and then reduce the increasing trend. The overall trend of the elastic modulus
less regularity.
Effect of drilling fluid immersion on
strength parameters of mudstone. Mudstone controlled intensity strength parameters, under the same
conditions coring angle, with the increase in drilling
fluid immersion time, internal friction angle mudstone occurs in varying degrees to reduce, reduce the
degree of the angle between the size of the core, such
as when coring angle 0, reduced internal friction angle from 35 to 26; coring angle of 60, the internal
friction angle decreased by 23.6%; however, the angle between the core 90, the internal friction angle
appears to increase with the sample inside construction and testing related to the operation(Fig.3).
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deformation of the solidified body is not controlled
by total stress. The water pressure affects the deformation of the solidified body by directly affecting
the true stress of the skeleton. With the increase of
water pressure, the real stress on the material skeleton decrease, the strain rate and the deformation
amount in the creep are reduces and the long - term
strength of the consolidation body is improved. High
water materials can adapt to the harsh environment
of marine salt ion corrosion and water pressure, so it
can be used as a good marine engineering reinforcement material. 



High water quick setting material is a new type
of hydraulic engineering materials. With the expansion of the application field, the mechanical properties of the high water material consolidation body in
the special environment are paid more and more attention. In order to explore the application of high
water quick setting materials in marine engineering,
this paper studies the mechanical properties and
mechanism of high water quick setting materials in
marine environment. Through the comparison of the
peak intensity of the solidified body in different mixing and curing environments, the scanning electron
microscopy analysis of consolidation body and the
creep experiment of consolidation body under different pressure water environment, this paper analyzed
the microscopic mechanism of the deformation of
the consolidation body, studied the effect of the main
ions on the formation of solidification in seawater, it
also compared the differences in the microstructure
of the aggregates under different mixing and curing
environments and discussed the influence of water
pressure on the creep of the solid body and its mechanism. The results show that: (1) the strength of consolidation under artificial seawater mixing is the
highest, the strength of consolidation under drinking
water mixed artificial seawater is the second and the
strength of consolidation under drinking water mixing is the lowest. (2) The concentration of SO42- in
sea water affects the stability of the main component
calcium vanadium in the solidified body. The higher
SO42- concentration is favorable for the formation
and stabilization of calcium vanadium. Cl- can react
with low-sulfur sulphoaluminate in the solidified
body to form hydrated calcium chloroaluminate, Clcan also be physically adsorbed by ettringite and silicate gel. The formation of hydrated calcium chloroaluminate and the adsorption of Cl- on silicate gel can
cause the change of the microstructure of the solidified body, change the pore structure of the solidified
material, reduce the porosity of the solidified body
and then improve the consolidation mechanics
macro strength. (3) Under the pressure water environment, the water pressure suppresses the creep deformation of the consolidation body and the creep

,*"%&
Marine environment, High water quick setting materials,
Calcium vanadium, Pressure water, Creep
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High water quick setting material is a new type
of hydraulic engineering materials with fast solidification speed, early strength high, and simple construction technology. In recent years, the application
areas of high water materials continue to expand. It
has been applied in coal mine filling and mining, gas
drainage sealing, oil well cementing and water
shutoff, marine engineering and soft soil foundation
reinforcement [1].
In the past, many scholars have made great
achievements in the research of high water materials.
With the application field expanding, the application
environment is becoming more and more complicated and the engineering characteristics of the consolidation body in the special environment are getting more and more attention. Sun Henghu pioneered
a comprehensive study of the basic performance,
hardening reaction mechanism and application of
high water quick setting materials [2-3]. Gao Meng
studied the corrosion of high water materials in coal
mine water corrosion environment by experiment
[4]. The creep test of the high water quick setting
material stone body was carried out in the dry and
water environment by the method of gravity contin-
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uous loading [5]. The geophysical transient electromagnetic method have been carried out to examine
the treatment quality of mined-out voids using super
high-water material [6]. The high water quick setting
material is suitable for use as a good backfilling material in mining so as to effectively reduce the ground
surface subsidence and to conserve the soil and water [7]. The super-high water backfilling with strip
mining can ensure the safety of the surface buildings
[8]. Wang and Villaescusa studied the influence of
water salinity on the properties of cemented tailings
backfill by using binders ordinary Portland cement
and High Water and Quick Setting cement [9].
The marine environment is a harsh and complex corrosive environment in which the material is
affected by seawater salt corrosion, seawater pressure, temperature and marine microbes. The average
salinity of the world's oceans is 3.5%. The salt ions
in seawater mainly include Cl- (19.344g / kg), Na +
(10.773g / kg), SO42- (2.712g / kg), Mg2 + (1.294g /
kg), Ca2 + (0.412 g / kg), K + (0.399 g / kg). At present, the materials used in marine engineering are
mainly concrete and steel. The research on the durability of concrete in marine environment and the research on corrosion of marine engineering metal materials have greatly promoted the development of
marine engineering.
High water quick setting material as a new type
of engineering materials has been carried out a preliminary application practice in marine engineering,
but the research on the mechanical properties of high
water material consolidation body in the marine environment remains to be systematically studied.
In this paper, the influence of the main ions in
the seawater on the formation and stability of the solidified water material was analyzed by the strength
experiment of the solidified water material under different mixing and curing environments. The creep
characteristics of high water material consolidation
body under pressure water environment are studied
by using self-designed rock tri-axial rheological experiment system, and they can also explore the
mechanism of water pressure on creep deformation.

The 21st century is the century of the ocean and
the oceans will be the main areas of international
competition [10]. The dispute between the ocean and
the sea depends on the technological innovation capability of the sea. Its strength determines the international voice of a country in the marine field. As an
exploratory study, it is expected to draw the attention
of peer researchers and jointly promote the popularization and application of high water quick setting
materials in marine engineering.
+#% !' '"&!%&('&

&-8;71#<1;-<->5:9. High water quick setting
materials mainly composed of a material and b material. There is a small amount of adjustment function of the admixture. A material of Sulfur-aluminum high-water materials is mainly composed of anhydrous calcium sulphoaluminate (3CaO • 3Al2O3 •
CaSO4) and dicalcium silicate (2CaO • SiO2). The
material is mainly lime (CaO) and gypsum (CaSO4).
Uni-axial compression test samples were prepared with drinking water and artificial seawater as
mixing water. The water-cement ratio is 5: 1. At
room temperature, different samples were treated
with drinking water and artificial seawater for soak
conservation. Reference to the International Society
of Rock Mechanics recommended specimen standards, the sample size is φ50*100mm cylinder [1114]. The care age is 7 days [11, 12]. The preparation
of the sample is shown in Table 1. Artificial seawater
is used to refer to the main ion concentration in natural seawater. The composition is shown in Table 2.
Creep test sample preparation with drinking
water as mixing water. Water - cement ratio is 3: 1.
At room temperature, it uses drinking water for soak
conservation [13, 14]. Reference to the Chinese national standard is that "General concrete mechanical
performance test method standard" (GB/T500812002). The sample size is 100*100 *100 mm and
150*150 *150 mm cubes. The care age is 7 days. The
preparation of the sample is shown in Table 1.

' 
&-8;71#<1;-<->5:9'-.71
Group
Group A
Group B
Group C
Group D
Group E

Mixing
Water
Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water
Artificial
Seawater
Drinking
Water
Drinking
Water

Water for
Conservation

Sample Size

Water - cement
Ratio

Drinking Water

φ50×100

5:1

Artificial Seawater

φ50×100

5:1

Artificial Seawater

φ50×100

5:1

Drinking Water

150×150×150

3:1

Creep experiment

Drinking Water

100×100×100

3:1

Creep experiment
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Experiment
Uniaxial compression
experiment
Uniaxial compression
experiment
Uniaxial compression
experiment
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<>525/5-7&1-A->1<:8;:=5>5:9'-.713 
Ingredients
Content

NaCl
24.53

MgCl2
5.20

Na2SO4
4.09

CaCl2
1.16

KCl
0.70

' 
(95-B5-7:8;<1==5@1&><193>4-90 :5=>?<1:9>19>:2>41&-8;71

Strength/MPa
Average Value
Moisture
Content/%
Average Value

A-1
0.46

A-2
A-3
0.44 0.47
0.46

A-4
0.46

B-1
0.60

B-2
B-3
0.61
0.58
0.60

B-4
0.62

C-1
0.75

C-2
C-3
0.71
0.67
0.71

C-4
0.71

81.8

82.0

81.9

80.9

80.0

80.1

77.1

77.3

77.4

81.8

81.88

80.45

(% 
&><1===><-59/?<@1=:23<:?;=-8;71

80.8

77.7

77.38

(% 
'41A4:71;<:/1==:2=;1/5819012:<8->5:9

(95-B5-7 :8;<1==5:9 B;1<5819> The
uni-axial compression experiments and the moisture
content test were carried out on the solidified body
of high water material in group A, group B and group
C by using MTS815 Flex Test GT Rock and Concrete Mechanics Experiment System [15]. In group
A, group B and group C, there were 4 samples in
each group. The results are shown in Table 3.
The total stress curve of the single - axis compressive stress - strain of A group is shown in Fig 1.
Combined with the change of the specimen morphology during the experiment, the uni-axial compression deformation of the solidified body can be divided into four stages. It is shown in Fig 2.
(1) OA section. The curve convexes and the
slope gradually increased. Increased stress increases
and strain increases rapidly. There was no significant
change in the surface of the specimen.
(2) AB section. The curve is approximately
straight, the slope remains basically unchanged.
With the increasing stress, strain increases slowly;
the sample surface has no significant change.
(3) BC section. The curve began to gradually
bend, the slope gradually smaller. The stress rises
slowly and the strain begins to increase. Small water
droplets appear on the surface of the specimen. Water droplets pooled into small strands of water. The

surface of the crack began to expand and gradually
began to break. C point reaches the peak point and
the specimen is horizontally contracted.
(4) CD segment. The curve began to decline,
the stress slowly reduced, strain rapidly increased.
The specimen crack develops rapidly, the surface
crack extends from the end to the middle and the water is in serious condition. The end of the sample appeared uplift broken; the volume appears to reduce
the trend.
<11;'1=>:2534*->1< ->1<5-7:9=:7
50->5:9 :0C ?901< #<1==?<1 *->1< 9@5<:9
819>Whether the marine geotechnical engineering
or other areas of geotechnical engineering are all related to the time factor, it is necessary to consider the
time effect and rheological properties when we study
on the mechanical properties of high water material
consolidation body.

 B;1<5819>-7 1>4:0=Experiments were
carried out by self-designed pressure water environment rock tri-axial rheological experiment device to
carry out creep experiments under different water
pressure. The experimental system mainly includes
the hydrostatic axial loading system, the hydrostatic
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ring loading system, the deformation measuring system, the pressurized barrel and the specimen restraint
mold. The loading system principle is shown in Fig
3. The creep characteristics of high water material
consolidation body in pressure water environment
are mainly studied. Drinking water is used as pressure water. Under the same axial load, the creep process of the solidified body under different water
pressure was studied and two groups of experiments
were designed. The loading method is shown in Table 4.

the D-3 are increased by 0.2MPa. The water pressure
application rate is set to 0.2 MPa/min and the axial
load loading speed is set to 0.1MPa/min [16]. After
reaching the experimental set value, it is necessary
to maintain the long-term stability of water pressure
and axial load. The experiment time is 500h. The
creep curves of the first group’s three specimens are
shown in Fig 4.
In the second group of experiments, the specimen E-1 was subjected to the axial load of 20 kN and
the water pressure of 0.2MPa. E-2, E-3 and E-4 bear
the axial load of 20kN remained unchanged, water
pressure increased by 0.2MPa in turn and the test
time is 1000h. The creep curves of the four specimens are shown in Fig. 5 and the creep characteristics of each stage of the sample are shown in Table
5.

 B;1<5819>-7%1=?7>=In the first group of
experiments, the test piece D-1 was subjected to the
axial load of 10 kN and the water pressure of 0.2
MPa. The axial load of 10kN sustained by the D-2
remains unchanged and water pressure increased by
0.2 MPa. The axial load and hydraulic pressure on

Axial hydraulic loading
Deformation detection

Ring pressure to load

Pressure barrels
Sample

Pressure water

(% 
:-0593&C=>18&/418->5/
'
B;1<5819>-7:-0593 1>4:0
Group
Group 1

Group 2

Specimen number
D-1
D-2
D-3
E-1
E-2
E-3
E-4

Axial load / kN
10
10
12
20
20
20
20

Axial stress / MPa
1.0
1.0
1.2
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89

Water pressure / MPa
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8






(%
<11;?<@12:<>41&1/:90&1>:2B;1<5819>=

(%
<11;?<@1:2>415<=>B;1<5819>
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<11;4-<-/>1<5=>5/=:2-/4&>-31:2>41&-8;71#-<-81>1<=

E-1
E-2
E-3
E-4

Time
/h
0~1
0~3
0~2
0~2

Elastic stage
Strain
Strain rate
/10-6
/(10-6/h)
0~200
198~20
0~110
171~10
0~23
118~15
0~8
55~6

Time/
h
1~42
3~54
2~65
2~70

Initial creep stage
Strain /
Strain rate
10-6
/(10-6/h)
200~250
20~0.3
110~145
10~0.3
23~70
15~0.3
8~25
6~0.3

Time
/h
42~940
54~940
65~940
71~940

Constant creep stage
Strain /
Strain rate
10-6
/(10-6/h)
251~267.3
0.3~0
145~152.3
0.3~0
70~75.2
0.3~0
25.6~28.8
0.3~0
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-<019593 :2 534 *->1< $?5/6 &1>>593
->1<5-7Now the study is generally believed that
the high water material hardening reaction process
after a material (b material) hydration dissolved, cementing and hardening of the three stages of hardening. A material (b material) were hydrated and dissolved to form Ca2 +, AlO2-, SO42-, OH-plasma and
the hydration slurry is rapidly reacted between the
ions. A large amount of ettringite (3CaO • Al2O3 •
3CaSO4 • 32H2O) is generated in a short time and a
large amount of free water is converted into crystallization water of ettringite. So the mixed slurry is
rapidly thickened and gelled. The main chemical reaction of ettringite is as follows.

(%
&/-99593171/><:985/<:=/:;C

>581=

obvious, and there are a large number of gaps between the network structure and a group of flocculent gels at local space. The silicate gel is in the form
of a leaf and the plate-like gel is present in its entirety. The gel makes the structure of the consolidation more compact.
*->1< 59 534 *->1< ->1<5-7 :9=:750-
>5:9:0CThe presence of water in the consolidation body is mainly crystal water, adsorption water
and free water. Crystalline water is a part of the crystal structure of water that is formed by the combination of chemical molecules and other ions. According to the ettringite formula, the water accounts for
about 46% in the ettringite crystal. The stability of
the crystal water is mainly affected by temperature.
When the crystal water overflows, the crystal structure will be destroyed. The adsorbed water is mechanically adsorbed on the surface or pores of the
solid particles under the action of the adsorption effect and the capillary force. It does not participate in
the crystal structure of the hydrate. Adsorption of
water can be divided into gel water and capillary water. Gel water is strongly adsorbed by the gel surface
and highly oriented, with a strong difference in bond
strength. Capillary water is only affected by the capillary; the binding force is very weak. Free water is
mainly present in the voids of the consolidation network. Free water evaporates slowly with the change
of ambient humidity and temperature. Free water
flow should be accompanied by poor water pressure

6Ca 2+ +2AlO-2 +3SO 2-4 +30H 2 O+4OH − = (1)
3CaO ⋅ Al2O3 ⋅ 3CaSO4 ⋅ 32H2O
The main components of high water materials
hydration products include ettringite, aluminum hydroxide gel and silicate gel. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on group A. It can
be seen from Fig 6 and Fig 7 that the ettringite morphology is like a bar-like shape [17], the crystal
thickness is about 1μm and the crystal is staggered
with each other. The internal structure of the consolidation body is dominated by the network structure
and the branches are intertwined with each other.
The distance between the branches and columns is
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and overcome the resistance through the pore channel. Most of the moisture in the consolidation is free
water. Experimental data shows that free water and
adsorbed water account for 70% of the moisture in
the consolidation [18].
High water material is a hydrophilic material.
The formation of ettringite requires a lot of water to
participate. At the same time the water environment
can prevent the solid body directly contact with the
air and the loss of internal moisture. The water environment is beneficial to the development and
maintenance of high water material’s strength.

In the rupture stage, the surface of the solidified
body has crack propagation. However, due to the
large porosity and the high water content of the material, the free water in the mesh structure was massively extruded in the compression process. The
grain gap is compressed and the sample appeared
transverse shrinkage deformation. The overall volume has a tendency to decrease.
(4) CD segment is broken after the stage. After
the bearing capacity of the material reaches its peak
value, the stress value begins to decrease slowly and
the material is lost to carry capacity. Specimen
cracks continue to expand and the water situation is
serious.

'41&>-.575>C:2534*->1< ->1<5-7:9
=:750->5:9 59 <>525/5-7 &1-A->1< 9@5<:9819>
The contents of salt ions in seawater mainly include
Cl- (19.344g/kg), Na+ (10.773g/kg), SO42(2.712g/kg), Mg2 + (1.294g/kg), Ca2 + (0.412g/kg) K
+
(0.399 g/kg).
The main component of the consolidation is
ettringite. The amount of ettringite, formation rate
and stability will directly affect the performance of
the solidified body. The main salt ions in seawater
will have an effect on the formation and stabilization
of ettringite.

5/<:=/:;5/ 1/4-95=8 :2 (95-B5-7 :8
;<1==5:912:<8->5:9:2:9=:750->5:9The main
components of the consolidation body include
ettringite, aluminum hydroxide gel and silicate gel.
It belongs to the polycrystalline composite medium.
The theory of solid-state physics holds that the interior space of the polycrystalline composite media
can be divided into three categories such as grain internal, grain interface and grain gap. Different ions
form crystal particles with certain structural characteristics under the action of chemical health. Polymorphic interface among the different grain orientations is known as the grain interface. There is a gap
among the grains and the grain gap is filled with cement, water or air. The deformation of the crystal
material includes the deformation of the grain itself,
the slip of the grain boundary and the destruction of
the crystal itself. The deformation of the grain, the
slip of the grain boundary and the destruction of the
crystal can cause changes in the grain gap.
Based on the theory of solid-state physics and
combined with the existence of water in the consolidation body, the four stages of the whole process of
analyzing the uni-axial compression deformation of
stone can be seen in Figure 2.
(1)OA segment is the compaction stage. With
the increase in stress and strain increased rapidly, no
significant changes in the sample surface. Maybe the
sample from the local pressure into all the pressure.
(2)The AB segment is the elastic phase. With
the increasing stress, strain increases slowly and the
sample surface no significant change. The deformation of the specimen is mainly the compression of
the grain itself.
(3)The BC segment is a rupture phase. The
stress rise is slow and the longitudinal strain begins
to increase. At first the surface of the sample extrusion has small water droplets, and then the water
droplets pool into a small flow of water. Longitudinal continuous cracks. Under the action of load, the
position of different branches of calcium vanadium
in the consolidation body is reoriented, the space
staggered overlap is more closely, the free water in
the pore of the mesh structure is extruded and the
pore compression is deformed. The deformations are
mainly grain boundary slip and destruction of alumitic stone crystals.

  221/> :2 -   -90 &"  :9 >><5935>1
:<8->5:9 %1-/>5:9 According to the formation
reaction of ettringite, we can see chemical formula
(2). The equilibrium constant of the reaction is
shown as follows.

 =

[3CaO ⋅ Al2O3 ⋅ 3CaSO4 ⋅ 32H2O]

[Ca 2+ ]6 [AlO-2 ]2 [SO2-4 ]3[OH − ]4 [H 2O]30 (2)

The formation of ettringite is affected by Ca2 +,
AlO , SO42-, OH- concentration only from the thermodynamic point of view of chemical reaction. The
effect of different ions on the experimental response
is different. Ca2 + is a 6th order relationship. In the
composition of ettringite, the amount of Ca2 + required is large and Ca2 + concentration is the main
influencing factor of the reaction.
However, the literature holds that the formation
of ettringite reaction is divided into three steps [19].
The three steps are shown in reaction formula (3),
reaction formula (4) and reaction formula (5). The
formation rate of ettringite is mainly determined by
the concentration of AlO2-. When the SO42- concentration is lower than a certain degree, the reaction is
a third step reaction, which is reaction formula (4). It
can be carried out in reverse. The concentration of
SO42- affects the stability of ettringite. The concentration of Ca2 + in the reaction system of high water
material has little effect on the reaction.
3(3)
AlO-2 +2OH- +2H2O= [Al(OH)6 ]
2-

{

}

2 [ Al(OH)6 ] + 6Ca 2+ + 24H2O= [Ca 6Al(OH)6 ]2 24H2O
3-
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{[Ca Al(OH) ]
6

6 2

{[Ca Al(OH) ]
6

}

24H2O

6 2
2-

6+

chloride salt solution, the literature [4, 29-30] holds
that Cl- could replace the SO42- of ettringite and produce hydrated chloraluminous acid calcium. The
reason for this disagreement may be due to a large
difference in Cl- concentration. The stability of hydrated calcium chloroaluminate depends on the concentration of Cl- and the pH. In the case of higher Clconcentration, hydrated calcium chloroaluminate
can be stably present [31]. In addition, the silicate gel
in the hydrated product also has a certain physical
adsorption capacity for Cl- [32].
In the case of exudation Cl-, Cl- in the external
environment enters into the interior of the consolidation by means of osmotic action, capillary adsorption, electrochemical migration, diffusion or a combination of the above and it will produce physical
and chemical reactions with cement hydration products.
Comparison of three samples of compressive
strength and water content can be seen in Table 3.
The compressive strength of group A was the smallest and the water content was the highest. The compressive strength of group C was the highest and the
water content was the smallest. The water is mainly
present in the pores of the solid body and the water
content can reflect the size of the porosity of the
solid. According to the different water content, it can
be considered that the porosity of group A is the largest, the porosity of group C is the smallest and the
porosity of group B is centered.
Scanning electron microscopy analysis and
comparative observation of samples A, B and C can
be seen in Fig. 8. The internal structure of group A
is dominated by dendritic structure and each branch
is overlapped with each other. The distance between
the branches is obvious; there are a lot of pores between the dendrites and some flocculent and filamentous gels. The internal structure of group B was
dominated by disorderly dendritic structure and the
flocculent and filamentous gels were obviously increased. The whole structure was denser than that of
group A and the porosity was reduced. In the C
group of samples, it still can see the internal structure
of the disorder. The flocculent, filamentous gels are
produced in large quantities in the form of pellets,
lumps or flakes. And the bonding between the mass
material and the mass material or bulk material is
more compact. The pore size becomes smaller and
the pore network system is more tortuous. The internal pores are less than group A, B and the overall
structure is relatively dense. The overall is better.
Through the comparison of the strength and porosity of different samples are combined with the microscopic analysis of scanning electron microscopy,
it can be concluded that the solid structure will form
different microstructures in different mixing and
curing water environment. The difference of pore
distribution and quantity will affect the macroscopic
mechanical properties of the consolidation.

+ 3SO2-4 + 2H 2O =

}

24H2O [3SO42- 2H2O]

(5)

The AlO of ettringite is derived from
sulphoaluminate, SO42-is derived from gypsum and
sulphoaluminate and Ca2+ is provided by lime,
sulphoaluminate and gypsum. Despite the large
amount of Ca2 + required in the reaction of ettringite,
it is possible to provide sufficient Ca2 + in the raw
material. In the whole reaction system, Ca2 + is excessive. Ca2 + concentration are not a control factor
for the reaction rate.
The formation rate of ettringite is mainly determined by the concentration of AlO2- and the concentration of SO42- affects the stability of ettringite. Literature through experiments shows that the stability
of ettringite in solution depends largely on the concentration of SO42- in the liquid phase. When the
concentration of SO42- in the solution is less than
1.0g/L, ettringite is difficult to be formed or it is unstable after formation, it is converted to low sulfur
hydrated calcium sulphoaluminate (3CaO • Al2O3 •
CaSO4 • 12H2O) [20]. When the concentration of
SO42- in the solution is higher than 1.0 g/L, ettringite
can be stably present and can be continuously produced.

 221/>:27:9>><5935>1:<8->5:9%1
-/>5:9The highest proportion of seawater salt ions
is Cl- and Cl- is the most corrosive to marine engineering materials. There are many important results
in the study of corrosion of marine engineering concrete and marine metal materials [21-23]. At present,
the study of the effect of Cl- on ettringite is mainly
aimed at the study of the durability of sulphoaluminate cement in chloride environment. The effect of
Cl- on ettringite is divided into two cases, one is
mixed as a raw material mixture and it known as the
inclusion of Cl-; the other is the external environment infiltration and it known as the outer osmosis
Cl- [24].
The general view is that there is a low sulfur
type hydrated sulphoaluminate in hydrated products
of sulphoaluminate cement in the case of mixed with
Cl-. Low-sulfur hydrated sulphoaluminate can react
with Cl- to form hydrated calcium chloroaluminate
[25-26].

3CaO ⋅ Al2 O3 ⋅ CaSO 4 ⋅12H 2O+Cl − =SO 42- +

3CaO ⋅ Al2O3 ⋅ CaCl2 ⋅10H2O+2H2O

(6)

Literature [27-28] holds that ettringite in the
chloride salt solution can remain stable because the
ettringite crystal lattice constant, functional groups
and micro-morphology are not changed after being
eroded by the chloride salt solution. The effect of
ettringite on Cl- is only physical adsorption rather
than chemical binding. The ettringite is incapable of
combining the Cl- of external solution. However, by
comparing X-ray diffraction of hydrated products of
sulphoaluminate cement before and after erosion of
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Artificial seawater mixing and curing can provide adequate SO42- and Cl-. The concentration of
SO42- affects the stability of ettringite in the solidified body. The higher concentration of Cl- contributes to the formation and stabilization of hydrated
calcium chloroaluminate and Cl- can also be physically adsorbed by ettringite and silicate gel. Due to
the formation of hydrated calcium chloroaluminate
and the adsorption of Cl- on ettringite and silicate
gel, the pore structure and pore distribution of the solidified material are changed which reduces the porosity of the solidified body. The change of the microstructure of the solidified body causes the compressive strength to change and the macroscopic mechanical strength of the material is improved. Artificial seawater mixing and curing environment can
improve the strength of high water material consolidation body.

creep and the stress level is positively correlated with
the creep deformation. The creep curve of the sample
D-3 is located below the curve of the sample D-1.
The large difference between sample D-1 and sample D-3 indicates that when the axial stress and water
pressure increase at the same time, the role of the
promotion of axial stress and water pressure inhibition cannot completely offset each other. The inhibition effect is stronger than the promoting effect, and
the creep deformation is decreasing.

<11; :2 534 *->1< ->1<5-7 &>:91 :0C
<>525/5-7?901<&1-A->1<#<1==?<19@5<:9819>
 9-7C=5=:2<11;#<:/1==:2534*->1< -
>1<5-7 :9=:750->5:9 In the first group of experimental results, the creep curves of different samples
are shown in Figure 4.
We can see as follows.
(1)In the pressure water environment, the initial creep development of the sample loading is rapid
and the time to reach the relatively stable state is very
short. The peristaltic deformation of the high-water
consolidation compact is extremely rapid in the early
stages of loading. After loading for about 2 hours,
the creep amount has reached more than 50% of the
relatively stable state. After loading for 24 hours, it
reaches more than 90% and then the creep amount
enters a relatively stable state.
(2)In the creep curves of the three specimens,
the curve approximates a vertical straight line at the
beginning of loading and the strain rate increases
rapidly with time. The curve then begins to bend
downward and the strain rate decreases with increasing time. Finally the strain rate remained essentially
unchanged and the curve tends to be gentle. All three
samples experienced an instantaneous elastic deformation stage, an initial creep stage and a constant velocity creep stage. Because of the test conditions the
loading time is not long enough and the stress applied does not reach the critical stress. None of the
three samples showed accelerated creep stages.
(3)The creep curve of sample D-2 is located
below the curve of sample D-1 which shows that
when the axial stress is the same, the creep deformation decreases with increasing water pressure.
Water pressure has a negative effect on creep and
water pressure is negatively correlated with creep
deformation. The creep curve of sample D-2 is located below the curve of sample D-3 which shows
that when the water pressure is the same, the creep
deformation increases with the increase of axial
stress. The axial stress has a positive effect on the

(%-
<:?;&-8;71&/-9959371/><:9
5/<:=/:;C
>581=
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  9-7C=5= :2 >41 1/4-95=8 :2 *->1<
#<1==?<1 221/>593 >41 <11; #<:/1== :2 534
*->1< ->1<5-7The creep process of the solidified
body is studied with the viewpoint of the pore medium. We can make the following basic assumptions
such as the pore medium is homogeneous, isotropic.
In the structure it is interconnected by the solid skeleton and the pores between skeletons, the pores are
filled with fluid. The skeletal particles can be compressed, the fluid in the pores is incompressible and
all the pores in the skeleton are connected. The pores
are changing during the deformation process.
A representative elemental volume (REV) that
defines a physical mechanics feature can represent
the pore dielectric space and the mean value of the
point is represented by the mean value of the physical mechanical feature on REV. These feature quantities satisfy mathematically continuous conditions
throughout the pore media space. Let r be the area
of REV characteristic length, Δbe the area of the
sub-plane, Δ be the area of the skeletal particles
corresponding to Δ in the sub-plane and Δ be the
component of the internal force acting on Δ The
actual stress of the skeleton is the average of the actual cross-sectional area occupied by the skeletal internal forces in the skeletal particles. It can be defined as follows [33].

(4)The creep test results of the three samples
were significantly different in different loading
modes. It indicates that the creep of the consolidation
body in the pressure water environment is affected
by the stress level and the water pressure at the same
time and the influence degree is different.
In the second experiment, the creep curves of
the four different loading modes are shown in Figure
5. And the creep characteristic parameters of each
stage are shown in Table 5. We can see as follows.
(1) The creep curves of the four samples have
experienced the instantaneous elastic deformation
stage. Taking sample E-2 as an example, the instantaneous elastic strain stage is from 0 h to 3 h. The
strain curve rises linearly as time goes by. The strain
value is increased from 0 to 110*10-6 and the strain
rate is changed from 171 × 10-6/h to 10 × 10-6/h. The
creep curve gradually decreases from 3h to 54h, the
strain value gradually increases from 110 × 10-6 to
145 × 10-6 and the strain rate is gradually reduced to
0.3 × 10-6 / h. The strain rate is from 145 × 10-6 to
151 × 10-6. There is no tendency to find the sample
enters the accelerated creep stage.
(2) The strain rate of four samples is generally
similar. The strain rate is rapidly decayed from the
beginning of the order of 10-4 / h to 10-6 / h order of
magnitude within 3 h. During the period of 3h ~ 70h,
the strain rate gradually changed from 10-6 / h to 107
/ h and the deformation increased gradually. After
70 h, the strain rate fluctuates from 0 to 0.3 × 10-6 /
h and the strain rate tend to be constant. The sample
can be considered to enter the steady-state creep
stage. There is no increase in the strain rate during
the creep after this stage.
(3) The strain rate of each stage is reduced with
the increase of water pressure. The water pressure
has a significant effect on the initial strain rate of the
high water material creep test. It affects the time required to enter the stable creep stage. When the water
pressure is greater, the initial strain rate of the creep
test is greater, the creep rate decay time is longer and
the time required longer entering the stable creep
stage.
(4) The deformation of the stable creep stage
decreases with the increase of the water pressure,
and the water pressure can inhibit the creep development of the high water material. The water pressure
is greater; the limit creep of the stable creep is
smaller. The difference in the amount of deformation
in the creep test curve is shown from the initial elastic strain stage. The difference in the elastic phase
strain is the main reason for the difference in the stability of the creep stage.
(5) At the same stress level, the curve under different water pressure is obviously different. And the
total amount of deformation decreases with the increase of water pressure. The water pressure suppresses the creep deformation of the solidified body.
In the case of water pressure, the creep deformation
of the solidified body is not controlled by total stress.

Δ n
Δsn → r Δ
sn
 →0

σ  = lim

r
(7)
The forces acting on the skeleton of the saturated pore medium are that external load (excluding
pore fluid pressure), the interaction among the crystal particles caused by the external load, pore fluid
pressure and the interaction between the crystal particles caused by the pore fluid pressure. The stress
caused by the pore fluid has the properties of hydrostatic pressure. In addition to the volume deformation of the skeletal crystal particles, there is generally no observable skeleton deformation. Pore
fluid pressure is a set of self-balanced volumetric
forces within the skeleton. If the volume deformation
of the skeletal crystal particles can be ignored, it does
not cause any volume deformation. The actual stress
of the skeleton is the stress that controls the deformation and strength of the skeleton which is the
measure of all external forces acting on the skeleton
except the pore fluid pressure.
As well as the instantaneous compression deformation of the material, the creep deformation of
the pore medium also includes the deformation of the
grain itself, the slip of the grain boundary and the
destruction of the crystal itself. Creep mechanism
and creep deformation is directly related to the actual
skeleton stress acting on the material.
After the high-water material consolidation
body is subjected to the pressure load, the internal
microstructure will be re-adjusted under the actual
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stress of the skeleton. The deformation of the instantaneous elasticity stage is mainly its own compressive deformation of the skeleton crystal particles.
The initial creep stage and the constant velocity
creep stage are mainly the rearrangement of the skeletal crystals caused by the slip of the grain boundary.
The deformation of the accelerated creep stage is
mainly the grain boundary slip and the destruction of
the crystal itself. During the whole creep processes,
the micro-porous structure of the solidified body
changes under the real stress of the skeleton.
In the initial creep stage and the constant velocity creep stage, the grain gap is compressed and a
new crack is produced due to the slip of the grain
boundary and the destruction of the crystal itself. But
the porosity of the material is large and the volume
of grain gap reduced by compression is much larger
than the expanded volume produced by the new
crack. The pores of the solidified crystals are full
filled with free water and the pores are interconnected. Grain gap compression is bound to require
free water within the pores to be excluded. The pore
water pressure affects the deformation of the solidified body by directly affecting the true stress of the
skeleton and it ultimately affects the long-term
strength of the solidified body.
Selecting any of the tiny cells in the porous medium, the bottom area of the micro-element is A, the
total stress of the position of the micro-element is
and the selected cross section utilized by the effective principle of too sand is b-b. In Figure 9, pour
water pressure acts the space through the pores. The
forces of action through the solid particles are P1, P2
..., Pi. The contact area between the particles is Ac1,
Ac2 ..., Aci. The effective stress is the average of the
micro-particle solid particles in the vertical direction
to the bottom area A. It is the virtual physical quantity. With reference to the effective stress of the Taisha basis [34], the cross section c-c is selected. In
Figure 10, the cross-sectional area is A, the contact
area between the particles is Aci, micro-body internal
cross-section c-c on the internal forces are F1, F2 ...,
Fi. The actual stress  of the skeleton is as follows.

σ =

σ = σ

σ =





+  (1 −

∑





(9)
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∑
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According to the formula (12), when the total
stress σ = 0.89MPa under the condition of certain porosity, the influence of pore water pressure on skeleton stress is investigated. As shown in Fig. 11, the
actual stress of the skeleton decreases when the pore
water pressure increases. We can analysis combined
with Figure 5. At the same stress level, the curves’
differences between different water pressures are obvious. With the increase of water pressure, the actual
stress on the skeleton of the material decreases and
the instantaneous elastic deformation and stable
creep deformation are reduced. In the case of water
pressure, the water pressure suppresses the creep deformation of the solidified body. The creep deformation of the consolidation is not controlled by total
stress.
When the total stress is σ = 0.89MPa and the
pore water pressure is constant, the influence of the
change of porosity on the stress of the skeleton is investigated. In Figure 12, the actual skeleton stress increase with increasing porosity. According to the
analysis of Figure 5, the creep process of the solidified body undergoes instantaneous elastic deformation, initial creep stage and stable creep stage under certain stress level and water pressure. After the

(10)
Not considering the microstructure of the material and as long as c-c surface have the average statistical significance. There are:
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(8)
Consider the balance of the vertical force on the
c-c surface:

σ =σ



(12)
In the formula:  is the actual stress of the skeleton, is the pore water pressure,  is the porosity
and is the total stress.

∑
∑

σ  = σ  ∑  + (  − ∑  )

∑

= 1− .
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the skeleton to inhibit the creep deformation of the
material and improve the long-term strength of the
solidified body. High water materials can adapt to
the harsh environment of marine salt ion corrosion
and water pressure. It can be used as a good marine
engineering reinforcement material. In this paper,
the mechanical properties of the solidified body are
studied in the case of high water-cement ratio and no
additional material. The strength of the solidified
body is generally not high. In order to be able to use
high water materials better in marine engineering,
you can reduce the water-cement ratio or add silicon
powder, sea sand, gravel and other additives to improve the strength of the consolidation body. This
work needs further exploration.


!"* !'&

solid body is subjected to axial load and water pressure, grain deformation, grain boundary slip and
crystal itself damage will cause changes among the
crystal pores. This leads to a change in porosity
which in turn causes a change in the actual stress of
the skeleton. In the creep process, the porosity
changes with time and the porosity can be used as a
physical quantity to measure the state of the material
structure.
The above analyses are only from the perspective of the fluid pressure affects the solid stress field.
According to the fluid-solid coupling, the fluid affects the solid stress field through the pore water
pressure. The stress field also affects the fluid
through the compressibility of the porous medium
and the porosity affects the actual stress of the skeleton. In turn, the porosity is also affected by multiple
factors such as the actual stress of the skeleton, the
fluid pressure, the volume strain and the compression coefficient of the crystal particles. We do not do
in-depth discussion in this paper.
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In this paper, the daily variation of CH4 emission in the sealing area of the saddle landfill in Luhe
District of Nanjing City was analyzed by static box
method, and the possible changes of CH4 were analyzed. The results showed that the variation range of
CH4 was 1.9-119.7mg / m3 and the flux range was 20.6-52.6mg / (m2h) during the whole observation
period. The peak of CH4 concentration in different
sampling points is different, the peak concentration
difference is large, and the diurnal variation of CH4
emission in landfill is random. Stable landfill CH4
emissions are not integral, continuous emissions, but
local intermittent emissions, CH4 emissions shorter
duration, most of the time in a non-discharge state,
the discharge area is random, and the discharge area
small. The results show that there is no significant
correlation between the CH4 emission landfill and
the temperature and humidity at the time of the stable
landfill.



peak of gas production in China's landfill is slightly
different from that in foreign countries. Many studies have shown that the peak time of gas production
in landfills varies from 7 months to 4 years [5-7]. In
addition Lohila et al. noted that the landfill gas active
collection system can reduce the CH4 release propulsion and reduce landfill carbon emissions [8]. Landfill cover soil microbes can also oxidize CH4 to slow
its release [9]. Ishigaki et al. Used a static box
method to measure the CH4 release rate on the surface of a private landfill in Japan. The CH4 release
rate on the surface of the landfill was different at different sites in the same field [10]. Borjesson and
other static box method to two different landfill
measurements, the results found that in some cases
the landfill in addition to CH4 release source, but also
become CH4 sink [11]. However, there are few studies on CH4 emissions for stable landfills.
At present, there are many controversies about
the daily variation of CH4 emission in landfill. Liu
Hongting after a study of a landfill, the night to the
early discharge rate of the lowest, the highest at
noon, afternoon with the law of decreasing time [12].
Yang Xue et al. through the experiment concluded
that the discharge flux afternoon is greater than noon
than the morning conclusion, and the release of flux
change is small [13]. Ma Zhanyun et al. through
long-term observation of methane emissions in the
closure area of methane methane daily changes do
not exist regular conclusions [14]. To this end, we
chose the Nanjing Mahe landfill site closure area,
through the static box method to observe the landfill
CH4 discharge diurnal variation in order to provide
the landfill CH4 emission control data base.
The site of this experiment is located in the saddle landfill area of Luhe Landfill in Luhe District,
Nanjing, Jiangsu Province. The landfill is a valley
landfill site. It is mainly responsible for handling the
garbage in Nanjing Luhe District, and completed the
closure operation in 2011.
The observation period is from March 2015 to
July 2015, and the observation period is sunny. Using static box sampling, static box length 30cm,
width 20cm, height 20cm. Static box at the top with
a sampling port and temperature test port, the box

)' "#
Landfill, closure area, CH4, diurnal variation
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CH4 is an important greenhouse gas, according
to statistics, the global landfill to the atmosphere
emissions of CH4 amount of 9 × 1012-70 × 1012g /
a, accounting for about 1.5% of the world's total
emissions of 15%, in CH4. The third column of the
source [1-3]. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the main cause
of greenhouse gases, but methane (CH4) is particularly important to note that the power of global
warming per tonne of methane is calculated in the
latest way in 20 years. The greenhouse effect of methane is 72 times stronger than that of carbon dioxide. There are a lot of research on the CH4 emissions
from landfills. Kumar et al. Pointed out that the landfill's landfill age determines the amount of CH4 release, and the landfill age enters the CH4 release peak
at 1-2 a, with a duration of up to 1 to 5 years [4]. The
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wrapped insulation cotton, to avoid direct sunlight
affect the temperature inside the box. Sampling will
be static box buried in the casing, and water around
the wet to ensure that the box closed.
Due to the limitation of landfill conditions, the
sampling points of this experiment are located in the
central and partial edge areas of the sealing area,
with a total of 9 sampling points, as shown in Fig. 1.
Sampling time is 24h, a set of samples is collected per hour. Using a three-way valve syringe
sampling, respectively, in the static box sealed after
1,16,31 min sampling 60mL.
The collected samples were analyzed by gas
chromatography (Agilent 6890N) and quantified by
area normalization:

=

the time is different and the concentration is different. The maximum daily concentration of sampling
points 2 and 3 appeared at 17:00, 78.3 mg / m3 and
91.1 mg / m3 respectively. The maximum daily concentration of sampling point 4 appeared at 5:00 pm
and 119.7 mg / m3 the next day. The maximum daily
concentration of point 1 appears at 16:00 and the
concentration is only 20.4 mg / m3. Which sampling
point 4 from 18:00 to 7:00 the next day are in a large
concentration fluctuations, that point from 18:00 to
7:00 the next day there are active CH4 emissions activities. It is worth noting that the sampling point at
19:00, the next day 1: 00,3: 00,4: 00 and 6:00 CH4
concentration is very low, close to the average concentration of blank, which can be seen CH4 is not
Continuous discharge, but intermittent emissions.
Compared with the sampling point 4, the sampling points 2, 3 is in the 15: 00-17: 00 CH4 concentration in a high state, although the concentration of
other periods of time although a small fluctuations,
but the overall smooth. It can be seen that CH4 emissions from various areas of the landfill show unsatisfactory characteristics, that is, the methane emission from landfills is not the overall discharge of
landfills, but the discharge of local areas.
The CH4 concentration at sampling point 3 is
generally higher than that of sampling point 2 and a
small peak of concentration is observed at 19:00 and
0:00 the next day. It can be seen that the CH4 emission in the adjacent area of the landfill may have mutual influence. The impact is not always there. It is
speculated that the local area of methane emissions
from landfills is not large and may be only a certain
period of time, a small area of emissions.

 ⋅ 1
1

Where C is the detection gas concentration, A is the
detection gas peak area, C1, A1 are the standard gas
concentration and peak area.
6+4@:3:70 53::376$35/+6.#8+;3+4
2+9+-;/93:;3-:Each sample point CH4 concentration changes shown in Figure 2, CH4 concentration
range of 1.9-119.7 mg / m3.
It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the concentration
of CH4 in the landfill is relatively stable and the concentration is low. The concentration fluctuation in
the partial time is large and the time of the fluctuation of the sampling points is inconsistent and there
is no regularity.
It can be seen from Fig. 2 (a) that the four sampling points fluctuate in different degrees in 24 h, but

%" 
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the sampling point 7, the concentration peak was
35.3mg / m3 at 9:00, There are no CH4 emissions for
other time periods. It is noteworthy that, although the
sampling point 6 has a large concentration fluctuation, the sampling points 1, 5, 7 are not synchronized
with the CH4 concentration fluctuations, but also
proved that the landfill CH4 emissions are not a wide
range of overall emissions Is limited to only a small
area of random emissions.

As can be seen from Fig. 2 (b), the same four
sampling points show a completely different concentration change from April. Sampling points 1, 2 and
3 CH4 concentration within 24h no change, the concentration is in the blank sample CH4 concentration
range, that is, the three sampling points in this day
there is no CH4 emissions. And the sampling point 4
appeared two smaller concentration peaks, one at
12:00, the concentration of 28.8mg / m3, the other
appeared in the next day 0:00, the concentration of
9.9mg / m3, much lower than 4 Month concentration
value; other time period and sampling points 1, 2, 3,
no methane emissions. This further proves that landfill CH4 emissions are intermittent emissions and are
largely free of emissions.
Figure 2 (c), four sampling points around a gas
gathering wells, from the gas wells 2m, respectively,
in the gas gathering wells in four directions, close to
each other. As can be seen from the figure, even a
similar sampling point, but also showed a different
CH4 concentration changes. In general, the concentration of CH4 in sampling point 6 fluctuated greatly,
the maximum concentration appeared at 0:00 on the
next day and the concentration was 79.7mg / m3. At

6+4@:3:70453::3764<?2+9+-;/93:
;3-:The change of CH4 flux at each sampling point
is shown in Fig. 3, and the flux range is -20.6-52.6mg
/ (m2h). It is worth noting that CH4 flux changes are
not consistent with changes in CH4 concentration. In
Fig. 3 (a), in Fig. 2 (a), the sampling points 2, 3 show
the same CH4 concentration trend at 14: 00-18: 00,
but in Fig. 3 (a), the sampling points 2,3 CH4 flux
changes exactly the opposite. In addition, from 18:00
- 7:00 the next day, the sampling point 4 CH4 concentration changes violently, but the same time period calculated CH4 flux is very smooth.
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:376:+6.$/58/9+;<9/+6.<53.3;@Finally, we
analyze the correlation between CH4 emissions and
temperature and humidity in landfill, as shown in
Figure 5.
The CH4 concentration and humidity correlation coefficient R2 obtained by linear fitting is only
0.0097, and the correlation coefficient R2 is only
0.06369. This indicates that the CH4 concentration in
this experiment is not significantly correlated with
temperature and humidity. This conclusion is consistent with the conclusion that Feng Kui has no significant correlation between CH4 release flux and
casing temperature and water content in Nanjing sedan landfill experiment [18]. Therefore, it is speculated that the CH4 emission from the landfill is
mainly affected by the internal pressure of the landfill, which is related to the gas permeability coefficient of the waste body and the overburden layer.

To this end, we specifically studied the sampling period CH4 concentration and flux changes,
found in the sampling half an hour, CH4 concentration and flux changes in 8 modes, as shown in Figure
4.
From Figure 4 can clearly see the sampling of
0.5h, the static box CH4 concentration changes.
We found that CH4 concentration changes are
not uniform. In addition to the three modes of Fig. 4
(a), (b) and (c), ie, uniform rise, uniform decrease
and concentration remain unchanged, the other five
emission modes have the CH4 flux in the first 15 min
and 15 min after the sampling process Big difference. As shown in Fig. 4 (d), (e), (f), the CH4 concentration fluctuates less in a 15 min, ie, the flux is
very low and the other fluctuates in another 15 min,
Large / reduced. Figure 4 (g) and (h) show that the
CH4 concentration in the static box will increase and
decrease at different times during the 0.5h sampling
process. This may be related to the change in the
amount of methane oxidizing bacteria and the
change in oxidative efficiency caused by changes in
CH4 flux. In fact, the organic matter content in the
soil also affects the ability of CH4 to oxidize [15, 16].
However, studies have shown that 5% of the CH4
produced by the landfill is oxidized by microbes
[17], indicating that short-term CH4 flux fluctuations
are not only affected by methane oxidizing bacteria
but also CH4 emissions. These CH4 flux fluctuations
lead to the final calculation of CH4 flux deviation,
can not accurately reflect the landfill CH4 concentration changes.
However, the short-term fluctuations in CH4
flux further demonstrate that the CH4 emission from
the stable landfill is not a continuous process but a
short period of time. Therefore, to monitor the stability of the landfill CH4 emissions, the need for automatic observation equipment continuous observation records, in order to truthfully reflect the landfill
CH4 emissions.

 %# 

(1) During the whole observation period, the
CH4 concentration range was 1.9-119.7mg / m3, and
the flux range was -20.6-52.6mg / (m2h). The peak
value of CH4 concentration is different and the peak
concentration is larger. (2) CH4 emissions from stable landfills are not continuous emissions, but intermittent emissions, CH4 emissions are shorter, most
of the time in the absence of emissions. (3) CH4
emission from stable landfill is not an integral one,
but there are randomness in the discharge and discharge area of the local area, and the emission area
is small. (4) There is no significant correlation between the CH4 emission landfill and the current temperature and humidity of the stable landfill. (5) For
the above stable landfill CH4 emission characteristics of the causes and potential impact factors, we
will further analysis through laboratory experiments.
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strates [22-23], which was then followed by an explosion of research activities. To date, many problems still remain, hampering the further development
of graphene in fundamental research and practical
application.
Here, we report on the deposition of a graphene
film and CNTs/Graphene on Cu foil at a temperature
as low as 500 °C using CVD for 1, 3 and 5 min. The
behavior of the graphene coating layers as an oxidation resistive barrier is then investigated using Raman spectroscopy and `HRTEM. The novel mass
production of LAG on Cu foil may be very useful to
fabricate the ultrafast charge transfer next generation
optical and electronic devices. Finally, we suggest
potential application of LAG coating on electronic
devices.

ABSTRACT
Here, we report on the growth of large area graphene (LAG) on copper foil at a low temperature
(500 °C) and at atmospheric pressure by using chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Liquid benzene was
used as the graphene precursor material by heating
below its boiling point to create benzene vapors. The
as-prepared LAG with a Raman D band was obtained, and graphene layers can be clearly seen in
Field emission scanning electron microscope
(FESEM), Raman, Transmission electron microscope (TEM), High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) images. Finally, we suggest potential application of LAG coating on electronic devices.

EXPERIMENTAL

KEYWORD:
CVD, graphene, CNT, Cu foil, Raman, HRTEM.

Experimental materials and method. Benzene used as a carbon precursor material was purchased from Dae-Jung Chemical and Metals Co. Ltd
Korea. The Cu foil (99.9 %), annealed uncoated, was
used as the substrate material to grow LAG. Argon
and Nitrogen gas were purchased from Samchun
Pure Chemical Co. Ltd., Korea. A specially designed
split Si tube furnace divided into two parts, the inner
tube and the outer tube, was used. The dimensions of
the tube are 30 cm length and 4 cm outer diameter,
with two nozzles, one for the inlet of benzene vapors
and the other for the inlet of Ar and N2 gas. The inner
furnace, also called the heating zone, having a 10 cm
length and 5 cm diameter, is used to grow the LAG
and CNTs/Graphene on Cu foil. The benzene was
first heated below its boiling temperature and vapors
were produced. The vapors were then transferred to
the tube simultaneously with Ar gas which also acts
as a carrier for benzene vapors and prevents the Cu
foil reacting with water molecules. The vapor flow
and the Ar gas ratio were controlled through the control valve. The furnace temperature was increased to
500 oC at the first step and Ar gas was released into
the Si furnace. After reaching the temperature to
around 500 oC, a Cu foil was inserted in the inner
tube followed by controlled amount of Ar gas and

INTRODUCTION
Graphene is an ideal one-atom-thick two- dimensional material of sp2-bonded carbon atoms [1±
3], and has been receiving significant attention owing to its exciting characteristics such as quantum
Hall effect [4-5], superior thermal conductivity [6],
and ultra-high carrier mobility [7-8], etc. The utilization of these outstanding properties of graphene has
been screened for a variety of applications: such as
transistors [9], sensors [10-11], actuators [12], flexible and transparent conducting films [13]. However,
for practical applications, a reproducible and largescale production of graphene is of vital importance.
Graphene can be prepared by mechanical exfoliation
of graphite [14], epitaxial growth on SiC surfaces
[15±17], reduction of graphene oxide [18-19], and
chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Among these
strategies, CVD has become the most promising approach because it is inexpensive, transfer- rable and
it has the ability to produce high quality and largearea graphene films [20-21]. CVD graphene was first
reported in 2008 and 2009, using Ni and Cu as sub-
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measurements. The measurements were performed
using a backscattering geometry. The Raman excitation beam spot size is about 1 μm diameter. Field
emission scanning electron microscopes (FESEM
(JSM)-5200 JOEL, Japan) that offer expanded imaging and capabilities customizable to performance requirements were used to carry out the analysis.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was carried out using Park NX 20 Korea.

benzene vapors. The growth of LAG was checked at
different reaction times (1, 3 and 5 minutes) at 500
o
C and the obtained samples were labeled as G1, G3
and G5 respectively. Fig. 1 shows a typical graphene
growth process.
Coating graphene on a semiconductor index
device (pipe) and measuring its electrical resistance. A semiconductor pipe was coated with
graphene by using our CVD technique as introduced
previously. After 3 min coating, the electrical resistance of the pipe was measured by 2 probe wired
method. The schematic diagram and optical image
are shown in Fig.2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Morphological formation and growth of
LAG and CNTs/LAG. The FESEM images of the
as prepared CVD grown LAG and CNTs/LAG assembly are shown in fig 3(a-f). From this figure, it is
obvious that the quantity of large area graphene increases with decreasing reaction time. The figure
3(a-b) describes the FESEM image of G1 sample
with 1 minute reaction time. In this figure the G1
sample gives a vibrant picture of the graphene morphology. The graphene sheets mainly multilayers are
separated by pores formed on Cu substrate. These
pores can be considered as support

Instrumentation. High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) JEOL, JEM2012, Japan was used to determine the state and the
sheet morphology of the prepared graphene.
Transmission electron microscope (TEM) at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV was used to investigate
the number and the stacking state of the graphene
layers on the various samples. Raman analysis was
carried out to check the signature of graphene on the
metallic substrate. The measurement was performed
XVLQJDµµODE5DP$UDPLV¶¶+RULED-RELQ<YRQVSHF
trometer. A 514 nm argon-ion laser was used for the

FIGURE 1
Schematic of the LAG and CNTs/LAG on the Cu foil using atmospheric CVD.

FIGURE 2
(a): Schematic diagram for the electrical resistivity measurement;
(b): Measuring the electrical resistance of the semiconductor pipe.
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reaction spaces for the attachment of nanoparticles
for device applications. The figure shows that there
is no any other spot or mounds were found on the
surface of graphene. This gives us the clue that 1 minute reaction time is suitable forLAG layer to grow
on copper surface at 500 oC.
Increasing the reaction time to 3 and half
minutes by keeping the temperature at 500 oC a small
dot appears on the surface of LSG these dots are
termed as a carbon nanotube seeds as shown in figure
3(c-d). The sample in fig 3(c-d) is labeled as G3 with
3 minute reaction time. From this figure, the small
dots can be seen very clearly spotted white in color.
These dots are further responsible for the CNTs concentric graphene sheet rolling into a tube format. Figure 3(e-f) depicts the G5sample with 5 minutes reaction time. The CNTs on the Cu substrate are clearly
visible in tube type shape. The densities of
MWCNTs are quite large so that Cu grains are not
visible in the image. From G5 sample, we can say
that initially when the reaction time exceeds 3
minutes or higher, the CNTs seeds were grown on
the surface of the graphene sheet. These small islands, termed seeds for MWCNTs, expand vertically
on the graphene sheet to form CNTs. The large numbers of MWCNTs were wrinkled curled around each

other so that the width of MWCNTs also increases
as compared to G3 sample. These formed MWCNTs
are found to vertical on LAG sheet which are confirmed from AFM images. Our observation further
shows that by controlling a number of experimental
parameters, these MWCNTs can be grown in a convenient manner on a graphene sheet, which may be
beneficial for future graphene based nanoelectronics
devices.
The confirmation of LAG and the number of
layers has been investigated through the TEM image
of the G1 sample shown in Fig. 4(a-b). In Fig. 4(a),
a smooth large area graphene with mostly a single
layer has been established. The dark region shows
the stacked mostly multilayer graphene with the
presence of some wrinkles. These wrinkles may be
associated with the difference in thermal coefficient
between the graphene and Cu film [24]. Fig 4 (b)
shows a high quality single layer graphene sheet
without any CNTs on the graphene surface. Our results further confirm that benzene vapors flowing
through CVD at the low temperature reported here
(500 oC) and normal pressure can produce LSG composites. The LAG sheet in figure 4(b) shows the
composition of mostly single layer and multilayer
LAG.

FIGURE 3
FESEM images of as prepared LAG and CNTs/LAG (a-b) G1, 1 minute reaction time (c-d) G3,
reaction time (e-f) G5, 5 minute reaction time.
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FIGURE 4
TEM images of G3 sample (3minute reaction time) (a) 50nm (b) 50 nm.

FIGURE 5
HRTEM images of G1, G3 and G5; (a) G1, (b) G3, (c) G5.
Fig.5. show HRTEM images of as-prepared
samples. The two-dimensional structure of the LAG
sheet is clearly shown to have been retained with partial agglomeration in Fig. 5(a). Multilayer graphene
structure could be obviously seemed in Fig. 5(b). The
HRTEM image in Fig. 5(c) further confirms the tip
type MWCNTs which is closed from the outer end.
Here, we can observe that the circular MWCNTs
wound together in bundle type shapes. This means
that at the edges of our large area graphene,
MWCNTs were grown and the density reduces at the
interior of the sheet. These results give us new insight into CNTs/LAG composites. The edge CNTs
may be very helpful to develop ultrafast nanoelectronics devices by providing sharp anchoring sites.

and carbon nanotubes. Fig. 6(a) depicts the Raman
spectrum of the G1 sample. The furnace temperature
was kept at 500 oC with a reaction time of 1 minute.
The Raman signature for the carbon based materials
D band, G band were found in our CVD grown LAG.
The mode positioned between 80 and 300 cm-1 from
the excitation line, are associated with the Cu present
in the sample. The Cu arises due to scratching the
graphene composite from Cu foil.
In Fig. 6(a), the G1 sample shows unusual results rather than ordinary Raman spectra of LAG and
CNTs. From this figure, we found a small intensity
peak (inset figure 6) around 2700 cm-1 assigned to
the 2D peak in graphene. This observed 2D peak was
further split into four Raman peaks. The dispersion
of the peak yielded information on the number of
layers and stacking order in the graphene system. In
bilayer graphene, it was reported that 2D peaks were
split into four components; the further increase in the

Physicochemical characterization of LAG
and CNTs/LAG. Raman spectroscopy is a powerful
technique to study the structure and electronic properties of carbon materials such as graphene/graphite
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found close to the graphite G band frequency [33].
The peaks between 300 and 500 cm-1 were attributed
to the metallic Cu used as a substrate material [3436].
Fig. 6(c) shows the Raman spectrum of G5
sample with 5 minutes reaction time. The observation of Fig. 6(c) shows that at increasing reaction
time there is D band appear in the spectrum. Unlike
other samples there is a defect band observed which
may be due to large number of MWCNTs grown on
LAG sheet. The morphology of G5 sample from
FESEM and TEM images are quiet clear that by increasing reaction time there is increased density of
MWCNTs. It is because of the formation of CuO on
surface increase the grains and thus provides maximum number of reaction sites for growth of CNTs.
This produces high surface energy by providing
more active sites for MWCNTs on the surface [37].
In Fig.7(a-c) the LAG and MWCNTs/LAG
composites has been shown. The G1 sample labeled
as 6(a) gives a larger area graphene with some dark
region considered to be valleys between the two graphene domains. The depths of these valleys are
found to be 350 to 400 nm to minimize the graphene
domains. These graphene edges may be very useful
for creating Li ion batteries with remarkable storage
capacity, as reported elsewhere [38].
A comparison of the obtained MWCNTs/LAG
composites with different reaction is depicted in Fig.
7(b-c). The image 7(b) ascribed G3 sample with 3
minutes reaction time while Fig. 7(c) is G5 sample

layer and bulk area of graphene leads to lower intensity peaks [25-26]. In our case, we believe that the
surface area of graphene is very large and the intensity of the peaks was therefore found to be very low
compared to the metallic band in the Raman spectroscopic results.
Fig. 6(b) shows the Raman spectra for G3 sample with the reaction time was kept at 4 minutes at
500 oC. From the figure, it is clear that small intensity
G and D bands were observed (inset (b)). The Cu metallic peaks were also observed. From our study, we
found that by increasing the reaction time, the Raman band intensities of G band and D band shift towards a lower frequency. This allows the MWCNTs
start growing on LAG sheet. The other reason for the
intensity variation is the large number of MWCNTs
rolls together, encouraging phonon confinement and
thus reducing the intensity [27-28]. These observations show that the attachment of MWCNTs/LAG on
Cu during CVD would probably affect the electronic
transition and hence the dispersive behaviors of the
signature bands were found.
The laser excitation also has an effect on the
Raman band shift and intensities variation. In
MWCNTs, the bands are attributed to the Raman resonance condition. The incident laser on carbon nanotubes can yield the optical resonance profile for a
given mode at a vibrating frequency of their respective modes [29-32]. In Fig. 6(b), the G band frequency was found at 1592 cm-1, while the D band
frequency was found at 1352cm-1. In MWCNTs, a
large number of CNTs with different diameters affects the characteristic G band and were therefore

FIGURE 6
Raman spectra of as-prepared samples: (a): G1 sample; (b): G3 sample; (c): G5 sample.
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This elusive and complex phenomenon requires a devoted focus and investigation in the future to explore
the outstanding physical and chemical properties of
these MWCNTs/LAG composites.

with 5 minute reaction time. These figures show the
obvious difference between the heights of MWCNTs
due to variation in reaction times. In Fig. 7 (b), the
G3 sample shows MWCNTs having a height of
around 198 nm, while in Fig. 7 (c), (G5 sample) this
height was reported to be ~338 nm. The AFM height
images of MWCNTs clearly shows that the CNTs
were gathered in a rolled type shape having a sharp
tip and close ends. The growth of CNTs shown in Fig.
7 (b-c) was consistently achieved through a large
area of the substrate material. Obviously, the surface
growth of vertically aligned CNTs on a substrate material at a micrometer scale with nonometric effect is
very important for next generation devices.
The surface construction of MWCNTs revealed
by AFM leading towards the nanohills formation of
carbon nanotubes is unique and its formation may be
a complex phenomenon. The formation may be the
result of the different competing factors such as temperature, reducing atmosphere, oxide reduction during CVD process, and decomposition of benzene.
.

Mechanism of chemical vapor deposition of
graphene. In the case of metals having low carbon
solubility (such as Cu), carbon atoms will nucleate
and laterally expand around the nucleus to form graphene domains with decomposition of hydrocarbon
catalyzed by the substrates at high temperature. The
growth process will terminate when the substrates
are fully covered by the graphene layer, which is usuDOO\ UHIHUUHG DV D ³VHOI-OLPLWHG VXUIDFH GHSRVLWLRQ´
growth mechanism (Fig. 8a) [41]. Recently, it has
been observed that the self-limiting growth process
could be broken on Cu and few layer graphene can
be produced under special growth conditions, such
as CVD growth under atmosphere pressure [42], a
very slow cooling rate [43] as well as a high methane
concentrations [44].

FIGURE 7
AFM images of LAG and MWCNTs/LAG (a) G1 (b) G3 (c) G5
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FIGURE 8
Schematics diagram of CVD graphene grown on Cu foil.

FIGURE 9
Coating of LAG on semiconductor index device using our CVD technique (a): After graphene coating; (b):
After scratch with knife.
above experimental results our work is novel, one
step low temperature techniques to produce
CNTs/LAG composites structure. The use of a separator between Cu foil and catalyst materials is consider being very important to reduce the interaction
between Cu and metallic catalyst materials. In our
case the most interesting point is that LAG provided
a plate form to grow MWCNTs and also act as separator between Cu foil and MWCNTs.

Despite the low carbon solubility in Cu, several
researchers have observed the segregation growth
mechanism occurred on Cu enclosure, where carbon
species penetrate from one side of the Cu foil to the
other side, and then forms the second layer or multilayer graphene underneath the top first layer [45].
7KLV PHFKDQLVP LV GHQRWHG DV WKH ³SHQHWUDWLRQ´
growth mode (Fig. 8b) [46], which favor the production of large scale graphene bilayer or multilayer.
The application of our CVD technique. The
semiconductor index device (pipe) has been considered to coat with our introduce CVD method. The
actual device picture is shown in Fig.9. After CVD
coating the material was found to be a remarkable
heat sink source because of large area graphene attachment. This describes the importance of our new
method to produce low temperature CVD graphene
for device application. Knowing the benefits of
CNTs/graphene composites several studies has been
devoted to these composites nanostructures [39-40].
In addition, after coating with graphene, the electrical resistance of the semiconduct pipe changed in a
FHUWDLQUDQJH Pȍ-Pȍ , and we can check the
inner part by scratching its surface. In light of the

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we investigated a new and short
route to produce large area graphene. This large area
graphene can be produced in industries at a bulk
scale by further controlling experimental parameters
to optimum values. We demonstrate the production
of large area graphene at a very short reaction time
in a nitrogen environment using chemical vapor deposition method. The increasing reaction time gives
us results that are more interesting by producing
~350 nm (5 minute reaction time) long vertically
aligned MWCNTs distributed homogenously
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through the copper foil as depicted in AFM images.
The FESEM images showed that the island found on
the graphene can further give rise to vertical CNTs.
The valleys found between graphene domains may
be due to the use and handling of very thin copper
foil. Thus we believe that our low temperature, normal pressure CVD provides a simple and reproducible way to produce high quality CNTs/LAG for
large-scale integration of graphene based next generation devices.
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